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CHAPTER IX.

Religion.—Introduction ofMahometanism.—Howfar its Tenets and Doctrines

are observed.—Priests.—How provided for.—How far the ancient Institu-

tions of the Country are superseded.—Antiquities.—Edifices.—The Temples

at Brambdnan.—Boro Bodo.—Gunung Prdku.—Kediri, Sing’a Sari, Siiku,

fyc.
—Sculpture.—Images in Stone.—Casts in Metal.—Inscriptions on Stone

and Copper.—Coins.—Ruins of the ancient Capitals at Medang Kamulan,

Majapdhit, Pajajaran
, fyc.—Island of Bali.—Conclusion.

It has already been stated, that the established religion of the country is

that of Mahomet. The earliest allusion to this faith made in the Javan

annals is in the twelfth century of the Javan era (A. D. 1250), when an un-

successful attempt appears to have been made to convert some of the Sunda

princes.* Towards the close of the fourteenth century, several missionaries

established themselves in the eastern provinces
j
and according to the Javan

annals, and the universal tradition of the country, it was in the first year of the

fifteenth century of the Javan era, or about the year of our Lord 1475, that the

vol. n. B Hindu
* See Chapters on History.
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Hindu empireof Majapahit, then supreme on the island, was overthrown, and

the Mahometan religion became the established faith of the country. When
the Poituguese first visited Java in 1511, they found a Hindu king in Ban-

tam} and subsequently, they are said to have lost their footing in that pro-

vince, in consequence of the arrival and establishment of a Mahometan

prince there } but with the exception of an inconsiderable number in some

of the interior and mountainous tracts, the whole island appears to have

been converted to Mahometanism in the course of the sixteenth- cen-

tury, or at least at the period of the establishment of the Dutch at Batavia

in lt>20.

The natives are still devotedly attached to their ancient institutions, and

though they have long ceased to respect the temples and idols of a former

worship, they still retain a high respect for the laws, usages, and national

observances which prevailed before the introduction of Mahometanism.

And although some few individuals among them may aspire to a higher

sanctity and closer conformity to Mahometanism than others, it may be

fairly stated, that the Javans in general, while they believe in one su-

preme God, and that Mahomet was his Prophet, and observe some of the

outward forms of the worship and observances, are little acquainted with

the doctrines of that religion and are the least bigoted of its followers.

Few of the chiefs decline the use of wine, and if the common people abstain

from inebriating liquors, it is not from any religious motive. Mahometan

institutions, however, are still gaining ground, and with a free trade a great

accession of Arab teachers might be expected to arrive. Property usually

descends according to the Mahometan law
;
but in other cases, the Maho-

metan code, as adopted by the Javans, is strangely blended with the more

ancient institutions of the country.*

Pilgrimages

* “ The religion of the Javans is in general Mahometan, but mingled with many supersti-

“ tious doctrines derived from the ancient Pagan worship. The Javans, however, are far

“ from bigots to their religion, as other Mahometans generally are. They are mild and

<! tractable by nature, and although they do not easily forget or forgive an injury, they would

“ be a quiet well disposed people under good laws and a mild government. The murders,

“ and other crimes, which are now committed in some places, are to be attributed more to the

" present faulty administration, than to any bad dispositions in the people. The same may be

»< remarked of the indolence and indifference which now characterize them. Property in the

“ land, with personal and commercial freedom and security, would soon render them indus-

“ tr\ous."—Hogendorp’s Memoir on Java, 1800.
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Pilgrimages to Mecca are common. When the Dutch first established

themselves on Java, it was not unusual for the chiefs of the highest rank to

undertake the voyage, as will be seen in the course of the native history.

As soon, however, as the Dutch obtained a supremacy, they did all they

could to check this practice, as well as the admission of Arab missionaries,

and by the operation of the system of commercial monopoly which they

adopted, succeeded pretty effectually. It does not, however, appear that this

arose from any desire to check the progress of Mahometanism on Java, or that

it was with any view to introduce the doctrines of Christianity, that they wished

to cut off the communication with Mecca; their sole objects appear to have

been the safety of their own power and the tranquillity of the country.

Every Arab from Mecca, as well as every Javan who had returned from a

pilgrimage thither, assumed on Java the character of a saint, and the

credulity of the common people was such, that they too often attributed to

such persons supernatural powers. Thus respected, it was not difficult for

them to rouse the country to rebellion, and they became the most dangerous

instruments in the hands of the native authorities opposed to the Dutch

interests. The Mahometan priests have almost invariably been found most

active in every case of insurrection. Numbers of them, generally a mixed

breed between the Arabs and the islanders, go about from state to state in

the Eastern Islands, and it is generally by their intrigues and exhortations

that the native chiefs are stirred up to attack or massacre the Europeans, as

infidels and intruders.

The commercial monopoly of the Dutch, however injurious to the

country in other respects, was in this highly advantageous to the character

of the Javans, as it preserved them from the reception of many of the

more intolerable and deteriorating tenets of the Koran.

I have already mentioned, that every village has its priest, and that in

every village of importance there is a mosque or building set apart adapted

to religious worship. The usual Mahometan service is performed
;
and the

Panghulu, or priest, is consulted, and decides in all cases of marriage,

divorce, and inheritance. He is bound also to remind the villagers of the

proper seasoh for the cultivation of the lands. He is remunerated by a

tithe of the produce of the land, certain fees which are paid on circum-

cisions, marriages, divorces, and funerals, and presents which are usual at

particular seasons and on particular occasions.

B 2 In
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In every chief town there is a high priest, who with the assistance of

several inferior priests, holds an ecclesiastical court, and superintends the

priests who are appointed in the subordinate districts and villages. His

emoluments consist of a share, which varies in different districts, of the

zalcat levied by the village priests, of fees of court, presents, &c. These

chief priests are usually either Arabs, or descendants of Arabs by women of

the islands. Their number in some of the large towns is considerable ;
at

Pakalongan and Gresik they have amounted to some hundreds. The village

priests are mostly Javans. On entering the profession, they adopt a dress

different from that of the Javans in general, wearing a turban and long gown

after the manner of the Arabs, and encouraging, as much as possible, the

growth of a few hairs on the chin, as a beard. It is probable, that the

total number of priests is not less than fifty thousand, which forms a ninetieth

part of the whole population of the island.

In common with other Mahometans, the Javans observe the ceremony of

circumcision (
sonat), which is performed at about eight years of age, and

in a manner somewhat differing from that usual in other countries. The

ceremony is usually attended with a feast and rejoicing. Girls, at the same

age, suffer a slight operation, intended to be analogous, and called by the

same name.

In their processions and rejoicings on religious festivals and other occa-

sions, the Javans are free from that noisy clamour and uproar, which is

usual with the Mahometans of continental India. The ceremony of liusen

hasen,
which on the continent excites such a general noise throughout the

country, here passes by almost without notice, and the processions of the

Sepoys on this occasion, during the period of the British government on

Java, excited the utmost astonishment among them, on account of their

novelty, noise, and gaudy effect
;
but nobody seemed inclined to join in,

or to imitate them : indeed, the Javans have too chaste an ear to bear with

pleasure the dissonant sounds and unharmonious uproar of the Indians.*

The Mahometan religion, as it at present exists on Java, seems only to

have penetrated the surface, and to have taken but little root in theJieart

of the Javans. Some there are who are enthusiastic, and all consider it a

point

* The Javans observe of the Mahometans of continental India, that they would rather

drink wine than cat pork
; while the Javans, on the contrary, would rather eat pork than drink

wine.
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point of honour to support and respect its doctrines : but as a nation, the

Javans by no means feel hatred towards Europeans as infidels ; and this

perhaps may be given as the best proof that they are very imperfect Maho-

metans. As another example of the very slight hold which Mahometanism

has of them, may be adduced the conduct of the reigning prince (the

Susunan) in the recent conspiracy among the Sepoys serving on Java. The

intimacy between this prince and the Sepoys first commenced from his

attending the ceremonies of their religious worship, which was Hindu, and

assisting them with several idols of that worship which had been preserved

in his family. The conspirators availing themselves of this predilection of

the prince for the religion of his ancestors, flattered him by addressing him

as a descendant of the great Rama, and a deliberate plan was formed, the

object of which was to place the European provinces once more under a

Hindu power. Had this plan been attended with success, it would proba-

bly have been followed by the almost immediate and general re-conversion

of the Javans themselves to the Hindu faith.*

Whatever of their more ancient faith may remain in the institutions, Antiquities,

habits, and affections of the Javans, the island abounds in less perishable

memorials of it. The antiquities of Java consist of ruins of edifices, and

in particular of temples sacred to the former worship
;
images of deities

found within them and scattered throughout the country, either sculptured

in stone or cast in metal
;

inscriptions on stone and copper in ancient cha-

racters, and ancient coins.

The antiquities of Java have not, till lately, excited much notice
; nor

have they yet been sufficiently explored. The narrow policy of the Dutch

denied to other nations facilities of research
;

and their own devotion

to the pursuits of commerce was too exclusive to allow of their being much

interested

* In the account which has been given of the literature of the Javans, the most esteemed

compositions connected with their ancient faith have been referred to ; but as most of these,

such as the Rama, Brata Yudha, Niti Sdstra, and others, are in many respects similar to

corresponding works on the continent of India, it may not be uninteresting, while treating of

the religion of the country, to give some account of the Mdnek Maya, a composition in prose,

which in its origin and story appears to be perfectly local, and which contains many of the

peculiar notions still entertained by the people of the beginning of the world, &c. It is a

work in high estimation among the modern Javans, and continually referred to. The copy in the

Javan language from which the annexed translation was extracted, was procured as an especial

favour from the present Susunan. It has obviously been compiled since the establishment of

Mahometanism, but neither the time at which it was written, nor its author, is known.
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interested by the subject. The numerous and interesting remains of

former art and grandeur, which exist in the ruins of temples and other

edifices
;

the abundant treasures of sculpture and statuary with which

some parts of the island are covered
;
and the evidences of a former state

of religious belief and national improvement, which are presented in images,

devices, and inscriptions, either lay entirely buried under rubbish, or were

but partially examined. Nothing, therefore, of the ancient history of the

people, of their institutions prior to the introduction of Mahometanism, of

their magnificence and power before the distraction of internal war and the

division of the country into petty contending sovereignties, or of their

relations either to adjacent or distant tribes, in their origin, language, and

religion, could be accurately known or fully relied on. The grandeur of

their ancestors sounds like a fable in the mouth of the degenerate Javan
;

and it is only when it can be traced in monuments, which cannot be falsi-

fied, that we are led to give credit to their traditions concerning it. Of
these monuments, existing in great profusion in several places, and forming,

if I may so express myself, the most interesting part of the annals of the

people, none are so striking as those found at Brambanan in the district of

Matarem, near the middle of the island, at Boro Bodd in Kedii, on Gu-

mmg Prahu and its vicinity, in Kediri, and at Sing’a Sari in the district

of Malang, in the eastern part of the island.

In addition to their claims on the consideration of the antiquarian, the

ruins at two of these places, Brambanan and Boro Bbdo, are admirable as

majestic works of art. The great extent of the masses of building covered

in some parts with the luxuriant vegetation of the climate, the beauty

and delicate execution of the separate portions, the symmetry and regu-

larity of the whole, the great number and interesting character of the

statues and bas-reliefs, with which they are ornamented, excite our

wonder that they were not earlier examined, sketched, and described.

With respect to the ruins at Brambanan, we find, upon the authority of

a Dutch engineer, who in 1797 went to construct a fort at Kldten, on the

highway between the two native capitals, and not far from the site of the

temples, that no description of its antiquities existed at that period. He
found great difficulty in clearing away the rubbish and plants, so as to

obtain a view of the ruins and to be enabled to sketch them. The indiffer-

ence of the natives had been as great as that of their conquerors, and had

led them to neglect the works of their ancestors which they could not

imitate.
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imitate. They had allowed a powerful vegetation, not only to cover the

surface of the buildings, but to dislocate and almost to overthrow them.

They still viewed with veneration, however, the most conspicuous statue in

the ruins, and in spite of their Mahometan principles, addressed it with super-

stitious reverence. The temples themselves they conceived to have been the

work of a divinity, and to have been constructed in one night
;
but unfor-

tunately this belief did not restrain the neighbouring peasants from carrying

off the stones of which they were constructed, and applying them to their

own purposes. Enough, however, still remains, to shew the style of archi-

tecture that was followed in their construction, the state of sculpture at

the period of their erection, and the nature of the religion which then

prevailed.

In' the beginning of the year 1812, Colonel Colin Mackenzie,* so well

acquainted with the antiquities of Western India, visited Brambanan,

took an accurate survey of the ruins, and sketched the fragments of

the building, the architectural ornaments, and the statues found there.

His journal, accompanied with much ingenious and interesting speculation

on the nature and origin of the worship indicated by them, he kindly per-

mitted me to publish in the seventh volume of the Transactions of the

Batavian Society.

Considering it as a matter of importance, that a more extensive and

detailed survey should be made while we had the best opportunity of doing

so, I availed myself of the services of Captain George Baker, of the Bengal

establishment, employed in the provinces of the native princes, to survey,

measure, and take draughts of all the buildings, images, and inscriptions

which this magnificent mass of ruins presented. The following is an abstract

of his report on the subject.

“ In the province of Maidrem, and between the native capitals of Sura leerta

and Yugya leerta, lies the village of Brambanan, and at a distance of a mile

from the high road, there are hills which run east and west, for about a

mile and a half. On one of these, within about one hundred yards to the

south-east of the Bandar’s * house, stands

THE
* Now Surveyor-General of India.

f Bandar is the term given to the Chinese farmer of the toll ports or transit duties; whence

banduran, the place or residence of the bandar.

Brambanan.
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THE CHANDI KOBON DALAM,

but so covered with trees and shrubs, that it is not visible till you are within

two or three hundred yards of it. I could find no remains of the ancient

enclosure, but the fields for some distance round have been enclosed in

later days with the stones which have fallen from the temple. About forty

yards westward of the temple, formerly stood two colossal images or rechas,*

both now overthrown, and one broken in two : these evidently faced each

other inwards, as if to guard the approach. Each of these, including the

pedestal, is of a single block, seven feet high
;
the head is two feet high

;

the square of the pedestal about three feet, and its height thirteen inches

and a half : the stone block coarse grained, and apparently the same as the

outer coating of the temple. The door-way is three feet and a half wide,

and now ten feet long, so that allowing two feet for dilapidation, the thick-

ness of the walls must have been more than twelve feet. This leads directly

to an apartment twenty feet square, the terrace of which, or original floor,

is now covered to an unknown depth with masses of stone fallen from the

walls and roof. The present height of the interior of the building is

about twenty-eight feet.

The roof is a square pyramid about fourteen feet high, formed of stones

which overhang each other like inverted steps. The stone composing the

interior of the apartment is whitish and close grained, and breaks in flakes

something like flint. The whole is uniformly cut and neatly morticed

together without cement. The interior is perfectly plain, the exterior

could never have possessed more than the simplest architectural embellish-

ment.

Excepting the two rechas, or porters, I saw no remains of statuary

;

but it is probable that images of Hindu deities lie buried in the rubbish.

These porters or giants seem to have been posted as if to guard the

approach to the sanctuaries of the gods. The hair of each is plaited and

wound round his head, after the fashion of the mendicant priests of India.

He wears large cylindrical earrings, like those of the Javan women, brace-

lets and necklace of beads. His waistband, which is very bulky and

reaches almost to his knees, is confined by a chain of square links, and

receives on the right side a small square-hilted dagger. Between his legs

and
* Recha is the term given by the Javans to all the remains of antiquity generally, but

particularly to the images of their former worship.
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and under the waistband there passes a lungofa or kopina
, the ends

of which hang down before and behind. In his right hand he holds

an octagonal club
;

in his left a snake, coiled and darting its tongue

along the breast : small twisted snakes also form his armlets, and

one passes over his left shoulder diagonally across the body, the head

and tail forming a kind of knot. His head is broad
;

his forehead

and chin short but wide; his eyes quite round, large, prominent, and

staring
;
his lips thick

;
his mouth open, and shewing two very large dog

teeth and four others of the upper jaw. Singular as the countenance is, it

has generally an open good humoured expression. The sepoy who attended

me, and who had resided two years among the Bramins at Benares, and, of

a corps of upwards of eight hundred sepoys, was acknowledgedTo be the

best acquainted with such subjects, informed me that similar figures were

common guardians of the entrance to the temples of India, and seemed

perfectly well acquainted with their history, purpose, and distinctive accom-

paniments; but he was lost in surprise at the number, magnitude, and

superior execution of those at Brambanan, to which he said that India could

in no respect furnish a parallel. Every thing here, he said, was manifestly

the work of the gods, as no human power could have effected such things.

The temples at Brambanan are entirely composed of plain hewn stone

without the least mixture of brick, mortar, or rubbish of any kind, even in

the most extensive solid masses, or to fill up the floors and basements of

the largest structures. Large trees have made their way through many of

them, and give an air of high antiquity.

Close by the road side at Brambanan, and in front of the bandar’s house,

there are several pieces of sculpture deserving of notice. One is a very well

executed relievo on two small stones, of about eighteen inches by five,

within the bandar’s kampung : it represents elephants completely caparisoned

in the Hindu fashion. Another is a piece of sculpture representing the

wide-extended mouth and erect curled proboscis of the elephant, having a

figure (I believe af a Gopia or inferior deity or demi-god) seated in an erect

posture on the animal’s tongue, surrounded with a formidable array of teeth.

This is found on either side of the top or bottom of flights of steps, grand

entrances, or portals of all the Brambanan buildings. There is also a more

finished specimen of the same kind as the last, but having instead of a

Gopia a lion, decorated with a necklace, to whose head descends from the

lotos flowers which crown the elevated proboscis of the elephant, a very

vol. ir. C rich
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rich cluster of beads. Two stones are sculptured in relief with the figures of

seven apes traversing a wood : they are each about two feet six inches high

by two feet wide. These pieces are more damaged by time and weather than

any others I met with, and perhaps more ancient. They appear to be

entirely historical, and probably formed together the memorial of some

legendary event, which the learning of my Brahmin did not reach : he

seemed however positive that Hanumdn was not of the number. The

shield occurs twice, a reptile of the lizard kind led by a string once, and

all the figures appear armed with sticks.

Tiie only other piece of sculpture found here is of a headless naked

figure, sitting on a double throne, surrounded with foliage, opposite the

Banddran at the corner of a field. The journal of Colonel Mackenzie,

which had previously appeared in the Transactions of the Batavian Society,

had so fully persuaded me that all these rude figures in a sitting cross-

legged posture were Jain or Budhist, that I by accident only asked my
companion if he knew what this was ? To my astonishment he replied, that

this, with all other similar images, were tupis wurri, or Hindus in the

act of devotion, and that this figure was evidently a Brahmin (from the

sacrificial or sacred string over his left shoulder) employed in tupisya. I

asked him whether it might be Budh ? to which he replied, No
;
that

Budh held a very low rank in the estimation of the Brahmins, who, in

consequence of the schism between Brahmins and Budhists, did not choose

to make tupisya before him, or erect his likeness in their temples
;
and

that, as all the temples at Brambdnan were entirely Braminical, or had

their origin from the same sect of which he himself was a member, it

was not likely that any images of Budh should be found thereabouts.

When we afterwards came to examine the temples at Loro Jongran and

other places, where the same figure complete appears seated in the small

temples, surrounding the great central one, I pointed out to him the

long-extended ears, short curled head of hair, and other marks, which I

had understood served to distinguish the Jain or Budh images from all

others. He said he was only more convinced that they were all simple

Hindu devotees in the act of making tupisya, in the presence of the prin-

cipal deity enthroned in the grand temple in the midst of them ; that this

was frequently the case in India, and wherever practicable the Brahmins

placed images of devotees, of exactly similar form and attitude, around

the fanes of Brahma and their inferior gods
;
that what I called curled

hair
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hair was nothing more than a peculiar kind of cap (topi he called it) worn

by devotees when in the most sacred acts of tupisya
,
which caps are com-

mon, he said, throughout Bengal or Hindustan, and are made for the

purpose, by a particular class of people. I found the lower part of two

counterpart decorated stones, having the part of the body of Ganesa in

the centre of each. They were extremely well executed and in good pre-

servation.

CHANDI LORO JONGRANG
; or TEMPLES OF LORO JONGRAN.

These lie directly in front (north) of the village of Brambdnan
, and

about two hundred and fifty yards from the road, whence they are visi-

ble, in the form of large hillocks of fallen masses of stone, surmounted,

and in some instances covered, with a profusion of trees and herbage of

all descriptions. In the present dilapidated state of these venerable build-

ings, I found it very difficult to obtain a correct plan or description of

their original disposition, extent, or even of their number and figure.

Those that remain, with any degree of their primary form or elevation, are

ten, disposed in three lines, running north and south. Of those on the

western line, which are far the largest and most lofty, that in the centre

towers high above the rest, and its jutting fragments lie tumbled about

over a larger area. Nothing can exceed the air of desolation which this

spot presents
; and the feelings of every visitor are attuned, by the scene

of surrounding devastation, to reflect, that while these noble monuments of

the ancient splendour of religion and the arts are submitting, with sullen

slowness, to the destructive hand of time and nature, the art which

raised them has perished before them, and the faith which they were to

honour has now no other honour in the land.
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After repeated visits to the place, I am perfectly clear, that the temples
of Jongrangan originally consisted of twenty separate buildings, besides

the enclosures and.gateway
;
that of these, six large and two small temples

were within the second wall, and twelve small ones, exactly similar to each
other, formed a kind of square about the exterior of the inner wall. The
first temple that occurs on entering, is the small central one on the right

hand of the present pathway
;
and though its roof is gone, a most beauti-

ful terrace appears, which supported the building, and measures twenty-three

feet six inches by twenty-two feet ten inches. At present the height of it

is barely three feet and a half. The lower part contains five small niches on

either side, profusely decorated and resting on small pilasters, each niche

occupied by a lion, seated exactly similar to those described in the ele-

phant’s mouth. The intervals between the niches are very neatly filled with

diminutive pilasters and other ornaments, displaying real taste and skill,

which again support a double fillet projecting all round. One carved most

beautifully, with a running festooned beading, with intermediate knots and

pendents, each festoon filled with a lively representation of a perroquet

with expanded wings, the other fillet with a fancy pattern more simple.

On the opposite, or north side, was a building similar to this, but now a

mound of stone.

The largest temple, apparently about ninety feet in height, is at present a

mass of ruin, as well as the five others connected with it
;
but ascending to

its northern faces over a vast heap of stones fallen from it and the third

temple, at the height of about thirty feet you reach the entrance : the

whole is of hewn stones, fitted and morticed into each other, without rub-

bish or cement of any kind. Directly in front of the door-way stands the

image of Loro Jmgran.* I had previously found a very similar, and I

think a more beautiful representation of Devi, as the Bramin called it, in

the village of Kuwiran, about fifteen miles north-east from Brambdnan.

The image of L,6ro Jbngran here has exactly the same attributes and

accompaniments as that found at Kuwiran, but it is larger, not at all

damaged, perfectly smooth, and with a polished surface : the buffalo is en-

ii rely recumbent
;
the character of the countenance, general figure, and

attitudes are very different, and the shape, attitude, and visage of the

goddess far less elegant and feminine. The figure at Brambdnan is six

feet

* See plate of subjects in stone found in the central districts of Java, No. 6.
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feet three inches by three feet one inch in the widest part at the pedestal

;

that at Kww'iran is three feet nine inches high by twenty inches. The
general description of this goddess, as read to me by the Bramin from a

Sansci it paper he copied at Benares, will serve to illustrate both these

images, in the literal precise manner in which I took down his words.

“ Bhawdni, Devi, Soca, Juggudumba, Mahamya
, Lutala, Pliulmuttis, and

“ Mata, are the designations of this powerful goddess, who resides at Shasi

“ or Basini (Benares), at an angle of the sacred Ganges. Her adoration

“ is called urchit with oblations of flowers, chundun, kundun

,

and mugt.

“ In her hand she holds a tulwar, called khug : round her neck she has a

“ mala of sumpurun, toolsi, or chundun. Her weight is very great, and
“ wherever her effigy is placed the earth trembles and becomes much
“ heavier. The name of her buffalo is Mahisa, and the Dewth who
“ attempts to slay it is Ussoor. She sleeps upon a bed of flowers.”

Thus much could I understand and repeat verbatifn of this goddess’s

power and attributes. For the rest, in her eight arms she holds, 1st. the

buffalo’s tail
;
2d. the sword called khurg ; 3d. the hhulla or janclin ; 4th.

the chitkur or whut

;

5th. the lune or conch shell; 6th. the dhat or shield
;

7th. thejundah or flag
;
and 8th. the hair of the Dewth Mahikusor, or per-

sonification of vice, who while attempting to slay her favourite Mahisa is

seized by the goddess in a rage. He raises a dhat, or shield, in his defence,

and a sabre, or some offensive weapon, should be in his right hand.

The apartment in which this image and some other sculptured stones are

placed, rises perfectly square and plain, to the height of ten feet, and there

occurs a richly carved cornice of four fillets, a single stone to each. From

this rises the roof in a square pyramid, perfectly plain or smooth, for ten

feet more.

Proceeding over the ruins round to the west face of this building, you

pass the intermediate angular projection, carved alternately in a running

flower or foliage, which Colonel Mackenzie has called Arabesque, and with

small human figures of various form and attitude in compartments, above

representations of square pyramidal temples, exactly like those on so many

of the entablatures of Boro Bodo, and similar, I understand, to the Budh

temples of Ava, &c. &c., the whole extremely rich and minute beyond

description. The western doorway is equally plain with the former, and

the entrance is still lower. The apartment is ten feet two inches square,

apparently
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apparently more filled up (that is, the floor raised higher than the other),

but in all other respects exactly the same. In front is seated a complete

Ganesa,* of smooth or polished stone, seated on a throne : the whole a

single block, five and a half feet high and three wide. In his hands

he has a plantain, a circlet of beads, a flower, and a cup to which the end of

his proboscis is applied : a hooded snake encircles his body diagonally over

the left shoulder. His cap is high, with a death’s head and horned- moon

in front, and as well as his necklaces, waistband, armlets, bracelets, anklets

and all his habiliments, is profusely decorated. The only damage he appears

to have sustained is in losing all but the roots of his tusks.

The Javans to this day continue to pay their devoirs to him and to Loro

Jongran, as they are constantly covered with turmerick, flowers, ochre,

&c. They distinguish Ganesa by the name of Raja Demang, Singa Jaya,

or Gana Singa Jaya. Going still round over heaps of fallen stone to the

south face, you with some difficulty enter by the doorway (nearly closed up

by the ruin) into the third apartment, where there is scarce light enough to

see a prostrate Siva with his feet broken off and lost. What remains is four

feet ten inches and a half long, and two feet two inches wide.t

The whole of the apartment on the east side has fallen in, or is closed up

by the dilapidation of that entire front.

From the elevated situation of the entrances to all the apartments first

described, it is evident that there must formerly have been flights of steps

to them. The plan of this temple, and as far as I could judge of the two

adjoining ones, north and south, was a perfect cross, each of the four

apartments first described occupying a limb or projection of the figure, and

the small intermediate protruding angles between these limbs of the cross

could only be to admit of a large apartment in the centre of the building, to

which however no opening was practicable or visible. Moreover, as all the

grand entrances to the interior of Hindu temples, where it is practicable,

face the rising sun, I could have wished to ascertain from this (the largest

and most important at Jongrdngan) whether or not the main apartment was

in existence, as I had made up my mind that, were I possessed of the means

to clear away the stone, I should have found Brahma himself in possession

of the place : the smaller rooms being occupied by such exalted deities as

Bhawani, Siva, and Ganesa,
scarce any other, indeed, than Brahma could

be found presiding on the seat of honour and majesty.

* See plate from subjects in stone found in the central districts of Java, No. 2.

f See the same plate, No. 4.
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The three large temples on the eastern line are in a state of utter ruin.

They appear to have been very large and lofty, and perfectly square. The

upper terraces, just under the supposed entrances, were visible in some

places, at the height of about sixty feet.

CHANDI StfWU, or THE THOUSAND TEMPLES.

In the whole course of my life I have never met with such stupendous

and finished specimens of human labour, and of the science and taste of

“ ages long since forgot,” crowded together in so small a compass as in this

little spot ;
which, to use a military phrase, I deem to have been the head

quarters of Hinduism in Java. These ruins are situated exactly eight

hundred and thirty-five yards north-north-east from the northern extremity of

those of Loro Jongran, and one thousand three hundred and forty-five yards

from the high road opposite the bandar’

s

house. Having had in view all the

way one lofty pyramidal or conical ruin, covered with foliage, and sur-

rounded by a multitude of much smaller ones, in every stage of humbled

majesty and decay, you find yourself, on reaching the southern face, very

suddenly between two gigantic figures in a kneeling posture, and of terrific

forms, appearing to threaten you with their uplifted clubs : their bulk is so

great, that the stranger does not readily comprehend their figure.* These

gigantic janitors are represented kneeling on the left knee, with a small

cushion under the right ham, the left resting on the retired foot. The
height of the pedestal is fifteen inches, of the figure, seven feet nine inches

to the top of the curls
;

total, nine feet. The head twenty-six inches

long: width across the shoulders, three feet ten inches. The pedestal

just comprises the kneeling figure and no more.

The character and expression of the face I have never met with else-

where : it belongs neither to India nor to any of the eastern isles. The
countenance is full, round, and expressive of good humour. The eyes are

large, prominent, and circular
; the nose is prominent and wide, and in

profile seems pointed
; the upper lip is covered with tremendous mustaches

j

the mouth is large and open, with a risible character, shewing two very

large dog-teeth ; the under lip thin, and the chin very strait and short
; fore-

head the same
;
no neck visible

;
the breast broad and full, with a very

prominent round belly
;
the lower limbs, as well as the arms, extremely

short and stout. But the most extraordinary appendage of these porters,

is

* See plate of subjects in stone found in the central districts, No. 7.
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is a very large full-bottomed wig, in full curl all over, which, however, the

Bramin assured me (and I really believe) is intended to represent the usual

mode in which the Moonis are supposed to dress their natural hair
; these

gigantic genii, whose duty it is to guard the sanctuaries of the gods, requir-

ing as formidable an appearance as possible. In other respects the images are

in the Hindu costume. The lungota passes between the legs, the ends of it

decorated, hanging down before and behind, over the waistband, and

a curious square-linked chain, which encircles the waist. A snake en-

twines the body diagonally over the left shoulder, the tail and head twisted

on the left breast. A small ornamented dagger is stuck in the girdle on

the right loins. A pointed club of an octagonal form is held up in the

right hand, and rests on the knee
$
the left hand, dropped down his side,

grasps a circled snake, which seems to bite the fore part of the left arm.

The necklace is of fillagree-work (such as is called star) ;
and the ears,

which are large and long, are decorated with the immense ornamented cy-

lindrical ear-rings worn by the Javan women of the present day. Round
the two arms are twisted snakes, and round the wrist bracelets of beads.

The waistband extends nearly to the knees. From the waist upwards the

figure is naked.

The same description is applicable to the eight other pair of images,

which guard the other approaches of Chdndi Sewu, at twenty feet distance

from the exterior line of temples, and facing inwards to each other about

twelve feet apart. Each of these statues and its pedestal is of one piece of

a species of pudding stone, which must have required great care in working.

M’/.-y
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The whole site or ground-plan of these temples forms a quadrangle of

five hundred and forty feet by five hundred and ten, exactly facing the

cardinal points. The greater extent is on the eastern and 'western sides, as

there allowance has been made for wider avenues leading up to the grand

central temples situated within, while on the north and south sides the

spaces between the small exterior temples are all alike. There is no vestige

of an exterior boundary wall of any kind. The outer quadrangle, which is

the limit of the whole and which encloses four others, consists of eighty-

four small temples, twenty-two on each face : the second consists of seventy-

six
;
the third of sixty-four

; the fourth of forty-four
;
and the fifth, or

inner parallelogram, of twenty-eight
j
in all two hundred and ninety-six

small temples, disposed in five regular parallelograms. The whole of these

are upon a uniform plan,* eleven feet and a half square on the outside,

with a small vestibule or porch, six feet two inches long, by four feet and a

half externally. Within is an apartment exactly six feet square, with a

doorway five feet nine inches high, by three feet four inches wide, directly

opposite to which stands the seat or throne of the statue which occupied

the temple. The wralls inside rise square to the height of seven feet ten

inches, and quite plain
j
thence the roof rises about five feet more in a plain

pyramid, and above that a perpendicular square rises two feet more, where

the roof is closed by a single stone. The interior dimensions of the porch

or vestibule in front were three feet and a half by two and a half. The

thickness of wall to each temple was about two feet nine inches, and of the

vestibule one foot four inches. The exterior elevation of each must have

been about eighteen feet, rising square to the cornices about eight or nine

feet, according to the irregularities of ground, and the rest a fanciful super-

structure of various forms, diminishing in size to the summit, which was

crowned with a very massive circular stone, surmounted with another

cylindrical one rounded off at the top. The whole of each superstructure

thus formed a kind of irregular pyramid, composed of five or six retiring

steps or parts, of which the three lowest appeared to me of the figure of a

cross, with intermediate projecting angles to the two lower, and retired ones

to the upper step, which varied in position also from the lower ones. Above

vol. 11. D that

* See plates. One of the smaller temples at Brambanan
,
and one of the smaller temples at

Brambanan restored to its original state ; the first of these was taken in the year 1807 by Mr*

Cornelis, when the temples would appear to have been in a much more perfect state than at

present. For their present appearance see vignette.
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that the summit appeared to rise in an octangular form, diminishing gra-

dually to the stones above described, The same kind of stone appears also

to have been placed on the four projecting angles of at least the lower part

of the elevation above the body of the building. I saw none that were

complete ;
but from the detached views I had of all, I think either nine

or thirteen similar ones were disposed at the various points of the roof.

Besides these, the roofs had little in the way of decorations to attract

notice, beyond a profusion of plain cornices, bands, fillets, or ribbands,

forming a kind of capital to the crest of each stage of the superstructure,

and on one of them small square pilasters cut in bas-relievo at intervals.

I have already stated, that the small temples appeared to be all upon one

uniform plan, differing however according to their situation. The deco-

rations, internal and external, are alike in all, except that the exterior

niches are all variously filled with the endless variety of Hindu mythology.

Proceeding inwards from the southern recha, and reckoning from their

centre, the distances are as follow : to the exterior line of the outer qua-

drangle twenty feet; depth of these temples, including porch, sixteen feet

;

space from thence to the next line of temples eleven feet
;

depth of the

second quadrangle sixteen feet
;

thence to the third quadrangle thirty feet

;

supposed depth of this line sixteen feet ;
thence to the fourth quadrangle

thirty feet
;
depth of the fourth quadrangle sixteen feet

;
thence to the

fifth or inner quadrangle thirty feet
;
depth of the inner quadrangle sixteen

feet
;
thence to the bottom of the flight of steps leading up to the grand

temple fourteen feet; in all two hundred and fifteen feet from the centre of

the porters to the bottom of the steps. The spaces between all the temples

on the same line are about twelve feet and a quarter, but on the east and

west sides the central avenue is larger. Between the inner quadrangle and

the central temple, at a distance of five feet from the bottom step of it,

runs a line of stone fourteen inches high, and two feet four inches wide.

We now come to the great temple.* You ascend from each of the car-

dinal points by a flight of fourteen stone steps, all rough hewn, and now

mostly disjointed or displaced. The length of each flight was about sixteen

feet to the edge of the upper step, the breadth eight over all, and the

height about ten feet, that being the elevation of the terrace of the tem-

ple.

* See plates of the large temple at Brambanan, and the large temple at Brambanan re-

stored; the former from a drawing by Mr. Cornelis in 1807. Also vignette, p. 20, shewing the

present appearance of the building, as far as a sketch could be taken from any one view of it.
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pie. The walls of this elevated terrace projected on either side of the

steps, so as to form with the walls that received the steps three sides of

squares, which the Sepoy who was with me immediately said must have

been intended for small tanks, one at each side of every flight of steps,

for the devotees to purify themselves in before their appearance at the

shrine of the deity. On the third step from the bottom, on each side of it,

was a figure of Hastu Singh (or the lion seated in the elephant’s mouth),

looking outwards and having a very fine effect. The same figures, facing

outwards, supported each side of the four entrances to the vestibules. The

terrace has a breadth of three feet and a half, clear of the walls of the tem-

ple all round, and as far as I could discern in the ruin, following the angles

of the edifice.

The form of the building, like that at Loro Jongran, is a cross, with the

same intermediate angular projections, in order to afford room for the grand

central apartment. Entering from the east you pass through a portal, five

feet eight inches in width by five feet nine inches in length (which is the

thickness of the walls), into an outer vestibule, twelve feet wide by ten

deep. The walls of this vestibule are ornamented with three niches, a

large and two smaller ones, with pointed arches, and all the profuse deco,

ration of Hindu architectural sculpture. In most of these niches remained

the throne of the inferior deities, who the Sepoy said must have

originally occupied them : not one was now to be found. The throne was

generally a single stone, decorated in front with a vase and profusion of

flowers, filling the whole space in a natural easy manner. Leaving this

room you pass on through a doorway four feet five inches in width, and four

feet in depth (the thickness of the wall), but of uncertain height, to a

second vestibule, fourteen feet nine inches wide, and four feet four inches

deep. At either end of this vestibule is a door, twenty-six inches wide in

the clear, four feet two inches deep in the passage or width of the wall,

and barely five feet and a half high, which communicates with the surround-

ing terrace. This vestibule is perfectly plain, with the exception of a raised

spiral fluting, which surrounds the large portal or gate leading into the

central apartment, and terminates near the bottom steps in the represen-

tation of the elephant’s mouth and trunk, simply cut in relief on the wall,

with no other addition but several strings of beads descending from the top

of his proboscis. The roofs of the vestibules or limbs of the building,

though entirely fallen, were originally shaped like the Syrian, that is pointed

D 2 and
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and falling down to the upper cornice of the walls, with a gentle double

swell or curve. The northern limb is an entire mass of confusion and ruin
j

but tne description just given of the double vestibule on the east side of the

temple, answers with a very trifling variation of dimensions to those on the

south and west, but that instead of the large and spacious portalto be seen

on the east, there are five very lofty niches let into the main walls about a

foot, with pointed Indian arches, standing on square pilasters of the same

fashion, the capitals of each of which are supported by a small, squat,

doubled-up human figure, having its arms embowed over its head, which

my Cicerone informed me was very common in the like situations in India,

He concluded also, that images of the gods had occupied the niches in front

against the main walls of the temple, on the north, south, or west sides

;

but we saw not one, and only the centre niches had even the thrones re-

maining. The niches and pilasters are surmounted with a very deep

elaborate projecting cornice, crowned again with five representations of

small temples on each side, and immediately over these are seen the two

. swells or curves of the original Syrian roof.
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So far we have gone on a level with the external terrace or platform

which surrounds the whole
;
but on the east side you ascend by a flight of

eight steps, at least six feet high, through the spacious portal before men-

tioned, which is twelve feet high from the top of these stairs, and six

feet eight inches wide in the clear, formed entirely of massive blocks of

stones, well squared. The depth of the passage or thickness of the wall is

ten feet. The top of the portal, which is flat or square externally, sur-

mounted in the centre with a very large and terrible gorgon visage, changes

with the ascent of the stairs, in a very artful manner, to the pyramidal

form, internally, formed by the overhanging of the stones to resemble

inverted square steps closed at the top with a single stone. You thus find

yourself in the sanctum sanctorum
,
the spot which has rewarded the toil and

zeal of many a weary pilgrim. My expectations were raised, and I ima-

gined I should find the great and all-powerful Brahma seated here, in

glory and majesty proportionate to the surrounding splendour and magni-

ficence of his abode. Not a single vestige, however, remains of Brahma,

or of any other deity. The apartment is a plain, unadorned square, of

twenty one by eighteen feet. Four feet from the eastern wall or door is a

raised platform, three feet and a half high, extending all across the room

(north and south), surmounted with a deep projecting capital or crest, to

ascend which are two small flights of six steps each, situated at the extre-

mities on either hand. The walls of this sanctuary, to the height of about

forty feet, rise square and plain, and are composed of uniform blocks of

greyish stone, well squared, and fitting closely without cement, grooved

into each other, according to the general manner of all the buildings at

Brambdnan. Above this is a projected cornice of three or four stones,

from which the roof assumes the pyramidal form of overhanging stones,

or inverted steps, to the height of ten feet nearly
;
thence it rises per-

pendicular, plain and square, for about ten feet more, and hence to the

top in an octangular pyramid of overhanging stones, approaching each

other gradually by tiers or layers for nearly fifteen feet more, where it

closes finally with a stone about two and a half or three feet across.

The exterior of this great temple contains a great variety of ornamental

sculpture
;
but no human or emblematical figures, or even niches in the

walls, as in all the small temples surrounding it. The capitals of the

pilasters (as in the niches against the body of the temple) are indeed

supported by the very diminutive figures before mentioned
;
but nothing

further
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further appears in that way throughout the whole structure. The style,

taste, 2nd manner of execution, are every where light, chaste, and beau-

tiful, evincing a fertile invention, most delicate workmanship, and expe-

rience in the art. All the figures occupying the niches of the smaller

temples (and there were thirteen to each of the two hundred and ninety-

six) are a wonderful variety of mythological characters, which the Brah-

min said figured in the Hindu legends.

Of the small temples, at least two-thirds are strewed along the ground,

or are mere ruined heaps of stone, earth, and jungle. On the third qua-

drangle no more than six large heaps of dilapidation remain : fields of

palma christi, sugar-cane, and tobacco, occupy the place and many

detached spots on the site of the temples. Not one, in fact, is at all per-

fect : large trees and many kinds of herbage have shot up and split them

asunder. They are covered with the foliage which has hastened or pro-

duced their destruction, certainly prematurely •, for the stone itself, even

externally, and where it would be most perceptible on the sculpture, exhi-

bits not the least token of decay. The whole devastation is caused by a

most luxuriant vegetation. Towering directly over the temples the 'warm-

gin, or stately banyan, is conspicuous, both for its appearance and the

extraordinary damage it has caused. In short, hardly twenty of the

temples give a satisfactory notion of their original form and structure.

Under such circumstances, it can hardly be supposed that I examined

the interior of many of them. Few could boast of the original four walls

alone ; but within such as I did examine I found only five of the original

images occupying their places. As these five, however, were found in

points very remote from, and bearing no relation to each other, and were

all exactly counterparts in size, shape, character, and general appearance,

I may safely conclude, that each of the two hundred and ninety-six smaller

temples contained a similar image. Of these five, which are exactly the same

with those Colonel Mackenzie calls Jain, only one was perfect :* the others

had lost their heads and received other damage in the fall of their habita-

tions ;
but all were manifestly intended to represent the same figure. The

Bramin maintained, that these were all tupes-wurri, or devotees, represented

by the Braminical founder of these temples in the act of tupisya, around

the sanctuary of the divinity himself, situated in the centre of them.

Returning

* See plate of subjects in stone found in the central districts, No. 1.
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Returning from Chdndi Sewu towards L6ro Jongran, about halfway on the

left of the road, two hundred yards distant, are the remains of a small

assemblage of temples, which on examination proved to consist originally of

a small square of fourteen temples, with a larger one in the centre. Five

temples were on the east and west faces, and four on the north and south,

including throughout those at the angles. The only difference, however,

between these temples and the small ones of Chandi Sewu was, that they

were rather smaller and the elevated terraces raised much higher, those

of Chdndi Sewu not being a foot above the ground, while these were raised

nearly four feet, and had a small flight of steps and a doorway inwards

towards the middle temple. The exterior of all these buildings was per-

fectly plain, excepting a very simple square pilaster and cornice surmount-

ing it. The central building alone possessed the very same kind of decora-

tive sculpture which is seen on those of Chdndi Sewu, was about twice the

size of its neighbours, and about four feet larger either way than those of

Chdndi Sewu, from which it only further differed in having no porch. I

shall only add to this brief notice, that the whole site of this cluster seems

comprised in an area of eighty feet by sixty ;
that the spaces between the

temples of this quadrangle are equal to the extent of each building
; that

only nine of the exterior temples, of which one is a mere heap of stones,

exist in any form indicating their primitive order or position
;
and lastly,

that no statuary of any kind remains, to indicate the deity in whose honour

they were erected, except the relievos in the eleven niches round the

central building, which certainly seemed, as the Bramin asserted, to be of

the tribe of Gopias, or demi gods and goddesses, which occupy the walls of

the two hundred and ninety-six temples of Chdndi Sewu.

The only name the Javans could give this assemblage was the generic

term chdndi or temples. The inclosures of the surrounding fields attest the

extent to which the farmers have turned to account the devastations made

by the waringen trees.

REMAINS at DINANG’AN, or RANDU GUNTING.

Taking the road from Brambdnan to Yugya kerta, a little beyond the Ruins at Di-
°

• ii-ii nang’an.

seventh furlong, you arrive at an angle bearing nearly south-west. At this

angle, about sixty yards off the road to the left, a very large statue is con-

spicuous, standing close to the corner of the village of Dinangan, which is

behind it. Searching about I found the broken scattered remains of five

other
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other images exactly similar to it. Twenty yards in the rear of the erect

image, and just to the westward of the village, a very extensive heap of

blocks of hewn stone (particularly large hollow cylinders intended to hold

the water used in ablution in India) intermingled with earth, points out the

site of what must once have been a spacious temple, long since prostrate.

The principal image is called by the Javans Bega M’mda.

CHANDI KALI SARI, or TEMPLE of KALI SARI.

Returning to the angle of the road which I had left to inspect Bega

Minda and his maimed and headless brethren, and proceeding along the

high road, at a distance of little more than two furlongs further, I crossed

the small stream now called Kali Bening,
formerly Kali Bukus. A hundred

and twenty yards beyond this, having the village of Kali Sari, which gives

its name to the temple, close to the right hand, you turn up a path between

two hedges in that direction, and at the south-western side of the village,

about two hundred yards oft’ the road, you come upon the south-east angle

of a large and lofty quadrangular building, having much the appearance of

a two-story house or place of residence of a Hindu Raja. It resembles a

temple in no point of view even externally. It is an oblong square, regu-

larly divided into three floors, the ground-floor having in front a large door

between two windows, and on the sides two windows corresponding to the

others. The first floor appears to have three windows in front, and two in

the depth, answering to the apertures below, and through the foliage which

decorates and destroys this monument of grandeur, may be seen several

small attic windows at intervals, seemingly on the slope of the roof : these,

however, are false, as the structure has but the two floors and no other.

The external appearance of this edifice is really very striking and beau-

tiful. The composition and execution of its outer surface evinces infinite

taste and judgment, indefatigable patience and skill. Nothing can exceed

the correctness and minute beauties of the sculpture throughout, which is

not merely profuse, but laboured and worked up to a pitch of peculiar

excellence, scarcely suitable to the exterior of any building, and hardly to be

expected in much smaller subjects in the interior of the cabinet. It originally

stood upon an elevated terrace offrom four to six feet in height, of solid stone.

The exterior dimensions of this building are fifty-seven feet and a half by

thirty-three and a half, measured along the walls just above the terrace or

line of the original basement, which is divided obviously enough into three

parts.
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parts, by the centre projecting nearly a foot, and the general correspondent

composition or arrangement observable in each. The door in the centre is

four feet eight inches and a half wide, surmounted with the wide-gaping,

monstrous visage, before described at Chdndi Sewu, from which runs round

each side of the portal a spiral-fluted chord, ending near the bottom in a

large sweep or flourish, inclosing each a caparisoned elephant in a rising

posture
;
the space left over its hinder quarters being filled with the face of a

munnoolc, or human being, all in the usual style of relief. At either side of

the door the original coat of stone has fallen, as far as the extremities of the

vestibule, which covered the whole central compartment of the east or front

of the building. In the middle of each of the other divisions is an aperture

or window, nearly a square of eighteen inches, having a very deep and pro-

jected double resemblance of a cornice beneath, resting on the upper fillet

of the terrace, while the same single projection crowns the top of the

window, surmounted with a more lofty and elegant device of two elephants’

heads and trunks, embellished and joined in a most tasteful way, with a

profusion of other devices. On either side of the windows is a small double

pilaster, having a space between for the figure of a small garuda, an effigy

well known by the Hindus, which is human down to the waist, and has the

body, wings, and talons of an eagle. Beyond the second pilaster, on each

side of the windows, is a large niche rising from the terrace to the cornice

or division between the upper and lower story. The niche is sunk in the

wall about four inches, and is formed by the adjoining pilasters rising

straight to their capitals, whence the top of the niche is formed by a

very beautiful series of curved lines, leaving the point clear in the centre,

which I can hardly compare to any thing but rounded branches of laurel, or

some such foliage. This is crowned with a square projecting fillet, which

reaches the central cornice dividing the two floors. Beyond the last pilaster

of the niches, a single stone brings you to the angle of the building, which

is covered from top to bottom with the running arabesque border, most deli-

cately executed. On entering the building, the mind of every one must be

fully satisfied that it was never constructed for, or dedicated to mere reli-

gious purposes. The arrangement is entirely adapted to the domestic resi-

dence of a great Hindu chieftain or Baja.

The whole building, within and without, was originally covered with a

coat of very fine chunam, or lime, about one-sixth of an inch thick, of

surprising tenacity.

vol, ii. E Pursuing
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Kali Btuing.

CHANDI KALI BENING.

Pursuing the high road from the spot at which you leave it to visit the

palace of Kali Sdri, at the distance ofabout three furlongs and a half, a lofty,

massy pile is seen, about one hundred yards off' the road to the left. This

ruin is of the same general form and appearance as the larger temples at

Chdndi Sewn and Loro Jongran, but on a closer examination is found to be

superior to the whole, in the delicate and minute correctness of execution of

all its decorative parts. It is a cross, with the intermediate angles projected

to give space to a large central apartment, which is entered from the east

side only. The building is about seventy-two feet three inches in length,

and the same in breadth. The walls are about thirty-five feet high
;
and the

roof, which appears to have fallen in to the extent of five feet, about thirty

more. Only one front or vestibule is perfect.

On the south face is seen a small door, five feet seven inches high, and

three feet five inches and a half wide, situated in a deep niche, which also

receives in the recess above the door a small figure of Sita (as the Sepoy

called it) in a sitting posture. Beyond the door a small projection contains

probably more various elaborate specimens of the best sculpture, than were

to be found any where within a small compass, and on similar materials. A
very large and well defined monster’s head projects over the door, surrounded

with innumerable devices of excellent workmanship. I know not how to

describe them, nor the niche beneath, containing Sita, which amongst other

accompaniments is supported by two small pilasters, the capitals of which are

upheld by the small naked figures before described, under the generic term

munnook. The central compartment of this southern limb (which is formed

by the niche and door below and the gorgon head above) terminates at the

top in a point, by a gradual elliptical slope upwards on both sides. These

sides of the slope are filled, on either hand, with a succession of small naked

munnook figures, all seated in various postures on the steps formed for

their reception, along the edges of this ellipse, and closed by a similar one

above.

On either side of the door-way is a small niche, three feet high and six

inches wide, supported by small pilasters, and filled with relievo figures of

the fraternity of Gopias and their wives. That occupying the niche to the

right, my Cicerone recognized to be Krcsna. He was peculiarly happy to

find Sita seated over the door, which he declared to be a decisive proof of the

sense
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sense and devotional excellence of the founders of this superb temple, which

he very justly extolled, as far excelling in sculptural beauty and decorations

any thing he had ever seen or heard of in India, or could possibly imagine

had existence any where. This surprise and admiration at the superiority of

the Javan architecture, sculpture, and statuary, over those of India, was

manifest in every Sepoy who saw them. Nothing could equal the astonish-

ment of the man who attended me throughout this survey at every thing he

saw ;
nor did he fail to draw a very degrading and natural contrast between

the ancient Javans, as Hindus and artists, and their degenerate sons, with

scarce a remnant of arts, science, or of any religion at all.

The arch of all the niches is surmounted with a very lofty and magnifi-

cent representation, in bas-relievo, of a grand pyramidal temple, on a small

scale, though superior in size, and far more so in execution, to those at

Loro Jongran or at Boro Bodo. Beyond these niches to the angles of the

building are a series of pilasters, rising to the cornice, which surmounts

the whole face of each projecting vestibule. In the centre, just at the

point of each niche, is a gorgon head of the usual aspect, which is sur-

rounded by the lofty temples just described.

The exterior sides of the vestibules occupy an extent of eleven feet and

a half, in the centre of which is a niche, much larger and deeper than those

in the front, being about six feet high and two wide, and one deep in the

clear, supported on either side by a real Hindu pilaster already described,

and the top of the niche surmounted with the gorgon head and pyrymidal

temple, equally well known by description. Each of these niches was

formerly occupied with solid statues, I imagine, of Gopia. On either side

of these single niches are the same series of terminating pilasters (three in

number), which occur also on the fronts of the vestibules, of which the

centre one is a very magnificent running arabesque, from top to bottom

;

the two others are plain, without any variation.

A very fine coat of stucco, of excellent quality, covers the whole exterior

surface of the temple, and is made so to follow the most minute and laboured

strokes of skill on the stone underneath it, as even considerably to add to

their effect, particularly in concealing the junction of the stones. The
walls are surmounted with a deep projecting double cornice. No principal

image was found in the temple or vestibules.

E 2 REMAINS
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REMAINS OF AN ANCIENT HALL OF AUDIENCE, &c. AT KALI
BENING.

The temple which I have just described stands close to the north side of

the village of Kali Bening, east of which is the river of that name
; and as

I had never before heard of any thing further in this quarter, I fancied my
wrork was over. I was, however, most agreeably surprised, on being told

by my Javan guides that there was something more to be seen directly south

of the village behind us. We accordingly passed through it, and barely

one hundred and fifty yards from the temple, in a high sugar-cane and

palma christi plantation, we came suddenly on two pair of very magnifi-

cent gigantic porters, all facing eastwards, each having stood about twelve

feet from the others. The pedestals of all these statues are nearly covered,

or rather entirely sunk into the ground. The height of each figure, from

the top of the pedestal, is five feet one inch and a half, and breadth at the

shoulders three feet six inches. They are generally much better executed,

defined, and consequently more marked and striking in their appearance,

than those I had seen.* The countenance is much more marked and

expressive, ' the nose more prominent and pointed, the eyebrows meeting in

a formidable frown. The hair flows all round and down the back in large

ringlets and curls, and on the ankles, instead of beads, are the small cir-

cular bells common in India, under the name of googoor. These figures

are called Gopolo. Behind the second pair of porters, or west of them, is

a heap of ruins of brick and mortar, which proved on examination to be

the remains of an ancient hall of audience or state, originally standing on

fourteen pillars, with a verandah all round it standing on twenty-two pillars.

The porters guarded this building exactly in the centre of its eastern front

:

the nearest pair scarcely thirty feet distant from it. The greatest length of

the building was east and west. The inner apartment over all gave forty-

seven feet in length, including the pillars : the width of the hall was twenty-

eight feet and a half in the same way. A verandah, of twelve feet and a

half wide all round over the pillars, surrounded the hall.

It struck me forcibly, that the house at Kali Sari was formerly the resi-

dence of some great Hindu Raja of Java ; the superb temple at Kali

Bening, the place of his devotions and prayers
;

this hall, a little south of

it, that of state or audience, perhaps also of recreation after his devotions.

Other
* See plate from subjects in stone found in central districts, No. 5.
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Other ruins of brick-work, without any mixture of stone, were close by,

and perhaps served as out-houses.

BORO BO TO.

In the district of Boro, in the province of Kedu, and near to the conflu-

ence of the rivers Elo and Braga,
crowning a small hill, stands the temple

of Boro Bodo,* supposed by some to have been built in the sixth, and by

others in the tenth century of the Javan era. It is a square stone building

consisting of seven ranges of walls, each range decreasing as you ascend,

till the building terminates in a kind of dome. It occupies the whole of

the upper part of a conical hill, which appears to have been cut away so as

to receive the walls and to accommodate itself to the figure of the whole

structure. At the centre, resting on the very apex of the hill, is the dome

before mentioned, of about fifty feet diameter
;
and in its present ruinous

state, the upper part having fallen in, only about twenty feet high. This

is surrounded by a triple circle of towers, in number seventy-two, each

occupied by an image looking outwards, and all connected by a stone casing

of the hill,which externally has the appearance of a roof.

Descending from thence, you pass on each side of the building by steps

through five handsome gateways, conducting to five successive terraces,

which surround the hill on every side. The walls which support these ter-

races are covered with the richest sculpture on both sides, but more par-

ticularly on the side which forms an interior wall to the terrace below,

and are raised so as to form a parapet on the other side. In the exterior

of these parapets, at equal distances, are niches, each containing a naked

figure sitting cross-legged, and considerably larger than life ;t the total

number of which is not far short of four hundred. Above each niche is

a little spire, another above each of the sides of the niche, and another

upon the parapet between the sides of the neighbouring niches. The
design is regular

;
the architectural and sculptural ornaments are profuse.

The bas-reliefs represent a variety of scenes, apparently mythological, and
executed with considerable taste and skill. The whole area occupied by
this noble building is about six hundred and twenty feet either way.

The
* So termed by the people of the neighbouring villages. Boro is the name of the district,

bodo means ancient.

+ These figures measure above three feet in height in a sitting posture and with the images
found in the towers exactly resemble those in the small temples at Char.di Stkou. See plate

from subjects in stone found in the central districts, No. 1.

Boro Bodo.
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Diengor Pr4hu.

The exterior line of the ground plan, though apparently a perfect square

when viewed at a distance, is not exactly of that form, as the centre of each
face, to a considerable extent, projects many feet, and so as to cover as

much ground as the conical shape of the hill will admit : the same form is

observed in each of the terraces.

The whole has the appearance of one solid building, and is about a

hundred feet high, independently of the central spire of about twenty

feet, which has fallen in. The interior consists almost entirely of the hill

itself.*

Near the site of this majestic edifice was found a mutilated stone image

of Brahma,

\

and at no great distance, situated within a few yards of the

confluence of the rivers Elo and Braga, are the remains of several very

beautifully executed and interesting temples, in form and design corres-

ponding with those in the neighbourhood of Brambdnan. In niches and on

the walls of these are designed in relief numerous figures with many arms,

evidently of the Braminical order, most of them having their several attri-

butes perfect. It is remarkable that at Boro Bodo no figures of this des-

cription occur.

The image of the harpy (No. 1 of the annexed plate) was taken from the

temple at Boro Bodo and brought to England : it is of stone, in length

about twenty inches, and exceedingly well executed. The other subjects

in this plate were not found in this neighbourhood. No. 2 is a stone

box about a foot square, containing a small golden lingam : it was' recently

dug up near Malang by a peasant, who was levelling the ground for a cook-

ing place. No. 3 and 4 are representations of ornamented stone water-

spouts, collected in the vicinity of Pakalung’an. No. 5 is an ornamental

corner stone, now lying among the ruins of Majapahit, the figure carved

upon which is nearly as large as life.

Next to Boro Bodo in importance, and perhaps still more interesting, are

the extensive ruins which are found on Gunung Dieng
,
the supposed resi-

dence of the gods and demigods of antiquity.;}; This mountain, from its

resemblance

* Drawings of the present and former state of this edifice, and illustrative of the sculptu-

ral ornaments by which it is distinguished, have been made, and have been long in the hands of

the engraver.

f See Plate.

J Here, according to the tradition of the Javans, are to be found the ruins of the dwelling

of Arjuna, Gatut Kdcha, Bima, Derma Kasuma, Sa Dewa, and other characters who figured

in the Brata Yudha, or war of the Pandus.
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resemblance to the hull of a vessel, is also called Gunung Prahu. It is

situated northward and westward of the mountain Sindoro, which forms the

boundary between Kedu. and Bdnyumas, and terminates a range of hills

running east from the mountain of Tegal. There are no less than twenty-

nine different peaks of this mountain, or rather cluster of mountains, each

of which has its peculiar name, and is remarkable for some peculiar produc-

tion or natural phenomenon,

On a table-land about six hundred feet higher than the surrounding

country, which is some thousand feet above the level of the sea, are found

the remains of various temples, idols, and other sculpture, too numerous

to be described in this place. A subject in stone having three faces, and

another with four arms, having a ball or globe in one hand and a thunder-

bolt in another, were the most conspicuous.*

The ascent from the country below to the table-land on which these tem-

ples stood is by four flights of stone steps, on four different sides of the hill,

consisting of not less than one thousand steps each. The ascent from the

southern side is now in many parts steep and rocky, and in some places

almost inaccessible, but the traveller is much assisted by the dilapidated

remains of the stone steps, which appear to be of the greatest antiquity.

Time alone, indeed, cannot have so completely demolished a work, of which

the materials were so durable and the construction so solid. The greatest

part of this wonderful memorial of human industry lies buried under huge

masses of rock and lava
;

and innumerable proofs are afforded of the

mountain having, at some period since the formation of the steps, been in

a state of violent eruption. Near the summit of one of the hills there is a

crater of about half a mile diameter.

At no great distance from this crater, in a north-west direction, is situated

a plain or table-land, surrounded on all sides but one by a ridge of moun-

tains about a thousand feet above it. At some very remote period it was

perhaps itself the crater of a vast volcano. On its border are the remains of

four temples of stone, greatly dilapidated, but manifestly by the effect of

some violent shock or concussion of the earth. The largest of them is

about forty feet square : the walls are ten feet thick, and the height about

thirty-five feet. The only apartment which it contains is not more than

twenty feet square, and has only one entrance. The roof is arched to a

point

* See plate from subjects in stone found near Boro Bodo in Kedu.
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point in the centre, about twenty feet high above the walls, so that the

whole building was almost one solid mass of masonry, composed of the

most durable cut stone, in blocks of from one to two feet long and about

nine inches square. Yet these walls, so constructed, are rent to the bottom.

It was particularly observable, that little or no injury had been done by vege-

tation, the climate being unfavourable to the warmgen
, whose roots are so

destructive to the buildings of the lower regions. The entablatures of these

buildings still exhibit specimens of delicate and very elegant sculpture.

Several deep excavations are observed in the neighbourhood. These, it is

said, were made by the natives, in search of gold utensils, images, and

coins, many of which have, from time to time, been dug up here.

The whole of the plain is covered with scattered ruins and large fragments

of hewn stone to a considerable distance. In the centre are four more

temples, nearly similar to those before-mentioned, but in a much better

state of preservation, the sculpture being in many places quite perfect.

Numerous images of deities are scattered about.

On a more minute examination of this plain, traces of the site of nearly

four hundred temples were discovered, having broad and extensive streets

or roads running between them at right angles. The ground plan of these,

as far as it could be ascertained, with sketches of the different images,

ornaments, and temples, which distinguish this classic ground, have been

made by Captain Baker, who devoted three weeks to the accomplishment of

this interesting object. At present I have it only in my power to exhibit a

drawing of one of the temples, in the state in which it was found in 1815,

with the same temple restored to what it originally was.*

The whole of the country lying between Glinting Dieng and Brambdnan,

in a line nearly crossing the central part of the island, abounds with ruins

of temples, dilapidated images, and traces of Hinduism. Many of the

villagers between Bledran and Jetis, in the road from Bdnyumas through

Kedu, have availed themselves of the extensive remains to form the walls

of their buildings. In the enclosures to several of the villages (which are

here frequently walled in) are discovered large stones, some representing

gorgon heads, others beautifully executed in relief, which had formed the

frizes and cornices of temples, all regularly cut so as to be morticed toge-

ther, but now heaped one upon another in the utmost confusion and dis-

order.

* See Plates.

Along
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Along the fields, and by the road side, between Jetts and Mdgelan, are

seen in ditches or elsewhere, many beautiful remains of sculpture, and among

them many yonis and lingams, where they seem not only to be entirely

disregarded by the natives but thrown on one side as if in the way.

The following is the account given by Dr. Horsfield of the ruins found

in the Eastern Provinces of the native princes, in the year 1815.

KEDIRI, &c.

“ In the districts of Jagaraga, Charuban, Rawa,
Kaldngbret, Trengdli, Kediri, & c .

Pranaraga

,

and Magetan, these antiquities are dispersed solitary at occa-

sional points, and consist principally of images or rechas. The remains of

buildings, and of towns and cities, generally distinguished by the name

of Kbta-beddh, are also noticed
;
but Madion, Kertasana, Kediri, and Sreng’at,

contain very important and interesting antiquities.

In regarding them, the vicinity of the former capital of the princes of

the house of Majapdhit strikingly offers itself for consideration ; and a

traveller perceives them to increase in number, as he proceeds from the

western to the eastern districts.

Commencing my notices from the westward, I have to point out in

Madion four monuments, or stones covered with inscriptions : these,

with several pedestals and other remains of ancient buildings, have

been collected and employed at Mauspdti

,

the capital of Madion, lately

established by Rdden Rdng’ga, the well known rebel of the Yugya-kerta

court. On the largest of these monuments the characters of the inscrip-

tion are still in a great degree distinguishable, and these I have carefully

taken off
;
on the others, which are smaller, the characters, although com-

pletely perceivable, are too much obliterated by the decomposition and

decay of the substance of the stone to afford a copy. Besides these in-

scriptions
;

remains of buildings, pedestals, and rechas of different sizes,

have also been collected from various parts of this province, and employed

to decorate a well and bath near the capital. After a considerable inter-

ruption, which contains no remains at present, I discovered, in a direction

almost due east from Mauspdti, in the district of Artjog, a monument with

an inscription in a more perfect state. In form this, as well as the others,

resembles the common tomb-stones of our burial grounds, exceeding them

only in size : its dimensions have been carefully taken. Four sides are

vol. ii. F covered
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covered with characters ; two of these were in a state sufficiently preserved

to be copied with only occasional deficiencies. This stone was placed near

a chandi, of which the ruins only remain. It was two stories high, built

of elegant bricks, according to the usual plan and distribution. In size,

it nearly agrees with that of Jdbung, near Probolingo. It is obvious, that

both the dimensions and the general plan of the numerous chandis found

in these eastern districts, built of these materials, are similar
;

at least they

do not exhibit that variety, both in size and distribution, that is observed

among the larger edifices built of stone.

Anjog is connected in the east to Kertasana. In this province I found

two monuments covered with inscriptions, a lcota beddh
,
or destroyed capital,

and various rechas. The district of Brebeg has lately been separated from

Kertasana. The newly-appointed Tumung’gang, in clearing and levelling

the ground for a dwelling and for a new capital, on the site of the village

Brebeg, discovered, by following the indication of water oozing from the

surface, in a slight concavity covered by a wild vegetation, the remains of

a bath, constructed with neatness, and not without taste and art. The
principal excavation, which appears to have been employed as a bath, is

oblong, and about ten feet in length. Six small outlets or fountains pour

the water into it, which was conducted from a rivulet flowing at some

distance, by small canals cut of stone, but bedded in a foundation of brick.

The fountains discharging the water are covered with sculpture in relief,

tolerably executed : one of these is a female figure pouring small streams

from the breasts. Adjoining to this bath are several other reservoirs of

water, included in the same square, and receiving the supply by the same

channels. Every thing is constructed massy of regular and elegant bricks.

The present Tumung’gung has collected, near this bath, many rechas and

other antiquities from various parts of the district : among these was found

one small inscription. Towards the foot of mount Wilis, in a southern

direction from Brebeg
, I visited, at the village Ng’etos, a chandi constructed

of brick and still entire, with only partial dilapidation of the ornamental

parts. It is on the whole very similar to the appearance exhibited by the

remains of the chandi at Anjog, and to the others constructed of bricks in

the eastern districts above mentioned. Near this is a smaller chandi, of

the same construction, in ruins, with various other remains of anti-

quity.

The
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The environs of the capital of Kediri abound with antiquities of every

kind
;
but it is evident that here, more than at other places, great expense

and labour has been bestowed to demolish the buildings and to mutilate the

images. In all parts of the site of the present capital I noticed fragments

covered with sculpture in relief, broken rechas, and regularly chiselled oblong

stones, of that kind which was employed in the construction of the chdndis

,

besides very extensive foundations, in brick, of walls, buildings, &c. I am
further led to suppose, from the regularity and elegance of the materials

employed, that a Mahometan temple and grave have been constructed almost

entirely from an antient building demolished for the purpose, at the period

of the introduction of the Mahometan religion. This temple is called

Astana Gedong, but none of the present inhabitants can give any information

as to the period of its construction. As it is of Mahometan origin I took

only a very slight view if it, to avoid the disagreeable gesticulations which

the natives always exhibited on the approach of one of their sanctuaries ; and

it is a very comfortable circumstance that a traveller is freely permitted to

examine undisturbed, all those antiquities which are unequivocally derived

from a period preceding the introduction of Mahometanism, or from what

the natives call “ wong kuna, kapir, or buda.”

I shall shortly enumerate the principal antiquities of Kediri which I

visited, and only mention the names of those villages where the greatest

number of rechas are dispersed. These are Pdpar, Kebo-gadung, Gadungan,

and Fagot.

The cave of Sela-mangleng is situated about two miles in a western direc-

tion from the capital, at the foot of the hill Klotok, an appendage to the

large mountain of Wilis : it consists of four small apartments cut into the

solid rock composing the hill, on a very gentle eminence. The apartments

are adjoining to each other, forming a regular series, which stretches from

north to south. The two middle apartments, which are the largest, have

each an entrance from without, while those at the extremity communicate

by an interior door, each with the apartment next to it. They differ but little

in size. Their form is square or oblong
; the largest is less than twenty feet

in length. The walls of the two principal apartments are covered with

sculpture, and various platforms and projections indicate the places of

devotion or penance. Several rechas now arranged in the avenue leading to

the cave, as well as the sculpture covering the walls of the apartments

within, are handsomely worked
$
but the external sculpture of the rock is

F 2 coarse,
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coarse, and the steps by which one ascends, which are cut out of the same

general mass of rock, appear to have been made intentionally rude. Several

niches for rechas, lamps, &c. are cut in various parts of the walls
;
a lingam,

several reservoirs of water, and other figures, are arranged on the vestibule.

Of an inscription on the external rock, one regular line, stretching from the

door of the outer apartments to the northern extremity of the rock, is still

discernible, but many of the characters are probably too much effaced to

afford an explanation.

In an eastern direction from the capital of Kediri
, the antiquities of

Sentul and of Prddung are the most remarkable. Sentul is situated near

the district of Tiga-wangi, in a forest, the condition of which indicates an

undisturbed vegetation for many successive ages. The dimensions of the

principal edifice, now remaining nearly entire, are comparatively inconsider-

able, but the workmanship is executed in a style of elegance, equal to that

of any antiquity found on the island. By the present inhabitants the building

is denominated a chunkup
,
which word, in as far as it admits of a precise

translation, denotes a place of burial or a repository of the dead. It appears

to resemble, in its general scheme, several of the other principal antiquities

of Java, being a solid massy structure, without any internal apartment or

chamber, as a chdndi, but affording, on the summit, an extensive platform

or place of devotion, to which one of the sides is appropriated to furnish an

ascent, while the others are perpendicular. The access to the cliunkup was

from the west. Not only the sides of the stairs, but the perpendicular walls

of the building, are ornamented by entablatures, the internal divisions of

which are covered by elegant sculpture, while the projections are carved

into a great variety of forms, which can only be represented clearly by a

drawing. A few images, removed from their original situation, are dispersed

through different parts of the surrounding area, displaying an exquisite

workmanship. On the summit remains an highly elegant reservoir of water

of uncommon dimensions. The plan of this building is a nearly regular

square, the sides of which have about thirty-six feet in length.

It contains in its foundation a subterraneous cell, to which the descent is

by very narrow steps, leading from the south : this consists of three com-

partments, gradually decreasing in dimensions as they extend into the body

of the building. The height of the cell does not permit a person to stand

erect, and no vestiges indicate its former appropriation, whether as a place

of
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of devotion or penance, or for the reception of the remains of the person

to whose memory devotion was paid on the summit.

Near this chunkup is a smaller building of the same kind, equally ornamen-

ted by handsome sculpture. The remaining bases of numerous walls shew

the division of the surrounding court into many compartments, and the

whole adjoining territory was included within a wall constructed of brick,

of which I found the vestiges in various points, and numerous separate

foundations and detached fragments of chiseled stone remain within the

extei'ior wall in the confines of the chunkup.

In proceeding from Sentul, in an eastern direction, to the extremity of

the province of Kediri,
solitary remains of antiquity are occasionally found

;

and it is probable that these extend, without considerable interruption,

towards the celebrated antiquities of Malang. Among these, tugus or

landmarks are also observed.

The chdndi of Prudung is situated about eight miles south-west of Sentul.

Though constructed entirely of brick, this edifice deserves particular notice.

It exceeds in its dimensions and importance all other edifices built of the

same materials that I have seen. Besides a principal apartment, the

entrance to which is from the west, it contains in the east, the north, and

the south, smaller apartments on the same floor, whose entrance corresponds

to the niches usually observed in the wails. The projecting base containing

the stairs has been destroyed, and one ascends at present to view the interior

of the chdndi by a ladder, the height of about twenty feet. The dimensions

of the ornaments and figures on the sides correspond to the size of the

building, and the sculpture is executed in a superior style. Following a

southern direction, rechas, reservoirs of water, mortars, fragments of buil-

dings and ornaments, are found at almost every village. Near the boundary,

but within the province of Srengdt, a chdndi of brick, of the usual size, still

remains entire near the village Genengan.

The rechas which have been accumulated at the capital of Sreng’at from

the vicinity, indicate the condition of the antient establishments, as the

general review of the antiquities found in this province, strongly points out

that its former culture was very different from its present rudeness. Places

which are now covered with almost impenetrable forests, like those surround-

ing the chunkup of Sentul, the first appearance of which would indicate an

undisturbed growth from the origin of vegetation, are found to conceal the

most stupendous monuments of human art and labour. During various

botanical
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botanical excursions which I made through this province, I discovered

(or rather was led to them by the natives) the chandi of Gedog, the antiqui-

ties at Pencitaran, and various monuments covered with inscriptions, which

I shall separately enumerate below.

The chandi of Gedog is a structure in the usual style of brick, but execu-

ted with superior excellence, while much of the ornamental work is supplied

of stone. Several of the sides are still entire, but the base of the entrance

or steps has gradually separated. Gedog is situated near Blitar, formerly a

capital, but now reduced to a simple village. Here, also, interesting anti-

quities are found, among which the site of a deserted capital, with its walls

and many stone pedestals, attract the notice of the traveller.

Proceeding in a nearly north-east direction, I visited the antiquities at

Penatdran. These, if not of the first rank, must doubtless be considered

as belonging to those of second importance and interest, both on account of

extent and execution
;

but a complete and accurate description would

require a detail too extensive for my present purpose. The greatest part of

these antiquities is now in ruins. Their general plan indicates an appropria-

tion both to purposes of devotion and habitation. They comprize an exten-

sive area of an oblong form, which was surrounded by an external wall of

which the foundations can be traced throughout, and the whole was divided

into three compartments. The principal edifice is situated in the eastern

compartment, and was only accessible after passing three separate gates,

which are all discernible, although much decayed. They are individually

guarded, as at Chandi sewu and Smga-sari, by porters resting on their hams,

while a knee is drawn up to support the hand clasping a club of proportionate

size. The principal gate, in antient times probably the only entrance, is of

huge dimensions and guarded by porters of gigantic size. This led to the

first subdivision of the whole area, in which two elevated plains, of an

oblong form, confined by walls rising above the surrounding territory, and

in all probability the floors of former places of dwelling, are the most inte-

resting objects that now remain.

One of these plains extends to the north-east extremity, having been in

contact with the external wall, as appears from its relative situation to the

gate, and to the foundations that still exist
;

this is of great dimensions : the

other inclines more to the middle of this compartment, and is somewhat less

in extent. Both exhibit the appearance of having supported a building, and

are elevated at present about three feet above the level of the surrounding

forest,
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forest, while the same depth is concealed by a layer of vegetable mould,

accumulated during many successive ages. The sides of the smaller plain

are covered with elegant sculpture in relief, the detail of the design of which

would alone require a considerable time. Four entrances are indicated by

as many flights of steps, the sides of which are elegantly decorated, and the

pedestals still remaining at regular intervals along the confines, having the

form of truncated pyramids, appear to shew that it was covered by a roof

supported by wooden pillars, somewhat in the style of the pasebans of the

present Javans. Similar pedestals are likewise placed in regular order along

the sides of the large plain, which has the same number of entrances as the

smaller, ofwhich those in the north and south are guarded by porters of com-

paratively small stature.

The second compartment is less extensive than the western : a small

clidndi of excellent workmanship, built of stone, here attracts particular no-

tice. The remains of various buildings, pedestals, and broken ornaments, are

also observed, and it is probable that others are concealed by the forest and

mould, which covers this compartment, which must be considei'ed as the

vestibule to the third or eastern division, containing the principal edifice

:

this of the various remains of the whole area deserves the most attention. It

is indeed a surprising and a wonderful work : both the labour required in the

construction and the art displayed in the decoration are incalculable. The

general base is a large square, but each of the sides has a particular projec-

tion in the middle, the largest being in the west where the ascents are placed,

by which the outline exhibits twelve angles. It belongs to the same class of

buildings as that at Seiitul, containing no chamber or vacancy within, but

exhibiting a solid mass, highly decorated at the sides, and affording exter-

nally places of devotion. It consists of three different compartments, suc-

cessively of smaller dimensions. Two pair of steps, one to the north, the

other to the south of the most projecting part of the western side, lead to the

area furnished by the lower compartment, the form of which agrees with the

general base. From the middle of the most projecting part of the western

side of this area, a single flight of steps conducts to the second, and is

immediately continued to the third area on the summit of the whole building.

The second compartment does not agree in form with the general base, but

by means of the diverging of the sides in a direction opposite to the most

projecting parts of the lower area, it furnishes in the west a plain before the

steps, and in the north, the south, and the east, extensive areas or squares,

which
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which were probably destined for particular worship. By the form of the

second compartment the second area is likewise modified
;
but to demon-

strate this a plan would be required
;
and I shall only add, that the upper

area was a regular square, but as appears from the remains of various foun-

dations, subdivided into partitions.

Here the figure of Brama (the reclia with four faces) is placed alone, of a

workmanship and finish superlatively excellent. It is to be remarked in this

place, that besides this, only one image is found on this structure, attached

to the walls of the second compartment, facing the smaller area on the base,

from which it appears to have been worshipped. I shall not enter into a

detail of the sculpture which covers all the sides of the three compartments :

its diversity far exceeds the bounds of my examination or description. In

the intelligent visitor it excites astonishment, and displays a degree of art and

of taste, equal, as far as my opportunities for observation have extended, to

that of any of the other remains of antiquity found on Java.

In clearing up part of the rubbish that surrounded the southern sides of

this edifice, I was fortunate enough to discover a monument covered with an

inscription of the usual size and form 3 but the characters have suffered much

from time.

Of other antiquities which fell under my observation in the province of

Sreng’at, I shall only mention those at Semanding and Sangrahan. These,

from their semblance to the edifice at Sentul, appear to have contained

the remains of the dead, and to have been employed to celebrate their

memory. They are considered as chunkups by the natives. Each has

something particular in its structure and appropriation
;
but I shall not

extend these details. Various spots were mentioned by the inhabitants,

which are now covered with a close forest, in which less considerable remains,

rechaSy &c. are found, and others are probably concealed or unknown. They

existed also on the south side of the large river flowing from the east, a

branch of the river of Kediri and Surabaya, in the tract of Ludaya, cele-

brated at present only on account of the wildness of the territory. Among
these I visited a monument covered with inscriptions in a highly preserved

condition. In my botanical excursions through this and the neighbouring

districts, I also met with various caverns and other remains, the retreat of

fakirs,
hermits, &c. to which the approach is difficult or painful : they are

distinguished by the denomination of Ber-tdpa.

I have
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Proceeding further east, the ruins in the district of Malang next attract

our attention. These I visited in 1815.

RUINS at SINGA SARI, &c. in the DISTRICT of MALANG.

We first proceeded from Pasuruan to Latvang, mounting our horses at the

ruins of a fort, which for some time withstood the Dutch arms on their

first taking possession of these districts. Further on, between Lccwang and

Malang, the scene of a famous battle fought at that time was pointed out

to us. The family of the present regent were first appointed to the office

for services rendered on that occasion. The road from Pasuruan to La-

•wang lay principally through forests, in which we observed the warzngen to

predominate.

On the next morning we visited the ruins of Singa Sari,
which are situ-

ated a few paces within the entrance of a teak forest, about four miles from

Lawang, and to the right of the high road leading to Malang.

The first object which attracted our attention was the ruins of a cliandi or

temple. It is a square building, having the entrance on the western side :

its present height may be about thirty feet. Over the entrance is an enor-

mous gorgon head, and a similar ornament appears originally to have been

placed on each of the other sides of the building, over the niches, which

correspond with the entrance on the western side. In one of these niches

we observed an image lying flat on the ground, with its head off
5

in ano-

ther, the pedestal of an image, which we were informed had been taken

away by Mr. Engelhard j and where the traces of a third niche appeared,

the stones had been removed, and a deep hole dug, so as to disfigure, and

in a great measure demolish, this part of the building. This was also

attributed to Mr. Engelhard’s agents.

On entering the chdndi, to which we ascended by stones which had evi-

dently been once placed as steps, we observed a very deep excavation, and

a large square stone upset and thrown on one side. We ordered it to be

filled up and the large stone replaced. There was a round hole passing com-

pletely through the centre of this stone, which, whether it had been an altar,

the pedestal to some image, or a yoni, we could not ascertain.

Without the building, on part of the ruins which appeared to have been

the lower terrace, we noticed two porters, with clubs in their hands, resting

on the shoulder. The features were entirely defaced, and the images rude ;

vol. 11. G but
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but we easily recognized their similarity to the porters at Brambdnan. They

were, however, not above three feet high. >

The devices, ornaments, and general style of this temple are not very

different from those of the great temple at Brambdnan

:

the cornices and

mouldings are no less rich and well executed. The external form of the

building may differ, but the recess, or chamber within, seems on the same

principle. There is no inlet for the light from above.

Proceeding a short distance further into the forest, we found several

images of the Hindu mythology, in excellent preservation, and more highly

executed than any we had previously seen in the island. In the centre,

without protection from the weather, was the bull Nandi, quite perfect,

with the exception of the horns, one of which was lying by the side of it.

This image is above five feet and a half long, in high preservation, and of

excellent proportion and workmanship.*

Near the bull, and placed against a tree, is a magnificent Brahma .

t

The four heads are perfect, except that there is a mutilation about the

nose. The figure is highly ornamented, and more richly dressed than is

usual.

Not far oft’ we noticed Maliadewa,t known by his trident. On the stone

from which this is cut in relief are several Devandgari characters.

Another stone, with a figure nearly similar, stood by it. A Hindu sepoy,

who accompanied us, asserted that it represented a Bramin, but it was too

mutilated for us to ascertain the point.

A car or chariot of Suria, or the sun, with seven horses, of which the

heads were wanting, was the only other object of antiquity in this groupe.

The horses are at full speed, with extended tails, and the square of the

chariot seems to have once formed the pedestal of an image.

At the distance of about a hundred yards from this spot, we were con-

ducted to a magnificent Ganesa of a colossal size,§ most beautifully executed,

and in high preservation. The pedestal is surrounded by skulls, and skulls

seem used not only as ear-rings, but as the decoration of every part to

which they can be applied. The head and trunk are very correct imitations

of nature. The figure appears to have stood on a platform of stone
;
and

from

* See plate from subjects in stone found near Singa Sari, No. 5.

f See the same plate, No. 1. j; See the same plate, No. 2. ‘

» § See plate— the frontispiece to this volume.
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from the number of stones scattered, it is not improbable it may have been

inclosed in a niche or temple. ;

Still further in the wood, at a short distance, we found another

colossal statue, of the same stamp as the porters at Brambdnan. This

statue was lying on its face at the entrance of an elevated stone terrace :

but the people having excavated and cleared the earth around, we were

enabled distinctly to examine the face and front. It measures in length

about twelve feet, breadth between the shoulders nine feet and a half, and

at the base nine feet by five, and is cut from one solid stone. The figure

is represented as sitting on its hams, with the hand resting on each knee,

but no club, although it is not impossible it may have been broken off.

The countenance is well expressed and the nose prominent
; but this fea-

ture, as well as the mouth and chin, have snflPererl injury from partial

mutilation.

The statue seems evidently to have fallen from the adjacent elevated ter-

race, which is about eighteen feet high in its present dilapidated state, and

is built of stones, the upper ones being immense slabs of five feet by four, and

three feet thick. A second figure of the same dimensions was afterwards

found in the vicinity
;
these were no doubt poiters who guarded the entrance

to these temples.

Having visited all that could be traced in the vicinity of Singa Sari, we

proceeded on to Malang, distant thirteen palls from Lawang, and in the

evening we visited the ruins of Supit-urang
,
usually called Kotah Bedaht or

demolished fort, the site of the last establishment of the refugees from

Mqjapdh.it.

The wall of this fortification is of brick, and the foundation is traced with-

out difficulty. We rode round it within side, and as far as we could calcu-

late it could not measure less than two miles round. It is of an irregular

figure, but in a position rendered remarkably strong by two rivers, which

run their course round three-fourths of the wall, and then unite. The

depth from the wall to the rivers is from fifty to a hundred feet, and in

some places still more
;

in many parts the descent is nearly perpendicular.

Where the rivers do not encircle the walls, a deep moat is cut from one river

to the other, which is easily flooded by stopping the course of either river.

It is about seventy-five feet wide and not less than fifty deep, even in its

present state, filled up no doubt considerably, and in many parts cultivat-

G2 ed.
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ed. There appear to be several dwellings, if not villages, within the walls,

and a good deal of cultivation, principally of tobacco.

The next morning we proceeded to visit the ruins at Kedal and Jdgu, the

former about seven miles, the latter nearly four from Malang, in a south-

easterly direction.

At Kedal are the remains of a very beautiful temple of stone : its present

height about thirty-five feet. The building is supported by a lion at each of

the four cornices, and one on each side of the steps of the entrance. In the

centre of each of the lower departments, between the lions, are figures in

relief upon the wall. The mouldings and sculpture on this temple are

in the same style as those of Brambanan and Boro Bodo, but of still greater

beauty. The building is surrounded by a square wall, and in the front is a

raised tfirrare. Thp rhamher appears rn hp of the same form as most of the

temples in Java. Over the entrance is an immense gorgon head, and in the

chamber itself a deep hole.

There are no Hindu images or other traces of Hindu mythology, except

what may be afforded by the lions, and the figures in relief above mention-

ed. These represent the same principal figure, but with different attributes.

On one side three immense serpents entwine over the head, the tail of one of

them evidently held in the right hand
;

on another a water-pot, with a

serpent’s head attached to it, is on the head of the figure
;
and on the other

there is a female figure with a serpent, the female reclining over the head.

This temple is just within the skirts of a forest.

At Jdgu, also, we found the ruins a few yards within a forest, but these

appeared to have been more extensive than the preceding.

The base of the principal building is much larger than any of the tem-

ples we visited in the eastern part of the island, and there appeared to have

been originally two or three terraces rising one above the other to the

height of thirty feet. The form of the entrance still appears, but the roof,

sides, and back part of the building, have entirely given way. Behind the

ruin, and apparently in the same spot on which it originally fell, lies a

dilapidated image of a Hindu deity.* The pedestal of this image is perfect,

and lies near it. The head had been carried to Malang some years ago by a

Dutchman.! On the back stone we observed an inscription, evidently in the

Devandgari character, and which the Sepoy who accompanied us declared

to*

* See plate from subjects in stone found near Singa Sari, No. 3. f Ditto, No, 4,
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to be Sanscrit. The characters on each side were extremely distinct, but

those at the back of the head of the figure were defaced.

This building is most richly ornamented with carved work, and various

devices in relief are cut in the first, second, and third stories. One of these

relievos represents a battle between an army of apparently polished people

and an army of Rasdksa. The figures are very rudely carved and dispropor-

tioned, but in general richness of effect may be compared to the style of the

ornaments at Boro Bodo. There are a variety of processions and achieve-

ments represented in different parts, but no where could we observe any

image or particular object of devotion. Along the cornices, which are most

splendidly rich, we noticed birds and beasts of various descriptions interwo-

yen. In one part a palm trp>o iipfwppn two lambs approaching each other,

in another a perfect boar, apparently led to the sacrifice.

At a short distance from this principal building, say fifty yards, stands the

remains of what would appear to have been an elevated terrace of about

twelve feet high. The ascent is on one side, by regular stone steps, still

perfect.

Previously to leaving Malang we took sketches of two images brought

in from the fort, and also of the image of a man, peculiar from the manner in

which the hair was tied. At Malang, also, I received from the Tumung’gung

a small square stone box, containing a golden lingam
;
this had been discovered

three months before, about a cubit under ground, by a peasant, while digging

for stones to build his cooking place. The lingam had originally two very

small red stones within it, something like rubies : one of them was lost before

it was delivered to me, the other by the party examining it,*

TEMPLES AT SUKU.

The remains of antiquity still existing at Suku, though not to be com-

pared with those at Brambanan and Boro Bodo in extent and magnificence,

seem to claim a peculiar interest, on account of the indication they afford

of a different form of worship. These ruins were not known to Europeans

until a short time previous to my visit to the central districts, in May 1815.

When I visited them, the native inhabitants of Sura-kerta were also igno-

rant of their existence, and we are indebted for the discovery to the British

resident at that court, Major Martin Johnson.

* See plate from subjects in stone, No. 2.

They
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They lie in an eastern direction from Sura-kerta, and are distant from

that capital about twenty-six English miles, being situated on the summit

of one of the smaller hills to be found on the base of the mountain Lawn.

From Sura-Jcerta our road was a continued ascent, which increased as we
approached the hills : the country most highly cultivated, and in the imme-

diate vicinity of the hills, where the dry cultivation predominated, beau-

tiful beyond description.

Suku is the name of the village to which the lands in the neighbourhood

of these ruins are annexed
; and we were not able to ascertain that they

were designated by any other name, or that the term Suku had any imme-

diate reference or application to the buildings.

The principal structure is a tmnpatod pyramid, situated on the most

elevated of three successive terraces.* The ruins of two obelisks, having

the form of the section of a pyramid, are also observable in the vicinity of

the principal building, and on each side of the western front appear several

piles of ruinous buildings and sculpture. The length of the terraces is

about one hundred and fifty-seven feet
;
the depth of the first, eighty feet

;

of the second, thirty
;
and of the highest, one hundred and thirty feet.

The approach is from the west, through three porches or gateways, of

which the outermost alone is now standing
;
but enough remains of the

second and third to indicate a similarity of construction. This porch is a

building of about sixteen feet high, in tolerable preservation, of a pyra-

midal form. The entrance is seven feet and a half high, and about three

feet wide
;
a gorgon head forms the key-stone of the arch. The ascent is

first by seven, and shortly after by three steps
;
and in relief, on the centre

of the flooring under the porch, is a representation of the male and female

pudenda.

On the outer face of the porch several figures are sculptured in relief.t

On the right side, the principal figure is that of a man of monstrous appear-

ance devouring a child : to his right a dog sitting, the head wanting, and a

bird ofthe stork kind near the root of a tree, on one of the branches of which

a bird not unlike a dove or pigeon is perched
;
over the figure is a bird on the

wing, either the hawk or eagle. Above the figure of a man with the tail of

a writhing snake in his mouth, is another which appeared to us to be that

of a sphynx
;

it is however represented as floating in the air, with the legs,

arms, and tail extended. The tail is similar to that of the lizard species,

and
* See vignette, page I. f See annexed plate, No 2.
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and the hands appear to be webbed claws, but the body, limbs, and face,

are human: the breasts distinguish it as female. Over this again is a small

curling reptile, like a worm or small snake, reminding us of the asp.

On the north and on the south face of the gateway there is a colossal

eagle with extended wings, holding in its talons an immense serpent, plaited

in three folds, its head turned towards the eagle and ornamented with a

coronet.

It was impossible to reflect on the design of these sculptures, without

being forcibly struck with their reference to the ancient worship of Egypt.

The form of the gateway itself, and of all the ruins within our view, was

pyramidal. In the monster devouring the child we were reminded of Typhon
;

in the dog, of Anoubis
;

in the stork, of the Ibis

:

the tree, too, seemed to

be the palm, by which the Egyptians designated the year
;
the pigeon, the

hawk, the immense serpents, were all symbols of Egyptian worship.

Lying on the first terrace we observed several scattered stones, having

various devices sculptured on them, some of human figures, one of a tiger

wanting the head, which had been broken off, and several of elephants and

oxen. On one we noticed the representation of a man on horseback, fol-

lowed by five spearmen and a pdyong bearer. We then ascended by five

steps to the second terrace, on which were also some scattered ruins of

buildings and sculpture. Ascending again three steps we came to the third

terrace, when the principal building appeared in front, at the distance of

about ninety feet. The ruins of several other temples and buildings also

appeared in irregular heaps on each side of its front.

This building is on the centre of the terrace. Its base is a perfect square,

of forty-three feet and a half to the side, decreasing in size at each succes-

sive layer of stones, so as to form steps to the height of nineteen feet: above

this is a sort of cornice, four feet nine inches high. The roof is twenty-one

feet two inches from north to south, and nineteen feet nine inches from

east to west. In the centre of it we observed a part raised, of about a

foot square, pierced by a small round hole. It had the appearance of being

intended as a pedestal, or step, to some object which had been removed.

The sides of the pyramid face the cardinal points. The western side

contains a flight of narrow steps. At the top, in the front of the building,

we noticed two serpents, which appear to have been used for water-pipes ;

with this exception, the whole building was plain and unornamented by

sacred emblems. The sides of the staircase are faced with flat stones.

The
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The upper story or cornice is constructed with greater delicacy than the

building generally. We were not able to ascertain whether there was any

chamber within, and the point cannot be decided without material injury to

the edifice. The eastern side seems to have suffered most from the effects of

time.

Upon the ground on each side of the ascent is a large stone, in the shape

of a tortoise, measuring not less than eight feet in length
;

the back flat,

but the head well executed. A little advanced in front there is a third of

the same description.

Near these, on the south side of the entrance, stand the remains of two

temples, in one of whieh we discovered the ashes of fire recently kindled.

The natives who attended informed us that the peasantry of the neighbour-

ing villages were still in the habit of burning incense and kindling fire in

this temple, and that when they suffered under or dreaded any misfortune,

they made an offering of this nature in the hope of averting it. The

building is about seven feet square, and on all sides various images are

sculptured on it.

The other building, which is still further south, has a terrace in the

centre, the steps ascending to which are still perfect. The building

appears to retain nothing of its original pyramidal form, except at the south-

east corner.

On different sides of this pile of building we noticed two inscriptions,

each consisting of four characters. As they both agreed with various other

inscriptions in this neighbourhood, except in the last character, which was

different in all, we concluded that they were dates. To the north of the

principal building, and almost contiguous to it, is an oblong structure,

running east and wrest. On this there has evidently been a low terrace

with a raised wall at the back. On the upper part of this terrace, and near

the principal building, is a raised platform, from which rises an obelisk,

somewhat similar to that noticed in the south, but of a much larger

base, and ornamented with various devices on all sides. The spiral top is

incomplete. Resting inclined upon the west front of the obelisk, is a statue,

about four- feet high and three feet broad.*

On each side of the terrace, which is narrow and long, we observed, both

above and below, various devices cut in relief
;

also a stone vase for con-

taining water, respecting which a tradition runs, that it could never be

empty.

* See No. *7 of the plate, from the ruins of Suku.’
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empty. We also raised from the ground and took sketches of several slabs

and stones in the vicinity, which had been thrown down on their faces.

Of these one represents a horned boar.t On another is an elephant, tole-

rablv well executed. In another the chief figure is represented striking off

human heads.t On another there is a dog standing erect, and dressed like

a man, with some buildings remarkable for the correctness of the perspec-

tive. On another is a representation of the monkey flag, § the standard of

Arjuna, and even used at the present day by the GladaJc || establishment at

Sura-leerta.

We discovered, nearly buried in the ground, two gigantic statues with

human bodies and limbs, but winged from the arms like bats, and with spurs

above the heel like those of a cock.^f This figure occurs frequently in relief

with some variation : sometimes with a fan tail, and its wings ovtonded, so

as almost to form a circle $** in Another tho faro appears devoid of flesh,

and the figure is standing with one foot on an elephant and the other on a

tortoise.ff

On the lappet of the waistband of one of these colossal statues we noticed

an inscription of several lines
;
but the most interesting and perfect was

discovered on the back of the other, after we had with much difficulty raised

it to an erect posture. This last inscription is in excellent preservation, and

consists of lines, in each of which there are characters. The perfect state

of this part of the stone must be attributed to its having been protected from

the weather by its position along the ground. This inscription, as well as

all the others which we discovered, are raised from the stone in relief, in

the same character as that first noticed, which differs from most which had

previously been discovered on the island.lt

We noticed particularly, as forming an exception to the sculptures in

general, another figure with four hands. It has a coronet on the head and

earrings, and from the back of the ear on each side appear to spring wings,

which are half expanded over the back of each shoulder. The arms and

hands were too mutilated to enable us to distinguish the attributes.

vol. ii. H A
f See No. 11, same plate. | See No. 1, same plate. § See No. 5, same plate.

II
An establishment consisting of a certain number of men and horses always kept in readiness

for the public service.

5f
See No. 4, same plate. ** See No. 6, same plate. f f See No. 8, same plate,

tt For a fac simile of one of these, see plate; others of the same kind were subsequently

discovered at Ked'iri and farther east.
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A little nearer to the north of the tortoises, in front of the principal

building, stands a large erect statue,* apparently in its original position
j

at the back of which, on a scroll hanging from the waistband, is an inscrip-

tion of several lines ;
a figure holding a double-headed trident in each hand

and having three spikes on each elbow, rudely executed, and elsewhere a

phallus, upwards of six feet long and not less than five in circumference.

It had been broken in halves, but the two parts were easily brought to-

gether : round the upper part are four large balls of equal dimensions :

along the urethra is an inscription in two lines, the letters being one above

the other, and on the upper part of one of these lines is the representation

of a Jcris blade, and two squares crossing each other just above the point,

with a circle and other ornaments in the centre, so as to represent the sun ;

to the right, of this is a representation of the moon in the first quarter

;

and further again the right a small oirrle, representing a star : the whole

in relief, very correctly executed, and in good preservation.

On one of the temples adjacent there are representations of a similar

symbol cut in relief.

We observed several monstrous figures with clubs of different sizes. One
in particular fronting the principal building, grinning most horribly, and

two near the steps leading to the upper terrace from the south side.

Below the upper terrace, on the south side, we noticed the foundation of

a building of an oblong shape, with three large slabs, on which were

sculptured several objects which appeared much to interest the Javans. On
one we observed a manufacturer of Icris blades in the act of striking the

steel. Above him are placed, as in his workshop, among several blades of

different forms, a trident, a water-pot, a pair of shears, and something not

very unlike Mercury’s wand. On another stone is seen a man with the

proboscis of an elephant, and in his hand a dog : on the third is a man
blowing a Javan bellows.

The natives informed us, that the country people were in the habit of

making offerings to these sculptures, which they highly esteemed, from a

tradition that they represented the original Javan tukang best, or workman in

iron and steel.

The workmanship is ruder than that in the temples at Brambanan, Boro

Bodoy or Malang, and the worship must have been different.

* See No. -10 of the same plate.

Most
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Most of the images which are not in relief have been decapitated, and

the heads are not to be found
;
but there still remains enough to enable a

person well acquainted with heathen mythology, to decide on the classes

to which they may generally be referred.

I could find no traditions regarding these temples
$

but subsequent exa«

ruination has enabled us to decide that the character found in the inscrip-

tions is an ancient form of the Javan, and that the dates are, on one of the

stones, 1361, and on the larger phallus, 1362.

Besides the ruins of temples in brick noticed by Dr. Horsfield in the Temples in
1

. , m brick atJabang,

eastern provinces of the native princes, numerous buildings, constructed &c.

of similar materials, are found extending from the site of Mqjqpdkit east-

ward as far as Probolingo, near which, a few yards off the high road, are

situated two temples in brick represented in the vignettes. The larger

temple may be about sixty feet high.

All the temples of this class (that is to say, constructed in brick, for they

all vary in their style) were probably built during the latter years of the

Hindu religion. Those constructed of stone must be referred to a much

earlier period.

Near Buitenzors;, and also at Recha Domas, a few miles further inland. Antiquities

°
_ _ _

near Buiten-

both places adjacent to the site of the ancient capital of Pajajdran, are zors-

found several rude images in stone, and among them a figure with three

faces (trmurti). Images of the same kind, as well as casts in metal, are

also
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also found in Cheribon. The latter are particularly prized by the chiefs of

Telctga, who are descended from the princes of Pq}ajaran , and consider

these relics as representations of their forefathers. In the possession of the

present Tumung’gung of Telaga is an ancient manuscript written on Javan

paper, and folded up in the manner of the manuscripts of Ava. The cha-

racters appear to be ancient Javan or Kctivi, but ill written. This manu-

script contains drawings of deities, of the signs of the Zodiac, and

numerous other astronomical, or perhaps rather astrological devices.* Of
the history of the manuscript nothing is known, further than that the

Tumung'gung and his family believe it to have come with the relics before-

mentioned from Pajajdran. A copy of it has been brought to England.

Ruins at Ung- Besides the extensive remains of temples and other edifices already

mentioned in the districts east of Cheribon, where alone the antiquities

deserve attention as works of art, there are to be found on the mountain

of Ung’drang the ruins of several very beautifully executed temples in stone,

with numerous dilapidated figures, and among them several chariots of

Siiria, or the sun. Most of them are sadly mutilated, but enough was left

to authorize a sketch of their original design.

t

The Chdndi Banyukuning (yellow water), which are so called from their

vicinity to the village of that name, are situated within a few yards of a

small volcanic crater, which at the time I visited them was in many parts

too hot to be trodden with safety. They appear to have been built on

extensive terraces cut out of the mountain, and rising one above another at

intervals of some hundred yards. The natives assert, that the temples were

formerly far more extensive, and that near the summit of several of the

adjoining peaks other temples are to be found. But here, as in most parts

of Java, the mountains for a considerable way below the summit have been

covered, for ages, with an almost impenetrable forest : and where this is

not the case, the mountains have either been rent near their summit, or are

covered with lava or ashes from volcanic eruptions, so that whatever may

have formerly been the extent and grandeur of the edifices which once

crowned these towering heights, they are at present either concealed or

more frequently destroyed. Notwithstanding the diligent search made by

the British during the short period of their stay on Java, there are doubt-

less many very interesting discoveries to be made.

* For the signs of the Zodiac and extracts from this manuscript see Astronomy, vol.i.

-j- See plate.

In
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In Banyu'Wangi

,

the most eastern province of the island, besides figures

of Hindu deities, several others are to be found of extraordinary and

grotesque appearance, which appear to represent the local deities of the

island, and corresponding with those which are still worshipped on Bali.

But whether they are to be considered as the deities of the Javans orBalians

is doubtful, as the Balians long had possession of this province
;
and it is

remarkable, that no such figures are to be found in the provinces further

westward.

The traditions of the country concerning the former seats of government,

enable us to trace at this day the site of Medang Kamulan, Jang’gala,

Gegelang or Singa Sari
,
Dahd or Kediri, Pajajaran, and Majapahit, exist-

ing in remains of immense tanks, heaps of building materials, and other

unequivocal vestiges of former cities.

Medang Kamulan* was situated in the district of Wirasdba

,

where in

the centre of an extensive forest is pointed out the site of the Setingel,

distinguished by heaps of stones and bricks ; and at no great distance

from it are the walls and excavation of an extensive tank, several hundred

feet in length and breadth. These ruins, of which little more can be said

than that they are clearly discernible, are situated between Penwadddos and

the most eastern of the volcanic wells alluded to in a former part of this

work. The natives have a superstition, that the site of this ancient capital

cannot be visited without some misfortune attaching to the party who under-

took the visit. Those whom I had, with some difficulty, induced to accom-

pany me to the spot, did not fail to assure me that I should lose my govern-

ment within the year. As the event justified the prediction, it is probable

that the superstition has rather gained ground than otherwise. Many Javans

maintain, that Brambdnan was the original of Medang Kamulan
;
it is at least

highly probable that it was once the seat of empire.

The site of Jang*gala is still pointed out in the district of that name in

the division of Surabaya, and the country around is strewed with antiqui-

ties. The same may be said of Sing’a Sari and Kediri. At Pajajaran, a

heap of stones is pointed out as the ruin of the Setingel, and numerous lines

crossing the country between rivers, attest the care with which this position

was entrenched. They may be seen close by the road side, at a few hundred

yards from the governor-general’s country residence, and in many places

they have been cut through to make a passage for the high road.

At

Images at Ban-
yuvvangi.

Ancient capi-

tals.

* See chapter on History.
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Majap&hit. At Mqjapdhit, in the district of Wirasdba, the marks of former grandeur

are more manifest. Here the walls of the tank, upwards of a thousand feet

in length and not less than six hundred in breadth, are quite perfect. They
are of burnt brick and about twelve feet high. The whole area of the tank,

when I visited it, was one sheet of beautiful rice cultivation, and almost

surrounded by a noble forest of teak.

A village adjacent is called Tra Wulan, or Trdng Wulan (the light of the

moon) : here we found the tomb of Putri Champa. Proceeding through

three regular squares, each enclosed with a wall, and in each of which were

erected several penddpas or sheds, we came to the interior on ascending

a few steps. On the right side of this enclosure, and elevated a few feet,

was the tomb of the princess and her nurse j the tomb being in the Maho-

metan style, and having upon it, in ancient Javan characters, the date 1320,

perfectly distinct and in relief. On the other side are the tombs of Kiai

Tumung’gang Jdya Bdya, Den Mas, and nine other chiefs whose names

are mentioned. The tomb is religiously guarded by several priests.

The ruins of the palace and several gateways of burnt brick are to be

seen
;
but the whole country, for many miles, is thickly covered with a

stately teak forest, which appears to have been the growth of ages, so that

it is difficult to trace the outline of this former capital. Ruins of temples,

mostly executed in brick, are scattered about the country for many miles,

and attest the extent and grandeur of this “ pride of Java.”
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I observed near the former site of Majapdhit two images of Ganesa
, and

some other mutilated deities of the Hindu mythology. Near the tank was the

figure represented in one of the plates,* partly human and partly of the form

of a bird, and a distorted figure, which the Javans called Menak Jing’ga
j

but in general the vicinity of Majapdliit is remarkable for the absence of any

representations of the Hindu deities. The temples are beautifully decorated

with representations of flowers, and other peculiar ornaments, which it

would be difficult to describe.

The only collection which appears to have been made by Europeans of

these interesting remains of antiquity, previously to the establishment of

the British government in 1811, was by Mr. Engelhard, formerly governor

of Sem&rang. In the garden of the residency at that station, several very

beautiful subjects in stone were arranged, brought in from different parts of

the country. Of them, and of several others, which appear to have been

brought into some of the native villages from the vicinity of the different

temples, drawings have been taken, and the representations of GanesaX and

Dtirgat (called Lora Jongran), both from subjects as large as life, wrought

in close grained stone, will serve to convey some notion of the beauty and

delicacy with which they are executed.

I shall conclude this very general and imperfect account of the remains

of sculpture on Java, by referring the reader to the annexed plate, con-

taining representations of several subjects in stone, collected and arranged

in the Chinese temple of worship in the neighbourhood of Batavia. The
period at which they were collected is not known, and the subjects in

general are not so well executed as those found in the eastern parts of the

island
; but it is remarkable, that the Chinese, whose form of worship

is at pi'esent so different from that of the Hindus (however similar it may
have been formerly) should in a foreign land thus prize and appreciate the

idols of a people whom they affect to hold in contempt.

§

Another plate annexed exhibits several subjects in stone, collected from the

vicinity of Boro Bodo in Kedu. The originals are as large as life, and the

sculpture and ornaments are executed with great skill. No. 2 is an image

with three heads (or trimurti), similar to one on Giinung Dieng. No. 3 is a

mutilated image of Brcihma, having four faces : this was found in a field,

within
* See plate from subjects in stone, No. 5. f See frontispiece to the second volume.

X See plate from a subject in stone brought from Brambanan. § See plate.

Collections of

antiquities.
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Casts in metal.

Zodiacal cups.

within a few hundred yards of the great temple of Boro Bbdo. The image

No. 4 also occurs on Gunnng Prdhu.

The casts in metal which have been discovered in the central districts of

Java are numerous. The subjects represented in the plates annexed, were

selected from a collection of about a hundred brought by me to this coun-

try. They had most of them been found at different times near the ruins

of the temples, and preserved in the families of the petty chiefs. I am
indebted to Mr. Lawrence, the resident of Kedu ,

for many of them, which

were brought in to him by the natives, on its being generally known that

subjects of the kind were interesting to the British authorities.

These casts are generally of copper, sometimes of brass, and rarely of

silver. The majority and best executed were found in the vicinity of

Gunung Dieng
;
and it is asserted that formerly many gold casts, of a simi-

lar description, were discovered, which have been melted down. The

village of Kali Beber,
situated at the foot of the mountain, is said from

time immemorial to have paid its annual rent, amounting to upwards

of a thousand dollars, in gold, procured by melting down the relics of

antiquity discovered in the vicinity
;

but for some years past, no more

golden images being found, the rents are paid in the coin of the country.

Among the casts which are now exhibited, will be observed two images of

Brahma
;
one with eight arms, standing upon a male and female figure

;

the other with four, on a pedestal surmounted by the lotus, having a frag-

ment of the goose in front. The former, in particular, is most beautifully

executed.

The casts vary from three to six inches in height, and abound in a

variety of delicate ornaments, which it has not been attempted to represent

in the plates.

Several copper cups, varying from three to five inches in diameter, and

having the signs of the zodiac and other designs represented upon them in

relief, have likewise been discovered in different parts of the island. A fac

simile (reduced) of them is given in the annexed plate.

As the Javans of the present day attach no particular designation to the

different deities, except that of Gdna and other terms to Ganesa3 and that

of Loro Jbngran to Durga,
I have not thought it necessary to attach to all

the representations the names which some of them may bear in the Hindu

mythology of continental India. Many of them do not occur in Moor’s

Pantheon ;
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Pantheon : some are decidedly Braminical, others JJudh, and some it is

difficult to class under either head.

A variety of bells, tripods, and ornaments of various descriptions, occur

in casts of metal, and form part of the collection brought to England.

These are of a small size, seldom exceeding a few inches in length, although

bells sometimes occur much larger
$

several of them are represented in one

of the annexed plates.

The inscriptions engraved on stone, and in characters no longer under-

stood by the people of the country, are innumerable : similar inscriptions

engraved on copper have also been found in particular districts. The whole

may be classed under the following heads r

1 . Inscriptions in the ancient Devandgari character of continental India.

2. Inscriptions in characters which appear to have some connection with

the modern Javan, and were probably the characters used by the people of

Sunda.

3. Inscriptions in various characters, not appearing to have any immediate

connection with either the Devandgari or the Javan characters, and which

it has not been practicable to decypher.

4. Inscriptions in the Kdwi or ancient Javan character.

Of these the first seem to lay claim to the highest antiquity. The prin-

cipal inscription of this kind, and indeed the only one of any length, is

that found at Brambdnan, and noticed by Colonel Mackenzie in his inte-

resting account of the ruins of Brambdnan
,
as a real Hindu Sassanum. The

stone, which is now broken into six parts, was originally six feet nine inches

long and three feet six wide, in the shape of a tomb-stone, and the whole

of one face is covered with characters, which appear to have been very well

executed.

Fac-similes of this inscription having been brought to Europe, the cha-

racters were immediately recognised by Mr. Wilkins as an ancient form of

the Devandgari,
in use upon the continent of India probably about eight or

nine centuries since. It is to be regretted, that from the constant exposure

of the stone, and the fractures which it has received, the characters are in

many parts effaced, so as to render it almost impossible to connect the

sentences. No date can be discovered, nor any name which might afford

a clue to the object or origin of the inscription. From such detached parts

as are legible, it appears to be a record of some grant of honour or riches

to the party whose praises it records. A specimen of a sentence from this

vol. 11. I inscription,

Ancient

inscription!.
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inscription, of the same size as the original, with the corresponding cha-

racters in the modern Devanagari*, appears in the chapter on Language and

Literature.

Similar characters, though apparently somewhat more modern, are found

on several images at Singa Sari, transcripts of some of which will be seen

in the plates to this work.

Of the second class are the inscriptions on the Batu tulis, or engraved

stone, standing near the ruins of the ancient capital of Pajajaran, and those

found at Kwdli, in the province of Cheribon, to which place it is related

that some of the princes of Pajajaran fled on the overthrow of that capital

by the Mahometans. The characters on these inscriptions appear very

nearly to resemble each other. The stone at Pajajaran, as far as I

could decypher it, with the assistance of the Panambdhan of Sumenap,

appears to be a record in praise of a certain Maharaja

,

whose name is not

mentioned. One of these at Kwdli, a fac-simile of which is exhibited in

the annexed plate, we were enabled to translate as follows.

“ The Pandita is able to check the evil course of men, by washing away
“ their evil inclinations, and he can shew them the right way, and prevent

“ covetousness and slander by his good advice. 1363.”

At Kwdli there are several other inscriptions in the same character, but

in common with the whole of this class very rudely executed. Several of

the characters and signs were found, on strict examination, to be on the

same principle as the Javan.

Of the third class the reader will find a fac simile on a reduced scale.t

But the inscriptions of the last of these classes are the most numerous,

the best executed, in the highest state of preservation, and as they admit

of translation, are of perhaps higher interest than the others. Of these

some have been already noticed in Dr. Horsfield’s account of the remains

of antiquity in the vicinity of Kedlri (formerly called Dahaj
; many have

been found in the vicinity of the supposed site of the ancient capital of

Jang1
gala, in the division of the modern Surabaya, and some at Batu

, near

Singa Sari. These are invariably engraved on large flat stones, in the shape

of tomb-stones, resting upon a kind of throne of lotus leaves.^: Fac-similes

of the whole of these have been brought to England, and several have been

translated into English.

In
* See plate, Volume I.—Language.

f See plate of an inscription in the district of Pakalongan

"1 See plate.
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In the collection of inscriptions at Surabaya, the following dates appear :

On a stone found near Jang’gala— — —863.

On another found near the same place ~~845.

On another from the Kendang hillsw,~~^ 865.

Several prior dates, as 11 6, 363, 647, 773, are mentioned in the body of

these inscriptions, which seem to refer to historical events of preceding

centuries
;
but the dates above-mentioned, with some others, appear in the

usual place to shew the actual date of the inscription itself.

The date of a similar inscription found in Kedu is 505, and of Another

stone found in the central districts 506 ;
but it has not yet been ascertained

what particular events these inscriptions record. The annexed translations

from three of the stones collected at Surabaya,
were made by Captain

Davey at my request, with the assistance of the Panambahan of Sumenap.*

Inscriptions in the same character have likewise been found on copper,

very beautifully executed and in a high state of preservation. The date on

one of these has been ascertained to be 735, and on another 865. I found

several collected in the Museum of the Society of Arts and Sciences at

Batavia.t

The Panambahan of Sumenap was able to read the latter without difficulty
$

but finding them to be filled with terms of praise and devotion which he

could not comprehend, it was not attempted to render a literal translation.

One of the plates (No. 3), to which at my request he devoted particular

attention, contains an invocation to Sang yang Brdma to favour and pros-

per the country of Gegelang (Singa SariJ, and to give assistance, by means

of Jdya Kdtsang, in repelling all evils and attacks, so that the country may

become celebrated and flourishing.

The country of Gegelang (Singa Sari

)

flourished in time of Pdnji.

Another of these plates (No. 9*) contains an invocation of a similar na-

ture, in favour of the country of Paha (KediriJ, which flourished at the

same time.

In some of the eastern districts of the Native Provinces and at SuJcu, near

the mountain Ldwu
,
inscriptions on stone occur in relief. Some of them occu-

py stones several feet high, and are written in well executed letters, above an

inch square. The date of one of these is 1363. A fac simile of another

of the same kind reduced, is given in the annexed plate
.

%

I 2 The
* See Appendix I.

t See a fac-simile of one of them in the annexed plate.

f See plate of an ancient inscription at Suku.
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Aneient coins.

The following is a translation of this inscription, as far as it could be

rendered into modern Javan by the Panambdhan of Sumenap.

“ This is an advice to mankind, whose ignorance arises out of a covetous

“ desire to obtain more than they possess. If mankind were not by their

“ disposition inclined to be covetous of what others possess, and to scandal-

“ ize each other, where would be the use ofadvice ; when they are receiving

<£ advice, they have a confidence in doing what is right, but afterwards they

“ follow their natural inclinations. Therefore, oh ye men of the city, be

“ advised by this, not to follow such dispositions, but to do what is required

“ of you by the times and the customs of the country, and be not singular.”

In the present burial place at Gresik are the tombs of several of the early

Mahometan missionaries, most of them of stone, bearing inscriptions with

dates. That of Sheik Muldna Ibrahim is in marble, and in good preserva-

tion, having the date 1334 (409 years since). Here is also the tomb of

JS/Iuldna Mach’ribi, who was antecedent to Ibrahim. This has however fallen

to decay, and has no legible inscription.

The entrance to the cemetery is through several squares enclosed by walls

and gateways, some of them very ancient, and in the same style of archi-

tecture as distinguishes those of Majapdhit. On the side of the gateway

leading to the division in which are the most ancient tombs, is a small stone

pillar with the date 1340 upon it in relief. Passing on to the division in

which the family of the regents is interred, are also to be noticed many relics

in stone, brought from some of the Hindu ruins. Among these is a gigan-

tic toad or frog, and an oblong vessel of three feet long, having in relief the

date 1246. On the side of the tomb of the great grandfather of the present

regent, is a Yoni, said to have been brought from Majapdhit, and in this

Mahometan sanctuary serving as a kneeling or resting place to the tomb.

Similar relics are to be found in other burial places in the eastern part of

the island, most of the chiefs priding themselves upon having some remnant

of Majapdhit. At the residence of the regent of Surabaya are also collec-

ted several curious remains
;
and in particular a large bath, excavated from

a solid stone about six feet long.

In the central and eastern districts of Java, in the vicinity of the dilapi-

dated temples, are found numerous ancient coins in brass and copper, exhi-

biting various subjects in relief, and invariably with a hole in the middle for

the convenience of stringing them. Those which are represented in the

annexed
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annexed plate* are taken indiscriminately from a collection of upwards of a

hundred brought to England, the dates annexed to each being determined

by the Chandra Sangkala, as explained for each particular coin by the Kidi

Adipdti of Demak. Thus the last, which has the date 1568, is explained as

follows :

Naga tioba wisaya jalma

Snakes move work men

8 6 5 1

That is to say,“ snakes are moving while men are working alluding to the

two snakes which appear entwining together between and above the two men
who are mastering an animal. The coin with the date 1489 bears a Javan

inscription of Pangeran Rdtu

,

the title by which a prince of Bantam, who

reigned in that year, is recognized by the Javans.

The mode of determining these dates by the Chandra Sangkala appears

however so uncertain and ill understood, that perhaps but little reliance is to

be placed on it. I have, nevertheless, given them, in order to shew the notion

of the Javans on the subject, and as it is not improbable they may be found

useful in illustrating the early history of the country. Many of the coins not

European or Indian, found in the Archipelago, as well as in China and

Japan, have a hole in the centre. These coins seem to have been of

home manufacture : the execution is rude
;
but the figures, such as they

are, in general well defined and clearly expressed. In the vicinity of the

principal temples have been found small silver coins, about the size of a

Madras pagoda, bearing the impression of a small cross and of some rude

and unintelligible characters.

But perhaps the most striking and interesting vestige of antiquity which island 0 f Bali,

is to be found in the Eastern Seas, is the actual state of society in the island

of Bali, whither the persecuted Hindus took refuge on the destruction of

Majapdlut, and where the Hindu religion is still the established worship of

the country. This interesting island has hitherto been but little explored

by Europeans, and what we know of it is only sufficient to make us anxious

to know more. I visited the island in 1815, and such particulars concern-

ing it as the limits of the present work admit of, will be found in Appen-

dix K.

In the course of the present work it has been my object to convey to the Conclusion,

public, in as compressed a form as my time permitted, and without bias

from previously conceived opinions or new theories, the information which

I possessed.
* See plate, Ancient Coins, with their supposed dates.
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I possessed. The antiquities of Java, however, afford such an ample and

interesting subject for speculation, that I shall presume on the reader’s

desire for some opinion concerning their origin and purpose.

With respect to the remains of architectural grandeur and sculptural

beauty which have been noticed, I shall simply observe, that it seems to be

the general opinion of those most versed in Indian antiquities, that the large

temple of Boro Bodo (a corruption perhaps of the Bara Budha, or the Great

Budh), and several others, were sacred to the worship of Budh. The style and

ornament of this temple are found much to resemble those of the great Budh

temple at Gai-ya, on the continent of India
;
and it is probable that it may

have been constructed by the same people, perhaps even by the same artists.

The Devanagari characters on the inscription found at Brambanan are re-

cognized by Mr. Wilkins to be such as were in use on continental India

eight or nine hundred years ago. The date of several inscriptions in the

ancient Javan characters, found in the central part of Java, is in the sixth

century, supposed to be of the present Javan era, and the traditions of the

Javans concerning the arrival of enlightened strangers, and an intimate con-

nexion between Java and continental India, for the most part refer this

intercourse to the sixth and three following centuries
;

that is to say, to the

period of the empires of Medang Kamulan and Jang1

gala.

Mahometanism having become the established religion in the year 1400

(A. D. 1475), all the great works of a pagan character must, of course,

be referred to an earlier period.

The ruins at Majapahit and its vicinity are distinguished by being prin-

cipally, if not entirely, of burnt bricks, a circumstance which justifies us

in assigning an anterior date to most of the edifices constructed of a different

material. The date found on the ruins at Sulcu, and some few other places,

may be an exception to this rule
j
but the sculpture of these is coarse and

rude, compared to the magnificent remains in stone found elsewhere. On
this account it is reasonable to conclude, that the arts at that period had

considerably declined. The edifices and sculptures at Singa Sari were pro.

bably executed in the eighth or ninth century, that being the period of the

greatest splendour of this state
;
and as the style and decorations of the

buildings, as well as the execution of the sculpture, appear very nearly to

resemble those of Brambanan
, Boro Bodo , &c. it is probable that the

whole were constructed about the same period, or within the same century,

or at any rate between the sixth and ninth century of the Christian era.

From
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From the extensive variety of temples and sculpture, as well as from

that of the characters found in the ancient inscriptions, it is probable that

Java has been colonized from different parts of the continent of Asia.

The Budhist religion is by many deemed of higher antiquity than what is

now called the Braminical
;
and it seems generally admitted, that the fol-

lowers of Budh were driven by the Bramins to the extremes of Asia and

the islands adjacent. The Jains and Budhists had probably the same worship

originally, from which the Bramins or priests may have separated, after the

manner in which it has been said the Jesuits of Europe once aimed at

universal empire ; and when we consider that the religion of Budh, or some

modification of it, is still the prevailing worship of Ceylon, Ava, Siam,

China, and Japan, we are not surprized to find indications of its former

establishment on Java.

To trace the coincidences of the arts, sciences, and letters of ancient

Java, and those of Egypt, Greece, and Persia, would require more time

and more learning than I can command. Such investigations I must leave

to the reader, deeming myself fortunate, if in recording their vestiges in the

traces of a high state of civdization, to be found in the ruins, languages^

poetry, history, and institutions of Java, I have succeeded in obtaining

any share of his interest and respect for a people whom I shall myself

ever consider with peculiar esteem and affection.
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In the archives of the princes of Java are deposited histories of their

country, extending from a remote antiquity to the latest date. It is prin-

cipally from abstracts of these, made at my request, in three difieient parts

of the country, by the Panambdlian of Sumenap
,
the late Kidi Adipali of

Dema/c, and the secretary of the Pangeran Adipdti of Sura-kerta, ail dis-

tinguished among their countrymen for literary attainments, that the two

following chapters have been compiled. The abstract presented by the

Kidi Adipdti of Demak being the most continuous, forms the main stream

of the narrative.

Copies, versions, and detached fragments of history, a:e found in the

possession of every family of distinction. Of these I have occasionally

availed myself.

So much of the native accounts as relates to the period anterior to the

establishment of the empire of Jang’gala, in the ninth century, is con-

fused, obscure, contradictory, and interpolated with the fabulous and

heroical histories of continental India ; but from that epoch they correspond

essentially, and from the subversion of paganism (A.D. 1475) they are

circumstantial, and claim attention, not only as illustrative of the character

of the people, but as historical records of the transactions of the times.

Much abridgment has been requisite : the passages between inverted

commas are however literal translations from the native writings
;
and those

so distinguished, subsequent to the arrival of the Dutch, are from the

original histories. In the course of the narrative, a Dutch abstract of the

native history, by Mr. Middlecoop, has occasionally been consulted.

Besides these historical relations, called Bdbat
,
as Bdbat Jang’gala, Babat

Matarem, &c. the native princes and chiefs have been in the habit of

keeping a register of the principal events, in the form of a chronological

table. These are not very consistent in what regards events anterior to the

Mahometan conversion. From these tables is formed that which is annexed

to the following history. All that is subsequent to the establishment of

Matarem is translated from the records of the court of Sura-kerta.
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CHAPTER X.

The History of Java from the earliest Traditions till the Establishment of

Mahometanism„

Amongst the various traditions regarding the manner in which Java

and the Eastern Islands were originally peopled, and the source whence its

population proceeded, it has been related, that the first inhabitants came in

vessels from the Red Sea (Ldut Mira), and that, in their passage, they

coasted along the shores of Hindustan; that peninsula then forming an

unbroken continent with the land in the Indian Archipelago, from which it

is now so widely separated, and which, according to the tradition, has

since been divided into so many distinct islands, by some convulsions of

nature or revolution of the elements.*

These people are supposed to have been banished from Egypt, and

to have consisted of individuals professing different religious persua-

sions, who carried along with them to the land of their exile, their different

modes of worship and articles of belief. Some are said to have adored the

sun, others the moon
;
some the elements of fire or water, and others the

trees of the forest. Like all other uncivilized men, they were addicted to

the arts of divination, and particularly to the practice of astrology. Ill

other respects, they are described as savages, living in hordes, without

fixed habitations, without the protection of regular government, or the

restraint of established law. Respect for age was the only substitute for

civil obedience. The oldest man of the horde was considered its chief,

and regulated its simple movements, or prescribed its political duties.

When the crop was gathered and the accustomed devotions performed, it

was he who appointed the mode and time of its departure from one place to

another. On these occasions, the horde, after offering their sacrifices and

feasting in an open plain, left the remains of their repast to attract the

vol. ii. K bird

* Middlekoop’s Collection.
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bird called ulunggdga ;* and the young men shook the dngklung,

f

and set up

a shout in imitation of its cry. If the bird did not eat of the meal offered

to it, or if it afterwards remained hovering in the air, perched quietly on a

tree, or in its flight took a course opposite to that which the horde wished to

pursue, their departure was deferred, and their prayers and sacrifices renewed.!

But when the bird, having eaten of its meal, flew in the direction of their

intended journey, the ceremony was concluded by slaying and burning a lamb,

a kid, or the young of some other animal, as an offering of gratitude to

the Deity ; and for the favourable omen a second feast was enjoyed, which

ended with the most violent demonstrations of joy, the whole party dancing

and springing to the music of the dngklung. Every thing being arranged for

the journey, the eldest of the horde, with his wife and children, were either

placed upon an elephant, or carried in a litter shaded by mats
;
the rest

moved on foot, preceded by young men and boys, shaking the dngklung

and shouting aloud, for the double purpose of doing homage to the chief

and of frightening away the wild beasts, which at that time abounded in the

island. §

But it is only from the supposed arrival of Adi or Aji Sdka, that the

Javans, even in their traditions, enter with any confidence into details.

This event is generally referred to the first year of the Javan era, which

corresponds

* Supposed to have been a crow or raven.

f A rude instrument of music still in use, particularly in the Sunda and mountainous dis-

tricts.

J The Ddyas of Borneo still hold particular kinds of birds in high veneration, and draw

omens from their flight, and the sounds which they utter. One of the principal of these is a

species of white-headed kite, which preys on fish, snakes, and vermin. Before the Ddyas

enter on a journey or engage in any war, head-hunting, or indeed any matter of importance,

they endeavour to procure omens from these kites, and, for this purpose, invite their approach

by screaming songs, and scattering rice before them. If these birds take their flight in the

direction they wish to go, it is regarded as a favourable omen
;
but if they take another direc-

tion, they consider it as unfavourable, and delay the business until the omens are more suit-

able to their wishes .— Transactions ofthe Batavian Society, vol. vii.

$ The manner in which the mountaineers of the Sunda districts still spring and shout to the

sound of this rude instrument, as already described, corresponds with this account ; and

on occasions of public rejoicings or ceremony, the native princes ofthe eastern part of the island

frequently introduce a party of wild men, with dishevelled hair, and covered with leaves,

shaking the angJdung, and shouting, springing, and distorting their limbs in the rudest man-

ner : the object being to exhibit the original inhabitants, in contrast with what they have been

rendered by civilization.
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corresponds with the seventy-fifth of the Christian era, and in some accounts

is thus related.

“ Prdbii Jdya Baya was a great and powerful prince of Astma, and the

“ fifth in descent from Arjuna, the son of Pdndu Dewa Ndta ; after whom
“ had reigned successively, Bimanyu, Paraldsit, Udaydna, and Gandra
“ Yana. His Peng’gdwa, or chief minister, being a man of great enter-

“ prize and ability, was sent to visit and civilize foreign countries. In the

“ course of his travels, he landed on Java, then the abode of a race of

“ Rasdksa, and known by the name of Nusa Kendang. This happened in

“ the first year of the Javan era, and is distinguished in the Chandra Sang-

“ kdla by the words, nir, dbu, tdnpo, jalar, meaning literally, * nothing
“ * dust, not any thing (but) man,’ and metaphorically the figures 0001.

“ He here discovered the grain called jawa-wiit, at that time the princi-

** pal subsistence of the inhabitants
;
and, in consequence of this discovery,

“ he changed the name of the country from Nusa Kendang to Nusa Jatva.

“ In his progress through the island he met with the dead bodies of two
“ Rasdksa

, each holding a leaf with an inscription on it, one in purwa

“ (ancient), the other in Siamese characters : these he united, and thus

“ formed the Javan alphabet of twenty letters.

“ He had several combats with the Rasdksa, particularly with one
“ Dewdta Chengkar ; and after fixing the date of his different discoveries, and
“ leaving mementos of his visit wherever he went, he finally returned to

“ Astina, and delivered to his sovereign a written account of all he had seen

“ and done.”

The accounts of the real character of Aji Saka are various. Some repre-

sent him as a great and powerful prince, who established an extensive

colony on Java, which a pestilence afterwards obliged him to withdraw

;

whilst others consider him as a saint and deity, and believe that on his voy-

age to Java he sailed over mountains, islands, and continents. Most, how-

ever, agree in attributing to him the first introduction of letters, govern-

ment, and religion
;
the only trace of anterior civilization being a tradition,

that before his time there existed a judicial code, under the title of sun and

moon, the punishments of which appear not to have been severe : a thief

was bound to make restitution of the property stolen, and to pay in addition a

fine in cattle or produce
;
and if the theft was considerable, he became the

slave of the injured party or his relations, without, however, being trans-

it 2 ferable
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ferable to another master : murder was not punished by death, but by a

heavy fine, and perpetual servitude in the family of the deceased. This code

Aji Sdka is represented to have reformed
;
and an abstract collection of

ordinances, said to have been made from his instructions, is believed to have

been in use as late as the time of Janggdla (A.D. 900), and even of

Majapahit (A.D. 1300).

In the Sanscrit language Sdka means an era, and is applied to the founder

of an aera
,
and in the chronology of the Hindu princes of India, Sdka

is a name or title, which has so often been assumed, that it is sufficient to say

to whom it is most appropriately due. According to Sir William Jones,

Sdka is a name of Budha. In the chronology of the kings of Magddha,* by

Major Wilford, the Hindus are stated to have divided the Kaliyuga into six

unequal portions, or subordinate periods, called Sakas, because they derived

their origin from six Sakas, or mighty and glorious monarchs, of whom
three have already made their appearance and three are still expected. The

third Sdka was Salavahana, who is believed to have lived at the same time

with our Saviour, and is x’epresented to have corresponded with him in some

of the principal features of his life. The era which bears his name com-

menced from his death (namely, seventy-eight years after the Christian era),

and is doubtless that adopted by the JaVans, which corresponds with it

within about three years : and the slight difference between them may be

accounted for, by the introduction of the Mahometan mode of reckoning

during the last three centuries.

The same writer informs us, that the first Bala Raja, a title peculiarly

given to the ancient sovereigns of Gij-rat, and who is supposed to have

lived in the seventh century of the Christian era, was called Di Sdka, or

Deva Sdka ; which being also one of the titles of Salvcahana, might induce

an opinion that they were the same person, if, as Major Wilford acknow-

ledges, the confusion and uncertainty of the Hindu records did not almost

deter us from forming any fixed opinion whatever. According -to the Japa-

nese historians, Sdka lived a thousand years before our Saviour ; and the

worship of that country is still denominated by them the religion of Sdka or

Sidka.t

According, however, to a prophetic chronology of the Javans, which

is now in the possession of the Susuhunan, and is ascribed to the pen of the

Aji

* Asiatic Res^rches. f Kempfer’s Japan, vol. i, p. 148.
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Aji Jdya Baya, bat is doubtless of a more modern composition, the sup-

posed arrival of Aji Saka did not take place till after the year 1000. In this

chronology, the author himself is described as sovereign of Kediri in the

year 800 of the Javan era.

“ What was first known of Java,” says this account, “ was a range of

“ hills, called Gunung Kendang,
which extends along the north and south

“ coasts
;

it was then that the island first came into notice, and at that

“ period commenced the Javan era.

“ After this the Prince of Rom sent twenty thousand families to people

“ Java
;
but all of them perished, except twenty families, who returned to

“ Rom.
“ In this year, twenty thousand families were sent to Java by the Prince

“ of Kling (India). These people prospered and multiplied. They conti-

“ nued, however, in an uncivilized state till the year 289, when the

“ Almighty blessed them with a prince, named Kano, who reigned for one

“ hundred years, at the end of which period he was succeeded by Bdsu

“ Keti. The name of the sovereignty was called Wirdta. Bdsu Keti

“ dying, he was succeeded by his son, Mangsa Pdti. The father and son

“ together reigned three hundred years.

“ Another principality, named Astina,
sprung up at this time, and was

“ ruled by a prince, called Rida Sara, who was succeeded by his son

“ Abiasa, who was again succeeded by his son Pdndu Dewa Nata; the

“ reigns of the last three princes together amounting to one hundred

“ years.

“ Then succeeded Jaya Baya himself, who removed the seat of govern-

“ ment from Astina to Kediri.

“ The kingdom of Kediri being dismembered on the death of its sove-

“ reign, there arose out of its ruins two other kingdoms, the one called

“ Brambdnan, of which the prince was called Bdka
;

the other Pengaging

“ of which the prince’s name was Angling Dria.

“ These two princes having gone to war with each other, Bdka was killed

“ in battle by Damar Maya, the son-in-law of Angling Dria. On the death

“ of Bdka, the kingdom of Brambdnan was without a prince, and continued

“ so, till Angling Dria dying a natural death, Damar Maya succeeded him

“ and ruled the country.

“ Damar Maya dying, and the sovereignty becoming extinct, there arrived

“ from a foreign country a person named Aji Saka, who established himself

“ as

Anno 1.

— 10 .

— 300.

— 400 .

700 .

— 300 .

— 900 .

— 1002.
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“ as Prince of Mendang Kamulan, in the room of De'wdta Chenghar, whom
“ he conquered.

“ In the year 1018 the Chdndi Setou (thousand temples) at Brambdnan
“ were completed.

“ The empire of Mendang Kamulan and its race of princes becoming
“ extinct, the kingdoms which rose up and succeeded to it were :

“ 1. Jang*gala,—~of which the prince was~* Ami Luhur.

“ 2. Kediri, „ Lembu Ami Jdyd.

“ 3. Ng’ardwan, Lembu Ami Sesa.

“ 4. Smg’a Sari, — „ Lembu Ami Lueli.

Anno 1082 . “ These kingdoms were afterwards united under Vdnji Suria Ami Sesa,

“ the son of Ami Luhur.

“ Pdnji Suria dying, he was succeeded by his son, Vdnji Lalean, who
“ removed the seat of government from Jang*gala to Vajajdran. This

— 1200 . “ took place in 1200.*”

In some accounts it is stated, that the religion and arts of India were

first introduced into Java by a Bramin named Tritresta, who with numerous

followers landed on Java about this period, and established the era, in

consequence of which he is considered the same with Aji Saha. The

descendants

* This history, which is written in the Mahometan style of inspiration and prophecy, com-

mences by a declaration on the part of Jaya Bdya, that it is clearly ascertained, the

island of Java will be annihilated in two thousand one hundred years from the date of its first

existence; and after detailing every event, down to the Javan year 1713 (the present year, A.D.

1816), has the following extraordinary conclusion.

“ The whole of the above chronological relation of events, from the first year to the present

“ date, was written by the inspired Aji Jaya Bdya, who himself lived about the year 800,

“ What follows is a continuation of events which were foretold by him, and which are still to

“ happen, viz.

“ In the year 1801, Sura-Jcerta being no more, the seat of government will be removed to

“ Katdngga, which being afterwards demolished, the seat of government will be removed in

“ 1870 to Karang Bdya.

“ In 1950, the seat of government will be removed to Kediri, where it was of old. The
“ Pringi people (Europeans)will then come, and having conquered Java, will establish a govern-

“ ment in the year 1955. The Prince of Kling, however, hearing of the conquest and ruin

“ of Java by the Pringis, will send a force which will defeat and drive them out of Java
;

“ and having given up the island once more to its Javan government, will, in the year 1960>

“ return to his own country.

“ On regaining possession of the country, the new Javan government will desert the former

“ capital of Karang Bdya, as being an unlucky site, and remove it to Wanngin Kudu, which is

“ near the mountain N’gmdria Ldya. This will take place in 2020.

“ By the year 2100 there will be an end of Java entirely.”
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descendants of Tritresta are acccordingly said to have succeeded to the

government of the country
;
and a list of eighteen princes is adduced, to

bring down the history to the ninth century, in which the empire of

Jang’gala was established. From these accounts, with some minute details

regarding the different adventurers, who are supposed to have arrived during

the three first centuries, it has been inferred, that these were probably

followers of the religion of Budha, and that those who crowded to Java,

about the close of the fifth century, are to be considered as the first settlers

professing the Braminical faith
;
but whatever authority this inference may

derive from the knowledge we possess of the religious revolutions which

have taken place elsewhere, and however probable it may be, that

the followers of Budha were at an early period established on Java, we

apprehend that the conclusion will derive but little support from a chrono-

logy which, on the slightest investigation, will be found borrowed from

continental India. Even the names of the principal characters, who are

thus represented as having ruled Java for a period of so many centuries,

will be readily traced in the accredited lists of Indian sovereigns ;* and when

it is considered, that the princes of Java pretend to derive their descent from

Parakisit, the descendant of Arjuna
,
that the scene of the celebrated war

of the Panddrva, which forms the subject of the most popular poem in the

country, as well as that of the great Indian poem, called the Mahabdrat
,

is

believed to have been laid on Java, and that not only the countries men-

tioned in that war, but the dwelling places and temples of the different

heroes who distinguished themselves in it, are at the present day pointed out

on Java, it is easy to account for the indistinctness and inaccuracy of the

line drawn between the princes of India and those who may have actually

ruled on Java.

Without entering into the mythology of the ancient Javans, which has

been more particularly treated of in another place, it may be sufficient to

observe generally, that in some of the copies of the Niti Sdstra Kawi, a

work of the highest antiquity and celebrity, the following is the duration

prescribed for the several ages of the world.

“ The kertayoga was of one hundred thousand years duration; thetrela

“ yoga was of ten thousand years
;
the duapdra was of one thousand years ;

“ the sandinika (which began A.D. 78) is now in its course.”
The

* Vide Asiatic Researches.
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The kerta yoga is considered to have terminated with the expulsion of

Vishnu from Suralaya. The treta yoga commences with his becoming incar-

nate in the person of Arjuna Wijaya, sovereign of Mauspdti, and ends with

the death of Rama, an event supposed to have taken place about the time of

Sdlcri, in the following line of princes.

Manu Mandsa,

Tritresta,

Parikena,

Sutapa,

Sapiitram,

Sdkri,

Pulasara,

Abiasa,

Pdndu Dewa Nata.

Many of these princes, with their descendants, are in the traditionary

accounts of the country, believed to have established themselves on Java ;

and while we find Tritresta founding a colony in the first year of the

Javan era, or about seventeen hundred and forty years ago, it is the less

surprizing that the war of the Pandus should have been transferred from

the duapdra yoga to the present age, and believed to have taken place in Java

about twelve hundred years ago.

In the Javan, or modern version of the Nlti Sastra, the following periods

are assigned to the principal events of fabulous history. “ In the beginning

“ every thing was at rest and quiet. During the first years, kings began to

“ start up, and wars arose about a woman named Dewi Daruki

;

at this

“ period writing was introduced. One thousand five hundred years after

“ this, another war began, about a woman named Dewi Slnta. Two thou-

“ sand years after this, a third war broke out about a woman named Dewi
“ Drupddi

$
and two thousand five hundred years afterwards another war

“ took place, about the daughter of a spiritual man, not named in

“ history.”

The following account of princes, commencing with Tritresta, who is

believed to have established his government at Giling TVesi, at the foot of

the mountain Se Mlru, with the dynasties which they severally established,

and the dates at which they respectively succeeded to the government,

while it shews the manner in which these islanders have interwoven their

fabulous
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fabulous history with that of the continent, will prove how little credit is

due to those accounts, which furnish local details during a period so remote

and obscure.

This account is extracted from a collection of the legends of the country,

compiled by Ndta Kasuma, the present Panambdhan of Sumenap ; a man
who is not only distinguished among the Javans for his eminent erudition and

information, but who, from the superior endowments of his mind, would

command a high degree of respect among the more civilized people of

Europe.

“ Before there were any inhabitants on Java, Wisnu (Vishnu) presided

“ therein
; but having offended Sang yang Guru, Tritresta, the son of Jala

“ Prasi, and grandson of Brdma, was sent to Java as sovereign of the

“ country. This prince was married, at ten years of age, to Bramani Kali

,

“ of Kamboja, and with eight hundred families from the country of Kling,

“ established the seat of his government at the foot of Gunung Semiru, the

“ capital of which he called Giling West. He had two sons, Manu Manasa,
“ and Manu Madewa, aud his people increased to 20,000.

“ In the country of Kling there was a man named Watu Gunung
,
son of

“ Gdna of Desa Sangala, who heard of the fame of Sinta and Landap, two

“ beautiful women residing at Giling Wesi. Watu Gunung went in search

“ of them, and finding them under the protection of Tritresta, attacked

“ and defeated him. Tritresta was slain, and Watu Gunung reigned as

“ sovereign of Giling Wesi for one hundred and forty years. Under his

“ government the country became very flourishing. He adopted forty sons

“ and as many daughters of the princes of the country, and gave them
“ the names of the deities of Surga (Swerga), for which, and for other

“ acts, he was in the end punished with death by Wisnu, in the year

“ 240.*

“ After this Batara Guru sent Gutaka from the mountain Sawela Chdla Anuo

“ in Kling, to be sovereign of Giling Wesi, where after a reign of fifty

“ years he died, and was succeeded by his son, Rdden Sawela, in the year
“ 290. This last prince reigned twenty years, and was succeeded by
“ Gutama, who removed from Giling Wesi while yet unmarried, and went
“ to a country (Astina), which was possessed by an elephant that desired

vol. ii. L << the

* See account of Wdtu Gunung in vol. i, Literature.
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Anno 310.

415.

“ the princess Endradi in marriage. He fought and killed the elephant,

“ and married the princess, and afterwards proceeded to Lagrestina.

“ There was a Fandita of Gunung Jdli in the country of Kling, who
“ had a son called Rdden Ddsa TViria, who when twelve years of age,

“ having obtained leave of his father to go to Java, took up his abode at

“ the foot of the mountain Ldwu. His son, Ddsa Baku, when ten

“ years of age, determined to make himself independent, and travelled

“ with one hundred followers, until they smelt the dead elephant which

“ had been killed by Gutdma. There he established himself, calling

“ his capital Gdjadiula or Astina Fura. This was in the year 310.

“ Ddsa Baku was succeeded by his son Suantdna, who had wars with the

“ giant Puru Sada . This prince had a son, named Dexca Brdta
, whose

mother died immediately after the birth of the child
;
and the prince

“ finding no one from whom the child would take milk, was obliged to

“ carry it about in search of some one to whom it might take a liking.

“ Of the descendants of Tritresta were first, Mdnu Mandsa ; second,

“ Sutdpa

;

third, Sapiitram

;

fourth, Sakri. The last begot Fi'da Sara
“ who had a son named Abidsa. It happened that Abidsa, when an infant,

“ was borne in the arms of his mother Arnbu Sari, at the time when

Suantdna was in search of a wet nurse for his son. Upon seeing her,

“ the infant Dewa immediately cried out and wanted milk from her,

“ which, however, she would not consent to give, until after much alter-

“ cation Suantdna agreed to give his country in exchange
;
so that Ambu

“ Sari received the country of Astina for her son Abidsa, who when
“ arrived 2 t a proper age succeeded as sovereign, in the year 415. Dewa
“ Brdta was made Prince of Kumbina,

“ Abidsa was married to a woman advanced in years, by whom he had

“ three sons : Dresta Rata, who was blind
;
Pdndu Dewa Ndta, w'ho was

“ very handsome ;
and Rama Widdra, who was lame. After twelve years he

“ retired and transferred the government to his second son.

“ Pdndu Dewa Ndta, at the age of fourteen, then succeeded as sove-

“ reign of Astina, and married Dewi Kunti, daughter of Bdsu Keti, Prince

“ of Madura, by whom he had three sons, Kunta Dewa, Sena, and

“ Jindlca. Dewa Ndta also married Madrin, daughter of the Prince of

“ Mandardga

,

and died, leaving her pregnant. She was delivered of two

“ sons and died also
;
but Dewi Kunti gave the children milk, and called

“ the
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“ the one Sadewa and the other Nalcula. At that time the children of

“ Pdndu Dewa Nata were very young
;
Dresta Rata was therefore nomi-

“ nated protector during their minority : but instead of resigning the

“ kingdom to them, he gave it to his own son, Suyudana ; who becoming

“ sovereign of Ast'ma, the five children were sent by Abidsa, with a thousand

“ families, to establish a new country, to which they gave the name of

“ Amerta.

“ Suyudana married the daughter of the Prince of Mandardga
, by whom

“ he had a son, and the country became great, flourishing, and happy.

“ There was none more powerful ; and the dependent chiefs were the

“ Princes Kerna of Awang’ga, Bisma, or Dewa Brdta of Kumbina, Jaya
“ Bata of Bala Sejdna, Jakar Sana of Madura, and Sdlia of Mandardga.
“ But Punta Dewa and his brothers in the country of Amerta were not

“ satisfied : they wished for their father’s inheritance, and sent their cousin,

“ Kresna of Diarawdti, to confer with Suyudana and to demand their right-

“ ful possessions. For the sake of peace with their cousin, they offered

“ to accept of half; but Suyudana rejected their demand and replied,

“ ‘ that without the decision of the sword, they should have none.’ Then
“ began the war called Brdta Yudha, because it was a contest for their just

“ rights. The war lasted long, and during its continuance the sons and

“ followers of both parties were nearly all killed : at last Suyudana himself

“ fell, after a reign of fifty years.*

“ Punta Dewa then became sovereign of Astina, in the year 491 ;
but

“ after two years he transferred the government to Parikisit, son of Abi-

“ mdnyu and grandson of his brother Jendka. After defending the country

“ successfully against the giant Usi Aji of Surabaya,
whom he slew, he

“ was succeeded by his son Udaydna, who died after a reign of twenty-

“ three years. His son Jaya Berma succeeded. This prince had two sons,

“ named Jaya Misdna and Ang’’ling Derma. The former succeeded his father

“ after a reign of twenty-seven years, and died at the expiration of five

“ years. During the reign of Jaya Misdna there was a dreadful pesti-

“ lence and a violent earthquake which destroyed the country, and his son

“ removed to Mildwa, where he became a tdpa.

“ To this country Ang*ling Derma had already removed with |three thou-

“ sand families, during the lifetime of his brother, andwas acknowledged

L 2 “as
* See vol. i, Poetry

—

Brata Yudha

,

Anno 491,
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“ as sovereign of Mildwa Pati, where he reigned in prosperity for ten

“ years. At the expiration of this period, it is related that his princess

“ burnt herself, in consequence of being refused the knowledge of a certain

“ prayer by which she might understand the languages of all animals. The
“ prince afterwards became insane, wandered about, and was transformed

“ into a white bird.

“ The son of Jdya Misdna, Jdya Purusa, begat Puspa Jdya, who begat

“ Puspa Wijaya, who begat Kasuma Wichitra
,
who again begat Rdden Aji

“ Nivmdla, who reigned for twenty years at Milawa Pati
, but in whose

“ days the country was greatly afflicted with pestilence. In consequence

“ of this, his son, Bisura Champdka, departed with his followers, and pro-

“ ceeded to Mendang Kamidan, where he abode as a Pandita. He had,

“ however, a son, named Ang’ling Derma, from whom descended Aji Jdya
“ Bdya, who became sovereign of the country, and gave it the name of

“ Purwa Chirita ; under his government the country greatly increased, he

“ acquired large possessions, and all under his administration was flourish^

Anno 701.
“ ing and happy. It is related of him, that he dictated the poem of the

756 .

“ Brdta Yudha, by order of Dewa Batdra Guru, in the year 701. He
“ was succeeded by his son, Saldpar TVata, in 756, whose son, named
“ Kandidwan, afterwards came to the government, under the title of Jdya

“ Langkdra. This last named prince had a sister, called Chandra Sudra,

“ four sons, Suhrata, Para Yata, Jdta TVida, and Su Wida, and a daughter,

“ name Pamhdyun. His Pdteh was named Jdya Singdra, and among his

“ dependents were Gaja Irdwan of Luddya, Lembu Suren Guna of

“ Jang’gdla, V/ira Tilda of Kediri, and the Arias of Sing’a Sari and

“ Ng’rdwan.

“ In course of time this prince became very wicked, and married his

“ sister, Chandra Sudra. When his Pdteh, chiefs, and followers, heard of

“ it, they rose in arms, but feared to attack the prince, as it had been pre-

“ dieted that he could only be killed at the full of the moon. The prince,

“ in the mean time, being informed of the conspiracy, immediately attack-

ed the party, and killing the Pdteh, committed great slaughter among his

“ followers.

“When the battle was over, he assembled his sons, and after telling

“ them they were not ignorant of his deeds, and that it was his intention

‘‘ to bum himself at the full of the moon, he desired that they would

“ thereupon remove from the place, and leave the country of Mendang
“ Kamidan
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“ Kamulan to become a wilderness. He then divided his possessions into

“ four parts : to the eldest son, Subrata, he gave the country of Jang'gala ;

“ to his second son, Para Ydta, he gave Kediri ; to his third, Jdta Wida,
“ lie gave Smg’a Sdri

;

and to his fourth son, Su Wida, he gave Ng’ara-

“ wan

:

and these princes severally became independent chiefs of those

“ kingdoms.

“ When the full of the moon arrived, Sri Jaya Langkdra
, with his wife

“ and sister, Chandra Sudra, went to the Sang’gar of Dewa Pabayustan,

“ where they burnt themselves. The families of the Pdteh and the chiefs

“ slain in the late battle also accompanied him, and committed themselves

“ to the flames. Pembdyun, his daughter, was not however permitted to

“ sacrifice herself, in consequence of which she bore great ill will to her

<c father
;
and it is related, that she is the same person who afterwards went

“ to Jang’gala, and abode at Wana Kapuchang*an, where she assumed the

“ name of Kill Suchi, and went about from place to place, being much be-

“ loved
;

for she was very learned, and made inscriptions upon stones, one

“ of which is called Kdla Kerma.*

But
* To this popular account of the early and fabulous history of Java, it may be interesting

to add the equally popular and generally received ancient histoxy of Madura, formerly called

Mandura, and in the basa, or court language, Manduretna.

“ Batara Rama Yana having completed the wars, and conquered Dasa MuJca, of the country

“ of Alinka, thought of making a new settlement from the wilderness. To this he gave the

“ name of Durjayapura ; and after a long reign, resigned the government of it to his son,

“ Butlawa, ending his days in solitude. Butlawa reigned for some years over the country of

“ Durjayapura, and was succeeded by his son, Kunti Buja, who married the daughter of his

“ Pdteh, named Kasa. This prince removed the seat of government, or rather changed the

“ name of it, to Mandura Raja, and was succeeded by his son, Basu Keti, who ascended the

“ throne at nine years of age. During his reign there arrived a beautiful woman, named Dewi
“ Sani Gatra, daughter of Bengawan Adi Rusa, who had fled from the Prince of Nusa Kam-
“ bangan, called Jura Mataraja . The prince married her, and was in consequence attacked

“ by Jura Mataraja ; but by the assistance of Pula Sara, the father of Abiasa, who after-

“ wards became sovereign of Astina, he defeated him, and remained in quiet possession of
“ his country. By the princess he had four children ;

three sons, named Basu Dewa, Aria

“ Pra.hu, and Angrasana, and a daughter named Dewi Kunti. When Basu Deiva was fifteen

“ years of age, his father wished him to marry a princess of the country, but the youth having
“ fixed his affections upon the daughter of Raja Sirwonga, named Dewi Angsa Wati, refused

“ compliance, and was in consequence dismissed the royal presence.

“ Basu Deiva, learning that the daughter of Sirwonga had been carried off by a giant into

“ the woods, succeeded in overpowering the giant, and married Deuii Angsa Wati ; but intel-

“ ligence being given thereof to the chief, the prince of Ambulutiga, a chief called Tiga

War net
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But other accounts, which attempt to draw a line between the Indian

and Javan princes, date the commencement of the latter, five centuries

subsequently

“ Warna (tri-coloured) was sent in pursuit of Basu Deiva, whom he overtook on his return to

“ Mandura Raja. Basu Deiva was vanquished and fell into a cave : the princess fell into

“ the hands of Tiga Warna.

“ It was about this time that Pula Sara obtained the kingdom of Astina for his son Abiasa,

“ and was desirous of betrothing him to Deiva Ambalilca of Astina ; but the young prince

“ would not consent ; and one day, when he was wandering in the forests, he heard a voice

“ issue from a cave, and discovered Basu Dewa, who related his case and entreated his aid

“ in the recovery of his wife. The young princes then proceeded in search of Tiga Warna, and
“ having discovered him, Basa Deiva discharged an arrow at him and killed him. Dewi Angsa

“ Wati was in consequence restored to her husband. Basa Deiva and Abiasa then exchanged

“ vows of perpetual friendship between themselves and their descendants, invoking a curse

“ upon whomsoever of them should be guilty of breaking it. After this, Basu Deiva returned

“ to Mandura Raja.

“ Basu Deiva at length succeeded his father in the government of Mandura Raja, and had

“ several children ; of whom one was white, named Kakra Sana, the other black, named
“ Kresna. He was succeeded by a son whom he had exposed in the woods, but to whom he
“ afterwards became reconciled, named Raden Kangsa, to whom he gave the country. At this

time Pandu Deiva Nata reigned over the kingdom of Astina. One night a voice said to him
“ in a dream, ‘ When you meet with children of Madura white or black, put them to death.

u His father, who was still living, apprehensive for the fate of his favourite sons, Kakra Sana
“ and Kresna, sent them to Widara Kandang for concealment, with Angga Gopa. These two

“ princes afterwards hearing of an exhibition of fighting men, proceeded with their sister

Sambddra to the Alun alun, where the combatants were assembled, and here they met Raden

“ Aria Jenaka and Sena, sons of Pandu Deiva Nata, from Astina, who when their father died

“ heard of the fame of Madura, and came in quest of the country.

“ Raden Kangsa was seated in the paseban, surrounded by his chiefs, when his Pdteh in-

“ formed him that the proscribed children had at last appeared. The prince, delighted that those

“ whom he had so long sought in vain had now appeared of their own accord, ordered his

“ Pdteh immediately to seize them; but Kakra Sana fought with the Pdteh, and drove him

back upon the prince, who then seized him himself, and throwing him on the ground with

“ violence, blood gushed from his mouth. Kakra Sana then called for assistance from Kresna,

“ who with Raden Sena immediately came and overpowered Raden Kangsa. Upon this Kakra

“ Sana put him to death with his weapon Lugura. The Pdteh, ignorant of the fate of his

“ prince, rushed upon the parties, but was pierced with a spear by Kakra Sana, who imme-

“ diately exclaimed, ‘ I am Resi Anapita of Repat Kapanasan ; I am Rest di Jala dara Bala-

“ * dewa, the son of Basu Deiva of Madura.'

“ Then his uncle, Aria Prabu, spoke ; and having embraced him, carried him to his father,

“ Basu Deiva, who conferred the country upon him. At night, however, Kakra Sana heard a

“ voice in his sleep, saying, ‘ to-morrow will I be revenged in the war Brdta Yudha: there

“ ‘ will be one of the country Champala Raja, I am lie.’ Kakra Sana replied, ‘ well. I dare

“
‘ you.’

”
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subsequently to the first landing of Aji Sdka, and consider the Kingdom of

Mendang Kamulan as the first regular establishment on Java. As these, if,

not the most consistent with the historical data which have been admitted

on continental India, have the advantage of being the least confused, a

more particular account of the first establishments may be interesting. With

regard to the statements that commence with a more remote antiquity, it

it may be sufficient to shew, at one view, the line of princes who are

represented to have ruled on Java, according to the two different authori-

ties which have been referred to.
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LINE OF HINDU SOVEREIGNS

Who ruled on Java, according to the Manuscript ascribed to Aji Jaya Baya
,

in the

Possession of the present Susuhunan.

Date of Accession

Jaran Year.
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT. •

SOVEREIGNS.

289 Wirata 1 Basu Keti.

2 Mangsah Pati.

700 3 Pula Sara.

4 Abiasa.

5 Pandu Dewa Nata.

800 Kediri 6 Aji Jaya Baya.

Peng’ging 7 Angling Dria

900-2 Brambanan 8 Baka.

9 Damar Maya.

1002 Mendang Kamulan .... 10 Aji Saka.

fKediri Lembu Ami Jaya.

1082-4
j Ngarawan
\ .

Lembu Ami Sesa.

Singa San Lembu Ami Lueh. •

j^Jang’gala 11 Lembu Ami Luhur.

12 Panji Suria Ami Sesa.

1200 Pajajaran 13 Lalean.

• • 14 Banjaran Sari.

15 Mendang Wang’i.

Jaka Sura, or
1301 Majapahit 16

Browijaya 1st.

17 Browijaya 2d.

18 Browijaya 3d. 1

19 Browijaya 4th.
|

1381 20 Browijaya 5th. J

* The Chandi Sewu, or one thousand temples at Brambanan, according to this chronology,

are supposed to have been completed in the year 1018.

f The temple of Boro Bodo is also supposed to have been completed in 1360.



LINE OF HINDU SOVEREIGNS
Who reigned onJava, according to the Manuscripts of the Eastern Parts ofJava, Sumenap

,

and Bali
,
as collected by Ndta Kusuma, the present Panambahan of Sumenap.

Date of Accession’

Javan Year.
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT. SOVEREIGNS.

1 Giling Wesi 1 Tritresta.

140 2 Watu Gunung.
240 3 Gutaka.

290 4 Sawela.

310 Astina . . ... 5 Gutama.

6 Dasa-bahu.

7 Sawantana.

415 8 Abiasa.

427 9 Pandu Dewa Nata.

480 10 Suyudana.

491 11 Ponto Dewa.
533 12 Parikisit.

575 13 Udiana.

588 MalawaPati 14 Ang’ling Derma.
598 15 Jaya Misana.

16 Puspa Jaya.

17 Puspa Wijaya.

18 Kasuma Wichitra.

638 19 Aji Nirmala.

658 Mendang Kamulan .... 20 Bisura Champaka.
671 21 Ang’ling Dria.

701 22 Aji Jaya Baya.

756 23 Sela Prawata.

818 Jang’gala 24 Kandiavvan, or Jaya Langkara.
868 25 Subrata, or Dewa Kasuma.
927 Koripan 26 Lalean.

27 Banjaran Sari.

28 Muda-ning-kung.

29 Muda-sari.

1084 Pajararan 30 Raden Pankas.

1158
31 Siung Winara.

Majapahit 32 Jaka Susuru, or Bra Wijaya.

33 Prabu Anom.

34 Uda ninkung.

35 Prabu Kanya, a Princess married

to Damar Wdlan.

36 Lembu Ami Sani.

37 Brama Tunggung.

38 Raden Alit, or Browijaya.

VOL. II. M
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The following is the chronology of the Javan princes according to the

legends abstracted by Kiai Adipdti Adi Mang’gdla, formerly Regent of

Demak, and in which the Javan princes commence in the sixth century.

Date of Accession,

Javan Year.
SEAT OF GOVERNMENT. SOVEREIGNS.

525 Mendang Kamulan .... 1 Sawela Chala.

2 Ardi Kasuma.

3 Ardi Wijaya.

4 Resi Dendang Gendis.

846 Jang'gala 5 Dewa Kasuma. ^
5 Lembu Ami Lulmr. V*
7 Panji Kerta Pati. J

1000 Pajajaran 8 Panji Maisa Tandraman, or

Lalean.

(2) 9 Miinding Sari.

10 Munding Wangi.
11 Chiong or Siung Wanara.

1221 Majapahit 12 Tanduran.

IS Bro Kamara.

14 Ardi Wijaya.

15 Merta Wijaya.

16 Angka Wijaya.

“ When Prdbu Jdya Bdya of Astina died, he was succeeded by his son

“ and descendants, named Ami Jdya, Jdya Ami Sana, Pdncha Dria, and

Kasuma Cldtra. During the reign of the last of these princes, either the
<{ seat of government had been removed, or the country had changed

“ name, for it was then called Kdj’rat or Gufrat

;

and it having been fore-

“ told, that it would decay and go to ruin altogether, the prince resolved

to send Ins son* to Jawa, and possessing the written account of Aji

Salea,

* At this time there were also three other cotemporary kingdoms, Daha, Singa Sari

,

and

Ng'aratvan.

j- By these accounts, Saxuela Chala is represented as the thirtieth in descent from Nurchfya,

and the eleventh from Arjuna, according to the following line of Indian princes who ruled

at Astina-pura and Guj’rak

— Arjuna,

,
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u Saka, which had been preserved in his family, he gave it to his son, and

“ embarked him with about five thousand followers for that island. Among
“ these followers were Jdlma-tdni

, Jdlma-unddgi, Jdlma-ujam-diiduhan,
tc Jdlma-pangnidrik, Jcdma-prujurit

;

that is to say, people skilled in

“ agriculture, artificers, men learned in medicine, able writers, and military

“ men.

“ They sailed in six large ships and upwards of a hundred small vessels,

and after a voyage of four months reached what they conceived to be the

island of Jdvwa
,
and many landed

;
but as it did not accord with the

account given by Aji Sdka, they re-embarked. In a few months, however,

they came in sight of an island with a long range of mountains, and some

of them, with the prince at their head, effected a landing at the western

extremity, while a part were driven to the southward. They soon met

with the grain jawa-wut, as described by Aji Saka

,

and ascertained that

they had at last reached their destination : then opening the book of

Aji Saka, the days of the week and the panchawdra* were named.

The prince, however, did not long remain in this part of the island;

for on clearing the forest, a lingering sickness appeared among his

followers, and many died from drinking the water : so he moved to

the south and east, in quest of a more salubrious position, and with

the hope of falling in with their companions. These they found at that

part of the island now known by the name of Matdrem
,
when the high

priest opening the book of Aji Saka, and referring to the prophecy,

that Jawa should become an inheritance to the descendants of Prdbic

Jaya Bdiya

,

he summoned the whole party together, and formally pro-

claimed the prince sovereign of the country, under the title of Br&wijdya Mendang Ka,
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Sawela CJidla. The name of Mendang Kamulan was then given to the a.Tms.

. r, . Sawela Chala,
seat of government.

“ The prince now found that men alone were wanting to render it a great

and flourishing state, and he accordingly applied to Guj- rtf £ for assistance.

M 2 “ The

— Arjuna,

1 Bimanyu,

2 Parilcisit,

3 Udiana,

4 Gandra Yana,

5 Jaya Baya,

6 Ami Jaya,

7 Ami Sana,

8 Chitra Sama
,

9 Pancha Dria
,

10 Kasuma Chitra,

11 Saluda Chala.

* For an explanation of the week of five days, so termed, see vol. i. Astronomy.
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Mendang
Kamulan.
A. J. 525.

Ardi Kasuma;

Ardi Wijaya,

“ The ambassadors whom he sent proceeded down the river and embarked
“ at Gresik, so called from Giri-sik, in consequence of the hills

(
'Giri

)
run-

“ ning in this part of the island close to the sea shore (silc)
;
and when they

“ reached Guj-rat, the father of Sawela Chala, delighted to hear of his suc-

“ cess, immediately sent him a reinforcement of two thousand people. The
“ kindred and friends of the new colonists were permitted to proceed in

“ great numbers to Jdwa, where they established themselves principally in

“ the southern and eastern provinces. The prince lost no time in improv-

“ ing his capital, which became an extensive city in the year 525. From
“ this period Jdwa was known and celebrated as a kingdom : an extensive

“ commerce was carried on with Guj’rat and other countries, and the bay

“ of Matarem, then a safe place for shipping, was filled with adventurers

“ from all parts.”

In some of the accounts, the father of Sawela Chala is named Balia

Achar ; and previously to the establishment of Mendang Kamulan
, Sawela

Chala himself is usually known by the name of Awap.

“ Nothing, however is represented to have tended more to the prosperity

“ of this establishment, than a supposed union which is said to have taken

“ place between the family of Sawela Chala and that of Aru Bdndan, a

“ prince who had recently arrived from the Moluccas and established him-

“ self on Balambdngan. Hearing of the arrival of Sawela Chala, this

“ prince, with his followers, proceeded to Mendang Kamulan and submitted

“ to his authority, on condition that the eastern provinces, including

“ Balambdngan, should be confirmed to him and his descendants. Accord-

“ ing to the tradition of the country, this prince was principally induced

“ to submit, in consequence of the other party being able to explain

“ the inscription and signs of Aji Saha, which he himself could not,

“ and in consequence of the production of the writings, in which it was

“ prophesied that the country should become the inheritance of the family

“ of this prince.

“ Sawela Chala, after a long and prosperous reign, was succeeded by his

“ son, Ardi Kasuma ; and he again, on his death, by his son, named Ardi

“ Wijaya.

“ During the sovereignty of these princes, the country advanced in fame

« and prosperity, and the city of Mendang Kamulan, since called Brambdnan

“ or Brambdnan,
increased in size and splendour. Artists, particularly in

“ stone
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“ stone and metals, arrived from distant countries ; the temples, of which Mendang

“ the ruins are still extant, both at this place and at Boro Bodo in Kedu, are a.j. 525.

“ stated to have been constructed during this period, by artists invited from

“ India; and the remains of the palace, situated on a range of low hills near

“ the site of the thousand temples, still attest the existence of this first

“ capital of Java.

“ Ardi Wijdya had five sons, besides a numerous illegitimate offspring.

“ The eldest was appointed chief of the class of cultivators, the second of

“ the traders, the third to the charge of the woods and forests, the fourth

“ chief of the manufacturers of oil, sugar, and spirits, and the fifth, named
“ Rest Dendang Gendis, remained as assistant to his father.

“ When this prince died, his youngest son. Resi Dendang Gendis, found Resi Dendang

“ himself in charge of the capital, and invested with the general administra-

“ tion of the country
;
but his brothers having formed independent govern-

“ ments in other parts of the island, refused to acknowledge his supremacy.

“ One of them was established at Bdgalen , another at Japdra,
and a third at

“ Koripan. He is said to have died of a broken heart, in consequence of

“ these secessions, leaving a numerous progeny, who established them-
“ selves in different parts of the country.

“ The next prince who,” according to these accounts, “ appears to have Jang’gaia

“ succeeded to the government of Mendang Kamulan, was Dewa Kasuma, Dewa kasuma.

“ who being of an ambitious character, is said to have proceeded eastward,

“ and established the kingdom of Jang'gala, the capital of which
, so called

.« from his attachment to the chace (Jang’gala signifying “ a dog” in the

“ Javan language) was built in the forest of Jeng'dreoan, a few miles to the

“ eastward of the modern Surabaya, where its site, with many interesting

“ remains of antiquity, is still pointed out. This event is supposed to have

“ taken place about the year 846.”

Of the earlier history of Java it is probable, that each of these three

accounts contains some true particulars
;

but without unnecessarily

discrediting the claims which that country asserts to a higher anti-

quity, we must confess ourselves unable, in the present state of our

information, to separate truth from fable, till we arrive at a period

when its records are more consistent. Unconnected with the line of

princes whose names have been brought forward, many small states, petty

dynasties, and separate interests, no doubt existed on Java in earlier times ;

of
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Jang’gala.

A. J. 846.
of which little mention is made by tradition, which seldom busies itself, ex-

cept with extensive and sanguinary wars, or great political changes. Among
these may have flourished the celebrated Jdya Bdya, in whose reign the

Brdita Yudha is said to have been composed by the Pandita Puseda. In the

account obtained from Sura-kerta, this prince, as we have seen, is related

to have reigned in the eighth century in the country of Ked'iri.

The temples at Brambdinan (the extensive remains of which, with the

numerous casts in metal found in their vicinity, prove the high state which

the arts had attained in a remote age, and afford incontestible evidence of the

establishment of the Hindu worship in the earliest periods of Javan history),

are stated in some accounts to have been constructed in the year 525, and in

others in the year 1018; but as far as the general tradition may be relied

on, it seems most probable that they were the work of the sixth or seventh

centuries. This opinion derives confirmation from the fact, that during this

period idol worship increased in Japan. Abundance of idols and idol

carvers, and priests, arrived in that quarter from several countries beyond

sea
;
and local traditions assert, that at that time similar emigrations first

took place to Java and the eastern islands.*

Dert'a

* “ King Me succeeded his brother (as Emperor of Japan) in the year of Synmu, of Christ 540.

“ He was a very religious prince, and very favourably inclined to the foreign pagan Budsdo
11 worship, which during his reign spread with great success in Japan, insomuch that the em-

“ peror himself caused several temples to be built to foreign idols, and ordered the idol of

“ Buds, or Fotoge, to be carved in Fakkusai, that is in China.

“ My Japanese author mentions what follows, as something very remarkable, and says, that

“ it happened in the thirty-first year of his reign, and contributed very much to the advance-

“ ment of the Budsdo religion. About a thousand years ago, says my author, there was in

“ Tsiutensiku (that is the middle Tensiku, whereby must be understood the country of the

“ Malabarians and the coast of Coromandel in India) an eminent foloke called Mokuren, a

“ disciple of Sia/ca. About the same time the doctrine of Jambaden Gonno Niorai (that is,

11 Amida the great god and patron of departed souls) was brought over into China, or Fak/cusai,

“ and spread into the neighbouring countries. This doctrine, continues he, did now manifest

“ itself also in TsinoJeuni, or Japan, at a place called Naniwa, where the idol of Amida appeared

“ at the entry of a pond, environed with golden rays, nobody knowing how it was conveyed
“ thither. The pious emperor, in memory of this miraculous event, instituted the first Nengo in

“ Japan, and called it Konquo. The idol itself was by Tondo Josijmitz, a prince of great courage

“ and piety, carried into the country of Sinano, and placed in the temple of Sinquosi, where

“ it afterwards, by the name of Sinquosi Norai (that is the Norai or Amida. of Sinquosi) wrought

many great miracles, which made that temple famous all over the empire. Thus far my
“ Japanese author. He was succeeded by his son, Fit Atzu, or pint Atz, in the year of

(t Synmu
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Dewa Kasuma is represented by the Javan writers to have been a prince of

great talent and enlarged views, and by his mild and benificent government

to have induced many of his relations to submit to his authority,

which in a short time extended over all the provinces eastward of

Jawana. But the most interesting fact related of him is, that he sent

his children, consisting of four sons and a daughter, to India (Kling)

,

in order that they might there be educated and instructed in the religion of

Brama
;
from whence the eldest son having married the daughter of one of

the greatest princes of the country, returned to Java with three large ships,

laden with longcloth and other valuable manufactures, and bringing with

him able artists of different professsions, and a thousand chosen troops pre-

sented

“ Synmu 1232, of Christ 572. My author makes no mention of his age, but sets down the

“ following remarkable events which happened during his reign. In the third year of his reign,

“ on the first day of the first month, was born at the emperor’s court Sotoktais, the great

“ apostle of the Japanese. His birth was preceded and attended with several remarkable

“ circumstances.

“ The idol worship in general increased greatly in Japan during the emperor’s reign.

“ Abundance of idols, and idol carvers, and priests, came from several countries beyond sea.

“ In the eighth year of his reign the first image of Sia/ca was brought over from beyond sea,

“ and carried to Nara into the temple of Kobusi, where it is still kept in great veneration,

“ possessed of the chief and most eminent place in that temple.

“ In the fourteenth year of his reign one Moria, a great antagonist and professed enemy of

“ Sotoktais, occasioned great troubles and religious dissensions in the empire. He bore a

“ mortal hatred to all the Fotoge or idols of the country, which he took out of the temples and

“ burnt wherever he could come at them : but within two years time his enemies got the better

“ of him, for he was overcome, and paid with his life for his presumptuous enterprise. It is

“ added, that having thrown the ashes of the idols, which he had burnt, into a lake, there

“ arose suddenly a most dreadful storm of thunder, lightning, and rain.”

History oj Japan by Kempjer, vol. i. page 167.

It is remarkable, that a peculiar people seem to have traversed Mexico in the follow-

ing century, and according to Humboldt in like manner to have left behind them traces

of cultivation and civilization. “ The Toultecs," says that eminent author, “ appeared

“ first in 648, the Chichimecs in 1170, the Nahualtics in 1178, and the Aztecs in 1196.

“ The Toultecs introduced the cultivation of maize and cotton ;
they built cities, made

“ roads, and constructed those great pyramids which are yet admired, and of which the faces

“ are very accurately laid out. They knew the use of hieroglyphical paintings
; they could

“ found metals and cut the hardest stones, and they had a solar year more perfect than that
“ of the Greeks or Romans The form of their government indicated that they were the de-
“ scendants of a people, who had experienced great vicissitudes in their social state.”

But where, asks Humboldt, “ is the source of that cultivation ; where is the country from
ii which the Toultecs and Mexicans issued ?”

—

Humboldt s Political Essay on New Sjoain.

.Jane’gala.

A. J. 846.
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Jang’gala,

A. J. 846.

Cotemporary
kingdoms of

Singa Sari, Ke-
diri and Bro-
werno.

Ami Luliar.

Panji.

sented to him by his father-in-law as a body guard. How far this relation

is correct it may be difficult to determine
;
and a suspicion may even be

entertained, that it was a fiction invented by national vanity, for the

purpose of concealing from posterity the successful invasion of foreign

adventurers. What we know for certain is, that during the reign of the

reputed sons of this prince, the Hindu religion, institutions, and literature,

with the ornaments of continental India, were very generally introduced

and diffused
;
and it is from this date that we may speak with some degree

of confidence as to history.

Dewa Kasuma, on the return of his children from India, divided his

kingdom among them. To the eldest. Ami Luhur
,
he gave the succession

to Jang’gala, with a jurisdiction of limited extent
; to Ami Jaya he gave

the country of Gegelang or Singa Sari

;

to Lembu Me?ig’drang he gave

the country N’garawan or Browerno, and to Lembu Ami Luhur he gave

the country of Dahd or Kediri

;

so that, when he died, the island of Java

became divided into four kingdoms. His daughter, who was the eldest of

his children, and named Dewi Kill Suchi, remained unmarried, and per-

formed a conspicuous part in the transactions of those days. The temples

at Sing'a Sari, the ruins of which still remain, are stated to have been

constructed by that princess.

The reign of Ami Luhur is celebrated for the extensive intercourse

which at this period took place with foreign nations, and still more on

account of the exploits and adventures of his son, Panji Ino Kerta Pdti,

the issue of his marriage with the Indian princess, and who, under the

name of Pdnji, became the most renowned hero of Javan story. The
adventures of Pdnji are described in numerous romances, which form the

subject of still more numerous dramatic exhibitions, and constitute a

principal portion of the polite literature, as well as of the popular amusement

of Java. In these romances the hero is represented as devoted to love and

war. At an early age he marries Angrene or Sekar’tdji, the daughter of his

father’s Pepati, to whom he is passionately attached. His father desirous

of uniting him with his cousin, the daughter of the chief of Kediri, causes

the first object of his affections to be put to death. Pdnji on this embarks

with the dead body, and a storm arising, most of the vessels which accom-

panied him being lost, he is supposed to have perished. He, however,

reaches the island Tandbang in safety, and after burning the body of his

lamented Angrene, proceeds with all the followers he can muster to Bali,

where
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where he assumes the name of Kldna Jdyang Sari. Having obtained assis-

tance from the prince of the island, Andaya Prana

,

and received in mar-

riage the princess his daughter, usually known under the name of the

Putri or princess of Bali, he crosses to Balambdngan

,

the most eastern

province of Java, and also uniting in marriage with the princess of that

country, he obtains numerous auxiliaries, and moves westward to Kediri,

in quest of the princess Chandra Kirana, the fame of whose beauty and

accomplishments had been widely celebrated. Here, in consequence of

his change of name, and the general belief that he had perished in the

storm, he is considered as a powerful Raja from Sdbrang, or the opposite

shore, and joining the chief of Kediri, he secretly makes himself known to

his daughter and marries her.

According to some of these romances, a prince from Nusa Kanchana, or

the Golden Isle, with numerous followers, and accompanied by two prin-

cesses from Nusa Retna, arrives at Jang’gala about this period, and giving

himself out for the long-lost Panji, imposes on the credulity of the father,

who receives him as his son. This prince is represented as the son of a

Bramana possessing supernatural gifts, which enable him to succeed in the

deception, and is said to have been lord of many rajas, among whom were

Baka, Morddda, and many others who are named. He is reported

to have had a sister, named Angrena Suara, excelling in beauty, and in

every respect resembling the princess Angrene

,

who with her nurse accom-

panied his four wives and numerous concubines to Java.

Kldna Jdyang Sari now resuming his name as the real Panji, his father*

the prince of Jang1
gala, proceeded to Kediri with the auxiliaries brought

over by the impostor, when a combat takes place between the two princes,

and the true Panji becomes manifest.

According to other accounts, the storm in which Panji was supposed to

have perished, occurred when the princess Angrene was living. She is

cast on the Bali shore, where assuming a male habit, and becoming a

favourite of the prince, she in time obtained the sovereignty of that island

under the title of Jaya Ang'ling Bara. Panji is thrown on the south shore

of Java, and afterwards sent by his father to reduce the refractory chief of

Bali, in whom he recognizes Angrene. In another romance his second

wife, Chdndra Kirana, is represented as becoming chief of Bali

,

under the

title of Kuda Narawang’a.

VOL. II. N It
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Jang’gala.
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Panji.

It is also related, that, about this period the Prince of Singa-sdri being

attacked by the Bdlians under Kldna Rdng’ga Pdspita

,

and defeated in an

engagement near Ardra Biddli, applied for assistance to Jang’gala and

Browerno . The forces sent as auxiliaries from Jang'gala were defeated,

and it was not until the arrival of a celebrated warrior from Browerno, that

the Bdlians were obliged to retreat. The river which flowed by the scene

of action still bears the name Kali Geti, from its stream having been con-

verted into blood on this occasion.

With regard to the Raja of Nusa Kanchdna, it is related that he possessed

very extensive influence over all the islands of Sabrang. He is sometimes

called Kldna Tanjung Pura
,
and said to have obtained his authority by

means of a Bramana, named Kdnda or Salcendo, and sometimes Satirti,

who performed a severe penance on the island Tambina. His first esta-

blishment was at Goa on Celebes; afterwards he attained supreme power :

every island which he visited submitted to his sway. He established himself

on Sumatra, in the country which has since been called Palembang, whence

he waged war against Java, in order to obtain the celebrated princess of

Balia in marriage. In other accounts, again, this prince is supposed to

have been the son of the chief of Browerno on Java, carried off when an

infant by a Bramana,
who left his own son in his place.

In the dramatic performances of the Bdlians, Kldna Tanjung Pura is the

same with Si Maldyu, which means a wanderer, and from which it has

been supposed probable that the Maldyus have derived their name.

The poetical latitude given to the compositions which describe the life

and adventures of Panji
,
leaves it doubtful whether he was in fact the real

son of a Javan prince, or some aspiring adventurer from India, whose

attachment the chief of Jang’gdla might have found it his interest to

secure. In the dramatic exhibitions of the same subject, it is difficult to

decide whether the heroes of the piece are intended to represent the real

personages whose names appear in history, or whether they are merely

invested with historical titles, for the purpose of giving dignity to fictitious

characters.

Some idea may be formed of the reverence in which Panji is held by the

Javans, from their representing him as an incarnation of Vishnu, and

his second wife, Chandra Kirdna, under the name of Deni Galu, as an

incarnation of Sri.

This
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This belief, together with the miraculous transformations and supernatural

events attributed to the interference of the Hindu deities, while heightening

the colours of these compositions may have rendered them more popular

subjects for dramatic exhibition, but it has deprived them of nearly all au-

thenticity and value as historical records. Perhaps the only inferences, with

respect to the hero of them, which we can be justified in drawing, is that

the prowess, enterprizes, and accomplishments of this chieftain, who has

been termed the Charlemagne of the East, far excelled those of his cotem-

poraries, and that he visited Bali. It appears also, that during this period

some government was established in the other islands of the Archipelago,

in which a similarity of religion, character, and usages prevailed. As de-

scriptive of the manners and customs of the country, and as affording

incontestable evidence, not only of the existence of the Hindu religion on

Java, but of its universal diffusion as the prevailing worship of these islands

at this period of their history, these traditionary remains possess a high

value
; and with the traces of foreign influence still to be found in their

languages, and in the numerous monuments of the arts, will materially

contribute to the development of their earlier history, while they throw

light on the character of the people, and the progress that had been made in

civilization.

The Icris is believed to have been first introduced into the Eastern Islands

by Panji

;

and some go so far as to assert, that all the countries in which it

is now worn acknowledged his supremacy. The gdmelan, or musical instru-

ments of the Javans, together with the various dramatic exhibitions which

still form so essential a part of the popular amusement, and compose so dis-

tinguishing a characteristic of national literature, are all supposed to have

been introduced by him.

The adventures of Panji are related in the Malayan romances, where

that hero is represented under the appellation of Cheleel Wdjung Pdti (lite-

rally, “ when young brave to death ”), and in the Malayan annals a parti-

cular account is given of a chief of Sabrang, who, according to their story,

obtained the princess Chandra Kirana in marriage.*

N 2 About
* In these annals, the princess Chandra Kirana of Daha is represented as being demanded

in marriage by the son of the Mahometan Raja of Malaca, and the story, in which an account

is evidently given of a visit to Java at a much later period of its history, blended with the

earlier romances of Java, after detailing the particulars by which the prince of Tanjung-pura

became Raja of Mojapdhit, is thus told :

Jaug'gala

A. J. 846.

Panji.

“ The
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About this period the first intercourse with China is believed to have

taken place : a large Chinese wangkang was wrecked on the north coast of

Java, and the crew landed, some near Japara, others at Semarang and

Tegal. The writer of the vessel is represented as bringing with him a

magical stone, by which he performed many wonderful effects, and by

means of which he ingratiated himself with the chief of Tegal, who allow-

ed him to collect the remainder of his crew into a regular establishment,

and conferred upon them many privileges.

The accounts regarding the succession of Panji to the throne of his

father are very discordant. In some he is represented as having succeeded

on his death, and having continued to administer the government for several

years
;

in others, he is represented as dying prematurely, during the life-

time of his father : Prdba Jaya Sangdra,
chief of Madura (then called

Nusa Antara, or the island lying between), jealous of the power of Jang*-

gala, is said to have landed, and in a desperate action killed Panji with

an arrow from his own bow, in fulfilment of a prophecy which foretold that

he would be invulnerable, except to the iron staff of Jaya Langhdra, of

which,
“ The Batara had a daughter, named Baden Gain Chandra Kirana, whose beauty was cele-

“ brated far and wide, and many Rajas sought her in marriage. Her fame reached Malaca ,

“ and Sultan Mansur became enamoured of her by description. He ordered Paduka Raja,

“ the Bendahara, to fit out a fleet of five hundred large pralius with innumerable small ones.

« At Singapura were fitted out a hundred with three masts, and at Singi Raya as many more

“ of the same sort.

“ Then the prince selected forty nobles of the country, and forty virgins of noble family.

“ He summoned Maha Raja Merlang of Indragiri
,
and the Raja of Palembang, the Raja of

“ Jambi, and the Raja of Linga, to attend him to Majapahit

;

all the young warriors at-

“ tending the prince, and all the great men remaining for the government of the

“ country.

“ When they reached Majapahit, they were well received by the Batara. At this time the

“ Rajas of Doha and Tanjungpura, the younger brothers of the prince, were present at

“ Majapahit.

“ Among the chieftains who accompanied the Raja of Malaca was the celebrated Hang

“ Tuali or Laxamana, who was highly admired and exhibited wonderful feats.

“ The Batara gave his daughter, Chandra Kirana, in marriage to the Raja of Malaca ; and

“ the Batara, delighted with his son-in-law, caused him to be placed on a seat of equal

“ honour with himself, both on public occasions and at meals.

“ Then being about to depart, the Raja requested to be presented with the kingdom of

“ Indra-giri, which was accordingly given to him. He then bestowed Siantan on Laxamana

,

“ from which time the rulers of Siantan are descendants of Laxamana .

“ By the princess he had a son, named Raden Galang, who was killed one day by a man
<c running amok.”—Malayan Annals.
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which, it is added, this prince had manufactured his arrow. The account

of this affair, as related in the Madura traditions, is as follows.

“ Then the prince of Nusa Antara, called Kldna Prdbu Jaya, consulted

« with Guru Bramana Kdnda, and others of his council, on the probability

« of his being acknowledged as chief prince over the adjacent countries.

“ Guru observed, that while Dewa Kasuma lived he could not permit the

“ attempt ;
but the prince informing him that intelligence had been received

“ of the death of that prince, then said, ‘ Guru, it is well
;
you are permitted

« « to effect your object by force, if necessary, but in the first instance try

“ < negotiation/ A letter written on the leaf of a tree was then dispatched,

“ and when the messenger arrived at Jang’gdla, he found the prince

“ Angrdma Wijaya seated on his setingel, attended by his patehs, Kuda
“ Nawdrsa and Braja Ndta. At that time they were discussing the prince’s

“ intention of transferring his title to his son, Ino Kerta Pati.* The ques-

“ tion was not decided when the messenger appeared. The prince declined

“ reading the letter himself, but desired his minister to do so. As soon as

“ Brctja Ndta read the demand of the prince of Nusa Antara to be acknow-

“ ledged the superior, and the threat that he would lay waste the lands of

“ Java in case of refusal, he became enraged to the highest degree, and

“ without communicating the contents tore the letter, and seizing the

“ messenger by the neck, threw the pieces in his face, and desired him to

“ return to his master. After his departure Ino Kerta Pati arrived, and

“ being apprized of the circumstances, entreated his father to permit him

“ to go over in disguise to Nusa Antara.

“ On the return of the messenger to Nusa Antara
, he reported the result

“ of his mission, when preparations were immediately made for the attack

“ upon Jang1

gala, and the chief, on this occasion, received the title of

“ Jaya Sankara. But before the troops had departed, Ino Kerta Pati con-

“ trived to carry off from the palace the wife of the prince, named Dewi
“ Sinawati, which raised the enmity of the parties to the highest pitch.

“ The prince of Jang’gdla, when he was informed of these preparations,

“ summoned his brothers from Ng’ardwan and Singa Sari
, who resolved

“ to unite with him against the expected attack. The three princes were in

“ conversation, when information was brought them that the hostile troops

“ had landed in great numbers. Then they drew out their people, and a

“ battle ensued with the prince of Nusa Antara, who lost many chiefs and

“ followers.

Jang’gala.

A. J. 846.

Panji.

* Panji.
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Jang’gala.

A. J. 846.

Panji.

A. J. 927.

Hilda Lalean,

“ followers. This prince finding the battle going against him, recollected

“ the advice of Guru Bramdna Kdnda

,

the loss of his wife, and the many
“ insults he had received from Ino Kerta Pdti: then throwing off his

“ princely attire, he disguised himself as a common man, and arming him-

“ self with an arrow mixed with the people of Jang'gala, and went in

“ search of Ino Kerta Pdti. He had no sooner found him, than he dis-

“ charged his arrow, and Ino Kerta Pdti fell dead, it having been foretold

“ that this chief could not be killed except by the iron staff* of Jdya

“ Langlcara, of which the prince of Niisa Antdra had made his arrow,

“ kris,
and knife.

“ Braja Nata immediately acquainted his prince with the fall of Ino

“ Kerta Pdti,
who thereupon rose and rushed into the thickest of the fight.

“ The prince of Jang’gala attacked the prince of Nusa Antdra with his

“ kris, and slew him. Guru Bramdna Kdnda seeing his prince slain,

“ wished to escape, but his supernatural power was no more
;

and being

“ seized by the prince of Jang'gala, he was put to death, with all the

“ people of Nusa Antdra, who did not save themselves by flight. There-

“ upon Agrama IVyaya assembled his council as before the war, and

“ seated upon his selingel declared, that as Ino Kerta Pali was no more, it

“ was his intention to nominate his grandson, Maisa Lalean, to succeed

“ him. Maisa Lalean accordingly became chief of Jang'gala in the year

“ 927, and after a time made his uncle, Brdja Ndta, Tumunggung of

“ Jang'gala, and retired himself to the district of Kedu. He had a son,

“ named Banjaran Sari, who succeeded him, after whom were Muda
“ ningkung, and Muda Sari, who had a son called Rdden Pankas, who suc-

“ ceeded to the government of Java in the year 1084. This prince esta-

“ blished his capital at Pajajaran."

The fame of Panji naturally throws the other events of the day into the

back-ground, and whatever credit may be due to the earlier administration

of his successor, it is eclipsed by the brilliancy of his exploits. But it seems

agreed that Kuda or Maisa Lalean, who is the next prince in the line of

succession of whom tradition makes mention, at an early period of his reign

induced the separate authorities which had been established at Bro'werno,

Singa Sari, and Kediri, to acknowledge the supremacy of Jang’gala.

Having, however, come to the throne at a tender age, and being under

the influence of a crafty and designing minister, named Bdka, who with

one of the brothers of the prince entered into a league to deprive him of

his
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his inheritance, he quitted his capital, and on the dismemberment of his JJemian^ Ka-

eastern kingdom became the founder of a new one in the west. The causes cond.
_

which induced him to leave his capital are related to have been a dreadful
. Kuda Lalean.

sickness, which at that period prevailed in the eastern districts or Java, and

the designs of his minister, who hoped to possess the means of aggrandizing

himself in the attempt to form a new establishment. The first eruption of

the mountain Klut, of which tradition makes mention, is recorded to have

taken place at this time, when the discharges from it are represented “ to

“ have been like thunder, and the ashes to have involved the country in

“ impenetrable darkness.” The sickness having continued to prevail after

the departure of the prince, the inhabitants who had remained at an early

period are said to have embarked in vessels and proceeded to sea, no one

knowing whither they went or hearing more of them.

Kudu Lalean, accompanied by his mother Chandra Kirana, proceeded

west as far as Blura ,
where he laid the foundation of a new capital, under

the designation of Mendang Kamulan, the name of the ancient capital of

the island. From thence, however, owing to the treachery of his minister

Bdlca , who aspired to the sovereignty, he was soon obliged to fly, and to

take refuge with a devotee, until the chief of Giling West, named Prau

Chator, going to war with Bdlca, an opportunity was afforded him of

regaining his authority. Uniting with the forces of that chief, he succeeded

in overpowering Bdlca, and laying waste his capital, which he afterwards

burnt.

This Balm is said to have had a criminal passion for his own daughter,

and in consequence of her refusing to gratify his desires, to have secreted

her in an adjoining forest. In his service was a man named Bandung Pra-

kdsa, descended from Aru Bandung of Balambdngan, and also from Karan

Kdlang, the last chief of Brambanan. This man aspired to obtain the

daughter in marriage. The father consented to the match, on condition

that he would remove the temples from the old site to the new Mendang
Kamulan. Having made the usual offerings at the Sang’gar, and done

penance for forty days without sleeping, in the middle of the last night,

when his tdpa was all but accomplished, it happened that a maiden rose in

her sleep, and without awaking, began to beat the rice block. On this

considering it day-light, he quitted his penance, and finding the stars still

bright, he called down a curse on the women of Brambanan

,

that they

should never be married till their hair was grey. This man is then said to

have
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Pajajaran.

A.J. 1084.

Kuda Lalean,

have been transformed into a dog, or in other words, to have become a

wanderer as a dog in the forests, where he met with the daughter of Bdka.

From their intercourse is born a son, who in time destroys his father and
marries his mother. From this union the people known at this day by the

term Kalang trace their descent, although it is more generally believed

that they are the real descendants of the first inhabitants of the island.

The brother of Kuda Lalean , Chitra Arung Baya, also called Chamdra

Gdding, being deceived by Baku, formed a party at Jung 1

gala, and em-

barked from thence for the island of Celebes, where he established himself,

and is supposed to be the same with Sa'wira Gdding, the first prince of

whom the Bugis accounts make mention.

Kuda Lalean having been requested by the chiefs of Bdnyu Mas, Lii-

rung Teng’a, and Tegal, to render them assistance against the Chinese^

who by their extortions and oppressions had thus early become troublesome

to the people of the country, attacked them, and killing their chief relieved

the inhabitants of these districts from their oppressions. From this period

the Chinese have been dispersed over the whole island.

Kuda Lalean with his followers then proceeded westward, as far as Giling

West, which was situated in the southern provinces among the mountains of

Chidamar, a district of the modern province of Sukapura, and in the fabu-

lous and mythological accounts supposed to have been the ancient capital

of Watu Gunung. Finding two brass cannon in the neighbourhood, he

considered them as the signal for the foundation of his new capital, and

built a city and kraton on the spot, to which he gave the name of Pqjajd-

ran, where assuming the sovereignty of the country he was acknowledged

under the title of Browijdya Maisa Tandraman.

This prince was a great promoter of agriculture, and encouraged the

common people in the labours of cultivation by his personal example. He
was the first who introduced the rice husbandry into the western provinces,

and trained the buffalo to the yoke, from which circumstance he is called

Maisa, and his descendants Munding, both signifying a buffalo, the former

in the Javan and the latter in the Sunda language. According to the tra-

dition of the Sundas, the wild buffaloes came from the woods of their own

accord during the reign of this chief.

This prince had two sons, the elder of whom not contented to remain at

home, engaged in foreign commerce and went beyond sea j
and the younger

succeeded
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succeeded his father, in the year 1112, under the title of Prabu Munding

Sari.

It was seven years before he was enabled permanently to establish his

authority ;
and soon after he had done so, his elder brother returned, who

having resided in India and having become a convert to the Mahometan

faith, is known by the title of Hdji Purwa. He was accompanied by an

Arab from the country of Kouje, who was descended from Sayed Abas, and

attempted in vain to convert his brother and family to the same faith. The

troubles which were occasioned by their intrigues, and the endeavours

which they used to effect their purpose, and which are allegorically des-

cribed by the rapid growth and destructive effects of the lagondi plant,

were such as led to the removal of the capital further westward. In this

new site it still retained the name of Pqjajdran,
being situated in the dis-

trict of Bogor and in the vicinity of the modern Baitenzorg, the country

residence of the European governor of the colony.

Hdji Purwa being unsuccessful in his attempts, and fearing the rage of

the common people, quitted this part of the country, and is believed to have

found an asylum in Cheribon, then an uninhabited wilderness.

This is the first mention of the Mahometan religion on Java.

The next chief of Pajctjaran was Mundmg Wdng’i, who succeeded to

the government about the year 1179. He had four legitimate children
j

the eldest a daughter, who refusing to be married was banished to the

southern coast, where her spirit is still invoked, under the title of Ratu

Kidul'j the second, also a daughter, was born white and diseased, and was

in consequence sent to an island off Jakatra (named from this circumstance

Pulu Putri), from whence she is said to have been carried away by the

white men, who according to the Javan writers traded to the country about

this period
;
the third a son, named Aria Babdng'a

,
who was appointed Raja

of Gain

;

and the fourth Raden Tanduran
, who was destined to be his

successor in the government. He had also a son by a concubine ; but

in consequence of the declaration of a devotee, who had been unjustly

executed by Munding Wdng’i, that his death would be avenged whenever

the prince should have a child so born, he was desirous of destroying him
in his infancy, but not being able, on account of the extreme beauty of the

child, to bring himself to kill it with his own hands, he enclosed it in a box,

and caused it to be thrown by one of his Mantris into the river Krdwang.
vol. 11. O The

Munding Sari.

A. J. 1179.

Munding
Wang’i.
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Pajaj'atan.

A. j. 117 9.

CliiongWanara.

A. J. 1221.

"Baden Tandu-
'ran.

\

The box being carried down the stream was discovered by a fisherman, who

brought up the child as his own, until he arrived at twelve years of age.

Finding him then to possess extraordinary abilities, he carried him to

Pajajdran for further instruction, and placed him under the charge of his

brother, who was skilled in the working of iron and steel. To the boy he

gave the name of Banidk Wedi.

The youth soon excelled in the manufacture of all kinds of iron-work,

and in the wild tradition of the country, he is said to have fashioned the

red hot iron with his fingers. In a short time he was made chief of the

Pandi, or ironsmiths, and admitted to the familiar intercourse of his father,

Munding Wangi. Having constructed an iron chamber or cage, which

particularly attracted the attention of the prince, he succeeded in persuading

him to sleep in it, when closing the door, he according to some accounts

burned him alive, or according to others caused him to be thrown into

the South Sea at Kdndang West, thus fulfilling the prophecy of the

devotee.

Banidk Wedi now assumed the government, declaring who he wTas ; but

being opposed by his brother, Tanduran, who had been destined to succeed

his father, it was some time before his authority was acknowledged. At

length defeating his brother in a general engagement, the latter escaped

with only three followers, and Banidk Wedi was declared sovereign, under

the title of Broxcijdya Chibng Wandira .

Baden Tanduran arriving at the river Guntung, took refuge at the house

of a widow, and afterwards meeting with his sister, who was performing a

penance on the mountain Chermai (the mountain of Clieriboii), he was

encouraged by her to proceed further east, following the course of a

bird which she desired that he would let loose for the purpose, till he

reached the district of Wirasdba. Here lie observed a plant, called the

mcija, entwined round a tree. He wished to eat of the fruit, but finding it

extremely bitter threw it away, and asked one of his followers, Kidi Wira,

the reason of its bitterness. “ I have heard,” replied Kidi Wira,

“ that it was here your forefathers fought in the war Brata Yudha.” On
which the prince said, “ Then let us stop here and establish our kingdom,
** and let us call it Majapdliit.” This was in the Javan year 1221.

In the Javan language mdja and pahit both signify “ bitter but the

name of this kingdom, also called Mauspdhit,
is more probably derived

.from
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from Mans Pdti,
the ancient capital of Arjuna Wijdya,

in whom the Javans Majapahit,

.
A.J. 1 221:*

believe Vishnu to have been incarnate.

Raden Tanduran was first assisted by the people of Tuban

,

who hearing of

the arrival of a prince of royal descent, immediately flocked to his standard.

Afterwards Aria Pahang’a, who had been driven from Gain by the forces of

Chiong Wandra, joined his younger brother, Raden Tanduran
, and was

appointed to the charge of the eastern districts along the Solo river, under

the title of Aria Panular. In a short time considerable emigrations took

place from Pajajaran, in consequence of the heavy demands made upon the

people. Among others, Brdma Deddli at the head of eighty Pdndi, or iron-

smiths, with their families, are said to have deserted their country. They

were pursued as far as the river Pamali in Brebes, but effected their escape,

and were received with open arms at Majapahit.

Chiong Wandra

,

on demanding that the Pdndi should be delivered up,

received a positive refusal, and in consequence declared war against his half

brother, whose authority by this time extended as far as Bdtang. Both

princes, with their respective armies, moved towards the centre of the

island : the forces of Majapahit encamped at TJng'drang, and those of

Pajajaran at Kaliwungu. A general engagement now took place
;
which

proving indecisive, a personal combat between the two chiefs was about to

occur, when it was mutually agreed, that from thenceforth the countries to

the west should be subject to Pajajaran, and those to the east to Majapahit,

a line being drawn due south from a stone column placed near the spot in

commemoration of the agreement. This column* is still to be seen at Tugu,

a few miles west of Semarang. This treaty, supposed to have been made

in the Javan year 1247, does not appear to have lasted longer than the life — t&A

time of Chiong Wandra ,* for several of the finest provinces, and particularly

those to the east of Chi Pamali, had been laid waste, and the succeeding

chiefs not being able to reduce the country to order and submission, appear

to have placed themselves under the immediate protection of Majapahit.

They accordingly delivered up the gun ng’ai stomi, and several of smaller

calibre, which were considered as thepusaka (inheritance or regalia) of Paja-

jdran, and are still held sacred by the princes of Java. The gun stomi is

nowr in the possession of the Susiihunan.

An ineffectual attempt was made by Ralu Dewa, a native of Kunlng’an in

Cheribon, who, on the departure of Aria Babang’a, had been entrusted with

O 2 the

* See plate, Antiquities.
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Majapahit. the administration of Galu, to maintain an authority independent of Maja-

jpahit
;
but he lost his life in the struggle, and his widow, Torbita, who

persevered, and was for a time successful, was at length overcome, and went

over to Majapahit.*

A dif-

* According to the traditions of the Sunda people, these two brothers, Chiong Wanara and

Raden Tanduran, were descended from a prince of Galu, and their empires were divided by the

river of Brebes, thence called Chi Pamali, or the River of Prohibition.

“ Raja Galu, otherwise known by the name of Raja Pamakds, and whose country was called

“ Bajong Galu, had two sons, named Raden Aria Bang'

a

and Tanduran. There was a pestilence

“ in those days, which, carrying off great numbers of the inhabitants, caused the prince to be

“ much afflicted in his mind ; whereupon, sending for his pateh (or minister), he thus addressed

“ him :
‘ Go thou to Bukit Padang, and call one there named Si Ajar, failing not to bring him

“ ‘ along with thee, as it may perhaps be in his power to administer relief to my distressed and
“ * suffering subjects.’ The pateh immediately took leave of his Sovereign, and repaired

“ forthwith to Bukit Padang

,

to summon Si Ajar, who soon after appeared before the Raja

,

“ presenting him with some herbs which he had brought for that purpose. When Si Ajar had

“ seated himself in the usual manner before the monarch, the latter thus addressed him : ‘ Ajar,

“ 1 a great pestilence at present rages in the country, and makes great havock amongst my
“ • subjects ;

it is therefore that I have sent for thee, in hopes that thou mayest be able to put
“ ‘ a stop to the mortality which now prevails.’ Ajar immediately replied, ‘ O Raja, it is my
“ ‘ opinion, that he to whom the country belongs is the proper person to do what is requisite

“ ‘ for the good of it and its inhabitants.’ When the Raja heard these words, he was exceedingly

“ wroth ; so much so, that he was on the point of putting Ajar to instant death, when the latter

“ thus addressed him
;

‘ Prince ! if you are determined to kill me, I resign my life, but depend
“ ‘ upon it you will be made to answer for it, and that by your own son.’ Si Ajar then returned

“ to Bukit Padang, whereupon Raja Galu thus spoke to his pateh ; ‘Repair instantly to Bukit

“ Padang, and put Si Ajar to death ; let him not longer live.’ The pateh accordingly went, and

“ having executed the Raja’s orders, returned and reported the circumstance to his prince,

“ who felt much joy on the occasion. Shortly after this the Raja’s concubine became pregnant,

“ and when her time was come she was delivered of a son, whose features were exquisitely

“ beautiful. When the prince was informed of this, he desired the child might be brought to

“ him. The prince no sooner cast his eyes upon it, than he thought of the words of Si Ajar ;

“ upon which he administered a dose of poison to the child, which however did not cause its

“ death. He then told his pateh to take the child, and having put it in a basket, to send it

“ floating down the river. The pateh took the child, and having disposed of it as he was

“ ordered, returned and made his master very happy by the report of what he had done. The

“ basket in which the child was turned adrift on the river Chitandui being stopped by some

“ stakes placed there by a fisherman, named Ke Balangantrang, it was picked up and carried

“ home by him. He was highly pleased with the child, and adopted it, and gave it the name

« of Ke Jahah, and cherished it till it arrived at the age of manhood. Ke Jakah then invited

“ his reputed father to accompany him to Bajong Galu. They had nearly got half way, when

“ Ke Jakah looked up and saw a bird fly past. He asked Ke Balangantrang what might be the

“ name of that bird? and was told that it was called chiong (the black minor of India). Ke
“ Jakah
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A different account of the first establishment of the Majapdhit empire is

given in a manuscript recently obtained from Bali, which may deserve

attention,

“ Jakah then saw a form like that of a human being, and inquiring what it was, he was told that

« it was a wanara (monkey). Ke Jakah then exclaimed, “ if such is the case, then must my
“ ‘ name be Chiong Wanara'

“ After this the travellers prosecuted their journey, and in due time arrived at Bajong Gain,

“ where they went to the house of a relation of Ke Balangantrang,
named Ke Haziali, the chief

c< of all the blacksmiths. Chiong Wanara was then delivered over by Ke Balangantrang to Ke Ha-

“ ziali, who treated him as his own son, and instructed him in the art, in which he soon became

u eminent.

“ Chiong IVanara had not been long in this new situation, before Raja Galu, hearing of the

“ circumstance, sent for and begged him of the head blacksmith. The Raja in time owned

“ him for his own son, and was so delighted when he first beheld him, that he sent for his

“ son, Raden Aria Bang'a, and desired him to take every care of his newly-found brother.

“ A short time after this, Chiong Wanara went to his royal father, and asked him to give

“ him some hereditary property. When the Raja heard this, he immediately addressed Chiong

“ Wanara thus :
—

‘ My son, the whole of my property I have bestowed on thy eldest brother,

“ ‘ and nothing is left except the head blacksmith, whom thou hadst better accept of.’ Raden

“ Chiong Wanara said he would take him with much pleasure.

“ Soon after the head blacksmith came into his possession, Raden Chiong Wanara went
“ again to his father, and solicited permission (which was granted to him) to construct an iron

“ cage of very great strength, and of the most exquisite workmanship. Chiong Wanara then

“ gave orders to his head blacksmith to have this cage made, and all the blacksmiths in the

“ kingdom having been set about it, it was very soon finished, and had all the strength and

“ beauty that was intended and wished for. Carpets and cushions, such as princes are accus-

“ tomed to recline on, were spread within it. Chiong Wanara then went and acquainted

“ Raja Galu that it was completed, When the Raja saw it, he was greatly pleased, and being

“ entreated by Chiong Wanara to enter and examine whether or not there might be still

“ something wanting to render it more complete ; without suspecting any treachery, he did
“ as he was requested. No sooner was he fairly in, than Chiong Wanara closed and locked

“ the door, saying, at the same time to Raja Galu, ‘ Now is fulfilled the prediction of Ajar of
“ ‘ Bulat Padang, whom you caused to be unjustly put to death.’ The Raja answered from

“ within the cage, ‘ I submit to this just judgment.’

“ When Raden Aria Bang a saw his father shut up in the cage, he could not contain his

“ rage against Chiong Wanara, and a quarrel between the two brothers ensued,

” Raja Galu perceiving this, immediately exclaimed, ‘ For shame ! that two brothers should
“ ‘ thus fight with each other ;

such conduct is strictly forbidden by the elders of the
” ‘ people.’

“ Without paying any regard to the words or admonition of Raja Galu, the two brothers

“ engaged in single combat, stabbing, pushing, and striking each other in turn. Both parties

“ being of equal sti'ength, they continued fighting all the way from the place above described
“ until they got far to the eastward, when finding themselves fatigued, they suspended the

“ conflict under a certain tree. Chiong Wanara forthwith asked his brother what the name of

“ the

Majapahit.

A. J, 1247.
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attention, in as far as it differs from the usually received opinion in Java.

This account is as follows.

“ The

“ the tree was under which they were : Aria Bang'

a

answered, it is called maja. They then

“ took one of the fruit, and having split it in two, each took a part. That which Aria Bang'

a

“ ate was sweet, but that which Chiong JVanara ate was on the contrary very bitter
(
pait

) ;
so

“ Chiong JVanara called the place Majapait, or as more generally pronounced, Majapaliit.

“ The combat was then renewed with the same vigour as before, and they continued fighting

“ towards the westward, until they came to a row of trees (jajar), where they halted. On
“ being asked by his brother the name of those trees, Chiong JVanara answered paku : Baden

Aria Bang'

a

then said, ‘ the name of the place must be Pakuan Pa-jajar-an.’

“ The two brothers then recommenced fighting, tillthey came to a river of Brebes, where

“ being both much fatigued, they rested by the side of it and drank of its water.

“ Raden Aria Bang'

a

then said : ‘ It was declared by our father to be wrong for brothers

“ ‘ to fight with each other, it is also contrary to ancient usage, let us therefore put an end
* ‘ to this forbidden contest, and let us call this river Chi Pamali’ (that is to say, theaaver of

“ prohibition). The river Brebes thus obtained the name of Clii Pamali.

“ Raden Aria Bang'

a

then said to his brother :
1 do thou go to Pakuan Pajajaran while I go

“ * to Majapaliit
.’ They accordingly separated, Raden Aria Bang'a proceeding to Majapahit,

“ and Chiong JVanara returning to Buj ong Galu, lor the purpose of visiting his father in the

“ cage.

“ When Chiong JVanara arrived at Bajong Galu and found the cage empty, his astonishment

tl was Very great. He then addressed himself to one of his people, named Ke Jampang, and

" asked what was become of Baja Galu. Ke Jampang replied, ‘ he went out of the cage of

“ ‘ himself, without the assistance of any one, and has returned to his usual place of residence

<{ ‘ at Surga Luka, where he now is, having assumed the name and title of Guru Putra Hinga
“ ‘ Rapa.’

“ When Chiong JVanara heard all this, he thought he might as well throw away the

“ empty cage, which he accordingly did, on the beach of the south coast, from whence the

“ place is called Tana Kandang JVesi, or the land of the Iron Cage.

“ Chiong JVanara forthwith invited Ke Jampang to accompany him to Surga Lulca, in search

“ of his father, Guru Putra Hinga Baya.

“ In a short time they arrived at Surga Luka
, and Chiong JVanara surrendered himself,

“ entreating his father’s forgiveness for what had passed. Guru Putra then said : ‘ to a cer-

“ ‘ tainty there must be two kingdoms on the island of Java, of which the (intermediate)

“ ‘ boundary will be the river Pamali. The kingdom of Raden Tar.duran will be to the east-

“ ‘ ward, and shall be called Majapahit

;

that of Chiong JVanara will be to the westward, and
“ ‘ shall be called Pakuan Pajajaran

:

the latter kingdom will cease first
(
tunda dahulu).

“ Whence the people under Chiong JVanara were called Orang Sunda, and their language

“ Sunda.

“ Guru Putra then gave Chiong JVanara a black monkey skin jacket, which the latter forth-

“ with put on, and immediately became in appearance like that animal. He at the same time

< gave him the name of Guru Minda-sida tanda Prabu lutung Kasarong
,
and furnished him with

“ some rice-seed, and appointed Ke Jampang to be his follower. “ Guru
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“ The history of the kingdom of Tumdpel, being an account of the

“ origin and rise of the kingdom of Majapdhit, written on the day Respdti

“ (Thursday),

“ Guru Minda and Ke Jampang then took their departure ; and when they came to a place

“ not far from Bajong Galu, they set about sowing their rice-seed, distributing it among all

“ the poor people of the place for that purpose.

“ Pandi Chacha Domas and all the Pcng’gawas, as well as all the people of Bajong Galu,

11 who were attached to Chiong JVanara at the time he went to see Guru Putra Hinga Baya

“ of Surga Luka, being without a sovereign, went all of them to the eastward, to reside in

“ the country of Majapahit.

“ When Prabu Lutung Kasarong had given orders for the sowing of the rice, he and his

“ follower, Ke Jampang, proceeded to a place on the south sea coast, called Kedu Pondok,

“ where Ke Jampang being left to settle, the place took its name from him, and was ever after

“ called Chutcdc Jampang.
“ After Prabu Lutung Kasarong had left Ke Jampang at Kedu Pondok, he went through the

“ woods, till coming near Pakuan Pajajaran he found a very large tree, called pundi, situated

“ on the banks of the river Chiliwong. He remained under it to rest himself, and gave the

“ place the name of Kampung Pundi.

“ Kuwu, Mangkubumbi, of Jambadipa in the district of Jelebud, had several children, all of

“ them females. The youngest was called Purba Sari, and was established in the interior,

“ near the tree called gadug, from which the kampung so called, took its name.
“ Having placed his youngest daughter, Purba Sari, in the interior of the country, he wras

“ desirous to send out people to shoot birds with a pellet, and accordingly created and appointed

“ one a pellet-shooter, who went regularly every day to shoot, agreeably to the order of

“ Kuwu Mangkubumi. One day the pellet-shooter came to the large pundi tree, and observing

“ on it what he supposed to be a large black monkey, he wished to shoot it ; whereupon

“ Prabu Lutung Kasarong, whom he mistook for the monkey, thus addressed him :
£ Don’t

“ ‘ shoot at me
;
you had better go home and tell your master to come here to me himself.’

“ When the pellet-shooter perceived that the black monkey was gifted with speech, he stood

“ aghast and astonished beyond measure, and returned immediately to his master to acquaint

“ him with the circumstance.

“ Kuwu Mangubuni, together with the pellet-shooter, then repaired to the great pundi

“ tree. On his arrival there he called to Prabu Lutung Karasong who was upon it. No sooner

“ did the latter hear the summons, than he descended and talked with the Kuwu, who then took

“ him home with him, highly delighted at being possessed of so extraordinary and accomplished

“ a creature. In the course of a short time he wished to present him to his eldest daughter,

“ and on her refusing to accept of him he offered him to a younger one, but neither would

“ receive Prabu Lutung Kasarong.

“ He then gave him to the youngest of all, named Nidi Purba Sari, who accepted of him
“ with great pleasure.

“ In the course of time, Niai Purba Sari built a house at Wangun, and the place was after-

“ wards called Kampung Wangun. He then planted some tagur trees, from which the place

“ received the name of Kampung Tagur. After this, Prabu Lutung Kasarong caused Niai Purba

Sari to remove from the gaduga tree to Kampung Wangun.
** When

Majapaliit
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“ (literally 1465).

In
“ When Niai Purba Sari became Prabu Lutung's wife, he laid aside the black monkey’s

“ skin with which he was clothed, and immediately resumed his former and usual beautiful

“ appearance.

“ He afterwards received the name of Niang Galarang, and established himself at Pakuan
“ Pajajaran, where the Batutulis (inscribed stone) now is, and which was the seat of go-
“ vernment of the Maha Raja Prabu Niang Galarang. After this, his wife became pregnant,
“ and Prabu Niang Galarang left Pakuan Pajajaran to the care of his Peng’gawas, or ministers
“ of state, and went to Bukit Padang, where he became a Pandita.

“ When the time was come, Niai Purba Sari brought forth a son of the most exquisitely

“ beautiful features, to whom she gave the name Silawang'i.

“ When Silawang'i grew up, he removed from Pakuan Pajajaran to Sumedang Larang,

“ where he was soon afterwards married; first to Niai Raden Raja Manlu, and then to the
“ daughter of the Peng'gawa of that place, so that he had many wives. He at the same time

“ received the title of Baginda Maha Raja Prabu Silawang'i.

“ Prabu Lutung Kasarong had afterwards two other sons, the elder named Ke Glap Nyawang,
“ the younger, Ke Kedang Panjang, both of whom were strong and well-made

; and when
“ they grew up they went with their father to Sumedang Larang

,
where they all remained

“ with Prabu Silawang'i.

“ Prabu Silawang'i, when he had got a number of wives and peng’gawas, returned to Pakuan
“ Pajajaran, bringing them all with him, as also his two sons, and his man Ke Jampang who
“ was then called Purwa Kala. In returning to Pakuan Pajajaran, Prabu Silawang’i first went
“ to a place on the south coast, called Nusa Kambangan, and there embarking in a vessel with
“ all his family, he sailed westward, till they came to the anchoring place, to which was given

“ the name of Palabuan Ralu (Wyn Coops Bay), and having disembarked, they all proceeded

“ to Palcnan Pajajaran.

“ On his arrival there, Prabu Silawang'i established himself as Raja, and having assembled

11 all the Mantris, Peng'gawas, and other chiefs and officers, together with all the military

“ forces, he caused great rejoicings to be made on the ocasion, and each day and night every

“ kind of play was performed to amuse him. Pakuan Pajajaran was crowded with the happy

“ and delighted multitude, and so great and powerful did Prabu Silawang'i become at that

“ time, that all the princes from the river Chi Pamali beyond Java Head (in Bantam) on the

“ west, submitted to him and were subject to Pakuan Pajajaran.

“ Prabu Silawang’i then built without the kraton (or palace) a hall of audience fpaseban J,
“ which was styled Sasaka Domas, or the hall of eight hundred pillars ; and in the interior

“ of the kraton another, called Rarawis Kanchana (or that of golden flowers). This was where

“ the Batutulis now is.”

The tradition goes on to relate, that Prabu Silawang'i had one hundred and fifty wives,

and that his sons-in-law, of whom there were also one hundred and fifty, were made great

public officers.

In the course of a little time one of his highness’s wives, named Niai Mantri Manek Mayang

Sunda, the sister of Ke Marugal Sang Mantri Ayung, became pregnant, and in due time

brought forth a beautiful boy, who was called by his father Raden Guru Gatangan, and who

was
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“ Tn the kingdom of Tumapel there reigned a king, named and styled

“ Rdtu Sri Jaya Purusa

,

who on his demise was succeeded by his son,

“ known by the name and title of Sri Ldksi Kirdna

,

who on dying left

“ two sons, the elder named and styled Sang Sri Siwabuda, who succeeded

“ to the throne
;
the younger Rdden Wijaya, who was remarkable for the

“ beauty of his person.

“ During the reign of Sang Sri Siwabuda the state had very much de-

“ dined. Every district was going to ruin, in consequence of which the

“ pateh, named Mdnglm Raja Ndta, addressed himself to the prince,

“ reminding him of the manner in which his forefathers used to treat the

“ people, and which the welfare of his kingdom required of him to follow.

“ To this, however, the prince would not listen, and as a punishment to

“ the pateli for his presumption, he immediately ordered him to quit

“ Tumapel.

“ Sang Sri Siwabuda had a man in his service named Wira Raja

,

whom
“ in consideration of his useful services, he had made ruler over the eastern

“ part of Madura called Sumenap. On being informed that the king in-

“ tended to accuse him of a crime of which he was innocent, and consider-

“ ing himself in danger, sent a messenger to Sri Jaya Katong, sovereign

“ of Kediri,
to say ‘ that as the kingdom of Tumapel was almost in a

“ ‘ state of confusion, he might attack and conquer it without difficulty.*

“ Sri Jaya Katong, on hearing the intelligence, was very much delighted,

“ and accordingly he ordered his pateh, Kebo Mundarang

,

to make prepa-

“ rations for the purpose of invading Tumapel.

“ When every thing was ready, the king gave orders to his pateh that he

“ should march with a considerable force to Tumapel, and attack the

“ southern part of the kingdom, while himself and his followers began the

“ attack on the west.

“ Sri Siwabuda being informed that his kingdom was invaded by the

“ sovereign of Kediri, appointed his younger brother, Rdden Wijaya, to

“ command the forces, and meet the enemy coming from the west. Instead

“ of marching out himself to meet the attack from the south, he remained

vol. xi. P “ in

was made Raja Muda of Pakuan Pajajaran
,

with the name and title of Prabu Guru

Gantangan.

Both father and son continued as Raja Tuah and Raja Muda to live in the kraton of Pakuan

Pajajaran, happy and on good terms with each other ; the management and direction of the

state being entirely vested in the hands of the Raja Muda.

Majapahit.
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“ in his kadaton and amused himself with his concubines. This enjoyment,

“ however, was soon interrupted
; for Mundarang having reached the

“ kadaton, obliged him to come out and meet him, and on his making his

“ appearance, Mundarang and his followers lost no time in deciding his

“ fate. Sri Siwahuda was accordingly killed before the palace gate. Rdden
“ Wijayu and Jaya Katong had by this time fought several battles, as

“ well as skirmishes, in which a great number of men were killed on both

“ sides.

“ They continued to oppose each other, when Mundarang came up and

“ attacked Wijdya in the rear. This soon determined the victory in favour

u of Kediri
,
and obliged Wijdya to fly to Sumenap for the safety of his

“ person, where he remained in the house of Wira Raja, to whom he gave

“ a full account of all the circumstances.

“ Among the spoils which Mundarang had taken from the palace was the

“ beautiful wife of Wijdya, who was afterwards delivered to the sovereign

“ of Kediri. He was very much struck with her beauty and proposed to

“ make her his lawful wife.

“ This proposal was however refused, and the king, instead of being

“ offended by the refusal, adopted her as his daughter.

“ Rdden Wijdya had by this time remained a good while with Wira Raja

“ at Sumenap, and was then advised by him to repair to Kediri, that Jdya
“ Katong might forgive him and employ him in some way or other. He
<c accordingly went over to Jdya Katong ,

who received him very kindly

;

“ and he had not remained long at Kediri, when Jdya Katong granted

“ him an extensive forest, with which he might do as he liked.

“ Wijdya,
with the view of making a large town in the forest, sent a

“ messenger to Wira Raja to get some assistance. Wira Rdja accordingly

“ sent over a good many people to Wijdya, who after procuring every

thing necessary for such an undertaking, began to cut down the forest.

“ While they were at work they found a large mdja tree loaded with fruit,

“ but when they tasted the fruit they found it quite bitter
j whence the

place was called mdja pdit (literally the bitter mdja).

“ Rdden Wijdya, after making Majapahit a very large town, assumed

“ the title of Bopdti Sang Brow/jayd, having for his Pdteh a son of Wira

“ Rdja, whose name and title was Kiadi Fateh Rdmg’ga Ldwe.

“ The population of Majapahit increasing very rapidly, Broxmjdya

“ thought that, with the aid of Wira Rdja, he should be able to invade

,
“ Kediri.
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et Kediri. He accordingly sent a messenger to IVira Raja to request some

“ assistance. Wira Rdja willingly sent a considerable force to Browijaya
,

“ and after the two armies had joined together Browijaya began his march

“ to Kediri

.

“ Jaya Kdtong, on being informed that a considerable force from

“ Majapahit was coming to invade his kingdom, immediately sent out a

“ band of fighting men to meet the enemy. Several battles were fought

“ in which many fell on either side.

“ Jaya Kdtong
,
previous to the invasion of Browijaya

, had promised

“ his guest, the King of Tditar,* whose name and title was Sri Laksemdna,

“ to give him his adopted daughter (wife to Browijdya) in marriage. This
<{ was however delayed. Several times did Laksemdna press Jaya Kdtong
M to fulfil his promise, but he never received a positive answer.

“ Laksemdna therefore being informed that Browijaya of Majapahit had

“ attacked Kediri, forthwith sent a letter to him, saying that he would

“ co-operate with the people of Majapahit

,

provided Browijaya would be

“ on good terms with him.

“ Browijaya on receiving this intelligence was very much delighted, and

“ accordingly returned a letter of approbation to Laksemdna.

“ Laksemdna and his followers then joined Browijaya

,

and fought several,

“ battles with Jaya Kdtong, in which a great number of men, as well as

“ chiefs, were killed on both sides.

“ In the heat of the action Jaya Kdtong and Laksemdna met, and a
te fierce encounter took place between these chiefs. Jdya Kdtong threw his

“ javelin at Laksemdna, but missed him
;

and Laksemdna
,

in return,

“ struck him on the breast with his poisoned spear, and killed him on the

spot.

“ Pdteh Mundarang and the whole force of Kediri perceiving that their

“ king was fallen immediately surrendered.

“ Browijaya then eagerly went into the kaddton, and was received by
“ his faithful wife. They embraced with tears of joy j

and Browijaya was
“ so enraptured at recovering her, that without taking further notice of the

“ kaddton
, he returned with his wife to Majapahit. He invited the King

“ of Tatar to visit him. On his arrival Browijaya received him with

“ every attention, and made him a present of a beautiful virgin.

P 2 “ Laksemdna

The Javan traditions furnish no information respecting the locality of this state.

Majapahit
A. J. 1247

Tanduran
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“ Laksemdna remained for some time at Majapdhit, during which
“ Broxvijdya gave him two or three grand entertainments. He after-

“ wards embarked on board of his own vessel and returned to his kingdom
“ of Tatar.”

The story concludes with stating that Browijdya, with his Pdteh, Rang’ga

Lawe,
reigned at Majapdhit, and governed the whole island of Java, and

his people were very happy.*

Under
* Having thus detailed the traditions which exist among the Javans respecting the esta-

blishment of foreign colonies in the Eastern Archipelago, and brought down this part of the

history to the establishment of the kingdom of Mnjapahit, it may not be amiss to transcribe

those which prevail among the Malayus, who, it is well known, endeavour to trace their de-

scent from the Macedonian hero, Alexander the Great. The following account is taken from

the Sejara Malay u, or Malay annals, a work written in the year 1021 of Hejirat

:

“ It happened that Baja Sekander, the son of Raja Darul of Rum
,
of the race of Mahaduniah,

“ the name of whose empire was Zulkarneini, wished to see the rising of the sun, and for this

" purpose came to the confines of the land of Hind. There was a Raja in Hindustan, named
“ Raja Kideh Hindi, who was very powerful, and whose empire extended over the half of Hin-
“ dustan. Immediately on the approach of Raja Sekander, Raja Kideh Hindi sent his prime
“ minister to collect his forces, and marched out to meet him. The armies engaged, and a
“ battle ensued, as is fully recorded in the history of Raja Sekander. Raja Kideh Hindi was
“ defeated and taken prisoner, after which he was sent back to his own country. This

“ Raja Kideh had a daughter : after sending his minister, Perdana Mantri, to consult with the
“ minister of Raja Sekander, he gave her in marriage to Raja Sekander, on condition of receive

“ ing three hundred thousand dinars of gold.

“ Raja Sekander, after tarrying ten days in honour of the ceremony, pursued his journey

“ towards the rising sun, attended by his bride. On their return, however, her father re-

“ quested her to remain some time with him: Raja Sekander consented and took his leave.

“ The princess was already pregnant by Raja Sekander, but he was unacquainted with this

“ circumstance ;
nor was the princess herself aware of it, till a month after her return to her

“ father. At the expiration of her time, the princess was safely delivered of a son, whom
“ Raja Kideh Hindi named Aristan Shah.

“ Raja Aristan Shah was in course of time married to the daughter of the Raja of Turldstan,

“ by whom he had a son, named Raja Aftus.

“ After an absence of forty-five years, Raja Sekander returned to Makaduniah, and Raja
“ Kideh Hindi died, leaving as his successor Raja Aristan Shah, who (or rather whose dynasty)

“ reigned three hundred and fifty years. After him reigned the following princes in succession ;

“ Raja Aftus, who reigned one hundred and twenty years.

“ Raja Askayinat, do three years.

Raja Kasulas, do twelve years.

“ Raja Amastubusu, do thirteen years.

“ Raja Zamzeius ,' do seven years.

“ Raja Khuras Khainat, . . do, .... thirty years,

« Raja Ahat Sakayinat.

“ Raja
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Under the second prince of Majapdhit, called Brolcamara or Braw’ydya the

second, the manufacture of arms of various descriptions was brought to the

highest

“ Raja Kuda Zuguhan, son of Amastubusu.

“ Raja NiJcabus, who reigned forty years.

“ Raja Ardasir Migan, who married the daughter of Raja Nushirwan Adel, sovereign of the

“ west, by whom he had a son, named Raja Derm Nus.

<i Raja Tarsia Burdaras, son of Raja Zamarut.

“ The last of these princes married the daughter of Raja Sulan of Amdan Nagara. This Raja

“ Sulan was the mightiest prince of the land of Hind, and of all the Rajas under the wind.

“ By the princess, his daughter, Raja Narsa, had three sons :

“ Raja Heiran, who reigned in the country of Hindustan ;

“ Raja Suren, whom Raja Sulan appointed in his own place ; and

“ Raja Panden, who reigned in Turkestan.

“ After a short time Raja Sulan died, and his grandson, Raja Suren, reigned in his place in

“ Amdan Nagara, with still greater authority than his predecessors, and all the lands of the

“ East and West, except China, acknowledged him.

“ Then Raja Suren formed the design of subjugating China, and for this purpose marched
u towards that country. Two months he marched on without any obstruction, and every

“ country submitted, till he approached the country of Gang'ga Nagara, the Raja of which

« was named Gang'gi Shah Juana. Here an engagement took place, in which Raja Suren

“ smote off the head of Raja Gang'gi Shah Juana, whose subjects having lost their chief

“ submitted to Raja Suren, who married Putri Gang'ga, the sister of the deceased Raja,

“ From Gang'ga Nagara, Raja Suren advanced to the country of Klang Kins, which in former

<< times was a great country, possessing a fort of black stone (supposed to be up the river

“ Johor). The name of the Raja of this country was Chulen, who was superior to all the Rajas

“ of the country lying under the wind. Here another desperate engagement took place, in

“ which Raja Chulen also was killed, and the country submitted to Suren. Then Raja Suren

“ married the daughter of the deceased monarch, and advanced to Tamarak. He returned,

“ however, to the land of Kling without proceeding on to China. On the return of Raja

u Suren he founded a city of great size, the fame of which became renowned, and the name

« of which was Bisnagur (a well known and celebrated city of the south of India), which even

“ at the present time is a great city in the land of Kling.

“ Raja Suren had by the daughter of Raja Chulen a daughter, named Chandu Wani Wasias,

“ and by Putri Gang'ga he had three sons, one of them named Bichitram Shah, another

“ Palidutani, and the third Nilumanam.

“ Palidutani succeeded to the government of Amden Nagara, and Nilumanam was ap-

“ pointed to the government of Chandukani : but on the eldest son, Bichitram Shah, was only

“ conferred a territory of small extent, which so displeased the young prince, that he re-

“ solved to abandon the country. He accordingly embarked with twenty vessels, fitted out

“ with all the appurtenances of war, determining to conquer all the maritime countries ;
but

“ his fleet was dispersed by a storm, and part of them returned to their country.

“ Bichitram Shah is then represented as arriving in the country now called Palembang,

where Demang Lelar Daov, great grandson of Raja Chules, was chief. Here marrying the

“ daughter

Majapahit.

A. J. 1247.
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highest perfection ;
and the first damaked Arises were now made by thepandi

(smiths) from Tcijajaran, who became so distinguished that they were ap-

pointed to the charge of districts with a thousand chacha each. The kris

,

which was afterwards placed on the tomb of Susunan Giri
,

is said to have

been manufactured at this time from a piece of old iron found by the prince.

The
“ daughter of the Raja, he assumed the government, under the title of Sang Sapurla Trimurti

“ Tribuana, and had by her four children ; two daughters, named Chandra Dewi and Putra

“ Sri Dewi, and two sons, named Sang Mutiaga and Sang Nila Utama.

“ After some years Sang Sapurla was seized with a desire to view the ocean, and went in

“ search of a good situation for a new settlement, leaving the younger brother of Demang
“ Lelar Daon in the government of Palemlang ; and the fleet being prepared, they set sail

“ from the river of Palemlang
, and after steering six days and nights towards the south, arrived

“ at Tanjung pura, where Sang Sapurla was very honorably received by the Raja, and a thou-

“ sand chiefs introduced him into the country, seated him on the throne, and honoured him like

“ a prince. As soon as the news of his arrival had reached Majapahit, the Bitara, who was

“ very powerful, came to make him a visit. Sang Sapurla received him very graciously, and
{t gave him in marriage his daughter Chandra Dewi. After this ceremony the Bitara of Maja~

“ pahit returned to his capital ; and it is from this marriage (say the Malayan traditions) that

“ the Rajas of Majapahit are descended.
“ After a long residence at Tanj'ung pura , Sang Sapurla set out again in search of some

“ other country ; but he first married his son. Sang Mutiaga, to the daughter of the Raja

“ Tanjung pura, and established him on the throne of that country, giving him a superb crown.

“ After leaving Tanj'ung pura, he traversed the sea until he arrived in the strait of Samlor,

“ in view of the hills of Ling’ga (Lingen). The news quickly reached Bentan, at this time

“ under the sway of a queen, named Pramisivari Sehander Shah. Sang Nita Utama, the younger

son of Sang Sapurla, was married to her daughter, named Wan Sri Bini, and afterwards

“ became Raja of the country.

“ Sang Sapurla then left Bentan

,

and having sailed for a day and a night arrived at Rulco,

“ whence he proceeded to the point of Balang, and ascended the river Buantan, where it was

“ reported the country was extremely populous. When he had ascended far up the river he

“ arrived at Menanglcabau. All the Menanlcabaus were surprized at his appearance and the
“ splendour of his diadem, and they all came to inquire whence he came. As soon as they

“ heard of his adventures, and that he was a descendant of Sultan Sekander Zulkarneine, all

“ the chief men of Menanglcabau consulted about appointing him Raja, since they had none ;

“ and after he had, as a condition, succeeded in destroying an immense snake which harrassed

“ the country, he was unanimously elected Raja by the people of Buantan, and of him are

“ descended all the generations of the Rajas of Pagaruyang.

“ Sang Nila Utama afterwards quitted Bentan, and founded the city of Singapura, situated

“ on the southern extremity of the Malayan peninsula. This event is supposed to have taken

“ place, A.D. 1160.

“ The successesors of Sang Nila Utama were Padulca Sri Wilcrama, Sri Rama Wilcrama,

“ and Sekander Shah, who being driven out of Singa pura by the Majapahit forces, after-

“ wards established the city of Malaca. His successor, Mahomed Shah

,

first embraced

“ Mahometanism, in the year 1276.”

—

Malayan Annals.
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The reign of the third prince of Majapahit was of very short duration, and

he was succeeded by Ardi Wijaya

,

who putting to death the prime minister,

eventually fell a sacrifice to the just revenge of the minister’s son.

This prince, however, is distinguished by the extent of his conquests,

and for the victory he obtained over Sri Sin Derga, King of Sing’apura

on the Malayan peninsula, whose subjects lived by piracy, but by this event

became tributary to Majapahit.

To him succeeded the fifth prince of Majapahit, named Merta Wijaya

,

whose minister, Guja Mada, became celebrated for his virtues and abilities,

and for the code of regulations which at this day exists under his name. In

his reign the conquest of Indragiri, or Sumatra, which had been begun by

his predecessor, was successfully completed.

Accounts differ regarding the successor of his prince, some considering

Rdden Alit, his brother, to have succeeded at an early age, and others that

Rdden Alit is the same with Anglta Wijaya, the last sovereign of Majapahit.

According to the latter accounts, many of the principal events reported to

have taken place in the reign of Alit are brought under that of Merta

Wijaya.

One of the sovereigns of Majapahit, according to the Malayan annals, had

two sons by the daughter of the Raja of the mountain Sa Guntang ; the

eldest named Rdden Ino Merta Wdngsa, and the younger Rdden Mas Ramciri.

The eldest succeeded to the government of Majapahit, the authority of

which then extended over the whole of Java, and all the Rajas of Nusa

Tamara (probably Bali) likewise paid allegiance for half their lands. The
sovereign of Majapahit heard of the extensive country of Malaca which did

not owe him allegiance, and sent a large fleet against it, under the command
of Demang Wiraja. The Javans, however, did not succeed : they were

forced to retreat to their prdhus and to return to Majapahit.

Through the wisdom of the minister, Gdja Mada, who was continued in

office, and the prudent direction of Alit Wijaya, the kingdom of Majapahit

rose to the highest pitch of wealth and glory. Several nations on Sumatra,

and among them the people of Palemhang, as well as the inhabitants of the

southern states of Borneo, who had no regular government at that period,

obtained from him protection against the people of Lampung, and in return

acknowledged the supremacy of Majapdhit. The authority of this empire

now extended eastward over Balamhdngan and Bali, and westward over

what was then termed the kingdom of Sunda, which included the

western

Majapahit.
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western districts of Java, part of Sumatra, and all the islands situated in

'the straits. The inhabitants of the islands situated in the straits of

Sunda consisted for the most part of the dregs of all nations, who having

fled from the wars, or having been otherwise obliged to desert their own
country, had elected a chief, under whom they committed exten-

sive depredations by sea and land.

During the reign of Alit Wijaya
,
the pusdka kris, named jala semlang

jdndring
, was carried off by stealth, by emissaries employed by Menak Dali

Puti
,
prince of Balambdngan ; but was recovered by the dexterity of a pdndi

(or smith) named Supa, who in reward for his services was made chief of

Madirdngin (now called Siddyu), and was the first distinguished by the title

of Adipdti. This chief afterwards proceeded with a force to Balambdngan,

and an engagement took place near the river Kd.li TiJcus : Menalc Dali Puti

was defeated and put to death, and his family obliged to seek refuge with

the chief of Bali Klbnlcong. The enemy was pursued as far as his capital,

Mdchang puti, and the whole coast was divided into districts, under the

sovereignty of Majapahit.

The chief of Bali Klongkong sent an embassy to Majapahit, and concluded

a treaty acknowledging its authority.

During this reign, a violent volcanic eruption took place from one of the

mountains in the western districts of Balambdngan.

Merta, or according to others, Alit Wijaya, left two children, a daugh-

ter named Kanchdna Wunga, and a son named Angka Wijaya, who ac-

cording to some accounts administered the government jointly. The prin-

cess, however, is better known as an independent sovereign, under the

title of Prabu Kanya Kanchdna Wung’u. It is related, that during this

reign the chief of Balembcmgan, named Menak Jeng’gd, made a successful

attack on Proboling*go, and reduced under his authority all the countries

which had been dependent on Majapahit, as far west as Tiiban, so that

the capital was nearly surrounded by enemies. In this state of affairs,

Menak Jeng*go offered terms, on condition of obtaining the hand of the

princess in marriage
;
but she, disgusted by the deformity of his person,

and a stench that exhaled from his body, not only rejected his suit, but

declared she would give her hand to the man who would destroy him.

Damar Wulan, the son of a tdpa or devotee, named Uddra, and a descen-

dant of Aria Babdng’a, obtained a signal victory over the rebels at Probo-

ling
1
go, and cut off the head of Menak Jeng’ga : he was rewarded by the

hand of the princess, and all the provinces again fell under the authority of

Majapahit
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Majapahit. According to some accounts, Damar Wulan had also been

successful in repelling an invasion from Kambqja.

Angka Wijaya having by this time attained a sufficient age, assumed the

chief authority
;
the princess retiring with Damar Wulan, to whom was

entrusted the charge of Proboling*go with the more eastern districts, and

of Sumenap and Sdmpang on Madura.

The first attempts to introduce the Mahometan religion in the eastern

provinces of Java, appear to have been made at Gresik, about the close of

the thirteenth century of the Javan era. In the origin and rise of Gresik,

they are thus related by the native writers

:

“ Muldna Ibrahim, a celebrated Pandita from Arabia, descended from

“ Jenal Abidin, and cousin to the Raja of Chermen (a country of Sdbrang),

“ had established himself with other Mahometans at Desa Leran in Jang*-

“ gala, when the Raja of Chermen arrived at Java. This prince, who was
“ a Mahometan, perceiving with regret that the inhabitants of the large

“ and populous island of Java were still heathens, resolved to attempt the

“ conversion of the King of Majapahit, Prdbu Angka Wijaya, and with

“ this view to present to him his maiden daughter in marriage. Embark-
“ ing with his daughter, and all his relatives and followers of every des-

“ cription, he reached Jang*gala in safety, and landing at the Desa Leran
“ he immediately built a mosque there, and in a short time succeeded in

“ obtaining many converts.

“ The Raja of Chermen having consulted with his relations whom he

“ found at Leran, deputed his son, S'idek Mahomed

,

to proceed to Majapd-
“ hit, and apprize the king of his intended visit. He afterwards set out

“ himself with all his party, among whom were forty holy men, his rela-

“ tions, who had come with him from Sdbrang.

“ The King of Majapahit came forth, and met Raja Chermen at the con-

“ fines, where they both remained under a pasang*grahan, erected for their

“ accommodation. Angka Wijaya evinced the greatest respect for Raja

“ Chermen, and treated him with every mark of hospitality.

“ The Raja of Chermen now presented to the King of Majapahit a pome-

“ granate in a basket, in order that, by his acceptance or rejection of it, he
“ might ascertain whether or not he would become a convert. The king
“ accepted of the present, but not without wondering how a Raja from
“ Tdna Sdbrang could think of presenting him with such a fruit, as if it

“ had been unknown on Java. His thoughts, however, he kept to himself
j
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“ but Raja Chermen knew what was working in his mind, and soon after

“ took his leave, and returned with his people to Leran. His nephew,
“ Muldna Mdhfar (son of Muldna Ibrahim) alone remained with Angka
“ Wijaya. Some time after this, the king having contracted a kind of gid-

“ diness in the head, opened the pomegranate
;
when, instead of the usual

seeds, he found it filled with precious stones (rubies). Surprized at this,

“ he observed to his minister, that Raja Chermen must indeed be a very

“ superior kind of person, and sent Muldna Mdhfar to request the Raja

“ to return
;
but the Raja refused to do so, and proceeded on.

“ When Raja Chermen had been four nights at Reran
,

his people fell sick

“ and many died. Among them there were three out of five cousins, who
“ had accompanied him from Sdbrang, named Sdyed Jafar, Sdyed Kdsem

,

“ and Sdyed Ghdrt, whose tombs are known by the name of Kubur Pdnjang.*

“ The princess also fell sick, when her father attended upon her himself,

“ and besought the Almighty to spare her and restore her to health, that his

“ intention of giving her to the Raja of Majapahit might be fulfilled : he

“ prayed, however, at the same time, that if it was ordained that Angka

Wijaya was not to be converted, her days might be shortened. The
“ princess shortly afterwards died, and was interred near the graves of her

“ relations.!

“ The usual tribute having been paid to the memory of the deceased, on

“ the different days appointed for the performance of the ceremony, and

“ Muldna Ibrahim having been appointed to look after and take care of the

“ graves, the Raja of Chermen

,

with all his people, set out to return home.

“ On his way Sdyed Jafar died. He was sent on shore at Madura, and his

“ remains were interred to the west of the village Plakdra. Sayed Rafidin ,

“ the only remaining cousin of the Raja, died near Bovian, and was buried

“ on that island.

“ Angka Wijaya, desirous of meeting again with Raja Chermen, arrived

“ at Leran three days after his departure, and hearing of the death of the

“ princess, observed, that he thought the religion of Raja Chermen would
<c have prevented such a calamity as the premature death of the piitri

“ (princess), that it would have enabled her to hold out against the sickness

“ of Java, and that he must now think meanly of it : to which Muldna replied,

“ that such ignorance was only the consequence of worshipping Dewas
“ instead

* The long graves which are still pointed out near Leran.

f Her tomb is still preserved.
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“ instead of the true God. Angka Wijaya became highly enraged at this

“ retort
j
but being pacified by his followers, returned to Majapahit

,
without

“ taking any further notice of it. This happened in the year 1313.

“ Mulana Ibrahim, who remained in charge of the tombs of the deceased,

“ afterwards removed from Leran to Gresik, which however had not become
e< a separate state. Here he died, twenty-one years after the departure of

“ the Raja of Chermen
;
and here his tomb, which is known by the name

“ of Gapura Wetan, is still to be seen. He died on Monday, the twelfth

“ of Rabiulawal, in the Javan year 1334.

“ It is related, that about this period there was a woman of Kambbja

,

“ named Nidi Gedi Pindteh, the wife of the pateh, or minister of that

“ country, who on account of her being a great sorceress wTas banished

“ to Java, where on her arrival she went to the king of Majapahit and.

“ implored protection. The king taking pity upon her, the more so as she

“ was a woman of advanced age without any children, and had been

“ removed from a situation where she had once been comfortable and happy,

“ provided for her by making her a kind of shabdndar (chief of the port)

“ at Gresik, where there was already a mosque and a considerable population.

“ Nidi Gedi afterwards became very religious and charitable, and was

“ revered for becoming the foster mother of Susunan Giri. Her death took

“ place forty-five years after that of Mulana Ibrahim
,
being a short time

“ previous to the destruction of Majapahit, and her tomb is still to be seen

“ at Gresik.”

To return, however, to the proceedings of the King of Majapahit, it appears

that early in his reign, Angka Wijaya, hearing from the merchants who

resorted to Java of the beauty and accomplishments of a princess of

Champa, sent an embassy to that country to demand her in marriage
;

and on her arrival at Gresik, received her there in person, with great

attention and state. The princess, nevertheless, for a long time refused

to cohabit with him, on account of the great number of his concubines,

and particularly on account of the powerful hold obtained over his affec-

tions by a Chinese of great beauty, who had been sent to him as a present

from one of the chiefs of China, at the request of the merchants and

with the consent of the emperor, with a view to obtain greater privileges

for their trade with Java.

This princess is represented as, the second daughter of the Raja of

Q 2 Champa.
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Majapahit. Champa. Her name was Dara JVati, and her eldest sister had been mar-
a. JW334.

rje(j tQ an ^ rab ? by whom she had a son, named Rdchmat.
ngka Wyaya. prev i0USj however, to this marriage, Angka Wijaya is said to have

had an intrigue with a woman of whom there are various accounts, some

describing her as a witch, residing on the mountain Lawn, and others as

a rasaksa. The fruit of this illicit connection was a son, called Aria Ddmar.

Unknown to his father, this youth distinguished himself at an early age,

by bringing together all the wild animals of the forest, as an amusement for

the prince and his family. In consequence of an exploit so hazardous, he

was first appointed chief of a province, and afterwards promoted to the com-

mand of an army proceeding against Bali, during a war in which the forces

of Majapahit suffered great loss, but were ultimately successful.* The capital,

called Klongkong, was surprised and carried, and the chief himself, with the

whole of his family, except one sister, put to the sword. She being very

beautiful, was sent to Majapahit. The island of Bali became tributary to

Majapahit.

Aria Ddmar,
on his return, presented the various arms which had been

taken as tokens of his success
;
and his conduct being highly approved of,

he was appointed Adipdti, or chief, of Palembang on Sumatra.

The discontent of the Princess of Champa still continuing, the Prince

came to the resolution of parting with his Chinese consort, and gave her

to Aria Ddmar
,
on condition that he would not cohabit with her until she

was

* The occasion of the war with Bali is thus related :—“ At this period the royal fmily of

“ Bali consisted of three brothers ; the eldest of whom was named Maya Dinawa ; the second,

“ Dexva Machuwel, who was the chief ; and the youngest, Kabu Wihaha. Kabu Wihaha is

“ said to have been of extraordinary size, and to have had a head like a hog, devouring the

“ flesh of that animal in great quantity. He was moreover very wicked and destructive,

“ regardless of the rights or property of any one. On this account the people became dissa-

“ tisfied with his sway, and his brothers, desirous of getting rid of him, advised him to

” proceed to Majapahit, in order to obtain in marriage Loro Jongrang, of the family of

“ Browijaya, a lady whom they represented as of a stature similar to his own. The Raja

of Bali, as a further inducement to him to go, sent an embassy to make the request ; but

“ Browijaya, considering it as the forerunner of war, made his preparations accordingly.

“ He sent for a celebrated painter, named Sung’ing adi IVarna, and putting down the dimen-

“ sions of a large woman, such as had been requested, desired him to paint the figure of a

“ most beautiful woman of the same size, and when it was done dismissed the ambassadors,

<f accompanied by Aria Damar, who had especial instructions to make observations of every

“ thing in Bali
,
so that the way might be clear for hostilities, should the same become

“ necessary,”
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was delivered of the child, of which she was then pregnant, and that he

would afterwards rear up the child as his own. Aria Ddmar then accompa-

nied by the princess and about three hundred cho'en troops, given to him

by the prince of Mqjapahit, embarked for Palembang, where he was well

received and immediately acknowledged as chief. He soon, however, became

involved in a war with the Lampung states and the neighbouring isles of

Sunda, the inhabitants of which were continually committing depredations

in the territories of Palembang. He proceeded into the Ldmpung country,

but before he could reduce it to subjection, internal commotions obliged him

to return to Palembang,
where the Chinese princess was now delivered of a

son, to whom he gave the name of Pdden Patah. He had afterwards a son

by this princess, whom he named Pdden Husen ; but observing that the

people of Palembang disliked the princess, on account of her Chinese extrac-

tion, he took from one of the first families of the place another wife, whose

son might become his successor, and resolved to send Pdden Patah and Pdden
Husen to Mqjapahit.

After Aria Ddmar had resided about three years at Palembang
, Pdden

Pachmat

,

son of the Arab priest who had married one of the daughters of

the Raja of Champa, arrived there, being the bearer of letters and presents

for Mqjapahit. Pachmat was then about twenty years of age, carefully

educated, and well instructed in the Mahometan religion. In a short time

Aria Ddmar felt inclined to embrace the faith, but on account of the attach-

ment of the people of Palembang to their ancient worship, he dared not openly

profess it. Pachmat remained two months at Palembang, and then proceeded

on his voyage to Mqjapahit, touching at Gresik on the way, where he visited

Sheik Muldna Jomadil Kbbra, a devotee who had established himself on

Gunung Jdli, and who declared to him that his arrival at that particular

period had been predicted by the prophet
;
that the fall of paganism was at

hand, and that he was elected to preach the doctrine of Mahomet in the

eastern parts of Java, where a rich harvest of conversion awaited his apos-

tolic labours.

Arriving at Gresik he proceeded to Mqjapahit, where he was kindly

received by the prince, and by his relative, the princess of Champa. Angka
Wijaya, notwithstanding he disapproved of his religious principles, and him-

self refused to become a convert to them, conceived such an attachment for

his person and such a respect for his character, that he assigned to him three

thousand families, and formed an establishment for him at Ampel, situated in

the
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the vicinity of Surabaya, where he allowed him the free exercise of his reli-

gion, with permission to make converts of those who were inclined. In a

short time Rdchmat gained the affection of all those placed under him, and

most of them were by degrees converted to the faith, whence he acquired

the title of Sunan, meaning, according to some, “ messenger from God,*’

or he of w7hom requests are made, and which title, indifferently termed Sunan

or Susuliunan

,

the sovereigns of Java have since continued to assume.* As

a further testimony of his regard for Rdchmet, the prince of Majapaliit

gave to him in marriage the daughter of his first Kliwon, whose brother,

Wila Tilda ,
he had appointed chief of Ti/ban. By this wife Rdchmat had

three children, a daughter and two sons, who were afterwards appointed

Adipdtis of Bonang and Drqjat, now called Ldsem and Seddyu.

The next Arab missionary who arrived at Gresilc was Muldna Ishale, the

father of the celebrated Sunan Giri. The circumstances attending his

arrival, and the establishment of his son, are thus related.

“ Muldna Ishale, otherwise called Muldna. Alul Islam of Past Mdlaca,

“ a celebrated Pandita, who had given himself up to penance and mortifica-

“ tion, having heard that there was at Ampel, on Java, a prince who was

“ busily employed in propagating the Mahometan religion, and that many

« persons, through his means, had embraced the faith, went over and

“ assisted Sunan Makdum in the work of conversion
j
and having received

“ his sanction to go to Balambdngan,
for the purpose of teaching the Maho-

“ metan religion, there embarked in a prdliu

,

and set out on the sacred

“ mission.

“ It happened that at this time the chief of Balambdngan was greatly

“ distressed on account of his daughter, who was very sick, and whose

“ malady would not yield to the power of medicine. One night a voice

“ from heaven told him, that if he would have his daughter speedily

“ recover, he must send her to Gunung Patulednfan, where there would

“ be found a Pandita from Sdbrang, who would cure her, and afterwards

“ become her husband.

“ A storm arising, the prdliu in which Maldina Ishalc had embarked was

“ driven close to the foot of Gunung Patuledng'an, and he landed there,

“ when the chief having sent his daugher to the mountain, directed that

“ the

* Sunan in the Javan language means the ridge pole of the roof ;
and tiang the pillars or

supports of a house. The former is the term adopted by the sovereign ;
the latter is applied to

the common people or men in general.
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<( the Pandita might be conveyed thither, in order that the prophecy Majapahit.

“ might be fulfilled. Malaria Jshak first objected to undertake the cure,
A ' J ~ 1334 ‘

“ on the plea that he was not skilled in medicine, but at last agreed to
Angka Wl^asa*

“ comply, on condition that the chief would embrace the Mahometan
“ religion if he were successful. To this the latter consented, on which

“ Ishak addressing the chief said, ‘ I am not a person skilled in medicine,

“ * neither do I know how to administer it, but if your daughter would be
“ ‘ well she has now only to wish herself so.’ The princess immediately

“ recovered.

“ The prince afterwards bestowed upon the Pandita his daughter in

“ marriage, and she soon acquired a thorough knowledge of the tenets of

“ Mahometanism.

“ On one occasion, when the prince was sitting in the hall of audience

“ before all his people, the Pandita went up to him and reminded him of

“ his promise to become a Mahometan, adding that he was ready to instruct

“ him in the doctrine of that system. On this the prince became angry,
tl and told him in haughty terms that he never would change his religion.

“ No sooner had he spoken, than his mouth was distorted. At this, how-
“ ever, he only became more exasperated, and appi'oaching the Pandita was

“ going to strike him, when his legs gave way under him and he fell to the

“ ground.

“ The Pandita, returning to his wife, took leave of her, exhorting her to

“ adhere to the religion he had taught her, and telling her that he must now

“ proceed upon the mission on which he had originally embarked. Though
“ desirous of accompanying him he would not permit her. After he was

“ gone, the land was afflicted with a pestilence which carried off great num-
“ bers of the people.

“ The prince, greatly vexed, and enraged at the havock thus made among
“ his subjects, told his minister, that it must be in consequence of his

*« daughter being pregnant by the Pandita
;
and that, as soon as the child

“ should be born, he was determined to make away with it.

“ The Almighty, however, took the child under his especial protection,

** and it was safely conveyed to Gresik in a trading vessel, where it was

“ brought up by Nidi Gede Pinateh ,
until it was twelve years of age

;
when,

<{ turning out a promising boy, she resigned him to Rdden Pdchmat, then
“ called Sunan Ampel, for the purpose of his receiving religious instruction.

“ The
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“ The Sunan soon discovered the boy was of Arab descent, and gave him
“ the name of Rdden Pdku, observing, that he would one day become the

“ pepaku (that is, the support-nail, or axle) of Java
;

he subsequently

« gave him his daughter in marriage.

“ Rdden Pdku afterwards, accompanied by Makdum Ibrahim, son of the

“ Sunan, proceeded on a pilgrimage to Mecca
;
but touching at Pasi Ma-

“ laca, they were there presented to the great and holy teacher, Mulana
“ Alul Islam, who persuaded them, instead of prosecuting their voyage,

“ to return to their own country, in order to make converts and become

“ great and glorious
;
and giving to each of them an Arab turban and a

“ long gown, at the same time conferred upon them the names of Prdbu

“ Suswata and Prdbu Anyak Krasxcati. He moreover told them, on their

“ return to Gresik

,

to erect a mosque at Giri.

“ On reaching Ampel, after their return to Java, the Sunan informed

“ Rdden Pdku, that the holy man, to whom he had been presented at Pasi

“ Malaca, was his own father, and that by obeying his instructions in build-

“ ing a mosque at Giri, he would fulfil a prophecy, and he andhis compa-

“ nion become great princes in Java.

“ Rdden Pdku then went to Giri, and having cleared a spot, a mosque

“ and dwelling were soon erected. Numerous proselytes being attracted

“ thither, he was called Prdbu Satmdta, and sometimes Susunan Rdtu Ainul

“ Yakin, but more commonly Sunan Giri. He was afterwards appointed by

“ the King of Majapahit to be chief of the province of Gresik, in the same

“ manner as Sususan Ampel had been previously appointed. He was born

“ A. J. 1355. Prdbu Anyak Kraswati, his companion, afterwards assumed

“ the title of Susunan Bdnang, under which name he was a distinguished

“ character in subsequent transactions.”

In the western provinces the work of conversion was also advancing,

under the influence of Sheik Ibn’ Mulana, who in A. J. 1334 had established

himself in Cheribon, where he is better known as Susunan Gunung Jati, a

name given him on account of his fixing his abode on the hills so named.

A woman afflicted with the leprosy (a complaint which has been declared incu-

rable) was recovered by him, and thus procured for him the character of' being

able to perform miracles. The number of people who in consequence of the

cure resorted to Gunung Jati was so great, that the chiefs, in the first instance,

thought themselves bound to interfere, and did so with the hopes of success ;

but
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but finding afterwards that they could not resist the tide, many of them,

among whom were the chiefs of Gain, Sukapura, and Limbangan, became

themselves converts to the faith.

When Lembu Petang, son of Angka Wijaya by the Princess of Champa

,

was appointed to the charge of the island of Madura, under the title of

Panambahan, the Siman Girt deputed Sheik Sarif, commonly called Kalipha

Kusen
, to accompany him, in order to make converts on that island. This

missionary was buried at Aros Bdya, where he had built a mosque, and is

generally known on Madura by the name of Pangeran Sarif.

In the meantime the name of Majapdhit stood high among surrounding

nations
;
and at no time was the authority of that state more extensively

acknowledged. Some disturbances, however, had taken place on Bali,

promoted by chiefs of districts, who oppressed their subjects, and interfered

with the authority of each other. These commotions were so exasperated by

the difficulties which arose in collecting the tribute, that the prince was

obliged to send an army thither, under the command of Addya Ningrat, the

Adipdti of Pdjang Peng’ging, who soon restored order and tranquillity. In

return for this and other eminent services, he obtained in marriage Rdtu

Timpo, the legitimate daughter of Angka Wijaya. Dewa Agung Katut, a

natural son of the Prince by the Princess of Bali, being then appointed chief

of that island, proceeded thither with a select force, and continued tribu-

tary to Majapahi, until its downfall.

[The following account is given of the further success of the Majapdhit

arms in the Eastern Seas, under Andaya Ningrat, commonly known by the

title of Rdtu Peng’ging, and of the motives which induced the Prince of

Majapdhit first to give him his daughter in marriage, and afterwards to admit

him to a share in the government.^

“ Every time that the Prince of Majapdhit received accounts of the suc-

“ cess of Rdtu Peng’ging, his alarm and uneasiness increased
;
for in these

“ accounts it was stated, that he wanted no further assistance, as he met
“ with but little opposition

;
all the rajas of Sdbrang submitting to him,

“ among whom were those of Makdsar, Goa, Banda, Sembawa, Ende, Timor,

“ Ternate, Sulu, Siram, Manila, and Burni, in short, he and his followers

“ conquered wherever he went, being themselves invulnerable.

“ At length the Prince of Majapdhit recollected that Palembang had not

“ yet submitted, and in consequence sent a handsome present to RatuPeng’-

“ ging, accompanied by a request to subdue Palembang without delay.

vol. n. R “ The

Majapahit.

A. J. J355.

Angka Wijaya.
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“ The Prince of Majapahit then calling his minister, Gdja Mdda, in.
“ quired of him how it was that Rdtu Peng’ging met with such success,

“ and was becoming so great that no country could withstand him, and
“ told him, that his alarm was excited even for his own safety, least on
“ his return to Peng’ging, the island of Java should become subject to two
“ chiefs. To which Gdja Mdda replied, ‘ he knew not how to account for
“ ‘ it, or to remove the uneasiness of the prince, but that he was always
“ ‘ ready to obey the orders of his prince : in the present case Rdtu Peng-
“ * ’ging had been thrown into the greatest danger possible, and yet his life

“ ‘ was preserved ;
what more could be done ?’ The prince then said, * let

“ * let us both perform penance, and inquire of the Deity how to remove
“ ‘ this uneasiness.’ Gdja Mdda assenting to this proposal, they both kept
“ themselves apart from the people of the court, and fasted for forty days

“ and forty nights, at the expiration of which Batara Narada appeared to

“ Gdja Mdda, saying, ‘ it is impossible for you to destroy or kill Rdtu
“ ‘ Peng’ging, for he is a good man and favoured by the gods

;
but if the

“ * Prince of Majapahit wishes to get rid of his uneasiness, he had better

“ * make him his son-in-law, by giving him his eldest daughter, Rdtu
u * Pambdyun, in marriage.’

“ The prince on hearing this became much astonished, adding that he

“ had received a similar communication from Sangyang Tung’gal (the great

“ and only one), and it was agreed to send for Rdtu Peng’ging without

“ delay.

“ In a short time Rdtu Peng’ging reached Majapahit, with numerous

“ princes in his suite, in proof of what he had written, that all the Rajas

“ of Sdbrang had submitted, and were willing to obey the will of Mqja-

“ pdhit. Rdtu Peng’ging then informed the prince, that in the conquest

“ of Palemhang, the Raja of that country had been killed, and that he

“ had himself appointed a person to administer the government pro-

“ visionally, until the Prince of Majapahit should nominate a new
“ Raja.

“ The prince received him with great distinction, saying he knew not

“ how to reward such eminent service, and offering to him his daughter in

“ marriage.

“ After the marriage had taken place, the prince assembled all his

“ chiefs, and placing Rdtu Peng’ging, now his son-in-law, on the setingel,

“ appointed
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ts appointed him in their presence, under the title of Prabu Anom, to a

“ joint administration of the country with himself.

“ The prince, however, some time after, became jealous of the authority

“ of this chief, and removed him to Peng’gmg, afterwards called Pdjang,

“ During the administration ofLembu Petang on Madura, Sumanap with

“ the subordinate islands, became a separate province under Jaran Panu-

“ lan

,

a native of Pamakasan, who by his skill and courage had raised him-

“ self to the rank of commander of the Majapdhit cavalry, and was mar-

“ ried to an illegitimate daughter of the prince.

“ About the year 1360 ambassadors arrived from Banjar Mdsin

,

when
“ the prince sent one of his sons, Kuda Banjdran Sari, also called Chdkra

“ Nagdra

,

to be the chief of that country. He proceeded with many
“ vessels and numerous followers and troops.

“ The prince afterwards gave one of his daughters, the sister of Chdkra

“ Nagdra, in marriage to a celebrated commander, named Jdran Linau,

“ who was appointed Adipati of Lolcano

,

and appointed Panji Diwirio chief

“ of Pranardga, with the title of Batara Kdtong.

“ The prince falling ill of a complaint, declared by the physicians to be

“ incurable, was advised, as the only means of recovery, to cohabit with
“ one of his female slaves, a woolly-haired girl. The fruit of this inter*

“ course was a son, who on account of his birth was called Bundan Kajawan

.

“ This child, shortly after its birth, was delivered over to Kiai Gede Tarup
“ Sisela, chief of the prince’s sawa or rice lands, with directions to bring it

“ up as a foundling.”

Returning, however, to the progress of Mahometan conversion, which

was now more rapidly advancing, the history goes on to state, that the

sons of Aria Damar of Palembang, who were destined to take a most con-

spicuous part in succeeding events, came to Gresik, the former at the age

of twenty, and the latter of eighteen. Rdden Pdtah, aware of his extrac-

tion and of the treatment which his mother had received, would not pro-

ceed to Majapdhit, but remained with the Susunan at Ampel for some

time. Hi'tsen, however, went to Majapdhit, with injunctions not to say

anything of Rdden Pdtah. He was well received there, and soon after

was appointed to the command of the troops, and to administer the district

of Trong.

Raden Pdtah afterwards marrying the grand-daughter of Sunan Ampel,

and leaving her during her pregnancy, proceeded to the westward, in

R 2 order
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order to form an establishment, which he was directed to fix at a place

where he should find the sweet-scented grass, called bintara. This he dis-

covered in a place where there were but few dry spots to be found, in an

extensive swamp, termed in Javan Demalakan
, whence the contraction

Demak,
first called Bintara.

As soon as the Prince of Majapahit heard of this new establishment at

Bintara, he directed Husen to proceed thither and destroy it, unless the

chief was willing to acknowledge the authority of Majapahit. Husen in

consequence prevailed on Rdden Pdtah to accompany him to Majapahit
,

where he was recognised by his likeness to the prince, and permitted to

return to Bintara with the title of Adipdti.

When Rdden Pdtah quitted Majapahit, instead of returning to Bintara he

went to Ampel, and communicated to him the shame and rage which he

felt on the discovery of his birth and a determination which he had made

to destroy Majapahit. The Sunan, however, moderated his anger, by

telling him that while the prince was just and beloved, and he himself re-

ceived such benefits from him, his religion did not admit of his making

war against him, or in any way injuring him.

Rdden Pdtah then returned to Bintara, taking with him his wife, but

leaving with the Sunan his son, Rdden Abdala. Bintdra now rose in con-

sequence and prosperity, proselytes became numerous, and the population

daily increased.

Shortly after the mosque had been commenced, intelligence was received

of the severe illness of the Sunan Ampel, in consequence of which Rdden

Pdtah, together with all the chiefs and people who had embraced Maho-

metanism, proceeded to Ampel, where, after they had attended him for a few

days, he died, previously delivering into the hands of the Sunan Giri a

pusaka kris, which had been given to him by the Prince of Majapahit, and

which he required of him never to transfer into unhallowed hands.

The Prince of Majapahit is represented as paying every honour to the

deceased, and as having provided the usual feast on the occasion. After

this event, Rdden Pdtah returned to Bintdra, whither eight missionaries,

who had assumed the title of Sunan, viz. Sunan Bonang of Tuban (son of

Sunan Ampel), Sunan Undang of Kudus,
Sunan Giri of Gresik, Sunan

Agum (Muldna Jomadil Kobra of Cheribon), Sunan Kali Jenar, Sunan Kali

Jaga, Sunan Tanggung (of Tegalj, and Sdnan Drdja of Sidayu, now pro-

ceeded to assist in the completion of the mosque. This mosque is still

standing.
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standing;, and is of a shape different from those constructed at a later Majapahit.

. , , . . . ,
A. J. 1390.

period, having, as it is asserted, eight pillars, to commemorate the circum- —
stance of the eight religious men engaged in its construction. This event

Ant-ka Wljaya '

occurred in the year 1390.

It was now that Rdden Fatah, finding advisers who were perhaps less

scrupulous than the revered Sunan Ampel, gave vent to his deep-rooted

animosity against his father, and formed a league with the assembled mis-

sionaries to make war upon the pagan empire of Majapahit. In conse-

quence of this confederacy, which was joined by all those who had em-

braced the Mahometan faith, with the exception of Husen and his fol-

lowers, who remained true to the prince, a numerous army was soon

collected at Demak, where Rdden Fatah openly declared war.

Sunan Undang of Kudus was appointed to the chief command, and under

him the Mahometan army marched towards Majapahit

;

but owing to the

dexterity of Husen, who commanded the Majapahit forces, a general

engagement was avoided, and for four years the hostile army was kept at

bay. The troops of Majapahit at last dissatisfied with this uncertain state of

affairs and constant harassing called loudly for action, and in compliance with

their wishes a decisive battle was fought near the Sidayu river, in which the

Mahometans were completely routed, and their chief, Sdnan Undang
, killed.

Husen is accused of not having followed up this victory to the utmost of

his power, on account of his fraternal affection for Rdden Patah. The remains

ofSunan Undang were interred in the north side of the temple at Demdlc.

The Prince of Majapahit, after this success, again endeavoured to reduce

Rdden Pdlah to obedience by amicable means, and for that purpose invited

him to Majapahit. Patah promised to comply as soon as he should recover

from a distemper which then confined him. By this, and other excuses,

which were only urged to gain time, he contrived to deceive the prince
;

and Bintdra, with the other provinces, continuing to pay the usual tribute,

his vengeance was disarmed.

Considerable depredations were now made by the Sunda people, who

landing on the north coast proceeded by the river Losari into the interior of

the country, as far as Bdnyu mas and Ddyu Luhur,
which probably attracted

the attention of Angka Wijdya, more than the immediate danger which

threatened his empire from the members of his own family.

Rdden Patah, in the meantime, was very active in making preparations

for a fresh attack, and sent to Palembang, for the double purpose of asking

assistance
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° r— he was now taking against Husen.

To the latter part of the message Aria Ddmar replied, “ that it was the

“ will of God to extirpate paganism, and to establish the doctrine of
*c Mahomet j

that therefore, if Husen, who was a Mahometan, still conti-

“ nued to assist the infidels, he must abide by the consequences, and that

“ he, as his father, wrould in such case take no vengeance for the death of

“ his son, should it ensue.’

The confederates gaining courage from this support, the several chiefs

sent numerous troops to Demak, and a second army was soon assembled.

The overthrow of the ancient kingdom, if we are to believe the Javans,

was not to be effected by human means alone, and supernatural expedients

were resorted to. Aria Ddmar is said to have sent to Rdden Pdtah the box

which had been given him by his mother before he quitted Java, directing

him to carry it to the wars. Sunan Gunung Jati sent him a baju rdnte

,

or

chain jacket, with an injunction not to open it until the engagement was at its

height, when thousands of rats would issue from it, and assist in putting

an end to the struggle. Sunan Giri contributed with the same instructions

the sacred kris, from which a swarm of hornets was to issue
; and Sunan

Bonang sent a magical wand or cane, which in cases of extremity possessed

the power of producing allies and warriors on all sides.

Thus provided, the Mahometan army took the field under Pangeran

Kudus, son of the deceased Sunan. The progress of the confederates is

thus described.

“ The army of the faithful, highly elated and determined upon the

“ downfall of paganism, were met by the united forces of Majapahit, under

“ Husen, and a severe and desperate battle took place, which lasted for

“ seven successive days. In this protracted engagement the former were

“ at first worsted
; but the commander, Pangeran Kudus, availing himself

“ of the enchanted box and miraculous weapons, at last succeeded in driving

“ the enemy before him, and the city of Majapahit, surrounded on all

u sides, submitted to the hostile forces, the prince and his immediate followers

“ having previously quitted it in disorder and fled to the eastward.”

Thus in the year 1400 fell the great capital of Java, the boast and pride

of the Eastern Islands : thus did the sacred city of Majapahit, so long

celebrated for the splendour of its court and the glory of its arms, become a

wilderness. “ Lost and gone is the pride of the land.”

The
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The main force of the allies remained at Majapahit
; but Pangeran Kudus

proceeded to Trong, whither Husen had retreated, raising combatants, by
means of the magical wand of Sunan Bonang

,
as he advanced. Here he

attacked Husen ,
who had entrenched himself in a strong position, and

soon carried his lines. That chief immediately acknowledging his defeat,

entered into terms, and accompanied the Pangeran to Demak

,

taking with

him his principal followers and daughter, whom Raden Pdtah was allowed to

dispose of. He was well received, and his daughter given in marriage to

Pangeran Aria of Tuban.

On their way Pangeran Kudus and Husen went to Majapahit, whence

the regalia had already been removed to Demak, and assisted in the further

removal of all property, public and private, of every description : so that

in the course of two years the country was entirely laid waste, 1402.

Kedelang sirna warndni nagara

2 0 4

,

1

To be seen nought form city.*

Nothing

* The following account of this great capital, and of the country in general, is given by the

Chinese ; it was furnished by Han-Cham-pit, a Chinese, whose family have for many generations

been settled on Java, and translated into English by Mr. Crawfurd, when Resident of Surabaya.

“ Extract prom a Chinese book called Bun-kyan-tong-ko, printed at Pekin one hundred and five

“ years ago, in the reign of the Emperor Bang-he, and compiled under the direction of his minis-

“ ters Tyn-eng, Ong-un-Chin, Ong-Tam, Tyn-yong-twan, and others.

“ There is a country called Jaw-wa, formerly called Cha-po ; on the sea coast of it there is a

“ country called Po-kya-lung, by which is the entrance into the country.

“ In the reign of the Emperor Hut-pit-lyat, of the family of Givan Jaw~wa, it was described

« as being bounded in the following manner : to the east by Ko-li-gin, to the west by Sam-bu-

“ che, to the north by Ko-ta-sit, and to the south by Cham-Sya.

“ Subject to this country of Cha-po are Sokit-tan, Ta-pan, Ta-kong, Te-but, and other

“ countries.

“ In coming from Chwan-cha
(
Emwi

)
by sea one first makes Cham-Sya.

“ The people of that country are of a strange appearance, and exceedingly ugly.

“ In genius, habits, and language, they are entirely different from the Chinese.

“ Jaw-wa became first known to the sovereigns of China in the reign of Saow-Gil-yang, of
“ the dynasty Song.* The intercourse was, however, afterwards interrupted.

“ After this, in the reign of Tyo-kong-in, of the family of Tyo,f the king of Jaxv-tva, whose
“ name was Bak-lo-clia, sent an embassy with gifts to the Emperor of China.

“ The intercourse was again renewed in the reign of Tyo-kyat, of the same family, when the

“ Javans sent a mission with gifts to China.

“ Afterwards,

f “ Eight hundred and fifty-one years ago.”

Majapahit.

A.J. 1400.

* “ Thirteen hundred and ninety-four years ago.”
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cording to some accounts, he, his family, and immediate adherents, were

put

“ Afterwards, in the reign of the Emperor Hut-pit-lyat, and in the thirteenth year of his reign,

“ soldiers were sent from China, but the Javan subjects were very numerous, and they could

“ not succeed.*

“ The water of that country is called pa-chak-an. Here is the mouth of a river. This is

“ the place to invade the country. It was here that Su-pit and Rohin, the generals of Hut-
c
‘ pit-lyat, fought the people of the country.

“ The country ofjaw-tva is divided between two kings, one to the west and one to the east. In

“ the reign of the Emperor Chee-Te of the dynasty of Beng, when that prince had sat five years

“ on the throne, the western prince, whose name was Fo-wan-pan, made war on the prince of

“ the eastern half of the island, and overthrew his kingdom.

In the reign of the same Chinese prince, and in the sixteenth year of his reign, the western

“ king of Jaw-wa, whose name now was Yang-tvi-see-sa, sent a mission to China, with a present of

“ a white parrot.

“ Half a day’s journey to the south-west of the river is the king’s palace, close to a tank.

“ Within this are two or three hundred houses. Seven or eight persons wait on the king,

“ clothed in silk of various colours.

“ The king’s palace is built of bricks. In height, the wall is thirty feet. Its circumference

“ is about 30,000 paces. The hair on the king’s head is in appearance like growing

“ grass. He wears a cap ornamented at top with gold fashioned like leaves. A piece of

“ silk is wrapped over his bosom ; round his waist he has a piece of embroidered silk ; he

“ wears a short weapon ; his feet are bare. Sometimes he rides on an elephant, and sometimes on
“ a bullock.

“ With respect to the people, the hair of the men has the appearance of growing grass. The
“ women tie it in a knot at the top of the head ; they wear a coat and a long cloth. The men
“ invariably wear a short weapon at the waist, which is of exquisite workmanship.

“ Their laws never punish by corporal infliction. They take no account of the measure of a

“ man’s offences ; the criminal, in all cases, is secured with rattans, and then put to death by

“ stabbing him.

“ In their traffic they use the money of China, but of a coinage older than the present times.

“ These coins bear a value double of what they do in China.

“ The inhabitants of the country have names, but no surnames. They are of a quarrelsome

“ disposition. In their persons they are ill-favored and filthy. Their color is a blueish black.

“ Their heads are like those of large monkies, and they go bare-legged. They believe in evil

“ spirits. In sitting and sleeping they neither use chairs nor beds : in eating they use neither

<c spoons nor chop-sticks. With respect to food, they do not reject snakes, caterpillars, worms

and insects. They do not scruple to eat and sleep with their dogs.

“ In their marriage ceremonies it is the practice for the man to go to the house of the woman
“ where he stays five days ; at the end of this time the bride is received with music and noise at

“ the house of the bridegroom. The bride wears no coat, her hair is loose, her feet are bare,

and

* “ Four hundred and fourteen years ago.
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put to death on the assault of the city
;
according to others, he fled to

Malang and ultimately to Bali. But the temporary establishment formed at

Malang, after the fall of Majapahit, is ascribed by the tradition of that

district, not to the sovereign, but only to the Adipdti of Majapahit

,

probably

one of the sons of Angka Wijdya, who had remained with his father, and

was indifferently termed Depdti Gugur or Depdti Majapahit. The date at

which Angka Wijdya ascended the throne scarcely allows us to believe that

he was living at the period of its final overthrow. This date may be deter-

mined from the inscriptions on several tombs still in a state of preservation.

The year marked on the tomb of the princess of Champa (which is within

the ruins of Majapahit') is 1320 ;
that on the tomb of Mulana Ibrahim, who

died twenty-one years after the arrival of the Raja Chermen in 1313, is

1334 ;
and as the princess of Champa must have been living at the period

of Aria Ddmar’s being sent to Balembang, when that prince had at least

attained the age of puberty, the accession of Angka Wijdya to the throne

of Majapahit must have been anterior to the year 1320, and a reign of

eighty years more than exceeds the limits of probability. All the accounts

which are given of the fate of this prince and his family, agree in stating

that the princess of Champa, who must, if living, have been nearly a hun-

dred years cf age, fell into the hands of the conquerors, and found an

asylum with the Sunan Bonang of Tuban : but this statemenent is disproved by

the recent discovery at Majapahit of the tomb of this princess, who appears

to have been buried according to the Mahometan custom, and on whose

tomb-stone the date 1320 is found, in the old Javan characters, in the highest

state of preservation.

In those accounts which represent the prince as having retreated from

Majapahit the following particulars are related.

“ About twelve months after the establishment of the supreme authority

“ at Bintdra or Demak, the people of the more eastern provinces again

“ reverted to the standard of Bro’wijdya., who had received assistance from

vol. n. S “ his

“ and she wears a piece of silk round her bosom. Sometimes she wears ornaments of gold,

“ pearls, and precious stones.

“ With respect to the dead, some are thrown into the water, some burnt, and some buried ;

“ all this according to the will of the person expressed before his death. The exports of the

“ country are gold, silver, pearls, rhinoceros’ horns, elephants’ teeth, tortoise-shell, beetle-

“ nut, black pepper, sapan wood, garu wood, kanglong, cotton, Sundit birds, green pigeons

“ and doves of various colours, parrots of various colours, red, green, and white, with white

“ deer and white monkeys.”

Majapahit
A.j. 1400
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“ his son established on Bali

;

upon which Pangeran Aria of Kudus and

“ Hiisen were directed to proceed against them with a powerful army. A
“ desperate engagement took place near Malang, in which the Pepdti Slndu

“ Raja was killed. The Mahometan forces were however victorious, and

“ following up their success they pursued the Majapdhit people to Grojugan

“ (Balambdngan), whence Browijaya and those of his followers who still

“ adhered to his fortune took refuge in boats, and fled to Bali. This event

“ happened in the Javan year 1403.”

The following, however, is the traditionary account given by the people

of Malang, of the party who retreated thither from Majapdhit.

“ When the people of Majapdhit were defeated and obliged to fly their

“ capital, the Pdteh of Majapdhit took refuge at a place now called Sing-

“ gara, to the south-west of Malang, where he met with protection from

“ a devotee, named Kidi Gede Seng’gara, who becoming attached to him

“ gave him his daughter in marriage.

“ After the death of the Pdteh of Majapdhit and of Kidi Gede Seng’-

“ gara, the son of the former disagreeing with his wife, quitted Seng’gara,

“ and built a small village, at Gedddang

,

where afterwards he constructed a

“ fort and assumed the name of Rdng’ga Permdna.
“ In a short time this new country was known by the name of Si'cpit-

“ urang. Its inhabitants commenced the manufacture of bricks, of which

“ the walls of the town and ramparts were completed
;
they then dug a

“ moat or ditch round the whole, and rendered it a place of great strength.

“ The fame of this new establishment had no sooner reached the ears of

“ the Mahometan chief of Demdk, who had now assumed all the authority

“ formerly possessed by Majapdhit, than he sent his forces against it. The

“ people of Supit urang remaining however within their fortification, the

“ besiegers continued a long time before the place without being able to

“ make any impression upon it, and were about to retire, when it occurred

“ to them that a stratagem might be successful. This was to catch ten

“ doves or pigeons, which in the course of the day might come from with-

“ out the fortification in search of food, and after fastening to their tails

“ lighted brands, to let them loose into the city. The project succeeded,

“ for the birds flying towards their homes set fire to the buildings within

“ Supit iirang (which were constructed of light materials) and all was

“ confusion. The conflagration becoming general, alarmed the people,

« who fled in every direction
j

the prince proceeding eastward as far as

“ Gunung
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*« Giinung Bureng (a rising ground within sight of the town), where he is

i( supposed to have perished, as nothing was afterwards heard of him. The

besiegers then took possession of the place, which since that period has

“ been called Kota Bedak (the deserted fort).”

All the chiefs and priests went to Giri on their return from Seng’gara,

to offer up thanks for their victory. The Sunan was much indisposed when

they arrived, and soon after died, at the age of sixty-three years. The tomb

of the Sunan Giri is still kept in a state of preservation, and highly

revered. It is remarkable for still containing the pusaka kris, which he

desired should be placed near his grave, and to which superstition has

attached many virtues.*

To return, however, to Baden Patah. No sooner had this chief caused

the removal of the regalia from Majapdhit to Demdk, than the Sunans, Giri,

Bonang, and Kali Jdga, formally invested him with the government,

under the title of Panambahan Jimbun, and declared him the deliverer from

paganism and the head of the faithful. The manner in which Baden Patah

obtained the sovereignty is otherwise related in other accounts.

While these events were passing in the eastern and more populous districts

of Java, the missionaries were not idle in the western districts. Sheik

Mulana, of Cheribon, after effecting the conversion of the chiefs and

people in his neighbourhood, sent his son, Mulana Hdisen-u-din, to Ban-

tam, where, in the vicinity of the mountain Pulasdri, a body of eight

hundred recluses at once embraced the faith, and his disciples soon became

numerous.

Hdsen-u-din went afterwards with his father to Mecca. On their return they

visited the court of Menanglcdbau on Sumatra, where they were received

with great distinction by the Raja, who at their departure presented the

father with a celebrated kris. From Menangkabau they proceeded to the

mountain Pulusari in Bantam, whence the father returned to Cheribon,

leaving the Menangkabau kris with his son. Hdsen-u-din shortly after went

to Cheribon, to be married to a daughter of the Sunan Demdk (Baden

Patah), and from thence to Demdk, where he found Baden Patah engaged

in war with the Prince of Majapdhit. He there obtained his daughter in

marriage, and assisted in bringing the war to a favourable conclusion, after

which he returned with his wife to Bantam. Bantam at this period was a

province dependent on Pajajdran.

S 2 About

* Various stories are related of this kris.

Deraak.

A.J. 1400.

Panambaban-
Jirabun.
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Deraak.

A.J. 1400.

Pangeran
Jimbuu.

About twelve months after his return to Bantam, where he assumed the

chief authority, Hasen-u-din went over to the Lampung country in

Sumatra, accompanied by Pangeran Bdlu
, a chief of Tulangbdwang, and

proceeded as far as Indrapdra, where he married the daughter of the

Baja as his second wife. On this occasion it is said that the Bencoolen
river was fixed upon as the boundary of his possessions in that direction

;

but it does not appear whether, by this new boundary, his possessions

became more extended or more circumscribed than before.

During the whole of his progress from Tulangbdwang to Indrapura , it is

said that the sword was never out of the scabbard. It is therefore probable,

that his title to these more distant regions was founded upon some previous

claim, and either that the Lampung country wTas transferred to his father.

Sheik Muldma, along with the Menangkdbau kris,* or that Palembang and the

southern part of Sumatra might have devolved to Bantam, in consequence

of Hdsen-u-din’s marriage with the daughter of Rdden Pditah, who had then

assumed the sovereignty of Java and its dependencies.

On Hasen-u-din*s return from Indrapura, he assembled a large body of

men, principally from the southern districts of Sumatra, and marched

against Pdkuan Pajajdran
, the chief of which, with his followers, still

adhered to the ancient faith, and attacking that capital at midnight com-

pletely annihilated its authority. On this occasion Krdwang is said to have

been fixed as the boundary between the possessions of Sheik Muldna of

Cheribon and those of Bantam, there being at that time no intermediate

power.

The manner in which this ancient capital was annihilated, is described

with great minuteness in the different traditions of the Sunda people, and

the descendants of those who escaped and continued to adhere to their

ancient faith, are to be traced in the districts of Bantam, where they still

continue distinguished from the rest of the population under the designation

of Bedui.t

Among
* Known by the name of Kcmundang.

f The Bedui are to be found at three different places in Bantam. At Gunung Pendiiang,

where the chief is called Girang Pohon, there are twelve families ; at Gunung Pdrang/cujang,

where the chief’s name is Wan/dang, there are forty men and women ; and at Gunung Bung-

bang, where the chief is called Kiang, there are twelve families. In the Raivayans, the name

given to the place in which they respectively reside, this exact number is constantly preserved,

by the removal of any increase that may occur, and by supplying any deficiency from those

without who have not embraced the Mahometan faith.

The
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Among the articles removed from Majapaliit, and still preserved with

superstitious veneration, was the paseban,
or hall of audience, a large

building,

The history of these people, who consider themselves as descendants of Prabu Seda, the

last chief of Pajajaran, is intimately connected with the period of which we are now treating,

and with the establishment of Mahometism in the western districts. The origin of the Bedla

is thus related.

“ During the reign of Prabu Seda, the last prince of Pajajaran, he was informed that a

“ certain recluse, named Seda Salcti, had an incestuous intercourse with his sister, and

“ determined to punish him for thus bringing disgrace upon the country ; the man pleaded his

“ innocence to no purpose, and was put to death by being pressed between two large logs of

“ wood, previously making a stipulation, which was deemed reasonable enough, and which

“ obtained the concurrence of all present, viz. that if he had actually been guilty of the

“ crime laid to his charge, his descendants might lose their religion and live in the low lands

;

“ if not, that Prabu Seda, with his nobles and court, might lose their religion and place of

“ residence, and become for ever slaves : and as a sign that this stipulation was approved and

“ ratified from on high, immediately the sun was eclipsed, the rain descended in torrents,

“ the thunder roared, the earth shook, and under the mountains were heard sounds like the

“ discharge of great guns.

“ Pachukaman, son of Prabu Seda, who resided with his people at Gunung Pulusari, at the

“ period when the Mahometan religion was about to be introduced, apprehended the conse-

“ quences of the stipulation made with Seda Salcti, and determining not to change his ancient

“ faith on any account, he quitted the place in secret, leaving his people, of whom eight

<f hundred, who were holy men, went in search of lfim in vain, and only returned to deplore

“ his loss.”

Hasen-u-din subsequently fell in with these eight hundred recluses and converted them. He
afterwards invaded Pajajaran. On his return to Pulusari, he was accustomed to come down to

Sirang twice in seven days to sell fruit, and in the course of time he became acquainted with

every thing relative to the people of Bantam. He afterwards subdued Girang, the ancient capi-

tal, situated a few miles inland of Sirang, of which the ruins are still visible, more by means

of conversion than by arms, and when firmly established, Prabu Seda and his children, who

refused to become converts, were there put to the sword.

The Bedui are the descendants of those who on the fall of Pajajaran escaped into the woods,

and who refused to change their religion, remaining firmly attached to that of Prabu Seda. There

is a tomb of one of them which they hold sacred, and which they will not allow any one but them-

selves to approach, even to this day. In after times, when the Bedui submitted to the Sultan of

Bantam, and shewed no disposition to oppose the Mahometans, they were exempted from the

necessity of becoming converts, upon the condition, at the time they yielded, that the number

in each Rawuyan allowed to profess the ancient worship should be limited.*

When the Mahometan religion became more generally established, it was declared that all

those people who should not have embraced the faith before a certain day, should, with their

descendants, be considered as outcasts or slaves. This is the origin of the people termed Abdi,

and who are quite distinct from the Bedui.

The name, however, given in the Sunda traditions to the last chief of Pajajaran, is Sila

Wangi ; and it is from some of his original adherents, who became converts to Mahometanism,

that

Demak.
A.J. 1400.

Pangerau
Jimbon.

* For a further account of these people, see vol. i, page 333.
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building, supported by a double row ot lofty pillars. This was placed in

front of the mosque at Demak, where it is still to be seen. At Kudus there

is a carved door belonging to the place of worship which Broxvijdya used

to attend
;
and in the burial places at Tuban, and several of the eastern dis-

tricts, are still to be found relics of a similar kind, which are reverenced as

sacred.

On the destruction of Majapdhit, the numerous pdndi, or workers in

iron and steel, who were considered the strength of the empire, and who
in consequence enjoyed many privileges, were dispersed over the eastern

districts of Java, Madura, and Bali, forming separate establishments under

their respective chiefs. At this period the custom of wearing the kris is said

to have been introduced among the common people.

that the present regents of the Sunda districts are descended. One of them, Guru Gantang an,

with many followers, is said to have retired to the forests on the mountain Ged6, since called

Becha Domas (eight hundred images), where many rude idols are still to be found. There

it is said they afterwards became extinct, and according to the notion of the Sundas, the

term Per-hiang an, still retained by the descendants from Nga-hiang, signifying annihilated, is

derived from the fate of this people.
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CHAPTER XI.

History of Java, from the Establishment of Mahometanism (A.J. 1400), till

the Arrival of the British Forces in A.D. 1811. (A.J. 1738).

About a year after the establishment of the chief authority at Demdk, the

Sultan, accompanied by the different heads of the Mahometan worship,

visited Sheik Muldna Ibrahim at Cheribon. On this occasion, the chiefs

were distributed over different quarters appropriated for them, in the vicinity

of Palimdnan, and the places where they resided still bear their respective

names.

Kdbu Kanigdra, the chief of Pdjang, second son of Andaya Ningrat

by one of the daughters of Broxvijaya and the princess of Champa, was

put to death, although lie had embraced the Mahometan religion, for

refusing to acknowledge the supremacy of Sultan Demdk, by presenting

himself at court when required. The following is the account of this

transaction, as given by the native writers.

“ The Pangeran Kudus then departed alone, and having entered the

“ ddlam was observed by a female attendant of the chief, who demanded

“ his name and errand
;

to which he replied, that he should have the

“ honour to make himself known to her master. The female observed

“ that the prince was ill, and in mourning for the death of one of his best

“ friends, Kidi Gede Tingkir. Pangeran Kudus then desired her to tell her

“ master that he was a messenger from the Almighty, who brought good

“ tidings. Having thus obtained admittance to the chief, he informed him
“ that he was commissioned to require his immediate attendance at Demdk,

“ and in case of refusal to put him to death. But Kdbu Kanigdra still

“ persisted in his refusal, and delivered his kris into the hands of the Pan-

« geran, who immediately wounded him in the arm, of which he shortly

“ expired. He had however previously stipulated, that as his wife was

“ pregnant, the circumstances of his death should be kept secret from

“ her

Demak.
A.J. 1403.
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Demak.
A. J. 1403.
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A. J. 1409.
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— 1420.

— 1421.

“'her, and that her life should be preserved. The widow shortly after

“ quitted the ddlam, and found an asylum with the widow of Kicii Gede
“ Tingkir

,

where she was delivered of a son, destined to perform a

“ conspicuous part in the transactions of those days.”

Panambahan Jirnbun reigned according to some twelve, and according to

others nine years after the fall of Majapdhit. He had several children, one

of whom, named Pangeran Sdbra?ig Lor, succeeded him as sultan of Demak :

another, named Nidi Bintdra, was married to Muldna Ibrahim of Cheribon,

who was in consequence honoured with the title of Panambahan Makdum
Jati.

Panambahan Jimbun is represented as having resided in a small unadorned

dwelling, while the principal buildings at Demak were constructed by

Pangeran Kudus, who had married the daughter of Husen, and being

entrusted with the highest offices, was considered as the second person in the

state.

Pangeran Sdbrang Lor, who succeeded his father in 1409, after a reign

of less than two years, died of an inflammation of the lungs, and was suc-

ceeded, in 1412, by his brother, named Pangeran Tranggdna, the third

sultan of Demak.

On the inauguration of Pangeran Tranggdna, he received the benediction

of Panambahan Makdum Jati, and Pangeran Kudus was appointed high

priest. Two krises and a bddi bddi were made by the celebrated smith

named Sura, from the iron wand " which was supposed to have wrought

miracles in the Majapdhit war. One of them was presented to the new

sultan, and became a royal pusdka ; the other was delivered to the Pangeran

of Kudus, with the appointment of Susu?ian Panguhu, or high priest. The

bddi bddi was sent to Sunan Bonang.

Before the year 1421, the whole island of Java had submitted to the

authority of Pangeran Tranggdna, the chiefs of the several provinces, from

Bantam to Balambdngan, presenting themselves at his court, and universal

tranquillity was restored. The Mahometan religion was now firmly esta-

blished throughout the island : the mosque was completed, and treaties of

amity and peace were concluded with the princes of Borneo, Palembang,

Bali, Singapura, Indrag'iri

,

and other states of the Archipelago, which

had become independent of Javan authority after the fall of Majapdhit.

This prince is represented to have been an intelligent, good, and virtuous

man, and to have enforced the strictest obedience to the laws. Under his

superintendence
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superintendence was composed a work, entitled Jaya Langkara, in which the

principles of the Mahometan law and precepts were blended with the ancient

instructions of the country, and thus rendered agreeable to the people.

It is related, that on the occasion of the assemblage of the different chiefs

at the funeral of the deceased Sultan and the inauguration of Pangeran

Tranggana
, a dreadful storm arose, with much thunder and lightning, when

a youth, named Jaka Sisela (the son of Browijdya by Budan Kajd'wan, who

had been delivered over to the superintendent of his sawah or rice fields)

going out of the mosque to observe the weather, saw a meteoric stone fall

on the ground beside him, without doing him harm. This stone he carried

to the Sdnan Kali Jaga, who declared it to be an omen prophetic of much

good to the youth. After thanks were returned to the Almighty for having

averted the danger from the mosque, a sketch was made of the stone,

which is still exhibited on the door facing the north. This youth Sisela

failing in an endeavour to become chief of the sultan’s guards, and after-

wards in an attempt upon the prince’s life, was obliged to fly from the

capital.

It is necessary here to advert to Jaka Tlngkir
,
the offspring of Kcibu

Kanigara, a chief who had been put to death by order of the first sultan of

Demdk. It having been foretold that he would one day become sovereign

of Java, he was taken by his mother to Demdk in his eleventh year, where

he soon found means to ingratiate himself with the Sultan, who gave him

the name of Fanji Mas, and caused him to be instructed in the Mahometan

religion and in the precepts of Jaya Langkara, appointed him to the com-

mand of the body guard consisting of eight hundred men, and afterwards,

in the year 1449, gave him his daughter in marriage, with the administra-

tion of the province of Pdjang, where, with the permission of the Sultan,

he built a krdton ; but afterwards having put to death a person who had

arrived from the Kedu, applying for an appointment in the body guard, he

was banished to the forests. During his exile he visited a village named

Banyu-biru, near the Solo river, where he was instructed by a Pandita how

to conduct himself for the future, the holy man predicting, at the same

time, that he would become sovereign of Java and hold his court at Pdjang.

Several exploits against alligators are recorded of him
;
and the opinion

that no descendant of the princes of Pdjang need fear injury from these

animals is so prevalent, that it is not unusual for a Javan of the present

vol. ii. T day,

Demak.
A. J. 1421.

Pangeran
Tranggana.

— 1449.
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da^’ seeing himself in danger from one of them, to exclaim aloud that he— belongs to that family.

Division of the Not long after the return of Pdnji Mas

,

the island of Java was again
empire.

# °

.

formed into two separate and independent governments, corresponding with

the former limits of Majapdliit and Pajajaran. The eastern provinces

remained subject to the Sultan of Demdk

,

and the western were ceded in

perpetuity to Muldna Ibrahim, with the title of Sultan. To both sultans

was reserved the right of dividing their lands on their demise among their

children, as they might think proper. The Si/nan Kali Jciga obtained as an

hereditary property, free from all kinds of requisitions, the small district of

Adildngu, in the province of Demdk
,
where he was afterwards buried.

From this period until the death of the Sultan of Demdk, the eastern

provinces enjoyed the most undisturbed tranquillity
j but the Sultan of

Cheribon found some difficulty in establishing his authority over the west-

tern people, and in converting them, particularly those of Bantam, to the

Mahometan faith.

The Sultan of Demdk, besides several natural children, had two sons and

four daughters. Of these daughters one was married to a Madurese prince,

who resided at Lampung ; another, Baliga, to a son of the Sultan of Che-

ribon, who was the chief of Bantam ; a third to Baden Pdnji, who after the

return of the Sultan from Cheribon was appointed chief ofPajang peng'ging ;

and the fourth to the son of Pangeran Kediri, who was chief of Japara.

— 1461 . Pangeran Tranggdna, the third Sultan of Demdk, died in the year 1461,

having previously made a division of his dominions among his children.

His eldest son, Aria Rdng’ga, was appointed Sultan of Pra’wdta, to

which was annexed all the land to the eastward along the Solo river, as far

as Surabaya, together with Demdk and Semarang. His son-in-law, Pang-

eran Hadiri, was made Sunan of the Kali Nidmat, and possessed all the dis-

tricts of Japara, Pditi, Rembang, and Jawana. The Adipdti of Pdjang

Peng'ging (Rdiden Pdnji
)
received the title of Brebo Pciti of Pajang and of

Matdrem

,

with the lands attached to it. His son, Mas Timor

,

was ap-

pointed Adipdti, with the lands of Kedu and Bdgalen. His son-in-law, the

prince of Madura, was made chief of Madura, Sumenap, Seddyu, Gresik

,

Surabaya, and Pasuruan. His youngest son, Rdden Pandngsang, was ap-

pointed ch ief ofJipang.

— 142 *3 . The Sultan of Cheribon, better known by the name of Sunan Gunung

Jdti, died in 1428, at an advanced age, leaving three sons by his wife, the

princess
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princess of Demdk, and one son and a daughter by a concubine. This A<J * 1428 -

eldest son, Hdisen, succeeded him as Sultan of Cheribon and of the provinces

lying between the Chi-tarum river and Tugu, and stretching in a southern

direction to the Kendang hills, so as to include all the Pridng’en districts

and lands lying to the east of the Chi-tarum. From this prince are

descended the present Sultans of Cheribon. To his second son, Baradin, he left

the kingdom of Bantam, which extended westward from the river of Tang’,

ran, to the south-east part of Sumatra, including all the islands in the

straits of Sunda. From him are descended the present kings of Bantam.

His third son, named Chenampui, died when young, and was buried at

Mandu in Cheribon. To his natural son, Kali Jatan, he assigned the lands

lying between the Chitaram and Tang’ran rivers, which had formerly

formed part of Cheribon and Bantam. This prince assumed the title of

Raja of Jokarta or Jdkatra, fixing his capital near the kampung of that name,

where he and his descendants continued to reign, until they were expelled,

in the year 1619 of the Christian era, by the Dutch, who established on its

ruins the modern Batavia, the capital of their possessions in the East-

Indies.

The tomb of the Susunan Gunung Jdti, situated on the mount so called, at

a short distance from the present town of Cheribon, is still an object of the

highest veneration and respect.

Thus was the ancient empire of Java divided under no less than eight

separate and independent governments. Bantam, Jokarta, Cheribon, Pravod-

ta, Kdlinidmat, Pajang Kedu, and Madura ; the several chiefs of which, in

general, either assumed the title of Kiai Gede or Sultan, or the more religious

distinction of Sunan.

In about a year after the death of the Sultan Tranggdna, the country of

Pajang rose to considerable importance
\ its chief, on account of his pos-

sessing the regalia of state, being considered as the first in rank of the

several princes in the eastern districts. Hatred, envy, and ambition, how-

ever, soon inflamed the breasts of the different princes of Java. The most

ambitious among them, and the first who disturbed the peace of the coun-

try, was the Adipati of Jipang, Raden Panangang. The history proceeds

thus

:

“ The Adipati of Jipang, by the advice of Sunan Kudus, dispatched one

“ of his body-guard, named Rdkut, to Sultan Pra'Wata, with orders to

“ watch an opportunity and assassinate him. On the arrival of Rdkut, it

T 2 “ happened
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A.J. 1428. “ happened that the Sultan was labouring under an indisposition
; but

“ when he was sufficiently recovered, he went one evening after prayers,

“ and sat down at the second gate of the dcilam

,

his wife standing behind

“ and holding his head, accompanied only by some female attendants. At
“ that moment, Rakut went up to him, and declared his commission

; to

“ which the Sultan replied, ‘ I am aware that my time is come ; execute
* your orders, but do not hurt any one but me.’ Upon this, Rakut drew

“ his kris and stabbed him : after which, retreating a few steps, it occur-

“ red to him that the chief might not be actually dead
;
and returning

“ with an intention of completing his purpose, he missed his aim, and

“ struck the wife. The prince observing this, immediately threw his kris

“ at the assassin, which, striking him in the leg, threw him to the ground,

“ where he was soon dispatched by the people, who were assembled by the

“ cries of the women.”

The prince and his wife soon after died of their wounds, and left their

dominions and property to their brother, the Sunan Kali Niamat, with

authority to administer the same until their son, Aria Pangiri, should come

of age. Both the prince and his wife were interred in the burial place of

their ancestors at Demak ;
and the provinces of Prarvata thus became in-

corporated with those of Kali Niamat.

The Sunan Kali Niamat immediately went to Kudus, and demanded that

justice and condign punishment should be inflicted on the persons concerned

in this murder
;

and the Sunati Kudus, expressing great indignation at

the act, promised compliance ;
but the Sunan, while returning to Kali

Niamat, was murdered on the road by persons in the pay of the Adipati of

Jipang. This prince, having thus far succeeded in his designs, then plotted

the death of the chief of Pdjang, hoping by that means to remove the

only obstacle to his obtaining the supreme authority in the eastern districts

of Java. The assassins, however, whom he employed for this latter pur-

pose were not equally successful. They found the prince at midnight in

an inner apartment, sleeping among his wives
;
but while approaching him

to execute their design, one of them happened to tread upon a woman,

whose shriek awoke the prince. He demanded the reason of their visit,

and promised them pardon, on their confessing by whom they were em>

ployed : they disclosed the whole, and obtained pardon with their dismissal.

Thus disappointed in his scheme, the Sunan Kudus invited the chief Pateh

of Pdjang to visit Kudus, and assembled as many religious people as pos-

sible.
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sible, in the hope that an opportunity might be afforded of assassinating him a. j. 1428.

when off his guard *, but a letter arriving at this period from the Sultan of

Cheribon, upon whose protection the widow of the Sunan Kali Nidmat had

thrown herself, in which the Sultan declared that he should hold the Sunan

Kudus responsible for the discovery of the murderers, the intended assassina-

tion was deferred.

The chief of Tdjang having communicated with his sister, the widow of

Sunan Kali Nidmat, who had made a vow never to rest or to leave her home

until the death of her husband, brother, and sister, should be avenged,

informed his Panambahan, that if they could find a suitable opportunity to

take revenge on Raden Pendnsang they had his full consent. The meeting

which took place between the parties is thus described.

“ After having laid the troops in ambush, the chiefs of Pdjang crossed

“ the river, and seizing one of the grass-cutters belonging to Raden Pendn-

“ sang they cut off a piece of his right ear, and told him to go to his master

“ with a letter, which they hung about his neck, containing a challenge

“ from the prince of Pdjang : they then returned to their own camp.

“ In the meanwhile the grass-cutter running with a great noise to the

“ quarters ofRaden Pendnsang, who happened to be at dinner, delivered the

“ message.

“At this summons the Raden came forth in a great rage, and ordering

“ his horse and spear, galloped down to the river side, and called upon

“ the prince to come over to him
;
but the chief of Pdjang answered,

“ that if he was the man of courage he pretended to be, he would himself

“ cross to the side he occupied. The Raden, accompanied by two Panaka-

“ wans only, then crossed the river, and inquiring for his opponent, was in-

“ formed that he remained in his pondolc, and had senthisson to fight in his

“ room, and would only appear in the event of his being conquered. Raden

“ Pendnsang then said with a contemptuous smile, ‘ Is the Brebo Pateh
“ ( afraid, that he sends me a child with whom he knows I will not fight ?

“ * I will teach him something. Go, child, and call your father.’ He then

“ amused himself galloping about, until one of the chiefs of Pdjang let

“ loose a number of mares, on which his horse became unmanageable, and
“ he was thrown and killed on the spot. Tumung'gung Mataolc, his princi-

“ pal chief, now crossed the river with all his followers
;
but they were soon

“ overpowered, and the Tumung’gung being slain, his head was stuck upon
ft

3, pole by the river side.”

Front
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. 1428. From this period the provinces of Jipang became subject to the chief of

Pajang
;
and his sister at Kali Niamat, being informed of this success by

Panambahan expressed her readiness to fulfil a promise which she had made,

of conferring upon him all her lands and property, Panambahan declined

accepting this offer, alleging that he had only obeyed the orders of his

sovereign. He however received from her, on this occasion, two pusaka

rings, in one of which was set a large diamond, in the other a ruby,

which had formerly belonged to the house of Majapahit.

The spoil taken in the war was then divided according to usage, and to

Panambahan was assigned a population of eighteen hundred working men
in the district of Mentauk, afterwards called Matarem. The lands of Kali

Niamat were left in the possession of his sister, and those of Demak
restored to his nephew. Aria Pangiri received the title of Sultan of

Demak.

The province of Mentauk or Matarem, at that period did not contain

more than three hundred villages, scattered in different parts of the

country. On the arrival of Panambahan near Brambdnan , he was received

by the Sunan Adi Jdiga

,

who would not allow him to perform the usual

ceremony of kissing his feet, thus by implication predicting the future

greatness of his descendants. At Pdser Gede, then a wilderness, Panam-

bdhan was duly installed, under the title of Kidi Gede Matarem.

When the government of Kidi Gedi Matarem was fully established, he

was desirous of obtaining his son from the prince of Pajang, who had

retained him as an adopted child, and feared to part with him, in conse-

quence of the prophecy of which he was aware, predicting the future

greatness of the descendants of Jdka Sisila ; but on the entreaties of the

Sunan Kali Jaga, he consented to part with him, under a stipulation, upon

oath, from Panambahan, that he would not undertake any thing prejudicial

to him during his lifetime.

1490. In the year 1490, the chief of Pajang

,

from religious motives, paid a

visit to Sunan Giri

,

accompanied by Kidi Gede Matarem

,

and a numerous

retinue of chiefs and priests. He was mounted on an elephant, and assumed

all the pomp which had been customary with the sultans of Bintdra. On
this occasion he was formally installed as sultan, in the presence of the

chiefs of the eastern provinces. The Sunan Giri, at the same time, noticing

Kidi Gede Matarem, and being informed of his descent, declared that his

family would one day rule all Java, and urged the Sultan of Pajang to

protect and befriend him.

It
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It was during this visit that the Sultan of Pajang gave orders for digging

the extensive fish-ponds which are now preserved at Gresik for the limn

Bandang.

On the return of Kidi Gede Matdrem to his capital, he called together his

relations, and recommended to their kindness the forty friends who had

accompanied him on his first coming to Matdrem

,

and their descendants,

enjoining them, on no account whatever, to shed their blood, whatever

crime they might commit, but if necessary, to punish them in some other

way. To this they most solemnly bound themselves ; and from this period,

strangling is said to have been introduced as a capital punishment among

the Javans.

His son, now called Mas Anghebdi Suta Wijdya , had an amour with the

grand-daughter of Sheik Walt hen Husen, who was intended to become one

of the concubines of Sultan Pajang. Upon her becoming pregnant, he

fled first to Clieribon, where he implored protection from the Sultan, but to

no purpose, and afterwards towards Ludnu, where collecting the rabble of

the country, he commenced hostilities against the chief. The Sultan of

Pajang

,

however, at length offering him a pardon, on condition of his

marrying the girl, he returned, and was again received into favour ; but

not before he had reduced the chief of Ludnu to submission, and rendered

that province tributary to Matdrem .

The chiefs of Surabaya , Gresik, Sidayu, Tuban, Wirasdba, Pranardga,

Kediri, Mddion, Blora, Jvpang, and Pasuruan ,
declared themselves inde-

pendent of the Prince of Madura, and elected Pdnji Wiria Krama, the

Adipdti of Surabaya, who acted as Widana to Sultan Pajang, to be their

chief. About the same time, Santa Guna, the chief of east Balambdngan,

with the assistance of auxiliaries from Bali and Celebes, again reduced the

western districts of that province under his authority, subduing the princi-

pality of Panarukan and expelling the prince and his followers.

Kidi Gede Matdrem died in the year 1497? after having, by his mild and

equitable administration, converted the province of Matdrem, from a

wilderness into a fertile and populous country, and induced many of the

surrounding districts voluntarily to submit to his authority.

The relations of the deceased appearing at the court of the Sultan of

Pajang, he appointed his son, Anghebdi Suta Wijdya, to succeed him as chief

of Matdrem, conferring upon him, at the same time, the command of all

the

.. J. 1490.

— 1497 .
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A. J. 149/. the troops of the empire, under the title of Kidi Gede Agung Senapdti

Ingalaga, commonly distinguished by the single title of Senapdti, enjoining

him annually to present himself at his court on the feast of Mulut.

It is noticed, that at this period the island was frequented by Portuguese

and other European navigators, who had established factories at Bantam.

The ambition of the court of Matarem being kept alive by various pre-

dictions, dreams, and enchantments, by which Senapdti was promised the

assistance of Kidi Gede Laut Kidul (the goddess of the great. South Sea),

who declared herself wedded to him, he was instigated to build a'n extensive

Jcraton on the spot where his ddlam then stood.

He now placed guards at the limits of his territories, burnt some of the

adjacent villages, and assumed an attitude of complete independence,

subjecting by degrees many of the neighbouring districts. Ambassadors

were immediately sent from Pdjang to demand an explanation. They were

in the first instance duped by the flattering manner in which they were

received
;
but afterwards discovering the real state of affairs, and reporting

it to the Sultan their master, he is represented as having called his son before

him, and having said, “ the will of Providence rules all events. Senapdti

“ will not, during my life, commence hostilities against me, but after my
“ death he will render you subject to him. Yield tohis power, on which

“ depends your happiness and that of your descendants.” At length,

however, the chiefs of Tuban and Tiemdk, apprehensive of the growing

power of Matarem, prevailed upon him first to banish the Tumung*gang

Pdjang, as the instigator of this feud, and afterwards to send a consider-

able force against Matarem. The Tumung1gung, however, was rescued by

forty chosen men dispatched by Senapdti, and a stratagem induced the forces

of Pdjang to retreat. The Pdjang forces consisted of five thousand men,

commanded by the Sultan’s son : those of Senapdti did not exceed eight

hundred. The latter seeing that it was rash to risk an engagement against

such a superiority of numbers, particularly as the few troops he had raised

on the emergency were altogether unexperienced and undisciplined, while

those of Pdjang were in the highest order, halted at a short distance from

Brambdnan, where the enemy’s forces were encamped. During the night

he burned all the villages in the vicinity, and set fire to the reeds and long

grass at some distance from Brambdnan, and to the rear of the enemy’s

camp, by which means he persuaded them that the Matarem forces had taken

their departure, in order to obtain Pdjang by surprize.

During
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During the succeeding night there was a heavy thunder storm, and on the

following morning the mountain Merbdbu burst with a dreadful explosion,

throwing out ashes and large stones
;
the rivers overflowed their banks and

inundated the low country, occasioning great confusion and destruction in

the Pdjang camp, and inducing the commander to retreat with his army

forthwith to Pqjang. Halting at the village Tumpdit, situated near Kdrbu

Suru, he visited the tomb of the Pangeran of that name, who was descended

from Abddlali

,

the eldest son of Rdden Patah. Here the sultan is said to

have been informed of a prophecy which foretold the immediate downfall of

Pqjang, and to have fainted and fallen from his elephant in consequence.

Senapdti immediately bent his course to Pqjang, where the sultan was

again willing to receive him as his adopted son, and to pardon his past con-

duct
j
but a youth in the retinue of Senapdti, after first proposing to assas-

sinate the sultan, a proposition to which Senapdti refused to listen, at last

of his own accord succeeded in administering poison to him, of which he

died. This happened, however, after the return of Senapdti to Matarem.

Being summoned by Rdden Bendwa, son of the deceased, Senapdti imme-

diately repaired to Pqjang, where he found already assembled Pangeran

Kudus and the principal chiefs of the country, who after the funeral pro-

ceeded to the election of a new sultan. Senapdti was for investing the son

of the deceased with the authority enjoyed by his father, but the Sundn

Kudus, who though he had been the cause of his son’s death, still breathed

vengeance against the Pqjang family, for the ignominious manner in which

the punishment was carried into effect, opposed this nomination, and

favouring the pretensions of Sultan Demale, that chief was duly proclaimed

Sultan of Pdjang, Rdden Bendwa being appointed chief of Jipang. From
this period the different states which had acknowledged the supremacy of

Pdjang successively broke off from their allegiance.

The new Sultan of Pdjang commenced his career by removing from

office most of the Pdjang chiefs, and replacing them by his adherents from

Demdk, which occasioned a general discontent. At last Rdden Bendwa,
who was not inclined quietly to submit to the loss of his kingdom, succeeded

in inducing Senapdti openly to adopt his cause, and join the forces which
he could himself send from Jipang and the discontents of Pdjang.

Senapdti accordingly marched against Pdjang

,

and an engagemen t

taking place, most of the troops deserted the sultan’s cause, and the

remainder, who continued faithful, were soon put to flight. Rdden Bendwa,
vol,. n. U alarmed

Pajang.

A. J. 1490.
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Mat&rem.
A. J. 1500.

Senapati.

alarmed at a dream, in which he heard a voice saying, “ Every thing in life

“ has a beginning and an end, all worldly greatness is vanity, and no man
“ can call himself happy until his death

; do you always bear this in mind:’*

withdrew, and having followed the course of the Solo river down to Gresik,

proceeded thence to Kenddl, where he attracted many followers by his

irreproachable conduct. At last he settled on the mountain Pardkan, where

he was buried.

Senapati
, after this success, proceeded to carry the kraton by assault, and

having entered the front gateway, the wife of the sultan came forth, entreat-

ing that her husband’s life might be spared
;
but Senapati reminding her

that he was the friend of her father, and had nothing to fear, desired her

instantly to produce her husband, which being complied with, he informed

the sultan that the people of Pdjang being displeased with him he could no

longer remain sovereign, but that he and his followers might return to

Demak as soon as they pleased, the sovereignty being now conferred on

Baden Benccwa.

Search was made for Baden Bendwa without effect, but that chief was

duly proclaimed as Sultan, and the brother of Senapati appointed to admi-

nister the country until his arrival.

The retreat of Bdden Bendxoa being at length discovered, and that chief

declining to accept the government of Pdjang, his brother, Pangeran Gdja

Bumi, was appointed sultan in his room. The latter shortly after died, and

was succeeded by the son of Bendvwa, Baden Sidawini, on whom the title of

Pangeran Pdjang was conferred.

As soon as order was again restored, Senapati returned to Matarem,

carrying with him the saddle called gatdya, the head-dress called mdchang

giiguh, and a set of gdmelan called sekar dalima, which he had taken at

the assault of Pdjang, as trophies of his victory, together with the cannon

called nidi stomi, and all the insignia and ornaments of royalty, which had

descended for the most part from the princes of Pajajdran and Majapahit,

and which are still preserved in the regalia of the princes of Java.

Senapati,
in consequence of these arrangements and the possession of the

regalia, transferred the seat of empire to Matdrem, and lost no time in

raising his family to the highest dignities. Assuming himself the title of

Sultan, he elevated his nephews to the rank of Pangerans.

His ambitious views being now so far realized, he consulted the Sunan

Giri, wishing to obtain his opinion, whether the time for the complete

fulfilment
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fulfilment of the prophecy was not arrived. The Sunan replied, that if

the Sultan of Matdrem wished to be sovereign of the whole island of Java,

it was essential that he should, in the first instance, bring the eastern

provinces under subjection. In consequence of this reply, the Sultan

immediately collected his troops, trained them to the use of arms and

regular discipline, and in the month of mohdrem marched eastward.

The Adipdti of Surabaya
,
who had held the supreme authority over all

the eastern districts, as Widdna to the Sultan of Pdjang, no sooner heard

of these preparations, than he directed all the subordinate chiefs with their

forces to assemble at Jipang, there to await the arrival of the army from

Matdrem

;

but at the moment when a general engagement was about to

take place between the two armies, an open letter was delivered to both

chiefs from the Sunan Giri, requesting them to desist, and proposing an

arrangement, by which the eastern provinces were to become subject to

Matdrem, but to continue under the immediate administration of the

Adipdti. This arrangement was agreed to by both parties, but the Adipdti,

soon repented of it, who in consequence was preparing for hostilities, when

an open rupture was again averted by the interference of the Sunan Giri ;

but soon after being joined by the forces of Pranardga and Madion

,

the

Adipdti assembled his troops and marched to invade Matdrem.

Senapati no sooner heard of these hostile preparations, and that the

Adipdti was levying the revenue of Pdjang, than accompanied by his uncle,

Kidi Gede Pati, he marched towards Madion, and obtained possession of the

ddlam

,

the chief having previously fled with his son to Surabaya, leaving

behind him a daughter whom Senapati married. His uncle, displeased at

his conduct, returned to Pati

;

but Senapati prosecuted his march towards

Pasuruan, with an intention to render himself master of that province.

The chief of Pasdruan was inclined to surrender at discretion, but was

dissuaded from doing so by his Pdtek. One day when Senapati accompa-

nied by only forty men of his body guard, was reconnoitering the enemy’s

camp, he met the Pdtek, who had come out with a similar intention, when
a skirmish taking place, the Patch was wounded by a lance and fell to the

ground. The Sultan lifting him up and placing him on a mare, sent him
back to the chief, with a letter tied round his neck. The chief no sooner

saw him in this disgraceful predicament, than he repented of having taken

his advice, and ordering his head to be immediately severed from his body*

sent it to Senapati in token of submission.

U %

Matarem.
A. J. 1500.

Senapati.

After
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Matarem.
A. J. 1520.

Senapati.

After this Senapati returned to Matarem, where he married one of his

daughters to the son of the late chief of Madion, and appointed him chief

of Jipang.

Sura Manggala, a chief of Kediri, was now willing to submit to the

authority of Matarem

,

but Senapati returned no other answer to his mes-

senger, than that it was his intention to march at the next mohdrem, when
it would be the duty of Sura Manggala to surrender that province. Accord-

ingly, in the month of mohdrem, an army proceeded against Kediri

:

the

Matarem forces were successful, and the chief and his three brothers sub-

mitted. Senapati was so pleased with the conduct of Sura Manggala on

this occasion, that he appointed him to the command of the Matarem troops.

This chief, better known by the name of Senapati Balek, served the

Sultan of Matarem with great ability and fidelity. He gained numerous

victories, brought all the western provinces, as far as Cheribon, to acknow-

ledge the supremacy of Matarem, limiting the authority of that chief

within the rivers of Losdri and Indramdyu. He is said to have removed

the mud wall which surrounded the kraton of Matarem, and built in its

stead a strong wall of stone. He was at last killed in a desperate engage-

ment with the eastern people, which took place in Pdjang, in which how-

ever the Matarem troops were successful.

Shortly after the death of this chief, Senapati received intelligence of hostile

preparations against Matarem being made by his uncle, Kidi Gede Pati.

He accordingly proceeded to meet him, accompanied by all his sons and a

numerous army. After a long and desperate action, the Matarem forces

were again successful, and the sultan returned to Matarem, with the wives,

children, and all the valuables of his uncle.

His son, Pangeran Seda Krdpiak, being wounded on this occasion, the

sultan published a proclamation, declaring that prince to be his successor

after his death, by the title of Panambdhan Senapati.

The continued opposition of the eastern people, however, and the revolt

of Kediri and Pasuruan, obliged him again to take the field, when finding

the numbers and strength of the enemy far superior to his own, he con-

ducted an able but slow retreat to his capital, and during the whole course

of his reign found it impracticable to subject these provinces to his autho-

rity. To the provinces, however, of Matarem, Bdgelen, Bdnyumas, Pdjang

and Jipang

,

which descended to him from his father, he added those of

Pdtij Kudus,
Semdrang, Kendal, and Kaliwung’u.

The
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The days of Senapati, the founder of the Matarem empire, and of the MatSrem.

. , A. J. 1520.

dynasty which still retains a nominal rule on Java, were now brought .

to a close, after a reign of continued warfare. As the founder of the last
Seudpat1,

native empire on Java, his memory is naturally held in high estimation
;

but he is also respected for the discipline he introduced into his army, and

the valour, ability, and noble-mindedness which he displayed throughout.

With the Javans he is considered as another Alexander, and he is the first

in their modern history who is considered to have understood the art of war.

He was succeeded, in the year 1524, by his son, since called Seda Kra-
gedaKra^ak.

piak, from the place of his interment, but who during his reign bore the

title of Panambahan Senapati. The succession was, however, opposed by

his elder brother, Pangeran Puger,
who did not attend to kiss the

sovereign’s feet, as customary, on the day following his installation. This

chief proceeding to hostilities, was soon taken prisoner near Ungdrang.

He was banished to Kudus, and his minister was put to death, which

offended one of his younger brothers, Jajardga, so much, that he instantly

quitted Matarem and proceeded to Pranardga, of which province he had

formerly been appointed chief, with an intention of stirring up a rebellion

in the distant provinces
;

but the Sultan obtaining information of it,

secured his person and banished him also. He was shortly afterwards

pardoned and permitted to return.

It was during this reign that the Dutch and English first visited Java.

This prince reduced the provinces of Madion and Pranardga, and built a

palace, the walls of which are still standing at Krdpiak, a place at the foot

of a range of hills lying along the South Sea, a short distance from Matarem.

He died after a reign of twelve years, esteemed on account of the general

tranquillity which prevailed after the firm establishment of his government.

He was succeeded by his eldest son, named Panambahan MertaPura, Panambahan

in the year 1540
;
but this prince not being able to conduct the government, AjfSSS'

on account of his infirm state of health, or more probably removed by the

intrigues of his family who declared him to be insane, made way for his

younger brother, who was raised to the throne in the following year.

This prince, distinguished by the title of Agung
, or the great, com* Sultan Agung.

menced a flourishing reign by a signal victory over the Surabdyan and

Madurese forces, by which he brought the eastern provinces of Malang

,

Untung,
Japan

, Wirasaba, Pasuruan, and Surabaya, under subjection

;

and
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Matirem
A. J. 1541.

Sultan Agung.

and following up his success, subdued all the eastern provinces, as far

as Balambdngan. Dissensions arising at this period between the people

of Bantam and those of the Sunda districts, the chief of Sumedang

applied to Matarem for assistance
;
and being invested by the sultan with

the chief authority over those districts, soon brought the whole of the

western chiefs, alarmed at the approach of Matarem arms, to acknowledge

his supremacy. A force was now sent to Madura , and that island being

conquered was united to his dominion, which then extended through all

Java and Madura. An enemy, more powerful than any with whom he had

been accustomed to contend, and destined to strip his posterity of all but the

semblance of sovereignty, now appeared. The Dutch, availing themselves

of the divisions and convulsions by which the empire had been previously

distracted, had established themselves at Jakatra.

On their first arrival at Bantam, the prince of that country was absent on

an expedition against Palembang, which country, as well as a great part of

the north and west coast of Sumatra, was then subject to his sway. They

found the influence of the Portuguese, who had previously established a

factory there, on the decline, and with little difficulty entered into a treaty

with the chief, on whom the administration of the country was provisionally

conferred during the absence of the prince. By this treaty, the contracting

parties agreed to trade honestly and fairly with each other, and to afford

mutual assistance in case of being attacked by an enemy.

Complaints, however, were soon made of the high tone which the Dutch

assumed, and of the insolence of their menaces. Hostilities ensued, and

according to the Dutch account, upwards of a hundred of the natives were

killed or wounded. The consequence was, that they were obliged to quit

Bantam. Touching at Jakatra, Japdra, Tuban ,
and Siddyu, they had an

affair with the Madurese, but ill calculated to make an impression in their

favour. The prince of that country, anxious to pay his respects to the Euro-

peans, requested, through his interpreter, to be permitted to visit the principal

person among them, and an arrangement was accordingly made that he

should be received on board a particular ship. As the prince left the shore

with his suite, accompanied by their women and children, the Hollanders

became alarmed at the appearance of so numerous an assemblage, and

observing that they did not appear to be proceeding direct to the ship

pointed out for their reception, discharged three guns. The terror occa-

sioned by the report threw the procession into the utmost confusion, all the

people
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people in the boats falling as if killed. The crews of the other European

vessels taking these guns as a signal for action, threw themselves with —
.

° ' Sultan Agung.

such impetuosity upon the native boats, that out of this numerous assem-

blage only twenty-one are said to have escaped. Among the slain was the

prince, and his interpreter or high priest, and their bodies, as soon as

discovered, were thrown with indignity into the sea.

It is remarkable, that the leading traits which distinguish the subsequent

administration of the Dutch on Java (a haughty assumption of superiority,

for the purpose of overawing the credulous simplicity of the natives,

and a most extraordinary timidity, which led them to suspect treachery

and danger, in quarters where they were least to be apprehended) were

manifested in their earliest transactions in this quarter. On their first

arrival at Bantam, we find the clerks of their trading vessels styling them-

selves captains
;

and such was the state and consequence assumed by

Houtman, the chief of the expedition, who took the title of Captain

Major, that a Portuguese, who had known him before, asked him signifi-

cantly if he had been created a duke since he last saw him. The murder

of the unfortunate prince of Madura and his followers (for it can be

called by no other term) was as detestable and unjustifiable, as the subse-

quent massacre of the unfortunate and unoffending Chinese in the streets of

Batavia. In neither case was there a plea to palliate the crying guilt,

but such a degree of danger, as the basest cowardice could alone be sen-

sible of.

This aggression did not pass unpunished, for the Dutch Admiral having

allowed some of his men to land near Arosbdya, then the capital of the

island, they were seized by the Madurese, and their enlargement was uot

effected without the loss of many lives and the payment of a liberal

ransom.

Bantam was already a place of considerable trade : Chinese, Arabs, Per- Establishment

sians, Moors, Turks, Malabars, Peguans, and in a word, merchants from Bantam.
utch at

all nations, were established there. The principal produce for the European

market was pepper. With this province the Dutch renewed their com-

merce in the year 1598 A. D., and four years afterwards they obtained permis-

sion to establish a factory there. In the following year, accordingly, they

erected a permanent building, and formed a commercial establishment.

At this time they had granted passes to the vessels belonging to the chief

of
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Sultan Agung.

A.D. 1619.

of Tuban ; and, in 1609, they left an agent at Gresik. A second treaty

was now entered into with the king of Bantam, in which the States Ge-

neral stipulated to assist him against foreign invaders, particularly Spaniards

and Portuguese ;
and the king on his side agreed to make over to the

Dutch a good and strong fort, a free trade, and security for their persons

and property, without paying any duties or taxes, and to allow no other

European nation to trade or reside in his territories. The Dutch observing

the serious differences which occurred among the chiefs of Bantam during

the minority of the sovereign, made overtures, in the same year, to the

prince of Jdkatra, and removed to that province soon after.

In 1612, a convention was entered into between them and the prince of

Jdkatra
, by which a free trade was allowed to them, together with an

eligible place to reside at
;
both parties contracting to assist each other

in war on the territory of Jdkatra. It was moreover stipulated, that all

goods should pay duty, except such as were imported in Dutch ships,

or Chinese junks
;
and that the prince should prohibit the Spaniards and

Portuguese from trading with his dominions.

On the 19th January, 1619, a further treaty was made with the same

prince, confirming the former contracts, and stipulating that the fort

should remain in its present state until the arrival of the Governor General,

and that the English should be obliged to build their factory, and the

other nations their houses, at a certain distance from the fort
;
but on

the 1st of February following, in consequence of the success of the

English, who had espoused the cause of the native chiefs, we find a con-

vention entered into by the prince of Jdkatra
, the commanding officer of

the English, and the commandant of the Dutch fort, by which the latter

promised to deliver over the fort to the English, and the treasure, mer-

chandize, &c. to the prince
;
the English agreeing to furnish the Dutch

garrison with a ship and a safe conduct for six months.

On the 11th March, a contract was entered into between the king of

Bantam and the commissioners of the Dutch Company, still in the fort of

Jdkatra, whereby the former promised to protect the Dutch against all

hostile attempts, and to permit the re-establishment of a free trade on its

former footing. The Dutch, on their part, agreed to keep the fort in

good order, and to abandon the same on the arrival of their ships, when

they would also deliver to the king fin return for the protection he

afforded
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afforded them) one-fourth of the Company’s property, and one-half of

the ordnance, &c.

In consequence, however, of the arrival of reinforcements from Europe,

under Koen, and of the political understanding which then existed between

the English and Dutch nations, the Dutch still maintained their ground,

and in the month of August following laid the foundation of their esta-

blishment at Jdkatra on an extensive scale. They had previously, in the

years 1618 and 1619, plundered and laid in ashes the town of Japara,

because the chief of that province had, in the former year, taken posses-

sion of the factory, made prisoners of the Dutch, and sent them into the

interior.

The Javan historians considering the Dutch in the light of other foreign

nations, who were in the habit of trading to the sea coasts, do not furnish

us with any information concerning the disputes which took place at

Bantam, or in the first instance at Jakatra. Even in their accounts of the

occasion ofthe first hostilities which took place with the Sultan of Matarem,

they convey rather a notion of what is the general impression regarding

the first establishment of the Dutch, than any particulars calculated to

throw light on the history of that period. “ The Dutch,” say they, “ before

they arrived at Jdkatra, had formed an alliance with the Sultan of Bantam,

They subsequently treated with the English, and with Pangeran Jokarta ;

but in a short time they found the way to play off a foul stratagem on the

latter. In the first place, when they wished to ascertain the strength and

resources of Jdkatra
,
they landed like mdta-matas (peons or messengers),

the captain of the ship disguising himself with a turban, and accompanying

several Khojas (a term by which the natives of the Coromandel coast are

distinguished). When he had made his observations, he entered upon

trade, offering however much better terms than were just, and making

more presents than were necessary. A friendship thus took place between

him and the prince : when this friendship was established, the captain

informed the prince that his ship wanted repair
;
and the prince, at his

request, allowed the vessel to be brought up the river. There the captain

knocked out the planks of the bottom and sunk the vessel, to obtain a

pretence for farther delay, and then requested a very small piece of ground,

on which he might build a shed, to store the sails and other property,

while endeavours should be made to raise the vessel. This request was

also complied with. The captain then made a wall or mound of mud, so

vol. ii. X that
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that nobody could know what he was doing, and in the mean time courted

the friendship of the prince. He afterwards waited on the prince, and

requested as much more land as could be covered by a buffalo’s hide, on

which he might build a small pondok. This being complied with, he cut

the hide into strips, and claimed all the land he could enclose with them.

To this also the prince, after some hesitation, consented. The captain

then went on with his buildings, engaging that he would pay all expenses.

When the fort was finished, the mud wall was removed
;

batteries were

unexpectedly displayed, and under their protection the Dutch refused to

pay a doit. War then commenced, in which the Dutch were reduced to

such an extremity, as to be obliged to use stones in lieu of balls, which

were expended. Even this resource failed
;
and, as a last expedient, bags

of the filthiest ordure were fired upon the Javans, whence the fort has

ever since borne the name of Kota tdi.”

Such is the aversion of the Javans for the Khojas
, as well on account of

their general character as of their conduct on this occasion, that it is a

proverb among them, “ If you meet a snake and a Khoja in the same road,

“ kill the Khoja first, and afterwards the snake.”

Another account is as follows. “ The Dutch having obtained the desired

spot built on it a store-house, and formed a garden for vegetables. When
Pangeran Jokarta inquired why they did this, they replied, they must have

their conveniences, and that, it was not the custom of the Dutch to live and

eat like the Javans. The Pangeran was satisfied with the reason given,

and allowed the work to proceed ;
but they had no sooner completed several

buildings, by means of the people landed from their ships, than they began

to surround them with a battery. The Pangeran again was roused, and

inquired the reason of this, to which they replied, that there were a great

many traders about to arrive, and that it was necessary to protect their

property from thieves. When the batteries were completed they planted

cannon in them : the Pangeran inquired the reason of this preparation, to

which they only replied, it was to keep off bad people.

“ In a short time, however, when the Dutch had increased in numbers,

they fired one of the guns, and the ball discharged from it fell in front of

the Pangeran’s palace. The Pangeran inquired why they did so, to which

they replied, they were only trying how far the gun would carry, in order

that they might be able to assist the Pangeran
, should he be attacked by an

enemy. The Pangeran
, however, was not satisfied with this reason, and

demanded
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demanded a fine of two thousand dollars for the insult, which the Dutch

immediately paid. But it was not long before they fired another gun, the

ball of which went over the palace, on which the Pangeran became highly

incensed, and demanded a fine of four thousand dollars, threatening if it

was not paid forthwith, to write to the Sultan of Matarem, who would

order them immediately to be driven from the island. To this menace the

Dutch said nothing, but paid the money, which the Pangeran received with

delight. The Dutch, at last, fired a gun, the ball of which fell within the

palace, on which the Pangeran conceiving it to be their intention to attack

him, immediately considered them as enemies, and collected his people, in

order to fall upon them and destroy them without delay. As soon as the

Dutch saw the people thus assembled, they fired from their batteries,

dealing slaughter all around, and obliged the Pangeran and his people to

retreat out of the reach of the shot.”

While these events were in progress in the western provinces, a serious

revolt took place in the central and eastern districts, in consequence of the

intrigues of Aria Mandura
,

the favourite and chief minister of the Sultan,

who by means of his treacherous conduct to the chief of Pcyang, had

obtained the administration of that province for himself. The chiefs of

Madura and Surabaya availing themselves of the disturbance thus occa-

sioned at Pdjang, declared their independence of Matdrem, and were not

reduced to subjection till two armies had been sent to the eastward against

them.

Not long afterwards, the chief of Surabaya, Tumunggung Sapdryang,

having refused to give up two beautiful horses which the Sultan demanded
of him, an army was sent to compel his obedience

;
but the chief being

reinforced from Madura, repulsed the Matdrem forces, obliging them to

return to their capital.

The Sultan, who had hitherto shewn himself anxious to maintain a good
understanding with the Dutch, and consented to their enjoying a free trade

to the different parts of Java, with permission to establish a factory at Japdra,
is represented as having acted upon their advice in the present juncture,

in marching to the eastward in person with his whole forces
;
but they no

sooner saw him undertake the expedition, than availing themselves of the

opportunity, they took possession of Jakatra.

He immediately sent two armies against them, under the command of

Tumunggung Wira Kusuma
, and a battle ensued, in which the Javan

X 2 chief,
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chief, with about ten thousand of his followers, were either slain or drowned

in the river Chiluang. Tumunggung Ndta Jawdna coming up afterwards,

collected the fugitives, and joining them with his forces surrounded the

town. He posted troops on all the roads towards the south and west,

at the distance of cannon-shot from the town, at the same time cutting

channels to lead olf the streams by which the Dutch were supplied. After

an unsuccessful attack made by the chiefs Mandura Reja and Wila Tilda,

for which they were put to death by their commander, a sally was made on

the part of the besieged with so much success, that Tumunggung Jaxvana

determined to break up with his army, and no further attempt against the

Dutch was made until the year 1629 A. D.

“ In this year a second army from Matarem, composed of Javans

and Madurese, appeared before Batavia. The siege lasted for a considerable

time, and the assaults on the town and fort, as well as the sallies of the

besieged, were very bloody. Anxious to know the fate of his army, the

Sultan dispatched his uncle, Pangeran Purbdya, to Batavia, to obtain

information. This chief having destroyed the Dutch factory at Japdra,

embarked in a swift sailing prdhu of the size of the trunk of the largest teak

tree, which when seen at a distance looked like a serpent on the sea. On
reaching the bay of Batavia, Purbdya perceived three ships at anchor.

Two of them, after firing upon him, were sunk, and notwithstanding the

fire from the third he brought his prdhu safe up to Jakatra, when he was fired

upon from the fort. On this Purbdya with three followers landed from the

prdhu, and passing like a shadow to the Dutch fort, which he touched with

his hands, proceeded on to the Javan lines, where he informed them that he

had come by the order of the Sultan, to give them a proof how near they

might approach the Dutch fort. He then hastened back to Matarem and

reported the disastrous state of the war, on which the Sultan withdrew his

forces to Kaliwungu.”

The Dutch sent an ambassador with rich presents, and the war ended in

the Javan year 1551.

During the latter part of this prince’s reign the country appears to have

enjoyed tranquillity, the only two occasions in which it was disturbed being

the revolt of the chiefs of Balambdngan and Sumedang

,

which may be

considered as the extreme points of the Matarem dominion, Jakatra and

Bantam having been effectually separated from them.

Sultan
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Sultan Agung is represented, even by the Dutch, as a well informed and

enlightened prince. He extended his dominion not only over all Java and

Madiira, but carried his conquests to Landalc and other states on Borneo.

He died in the Javan year 1568, and was succeeded by his son, Pangeran

Aria Prdbu, or Aria Matdrem, then twenty-six years of age.

This prince, on account of his mother being a princess of Clieribon,

succeeded, to the prejudice of his elder brother : he held his court at

Pleret, and is represented as the most severe and tyrannical of Javan sove-

reigns. During a visit made by the chief of Clieribon to Matdrem
, he

received the distinction of Abdul Rdchman Sahiden, in addition to the title

of Susunan Amangkurat Senapati Ingaldga, which he had assumed on his

accession. On this occasion it is stated, that he again conferred on the

Sultan of Clieribon all the eastern districts of the island to the westward of

Tugu
,
the supposed limit of the Majapaliit empire, that is to say the dis-

tricts of Brebes, Tegal, Pamalang, Ulujdmi, Wiradesa, Palealong
1

an, Batang,

Kendal, and Kaliwiingu. The Dutch had already firmly established their

capital at Batavia, and secured an influence in many of the former depen-

dencies of Java, particularly at Sukaddna on Borneo and Palembdng on

Sumatra.

During the troubled reign of this prince, the Dutch appear first to have

entered into a written agreement with the acknowledged sovereigns of Java.

A treaty was ratified at Batavia in the second year after his accession, on

the 24th September 1646, the conditions of which were that the Susuhdnan

should be informed annually, by an ambassador, of the nature of the curio-

sities which had arrived from Europe
;
that all priests, or other persons,

whom he might be desirous of sending to foreign countries, should be con-

veyed thither in the Company’s ships
;
that all persons who should desert to

either country, for the purpose of evading their debts, should be given up
j

that the Company and the Susuhunan should assist each other against their

common enemies
;
that the vessels of the SusuhunarCs subjects should be

allowed to trade to all places under the Company’s authority, except Am-
bon, Banda, and Terndte, and that those bound to Malaca, or places

situated to the northward of that settlement, should be obliged to touch at

Batavia and to apply for passes.

A treaty was also entered into on the 10th July 1659, between the

Dutch and the Sultan of Bantam, through the mediation of the ambas-

sadors of the Pangeran of Jdmbi, in which it was stipulated, that all pri-

soners
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soners of war and deserters should be mutually restored, with the excep-

tion, on the part of the Sultan, of those who had embraced the Mahometan

faith more than three months previous to that date, those who had submit-

ted to circumcision since that date to be sent back, or if slaves and unwil-

ling to return, the Sultan to pay the value of them to their masters : that

the Dutch should, as heretofore, have a permanent residence at Bantam,

for which purpose the same building was to be given which they had occu-

pied before the war, free of rent, and this building to be secured, at the

Sultan’s expense, against any hostile attempts : that the river of Untung

Jawa should form the boundary of the Bantam territory.

Certain provisions were made also to prevent illicit trading.

Shortly after his accession, the chief of Balambdngan,
aided by forces

from Bali, again revolted, and an army was sent against him. The troops,

however, were no sooner set in motion, than a plot was concerted against

the prince’s life, with the knowledge of his younger brother, Alit\ but

intelligence of it being communicated to the prince, Aria Salingsing, who
had been the instigator of the plot, was with his son beheaded, on the spot

where a new krdton was erecting. On the intercession of Fangeran Pur-

bdya ,
the prince was disposed to be lenient to his brother, as well on

account of his age as a strong affection which he bore towards him. As-

cending the royal eminence, the prince ordered the heads of the parties to

be brought, and summoning his brother Alii into his presence placed the

heads before him, saying, “ behold the reward of those who have attempted

“ to overthrow my authority. Bring before me, without delay, all your

“ followers.” The Fangeran immediately retired, and not knowing what

was to be the result, immediately assembled all his adherents and attend-

ants, and informed them of what had passed, when they unanimously

agreed to amdlc the Susunan’s party, urging that, as soon as the Matarem

people saw them commence to amok
,
they would join them. The Fangeran

,

who was quite a youth, gave into the plan, and they forthwith proceeded to

the alun alun , where they were not joined by a single man of the Matarem

people. They however commenced amok,
and the people fled in every

direction, until Fangeran Chdkra Ningrat of Madura approached Alit, kissed

his feet, telling him it was the order of the prince, who was aware of this

proceeding, that his person should be seized, but on no account wounded

or hurt, and implored him to surrender
;
but Alit, disregarding his proposal,

drew his kris and stabbed the Fangeran, who died on the spot. The

Madurese,
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Madurese, who witnessed this scene, immediately fell upon Alit, who was

soon dispatched. The Susunan was deeply affected at the loss of his bro-

ther, and in the violence of his agitation, on receiving the account of what

had passed, wounded himself in the left arm
; and from this period, the

Javan historians state, “ that he never forgave an offence however trifling.

“ When he was unhappy, he always put to death those who were the cause

“ of his unhappiness, and on the slightest occasions was subject to the

“ most violent gusts of anger.”

It is related, that the prince evinced great sorrow for the loss of this

brother, and that when the time of mourning had expired, he wreaked his

vengeance on the supposed authors of this calamity, by a massacre unparal-

leled in the annals of the country. A rigorous investigation was instituted

to ascertain the abettors and accomplices in this attack against the prince’s

life, and for this purpose a commission was appointed under the direction of

his favourites. The chiefs of the four quarters of the capital were directed

to inscribe the names of all the priests within their respective divisions,

under pretext that the prince intended to confer certain marks of distinc-

tion upon those who resided at Mcitarern, but in fact to prevent their

escape
;

for no sooner were the registers made, than a cannon was fired

from the palace, as a signal to commence the slaughter, and within less

than half an hour all the priests, whether guilty or innocent, with their

wives and children, amounting to upwards of six thousand souls, were

inhumanly and indiscriminately butchered.

On the following morning, when the Susunan appeared in public, he

seemed much agitated, and remained without saluting his courtiers or utter-

ing a word for the space of an hour. He then addressed himself to his

uncle Purbdya,
saying that the priests, who ought to have set an example

to others, had conspired against his life
;
and to cover the atrocity of the

massacre, he brought forward three or four priests, who had been purposely

saved from the general slaughter, and from whom it was easy to obtain

whatever evidence best suited his purpose.

In the war against Balambangan, although the Matdrem forces were suc-

cessful in obtaining possession of the capital, the chief and his principal

adherents fled to Bali. Wira Guna was anxious to follow them
;
but a

serious illness breaking out among the troops, he was obliged to withdraw

them, and retreat with the few who had survived, in number not exceeding

a thousand.
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a thousand. On reaching Kediri

,

intelligence was sent to Matarem of the

failure of the expedition, when the Susunan immediately ordered the chief

Wira Guna

,

with all his family, to be put to death, under the pretext of

punishing his want of success, but in reality to satisfy a revenge, which he

had long been anxious to gratify, against this chief, on account of his

having, during the life-time of his father, preferred a complaint against

him for carrying off one of his concubines.

It is said, that the father of his first ratu (queen) having a pet fowl,

which had been produced from a jungle hen and a domestic cock, brought

it as a curiosity into the kraton and gave it to the Susunan. The Susunan con-

ceiving it to be an omen, that as soon as the Pangeran Adipdti became of

age he would quickly obtain the throne, assembled his pengaxva and in-

formed them of his apprehensions. The Pangeran on hearing of it, imme-

diately called all his family together, to the number of sixty persons, who

on the first day that the Susunan appeared in public sat themselves down in

tears under the voar'mgen tree. The Susunan inquiring their object, they

called God and the Prophet to witness, that they were innocent of the bare

thought of any thing which should alarm the mind of the Susunan, and

intreated that, if he anticipated sorrow or misfortune from them, he would

put them to death immediately, and avert the apprehended calamity. The

Susunan desired them not to listen to people who told them such stories,

and retired. Some time afterwards, the Pangeran Adipdti fell desperately

in love with a young woman, who from her infancy had been brought up

under an aged mdntri for the royal embrace. Becoming dangerously ill on

her account, he at length communicated the cause to his grandfather,

Pangeran Pdlcik, who prevailed on the mantri to part with her for two thou-

sand rings, one thousand dollars, and a kali of gold. The young pair were

immediately married. As soon, however, as the Susunan became apprized

of the transaction, he caused his son, the Pangeran Adipdti, to appear

before him with his young bride, and then directed him, in his presence,

to stab her to death. He afterwards banished his son, and sentenced the

Pangeran Pdlcik, with all his family, to capital punishment
;
and this aged

chief, with his wife, Ratu Pdndan, and his relations, to the number of

forty, were accordingly put to death on the alun alun.

It is even related, among the atrocities committed by this prince, that he

violated his own daughter, Ratu Brdwa, who was affianced to the son of

Panambdhan
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Panambdhati Giri haya of Cheribon, and that, on the death of one of his

wives, Ratu Pamdlang, he confined sixty of her attendants in a dark room,

and deprived them of food until they all died.

The injustice and severity of the Susunan became still greater as he

advanced in years. His fits of anger became more frequent, and the day

and night were employed in barbarous executions. Life enjoyed no secu-

rity : every one was upon his guard, and fears and apprehensions wrought

among people of the highest, and the lowest rank. At length the attention

of the chiefs having been directed to the Pangeran Adipati, who had

evinced a kind disposition in the presents he was continually making to the

poor, they implored him to assume the government
; and the young prince

entering into their views, formed an agreement with the celebrated chief,

Truna Jaya, who was the nephew of the Bopati of Madura, Chakra

Ningrat. It was by these means arranged, that while Chakra Ningrat was at

Matarem, Truna Jaya should forthwith proceed to Madura, and there

heading the Madurese and the people of the eastern provinces, first rear

the standard of rebellion, while the young prince himself, to preserve

appearances, should remain at the court of his father, in seeming ignorance

of what w?as going on. No sooner had Truna Jaya, in prosecution of this

plan, declared the independence of Madura, than there arrived at Pasit-

ruan a considerable force from Makasar, headed by Dain Galengsong and

Dahl Manapok. An army sent against them from Matarem was repulsed,

and the provinces of Pasuruan, Probolingo, Wirasdba, and Japan, sub-

mitted to their arms.

The first establishment of the Makasars in Java appears to have taken

place A. D. 167-5, when a chief from Celebes, named Krain Monte-marani,

with numerous followers, left his country in discontent and settled in Java,

to the eastward of Surabaya, near Besuki, where he collected all the vaga-

bonds of the country, and committed great depredations by sea and land.

In this dilemma, and finding himself unequal either to dislodge the

Makasar establishment or to reduce the Madurese to submission, the

Susunan dispatched his son, Pangeran Piigar, to the Dutch, A. D. 1676,

with various presents, soliciting their aid.

A second army was immediately assembled, and directed to proceed by
the route of Japdra, where, according to the Javan accounts, the chiefs

had instructions to ask the assistance of all the white people who had fac-

tories there, Dutch, French, and Portuguese, and in case of refusal, to

vox,. 11. Y drive
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drive them from the country. On this occasion the Dutch commandant at

Japara is represented as having said, “ that this application on the part of

“ the Susunan, was what the Dutch had been long anxious for, and that he

“ was ready to obey his orders and sacrifice his life in his service.’*

This army was not more successful than the former in reducing the

revolted provinces to submission
;
but by the aid of the Dutch, who had

embarked a considerable force from Japara, the Makasar chief was driven

from his post : all the wounded were brought to .Tapdra. They also saved

the body of their chief, Pra Wira Truna, who was killed on the occasion,

and sent it to Matdrem.

It appears that the assistance sent by the Dutch on this occasion,

consisted of four ships and several smaller vessels with troops, which were

reinforced at Japara by the Susunan’

s

troops and vessels. “ Having arrived

to the northward of Madurai they landed the troops, during the night,

in the forest, and in the morning sent a present to the Makasar chief,

requesting his permission to take in fresh water, of which they stood in

need, alleging it to be their intention to depart immediately. This request

being granted, the guns were landed, and batteries thrown up behind the

water-casks. An attack was then made upon the enemy’s works, and in a

few days the whole were demolished, the chief, Krain Monte-marani
,
killed,

and numerous prisoners taken.”

On this intelligence reaching Matdrem, the Susunan assembled all his

family and chiefs, and directed another attack to be made upon the hostile

forces. A third army was soon assembled at Japara, where the Dutch

w'ere ready to join them: in the meantime, however, Truna Jaya formed an

alliance with the Makasars.

The Pangeran Adipati, who was appointed to a command in this army,

had charge of the rear division, which he had so arranged as to be able to

act as emergency might require : but he was soon released from his doubts,

for Truna Jaya forgetting the agreement which he had entered into with this

prince, no sooner saw himself thus successful in the eastern provinces, than

he assumed the sovereignty himself, and caused himself to be installed,

under the title of Prdbu Mddureta Senapdti Ingalaga, and confirmed his

alliance with the Makasars by giving his daughter in marriage to their chief,

Ddin Galengsong.

The conditions of this alliance are said to have been, that Truna Jaya

should be placed on the throne of Matareniy Dain Galengsong appointed

chief
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chief of Surabaya and Pasuruan, JDain Manapok, chief of the eastern and

western districts of Balambdngan
, and Sheik Kajuran, a crafty Arab, chief

of Madura.

After a desperate engagement, the forces of Trwia Jaya were again

successful. As a last effort, therefore, the venerable Pangeran Purbaya,

uncle of the Susunan and nearly eighty years of age, summoned all the

chiefs to follow him, and going himself into the field of battle performed

extraordinary feats of valour, till his horse having been shot under him,,

and having himself for some time fought on foot, he was overpowered, and

his scattered forces compelled to retreat towards Matdrem.

Truna Jdya being now in full possession of Surabaya and the eastern

districts, pursued his success as far as Japara. Here, however, he was

effectually resisted by the chief, Angebdi Wdngsa-dipa and the Dutch, and

obliged to retreat.

As another division of his army, under Raden JDdncfang Wichdna, rapidly

approached Matdrem, the Susunan again applied to the Dutch, who sent

one of the members of government^ Admiral Speelman, to assist him with

a considerable force by land and sea. The admiral left Batavia in December

1676 A. D., and shortly appeared before Cheribon, reducing to submission

the coast districts from thence to Japara. The fruit of this success, on the

part of the Dutch, was the contract of February l677> of which the chief

stipulations were :—that the Susunan and Dutch should assist each other

against their common enemies, on condition that the expenses of the war

should be repaid by the party assisted : that the Dutch jurisdiction at

Batavia should extend to the Krdwang river, and the Javans living to the

westward of a line drawn from that river to the southern shore should be

considered on the Dutch territory : that the Dutch should be allowed to

export and import all species of goods and merchandize duty free, and to

establish a factory on any spot which they might deem convenient : that

Makasars, Malayus, and Moormen, who had not Dutch passes, should not be

permitted to trade or settle in the states of the Susdnan : that the Susunan

should engage to reimburse the Dutch for the expense incurred in assisting

him against the Makasars and Madurese, amounting to two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars, and three thousand lasts of rice, deliverable at Bata-

via : that in the event of a peace being concluded between his highness and

his enemies, through the mediation of the Dutch, his highness should abide

by their decision
;
but, that if no accommodation was effected by the 30th

Y 2 July
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July following, he should pay to the Dutch monthly the sum of twenty

thousand reals, for the expenses of the war : that the Dutch should station

an adequate force on Japdra hill, in order to preserve that place for

the Susunan, which force was also to be maintained at the expense of his

highness.

Admiral Speelman was invested by the Susunan with full powers to act

against the Madurese and Makasars, and to conclude such treaties with

them as he should deem proper, without any restriction whatsoever, and all

the Susunan’

s

subjects were commanded to join the standard of the admiral

wherever he might arrive.

In May following, the allied forces of the Dutch and the Susdnan gained

a victory over Truna Jdya,
who was obliged to fly to Kedhi, leaving behind

him upwards of a hundred pieces of cannon.

At length the enemy being still in possession of all the central provinces,

and the trifling force which it was in the power of the Susdnan to raise being

defeated in every skirmish, fear and dismay struck the remnant of the

Matdrem forces
;

and the invading army having subdued Pajang were

entering Matdrem, when the Susunan, seeing no hope for safety except in

flight, assembled his family in the dead of the night, and collecting the

regalia quitted his capital with his four sons, and mounted on an elephant,

took a westerly direction. This was in the Javan year 1600.

On the next day (June l677)> the hostile troops entered Matdrem, when a

force was immediately detached in pursuit of the fugitive prince, who had

pushed on to the Kendang hills, and halted at Kdjinar with an intention of

making a stand. Hearing of the strength of the pursuing force, how-

ever, he left his family at that place, and proceeded with only his son, the

Pangeran Adipati, to the village Pasiraman, where being seized with a

mortal complaint he soon died. On his death-bed informing his son that he

felt his end approaching, he thus addressed him, “ You must assume

“ the sovereignty of Java, which has descended to you from your fore-

“ fathers. Make friends with the Dutch, and by their assistance you may
“ be enabled to reduce the eastern provinces to submission. I deliver over

“ to you part of the sacred pusatca and regalia of the country
;
and now

“ let my body be carried to a spot where the earth is fragrant, and there

“ let it be buried.”

In conformity with the wish of the deceased, his body was carried across

the country towards Tegdl, in search of a spot where the earth was sweet-

scented,
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scented, and deposited a few miles inland from the town. The tomb is a. j. 1600

. . .
A. D. 1 677

still held in high veneration ; and it is from this circumstance that this

prince is distinguished by the appellation of Susunan Tegal-wang’i, or

Tegal-drum ; drum and xvang'i signifying fragrant.

The rebel forces had, in the mean time, taken possession of Matarem,

and found among the articles of plunder the crown of Majapahit, with

several other parts of the regalia, which had been left behind in the hasty

departure of the prince, together with two of his daughters, named Keleting

Wring’

u

and Keleting Krining. The plunder was immediately dispatched to

Kediri, where the rebel chiefs had established their head quarters, and

equally divided between Trung Jaya and Krain Galengsong, with the excep-

tion of the regalia and of the daughters of the Susunan whom Truna Jdya

espoused.

The loss on the side of the Matarem people is estimated at fifteen

thousand killed, and on the side of the eastern people at somewhat less.

It is said in some accounts, that the late Susunan having failed to persuade

his son, Pangeran Adipati, to assume the government, gave to another of

his sons, Pangeran Pugar
,
the pusaka kris, mdisa nrilar, and the spear

kiai paleret, in consequence of which Pangeran Pugar
, with his brothers,

returned to Bdgelen , where assuming the title of Susunan Senapati Inga-

Idga Abdul Rdchmen Sahidin Panatagama, he assembled a considerable force,

and proceeding to Matarem regained possession of it.

After the interment of the deceased Susunan at Tegdl, Mdrta Ldya, the

chief of that province, urged the Pangeran Adipati to assume the govern-

ment, and first to establish himself at Tegdl
,

until he had collected a

sufficient force to attack the eastern people, offering his services to collect

for him as many people as would be required
;
but the prince still declined,

not having the courage to attempt the recovery of the authority that

belonged to his family, and requested Mdrta Ldya to procure for him a

vessel, in which he might proceed to Mecca, being resolved to relinquish

for ever the cares of government and to become a Hdji. Mdrta Ldya,

although he had vessels at his disposal, evaded a compliance with the

prince’s request, in the hope that he might alter his resolution, and still be

induced to assume the government. The prince retired to Banyumas,

and performed a penance in one of the mosques. He is said on the

seventh day to have fallen asleep, and to have dreamt “ that the roof of

“ the mosque opened, as if it were carried up in the air, when a full and

“ bright
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“ bright moon appeared, which diffused its lustre over all Java, after which

“ it approached and entered his breast.” Encouraged by this omen, the

prince changed his determination, and recollecting the words of his father,

bethought himself of obtaining the assistance of the Dutch. He in conse-

quence dispatched two messengers to Batavia for aid.

The prince then sent orders to Marta Ldya at Tegal to collect as many

forces as possible
;
he likewise dispatched trusty people to the Desa Dunan,

in search of the flower called rnjaya mala

,

there being a superstitious notion

among the Javans, that if in their distress they are able to obtain this

flower, whatever they undertake will prosper.

Marta Ldya immediately exerted himself with great zeal and effect to

assemble his adherents, in the hope that, by shewing a large force, he

might induce the prince to relinquish his idea of receiving succour from

the Dutch. On the arrival of this succour at Tegal, he addressed him

publicly as follows :
—“ Sire, I have felt excessive shame in hearing that

“ your highness is desirous of soliciting aid from the Hollanders, as if you

“ were yourself in want of men. I am now ready, with numerous fol-

“ lowers, to perform whatever you please, if you will only confer upon
<( me the necessary authority. Give me but your orders, and I will my-

“ self extirpate your enemies.” The prince replied, “ What signifies

“ your shame, Marta Ldya? I have requested assistance from the

“ Dutch, because it is always agreeable to rely on one’s friends
; and it

“ was foretold by my great grandfather, Sultan Agung, that the Dutch

“ would assist his descendants.” Marta Ldya was silent. The messen-

gers now returned with the 'tsoijaya flowers, on which the prince assumed

the title of Susunan Amangkurat Senapati Ingalaga, &c.
;
and soon after-

wards, the Dutch agreed to give him the assistance required.

When the Dutch force was landed, the Susuna?i received the visit of

the admiral and officers in state. The Dutch officers being introduced

stood in a row with their hats in their hands
j
but Marta Ldya, considering

it disrespectful that any one should stand in the presence of the sovereign,

ordered them immediately to sit down in the manner of the Javans, and

was proceeding to compel the admiral to do so, when the Susunan seeing

the confusion in which all were thrown, applied to his late ambassador to

the Dutch for an explanation. When he learnt that they shewed respect

by bowing their heads only, he was satisfied, and desired Marta Ldya not

to interfere with them.

“ The
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« The Sus&nan then inquired the name of the commander, who after in- A - J - 1660 -

^
,

A. D. 1677.

forming him that he had the rank of admiral, approached him, saying,

that he was ordered by the government of Batavia to proceed to Tegdl
,

with a force of Europeans, Makasars, &c., and to afford him every

assistance he might require in the establishment of his authority. There

were landed valuable presents for the prince, among which was very splendid

apparel as worn by the Hollanders, to which the prince took such a liking

that he immediately clothed himself in it. The Dutch force was then

divided, and the admiral embarked with one division for Japara, while

the other accompanied the prince, who proceeded by land to Pakalongan,

and afterwards with his followers by sea to Japara.”

“ On the arrival of the admiral at Japara, he inquired of Wangsa Dipa,

the chief of that place, who had rendered assistance in repelling the rebels,

at the time they attacked Japara ? To which the latter replied, “ The
“ successful resistance was principally owing to the conduct of the French,

“ English, and Dutch factories.” The admiral then consulted with his

officers, and observing that the English and French seemed to be preferred

to the Dutch, or at any rate considered on the same footing, he called

the chiefs of the French and English factories, and presenting them with

twenty thousand dollars, said it was the gift of the Sim'inan, who directed

that they would quit Japara. The chiefs of the two factories took the

money, but did not wish to depart, alleging that there were no vessels to

convey them away ; to which the admiral replied, that in that case he had

the further orders of the Sushnan to provide them with a vessel. The

people belonging to the two factories were then, with all their property,

public and private, embarked on board a Dutch transport. The vessel

sailed, but nothing more was ever heard of the English and French who

were embarked in her. The Dutch then repaired their instruments

of war.”

Another account is as follows : “ When the admiral arrived at Japara, he

found there two foreign vessels, an English and a French ship, the officers

of which said they had put in there in distress, and could not proceed

further on account of the bad state of their ships. They also represented

that they had assisted the Dutch when the rebels attacked Japara. The
admiral thanked them for the service they had rendered, and presented

them with ten thousand dollars, and ordered them to proceed to their

own country in one of his vessels,”

“ On
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“ On the arrival of the Susdnan at Japdra, he was joined by a considerable

force from Tegal and Demalc

;

and among those who were most active in

the support of the Susunan’s authority was Merta Ldya

,

whose aversion

to the Dutch still continued. The admiral, apprized of his sentiments,

applied to the Susunan for his destruction, supporting his application by a

written request to the same effect from the government of the capital, and
threatening an immediate departure to Batavia in case of non-compliance.

“ To accomplish this end, the Susunan first attempted to send him to Kediri

against Truna Jaya ; but Marta Judya obtaining information of the demand
made by the Dutch for his life, refused to attend the summons, on the

pretence of sickness. His disobedience so enraged the Susunan, that he

ordered his instant death, which was effected in the following manner.

Merta Pura having received the orders of the prince to put Marta Ldya to

death, went to his house, accompanied by two hundred followers. Mdrta
Laya having been apprized of the Susunan1

s anger, he collected an equal

number of men.

“ When Merta Pura approached him he was seated on a yellow carpet with

a drawn Jcris in his hand, and being informed that he was to be put to death

by order of the Susdnan, Marta Ldya replied, “ If it is the wish of the

“ prince that it should be so, do your duty, I am prepared.” Merta Pura

then drew his kris and stabbed Mdrta Ldya in the belly
; but while he did so

his neck received in return the Jcris of Mdrta Ldya, which separating the

throat in two, killed him on the spot. The two chiefs were no sooner

wounded than the followers of both parties rushed on each other, and a

most bloody and obstinate engagement ensued, which lasted till the bodies

of nearly the whole lay weltering round those of the chiefs.”

Measures had already been taken for the dispersion of the rebel forces in

Kediri. A Makasar chief, named Krain Kadddrang, in the service of

the Dutch, discovered his relationship to the Makasar chief Galengsong, and

offered to bring him to terms. He was in consequence dispatched secretly

to Kediri, where he had an interview with the Makasar chief, who was his

brother. On the part of the Dutch, he promised that they would assist

him on Celebes. He hesitated to come over immediately, lest he should

betray Truna Jdya, but promised to join the allied forces when they should

arrive and attack Truna Jdya.

Having thus secured an interest with the Makasars, one division of the

Dutch forces, under the admiral, embarked for Surabaya, and the other,

with
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with the Susunan. commenced their march by land. A decisive battle took a.j. 1603.

place at Kediri ;
on the evening previous to which, it is asserted the Dutch

had a communication with Krain Galengsong, to know bis intentions,

when the latter told them, “ attack me to-morrow, and I will make arrange-

“ ments for the flight of my forces.” Accordingly the next morning,

before daylight, the Dutch troops marched to the hostile camp, where they

found no preparations for resistance. Krain Galengsong immediately

ordered a retreat, and fled himself the first, leaving behind him all the

plunder that had been taken at Matarem,
and among other things the crown

of Majapahit.

The siege of Kediri, according to the Dutch accounts, lasted fifty days,

and it was at last taken by assault, Truna Jaya making his escape. Great

riches were found in the interior of the palace, and many chests of Spanish

dollars, besides ingots of gold and the most valuable part of the regalia.

The Susunan claimed nothing but the crown of Majapdhit, leaving the

remainder to be distributed among the troops.

When the crown was delivered to him, it appeared that its most splendid

ornament, the large centre diamond, was missing. This the Susunan imme-

diately noticed, and inquiries were set on foot
5
but to the great affliction of

the Susunan and all the Javan chiefs, the jewel was never recovered.*

Nine Makasar chiefs afterwards surrendered to the Dutch on the 9th

December, when they received pardon, and a promise that they should be

sent to Makasar.

After this Truna Jaya collected all his forces, and marshalled them upon

the plain, as if to receive the enemy ;
but on the approach of the Dutch

troops from the left and the Javans from the right, his army was panic struck

and fled in various directions, he himself with his two wives escaping to

Antang

.

The Susunan allowed the Dutch soldiers to plunder and possess

themselves of every thing left by the rebels.

Chakra Ningrat having quitted his place of banishment and joined the

Susunan
,
was sent to urge the submission of his half-brother, Truna Jaya.

Chakra Ningrat accordingly went in seach of Truna Jaya
, accompanied

by a very few followers, and having found him at Antang he addressed him

as follows. “ Brother ! what are you doing and whither would you fly ?

“ depend upon it, if you persist in your resistance to the will of the Susunan

,

“ he will disappoint your expectations, and if you compel him to send peo-

“ pie to arrest you, you will excite his implacable displeasure. I have come to

vol. ii. Z “ you
* A Dutch officer 15 accused of having purloined it.
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a. j. 1605 . « you as quickly as possible, for my heart yearns towards you, and 1 dread

“ lest you should come to any misfortune. If you wish it, I will go and

“ meet the Susdnan. Bring you your two wives, who are both the sisters of

“ the Susdnan, throw yourselves together at his feet, ask forgiveness for any

“ offence you have committed, and perhaps he will be merciful towards you

“ and grant you pardon. If you come alone in that way, the Susdnan

** cannot act against you, for are you not married to his sisters ?” Truna

Jdya reflected upon what Chakra Ningrat said, and was inclined to follow his

advice, saying, “ I return abundant thanks to you for your kindness towards

“ me. Your advice is good and I will follow it : I will follow you, accom-

“ panied by my wives.” Trdna Jdya with his wives afterwards accompanied

Chakra Ningrat to Kediri.

“ Chakra Ningrat then led Trdna Jdya with his wives to the hall of audi-

ence, where the Susunan was seated with the admiral and numerous Dutch

officers. Trdna Jdya on this occasion did not wear his kris, but rolled a

chindi cloth round his body, as if he were a prisoner.

“ They fell at the feet ofthe Susunan, imploring forgiveness for the offence

of Truna Jdya, on which the Susunan said, “ It is well ! Truna Jdya, for

“ this time I forgive you. Go without and clothe yourself in becoming
“ apparel, and then return to me, when I will present you with a leris,

“ and instal you as my minister, in the presence of all assembled.” The
Susunan then gave orders that he should be served with apparel. The heart

of Truna Jdya became highly elated : he went out and received the apparel

from the Susunan'

s

people, and then returned into the presence, but without

wearing a kris, as the Susunan had intimated his intention to present him

with one.

“ As he approached, the Susunan desired his women to bring him the kris

named Kidi belabor

,

which was still unsheathed. As soon as it was delivered

into the hands of the Susunan, he said to Truna Jdya, “ know, Truna Jdya,

“ that I have given my word that I would never sheathe this kris except in

“ your body : receive now your death from it in punishment of your

“ offence.” Truna Jdya was silent, while the Susunan standing up approach-

ed and stabbed him with his kris in the breast. Returning then to his

throne he seated himself, and ordered his people who were assembled to

finish the work which he had began, whereupon they all fell upon Truna

Jdya, the unfortunate wretch, stabbing him in a thousand places and cutting

his body to pieces. They then severed the head from the trunk, rolled it in

the
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the mud, made a mat of it, and at last cast it into a ditch by the express

order of the Susunan. The admiral and all the Dutch officers and party

were present at this execution
; but though they appeared astonished at the

conduct of the Susunan, they remained quiet spectators of it.”

Such is the account given by the Javans, without reference to the share

which the Dutch had in the transaction ;
but from the Dutch accounts it

appears, that Truna Jaya delivered himself up under a stipulation with the

Dutch that his life should be spared. A young officer, of the name of

Jengker, who had been placed by the General (Cooper) in charge of the

Susunan’

s

guard, was sent by the Susunan to treat with Truna Jaya, without

any communication with or authority from his commanding officer. Valentyn

says positively, that Jengker promised him pardon, and assured him of his

life
;
but Cooper, annoyed that the credit of taking this chief should thus

have been wrested from him by a junior officer acting without authority,

exasperated the Susunan against Truna Jaya, and threw that unfortunate

chief in his way at a moment when his passion was at its height. This

catastrophe, says Valentyn, is to be ascribed to no one but the jealous

Cooper, who brought it about, in order that his bad conduct, oppressions,

and extortions, which were well known to Trtina Jdya, and which he had

intended to complain of, should remain concealed.

Truna Jayay at the time of his surrender, was dressed in a Portuguese

jacket, and wore on his head a black turban edged with lace. He gave

short and pertinent answers to the questions put to him. On his coming

before Jengker he fell at his feet, saying, that in his youth it had been

predicted that, however great his fortune might be, still he should, at one

time of his life, be taken prisoner, and that since this was his destiny,

he rejoiced in having fallen into the hands of a person so well known for

his humanity. He then presented to him his kris with a golden bow, request-

ing Jengker to keep them in token of his esteem. Jengker lifted him up,

promised that his life should be spared, and further, that all his influence

with the Dutch government and the Susdnan should be used in his behalf.

It is alleged in the Dutch accounts, that the immediate cause of the Susd-

nan’s conduct on this occasion, was the irreconcilable hatred which Truna

Jdya still evinced towards that prince, who, he said, had in his youth

encouraged him to the steps he had taken, and afterwards abandoned

him.

Z 2

A. J. 1606
A. D. 1679

Truna
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a. j. 1605 . Truna Jdya surrendered on the 25th December 1679 A.D., and general

tranquillity ensued, which however was not of long duration. The Panam-

bahan Giri having in his possession the kris deposited in the tomb of the

first Sunan, it was demanded of him by the Susunan as royal property
;
but

the Panambdhan not being inclined to part with it, and disapproving of the

conduct of the Susiman, who was guided by Dutch councils, and had even

adopted their dress, replied, that he did not wish to know anything of the

Susunan
, or to be acquainted with him

;
that he wished to wear the kris

,

kalam miming
, himself, and that he preferred his own dignity to that of

such a chief. The Susunan, enraged at this answer, proceeded to Giri

with his Dutch allies, where an engagement, took place and the Giri

people were obliged to fly : the Vnnnmhakan was taken and put to death.

In this affair, a cousin of the Sunan Kali Jciga of Adildngo, who had

followed the Susunan, distinguished himself in destroying the brother of the

Punambdhan Pangeran Singa Sdri, who was running amok and doing

much mischief
;

as a reward for which service the Sunan, in the presence of

the Dutch commander, declared that, for ever after, the descendants of

that chief should be permitted to reside at Adilang’o, and not be called upon

to perform any duties of the state.

The whole of the eastern provinces having now submitted, the Susunan

returned to Semarang, where when he had made acknowledgements to the

Dutch for the assistance they had rendered him, the commander requested

that he would give them a small piece of ground at Semarang to build a fort

upon, which would not only be convenient for the protection of their trade,

but would enable them to come to the assistance of the Susunan, if neces-

sary, at a shorter notice.

The admiral having promised that he would station a suitable force at

Semarang, which the Susunan might at any time employ as he thought proper,

obtained the permission he applied for.

The Javans have a superstitious belief, that when once misfortune has

fallen on a place so generally as to extend to the common people (which was

the case at Matarem ), it will never afterwards prosper
;

it was therefore

determined by the Susunan to change the seat of empire, and some were

for fixing it at Semarang , but at last it was determined to erect it in the wood

Wdna Kerta, in the district of Pdjang, which was good land but uninha-

bited.

The
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The new capital was called Kerta-sura , the walls of which are still to be Kerta Sura,

seen on the road to Sura-kerta, the present capital of the Susunan. J- ^05.

During all these transactions Pangeran Pugar remained at Matarem.

The Susunan now, for the first time, sent him information of his establish-

ment, and required his attendance at court. The Pangeran
,
who having

heard that the Susunan was in the constant habit of dressing after the Dutch

fashion, had been strengthening himself as much as possible, under an impres-

sion, that the Susunan supported by the Dutch was not his brother, but a

foreigner, whom they had raised to answer their own purposes, received

this intimation with great surprize, and sent two of his family to ascertain

the truth. The messengers, who were interested in upholding the separate

authority of their master, determined to encourage his mistake, and they

represented the Susunan as a foreigner from Sabrang, elevated by the

Dutch. Upon this report the Pangeran informed the Susunan that he could

not proceed to Kerta Sura, as he preferred remaining at Matarem, where

he was established as the legal sovereign. A force, consisting of Dutch and

Javan troops, was in consequence marched against Matarem ; at first the

troops of Kerta-sura were defeated, but in a second attack they were more

successful, and the Pangeran was obliged to take to flight.

By means of the Adipati, the Pangeran was afterwards assured of the

Susunan being his brother, when he agreed to go to Kerta-sura, provided

the Susunan would throw off his Dutch Hress and appear in his native cos-

tume. To this the sovereign consented, and publicly received his brother

with the greatest demonstrations of joy and affection.

The authority of the Susunan was now firmly established, and general

tranquillity prevailed for some years.

A new character now appears on the stage, under the title of Surapati.

This man, whose name was St Untung, had been the slave boy of a Dutch-

man at Batavia, of the name of Mor, who is represented to have been of

low origin, but to have been advanced to the highest dignities, even a seat

in the high regency, by means of the riches and influence he had acquired

through the services of this slave, to whom he hecame, in consequence,

much attached. Mor, however, discovering an improper intimacy between

Untung and his natural daughter, chastised him severely, and afterwards

had him confined in the public block or stocks. Untung contrived to effect

his escape from them during the night, and to release his fellow prisoners.

They then fell upon the guard which came to mount at daylight, and taking

them
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Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1605.

A. D. 1679.

Mangkurat.

them unawares massacred the whole. Being thus committed, XJntung bent

his course to the high lands, and afterwards to Cheribon. While in the high

lands he formed a connection with a formidable party from Bantam, where

a civil war had been excited, in consequence of the Dutch having elevated

to the throne a son of the deceased king, contrary to the express directions

of the father. One of the brothers, Pangeran Purbdya, was prevailed

upon to join a certain Abiding a fanatic rebel, who had raised about two

thousand followers, and with him passed through Jasinga and the Jdkatra

and Predngan highlands, increasing their numbers as they went.

Abidin having proposed to proceed by that route to Matarem, there to

stir up the Susunan against the Dutch, the Pangeran being tired of the

journey surrendered to the Dutch force sent against them
;
but Abidin

stood a severe engagement, and was only induced to surrender by means of

an artifice practised upon him. An European officer belonging to the Dutch

troops disguised himself as an Arab, and being well versed in the Arabic and

Malayu languages, obtained an interview with Abidin

,

to whom he repre-

sented, that having himself been once taken prisoner by the Dutch he had

been so well treated that he would advise him to go and surrender himself.

The unfortunate man took his advice, and was conveyed to the commanding

officer, then at Chikdlong, who immediately forwarded him to Batavia,

whence he was sent to the Cape of Good Hope for the rest of his life.

The party of runaway slaves under Untung, who had now assumed the

name of Santana, being surprized by the Dutch force, were by special

orders from Batavia allowed to remain undisturbed for the present. The

chief appears to have been useful to the Dutch, and to have been employed,

in order the better to secure the surrender of Pangeran Purbdya . When the

Dutch officer went with a small party to receive the submission of this chief,

he found that he had already tied his spears together (the sign of surrender)

and kept no arms but his kris. Ignorant of the customs of the country,

the officer demanded that the Pangeran should also deliver this weapon and

his personal ornaments. The demand created the utmost astonishment in

the Pangeran, who instantly asked if it was not sufficient humiliation to a

prince of the royal blood that he and his people had given up their arms.

Santana entreated of the Dutch officer not to urge the delivery of the kris,

and to consider “ that the bird, although caught, was not yet in the cage,”

but to no purpose : the officer persisted in his demand, and insulted Santana

in presence of all who were there assembled. The Pangeran seeing that

resistance
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resistance was now vain, promised compliance next morning
;
but during

the night, to the inexpressible mortification of the officer, he effected his

escape. The rage of the officer now fell so violently upon Santana, that a

quarrel ensued. Santana and his followers fell upon the Dutch party and

killed many of them
;
the officer however escaped. Santdna then moved

towards Cheribon, where he had an affair with a chief, named Baden Sura-

pdti, which being reported to the Sultan, that chief was put to death and

his title of Surapdti conferred upon Untung. Surapdti then proceeded

towards Kerta-sura to beg assistance against the Dutch, leaving several of

his followers in Bdnyumas,
under the direction of two chiefs, who soon

became dreaded as noted kramans or rebels. At Kerta-sura he found pro-

tection from the prime minister, to whom he related all the particulars of

the story, with the exception of that part which related to the establish-

ment he had formed in Bdnyumas . This district being now declared in a

state of revolt, he offered to bring it to submission, and was employed by

the Susunan for that purpose : he accordingly proceeded secretly to Bdnyu-

mas, where aided by the plan he had before laid, he caused the heads of the

two kramans to be secretly cut off in the night, and the rebels to disperse

when returning to Kerta-sura and producing the heads, he was received

into the highest favour by the Susunan.

The Dutch hearing of his fortune, demanded from the Sustinan that his

person should be given up ; but the reply of the Susunan was, “ that Sura-

“ pdti having thrown himself on his protection and performed a signal

“ service to the empire, he could not give him up
;
but that if the Dutch

“ wished that he should be arrested, they were at perfect liberty to arrest

“ him in any part of his dominions.”

The Dutch accordingly sent a force, consisting of four hundred Euro-

peans and six hundred islanders, under the orders of one Tak, an officer

who had incurred the suspicion of having purloined the centre diamond

from the Mqjapahit crown, and on whom, according to the impression which

pervades the Dutch accounts, the Susunan had determined to be revenged.

On the approach of the Dutch troops, the Susunan,
alarmed lest they should

succeed in arresting Surapdti, determined to afford him every assistance,

and for that purpose directed, that when they arrived the Baden Adipdti

(prime minister), who had given his daughter in marriage to Surapdti,

should openly espouse his cause, and proceed, in the first instance, to

attack the lines of the Adipatis of Madura and Surabaya,
who after a

skirmish
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skirmish should retreat to the alun alun in confusion, exhibiting all the

appearance of a defeat, while the united party of the Rdden Adipati, and

Surapdti should appear to threaten the kraton. The Pangeran Pugar being

strongly attached to Surapati, received orders, that if, in the affair with

the Dutch, the party of Surapati and the minister should be worsted, he

should render them assistance, by sending his people to them clothed in

white, the distinction adopted by Surapdti.

When the Dutch arrived, to cover appearances, a new prime minister

was appointed. The commander requested assistance from the Susunan,

who pointed out to him the apparent state of affairs, and induced him to

believe that he was himself in danger from the attack of Surapdti. Under

this impression, Tak made his arrangements ; and the Dutch troops ap-

peared on the front alun alun at eight o’clock in the morning, when they

were immediately attacked by Surapdti. After four hours of hard fighting,

Surapdti was repulsed
;
but reinforcements being sent by Pangeran Pugar

,

and by the whole population of the city, the Dutch were completely de-

stroyed. Tak, at his last extremity, ordered out from the fort two hundred

soldiers remaining there
;
but as they could not join their companions,

they were immediately surrounded and cut up. Of the two thousand men,

eleven hundred and eighty-three lost their lives
;
and among them Tak,

who was mortally wounded in the neck by the celebrated pusdlca spear of

Pangeran Pugar. The weapon was found blunted at the point by the

chain jacket which Tak is said to have worn on the occasion.

The Susunan now directed the Rdden Adipati and Surapdti to take refuge

in the province of Pasuruan, and assume the habit of devotees
; while to

the Adipdtis of Madura and Surabaya orders were given to follow them

at a certain distance, burning the villages and laying waste the country, as

if in pursuit of an enemy. When Surapdti reached Pasdruan, he took the

name of Adipati Wira Nagara.

The few Dutch who had survived made their escape to the fort of Ja-

pdra, which was then more extensive than that at Semdrang.

After this the Susunan wrote to the commanding officer at Japdra

,

informing him that Tak with all the party had been killed by the Rdden

Adipati and Surapdti, who had also attacked him, but that he had at last

driven them to the eastward, by the force he had collected under the

Adipdtis of Madura and Surabaya. He also informed him that he had

elected a new prime minister, in lieu of the one who had espoused the

cause
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cause of Surapdti. The Susunan, fearing lest this story might not be

believed, and that he might be suspected of having assisted Surapdti, sent

with this letter five pikuls of birds’ nests, forty oxen, and other articles of

value, which he entrusted to the care of a pridi gdndok fa messenger of

distinction) named Jdga Rdga, with instructions to mark well the thoughts

of the commander or officer who was the chief of Japcira, and if he shewed

the least suspicion of the part the Susunan had taken, mainly to deny it,

and firmly to insist that the Susunan was true-hearted to the Hollanders. He
moreover promised to his ambassador, that if he succeeded in averting the

anger of the Dutch, he would reward him on his return.

This messenger accordingly proceeded to Japdra
,
when the chief officer,

after reading the letter, said he had heard the Susdnan was of one heart

with Surapdti
;
to which Jdga Rdga replied, that what he had heard was

false, and that perhaps the story might have originated in the part taken by

the Raden Adipdti, whose attachment to Surapdti was well known. He
then referred to the circumstance of the country’s being laid waste by Sura-

pdti on his flight to the eastward, in proof of his enmity. The commander
heard this explanation with patience, and after receiving the presents with

which he was much pleased, returned for answer to the Susunan, that he

had first heard that he was favourable to Surapdti, but was now convinced,

from the explanation afforded, that these reports were unfounded, and that

he was satisfied of the lasting attachment of his highness to the Dutch.

He then thanked him for his present, and in return sent one thousand

ducatoons, with an assortment of velvets and cloth. The messenger having

thus succeeded, was raised to the rank and station of Turming’gung of

Japdra, by the name and title of Kidi Tumiing’gung Marta Pura.

The next indignity offered to the Dutch was by this man, who laid hold

of a half cast Dutch soldier at Japdra, and insisted upon his sitting on the

ground on his hams and dancing the tandak, after the fashion of the Javans,

for his amusement. The Dutch, highly incensed, demanded the immediate

release of the man
;
but the Tumung’gung refusing, an application was sent

to the Susunan, requesting that Marta Pura might be put to death. The
Susunan immediately sent for Pangeran Pugar and his minister, and desired

them to communicate with Marta Pura, and if they found he had the

courage to oppose the Dutch to give him assistance under hand, or to

promote his success by some stratagem, in the same manner as had been done

to Surapdti
j
but if not, to let him be sacrificed, as a punishment for his

vol. ii. 2 A cowardice.
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cowardice. He then replied to the commodore, saying that he had sent his

own people to arrest Marta Pura, and to deliver him to the commander, who
might act with his person as he thought proper. When the minister arrived

at Japara, it was agreed that Marta Pura should be invited into the

Dutch fort, and there apprehended early next morning
; but in the mean-

time the agents of the Susunan had a secret interview with the chief, who

declared himself ready to oppose the Dutch, and it was determined that

their pretending to seize him should be a signal for all to join and amok the

Hollanders : but in the morning the heart of Marta Pura failed him. He
twice refused to quit his retreat, and when at last he came into the presence

of the party, he appeared trembling and pale, and his knees tottered under

him, so that he was scarcely able to stand. They then gave him a chair to

sit down upon, and plied him with wine. An officer having taken his kris

from behind him, he rose from his chair and attempted to escape, but was

bayonetted by a soldier on his way. The agents of the Susunan enraged to

see him so thoroughly frightened gave him no assistance, but ordered the

dogs to devour his carcase. When the Susunan heard of the cowardly con-

duct of Marta Pura, he ordered that it should be publicly prohibited, on

pain of his severest punishment, to harbour or afford assistance to his rela-

tions and children.

Afterwards the former Tumung'gung of Japara, Seclia Nagara, was

replaced, and a communication was through him made to the Dutch, inti-

mating the willingness of the Susunan to co-operate against the Surapati, in

consequence of which orders were given for the Dutch troops to proceed

from Batavia. When the Susunan had thus drawn the Dutch into a second

attack upon this chieftain, he is represented “ as being most delighted at

“ the prospect which it afforded, that on the present occasion more of the

“ Dutch troops might be sacrificed, in the same manner as in the recent

“ affair at Kerta Sura.”

The Adipdti of Surabaya and Madura were immediately dispatched to

Pasuruan to meet the Dutch, but having waited some time in vain for the

arrival, a mock battle took place with Surapati, when it was arranged that

the Kerta Sura troops should take to flight, burning and laying waste the

country as they retreated. A regular communication appears to have been

kept up during the whole time, between Surapati and the Susunan, who

allowed him quietly to possess himself of the adjoining districts of Malang

and Mddion. The Raden Adipdti Aurang Kasuma died about this time.

The
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The Dutch troops now arrived in the eastern districts, and the comman-

dant of Japara applied for the assistance of the Susunan
;

but the latter

alleging that his chiefs had been recently beaten and obliged to retreat from

Pasuruan, urged delay, on the plea of waiting a more favourable opportu-

nity of attack.

In the meantime family feuds disturbed the peace of the kraton. The

hereditary prince, Pangeran Adipati Amangku Nagdra, had married the

daughter of his cousin, Pangeran Ptigar
;
but after the expiration of the

forty days he disregarded her, and she returned to her father’s protection.

One of the most distinguished characters at the court was the son of the

prime minister. The hereditary prince, jealous of the universal admiration

which he enjoyed, determined to lower him by the infliction of the greatest

disgrace which could be endured. Naturally of a fiery disposition, he

became excessively enraged at an accident which occurred to him while

hunting in the forest of Panda Walidna, and which occasioned a lameness

in his legs. As soon as he returned home he sent for this youth, whom he

immediately ordered to be bound and severely flogged with a rattan : he

then directed him to be tied to a tree abounding with ants, which soon

covered his body
;
a favourite mode of inflicting cruel punishment. There

the young man suffered dreadfully
;
but his tortures were not at an end.

He was afterwards flogged till he nearly expired, and then sent to the house

of his father, the prime minister, who although much enraged was obliged

to suppress his resentment. Determined afterwards to revenge himself, he

seduced the wife of the Pangeran Adipati, who had returned to her father’s

house as above stated. The connection was discovered, and all parties were

put to death.

The Susunan becoming now dangerously ill, from an affection of the

spleen which he had contracted at the time of the massacre of the Dutch

under Tak, called into his presence his eldest son the Pangeran Adipati,

his brother Pangeran Pugar, and his two firm adherents, the Adipdtis of

Madura and Surabaya, and thus addressed them :
“ The time which is allotted

“ to me in this world has nearly expired
;

but before I depart, let me im-

“ press upon you all, the necessity and advantage of your mutually sup-

“ porting each other. If you hold together, then will the sovereignty of

“ Java become pure and strong. The Adipdtis of Madura and Surabaya

“ will be as the surface of the tdmpa (or sifter) on which rice is cleansed

(f from the husk
;
the Pangeran Pugar as the wangku (or rim of the sifter);

2 A 2 “ and
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“ and the Pangeran Adipdti will be as the one who sifts or fans the rice.

“ When the Pangeran Adipdti ascends the throne, let him attach himself to

“ the other three, by which means he will cleanse and strengthen his govern-

“ ment, even as the rice is cleansed from the husk in the tampa. Let him

“ study the writings Niti Prdja, Niti Sastrd, Sruti, Asta Brata and Jaya

“ Lang/cara

;

to abandon his vicious habits, never to ill use his wives,

“ and to be kind and constant to his present wife (another daughter of the

“ Pangeran Piigar).”

In a short time the Susunan died. The Pangeran Adipdti, who was des-

tined to succeed him, excited much disapprobation and disgust by his

ungrateful neglect of the customary rites due to the body of the deceased,

and his indecent eagerness to ascend the throne before it was even vacated.

The practice of the country required him to wash and purify the corpse

with his own hands
;
but he left the task to the women, while he shut all

the gates of the krdton and seated himself in front on the setingel. The

deceased was buried at Megiri,
and his widow, Ratu Kanchana, attended

the procession, distributing money as she past along, to the amount of one

thousand dollars and more.

As soon as the body was removed, the Pangeran Adipdti assembled all

his chiefs, and addressed them to the following effect : “ All ye who are

“ present bear witness, that the Pangeran Adipdti Amangku Nagdra has

“ succeeded to the sovereignty of his late father, Susdsan Mang/curat,

“ and as ye acknowledged and respected the father, now do the same to

“ the son
j
” to which they all ejaculated assent. To this Rdden Subrata,

who wished to shew his attachment to the young prince by raising him in

the eyes of the people, added, “ the sovereignty descends to you by the

“ will of the Almighty
;

it has not been assumed by yourself but no one

answered. All the chiefs present, however, approached the prince and

kissed his feet, in proof of their acknowledgment of his authority. The

new Susunan then declared Ratu Kanchana his queen, and nominated the

principal officers of state
j
and as soon as he returned to the ddlam addressed

three letters, one to the Governor General of Batavia, one to the comman-

dant at Japdra, and one to the commandant at Semarang, informing them

of his having assumed the sovereignty in succession to his ancestors. He
likewise entrusted a letter for Batavia, and another for the Governor Gene-

ral, to the care of Captain Knol at Semarang,

On
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On first granting their support to the deceased prince, the Dutch required

that he should enter into a bond, dated 10th October 1677> confirming the

treaty of the 25th February preceding, and acknowledging a debt to the

Dutch of thirty thousand dollars, together with three thousand kuyans of

rice, as a security for which he was required to mortgage to the Dutch all

the sea-ports from the river Krawang to the eastern extremity of the island.

The whole revenues of these places, including in particular all the rice

deliverable to the state, were also to be received by the Dutch in diminution

of this debt.

At the same time, also, the Susunan was called upon to execute a deed of

cession, confirming the act of the 28th February preceding, and setting

forth that his father, having already verbally expressed an intention to make

over to the Dutch his rights on the kingdom of Jakatra (or land lying

between the river of Untung Jawa and Krawang and the northern and

southern sea-coasts), the said grant was further confirmed, and the whole

of the province of Jakatra ceded accordingly, the inhabitants who wished

to remain being ordered to acknowledge the Dutch as their lawful sove-

reign, but all being at liberty to place themselves under the Susunan and

to leave the Dutch territory, till the expiration of twelve months after the

publication of this act.

By this deed of cession, the Susunan also ceded to the Dutch, in acknow-

ledgment of the services rendered hy Admiral Speelman against the rebels,

the country between the Krawang and Pamanukan rivers, in a straight line

to the South Sea, with all the immunities and privileges attached to it.

This document further prohibited the importation of cloths and opium by

any one except the Dutch, and contained the appointment of Adipati Man-

daraka to be chief of Tegal and the western, and Aria Urarwan to be

chief of Japara and the eastern sea-coast.

On the 15th January 1678, a charter was procured from the Susunan,

placing the sugar trade of Japara entirely in the hands of the Dutch. A
grant was made them of the management of the town and jurisdiction of

Semarang and the village of Kaligdwi, that is to say, the right of appoint-

ing governors of their own at those places, without the least interference on

the part of the Susunan
;
on condition, however, that the revenues should

be duly accounted for and paid to his highness’s officers by those of the

Dutch. But as his highness was still in debt to the Dutch, those revenues

were provisionally taken in diminution of the debt.
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In Bantam the Dutch had made various treaties with the princes.

On the 17th April 16S4 a contract was signed with the Sultan of

Bantam, by which it was stipulated, among other articles, that the

contract of the 10th July 1659 should be renewed and confirmed
;
that the

Sultan should give no kind of assistance to the enemies of the Dutch,

and undertake nothing hostile against their allies, particularly the Susunan

and the prince of Cheribon
;
that the Tdng’ran river, from its mouth to its

origin, and from thence a line drawn from south until it meets the South

Sea, should be the boundaries fixed upon between the Dutch jurisdiction and

the Bantam country, it being understood that the whole of the Tdng'ran

or Untong Jdwa river, with its mouths, should be the property of the

Dutch, together with six hundred rods of land to the northward from

fort Babdkan to the sea, with liberty to erect such pdggars, or forts,

on the western banks of the river, as should be deemed necessary for pur-

poses of safety
;
the inhabitants of the Bantam side to be permitted to fish

in the river and to appropriate its waters to purposes of cultivation, but no

vessels to be allowed to enter the river from the sea without Company’s

passes ;
that the claims of the Dutch on the government of Bantam should

be reduced to twelve thousand rix-dollars, or one-eighth of its original

amount
;

that his highness should give up all claims to the principality of

Cheribon ;
that the fourth article of the contract of 1659 should remain in

force, and consequently that no ground nr factory rent should be paid by

the Dutch, but that the Sultan should give as much ground gratis, as the

purposes of the factory might require
;
that his highness should conclude

no contracts with other powers contrary to the present treaty.

On the same day, however, a bond was executed by the Sultan, in favor

of the Dutch, for the payment of the expenses incurred in assisting his

highness against the rebel Sultan, and his friend the British resident,

who it is stated in this document would have received the punishment due

to his conduct but for the interference of the Dutch, to whose protec-

tion he was indebted for the moderation with which his highness had

restricted his punishment to a final removal from Bantam. This obliga-

tion states the Sultan’s debt to be six hundred thousand rix-dollars, which he

promises to pay either in specie or pepper, or by remission of duties
;
and

he also grants therein to the Dutch the sole trade in pepper and cloths, in

the countries of Bantam
, Lampung

, and Silebar.

On
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On the 28th April 1684, a deed was executed, by which the Sultan of Kerta Sura.

Bantam’s debt of six hundred thousand rix-dollars was remitted, on condi- a.d. 1701.

tion that the Company should enjoy the privileges mentioned in the bond of

the 17th instant
;
but whenever the above privileges were violated on the

Sultan’s part, the Dutch held themselves justified in requiring payment of

the debt in question.

On the 15th February 1686, an agreement was entered into with the

Sultan of Bantam, by which, among other stipulations, the Dutch engaged

to assist the Sultan against his rebellious subjects, with men, ammunition,

and vessels, on condition that he would pay the expense
;

it being stipulated

that they should not leave their factory during the night
;
that they should

not be permitted to walk outside the town without the Sultan’s and the

Resident’s permission
;
that they should not enter the houses of the natives,

much less stay there during the night
;

that they should not take away any

articles in the bazars without duly paying for the same
;
that they should

not enter any gardens or premises without permission from the proprietors
;

that they should not enter any temples without previous leave
;
that they

should not detain any females in their houses, nor stop them in the streets

;

on meeting the Sultan in the streets, that they should shew his highness the

accustomed honours; that they should not stop whenever the Sultan or Sultana

bathed in the river, but pass without looking at their highnesses
;
that they

should not interfere with the disputes and judicial proceedings of the na-

tives. By the eighteenth article it was mutually agreed, that offenders, of

either party, should be punished according to their respective laws, and

each by his own nation
;
and that the whole of the black and white pepper

produced at Bantam should be sold to the Dutch at a fixed price.

On the 4th December 1687, on the occasion of the accession to the

throne of a new Sultan of Bantam, an act of renovation of all former trea-

ties was passed, together with a renewal of the bond for six hundred thou-

sand dollars, and of the deed remitting the same, on condition that the

privileges heretofore specified were granted to the Dutch at Bantam.

On the 3d March I69I, on occasion of the elevation to the throne of

another Sultan, an act of renewal was passed of the contracts concluded

at different periods between the Dutch and the Sultans of Bantam.

On the 6th January 1681 an agreement was signed with the three chiefs CWribon.

of Cheribon, setting forth the gratitude of those princes for the signal ser-

vices
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vices rendered them by the Dutch, and their determination to follow the

Dutch Company’s advice under all circumstances, and to assist the Dutch
government whenever their aid might be required, on condition that they

should, in like manner, be assisted by the Dutch in cases of emergency,

each party bearing the expense of all armaments undertaken for his benefit.

The three princes promised to live upon good terms with the Susunan.

In the event of one of the three princes, or other persons, committing

any acts prohibited by the present articles, or derogatory to his highness

the Susunan
, it was agreed, that such conduct should be punished with the

utmost severity.

The other stipulations of importance were, that no fortifications should

be erected by the princes without the consent of the Governor General, who
should have leave to build a factory at Cheribon, and to cause all species of

merchandize to be imported dutyfree. That all pepper growing in the king-

dom of Cheribon should be disposed of to the Dutch at the bazar price

;

that the trade in sugar and rire should be free to all, upon payment of an

export duty of two per cent, to the princes
;
that vessels belonging to

powers at war with the Dutch should not be permitted to enter the ports of

Cheribon
,
but be dealt with as enemies.

On the 7th September 1680, another contract was entered into with the

princes of Cheribon , by which all former differences were declared to be for-

gotten, and Panambahan, Cheribon, and Sultan Anom, promised to respect

and honour their elder brother, Sultan Sepu, as the first-born of their father

Panambdhan Kidi Giri Payah. Sultan Sepu promised, on the other hand,

not to slight his brothers in any way, but on the contrary to treat them, on

every occasion, with the deference due to their rank. It was agreed, that

there shall be one place only for holding tournaments, where the royal

brothers would appear every Saturday in their state dresses, attended by

their mantris, and that, to prevent disputes, they should be seated to the

right and left of Sultan Sepu, and all the mantris below
;
but that, should

indisposition prevent one of them from attending the tournament, they

should send due notice thereof on the Saturday morning. At the tourna-

ment the Sultan only had the right to speak ; but Sultan Sepu not being

present, that right was to devolve on the second, and in his absence on the

third chief. In the event of all the princes being prevented from attending,

the
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the eldest sons of Sultan Sepu and Anom should make their appearance, and

the command devolve on the Pangeran. That in consequence of frequent dis-

putes having arisen among the princes, with reference to the appointment

and supercession of prime minister, the right of nominating to that office

wTas vested exclusively in the governor-general of Batavia. That in the

event of any difference occurring between the princes, which they could not

adjust themselves, the resident o£ Cheribon should be requested to act as arbi-

trator on the part of the Dutch. That should one of the princes refuse to

comply with this article, the other brothers should on no account molest him,

but simply report the matter to the Batavian government, through their am-

bassadors. The dissenting prince should, however, in that case, voluntarily

place himself in the resident’s custody, who should not be permitted to

convey him out of Cheribon.

Mr. Middlekoop mentions, that during the reign of this prince, the prin-

cipality of Madura was conferred by the Susunan on Chakra Dimngrat

;

but the inhabitants of Sumenap being discontented with this choice, they

informed the Susunan that they would rather die than submit to that autho-

rity
;
upon which the Susunan thought proper to divide that country into two

parts, giving to Chakra Diningrat the western district, and the eastern, or

Sumenap district, to Mas Yang Wulan, who took the name of Yudha Nagdra.

In the year 1683, the whole island of Madura revolted, and became subject

to the Dutch government.

But to return to Pangeran Adipdti Amdngku Nagdra, usually called Java.

Mangkurat Mas. The authority of this prince seems to have been attacked

almost immediately after his accession to the throne
;
for Raden Suria Ka-

suma, a son of the Pangeran Pugar, having accompanied the procession

which attended the body of the late Susunan to the grave, persuaded many
of the party to declare him sovereign of Java, under the title of Sunun Pana-

tagama. The Susunan Mangkurat Mas no sooner heard of this, than he

became highly enraged with his uncle, the Pangeran Pugar, and sent back

to him his daughter, the queen Ratu Kanchana. He afterwards ordered the

Pangeran with his wives and children into his presence, and commanding
them to be seized, publicly exposed them on the alun alun, in a pen or railing

made for that purpose, which the Javans call betek. Rdden Suria was appre-

hended.

On the one hundredth day after the death of the late Susunan, the

wives of the chiefs being assembled to prepare a customary feast, intended

vol. n. SB “to
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a ' “ t0 give a blessins t0 the journey of the deceased,” the Susunan conceived a

a. m mi. passion for Ayu Pakuwati, the wife of the Adipati of Madura

,

and availed

MangkuratMas. himself of his power over her to gratify it. She however soon made her

escape, and reported the particulars to her husband, who in revenge con-

curred with the Adipati of Semarang in urging the Pangeran Pugar to as-

sume the sovereignty. “ So large a party,” said these chiefs, “ being in

“ favour of your pretensions, you can never be condemned for assuming the

“ government
;

for as with men who drink a bottle of wine, if there are few

“ of them they must necessarily become intoxicated, but if there are many,

“ truly it is nothing at all.”

Being assured by the Adipati of Semarang, that the Dutch were not cor-

dial friends of the present Susunan, the Pangeran was at last prevailed upon

to escape with his family and a chosen band to Semarang, where the Dutch

received him, and conditionally proclaimed him sovereign of Java.

As soon as the Susunan Mangkurat Mas was informed of the departure

of the Pangeran, he applied to the commissioners at Semarang to have him

delivered up
;
but received for reply an intimation, that he was under the

protection of the Dutch, and that if the Susunan wanted him he must come

for him himself. Enraged at this evasion, lie ordered that Raden Suria

Kasuma

,

the son of the Pangeran, should immediately be put to death. The

young prince was accordingly brought into his presence for the purpose,

when a great eruption suddenly took place from Merdpi, the mountain emit-

ting a sound louder than thunder, and flame which enlightened all Kerta Sdra.

The Susunan thinking that his end was approaching, sent the young king

back into confinement, when the sounds immediately ceased, and the moun-

tain emitted no more flame. The Susunan conceiving all danger at an

end, once more ordered the execution of the prince, but a more violent erup-

tion than the first instantly rent the mountain asunder. The alarm of the

Susunan was increased, and considering this was a gdro-gdro, or sign, that

the prince was favoured by the Almighty, he altered his intentions, received

his intended victim into favour, and appointed him a Pangeran, under the

title of Pangeran Ang’ebai Salering Pelcen, with an assignment of one thou-

sand chdchas of land.

He appointed the Adipati of Madura, under the name of Panambdhan

Chakra Ningrat, chief over all the coast districts, from Brebes to Banyu-

wangi, and the Tumungygung of Surabaya, under the name of Adipati

Jaeng
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Jaeng Rdna, to be his Fateh. To the Turning’gung of Semarang he also

gave the title of Adipdti Sura Adimang’gala.

Immediately after his accession he had written to the Dutch government

;

but it appears that the letter was not forwarded from Semarang to Batavia

until after the Pangerang Fugar had taken part against him. According to

the Dutch accounts, the ambassadors of both parties arrived nearly at the

same time at Batavia, were admitted to audience the next day, and were

received, not like ambassadors, but rather as messengers.

The objections urged by the Dutch to the acknowledgment of the Susunan

were the following :—1st. Because he was a great tyrant, and well known

to have instigated his father to a rupture with the Dutch, and to have him-

self menaced hostilities against them, as soon as he should have mounted

the throne. 2d. Because his embassy did not consist of princes of his

family, and the prime minister, as usual, but of two common regents only.

3d. Because the letter which communicated his father’s death, and an-

nounced his own accession, although it contained a request for protection

against his enemies, did not apply for their sanction or confirmation, nor

declare his readiness to renew the contracts, to acknowledge the debts, and

to fulfil the engagements formerly stipulated, though he ought to have

known that this was the basis upon which alone the Dutch could have

recognized his title as sovereign of Java. 4th. Because letters had been

intercepted, in which he invited the prince of Madura to join him against

the Dutch, calling them his mortal enemies, whom he intended to expel

from the island of Java.

These combined circumstances induced the Dutch government not to

acknowledge him as successor to his father, although they, with a view to

gain time until the arrival of a fleet expected from Holland with a rein-

forcement of troops, wrote to him, merely declining to receive his ambassa-

dors as such, and requiring him to send others, whose family connections

and rank might entitle them to more consideration, and with whom they

might treat.

After it was arranged that Pangeran Fugar should become sovereign,

the three chief Dutch authorities then at Semarang waited upon him, to

inform him thereof, at the same time requiring that, in return for the assistance

intended to be afforded him, he should, on assuming the authority, cede to

the Dutch the provinces of Dema/c, Japara
, and Tegal, in compensation

for the expenses they might incur on his account. Pangeran Pugar feeling

2 B 2 no

Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1627.

A. D. 1701.

MangkuratMas.
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Ke>-taSura. no inclination to comply with these conditions, though anxious to avoid a

a . d . 1704. rupture with the Dutch, proposed, instead of a cession of territory, that

he should become generally responsible for all the expenses of the war

;

“ for,” said he, “ if it is through the assistance of the Dutch that I am
“ placed upon the throne, of course it would not be becoming in me to

“ refuse them any thing they require : but with respect to this request, is it

“ not better that, at present, we attend to what is necessary to secure the

“ throne, and afterwards talk of minor matters ? I am willing to pay all

“ the expenses which it may occasion to the Dutch.” With this the com-

missioners were satisfied
;
and the troops having arrived from Europe, it

was resolved, on the 18th of March, 1701, to place Pangeran Pugar upon

the throne, and to maintain him on it.

The Dutch ships and troops having reached Semarang in April, and the

part they intended to take being now for the first time manifest to Susunan

Manglcurat Mas, he dispatched three messengers to the Dutch represen-

tative at Semarang, with the sum of seventy-thousand dollars in specie,

and authority to renew former contracts, and comply with every requisition

which the Dutch might make, provided they would acknowledge his suc-

cession to the throne ; but these messengers had only reached Tinker when

they fell in with the Dutch troops, and were obliged to secure their safety

by flight, leaving the money behind.

Pangeran Ptigar The Pangeran Pugar was publicly installed by the Dutch at Semarang*
installed as Su-

« • /» t
sdnan by the Oil the 19tll 01 June.

The districts of Demak, Grobogan, Sisela, and all the lands beyond Se-

mdrang as far as Un*gdrang, were immediately taken possession of by the

Dutch, and the troops of the Susunan Manglcurat Mas, which had moved

towards Semarang, were forced to retreat on Kerta Sura.

“ Before the departure of the Pangeran, the Dutch had again pressed

him to cede the provinces of Semarang, Tegdl, and Japara, but by the

advice of the Panumbdhan of Madura and his principal chiefs, he still re-

fused compliance, and they were notable to obtain any decided promise from

him, beyond reimbursement for the expenses of the war. When they were

arrived, however, at Ung’arang, the prince happening to be alone, unat-

tended by any of the Bopdti, the Dutch commander seized the opportunity

which he had been so long watching for, to assure him how truly and

sincerely

* From the circumstance of this installation having taken place at Semarang, two uiartngen

trees are allowed to distinguish the alun alun of the regent.
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sincerely the Dutch were inclined to assist him, not only on the present

occasion, but hereafter, whenever he might require their aid. “ The Dutch, 1 ’

added he, “ are in great want of rice, and request your highness will have

“ the kindness to grant them a thousand koyans (two thousand tons) a year

** without payment.”

“ The Pangeran made no reply : he wished for time to think upon it
;
but

the chiefs of the Dutch came up to him, and returned him many thanks and

compliments for his having thus, as they said, agreed to their request. The

prince, though he wished to say he had not given his promise, yet felt

ashamed, after the thanks and compliments he had received, to express

what he thought. He therefore bowed his head and was silent. They then

entreated him to draw out his assent in writing, and to affix his seal to it, as

a proof of his voluntary surrender of the present. With this he complied.

“ The paper was no sooner obtained, than the Dutch officers again return-

ed their thanks. They then withdrew, and the troops being under arms, a

salute was fired on the occasion. When this circumstance came to the ears

of the Adipdti of Semarang, he hastened to the Pangeran, and thus address-

ed him, “ Be not offended, my prince, if I presume to open your eyes to

“ the proceedings of these Hollanders, who are so rapacious in their de-

“ mands. They had already consulted with me on the subject of this

“ rice, and they knew the opinion of your advisers to be against it, they

“ therefore watched for their opportunity to find you alone. I little

“ thought you would have taken upon yourself to act thus, without con-

“ suiting your chiefs. I imagined the Dutch were satisfied with the answer

“ I had given them and would not have thought of going to you about it.”

The Susunan gave him in return the history of the grant, and promised

faithfully that, if ever they made another request of the kind, he would

send for his advisers immediately.”

Before the Dutch moved towards the interior, they contrived to bribe

Jciga Dinmgrat, the chief who commanded the Kerta Sura troops, and

with his assistance possessed themselves without difficulty of the fortified

stations of Pedakpdyang, Ung’arang, and Selatiga. The main force of the

Kerta-sura troops, consisting of about forty thousand men, was encamped in

a strong position, not far from the latter place. After making consider-

able resistance, they were obliged to retreat in confusion, and the com-

bined army prosecuting its march towards the capital, carried Asem by as-

sault, and reached Kerta Sidra shortly after Susunan Mangkurat Mas had

quitted

Kerta Sura

A. J. 1«30
A. D. 1704
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Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1630.

A. D. 1704.

Pakubuana.

quitted it. All the chiefs who remained submitted to the new authority,

and were received under its protection, with the exception of the son of

Pangeran Pugar, who was strangled. Susunan Mangkurat Mas, called

also Susunan Ptnchang, on aecount of his lameness, was at this time about

thirty-four years of age. His reign was short, but remarkable for severity and

cruelty.

Pangeran Pugar was fifty-six years of age when he ascended the throne.

He had seven legitimate children, Pangeran Matarem
, Ang’ebai Lereng

Pdser (who had remained with the deposed Susunan), Jaga Raga, Mangku
Nagara, Mangku Bumi (who was declared hereditary prince, and suc-

ceeded his father), Blitar,
and Tepa Sana.

The title assumed by Pangeran Pugar, with the concurrence of the

Dutch, was Susuhunan Pakabuana Senapati Ingalaga Abdul Rdchman Pana-

tagama
,
which may be rendered “ The saint who is the nail of the empire,

“ the chief commander in war, the slave of God, and propagator of the

“ true faith.”

An occurrence which took place shortly after the assumption of the go-

vernment by this prince is noticed by the Javan writers, and argued highly

in favour of the justice and impartiality of this prince.

The wife of Merta Yudha, writer to the Susunan, and nephew of the

Adipati of Semdrang
,

presented herself before him, alleging that her

life was endangered by the cruel treatment of her husband, and imploring

that she might be divorced from him, or protected against his ill usage.

The Susunan inquiring into the particulars, ascertained, from the tes-

timony of the woman herself, that she was attached to Pangeran Adipati,

the son of the Susunan, who had frequently visited at her house in the

absence of her husband, and that the severities she had suffered were the

consequence of the rage which a discovery of that fact had occasioned.

He called upon the Pangeran Adipati to say if this was correct
;
and the

prince, being ashamed to tell a falsehood, acknowledged the fact : where-

upon his father reproved him in the strongest terms, and cautioned him

not to be guilty of a like transgression a second time. Then calling for

Merta Yudha

,

he thus addressed him : “ Merta Ytidha, your wife

“ has come to me requesting my interference to procure her a divorce

“ from you, or that I should prohibit you from again ill-treating her, in

“ the same severe manner you have before done, on account of her at-

“ tachment to my son, the Pangeran Adipati.” To which Merta Ytidha

replied, “ Respecting this affair, allow me to explain. She committed an

“ offence
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“ offence towards me, and she now comes to you to complain of me,

“ saying I had beaten her until she was nearly dead. That I did beat her

“ is true, but that 1 did so until she was nearly dead is utterly false. I

“ beat her when I was enraged
;
but, .as my anger subsided, I quickly

“ became kiml to her again
;
and yet she has the audacity to request a

“ divorce. This completes three offences : in the first pia^e, ol-,0 committed
“ the fault

;
in the second, she has told a falsehood

;
and in the third,

“ she has requested a divorce. These points I submit to the justice of

“ your majesty.” The Susunan then reflected, that as the Pangeran Adi-

pdti’s conduct had been the cause of this woman’s offence, it would not be

just to punish her, without also punishing his son
;
and being disinclined to

be severe with him on account of his youth, he felt at a loss how to decide

with justice. At length, seeing but one way to get rid of the difficulty,

he thus addressed Merta Yudha

:

“ Enough, Merta Yudha

;

the fault

" rests with my son the Pangeran Adipati, and your wife cannot be con-

“ demned to punishment, unless my son be also condemned. Now I have

“ not the power to condemn my son, on account of his youth
; therefore,

“ I publicly request your pardon for my son’s offence. If you wish to be

“ divorced, the permission is granted, and I will provide you with another

“ wife. You want her immediately—It is well

;

—but T have no women
“ at present except my own, none but the Rdtu and my own daughters.

“ Make your choice, and whichever you prefer of them, I will present to

“ you in marriage. Place your confidence in what I say, and believe that

“ I say no more than what I will do,”

Merta Yudha, struck with astonishment, knew not how to reply. At
last, after bowing his head several times to the ground, he declared that he

was overcome by this act of magnanimity
; that he forgave the young prince

from his heart, and would willingly receive his wife back again, and treat

her with kindness. The Susunan then dismissed the parties, giving them

advice as to their future conduct, and presenting them with a sum of

money and several rich presents. Merta Yudha and his wife, say the

Javan writers, afterwards lived most happily together, and never ceased to

praise the justice and magnanimity of the prince.

In the spring of 1705, the Dutch government again sent a force to Se-

marang, which was joined by seven thousand Madurese, under the com-

mand of Panambahan Chakra Dimngrat.

At

Kerta Sura.
A. J. 1631.

A. D. 1705.

Pakubuana.
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Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1631.

A. D. 1703.

Pakubuiaa 1st-

At this time Surapdti
,
who after his first arrival at Matdrem had offered

to surrender, again made an application to the Dutch for protection, and

offered to send six thousand auxiliaries, promising at the same time to

conduct himself as a faithful subject
; but his offer was rejected.

On the 5th October, 1705, a contract was entered into by the new
sovereign with the Dutch, by which, 1st. tlip contracts of the 24th Sep-

tember, 1 fi4n„ anJ 20th October, 1 677, and all privileges and immunities

granted by Susdnan Mangkurat Mas to Messrs. Speelman and Cooper, were

confirmed. 2d. His highness ceded to the Dutch the district of Gebang

as situated within the following boundaries
;

viz. “ From the mouth of the

“ river Donan on the southern shore, in a westerly direction along its

“ banks as far as Pasuruan, where there is an inland lake
;
thence along

“ the north-eastern seashore to the mouth of the river Che-brom
, and

“ further on along the north-eastern side of an accessible swamp to Clie-

“ satia, near the village Maddra, thence in a north-easterly direction

“ over the mountains of Ddyu-luhur to mount Sumdna or Subang, and then

“ south-east over the mountains of BonkoJc, where a northerly direction is

‘‘ taken, and continued to the river Losdri, and further on along the

“ banks of that river to its mouth on the northern coast of the island.”

3d. The Susunan acknowledged Cheribon as an independent state, in con.

sequence of that country having, in 1680, been saved by the Dutch from

the ravages of a banditti. 4th. The Susdnan resigned to the protection of

the Dutch the countries of Sumenap and Pamakdsan, stated to have been

forced on them during the reign of Susunan Tegdl-arom, by the chief

Yudha Nagara. 5th. The Susunan renewed and confirmed the cession

of Semdrang and Kaliga'we, as stated in the transfer of 15th January, I678.

He further ceded to the Dutch the ports of Torbaya and Gumulak, on con-

dition that the tolls continued to be collected for his own benefit, as at

Semdrang . The Dutch, on the other hand, agreed to restore about fifty

villages which belonged to Demak and Kaliga’we.

It was agreed that the tolls on goods imported into, or exported from the

Susunan*

s

dominions by the Dutch, should be levied according to the above-

mentioned contract of 25th February 1677> and that the Susunan should in

future require a duty of three instead of two per cent, from individuals

trading with Dutch passes, it being left to his highness to fix the duties to

be levied on goods belonging to persons who were not furnished with licences

from
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from the Dutch. 7th. The Dutch obtained liberty to establish factories in

every part of the Susunaii’s dominions, for which sufficient lots of vacant

ground were to be given them, to answer every purpose of safety and conve-

nience, and also to establish yards for building vessels. The Javan chiefs

were bound to supply the Dutch at all times, payment being made for the

same, with timber, labourers, &c. but they were to pay no capitation, and only

to be considered as Company’s subjects, as long as they should be employed

by the Company. 8th. His highness promised to supply the Dutch with as

much rice as should be required, at the market price, the Dutch being also

at liberty to purchase that article from his highness’s subjects, who were also

allowed to export rice to Batavia, and all countries at peace with the Dutch.

9th. Pursuant to the contract of 1677> the Susunan agreed to continue to

shut his ports against Makdsars, Biigis, Malayus, Balians, and other

foreigners, except such as should obtain the permission of the Dutch. 10th.

It was agreed that the Dutch, and all persons duly authorized by them,

should continue to enjoy the exclusive privilege of importing and selling

opium and cloths, as granted to them by Susunan Mangkurat, on the 20th

October 1677 : that the native chiefs should carefully prevent all encroach-

ments on this monopoly, and that all seizures of prohibited goods made by

them and by the Company’s servants, should be for the profit of his high-

ness, to whose discretion it was left to remunerate the officers making the

seizure. 11th. That all seizures naade at sea by the Company’s cruizers

should be for the sole benefit of the captors, although afterwards brought

into his highness’s ports. 12th. The Susunan’

s

subjects were to be prohi-

bited from trading otherwise than with Company’s passes, and their trade

eastward was restricted to Bali and Lombok, northward to Borneo and Ban-

jarmdsin, and westward to Bantam, Ldmpung, Jdmbi, Indragiri, Johor and

Malaca. They were prohibited from visiting the eastern governments, or

Buton, Timor,
Bima, &c., on pain of confiscation of vessels, cargo, &c.

It was declared, that whenever his highness should be desirous of sending

vessels to these quarters on his own account, the Dutch should attend to

his wishes, as far as might be consistent with their regulations. 13th. The
balance remaining due to the Dutch of the debts of his highness, adverted

to in the contracts of 25th February and 15th October l677» was remitted,

together with the sum to be paid to Captain Jonker for the delivery of the

rebel Truna Jaya, and all other claims of the Dutch on his highness, for

expenses incurred in re-establishing him on the throne, See. on the express

2 C condition

Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1631.

A. D. 1705.

Pakubuana 1st.
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Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1632.

A. D. 1706.

Pakubuana 1st.

A.D, 1707.

condition that this contract should be faithfully observed
j otherwise the

said claims and pretensions to retain their former validity. In consideration

of this important remission, his highness promised to supply the Company,
during twenty-five years, commencing in 1706, with eight hundred lasts of

good, rice annually, deliverable at Batavia by his highness’s own vessels.

An article was afterwards added to this treaty, by which it wTas stipulated

that no other European nation than the Dutch should ever be permitted to

trade or build factories on Java.

On the 11th October 1705,* a further agreeme ntwas entered into by his

highness, by which he promised to bear the expense of keeping a detach-

ment of two hundred men of the Dutch troops at Kerta-sura, for his high-

ness’s protection and security, amounting to thirteen hundred Spanish

dollars per month.

On the 12th July 1706, a treaty for determining the boundaries between

the territories of the Susunan and those of the Dutch was entered into.

The deposed prince, Susunan Mang/curat Mas, after flying from his

capital, proceeded to the eastern districts, and joining Surapdti, reduced

the eastern provinces under their authority, and appeared confident of

success, being possessed of immense treasures in specie and jewels, which

he had carried off with him.

In 1706, however, the army of Surapdti was defeated by the allied Dutch

and Javan forces, and Kediri was taken. Subsequently, the large com-

bined army of Mang/curat Mas and Surapdti was put to the rout and dis

persed. Surapdti shortly after died in the mountains of Bangil, according

to some accounts, of the effect of his wounds. He was succeeded in office

by his son, Pangdting, who took the name of Adipdti Wira Nagara
, and

being allied by marriage to the chiefs of Kediri, Balambang’an, and Gresi/c,

brought many of the eastern districts again to acknowledge the authority of

Mang/curat Mas. Additional forces were, in consequence, sent from

Batavia by the Dutch, which arrived at Semdrang in 1707, arjd immediately

proceeded first to Kerta-sura, and then to the eastward. Falling in with

the enemy in Mddion, they put him to flight, and continued their march to

Surabaya, where the disturbances which had broken out on the island of

Madura obliged them to halt.

On the death of the native chief of Madura, his eldest natural son, Sdstra

Nagdra, had declared himself his succesor, and placed troops round the

island.

* Contract with M. Dc Wilde.
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island, to oppose the landing of his uncle, Raden Suria Nagdra, who had

been appointed to the succession by the Dutch. The Dutch, however,

found means to satisfy both parties, by conferring the separate charge of

Sampang on Sastra Nagdra.

At Sumenap they met with greater difficulty. The native chief, Ndga

Siderma,
had been stabbed by his secretary : the secretary was afterwards

killed by the slave of the chief. A tumult was thus excited, and the Dutch

commanding officer having given offence to the principal inhabitants, they

proceeded with a large proportion of the population to the northern part of

the island. The Dutch at length succeeded in establishing the infant son

of the deceased as chief of Sumenap

,

with the title of Raden Tumung’gung

Pring’ga Kasuma, under the guardianship of his mother, Rdlu Sidayu.

With these proceedings the campaign closed for that year.*

In the following year, 1708, the Dutch sent further reinforcements to the

eastward, and preparations were making for opening the campaign, when

the fugitive Susunan hearing of the arrival of the Dutch at Surabdya, sent

ambassadors to their representative (Knol), soliciting his pardon and an

assignment of some lands, independent of any other authority than that of

the Dutch government. No sooner had lie been promised this than he

came to Surabdya, where he was received on the 17th July by Knol, who

delivered to him a letter of pardon written in the Dutch and Javan lan-

guages, promising to him the independent possession of a district as a prin-

cipality, subordinate only to the Dutch government. But, alas ! these con-

cessions were soon found to be nothing more than a stratagem to get posses-

sion of the prince’s person. The unfortunate Susunan, unsuspicious of the

treachery, was quietly embarked at Surabdya on the 24th August, and with

his three sons, his wife, concubines, and attendants, conveyed to Batavia.

The Dutch accounts relate, that as soon as the prince arrived at Batavia,

the commissioners, who had received him on board and accompanied him to

2 C 2 the

* The native writers relate a strange proceeding of the Dutch commandant in this war.

“ As soon as the Dutch commander arrived at Pasuruan, he assembled the people, and

“ offered a reward of one thousand dollars to any one who would bring him the body of the

“ deceased chief Surapdti. The body was accordingly brought in a perfect state of preserva-

“ tion, on which the commandant ordered it to be placed upright in a chair, as if still living.

“ He then approached it, took it by the hand, and made his obeisance to it as to a living

* £ person : all the officers and men followed the example. After this they burnt the body, and
(t having mixed the ashes with gunpowder, fired a salute with it in honour of the victory.

Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1634.

A. D. 1708.

Pakubana 1st.
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A
eTmt tlie castle ’

demanded that he should deicer up his kris before being admit-
A - D - 1708

- ted to an audience, which he refused to do. When, however, introduced
Paktibuana 1st. to the high regency, who had been especially assembled for his reception,

he prostrated himself at the feet of the governor-general, surrendered his

kris, and implored the fulfilment of the conditions on which he surrendered.

The governor -general replied, that Mr. Knol had not been authorized either

to grant him a pardon or to make promises, yet that government would

take the matter into consideration : his kris was then returned to him. He
was lodged in the castle as a prisoner of war, and soon afterwards trans-

ported to Ceylon.

The account of this transaction by the Javan writers is as follows :

“ The Susunan Mangkurat Mas and the Adipdti VAra Nagara (son of

Surapdti) had not been long at Malang before they were attacked by Pan-

geran Blitar, and forced to seek safety in the forests with only a few follow-

ers. There they suffered severely from disease
;
and most of them dying,

the rest removed to the land of Blitar, whence the Susunan sent a letter to

the chief Dutch authority at Surabaya, asking him why the Dutch had thus

assisted the Pangeran Piigar against him, and deprived him of the sceptre

which had descended to him from his ancestors, adding that he was himself

equally the friend of the Dutch, that he had never harboured a thought

injurious to them, and that if they still believed that he had been guilty of

a fault against them, it would be well if they would point it out that he

might exert his utmost to make amends : for this they might fully depend

on him
;

“ therefore,” said he, “ let the Dutch place confidence in me,

“ let them consider my youth, and that it is yet but a short time that I

“ have been a sovereign.” To this the Dutch authority replied, “ If the

“ Susunan wishes to act thus, and his intentions are good, let him come to

“ Surabaya.” Susunan Mangkurat then requested, that if the Dutch would

not again place him on the throne, they would assign him a province, in

which he and his family might reside in peace. A promise being given to

that effect, he immediately proceeded to Surabaya, where he was received

with all honours and the customary salutes, and afterwards entertained with

the Dutch officers in the Passangrdhan of the Adipdti of Surabaya. The

Dutch authority at last said to him with the utmost kindness and softness of

speech', “ If the Susunan has no objection, I am anxious that we should go

“ to Semdrang to see the commissary
;
from thence the Susunan can at

“ once proceed to Kerla-sura, and request the Dutch again to acknowledge

“ him
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« him as sovereign of Java.” The Susunan immediately assented to this KertaSura..... .
A.J. 1638 .

arrangement. He was then, with his family and followers, embarked on a.d. 1712.

board a ship
;
but instead of being conveyed to Semarang, he was taken to Pakubuana 1st.

Batavia, and afterwards banished to Ceylon.”

It appears that after the arrival of Mangkurat Mas at Ceylon, he found

means to dispatch letters of complaint to the Prince of Orange and the

Court of Directors in Holland. Two Mahometan priests were charged with

the mission, but the letters being intercepted, the messengers were subjected

to severe punishment.

With Mangkurat Mas was lost the celebrated makota or crown of Maja -

pd/iit. The regalia of the sovereigns of Java, with the exception of this

important article, were duly delivered over, by order of the Dutch, to the

acknowledged sovereign Palcabuana

,

but nothing more was ever heard of

the crown, and since that time the princes have worn a cap, as described in

another place. As the Dutch were now become supreme on Java, a crown

was perhaps but an empty pageant. It cannot, however, escape notice,

that this proud ornament of state should first have been deprived of its

brightest jewel, and afterwards, as there is too much room to suspect,

filched by the Dutch, who probably stripped it of its remaining jewels, and

melted down the gold for its value !

The removal of Mangkurat Mas did not, however, extinguish the flame

of internal discord, which still blazed forth in the eastern provinces of Java,

and which increased till the year 1712-13. The Susunan sent several em-

bassies to Batavia, requesting assistance against the chiefs of Balambdngan

and of the island of Madura, as well as against the sons of Surapdti, who

had their hiding places in the mountains. On this occasion the Dutch

sanctioned the nomination of the Pangeran Mangku Nagdra, as the heredi-

tary prince, and promised the required succours against the rebels, but took

care to point out the value which they put upon their assistance : a piece of

policy which, on no occasion, they seem to have forgotten. They adverted

to the immense sums they had at different times advanced, and the extent

of the obligations which the Susdnan lay under to them, admonishing,, him

to act with greater circumspection in future, and to adopt such measures as

might put a stop to the civil wars and commotions which desolated the

country.

It was not long, however, before various circumstances concurred to

render the rebels still more formidable. The chiefs of Surabaya, Probol'ing’0,

and
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KeijtaSura. and Kediri, as well as those of Madura and Balambdng’an, united at the

a. d. 1713 . instigation of the chief of Wmang’un (whose life had been unjustly at-

Pakubuana 1st. tacked), in a league to shake off the yoke of the Susunan, and at the same

time to rid themselves of the Dutch, whose aim they conceived to have

been eventually to depose the Susunan, and to render themselves sovereigns

of the whole island.

A circumstance is related by the native writers, which is said to have

contributed essentially to the distractions which at that time existed in the

country.

“ The Dutch requested that the Susunan would immediately put the

Adipdti Jaing Rana of Surabaya to death, alleging that he was attached to

the cause of the rebels, and that if an example were made of this chief, it

would strike fear into the others. On this the Susiinan became excessively

grieved at heart, for he was sincerely attached to the Adipati ; and now that

the Panambdhan of Madura, who had been as his right hand, was dead, if he

were to lose the Adipdti of Surabaya also, who had been as his left hand, he

would in truth find that he had lost both hands. He wished, therefore, to

refuse compliance with this request
;
but at the same time feared that,

if he disappointed the Dutch, there would be an end of his friendship with

them. On these two accounts he gave the subject his deepest consideration.

At length he wrote a letter to the Adipdti, informing him of the request

made by the Dutch ;
and to the Dutch at Batavia he wrote in reply, that

he wished to reflect upon the affair, until the time appointed for the chief

to pay his usual visit to the capital should arrive.

“ As soon as the Adipdti of Surabaya received these tidings, he assembled

his brothers and his Pdteh, named Wira Tantaha, and showed them the

letter. His brothers immediately advised that they should unite and oppose

any one, whoever it might be, who should attempt the life of the Adipdti

;

for, said they, “ Is it not better to die nobly in war, and to let one’s enemies

“ know how dearly the death of our brother is to be purchased, than to

“ be quietly killed in one’s bed ? they will only know of the death and not

“ of its value.” But the Pdteh replied to them, “ What you say is correct,

“ and in the service of the state we are bound to act as you advise
;
but this

“ is a request made by the general, that the Adipdti should be put to death.

“ Is it not better that he should deliver himself up ? for if he does not,

*f there will be a rupture between the general and the Susunan, and then

** (which God forbid) the land of Jawa will be destroyed, and universal

“ misery
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r< misery will follow. You have now, for a long time, enjoyed happiness

tf and a good name, and now that you have grown old in honour, it would
e< not be fitting in you to do any thing that could bring sorrow or ruin on
rt your sovereign, or that would disgrace your followers or descendants,

** which would be the case, if you now got a bad name.” The Adipati was

well pleased with the advice of his Pdteh
,
and after considering for a short

time then addressed him. “ What you say is true, oh Pdteh ! I am old and
“ have not long to live. It is indeed right that I should deliver up my life

“ for the benefit of my sovereign and the character of my family.”

This resolution being taken, the Adipati shortly after set out for Kerta-

sura
,
accompanied by his brother and about two thousand followers. When

he arrived, the Susiinan inquired how he wished to act
;

to which he replied,

that he preferred to die rather than to be the cause of misfortune to his

sovereign or to the people of Java
j
that he was now old

;
that if his life was

spared on this occasion he could not expect to live many years, and that he

was already satisfied with this world. The Susiinan then said, if such was

his determination and wish, he must of course follow it, but urged him to

speak his mind freely, adding that he would think of it, and do what would

turn out best for him : but the Adipati replied, that he had no other wish

than what he had already expressed
;
that it was much better that he should

die than become the cause of misfortune to others. All he requested was,

that after his death the Susiinan would not be forgetful of his family and

children, and that until his son was of a proper age, his brother, Rdden Jaya

Puspita, might succeed him in his public administration. The Susunan

then said, “ It is well. If the Dutch again make the demand you must

“ prepare for your fate
;
and I promise you that, in that case, your request

“ shall be complied with.” At the expiration of about a month, during

which period the Adipati clothed himself in white and gave himself up

entirely to his devotions, another letter arrived from the Governor General,

making a peremptory demand that the Adipati should be immediately execu-

ted. The Susunan then sent for the Adipati, and directed that he should be

brought into the dalam. Dressed in white, he immediately attended the

summons. When he reached the entrance sri meng’dnti, he quitted his

followers, who were not allowed to come further but remained without
;
and

the people who guarded the entrance of the krdton,
having received the

orders of the Susunan to that effect, seized him, and plunging their wea-

pons into his body, immediately dispatched him. They then carried out

the

ICerta Sura.

A. J. 1639.

A O. 1713.

Pakubu&na 1st.
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A.J. 1643.

A.D. 1717.

Pakubuana 1st.

the corpse and gave it to his followers, charging them to give it proper

burial. Th6y were all struck with deep grief at the sight, for the Adipati

was much beloved. They interred the body at Lawean ; but immediately

afterwards the brother, with about two thousand followers, assembled in the

alun alun, determined upon vengeance, and the disturbance was not quelled

until the Susunan entered into an explanation. He then appointed Jaya

Puspita to succeed provisionally to the administration of his deceased

brother, and otherwise conciliated the parties, who were at last induced

quietly to return to Surabaya
;
not, however, without a determination of one

day being revenged on the authors of this calamity. On receiving the

appointment from the Susunan
, while Jaya Puspita returned their grateful

ackowledgements for this mark of kindness, they as openly avowed that they

would never rest in peace, until they had given a due return to whoever was

the cause of their brother’s death.

“ In pursuance of this determination, Jaya Puspita took an early occasion

to league with other discontented chiefs, and soon became the most formi-

dable enemy to the tranquillity of the country.

“ The forces of the Susunan were completely defeated in a pitched

battle, and the rebels made themselves masters of several important pro-

vinces to the eastward of Pasuruan, which place they also besieged until

the arrival of the Dutch auxiliaries. They were then driven beyond Pana-

rukan

;

but being reinforced from Bali, soon forced the combined Dutch

and Javan troops to retreat again to Pasuruan.”

The effect of this civil war was now severely felt at Batavia. The country

was laid waste, cultivation was neglected, and a great scarcity of rice was

felt at Batavia. This induced the Dutch to march a more considerable force

in 1717 >
and again to take an active part in re-establishing the tranquillity of

the country.

On the arrival of this force at Madura, it was found that the chief of

that island had made two unsuccessful attacks on the troops of Pamakdsan

and Sumenap, and been forced at last to leave his capital with his son,

brother, wives, and relations, and seek safety with the Dutch.

“ When Pangeran Chdlcra Deningrat,” say the Javan authors, “ saw

that nothing more was to be done against his enemies, he resolved to

throw himself on the protection of the Dutch
;
and a Dutch ship arriving

at Madura, he dispatched a letter, soliciting their assistance. This letter

the captain forwarded to Surabdya, and received the instructions of the

admiral
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admiral to take the chief and his family on board, and convey them to that Kerta Sura.

# A. J# 1 643.

capital. The captain immediately sent a messenger on shore to the Pan - a.d. 1717.

geran, informing him of the wishes of the admiral, and inviting him to PakabuSna 1st.

come on board with his family. Pangeran Chakra Deningrat
,
who was

unconscious of treachery or duplicity, and consequently void of suspicion,

with a joyful heart accepted the invitation, and, accompanied by his

family, immediately went off in a small fishing-boat. When arrived along-

side of the ship, the followers who carried the upachdra (emblems of state)

were ordered to go on board : after them the Pangeran himself ascended,

and then his wife, Rdden Ayu Chakra Diningrat. When the Pangeran

came upon deck, Captain Curtis took him by the hand, and delivered him

over to one of his officers, who immedintely led him into the eahin. The
captain remained till the Rdden Ayu had ascended, and as soon as she

came on deck he likewise took her by the hand, and after the European

manner kissed her cheek. Not understanding the custom she became alarmed

and thinking that Captain Curtis was offering an insult to her, screamed out,

and called aloud upon her husband, saying “ the Captain had evil inten-

“ tions.” The Pangeran hearing the cries of his wife became furious, and

drawing his Icris rushed out, and without further inquiry stabbed the Captain.

The attendants of the chief, who had come on board with the state orna-

ments, following the example of their master, raised the cry of amok and

immediately fell on the crew of the vessel. The latter, however, were too

powerful for them, and in a short time the whole of the Madurese party

were killed, together with the chief and his wife.

When a question arises respecting the chastity of the Javan women, this

story is usually referred to.

The rebels, both in the eastern provinces of Java and on Madura, were

joined by auxiliaries from Bali. Those, however, on Madura were soon

overmatched by the Dutch troops, and obliged to fly again to Bali. Jaya

Puspita was more successful. Moving from Surabaya through the central

districts towards Kerta-sura

,

he subjected the provinces of Japan, Wirasdba,

Kediri, Madion Sukawdti, and the neighbouring districts. While his head

quarters were at Kediri, he was joined by Pangeran Dipa Nagara, one of

the sons of the Susunan, who setting himself up as sovereign of Java, under

the title of Panambahan Heru Chakra Senapati Panatagdma, appointed Jaya
Puspita to be his Pateh, with the title of Rdden Adipati Panatagdma, and

commenced the establishment of a government at Madion .

VOL. ii. 2 D An
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Bantam,

An army was sent from Kerta-sura against Madion, under the command
of Pangeran Btitar, another son of the Susunan ; but before they reached

that place the Pangeran was summoned to return, in consequence of the

severe indisposition of his father. This prince died in the Javan year 1648,

and was buried at Megiri. He had previously written to the Dutch autho-

rities, requesting them to select one of his three sons, Pangeran Adipati

Amangku-nagdra, Pangeran Purbdya, or Pangeran Blitar, to succeed him

in the government.

Thus ended the reign of a prince, which had been one constant scene of

commotion and rebellion, directed perhaps not so much against the authority

of the prince himself, as against the Dutch, who now took so active a part

in the affairs of Java, that the power of the native sovereign was merely

nominal.

The Javan writers, whether from a desire to exclude from the regal line a

prince who thus became the mere puppet of the Europeans, or from a con-

viction of the truth of the circumstance, seem anxious to prove that he was

not the real son of Susunan Tegal Arorn, as related, but a son of the Pan-

geran Kajuran, father-in-law of Truna Jaya, and who afterwards, when he

established himself in the southern hills, took the name of Panambdhan

JRdma. The story runs, that the Ratu of Mangkurat being delivered of a

deformed and imperfect offspring, the Susunan secretly sent the child to

Kajuran^ who was supposed to deal in witchcraft, and that the Pangeran

took the opportunity of destroying it, and substituted his own child in its

place. This child, however, was born of a daughter of Pangeran Purbdya,

the younger brother of Sultan Agong ; so that on the mother’s side it was

of royal extraction. “ But,” say the Javan writers, “ as the present princes

“ of Java are descendants from Pakubuana, this story is not talked of in

“ public y although in private societies there are many who put faith in

“ it.”

On the 13th of December, 1705, articles were agreed upon with the

Sultan of Bantam, to ensure the weight and quality of the pepper to be

delivered.

On the 9th of October, 1708, a further contract was entered into with

the Sultan, wTith the view principally of renewing and confirming the con-

tracts, bonds, deeds of remission, &c. entered into and concluded with his

predecessors.

In
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In August 1731, another contract was entered into with the Sultan, of Kerta s«r».

which the following were the most interesting articles. a’.d! 1722.

That all Bugis, Malayus, Javans, and other native traders, shall be allowed Prabn.

freely to dispose of their wares at Bantam, without any interference on the

part of the Dutch Resident, provided they do not trade in articles which

constitute the Company’s monopoly. The subjects of Bantam shall be per-

'mitted to trade to Java on condition that they do not abuse the confidence

thus placed in them by engaging in illicit commerce. The Sultan promised

to adopt immediate measures for increasing the annual deliveries of pepper

to the Company, and engaged to hold out every possible inducement to the

Ldmpung people to extend the cultivation of the article, instead of depress-

ing them by unnecessary acts of severity. A deed was also executed about

this time ceding Pulo Pdnjang to the Dutch, for the purpose of keeping

an establishment on it for assisting vessels in distress.

On the 9th December 1733, a further contract was entered into with the

Sultan of Bantam, by which many regulations were made respecting the

pepper monopoly.

Being called upon to renew the bond for the sum of six hundred thousand

Spanish dollars in favour of the Dutch, the Sultan, after previously stating

whence this lawful debt originated, bound his kingdom and revenues for the

same, and at the same time conferred on the Dutch the exclusive trade in

pepper and other privileges. The deed of remission, bearing date 28th

April 1684, was further renewed, by which a conditional remission of the

above-mentioned bond was granted. An act of donation from the price of

ground, called kampung ball, was at the same time granted.

Of the three sons of the deceased Susunan, the Dutch government made

choice of the Pangeran Adipati Amangku Nagara, as his successor
;
he was

accordingly publicly installed, under the title of Susdhunan Prdbu Senapdti

Ingaldga Abdul Rdchman Sahidin Panatagama.

The first and principal event in this reign was the rebellion of the younger

brothers of the prince, Pangeran Purbaya and Blitar, occasioned princi-

pally by their being deprived of the lands and honours which they had en-

joyed during the life-time of their father. They first raised a party in the

capital, and made an attempt, during the night, to enter the kraton and put

the Susunan to death, but being repulsed, they fled to Matdrem, and collecting

their followers, the youngest (Blitar

)

assumed the title of Sultan Ibnt

Mustdpha PaJcubuana Senapdti Ingaldga Abdul Rdchman Patagama. His

2 D 2 brother,
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Kem Sura, brother, Purbdya, was satisfied with a secondary authority, under the title

a.d. 1722. of Panambahan Senapati Ingaldga.

Prabu. In a short time the provinces of Bdnyumas, Matarem, and Kedu, sub-

mitted to these chiefs, and a union taking place with the party under Panam-

bdhan Heru Chd/cra, the authority of the newly elected Susunan became

endangered.

Pangeran Aria Matarem, uncle of the Susunan, at the same time quitted

Kerta Sura
, and reared the standard ofrebellion in Grobbgan and Blora.

This chief was, however, soon after decoyed into the hands of the Dutch

in the following manner.

“ The Pangeran was induced to go to Pdti, and afterwards to Japara,

on an understanding that the Dutch would raise him to the throne, where

troops were immediately assembled, apparently for that object, but in reality

to secure his person. On his arrival at the fort with his family, he was

received with salutes of cannon and small arms, and separated from his fol-

lowers, who were excluded. After he had been seated a short time, the

gates of the fort were shut, and the Pangeran and his sons were disarmed,

and placed in close confinement. He died in a few days. When the gates

of the forts were closed, the followers of the Pangeran suspecting the

treachery, would not disperse, until many were destroyed and the rest fired

upon.”

The Dutch force uniting with those of the Susunan, the rebels, who were

now united under the Sultan Ibni Mustdplia, were defeated, and obliged

to retreat to Kediri. Here they were pursued, again beaten, and driven in

disorder to Malang. The sultan fled to Gunung Dampulan with only a few

followers, while Panambahan Senapati and Panambahan Heru Chakra rallied

their remaining forces at Bamdjang. The Dutch army now returned to

Kerta Sura

,

and the tranquillity of the country was once more for a short

time restored.

Sultan Ibni Mustapha having returned to the village of Kali Gangsa, was

seized with a violent illness and died, and his family and followers, worn

out with fatigue, conveyed the body to Kerta Sura, and threw themselves

on the mercy of the Susunan. Notwithstanding this unconditional submis-

sion, their chief, Jaya Brdta, was immediately put to death, and his body

thrown into the river : the body of the deceased sultan, however, received

honourable interment.

The
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The rebels established at Lamajang still held out, and it was not until

the arrival of a considerable Dutch force at Surabaya that they were in-

duced to submit. According to the native writers, “ The Dutch com-

mander wrote from Surabaya to the rebel chiefs at Ijamqjang
,
informing

them that he had been ordered to the eastward with a formidable force

purposely to destroy them, and that if they did not quietly submit, he

would force them to do so, in which case no quarter should be given,

adding at the same time, that if they were willing to submit quietly, they

should be received with favour, treated with kindness, and want for nothing

during their lives. The chiefs seeing no prospect of success from further

opposition, were induced to close with these terms. Accordingly Panam-

bdhan Senapdti and Ileru Chdkra, with Adipati Nata Pura, attended by

only a few followers, surrendered themselves at Surabaya, where they were

received with great honour, the firing of cannon and musketry, and by the

sound of the gdmelan, which struck up on their approach. It was not long,

however, before their persons were placed in confinement, and they were

embarked on board a ship for Batavia, from whence Panambahan Heru

Chdkra and Adipati Ndta Pura were afterwards banished to the Cape.”

The only circumstance from which the peace of the country appears to

have been subsequently disturbed during the reign of this prince, was by a

kraman, or rebel, named Rdden Ibrahim.
,
who gave himself out as a de-

scendant of Surapdti

;

but this movement was instantly suppressed, and all

that arose out of it appears to have been an attempt on the life of the Susu-

nan, made by a woman, who with a small party endeavoured to force her

way into the kraton, but with several of her followers was killed in the

attempt. The authority of the prince was now fully established
;

and

in return for the services rendered by the Dutch in the late war, he was

required to enter into a new treaty with the Dutch, containing the following,

among other less interesting stipulations.

In acknowledgment of the services lately rendered, and also to his

highness’s forefathers, and in consideration of the considerable quantity

of rice still owing by him to the Dutch, on the deliveries stipulated by the

contract of 1705, his highness now promised to deliver to the Company

annually at Batavia, with his own vessels, for a period of fifty years, to

commence from the year 1734, a quantity of one thousand koyans of good

rice, or its equivalent in money, it being at the same time understood that

the Dutch are not bound to take money for any proportion of the said an-

nual

Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1648.

A.D. 1722.

Prabu.
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Kerta Sura.

A. J. 1648.

A.D. 1722.

Prabu.

nual delivery, except when it was sufficiently proved that a failure of the crop

of rice rendered it impossible to supply the whole quantity.

That with the view to encourage the cultivation of pepper, the Dutch

should, in future, pay five rix-dollars for each pikul of that article
; while,

on the other hand, the Susunan engaged to issue an edict, directing the

total annihilation of the coffee culture, with the exception of a few planta-

tions near the houses of the regents, for their own amusement and con-

sumption, but by no means for trade, on severe penalties. The Susdnan

moreover authorized the Dutch to cause all plantations, without distinction,

in the low countries, on the coast, or in the mountains, to be destroyed,

and to confiscate, for their joint profit, any quantity of coffee which might

be found, for purposes of trade, in the hands of any of his highness’s sub-

jects, at the expiration of six months from the date thereof. That his

highness should direct the coast regents to deliver, in the year 1734, the

annual quantity of timber for repairing and extending the forts of Semarang

and Japara,
the other materials being furnished by the Company. The

seventh article stipulated for the delivering annually about ten thousand

beams of teak timber (specified) ,at Japara, Demdk,
Waliri, and Bribes,

the same to be duly paid for on delivery j
and the Dutch engaged to assure

themselves that the regulation should be complied with, by causing the resi-

dents of the timber places to transmit the receipts and other vouchers rela-

tive thereto, while, on the other hand, the Susunan promised to take care

that the timber should be of good quality and of the stipulated dimensions.

The Dutch remitted to the Susunan the arrears on account of the quan-

tity of rice (the delivery of which was stipulated by the contract of Octo-

ber, 170-5), consisting of no less than 6,537 Jcoyans

;

and also the sums

advanced by them in the wars and during his minority, on condition that,

on the part of the Susunan
,

all previous treaties, deeds, and charters,

contracted and granted by his highness’s predecessors, should be fulfilled by

him
; in default whereof the above pretensions were to regain their full force

and value. It was further agreed that theDutch should remain in possession

of their former commercial privileges at Java, his highness promising to ren-

der the Dutch trade still more flourishing and considerable, and to increase

the deliveries of cotton thread. His highness further bound himself to supply

every day two hundred and forty baturs, or Javan labourers, for the ser-

vice of the fort, free of expense to the Dutch.

The
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The act which closed the reign of this prince, and which affords good KcrteSura.

evidence of the undisturbed state of public affairs at the period, was a A -D - 173l >

visit to the burial-place at Butah, wheie Kidi Agong Butuh, and Sultan Pakabuana 2d.

Pdjang had been interred. The Javans have such a superstitious venera-

tion for this spot, that they declare it is never overflowed, notwithstanding

the waters rise to a considerable height round it, and that it is lower than

the adjoining ground. Here the prince was taken ill, and after a long

confinement died, in the Javan year 1657- a. j. 1657.

He was succeeded by his son, under the title of Susunan Pakubuana Se- Pakubuana 2d.

napdti Ingaldga Abdul Rdchman Sahedin Panatagdma, who ascended the

throne when he was only about fourteen years old, and was yet un-

married.

The young prince wa£ entirely under the superintendance of Ddnu Reja

,

his father’s prime minister, until, as he attained maturity, he by repeated

acts shewed a disposition to shake off the controul of that chief. He was

desirous of appointing Chakra Nmgrat to be Widdna of the eastern dis-

tricts of Pasdruan, Bdngil,
and Probolmg’o ; but that chief being on bad

terms with the minister Ddnu Reja, the Susunan privately, and without

the knowledge of the minister, wrote to the Governor-general at Batavia,

requesting his sanction to the measure. Shortly after this the Susdnan

made a further application to the Dutch, that they would remove from

Java the person of Pangeran Ria Mdngku Nagdra, on a plea that he had

been discovered in an improper intimacy with one of his concubines. On
this occasion the minister, Ddnu Reja, was dispatched to Batavia; and

the interview he had with the Governor-general is thus related by the

native writers :
—“ The General was displeased with Ddnu Reja, because

he had not adjusted these two affairs ; and afterwards, when he went to

Batavia with presents from the Susunan, the General asked him if he

was willing that Chakra Nmgrat should be Widdna of the three districts ?

Ddnu Reja, not aware of the application made by the Susunan, replied,

that if that chief was entrusted with so extensive an authority he should

tremble, as the heart ot Chakra Ningrat would thereupon become great;

for he had already been married to the Susunan’s sister. The General

observed, that it was easy to remove this uneasiness from his mind. <c Let,”

said he, “ this chief be under the authority of the Dutch only. Let him

“ pay the money tribute to the Susunan, but in other respects let not the

“ Susunan trouble himself about him. Let him look to the Dutch only

“ for
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Pakabuana 2d.

« for keeping him under due restraint.” To this Danu Reja replied, “ If

“ such is the wish of the General, I cannot follow it, because I fear that

“ hereafter the Susunan would object to such an arrangement, and, repent-

« ing of having followed the General’s advice, would be justly enraged

“ against me and my successors, for having in any way consented that

“ Chdkra Ningrat, or these lands, should be placed under the immediate

“ authority of the Dutch.” A pause then ensued. At length the General

resumed, and in a peremptory and angry manner demanded of the minister,

why he had not prevented the Susdnan from applying for the banishment

of his brother, Ria Mangku Nagara, observing that it had not yet been

proved, that he was guilty of any offence against the Susunan. Danu Reja

replied, “ The offence of the Pangeran is clear and decided
;

it is known

« to many that he had an attachment for the Susunan’s concubine.” He
therefore requested he might be banished the island, adding, that he would

request the Susunan to make a proper provision for his maintenance. The

General conceiving that Danu Reja was not inclined to follow his wishes,

became enraged, and desired him not to trouble himself further about the

Pangeran,
saying that, whether he was banished or not, was not his busi-

ness ;
it depended entirely on the government. He then dismissed him to

his pondok,
where the minister was allowed to remain upwards of a year,

until the death of the General, when, on the elevation of his successor, he

was directed to return to Kerta-sura. While thus detained at Batavia,

he was repeatedly visited by some of the counsellors, urging him to ac-

cede to the wTish of the General respecting the lands ;
but he continued to

use to them the same arguments he had before used to the General.”

After the return of Danu Reja to Kerta-sdra, he is represented as having

had an interview with Wangsarana, a celebrated devotee, who resided in

the first Kalangbrit, and who foretold the misfortunes which were to ensue.

On demanding of this tdpa what would be the future fate of Kerta-sura
,

he replied, “ that it was destined to misfortune, destruction, and sorrow :

Rdden Mas Sujana and Rdden Mas Sayed will however profit by it.” This

Rdden Sujana was a younger brother of the Susdnan by a concubine, and

afterwards took the name of Pangeran Mangkubumi. Rdden Mas Sayed

was a cousin to the Susunan
, son of his elder brother, Pangeran Mang-

ku-nagara, who had been sent to Batavia with a request that he might be

banished. They were both at this time youngest children
(
timur).

This
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This prophecy made a deep impression on the mind of the minister
;
and

his uneasiness became still greater, when one day a woman, named

Nidi Su/ca Wdti, came to him from her mistress, Rdtu Agong, the mother

of the Susunan, saying that the Rdtu had just dreamt that she beheld the

moon descend from the heavens and rest on the top of the large dulcu tree

in the krdton ; and that this had no sooner occurred, than that Rdden Mas
Siydna immediately came, and seizing hold of the moon swallowed one

half of it, the other half slipping from his grasp, and resuming its place

on the top of the tree : the Rdtu then awoke and found it daylight. These

were the first signs of what was soon to befal Kerta-sura.

The fate of the minister was, however, to be first decided
; for on the

occasion of the Susunan raising a chief, named Sura-Diningrat

,

to be

Bopati of Pakalungan,
with a thousand chachas, without the knowledge

of the minister, the latter refused to acknowledge him in that capacity

;

in consequence of which the Susunan requested the Dutch to arrest him,

and banish him from the island. As soon as the Dutch had consented to

do so, the unfortunate minister was dispatched to Semarang on a special

embassy from his master, where he was decoyed into the Dutch fort and

confined. He was soon after embarked for Ceylon, in the same vessel

which conveyed Pangeran Ria Mangleu Nagara, at whose feet he fell,

acknowledging the justice of his own punishment, for having assisted in

the banishment of that chief, who had in fact committed no fault. The

Susunan then appointed 7Sfdtn Kasumn in he his minister.

Accounts were now received from Ceylon of the death of the ex-

Susunan Manglcurat Mas

,

and at the request of the Susunan, the family

of the deceased were permitted to return to Kerta-sura. On these were

conferred distinguished titles and considerable assignments of land.

To Mdnglcu Nagdra the Susunan gave the name of Wira Mengdla, with

one thousand clidchas of land
;
to Mangku Ningrat he gave the name of

Pangeran Tepa Sana, with nine hundred chdclias ; and to Raden Jaya Ka-

suma he gave the title of Pangeran, with three hundred chdclias. Pangeran

Purhdya, who had assumed the title of Panambdlian Senapati Ingaldga,

shortly after died at Batavia, and his body was conveyed to Megiri.

The eldest son of this chief married a younger sister of the Susunan

,

and

received the title of Pangeran Purhdya, with an assignment of sarva.

The Susunan became much attached to him, and at length followed his

vol. n. 2 E counsel
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Chinese war.

counsel in all things. « What was right was declared wrong, and what
was wrong, right, just as he pleased, and the Susunan believed it.”

This increasing influence of the Pangeran Purbdya alarmed the minister,

who secretly acquainted the Dutch with it, and by their interference the

Pangeran Purbdya was removed from the councils of the prince, and
obliged to fix his residence at a distance from the capital.

Various signs now foreboded approaching war and misfortune, and led

the people to expect that Pangeran Tepa Sdna would attempt to regain

the throne of his ancestors. The Susunan and his ministers entirely dis-

regarded these signs
;
but Pangeran Wira Mengala sought the friendship

of the Dutch commandant, in the hope of obtaining his assistance.

At this time occurred the rebellion of the Chinese at Batavia
;
and as

the Dutch accounts of the transaction are far from complete or satisfactory,

I shall quote two Javan records without variation. One of them is as

follows :

“ The city of Batavia was now in the highest state of prosperity : traders

came from all quarters, merchandize was in abundance, and the slaves were

numerous. The latter becoming arrogant, in consequence of the wealth

and power of their masters, committed outrages on the Chinese, in the first

instance by beating them, and afterwards by attempting their lives. At

first there were but few who committed these outrages, but at last they

formed themselves into parties and committed more public acts of hostility.

The Chinese applied to the European officers in authority, to put a stop

to these outrages, or to punish those who committed them : they could,

however, obtain no redress, the slaves testifying with one accord that the

Chinese were the aggressors. The Chinese finding they could not obtain

justice from the great people, assembled near the sugar mills at Ganddria*

to the number of more than a thousand, and chose a chief, with the deter-

mination to oppose the Dutch and the slaves
;
but as yet they thought it

advisable not to do so openly, and therefore committed their depredations in

small parties during the night. The Dutch, as soon as they heard of this,

empowered several natives from Sdbrang (of the opposite coasts and islands)

to take up the Chinese who were at Ganddria
;
these people succeeded in

apprehending the Chinese one by one, and as soon as they gave them over

to punishment they received a reward of six ducatoons for each. In this

way

* A village in the vicinity of Batavia.
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way they secured about two hundred. These were immediately embarked

on a vessel to be banished to another country, but when they had got out

to sea they were all thrown overboard. Many of them who could not swim

perished
;
but a few having succeeded in reaching the shore, found their

way to Gandaria, and related to their companions how they had been

treated. The Chinese, upon this, concluding that the Dutch had resolved

to extirpate their race, now openly prepared their warlike instruments,

gave notice to their countrymen at Batavia of the manner in w'hich the

Dutch had determined to destroy them, and requested that those who were

willing to join them would immediately repair to Gandaria. The Chinese in

other quarters, equally harassed by the slaves, against whom they could

gain no redress, became of one mind, when they received the intelligence

of their countrymen having been thrown overboard by the Dutch, and

when they reflected that the destruction of their race was determined

;

they therefore collected quietly at Gandaria, until their numbers amounted

to upwards of five thousand. Here the whole placed themselves under the

orders of a chief, named Sipaiijang.”

The other account is as follows.

“ It is related of Batavia, that General Valkenier was excessively liberal

in his favours to the Chinese. The consequence of this was, that of all the

races then resident at Batavia, with the exception of the Dutch, none were

so wealthy as they. Whatever was profitable fell into their hands, while

the other races, the natives of the country and the adjacent islands esta-

blished there, found it difficult to discharge the duties and demands made

upon them. On this account all these races became discontented with the

Chinese ;
and as it is usual with the latter for their hearts to swell as they

grow richer, quarrels ensued, and disputes continually took place between

the parties. These increased, until complaints were carried before masters

of slaves, where slaves were concerned, and before the regular courts,

where free people were concerned. But the Chinese being always defeated

in these suits, and fined for their conduct, they assembled in bands, for the

purpose of revenging themselves, and began to plunder the villages in the

neighbourhood of the town. This happened in the Javan year 1663

(giina-rasa-mobahjalma).*

“ It is related, that at this time there was at Batavia a certain Edel

Heer, the Baron Van Imhoff, who had arrived from Ceylon. On his arrival at

2 E 2 Jo/carta

* Meaning, “ ability was now inclined to move or shake mankind.”
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KertaSura. Jakarta he learned from General Valkenier the particulars of the conduct
A. J. 1627.

a. d. 1731. of the Chinese, who were thus committing depredations in the villages
;
he

Pakubuana 2d. said there were too many Chinese at Batavia, and proposed that a propor-

tion should be sent to Ceylon. This was accordingly agreed to by the high

council, and a search was in consequence made to take up the poorest of

these, that they might be transported to Ceylon. The expenses, in the first

instance, were to be advanced by the Dutch, who were afterwards to be

reimbursed when the Chinese should have acquired the means at Ceylon.

The Chinese captain was accordingly directed to beat the gong, and give

public notice of this order; but there was not one Chinese inclined to

follow it : and in order to carry the proposition of Van Imhoff into effect,

it was agreed to arrest all the poor Chinese. This order was given to the

captain Chinese, but he declined to arrest his countrymen. Van Imhoff

then inquired by what distinction of dress he might know the rich from the

poor ? The captain replied, “ the clothing of the Chinese which may be

“ considered a proof of their being poor is black (blue).” Upon this the

governor directed the Baillieu to arrest all Chinese so dressed
;
and the

Baillieu again entrusting the execution of this order to his Mata Mata, who
belonged to the races inimical to the Chinese, the latter, to gratify parti-

cular enmities, arrested many who did not wear blue, some of them of the

most respectable families. The Chinese, in general, were much offended,

when shortly the whole of those who were arrested, were embarked on

board ship apparently for Ceylon
;
but they had been only a few days at sea

when they were amok' d. Most of them were killed, and the rest were thrown

overboard. Of these some escaped to land, and arriving secretly at Batavia,

communicated to their countrymen the particulars of the cruel treatment of

the Company towards them. On this all the chiefs of the Chinese entered

into an agreement to raise the standard of rebellion against the Dutch, and

to endeavour to carry the fort of Batavia. There were, however, one or

two who did not cliuse to become the enemies of the Dutch.

“ A Chinese, named Liu Chu, informed the government of what was going

on among his countrymen, for which he received a reward of eighty ducats,

and other valuable presents, with a promise of future patronage. This

man went as a spy to the Chinese at (Jandaria, and endeavoured to persuade

the chief to submit to the Dutch, promising him free pardon
;
but Si-panjang

suspecting that, however fair might be the promises of the Dutch in the

first instance, they would not fail to revenge themselves upon him, by

seeking
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seeking out some offence of which to accuse him, would not listen to these

overtures. The Dutch then ordered, that of the Chinese who were at

Batavia, such as wished to join their countrymen at Gandaria might do so,

but that such as wished to follow the Dutch, must shave their mustaches as

a sign, and deliver up all their sharp instruments of every description, even

to the smallest knife, and neither burn a lamp nor make a fire at night. All

the Chinese within the city were inclined rather to remain in their houses,

and to conform to the wish of the Dutch according to this order, than to

quit their houses and join their companions at Gandaria. The Dutch troops

were now making preparations in the fort, and shut the gates of the city, hear-

ing that the Chinese from Gandaria were approaching. These came towards

Batavia inthree p arties, burning and laying waste every thing in their way,

until they arrived close under the walls, in numbers not less than ten thousand.

Some of the guns being inefficient, the Chinese became bolder, and made a

furious attack in which they were repulsed with great slaughter. In this

affair the Chinese are estimated to have lost one thousand seven hundred and

eighty-nine lives. They retreated in confusion, but assembled again at

Gdding Melati.

“ The next morning the Dutch landed all the sailors from the shipping in

the roads, and having confined the Chinese to their houses, according to the

regulation, the Dutch government gave orders for their own people, the

free black inhabitants, and the native Christians belonging to the fort, to

slay all the male Chinese, old and young, who were within the city. Of
these, amounting to nearly nine thousand souls, only one hundred and fifty

escaped to join their countrymen at Kampung Melati. The property of all the

Chinese was seized by those who committed the slaughter, not one of whom
was killed, the Chinese having previously, as before related, delivered up

their weapons to the Dutch.

“ After this the Dutch troops, to the number of eight hundred Europeans

and two thousand natives, under the orders of the Baron Van Imhoff, pro-

ceeded to Kdmpung Gdding Melati
,
where the Chinese under Si-Panjang

had entrenched themselves in considerable numbers, and soon drove them

from this position. The Chinese then retreated to Paning’gdran, where also

they wrere defeated. The loss of the latter affair was on the part of the

Dutch four hundred and fifty, on that of the Chinese eight hundred.”

While these transactions were going on at Batavia, many of the Bopatis of

the coast provinces had arrived at Kerta Sura, to present themselves at

court,
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a' court
’ according to custom, at the ensuing mulud. The Bopdti of Demdk

a.ix i73i. informed the minister, Ndta Kastima, that before he quitted his district,

ijakbuana 2d. the Chinese, in considerable numbers, had assembled in arms and elected a

chief of their own nation, named Singseh. The Bopdti of Grobogan also

reported, that the same thing had taken place in his district, in consequence

of their having heard that the Dutch at Batavia were determined to destroy

every Chinese on the island. On this the minister waited upon the Susunan,

and informed him of these commotions. The Susunan replied, that he had
already heard of what was going on at Batavia, and was much surprised that

the general had not sent him any intimation of the insurrection. The Raden
Adipati observed, that perhaps it would not come to anything, and that very

probably the disturbance would subside of itself. To this the Susunan

replied; “ if so, it was well; but if the war was brought into his country
** what was he to do ? He feared this was to be apprehended, or why
“ should the Chinese on his lands be thus preparing to defend themselves

“ against the Dutch. It is proper at any rate,” added the Susunan, “ that

“ we should agree with all the Bopdtis who are assembled, whether it would
“ be most advisable to assist the Dutch or the Chinese, for if the war is to

“ be brought into my country, it appears to me that this point must soon be
“ determined. In the mean time should this event happen, let them fight

** between themselves, don’t let us interfere or assist : don’t drive the

“ Chinese away.” On this the Raden Adipati observed, “ that if the gene-

“ ral requested their assistance, they were bound, according to treaty, to

“ afford it.” The Susunan replied, “ if the general requests assistance from

“ me in men, it is an easy matter, and we can readily chuse the right

“ course, but he must not force me to render assistance.” The Raden

Adipati then said, “ as this was the wish of the prince, he would assemble

“ the chiefs and be ready to give assistance to the Dutch, should they

“ request it.” The Susunan replied, “ very well, let them agree how to

« act.”

The Raden Adipati then proceeded to his house, where assembling the

chiefs the point was discussed as follows. The Raden Adipati having in-

formed them of the desire of the Susunan, that they should agree how to act,

in the event of the war between the Chinese and Dutch being brought into

the Susunan’

s

country, whether they should assist the Dutch or the Chinese.

The Adipati of Pakalong’an, Jdya Ningrat, first delivered his sentiments.

“ I think it is best,” said he, “ that the Susu?ian should assist the Dutch,

“ but
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(C but on condition they should release him from all the burthens which have

“ been imposed upon his ancestors.” The Raden Adipati said, “ That is A.ixmi.

“ good
;
but I must remain of opinion, that the Chinese who are on Java do Pakubuana 2d,

“ not concern our affairs as do the Dutch : they are not under my orders ;

“ they are only engaged in trade
;
they have done good, and brought profit

“ to Java : Why must we assist the Dutch, and destroy the Chinese ?”

Depdti Jaya Ningrat replied, “ It is true the Chinese do not interfere with

“ our business, and it is our own fault that we have any thine to do with the

“ Dutch. Is it not better to take this opportunity of ridding the Susunan of

“ the exactions he is under to the Dutch ? Let us assist them
;
they are

“ strongest. The Dutch are as iron, the Chinese as tin ; therefore it is

“ better to assist the party most likely to be victorious.” The Raden Adi-

pati observed, “ that it was on account of the Dutch being so strong, that

“ he thought it wrong to assist them
;

for,” added he, “ if we do, they will

“ only become more powerful and great, when perhaps we shall not be able

<c to oppose them, and must remain entirely at their mercy. Is it not bet-

“ ter, therefore, to destroy their strength while they are not too powerful
“ for us ?” The Depdti Jaya Ningrat then said, “ If on this account we
“ do not like to assist the Dutch, let us not assist the Chinese, but remain

“ neutral, and leave them to fight it out among themselves.” The Raden

Adipati said, “ That would not be according to the will of the Susdnan : he
“ wishes to take part with one or the other, and he only asks which.” The
other Bopdtis inclined to the advice of Jaya Ningrat ; but observing the

desire of the Raden Adipati to assist the Chinese, were silent, concluding

that the part he took was in conformity with the wish ofthe Susunan. The
Tumung’gung of Grobogdn, Raden Merta Pdra, then said, “ We are as the

“ people who bear two burthens : the Dutch are on the right shoulder, the

“ Chinese on the left
;

if we throw off one, the other still remains. If we
“ can accomplish it, why should we not get rid of both ? In the first in-

“ stance, let us assist the Chinese, and get rid of the Dutch
; when that is

“ done, we can easily get rid of the Chinese also.” Depdti Jaya Ningrat

replied, “ It is very well for you to wish this, but perhaps you are not suffi-

“ ciently strong to effect it. In an affair of this importance we should con*
“ sider the consequences. If we succeed, it is well

j
but if we destroy one

“ party, we commit an offence against the Almighty : what then if we de-

“ stroy both parties who have done us no harm ? You must have read in

“ history, what has happened in the land of Java, and what occurred to

“ those
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Kerta Sura. « those who injured others who did not offend them. Recollect, for in-

a. d. 1731. “ stance, the case of Jaing Rana of Surabaya, who was put to death un-
Pakubuana 2d. « justly : was his death not avenged, and for this one innocent life was there

“ not afterwards a retribution of sixteen lives ?” Merta Pura was embar-

rassed, and knew not what answer to make. The Rdden Adipati laughed,

and was followed by all the chiefs
;

he afterwards said, “ This is the effect

“ of experience. Merta Pura is a young man, and not able to contend in

argument with Am^Af. TAi/n Vi ic older." However, Raden
Merta Pura taking a cup of tea, recollected himself, and prepared to reply.

After drinking the tea, and replacing the cup, he immediately addressed

Adipati Jaya Ningrat: “ How can you talk thus ? Is it not better to finish

“ the business at once, and not by halves ? Of what use is it to talk of pre-

“ cedents ? What was the case formerly is one thing
; the present affair

“ is altogether different : they cannot be compared together. We have now
“ our own master, whose wishes we must follow. We must make a new
“ example, and leave others to act up to it.” The Rdden Adipati then

demanded of all the other Bopatis their opinion in this affair, to which they

replied, “ Let us advise the Susunan to follow his own inclination, either to

“ assist the Dutch according to treaty, on condition that they cancel all obli-

« gations, See. on the part of the Susunan to the Dutch, or to assist the

“ Chinese in destroying the Dutch, and after that to get rid of the Chi-

“ nese altogether, or allow them to remain, as the Susunan may think

“ proper.”

This opinion was on the next day carried to the Susunan by the Rdden

Adipati, who further suggested, that it would be well to encourage the

Chinese to act against the Dutch
;
that when the war took place it would

be easy to perceive which was the best side to assist, and that the Susunan

should appear to remain neutral for the present. The Susunan having

listened to this advice approved of it. He in consequence directed that

Merta Pdra should quietly return to his province, and should encourage the

Chinese to act against the Dutch, and promise them, that in the event of

their success the Susunan would join them. He also directed that the other

Bopdtis should make preparations for collecting their forces.

In pursuance of these orders, Merta Pura secretly proceeded to Grobugan,

and communicated with the chiefs who had been elected by the Chinese,

named Inchi Mdchan and Muda Tile. The Chinese of Grobogan imme-

diately wrote to Singseh, the chief at Tanjung Welalian, who was equally

pleased
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pleased With this promise of support. The Chinese from Grobogan then ^erusura.

went and joined those at Tdnjung Waldhan,
it being arranged that Merta a. d- i?45.

Pura should make a sham attack upon them, from which they should Pakabuana 2d.

appear to fly.

Merta Pura then wrote to the Dutch commander at Semdrang, telling him

that he had orders from the minister to attack the Chinese, and requesting to

be supplied with ammunition, which was immediately sent. The Dutch

were completely deceived. They furnished Merta Pura with twenty

muskets, eight carbines and eight pistols, and eight barrels of powder :

they also sent thirty Dutch soldiers. Merta Pura commenced the attack

before they came, and thus secured the retreat of the Chinese. On this

occasion he shot three horses with ball, and showed them to the Dutch as

having been wounded under him.

In the mean time the commandant at Semdrang,
deceived by the assur-

ances of Merta Pura, requested the officers at Kerta Sura to call upon the

Susunan for assistance. He directed that Merta Pura should be reinforced,

but that the chief who commanded the party should receive secret instruc-

tions not to annoy the Chinese in earnest, but to act as Merta Pura had done.

With respect to the Chinese at Kerta Sura
, he directed that they should be

informed, that on the next morning the Javans would make a sham attack

upon them, when they must retreat and join a party of Chinese assembled at

the Desa Saroja in Kedu, to which place they would be pursued, and from

whence the Javan chief was to return, saying that on account of their

numbers he could advance no further.

Secret orders to this effect were immediately given to all the chiefs. The

Adipdtis of Pad, Demdk, and Kedu, were at the same time directed to go and

make a false attack upon the Chinese at Tdnjung Waldhan
, and afterwards to

retreat to Semdrang as if beaten, in order that the commander might

believe that the Susunan was determined to assist the Dutch.

The captain and lieutenant of the Chinese at Semdrang having been put in

confinement by the commandant, all the Chinese at that place joined their

countrymen at Tdnjung Waldhan. The Chinese then moved to Kdrang

Anyer,
where they were attacked. The Javans retreated to Semdrang and

were assisted by the Dutch. The chief, Singseh, in concert with Merta

Pura, now laid siege to Semdrang.

The commander at Kerta Sura requested assistance against the Chinese

at Ambarawa, which was granted, with the same instruction to the chiefs as in

vol. n. 2 F the
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KeijtaSm-a. the former instances. These marched as far as Saliatga, where they held
a. d. i73i. secret communication with the Chinese

; but the chief, Aria Pringaldya

,

Pakubuana 2d. caused ten Chinese to be put to death while both parties were about to meet
privately, and sent the ten heads to Kerta Sura, which were delivered to the

commandant. This at first exasperated the Chinese leader at Semdrana;, but

he was soon pacified.

At this time the Susunan discovered that one of the sons, of Maiwlcurat-

Mas, Tepa Sana, was carrying on an intrigue with the commandant of the

fort at Kerta Sura, and caused him to be bow-stringed. Wira Meja and
Rdden Garendi, the two sons of Tepa Sana, with his other relations, joined

Pangeran JFira Meng’ala, and quitted Kerta Sura

:

they were well

received by the Chinese.

The Chinese, besides laying siege to Semarang, had also by this time taken

and destroyed Rembang. Jawdna and Demdk were abandoned by the Dutch
troops, and a want of provisions was felt through the country.

Affairs had come to this pass, when the Susunan resolved to massacre the

Dutch garrison at Kerta Siira. The Javans werp rollpcted under the fort,

as by order from the Susunan, in readiness to march against the Chinese,

when one of them who had entered within the walls fired a shot. The cry

of amok was given, and many lives were lost on both sides
; but the plan did

not succeed, and it was not till after he was reinforced by the Chinese that

he could effect his object. On the renewal of the attack, the garrison was

compelled to surrender. The commanding officer and some others were

barbarously murdered in cold blood
;

the rest of the troops, with their

wives and children, made prisoners, and distributed among the Javans : the

greatest part of the men being circumcised and forced to adopt the Mahome-

tan religion.

The Dutch authorities, in endeavouring to account for this act, incline to

an opinion, that the Susunan was (not without an appearance of probability)

immediately impelled to it by many acts of oppression and injustice exercised

against his subjects, by a total disregard of all his representations for redress,

by an evident intention on the part of the Dutch to become masters of the

whole island, and by the harsh and uncivil conduct of the Resident towards

the first men of the court, which was the more obnoxious from his being

the son of a Javan woman, and for that reason, and the illegitimacy of his

birth, much despised by the natives.

When
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When this intelligence reached Semdrang
,
the Dutch began to open their

eyes. The first step that was taken was to pass a decree, absolving the

Pangeran of Madura from his allegiance to the Susunan. This decree

was formally signed by the government of Semdrang, and accepted by

the Pangeran, who being married to a sister of the Susunan, returned

his wife back to her brother. No sooner had he declared himself the ally

of the Dutch, than he ordered all the Chinese on the island of Madura to

be put to death, and embarking his forces immediately, took possession of

Siddyu, Tuban, Jipang, and Lamtmg’an. At Gresik about four hundred

Chinese were put to death.

The Chinese, in the meantime, finding themselves reinforced by the Javans,

spread over the whole country without encountering opposition, and laid

seige at the same time to nearly all the Company’s settlements along the

coast, from Tegal to Pasuruan.

After many feeble and unskilful attacks on the fort of Semdrang, and the

loss of many lives, the united forces of the Javans and Chinese were com,

pelled to raise the siege.

A negociation was now brought about by means of the Pangeran of

Madura, who represented to the Dutch that the attack upon the fort, as

well as the subsequent part taken by the Javans, was solely at the instigation

of the minister, Nata Kasuma, and that the Susunan himself was personally

averse to these measures. The Susdnan, according to the Dutch accounts,

regretted the precipitate steps he had taken, either as beginning to fear that

the Dutch might again, as in former wars, obtain the ascendancy, and

make him pay dear for his temerity
;

or, which appeared to him most

likely, apprehending that the Chinese, who, though comparatively few and

unused to arms, had hitherto taken the lead in every affair of consequence,

and evinced their superiority to the Javans in ability and courage, should

become too powerful, and might, in concert with some discontented chiefs,

think fit to depose him. From one or other, or both of these motives, the

Susunan desired to renew his alliance with the Dutch.

The Dutch, on their part, considering the precarious state of the time

and circumstances, found it advisable to enter into amicable relations, and

accordingly concluded a peace, by which were ceded to them the island of

Madura, the sea-coast, and Surabdya, with all the districts to the eastward,

as far as Balambdng'an, and Rembdng, Japdra, and Semdrang,
with all their

subordinate posts.

Kerta Sura.
A. J. 1657.
A. D. 1731.

Pakubuana 2d.

2F2 According
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Kma Sura.

A. J. 1660.

A. D. 1734.

Pakubuana 2d.

According to the Javan accounts, this treaty was concluded without the

knowledge of the minister, Ndta Kasuma, who with the Javan and Chinese

forces still lay encamped not far from Semarang

;

and it was agreed upon

by the Susunan, at the request of the Dutch, that the Chinese should be

kept in ignorance of what was passing, in order that they might be the

more easily massacred by their supposed friends the Javans. Ndta Kasuma,

however, no sooner heard of the conditions on which the peace had been

concluded, and of the intention to massacre the Chinese, than he took part

with them, and revealed the whole plot. To preserve appearances, however,

he made a sham attack on the Chinese, in which the sick alone were

sacrificed. The rest moved off unmolested to the eastward, meditating

vengeance against the Susunan, by whom they had been thus deserted.

Their principal force was now assembled in the districts of Pati and Jawana,

where they were joined by many of the chiefs who had hitherto been

attached to their cause. Here they proclaimed as Susunan Paden Mas
Garendi, son of Pangeran Tepa Sana, who had recently been put to death

by the Susunan, and grandson of Susunan MangJciirat Mas, who had

died at Ceylon. He assumed the title of Susdnan Manglcdrat Mas Prdbu

Kdning, but is usually distinguished by the name of Susunan Kuning.

This prince was about ten years of age, and therefore the transactions which

ensued are to be attributed to his ministers, Mangunonang and Merta Pura

,

and to the Chinese chiefs, S'mgsili and Pdnjang.

Ndta Kasuma, the minister, still feigning allegiance, returned to Kerta

Sura

;

but the part he had taken being discovered, he was sent to Semarang

on a false mission, as was customary in such cases, and there entrapped by

the Dutch and conveyed to Ceylon.

The Chinese, with their emperor, now marched with great expedition to

Kera Sura, in order to attack the Susunan, and met with but little resistance.

The troops of the Susunan, under the command of Paden Pringa Laya,

were defeated, Kerta Sura was surprised, and the Susunan was obliged to

leave his court and treasures to the enemy. His queen, sister, and children,

on horseback, together with his mother, carried by two Europeans, under

the conduct of two Dutch officers, through a back gate of the ddlam, were

pursued and overtaken. The Susunan and the hereditary prince only were

enabled to save themselves by flight.

It was not likely that an alliance between the Chinese and Javans, people

so different and hostile to each other, could be of any long duration.

While
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While the Chinese became relaxed in their discipline, and indulged in

every species of irregularity, the fugitive emperor, being now joined by the

Dutch and Madurese,
received the submission of many of the rebel chiefs,

and pardoned them
;
but he refused to pay attention to the offers of sub-

mission made by the Chinese. The prince of Madura
,
at length, succeeded

in making himself master of Kerta Sura, from whence the Susunan Kuning

was obliged to fly, after a reign of four months.

The Chinese being afterwards defeated in a pitched battle at Asem, re-

treated to Brambdnan, and the Sustinan again arrived in his capital.

When, however, the prince of Madiera, who was by no means well inclined

to the Susunan, found himself in possession of Kerta Sura, he made an

attempt to raise to the throne Pangeran Angebai, the Susunan’

s

brother.

The Susunan was once more obliged to quit his capital, and it was not until

after much negociation between the Dutch and the Javans, that he was

re-established. Whether this attempt on the part of the Madurese prince

was serious, or only intended to render the sovereign more complying to

the demands of his allies, is not known. The negociation, however, as

was usual in similar cases, turned out highly advantageous to the Dutch

interests, a treaty being dictated by them without the walls of the

palace, and before the prince was permitted to enter it.

The Chinese, who had meanwhile remained at Brambdnan unmolested for

two whole months, were now joined by Pdku Nagdra, a man noted among

the Javans for his eminent abilities, and distinguished afterwards for the

conspicuous part he acted in what is called “ the war of Java,” and through

his means the party were enabled still to make a stand : they were at length,

however, defeated by the Dutch troops, and compelled to retreat over the

southern hills. A general amnesty being proclaimed, and the Chinese having

availed themselves of it, the ex-emperor at length surrendered to the Dutch at

Surabaya, by whom he was banished to Ceylon, where he died. This event

happened in the Javan year 1667, and terminated the Chinese war.

After a few months the Susunan, in conformity with ancient custom,

removed the seat of government from Kerta Sura to the village of Solo,

about six miles distant, where a palace was built. The new capital was

called Sura Kerta

,

and is the present residence of the emperors of Java.

On the subsequent accession of Mr. Imhoff to the post of governor-

general, he was of opinion that, notwithstanding the favourable terms of

the treaties granted by the Susunan, sufficient atonement had not been

made

Kerta Sara.

A. J. 1667.
A. D. 1742.

Pakubuana 2d.

Nov. A.D.1742.

Removal of the
seat of govern-
ment to Sura
Kerta.
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sura Kerta. made to the Dutch nation for the outrage committed against the Christian

a. d . 1742. religion, and the barbarous treatment of the garrison of Kerta Sura. He
Pakubuana 2d. therefore required that the two principal ringleaders should be delivered up

and punished
;
and to ensure compliance, measures were taken for seizing

upon the Susunan and his son, and bestowing the throne on the eldest son

of Pangeran Mangku Nagara. But the Susunan thought it prudent to

comply, and delivered over two priests to the Dutch
; and a new treaty was

on this occasion concluded with the Susunan.

Fresh disturbances soon succeeded. The Pangeran of Madura, Chakra

Demngrat, a man of a selfish and haughty character, considered himself, in

consequence of the part he had taken, so far exalted above the other chiefs,

that he neglected to make his annual appearance at court. Of this the

Susunan complained to the Dutch, who interfered, but without effect. The

Pangeran, who, as before stated, had taken possession of the provinces of

Siddyu, Tuban, Jipang, and Lamung’an, now refused to restore them either

to the Susunan or the Dutch, to whom they had been ceded, claiming

them, as well as all the plunder he had obtained at Kerta Sura
,
as conquered

property. Determined to keep them by force, he engaged in his service a

number of men from Bdli, and fortified the island Menari, so as to com-

mand the harbour of Surabaya.

He now commenced open hostilities by attacking a Dutch vessel, and

putting to death several European seamen. Two thousand Madurese en-

tered the district of Surabaya, burnt some villages, and laid the country

waste j and five thousand Bdlians were posted on the frontiers of Parna-

teasan. After having been twice or thrice defeated, the Pangeran made a

sudden attack upon Sumenap and Pamakasan, and gained a complete vic-

tory over the natives fighting under a Dutch commander, who lost six

thousand men on the occasion, the chief being obliged to fly the country.

It was not long before the Dutch regained possession of Sumenap and

Pamakdsan, on which occasion a brother-in-law of the Pangeran, with two

chiefs, submitted to them ;
but the Dutch troops were no sooner with-

drawn, than those provinces again fell under the authority of the Pangeran,

who laid them waste with fire and sword. The Dutch tried in vain to

dislodge him. Rembang was now besieged by an army of five thousand

Madurese and Javans. Ldsem, Pajang-kungung, and all the villages as

far as Paradesa, were in possession of the Pangeran,
who made himself

master also of the fort of Rembang, and of the building-yard established

there
j
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there
; but his fortune suddenly changed. The prince was, in his turn,

defeated in several engagements, and at length compelled to fly from

Java
;
and the Dutch forces landing on Madura, took the capital, Sdm-

pang, by storm, and in a short time made themselves masters of the whole

island.

In this extremity, the prince of Madura still refused to come to terms,

and went with his sons, Sasra and Rdna Deningrat, to Banjermdsin on

Borneo, where he engaged his passage on board an English ship bound to

Bencoolen
;

to which place he had previously, on his affair taking an un-

favourable turn, sent his son, Raden Tumung’gung Wira Deningrat, to

request assistance from the English, and procure men and warlike stores.

His plan, however, of proceeding to Bencoolen was frustrated
;

for the

Sultan of Banjermdsin, on application from the Dutch, sent him, with his

son Sdsra, to Batavia, whence the father was banished to the Cape of

Good Hope, and the son to Ceylon.

In effecting a settlement of the country, the Dutch were compelled to

appoint another son of this prince, Sara Diningrat, to succeed as chief of

Madura, under the name of Seclia Deningrat. In the year 1758, this

chief was also appointed Widdna, or chief, of several of the eastern dis-

tricts.

But, however these successes on the part of the Dutch might tend to

the immediate tranquillity of the country, the authority of the Susunan had

been seriously shaken. The prince possessed neither the esteem or attach-

ment of his subjects. To his evil star it was attributed that the empire

had not only lost much of its ancient grandeur, but was brought to the

brink of ruin. The chiefs no longer placed any confidence in him
;
they

despised the man who had granted such humiliating terms to the Dutch,

and who, to obtain their temporary aid, had thus sacrificed the permanent

integrity of the empire : they, therefore, were inclined to make an effort

to regain what had been lost.

The principal character and prime mover in this rebellion was the Pan-

geran Munglcubumi, a younger brother of the Susunan. During the Chinese

war he had obtained considerable experience, and was distinguished for

boldness and enterprize of character. On the Chinese being driven from

Kerta Sura, he had thrown himself on the protection of the Dutch, and

was now residing with his brother at Kerta Sura . Next to Mangkubumi,

the most prominent character in the war of Java was Pdku Nagdra, who

was

Sura Kerta.

A. J. 1667.

A. D. 1742.

Pakubuana 2d.
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Sura Kerta.

A. J. 1671.

A. D. 1745.

was also called Mas Sdyed, but perhaps better known as the grandfather of

Prang Widuno. After the defeat of the Chinese at Brambanan
,

this prince

had also returned to court
;
but being coldly received, again reared the

standard of revolt, and escaping into the southern mountains assumed the

title of Susunan Adi Pralcusa.

Mangununang, the minister of Susunan Kuning, and Merta Pura, had

established themselves in the province of Sukaxvati, refusing to come into

any terms. They invited Mangkubumi to come over to them, and pro-

mised their assistance in raising him to the throne. Mangkubumi accepted

their invitation
; but finding himself deceived by them, he, by his own

exertions and those of the son of Merta Pura , obtained possession of that

province, and established himself under the title of Pangeran Adipdti of

Sukaxvati. He was, however, afterwards induced to listen to terms offered

him by the Susunan , who again received him into favour, and conferred

upon him the independent government of Sukaxvati. But these terms were

not granted by the emperor without exciting the jealousy and apprehensions

of the minister Pringa Laya, who easily availed himself of an early oppor-

tunity, whenthe Governor-General, Van Imhoff, was on a visit to Sura

Kerta, to represent the danger arising from any subject possessing so inde-

pendent and extensive authority, as that recently granted by the Susunan

to Mangkubumi.

It was accordingly determined to deprive Mangkubumi of this tract of

country, and the resolution was personally communicated to him in the

hall of audience. The chief feigned obedience
;

but, in the course of the

night, secretly quitted the capital, and assembling his party proceeded to

Sukaxvdtiy where he again reared the standard of rebellion. From the

flight of this prince is dated what is usually termed the war of Java, which

took place in the Javan year I67I.

The Dutch now took an active part in the war, but found that they had

enemies to contend with who possessed considerableVbility and enterprize,

and who in the past disturbances of the country had gained much expe-

rience. Paku Nagdra was, in the first instance, defeated, and fled for

protection to Mangkubumi, who received him kindly, gave him his daughter,

Rdtu Bandara, in marriage, and appointed him his Pdteli, or minister.

The united forces of these two chiefs resisted the attacks of the Dutch for

about twelve months, when Mangkubumi assumed the title of Susunan

Matarem

;

but a dispute arising between him and Paku Nagdra, who
^ demanded
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demanded his own nomination as presumptive successor, Mangkubdmi took suraKerta.

back his daughter and the chiefs parted in enmity. a. d. 1749 .

While Manglcubumi lay with his forces at Bundran, a village on the Pakubuana 2d.

south coast, and distant about ten miles from the present Yugya Kerta
,

intelligence was received of the death of the Susunan ; and such was the

extensive power of Manglcubumi at the time, that the body of the deceased

could not be removed to the consecrated burial place at Meg'iri in the

southern hills, on account of his forces, and was in consequence interred

near the tomb of Jdlca Tingker, Sultan of Pdjang, at Laman, near Sura

kerta, whence this prince received the appellation of Susunan Seda

Lawigan.

Manglcubumi had evinced a desire to come to terms, and gave assurances to

the governor of his attachment to the Dutch, but demanded that his son

should be proclaimed Pangeran Adipdti Matdrem (heir apparent)
;
a condi-

tion to which the Dutch would not listen.

The reduced state of the Susunan'

s

authority before his death, and the dis-

tracted condition of affairs, afforded an opportunity too favourable to be over-

looked by the Dutch, of at once attaining the grand object of all their political

interference, the sovereignty of the country. A weak prince on his death-bed

was, under existing circumstances, easily brought to any terms, in the hope

of continuing even the nominal succession in his family. He was compelled,

by a formal official deed, “ to abdicate for himself and his heirs, the sove-

“ reignty of the country, conferring the same on the Dutch East India

“ Company, and leaving it to them to dispose of it, in future, to any

“ person they might think competent to govern it for the benefit of the

“ Company and of Java.” After recommending his children, and espe-

cially the heir apparent, to the protection of the governor, the unfortunate

monarch expired. This singular and important deed was dated on the

11th December 1749-*

vol. 11 . 2 G From

* During the reign of this prince, on the 9th of September 1738, a contract was entered

into between the Dutch and the Sultan of Bantam, of which the following were the chief

articles.

1st. The Dutch having deemed it necessary to send a detachment to Lampung Tulang

Bauang, in order to save that province from total ruin, the Sultan promised to cause a fort,

or pdger, to be erected at his expense, on the spot which should be deemed most eligible for

that purpose, either on the Palembang river or any where else.

2d, That the Sultan should keep this fort in constant repair at his own expense.
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From this deed is derived the right by which the Dutch East India Com.

pany subsequently granted infee to the native princes, the administration of

those provinces which still continued under native government.

On the death of this unfortunate prince, Mangkubumi caused himself

to be formally proclaimed Susunan Pakubuana Senap&ti Matdrem
, in the

presence of a more numerous assemblage of the princes and chiefs than

attended the investiture of the new Susunan raised by the Dutch. He sent

ambassadors to the Dutch Governor with many assurances of attachment and

fidelity, requesting to be acknowledged as sovereign, and soliciting that

the body of the deceased might be delivered to him, for the purpose of

solemn interment.

The son of the deceased Susunan,
however, was preferred, and at the age

of nine years was raised to the throne, under the title of Pakubuana the third.

The enmity of the rebellious chiefs to each other soon vented itself in

open hostility, and a pitched battle ensued, in which Mangkubumi was

defeated and driven to the westward. Soon, however, recruiting his forces,

he returned, and had two successful engagements with the Dutch, one at

Jdnar
,
a village in Baglen, the other at Tidar, a hill in Kedu. In the battle

of Jdnar the Javan forces allowed the brunt of the action to fall upon the

Dutch, who were completely routed : of those who had escaped the sword

many were drowned in an adjoining marsh, and the rest were murdered in

great numbers by the country people. The affair of Tidar was of less impor-

tance. The forces of Mangkubumi were sometimes reduced to a few hun-

dred, and at other times amounted to as many thousands, the chiefs and

people deserting him in his distress and flocking to him in his prosperity.

After

3d. That the Sultan should repay to the Dutch the expense of maintaining a small establish-

ment, consisting of a resident, a commandant, one sergeant, two corporals, twenty-four pri-

vates, one drummer, and three artillery men.

4th. That the ground on which the fort was to be built, should be ceded to the Dutch,

with an extent of one hundred roods in every direction. This ground to revert back to the

Sultan, in the event of the Dutch establishment breaking up, in the same manner as had taken

place in regard to Lampung Samangfca.

6th. With a view to hold out due encouragement to the industry of the Lampung people, it

was agreed that, previously to exporting their pepper to Bantam, they should state the quan-

tity to the Company’s resident, who should furnish them with a certificate, enabling them to

obtain early payment, pursuant to the existing contracts.

7th. The Company’s servants at Bantam and Lampung Tulang Baxvang, were authorized to

confiscate any quantity of pepper which was exported from the latter place, unprovided with a

certificate from the resident.
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After three victories obtained over the Dutch, he marched towards the

northern coast, fell upon Pakalong’an, and plundered the place.

Mangkubumi now carried all before him, and was once at the gates of

Sdlo, which capital the Javans represent to have been saved from plunder by

the superstitious veneration for the gun nidi stomi, which the rebels no

sooner descried on the alun-alun than they sounded a retreat. The Dutch,

in the hope of allaying his displeasure, had given the Susunan the choice of

his officers of state, and prohibited the resident from taking his seat on the

throne with him (an indelicate assumption which had previously given the

greatest disgust to the Javans)
;
but after nine years of harassing warfare

it was still found impracticable to reduce the rebellious chiefs, or to restore

the country to order. The Dutch, therefore, availing themselves of the

abdication in their favour executed by the deceased Susunan, listened to

the proposals of Mangkubumi, who offered peace, on condition that one

half of Java should be ceded to him. A meeting took place at Gingdnti,

a village not far distant from Sura-kerta, at which were present the

Susunan, Mangkubumi, and the Governor of the North-east coast of Java,

when a treaty was signed.

One of the conditions of this treaty was, that Mangkubumi should use

his utmost exertions to subdue Pdku Nagdra. In conformity with this

condition he immediately proceeded against him ; but Pdku Nagdra making

his appearance with his whole force, obliged him to retreat and conceal

himself in a cavern, while his troops, flying in every direction, allowed his

camp to be burned. Mangkubumi, however, soon collected his forces

again. The Dutch offered a reward for the head of Pdku Nagdra, who was

obliged to proceed to the eastward, being pursued and his whole force

finally overthrown. He still refused to submit, and the celebrity of his

name and exploits was sufficient to recruit his ranks.

In the year A.D. 1755, Mangkubumi was solemnly proclaimed by

the Dutch Governor, under the title of Sultan Amangkubudna Senapdti

Ingaldga Abdul Packman Sahedin Panatagama Kulifatulali.

The united forces of the Susunan and Sultan now resumed the attack

upon Pdku Nagdra ; several of his chiefs were forced to submit, and he

himself, after having prolonged the war for upwards of two years, seeing no

favourable chance or hope of ultimate success, at last sent his brother to

the Susunan, requesting that certain districts and the southern mountains

2 G 2 might

A.J. 1682.

A. D. 1754.

Division of the

empire.

A.D. 1754.

A.D. 1755.
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A. J. 1685.

A.D. 1758.

A.D.1758.

might be granted to him for his support, promising on that condition to lead

a quiet and peaceable life for the future. In reply to this he was informed,

that the partition of the lands had already taken place
j that part of these

lands might however be granted, but that it was first necessary he should

make his appearance at court. To this he assented
;
and it being stipulated

that the Susunan should pay him the compliment of receiving him at the

distance of half an hour’s walk from Sura-lcerta, he came in, and throwing

himself at the feet of the Susunan was kindly raised again, desired to sit on

the bench, and assured that he had nothing to apprehend.

Peace was then concluded, on the conditions that Palcu Nagara
, com-

monly called Mas Sdyed, should assume the rank and title of Pangeran

Adipati Mangku Ndgara, with an assignment of land to the extent of four

thousand chachas, in the districts of Kadwang, Malesa, and the southern

mountains.

Thus ended, in the year 17-58, a war which had lasted twelve years, in

which the finest provinces of the island were laid waste, thousands slain on

both sides, and the independence of the empire finally annihilated. The
expenses incurred by the Dutch on account of the war, from the year 1746

until the peace, amounted to 4,286,006. 12. 8. florins
; but, in the result,

they acquired, if not the acknowledged sovereignty of the whole island, at

least an effectual controul over its future administration.

The Susunan, on his death, was succeeded, in the Javan year 1714, by his

son, the present Susunan, under the title of Susunan Palcubuana the fourth.

The Sultan established his capital a few miles distant from the ancient

capital of Matdrem, at Yugya-kerta (Djocjo Carta) the present residence of

his successors. He died, after a long reign, in the Javan year 1718, and was

succeeded by his eldest surviving son, under the title of Amangkubuana

the second. This prince was deposed by the British government in the year

1812, and succeeded by his son, Amangkubuana the third, who dying, was

again succeeded, in 1815, by his son, a child of nine years of age, the

present Sultan Amangkubuana the fourth.

Pangeran Prang Widono, still residing at Sura Kerta, is the grandson of

Pangeran Adipati Manglcu Nagara, and continues to enjoy the independent

administration of the lands assigned to him at the settlement in 1758.

By the final settlement of the country in 1758, the Dutch reserved to

themselves the direct administration of all the provinces lying on the northern

sea
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sea coast, from Cheribon to the eastern extremity of the island of Madura ; a. j. 1738.

but the inland and southern provinces stretching from the highlands of
A,D,18H '

Cheribon to Malang, were restored to the native princes, between whom the

lands were divided in nearly equal portions by chdchas, according to the

population and the peculiar usage of the country, four thousand chdchas from

the share of the Susunan being set apart for Mangku Nagara.

The terms on which the successors of these princes were permitted to

exercise the sovereignty, suffered no material alteration until the year 1808,

when Marshal Daendels officially declared that the clauses of the existing

treaties, by which those princes held their territory in fee from the Dutch,

were void, and that in future he should consider them as independent

princes, having no other relation to the European government, than such as

must of necessity exist between a weaker and stronger state in the imme-

diate neighbourhood of each other. At this time the court of Yugya Kerta
,

sensible of owing its establishment chiefly to the military success of its

founder, and the weakness of the Dutch and the Susunan, and that it never

fully submitted to the terms of the treaty of 1755 (which it is even stated

were imposed upon the sovereign by a false translation in the Javan lan-

guage) evinced a desire of independence and an appearance of internal

strength, which called for the immediate interference of the European

authority. Marshal Daendels, therefore, marched to Yugya Kerta with a

considerable force, and a negociation being opened, a treaty was entered

into, by which the reigning sultan consented to resign the administration of

the country into the hands of his son, who was appointed to exercise the

same under the title of regent, and to cede certain provinces.

But the stipulations of this treaty, thus entered into, had not been carried

into effect, when in the month of August 1811 the British forces arrived

in Java. The sultan, it is true, had ostensibly resigned the administra-

tion to his son, but he still took his usual place on the throne, and not

one of the districts ceded by treaty to the Dutch had then been actually

transferred.
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LINE of the MAHOMETAN SOVEREIGNS of JAVA,

Who have ruled subsequently to the Destruction of the Hindu Government of Majapahit

down to the Javan Year 1742, corresponding with the Christian Year 1815.

Began to Reign.

A. J. a. d.

1403 1477

1455 1519

1457 1533

1503 1577

1532 1606

1540 1614

1550 1624

1562 1636

1585 1659

1603 1677

1627 1701

1630 1704

1643 1717

1672 1746

1675 1742

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT.

At Demdk, from A. J. 1400 to 1503.

Raden Patah Adipati Jimbun.

Pangerang Sabrang Lor.

Sultan Bintara, or Trang’gana, often called Sultan Demak.

At Pcijang, from 1503 to 1540.

Jaka Tmgkir, Sultan Pajang.

Adipati Demak.

At Matdrem
, from 1540 to 1600.

Panambahan Senapati.

Sultan Seda Krapiak.

Raden Ransang, also called Sultan Agung or Sultan Kerta.

Mangkurat, commonly called Seda Tegal-arum.

At Kerta Sura, from 1603 to 1675.

Susunan Mangkurat the second.

Susunan Mangkurat Mas.

Pangeran Pugar, usually called Susunan Pakubuana the first.

Susunan Prabu Amangkurat.

Susunan Seda Langkunan, also called Susunan Pakubuana

the second.

Susunan Pakubuana the second removed the seat of govern-

ment to Sura Kerta in 1675.

At Sura Kerta, in 1675.

Susunan Pakubuana second (continued).

Susunan Pakubuana third, in whose reign the empire was

divided into the two kingdoms of Sura Kerta and 1 ug ya

Kerta.

At Sura Kerta.

Susunan Pakubuan

third (continued).

At Yugya Kerta.

A. j. a. D.

1682 1756 Sultan Amangkubuana

first.

Sultan Amangkubuana

second.

At
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At Sura Kerta.

A. J. A. D.

1714 1788 Susunan Pakubuana

the fourth and pre-

sent Susunan.

At Yitgya Kerta.

A. J. A. D.

Sultan Amangkubuana

third.

1741 1815 Sultan Amangkubuana

fourth, and present

sultan.

Sovereigns of Demak, ~~~4

of Pajang, 2

of Matarem, 4

of Kerta Sura, 4

of Sura Kerta, 4

The present Susunan is consequently the eighteenth in succession from

the first Mahometan sovereign, and not perhaps less than the fortieth from

the first Hindu prince. The average reign during the Mahometan govern-

ment is nineteen years. Taking the same average for the period of the

Hindu government, its origin would be four hundred and eighteen years

anterior to the destruction of Majapahit
,
A. J. 1400, and may be referred

to the close of the tenth century of the Javan era, or the middle of the

eleventh century of the Christian era.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF EVENTS,
Which have occurred in Java (from the Traditions and Records of the Javans).

1 Arrival of Aji Saka in Java.

10 The date of(or probable establishment at) Nusa Bdrong.

Nusa Tambini.

Bawean.

33 —__ The mountain Muria.

39 The great mountain of Tegai,

50 — The mountain Bromo.
— — — ^ The mountain Semiru.

70 — — The mountain Sumbing.

—

— The mountain Hala Hulu.

94 ~~—~~~—~ The mountain Lawu.

152 The
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118

131

152

175

193

195

211

297

308

343

551

752

808

924

It is related, that in former times the islands of Sumatra, Java, Bali and

Sumbawa, were united, and afterwards separated into nine different

parts
j
and it is also said, that when three thousand rainy seasons have

passed away, they will be reunited.

1018 or 1188 Building of the Chandi Sewn, or thousand temples, at

Brambanan.

1055 Date of Teldga Pdser in Banyumas.

1067 Randu Kuning in ditto.

1114 Separation of the lands of Palembang and Java.

1124 In the island of Bali.

1164 Appearance of Pido Mengare (near Surabaya)
above the sea.

1204 Separation of the lands of Bali and Balambdngan in Java,

1217 Date of (or probable establishment at) Pagunungun ,

1218 Building of the temples at Kali Bening near Brambanan.

1260 Separation of the lands of Giling Trawdngan and Bali.

1273 The fall of stones from a mountain.

1280 Separation of the island of Sela Parang (also called Lumbole or Sasak)

from Sumbawa.

1300 Establishment of the court of Pajajdran.

Erection of a stone temple at Salatiga.

1308 Construction of the tank at Pengaging near Ambardiwa ,

13.52 Date of Teldga Mengembel.

HISTORY OF JAVA.

The date of(or probable establishment at) The mountain Benkok.

On the southern mountains.

The mountain Wilis.

The mountain Pendam.

The mountain Prawata.

The mountain Arjuna.

The mountain Ingel.

Building of Chandi Moling.

The introduction of maize or Indian corn into Java.

The date of (or probable establishment at) The mountain Merdpi.

— The mountain Anyer.

Building of Singa-sari.

Death of Nidi Suka wati.

Burning of the temples at Gunung TVedi.

Construction of buildings in the western mountains.

1403 Establishment
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1360 Building of the temples at Boro Bodo in Kedu.

1400 Destruction of Majapahit.

1403 Establishment of the court at Demak.

1419 Establishment of Gegelang.

1421 Establishment of Surabaya.

1423 The fall of Banyu pindah.

1427 The burning of Palok by women.

1432 Era of Kariiten.

1433 Era of the' Prince of Pdti.

1439 Destruction ofPdryer by fire.

1440 Death of Kayubralit.

1441 Kqjoran surrounded.

1443 Death of the three princes.

1448 Conquest of Kediri by Susunan Ingaldga.

1449 Conquest of Tuban.

1450 of Wirosari.

1451 of Gegelang.

1452 ~~~~~~ of Mendang kungan.

1454 The site of Surabaya changed.

1455 Conquest of Pasuruan.

1462 of Panarukan.

1464 Defeat of the sons of the chiefs of Lamung’an, BUtar, and Wirasdba.

1465 Conquest of Panangiingan.

1466 of Pamenang.

1467 — of Sing’ga.

1468 ~~~~~~ of Balambang'an and Banywwdngt.

1469 Conquest and burning of Sing’ara a dependency of Balambang’an.

1470 Conquest of Japan.

1471 Arrival of the prince of Giri in the district of Kediri.

1494 Foundation of the gardens of Pungkuran at the foot of the moun-

tains.

1473 Destruction by fire of Daha, and the disappearance of the prince

called Prawdta at that place.

1474 The elevation of another prince.

1475 War of Suro'wari.

Kiai Wirasoma proceeds to Jipang.

1476 The falling down of Banyu pindah.

vol. Iiu 2 H 1478 Conquest
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1478 Conquest of the district of Blnra.

of Balega in Madura.

1499 Disappearance of the Adipdti of Kediri and his princess, after em-
bracing the Mahometan religion.

1500 Conquest of Katujan Wirasdba and Pranaraga.

1502 Swords and javelins first made use of.

1503 The establishment of the court at Pdjang.

1506 Occurrence of a great earthquake.

1509 First destruction of Pdjang.

1510 Destruction of Dema/c, when the chiefs and people betook themselves

to their vessels, and put to sea.

1512 Doha conquered by Senapdti.

1513 The people of Jipdng carried into captivity after the battle of Kali-

dddung ; actions in Pasuruan and Pranardga.

1515 Construction of Kbtah Batu Puteh (or White-walled Castle) at

Matdrem.

1517 Battles of Jatasari, Sec. fought by Senapati.

1521 Death of Panambahan Senapati, at Jenar (Matdrem).

—— The palace at Kerta being burnt, the seat of government is removed

to Pura.

The Panambahan of Cheribon comes to Matdrem.

1522 The Adipdti of Pugar
,

son of the Senapdti, removed to Demdk,

where he ascended the throne. After remaining there a year, there

happened an eclipse of the sun.

1525 Sultan Krdpealc surrounds and attacks Demdk.

While the war was carrying on at Gresilc, Sultan Krdpealc died at

Matdrem.

1526 Battle of Kalirdnan.

1532 Death of Adipdti Merta Ldya.

1536 The people of Matdrem attack Malang, under Sultan Kei'ta.

1540 The election of Panambahan Senapdti at Matdrem as Sultan.

1541 The age of Singa Pddu.

1545 The Madurese war.

1547 A great sickness at Matdrem,
and the erection of the throne of Ma-

tdrem.

1552 The war of Pati, and the erection of the Matdrem tower.

J553 The first Batavian war.

1555 The
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1555 The measuring of time, and the second Batavian war.

1560 The people of the eastern districts assembled at Matdrem to perform

required services.

1561 Conquest of Balambdngan, and submission of Raden Kdrnbar.

1562 The Sultan removes to Tumbdyat, and a great granary of corn is

destroyed by fire at Gdding.

1564 The Cheribon war, and the first appearance of the Prin'gi people

(Europeans) at the court of Matdrem .

1565 The anger of the prince towards the minister of Palembang
, and the

appearance of the Banjar (Masin) people at the court of Ma-
tdrem.

1566 The second great sickness appears at Matdrem, and the construction

of the large gun, called Kiai Guntur Agni. An artificial lake

made at Pleret.

1568 Death of Sultan Kerta, and succession of his son.

1569 The march of the Matdrem people to Bali and Balambdngan

,

and tlie

submission of those people.

1571 The construction of the mosque, and the marriage of the Sultan with

the princess Krdnon. The 'Kdlang move to the east of the Solo

river.

1572 The establishment of the court at Pleret
,
and the Susunan’s desire

for maidens. The chiefs of all ranks, the soldiers, the natives of

the coast, and the inhabitants of the country, were each ordered to

marry two wives.

1573 The appearance of the Cheribon minister with a present ofan elephant $

also that of the minister of Jdrnbi (on Sumatra), bringing accounts

of the death of the Sultan. The first embassy from the Holland-

ers arrived at Matdrem, bringing a present of four pieces of ar-

tillery.

1574 The second embassy from the Hollanders, with various presents.

1575 Great inundation at Matdrem, and the appearance of a comet.

1576 The subjection of the Sukaddna people (on Borneo).

1577 The subjection of the Siam people, and a present from the Company
(the Dutch) of a horse of large size.

1579 The marriage of the Pangeran Adipdti with the daughter of Mdngun
Jaya.

1580 The Rampok of an elephant.

2 H 2 1581 Death
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1581 Death of Pangeran Purbaya.

1582 The introduction of copper pichis (a small coin).

1584 Death of Raden Tapa Sana.

1585 Death of the Cheribon prince in Matdrem, and the murder of

Merta Nata.

1586 The appearance of a comet.

1587 The banishment of the Pangeran Adipati to Lipura, to convert him-

self and do penance.

1588 Death of the Ratu.

1592 Order of the Susunan to Aria Purbaya to kill Wira Mang’gala.

Explosion of the powder magazine, by which the sentries were killed

in a shocking manner.

The period when Europeans came to Matdrem with a present of two

horses.

1594 The Susunan’s desire for maidens.

- An uncommon eruption from a volcano, throwing out a great quan-

tity of fire with sand and stones.

1505 The arrival of the Rugis people at JJemong and the march of the

Matdrem forces joined with those of Manelmnagara and the sea-coast.

1596 The return of them, with the separation of Madura, Sumenap, and

Gresik from the Matdrem obedience. They join the rebel Truna

Jaya.

1600 They join together and attack Matdrem and destroy it, the Susunan

leaving the court with the Ratu and family, after having burnt the

same ;
death of the Susunan at Tegdl Wangi, and election of his

son Mangkurat.

1601 Mangkurat marches over Japara to Kediri, to exterminate the rebel

Truna Jdya, with the assistance of the Company.

1602 Kediri taken and Truna Jdya surrenders.

1603 Truna Jdya killed. The Susunan goes to Pdjang and establishes his

court at Kerta Sura. Pangeran Pugar rebels against him, but is

defeated and flies to Baglen.

1604 Insurrection of the rebel Raju Namrud at Salingo , and the destruction

of the kralon by fire. The subjection of Pangeran Pugar to the

Susunan.

1605 The arrival of ambassadors from Johor and Palembang at Kerta Sura

with a present of an elephant.

1606

Marriage
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1606 Marriage of the Susunan with a princess of Giri.

1607 Age of Wana Kasuma.

1608 Circumcision of the Pangeran Adipati, and preparations made for a

great chase at Kerta Sura.

1609 Death of Captain Tak and other Europeans, and the rebellion of the

eastern people, who join Surapati. Several personal combats on

the Paseban to divert the Susunan.

1612 The deplorable state of the court of Kerta Sura

.

1613 Fire in the mosque at Kerta Sura.

1614 Excursion of the Susunan to Manch'mgan.

1619 March of the Balambangan people coming from the south across

Ked'iri, where they assassinate men and women.

1620 The Balambangan people march to Pasdruan, but are attacked at

Pachatan and repulsed, with a loss of one thousand men.

The court at Kerta Sura surrounded with a wall of stone.

1621 The conquest of Pranardga.

1622 Death of Raden Sukra and the illness of the Susunan.

1623 Kamagetan attacked by the people of Bali.

1624 Personal combat between the Javans Teka and Janala

,

who were both

killed.

1625 March of the Susunan to Matarem, and embassy sent by the Susunan

to Mecca, in order to obtain the rank of Hqji.

1626 Death of Susunan MangTturni.

1628 His son succeeds, and Raden Suria Kasuma usurps the rank and title.

The latter is defeated by the people of Kerta Sura and taken pri-

soner. Pangeran Pugar is arrested, and afterwards released. Being

offended he proceeds to Semdrang.

1630 The people of the western sea-coast conquer Kerta Sura and expel

the Susunan from his dalam, who goes to the east, where he joins

Surapati with a thousand followers.

1630 Arrival of the Europeans at Kerta Sura, who upon finding it de-

serted, appointed Pangeran Pugar as Susunan.

1631 The court of the exiled Susknxm held atKediri.

1633 Pangeran Purbaya marches against the exiled Susunan and conquers

him. Surapdti is killed. He marches with the Admiral towards

Pasuruan, where he is again victorious. The exiled Susunan de-

livers himself up to the Admiral, who sends him to Surabaya, from

whence
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whence he is sent with his Rdtu and minister, Jaeng Rdna, to Ba-

tavia.

1634 Appointment of Jdiya Puspita as Adipdti of Surabaya.

1 635 Appointment of Tumung’gung Chakra Jaya as minister, who is sent

to Batavia in the following year.

1637 Journey of the Susunan to Matarem.

1641 Journey of the Susunan to Gdding.

1642 First expedition of the Commodore to Surabaya. Conquest of Sura-

baya, in which the Admiral, Van der Lee, is killed. Appointment

of Brinkman as Admiral.

1643 Death of the Susunan Pakubudna the first, and the succession of his

eldest son.

1644 Rebellion of Pangeran Blitar in Matarem, and the expedition of

Admiral Brinkman against him, wherein the Admiral gained a

complete victory.

1645 Flight of Pangeran Blitar to Kamagetan. His death, and the tran-

sport of his body to Kerta Sura.

1648 Arrest of Pangeran Purbaya Aria, Dipa Nagdra, and Surapdti, who
were all sent to Batavia, from whence Pangeran Aria was after-

wards recalled.

1651 Embassy of Tumung’gung Niti Nagara to Batavia, and the death of

Pangeran Purbaya.

1652 Journey of the Kidi Adipdti to Semarang. to pay the debt of the Su-

sunan to the Company.

1653 Arrest of Pangeran Aria Mangku Nagdra, and his being delivered

up to the Company.

1655 Death of Pangeran Mdngkubumi, and the arrival of the Commodore
at Kerta Sura.

1656 The Kidi Adipdti dispatched to Semarang.

1657 An eruption from a volcanic mountain which emitted flame for three

days.

1658 The Kidi Adipdti sent to Semarang, where he is arrested in the Dutch

fort. Arrival of the Commodore at Kerta Sura.

1659 Raden Adipdti Nata Kasuma sent to Batavia.

1662 The Raden Adipdti sent to Batavia, and arrival of the Commodore at

Kerta Sura.

1664 Journey of the Susunan to Matdrem.

166*7 Conquest
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1667 Conquest of Kerta Sura.

1668 Conquest of Prandu Lawang.

1670 Removal of the court of Sura Kerta to Solo , which place is since

called Sura Kerta Diningrat.

1671 Arrival of General Imhoff at Sura Kerta.

I670 Death of Susunan Pakubuana the second, and the time when Pange-

ran Aria Mangkubumi proclaimed himself Susdnan.

I676 Battle of Mangkubumi at Jenar. Conquest of Pakdlongan by him.

1682 Interview between the Susunan and Pangeran Mangkubumi. Peace

established. The lands divided, and the Pangeran made Sultan of

Yugya-Kerta Adiningrat.

1685 Rebellion ofPangeran Aria Manku Nagdra at Sura Kerta. The Susu-

nan occupies his new palace.

1686 Arrival of Pangeran Juru at Sura Kerta
, and flight of Pangeran Anom.

1688 Dissolution of the marriage of the Susunan with the Rdtu of Madura,

and the death of Rdtu Madura Retna and Rdden Radmeja. The
journey of the Rdtu of Madura to Madura. Rdden Kulon made
Rdtu.

1690 The Susunan assists in the erection of the triumphal pillars of the

mosque.

1692 The ddlam is surrounded by a stone wall.
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ACCOUNT
OF

THE SEVERAL PRINCIPAL DIVISIONS

OF

JAVA AND MADURA.

In several parts of this work, and in particular when treating of agricul-

ture and revenue, reference has been made to the changes introduced by the

British Government in the internal management of the country, and to the

information of a statistical nature which was collected with regard to its

resources.

It may not be uninteresting to the reader to possess, in a compressed

form, the result of the surveys and inquiries which were then set on foot, as

far as the same were compleated at the close of the British administration

on Java. The Appendix L. contains a copy of the proclamation and of the

general instructions issued by the Governm^" 4-

;
h,i.ie.r will sufficient-

ly explain the principle on which the tables for the Eastern Districts were

compiled.

BANTAM.

Bantam, once rich in its pepper plantations and the emporium of the Bantam.

Archipelago, had, in consequence of the restrictions of the Dutch company

and the vicinity of Batavia, lost all its trade and importance, long before

the arrival of the British.

The succession of the throne of B’antam was generally disposed of by the

influence of the Dutch government : but the administration of the country

and the collection of the port duties were till very lately entirely entrusted to

him. This European influence, though strongly resisted in the first instance,

had been long acquiesced in, till an attempt of the Dutch government, in

the year 1808, to draw additional benefit from this province, gave occasion

to an insurrection. The successive measures of introducing the cultivation

of coffee into that part of the island, of opening the communication by means

VOL. ii. 2 1 of
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of new roads, and of constructing a new harbour, first at Mew Bay, and after-

wards at Merak Bay, imposed new and unusual burthens on the people
; and

so many deserted from the public works, that an order was issued to the

resident, requiring him to inform the Sultan that his first minister should be

held responsible for the due execution of the public task assigned to the

Sultan’s subjects. The desertion still continuing, an order still more perem-

tory was issued to the resident, requiring him to call upon the Sultan to

deliver up his first minister immediately. In carrying these orders into exe-

cution, the resident having imprudently risked his person, was murdered.

This fatal accident was the occasion of sending a considerable military force

to Bantam, by which an immediate and thorough change in the native

government was effected. The reigning Sultan was removed from the

throne and banished to Amboina, and a relative was raised to the sovereign

power.

This prince was placed under regulations, dictated by the Dutch
;

for so

fallen had the sovereigns of this once flourishing and powerful kingdom now

become, that the form and solemnity of a treaty was not deemed necessary.

The Sultan ceded part of his territories to the westward, adjacent to the

environs of Batavia, the bad administration of which had frequently given

occasion to disturbances in the Batavian districts. The new Sultan was al-

lowed to administer the rest of his dominions, under the superior rule of

the Dutch government.

The public works to be carried on in Bantam, and the unusual burthens

they imposed on the people, continued however to excite, from time to time,

disturbances and insurrections. On one occasion a detachment, consisting

of a lieutenant and eighteen dragooons, were surprised and murdered by

the inhabitants. Several native Pangerans and chiefs fell victims to the

same spirit of discontent and revenge, and another change in the person of

the Sultan was thought advisable j
the new Sultan was in consequence

allured on board a vessel, and conveyed to Batavia, and in his place, ano-

ther chief was installed Sultan of the high lands of Bantam, the Dutch

reserving to themselves the direct administration of the low lands.

The country, however, remaining still in a disturbed state, the Pangeran

Ahmet united under his banner the discontented people of all descriptions,

in a more regular opposition to the European authority. From this time an

extraordinary military force was constantly kept in Bantam : all attempts,

however, to arrest the person of Achmet failed. His influence increased so

much,
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much, that proposals were made to him of a cession of part of the country :

these, however, not being listened to, it was determined to abandon the

interior to his depredations, until the inhabitants themselves, wearied of his

arbitrary proceedings, might seek refuge with the European government.

The Dutch force being withdrawn from Bantam, Akmet availed himself

of the presence of the British cruizers, during the blockade in 1811, to

strengthen his influence by an intercourse with them, which he easily

effected, by furnishing them with supplies plundered by him from the inha-

bitants. By the cruizers he was considered as an unfortunate prince, main-

taining his independence against the Dutch ; and when the British troops

landed, the Sultan was his prisoner, and all Bantam under his controul.

At the conquest of Java by the British forces, the extensive tracts of

this fertile province were thus in the hands of a lawless rebel, the inhabi-

tants were in a state of revolt, and universal anarchy and distrust had

prevailed for several years. All idea of raising a revenue on account of

government had been abandoned
j
and the general settlement of the country

under European controul, was the most that could be hoped for.

In the year 1813, the Sultan voluntarily resigned the administration of

the country into the hands of the British government, in consideration of

an annual pension of ten thousand Spanish dollars. With the detailed

system of land revenue introduced into this province, an accurate survey was

made of all the northern divisions
;
and a settlement having been made with

each individual cultivator, the extent of population stated in the annexed

table, as far as these districts are concerned, may be considered as in general

correct. The population of the southern districts is estimated
;
and it may

be observed, that the total population rather exceeds than falls short of what

is stated.
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BATAVIA.

Of the splendour and magnificence which procured for this capital

the title of the Queen of the East, little is now to be found. Streets have been

pulled down, canals half filled up, forts demolished, and palaces levelled

with the dust. The stad-house, where the supreme court of justice and

magistracy still assemble, remains
;
merchants transact their business in the

town during the day, and its warehouses still contain the richest productions

of the island, but few Europeans of respectability sleep within its limits.

The following table comprizes all fixed residents within the city and its

immediate suburbs, to the distance of about two miles. The municipal

regulations of this part of the island having been continued in force, and

the execution of them, for the most part, delegated to Dutch authorities, it

is to be apprehended that the return of the population now given may be

found deficient in accuracy. A poll tax being levied on the Chinese, and

other town duties rendering it the interest of the parties to withhold infor-

mation as to their exact numbers, it is also probable that the total amount

considerably exceeds that now given : certainly it does not fall short of it.

Account of the Population of the City of Batavia and its Suburbs.

Europeans

Descendants of Europeans born in the Colony

Arabs

Moormen
Malayus

Javans ,

Bugis

Makasars

Balians

Sumbawas

Mandharese

Ambonese and Bandas

Timorese and Butanese

Pernakans or half- cast Chinese

Chinese

Slaves

Males. Females. Total.

367 176 543

706 779 1,485

197 121 318

71 48 119

1,756 1,399 3,155

1,782 1,549 3,331

1,032 831 1,863

1,148 881 2,029

4,063 3,657 7,720

141 91 232

112 111 223

57 25 82

16 8 24

357 248 605

6,976 4,273 11,249

7,001 7,238 14,239

47,217Grand Total
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ENVIRONS OF BATAVIA.

The lands comprehended under the denomination of the Batavian envi-

rons
(
Ommelanden), originally formed the principal part of the Jakatra

dominions. The native chiefs were early deprived of the administration by

the cautious policy of the Dutch, and the lands subsequently sold in pro-

perty to Europeans and others. According to an official valuation in 1813,

the amount of property in houses and lands, belonging to individuals, in the

city of Batavia and its environs, including the private estates near Buiten-

zorg, exceeded eleven millions of rix-dollars silver, and the taxes were levied

on that estimate. Various systems of government had been attempted in this

district before the arrival of the British in 1811, but so inefficacious were

they, that it was considered unsafe for Europeans to travel without arms. As

a measure of police, a portion of this division, formerly comprized within the

Ommelanden, was recently annexed to the regency of Buitenzorg, and

formed into a separate administration. For the population of these two

divisions, as they now stand, see General Table, Vol. I, page 62, Table II.

BATAVIAN or PRIANGEN REGENCIES.

Each of these regencies was administered by a native chief, immediately

dependant on government, and without any power beyond his district. The

chiefs, however, were mostly allied by frequent intermarriages, and traced

their descent from different chieftains of the ancient empire of Pqjajaran

.

Separated, on the one hand, from the dominions of the Susunan and Sultan

by the country of Cheribon, and on the other from Bantam by the Batavian

environs, their power never became formidable to the European government.

The coffee monopoly in the Western Districts having been maintained

on its former principle during the period of the British administration, the

inhabitants of these districts were precluded from feeling the effects of the

system introduced into the more eastern districts
; but as it was in contem-

plation, eventually, to render the change general throughout the island,

preparatory measures were taken, and a survey of these districts being

made, the annexed statistical table was framed. The produce stated in

the table is estimated according to the native returns j these districts

likewise furnish an annual quantity of about seventy-five thousand hundred-

weight of coffee for the European market.

Environs of

Batavia.

Batavian or

Priangen Re-
gencies.



GENERAL ACCOUNT of the POPULATION and CULTIVATION of

Names of the Regencies and

Divisions.

Number

of

Villages.

Cultivators. Not Cultivators.

Gtneral

Population.

Buffaloes.

Cows.
3
£

<V

a
o
is

to

O
go

5
a

£

S
cu

a
o
is

O
PQ

CO

O

Chianjur 522 6138 6196 7158 8154 1504 1543 2226 2315 35234 3493

Bandung 721 10804 10814 10869 11176 2597 2615 3537 3710 56122 10897 1043

Suraedang 650 8573 8664 7987 8932 97 104 97 140 34594 10086 538

Lirabang’an .... 168 2163 982 2812 2916 571 588 595 647 12270 2966 439

456 8500 8082 4995 6026 458 380 216 473 29130 3783 48

Krawang 94 4240 4340 1780 1680 30C 270 320 220 13150 6073 —
Chasem and Pamanukan .

.

124 5394 6000 3651 2985 150 175 120 160 18475 3613 36

Kandangaur and Indramayu 59 4885 5155 3710 2575 500 470 360 300 17955 2606 60

Gunung Parang 590 3569 3600 2547 2664 1053 1203 918 849 16403 2289 233

Chiputri 24 291 289 401 383 93 95 101 98 1751 452 —
Chikalong 50 800 856 526 625 210 244 219 280 3760 620 —
Ujung Brum 61 751 746 960 781 233 240 310 239 4260 793 557

Totals 3515 56108 56724 47396 48897 7766 7927 9019 9431 243268 47776 2954



the PRIANGEN REGENCIES, including KRAWANG and INDRAMAYU.

Sawahs. Tipar or Tegal

t/j

Total Produce.
Value of Total

Produce.

d5

Horses.
Ploughs.

First
Sort. Second Sort. Third

Sort.
First

Sort. Second

Sort. Third
Sort.

Coffee

Ground.

Maize

in

Chain c/5

<3

3-

a
<v

Total

of

land

ii

Cultivation.

‘E
ci

Maize.

c3

PU

Maize.

Cocoa-nut

Tree

717 2011

Jungs.

1006

Jungs.

360S

Jungs.

565

Jungs.

59

Jungs.

1181

Jungs.

1 15757 92 — 22242

Tjalns.

22898

Tjains, Sh. Dols.

68596

Sh.Dol.

19256

932 6277 370 1818 956 512 448 90 24371 '— — 31571 26083 — 78249 — 12616

1176 6738 338 3478 1971 292 210 122 10397 __ 88 16897 32718 — 98154 — 9000

4S6 973 244 295 245 95 75 68 13789 — — 14821 6152 — 21258 — 6410

953 1101 194 625 214 197 549 529 663 701 20 3718 5020 — 14819 1401 7446

565 — 1761 6083 1043 537 — — — — — — — — — — 4260

467 — 3428 334 6237 25 — 40032 2596

153 — 482 381 537 — — — — — — — — — — — 7486

269 1942 486 474 523 16 347 — — — — — 11183 — 33549 2662

84 290 210 — — — — — — — — — 1265 — 3795 — 170

132 279 83 67 9 33 59 — — — — — 1804 — 5412 — 1204

179 113 75 73 79 28 13 — — — — — 809 — 2427 — 44

6113 17724 8685 17636 12375 1794 2882 40842 64977 793 108 80249 107932 — 326259 1401 67847

2 KVOL. II.
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Cheribjn.

CHERIBON.

Cheribon fell- under the European influence in the year 1666, and has

now been subject to it one hundred and fifty years. It was among the first

cessions made to the Dutch by the princes of Matarem.

This province had, like Bantam, been in a state of continued insurrec-

tion for many years preceding the arrival of the English. The impor-

tance of the town of Cheribon has considerably declined, partly in conse-

quence of these commotions, and partly of epidemic fevers which prevailed

some years ago.

The extensive and fertile province of Cheribon did not, under the admi-

nistration of the Dutch Company, yield those profits which were expected

from its great natural resources
;

especially of indigo, coffee, and teak

timber. The Sultans of Cheribon,
descended from one of the founders of the

Mahometan religion on Java, and on that account objects of religious vene-

ration among the more orthodox Mahometans, were always left in the

entire management of the native administration. The coffee and other

produce exacted from the people, was delivered by the Sultan, and paid for

to him. Under this system, the residents of Cheribon enjoyed an annual in-

come of from eighty to one hundred thousand dollars (^£23,000), while the

Sultans were every year more and more impoverished. At length an insur-

rection broke out in the year 1800, the ostensible reason of which was

the unjust removal of Sultan Kanoman, who had been banished by the

Dutch to Amboina, and the real cause probably the great oppression of

the common inhabitants, occasioned by the distress of the Sultans, and the

indiscriminate admission of too many Chinese in the interior of the country.

The reinstallation of Sultan Kanoman, in 1808, by Marshal Daendals, did

not appease the minds of the people
;
and the unwillingness or inability of

that prince to restore the public tranquillity, led to an entirely new organi-

zation of the country.

When the island was conquered by the British troops, the rebel, Bdgus
Rdngen, still maintained himself in the eastern parts of Krcvwang

,
in perfect

defiance of the power of government, sternly rejecting the offers of pardon

and oblivion which were on that occasion offered to him, and eluding or

defeating all attempts to destroy or ensnare him. Such was the veneration

in which this man was regarded by the people of these districts, and such

the dread in which he was held by the native chiefs (through whose means

alone
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alone his apprehension was to be accomplished), that he remained in perfect

quiet and security, maintained a correspondence with the disaffected

throughout the province, secured his regular supplies of ammunition and

provisions from all parts, and even from the town of Cheribon, and tran-

quilly prepared for the ensuing rainy season to appear again in arms and

ravage the country.

In a few months after the establishment of a British resident in the

district, the person of Bagus Rangen was secured, and the country reduced

to a perfect state of tranquillity, in which it remained during the whole

period of the British administration.

The following extracts from the report of the gentleman* intrusted with

the introduction of the land revenue system into Cheribon, may serve

to illustrate the state of this province.

“ There is perhaps, with the exception of the environs of Batavia and

“ Bantam, no part of the island of Java which has so severely felt the

“ bad effects of mismanagement as the district of Cheribon. These effects

“ are visible in the character of the people, who even among the Javans are

“ remarkable for a careless indifference to the pursuit of gain, for indolence,

“ for want of energy, and for a credulity and ignorance, rendering them

“ perpetually a prey to delusion. Within the last forty years, in parti-

“ cular, a series of mismanagement and oppression is said to have wrought

“ a most unfavourable change in the character of the people, to have

“ destroyed the habits of industry, and consequently to have changed

“ even the aspect of the country, so that it is no longer to be recognized

“ as the fruitful district which it is once represented to have been. Within

“ the last seven years, famine, mortality, and civil commotion, have con-

“ tributed to aggravate the evils of mismanagement, and in one or other

“ form have desolated some of the finest parts of the district.

“ The history of the civil commotions alluded to afford a striking illus-

“ tration of the character of the inhabitants. It certainly gives no coun-

“ tenance to the representation of those observers who ascribe to the

“ Javans in general a character of the most invincible apathy, stupidity,

“ and indolence, as if these qualities had been irrevocably engrafted upon
“ their very natures. A better knowledge of their real character enables

“ us to draw very different inferences, and to ascribe to them a much larger

2 K 2 <f share

* Mr. Craufurd.
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“ share of sensibility, than could from reasoning be expected to result from

“ the apparently overwhelming causes which contributed to degrade their

“ faculties and blunt their energies and exertions.

“ It is an instructive fact, highly worthy of remark, that the successive

“ commotions and insurrections which have for many years disturbed the

“ peace of Cheribon
, have uniformly had their origin in the Javan districts,

“ where the rights of private property in the soil were almost entirely over-

“ looked, that they have only occasionally extended from the Javan to the

“ Sunda districts, and have never reached the Priang’en lands, where

“ property in the soil is fully acknowledged and respected.

“ The taxes which fell upon agriculture were so various, and at the same

“ time assumed such a variety of shapes, that it is impracticable to state in

“ a word the actual portion which, by law or custom, fell to the share

“ of the sovereign.

“ The most material, however, are comprehended in the following cata-

“ logue, to which are added others falling equally upon agricultural industry,

“ though not constituting a direct source of revenue to government.

“ 1. The contingent, called in the language of the country gdntang.

“ This is usually estimated at fifteen parts in one hundred of the rice crop
j

“ but it was, in truth, arbitrarily assessed, according to a rough conjecture

“ of the capability of the country. In such of the Friang'en lands as

“ continued to be directly administered by their own native chiefs, the

“ amount paid to the latter was determined with some accuracy to be one

“ tenth of the gross produce, embracing, as in the first case, the rice crop

“ only.

“ 2. A poll tax, or rather a tax on families, called by the natives of this

“ part of the country pagalantang. Part was levied on account of govern-

“ ment, and part on account of the chiefs.

“ 3. Market duties or tolls. These were literally levied on every article

“ vended in the markets, embracing as well the whole produce of their

“ agriculture, as that of their petty arts and manufactures.

“ 4. A tax on the slaughter of buffaloes, necessarily affecting the price

“ of food, and discouraging the rearing of an animal indispensible to a

“ successful prosecution of the labours of agriculture.

“ 5. The charge of lodging and feeding travellers, and transporting

“ troops, baggage, and stores of all descriptions. This is termed in the

“ native language suguh, or the rites of hospitality.

it 6. The
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£C 6. The obligation to construct and repair bridges, roads, and public

“ buildings, throughout the country.

“ 7* The obligation to cultivate and deliver, at inadequate rates, certain

“ foreign productions, which the actual condition of the country, the habits

“ of the people, and still less their interests, could never have prompted

them to undertake, if permitted freely to pursue theL own interest.

“ Coffee was the chief of these products.

“ 8. In speaking of the taxes which fell upon the husbandman and the

“ land, the zalcat must not be forgotten. This is nominally a tithe, or

“ tenth. The payment is indeed optional, but from religious motives

“ seldom withheld. Every tenth sheaf of the rice crop is allotted to reli-

“ gious purposes, but every man measures its size according to his own

“ piety. Its amount was of course very variable, but almost always mate-

“ rially smaller, and generally indeed not half the size, of the ordinary

“ sheaf. This practice gives rise to a well-known distinction between the

“ ordinary sheaf and that allotted for the clergy when the grain is brought

“ to market.”

The table annexed was framed on the introduction of the detailed

system
;
but it not being practicable, on account of the extent of the

province, for the European officer to visit every part of the district,

many of the particulars are stated upon estimate
;
particularly the quantity

of cultivated land and amount of produce, which, it is to be apprehended,

are rather over-rated. The return, however, of the population may be

considered more accurate.

GENERAL



GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

Divisions.

Sawah. Value of Sawah.

First

Sort.

Second

Sort.

,

Third

Sort.

First

Sort.

Second

Sort.

Third

Sort.

Jungs. Jungs. Jungs. Rupees. Rupees. Rupees.

Bengawan 820 1119 2587 87565 89529 138012

Cheribon 78 319 1318 8345 25544 70327

Chiamis . . 231 — 352 24658 — 18815

Chikaso 182 409 873 19435 32768 46607

Lingajati 431 315 429 46012 25242 22884

Gebang 70 140 567 7479 11216 30288

Losari 3 8 600 320 713 32024

Kuningan 91 247 801 9718 19765 42768

Telaga 101 195 338 10833 1564S 18066

Sindangkasi 294 361 459 31440 28926 24521

Raja Galu 289 377 591 30921 30211 31534

Panjalu 24 84 265 2663 6754 14181

Forest Districts 156 500 831 16646 40072 44320

Total 2775 4079 10019 296040 326388 534353

Males. j
Females. Attached

to

the

Cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

Total

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Total

Number

of

Horses.

Total

Number

of

Ploughs.

Total Population 216001 105421 110550 132215 83889 42866 6623 17366



and POPULATION o/CHERIBON, 1815.

Total

Sawah

in

Cultivation.

Total

Value

of

Sawah.

Tegal. Value of Tegal.

Total

Quantity

of

Tegal.

Total

Value

of

Tegal.

Total

Sawah

and

Tegal

in

Cultivation.

Total

Value

of

the

Crop.

First

Sort.

Second

Sort.

Third

Sort.

First

Sort.

Second

Sort.

'

1

Third

Sort.

Jungs, Rupees. Jungs. Jungs, Jungs Rupees, Rupees. Rupees. Jungs. Rupees. Jungs, Rupees.

4527 315107 — 8 68 19 700 3676 77 4395 4605 319503

1716 104217 — 19 94 10 1543 5015 113 6569 1829 110786

583 43474 — 51 144 — 4089 7704 195 11794 779 55269

1465 98811 — — 138 — 30 7374 138 7404 1604 106216

1175 94140 49 34 42 5304 2758 2276 126 10339 1302 94479

778 48984 — 20 27 — 1640 1456 47 3097 826 52082

612 33057 — 9 3 — 759 197 13 957 625 34014

1140 72252 — 15 341 — 1244 18208 356 19452 1497 91705

635 44542 1 22 648 148 1824 34593 672 36565 1308 81108

1116 84888 — 19 302 — 1529 16126 321 17655 1437 102544

1258 92607 — — 98 — — 5274 98 5274 1357 97941

j

375 23598 — — 399 — — 21298 399 21298 774 44897

1487

!

101039 — — — — — 39 — 39 1488 101079

16874 1156872 51 201 2310 5481 16120 123242 2563 144844 19438 1301627
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Eastern

tricts.

EASTERN DISTRICTS.

dis- The Dutch, in acquiring these extensive and valuable provinces on the

sea coast, were considered to have acquired the same right as had pre-

viously been enjoyed by the native sovereigns, and deemed it advisable to

continue the long-established principles and forms of native government.

In the same manner, therefore, as the emperors of Java were looked upon

as the ultimate proprietors of the land in their dominions, the Dutch Com-

pany were considered as possessing the same right with respect to the

provinces under their immediate administration ; and the princes of Java

having been in the habit of entrusting the government, police, and reve-

nue of the different provinces to inferior chiefs, the same system was ad-

hered to under the Dutch. The native system of drawing again the reve-

nues of government from these inferior chieftains, by means of contribu-

tions in kind, in money, and by occasional fees and presents, was also

maintained ;
a portion of the common class of inhabitants under the native

government being assigned to the performance of different sorts of public

works, transports for government, the repair of the roads, the construction

of public buildings, the guarding of public stores, the loading and unload-

ing of government vessels, the cutting of grass, the cutting of fire-wood,

the keeping a police guard, and other offices, the same principle was

adopted under the management of the Dutch, and as under the native

form of administration a reward for these feudal services was granted, by

the use of an assignment of rice fields allotted either to individuals or

to certain classes of workmen, but withdrawn from them as soon as the

public duty ceased to be performed, the same mode of remuneration was

also adopted by the Dutch.

These principles of administration being combined with the mercantile

interests of the Dutch Company, gave rise to certain contracts, which the

native chiefs of the different districts (termed by the Dutch Rege?its') were

compelled to enter into on their appointment, for the annual delivery to

the Company, either without payment, which was called a contingent, or

for a price far below that of the market, which was termed a forced de-

livery at afxed price, of such quantity of rice, pepper, cotton, indigo, and

other articles, as the market and present state of trade and commerce made

most desirable
;
while the planting of coffee and the cutting of teak tim-

ber
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bar was always considered as a feudal service, for which, besides the use of

a certain portion of rice fields, allotted to the individuals or villagers em-
ployed, a certain payment was made, about equivalent to the expenses of

transportation to the government yards or storehouses.

The administration of the Eastern Districts, including Madura, was

vested in a governor and council for the north-east coast of Java. The go-

vernor was, at the same time, director of the Company’s trade, and resided

at Semdrang. Subordinate to this government was that called Gezagheb-

her and council, established at Surabaya
, the chief place of the east point

of Java ;
while in the other principal districts along the coast, as at Tegal

Pakalongan, Jaycur

a

, Jawdna, he. residents were fixed : no direct cor-

respondence from the eastern parts of the island was maintained with the

government of Batavia, except by the governor, usually termed the go-

vernor of Java, or by the governor and council. Even the residents at the

native courts of Sura Kerta and Yiigya Kdrta,
only communicated with

government through him. By him the succession to the throne of the

Susunan and of the Sultan was generally determined
;
the appointments of

native chiefs and regents were made on his proposal
;
the Company’s farms

and duties for the Eastern Districts were sold by him
; and though he

literally had no salary whatever from the treasury of government, he was

supposed to draw from his situation a yearly revenue of between three and

four hundred thousand dollars. At the same time the correspondence with

the Eastern Districts was neither very regular nor very expeditious, and the

management of the Company’s affairs in those districts was as much a

mystery to the chief government at Batavia, as the governor of Semdrang

chose to make it.

This system continued, without any essential alteration, until after

the arrival of Marshal Daendals in 1808.

Some of the contingents, such as indigo, cotton yarn, pepper, &c. to

which, however, the regents had without great reluctance submitted for

many years, were then indeed partially abolished
;

but, on the other hand, all

the peculations of the Dutch servants residing along the coast, who had for

their own private emolument raised the deliveries, chiefly of rice, at some

places to double, and at others to more than double the quantity legally

assessed on the regents, at the same time paying for them at some places

two-thirds, and at others only half the price assigned by the government,

vol. n. 2 L were
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were at once transferred and confirmed to government, by a single decree,

ordering, without previous inquiry or reserve, that all the produce which

had been usually delivered to the respective residents along the coast, under

whatever denomination, should, in the same quantities and with their sur-

plus weight, be for the future delivered to government, and that no higher

prices should be granted for the same than that which the residents used

to pay.

Equally inconsistent and oppressive in its consequences was a measure by

which, on the one hand, the wages of private labour and services were

raised to an unusual price, while on the other, the public w'orks, the public

transports, and the plantations of coffee, were carried on either gratuitously

or at the former inadequate rate. This regulation raised the price of all the

first necessaries of life, and principally of rice, which the common classes of

the inhabitants felt as a heavier grievance than any they had ever expe-

rienced from the former system. Till tlipn, the colonial administration had

always, as far as was consistent with their own monopoly and forced delivery

of produce at fixed rates, taken particular care to keep down the price of

rice and salt as much as possible.

But a measure, still more pernicious in its consequences, was that by

which the native regents were each of them subjected to a contribution in

hard cash, while at the same time the power of levying taxes on the inhabi-

tants of these districts was left in their hands
;

a system which, in all

cases, afforded them a pretext, and in many an apology, for the most

vexatious oppression.

The commendation which is due to this administration is rather founded

on those arrangements which had a tendency to prevent peculations in the

inferior European servants in every department, and on the abolition of

the subordinate governments of Semdrang and Surabaya . Fixed salaries

were allowed to the residents
;
they were prohibited from keeping private

vessels and from all trade in the products of their districts. The sale of the

government farms and duties was made public, and in a great measure free

from corruption, by which means they were immediately raised to more

than three times the former amount : each branch of public expenditure

and receipt was fixed and ascertained
;
new and practicable roads were esta-

blished
;
the appointment of every native, from the first rank as low as a

Demang, was reserved to the government alone
;

the Javan custom of

pawning
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pawning the person for a small sum of money was prohibited
; fees and

presents were abolished. By such measures, a much more regular, active,

pure, and efficient administration was established on Java than ever existed

at any former period of the Dutch Company.

2 L 2
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JAVA.

The following tables are abstracted from the detailed reports furnished

during the course of the survey made by the British government. In some

particulars they may be deficient and inaccurate, as sufficient time had not

been given to complete the detailed survey of the country directed by the

Revenue Instructions
j but the general results may, for the most part, be

depended upon.
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GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION and POPULATION 0/ TEGAL.

Names of Divisions.

Culti-

vated

Land.

Sawah. Tegal.
Coffee

Gardens.

Estimated Produce. Estimated Value of Produce.

Total

Estimated

Value.
Pari. Maize. Coffee. Pari. Maize. Coffee.

Jungs. Jungs. Jungs. Jungs. Amats. Amats. Pikuls. Rupees. Rupees. Rupees. Java Rupees.

Tegal 5920 5694 204 21 367198 16335 541 538557 6125 5198 549881

Brebes S924 3371 394 159 152354 31520 2740 223453 11820 26305 261578

Pamalang !
2817 2378 293 145 114820 23499 2551 168403 8812 24491 201707

Grand Total . . 12662 11445 891 325 634373 71355 5833 930414 26758 55995 1013167

Names of Divisions.

Total

Population.

Males.

Females.

Cultivators.

Householders

not

Cultivators.

Buffaloes.

Horses. Ploughs.

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

TOTAL
Number

of

Javans.

!
Males.

Females.
Buffaloes.

|
Horses. Ploughs.

TOTAL
Number

of

Chinese.

Males,

Females.

Buffaloes.

<*

O
E

Ploughs.

Tegal 123208 58185 65023 11693 7990 14689 1435 5685 121238 57224 64014 14663 1359 5682 1025 518 507 13 64 —

Brebes 24833 9354 15485 5546 1143 5313 747 2668 24230 9118 15111 5199 733 2602 583 220 363 91 12 43

Pamalang 30374 Ooo 16342 5547 1549 4172 491 1800 29978 13823 16123 4160 471 1794 396 177 219 22 20 6

Grand Total .... 178415 81539 96850 22786 10682 24174 2673 10153 175446 80165 95248 24022 2563 10078 2004 915 1089 126 96 49

\

REMARKS.

Average Value of a Jung of Cultivated Land, Java Rupees 79.
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GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

No. Names of Districts.
No. of

Villages.

Total

Land.

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak

Forests.

Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B.

1 Pakalong’an 1,107 10,765 — — — 5,474 — 4,974 — 500 — 1,657 — 235 — 50 —

2 TJlnjami 247 2,593 1 1,612 — 1,608 3 3 1 261 2 3 3

3 Batang 527 7,970 — — — 2,850 — 2,750 — 100 — 1,000 — 178 — 250 —

Total . .

.

1,881 21,328 1 — — 9,936 — 9,332 3 603 1 2,918 2 413 — 303 3

No. Names of Districts.

Total
Population.

Males.

Females.
Attached

to

the

Cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

Total

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Total

Number

of

Horses.

Total

Number

of

Ploughs.

1 Pakalong'an 58,432 25,398 33,034 14,000 2,928 7,804 535 3,000

2 Ulujami 20,278 9,947 10,331 4,351 554 2,469 126 1,058

3 Batang 36,732 17,842 18
t
890 7,810 423 6,370 300 3,270

Total .... 115,442 53,187 62,255 26,161 3,905 16,643 961 7,328
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and POPULATION of PAKALONG’AN, 1815.

Govern-

ment

Land.

Land in use

in

Villages.

Capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not in

use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce. Estimated Value of

Produce. Total

Estimated

Value.
Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Jungs. E. Jungs. B. Jungs, B, Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Amats. G. Amats, G. J. Rupees. St. J. Rupees. St. J. Rupees, St.

— 7,416 - 235 — 114 — 3,000 — 3,114 — 149,220 — 8,000 — 238,752 — 1,600 — 210,352 —
— 1,877 1 30 2 340 1 340 1 680 3 48,025 12 43 5 116,528 26 8 12 116,537 8

— 4,278 — 700 — 500 — 2,500 — 3,000 — 82,500 — 1,600 — 165,000 — 500 — 165,000 —

— 13,571 1 965 2 954 1 5,840 1 6,794 3 279,745 12 9,643 5 520,280 26 2,108 12 522,389 8—
JAVANS.

< c

O S

57,330

19,968

36,098

113,396

24,730

9,801

17,476

52,007

32,600

10,167

18,622

14,600

4,351

7,800

61,389 26,751 2,832

E<
W

2,028

554

250

7,800

2,469

6,170

16,439

510

119

280

909

3,600

1,058

3,220

7,878

CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

•j si

H.S
Oj=
e-w

1,102

310

634

2,046

10

— e
^.2
>>$

w

300

310

73

10,783

668434

146164

366268 200

1,180866204

50

50

REMARKS.

Average Value
of a Jung of
cultivated

Land, 52 Ru
pees 16 Stivs.
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No.
Names of

Divisions.

|

No.

of

Villages.

1[

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak
Forests.

Govern-

ment
Lands.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B,

1 Serondol 75 2,818 1 1,240 3 1,343 1 1,083 1 260 - 357 3 81 3 105 2 42 3

2 Sing’en 201 14,602 - 15,291 1 5,933 1 5,816 2 119 3 937 1 _ 7,038 1 28 1

3 Grogol 52 682 - 692 - 607 2 606 2 1 - 70 1 — — 2 2

4 Ugarang ... 87 1,463 1 3,385 - 795 3 681 1 114 2 200 3 59 3 41 3 17 §

5 Ambarawa 13 1 5,947 1 6,117 2 1,631 2 1,395 3 235 3 391 3 107 3 2,642 2 66 3

6 Salatiga 126 3,497 - 5,964 2 1,560 3 1,201 3 359 - 391 2 26 2 124 1 46 2

7 Boyalali 61 3,675 2 1,636 1 2,057 3 714 3 1,343 - 270 2 14 - 5 - 7 2

8 Wedong 60 3,945 1 2,540 - 2,344 3 2,311 - 33 3 119 3 — - — 34 3

9 ini Q QKQ 3 760 9 3 9 348 _ 6 3 298 3 9 3

10 Manjer
JLU

1

62

—

7,661 - 7,619 - 1,498 1 1,483 3 14 2 459 1 _ 3,221 1 1 2

11 Sam bung 87 2,572 2 2,560 - 1,405 3 1,394 3 11 - 201 3 — — 2 2 6 3

12 Chankiran 34 799 1 2,486 1 334 2 332 - 2 2 64 2 61 1 91 - 6 3

13 Limbangan 36 1,090 3 5,770 - 359 3 343 1 16 2 59 2 51 3 61 - 6 1

14 Kaliwungu 125 3,816 3 6,306 - 931 2 782 2 149 - 224 - 45 1 1,062 3 29 1

15 Brebuau 95 1,468 2 2,500 - 789 3 740 3 49 - 179 - 19 3 419 1 6 2
16 Kandal 97 1,876 1 481 3 1,085 2 1,065 3 19 3 173 1 — — 25 1

17 Truko 88 1,754 - 2,268 - 963 1 948 1 15 - 116 2 12 1 144 3 18 2

Totals .... 1,518 61,022 270,618 1 26,000 2 23,249 3 2,750 3 4,446 - 480 - 14,959 3 357 -

No. i Names of Divisions.

TOTAL
Population.

^
Males.

Females.

Cultivators.

Householders

not Cultivators.

Buffaloes.

$
aa

o
X

Ploughs.

1 Serondol 21,014 10,417 10,597 2,667 2,713 3,909 31 1,404
! 9
1

Sing’en 48,847 24,871 23,976 9,351 4,317 8,839 164 4,663
3 Grogol 7,478 3,955 3,523 747 1,727 1,138 23 490
4 Ugarang 14,942 7,472 7,470 2,582 1,406 2,578 174 981
5 Ambarawa 26,791 13,418 13,373 6,798 1,121 4,264 422 1,561
6 Salatiga 25,902 13,063 12,839 3,679 403 6,308 538 1 ,942i

7 Boyalali 21,633 10,929 10,904 4,995 407 7,499 264 2,932

!

8 Wedong 21,993 11,037 10,956 3,967 1,728 2,887 26 1,538
9 Demak 21,301 10,845 10,456 2,972 2,314 3,042 32 1,532

10
1

Manjer 8,919 4,487 4,432 2,121 864 2,422 88 1,310

11 Sambung 9,983 5,040 4,943 2,201 513 2,012 56 1,038
1 12 Chankiran 5,532 2,904 2,628 1,349 119 1,036 102 361

i
13 1 iimbangan 5,775 2,904 2,871 1,494 59 1,162 66 445

1
14 : Kaliwungu 22,856 11,322 11,534 4,090 1,893 2,167 69 667
15 Brebuan 12,437 6,230 6,207 2,867 163 3,242 15 1,137

16 Kandal 20,609 10,269 10,340 3,531 1,518 3,439 53 1,343

17 Trako 11,598 5,846 5,752 2,795 139 2,757 28 1,075

Totals 307,610 155,009 152,601 58,206 21,404 58,751 2,151 24,419

Estimated Population of the Town and Suburbs.

.

20,000

Total Population 327,610
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Laud in

use in

Villages.

Land

capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not in

use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce. Total

Estimated Value.

Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Jung*, B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs, B. • Jungs, B. Amats. G. No. Rupees. Stivers. Rupees. Stivers. Rupees. Stivers.

1,931 — 309 3 231 2 346 887 1 33,513 3 7,260,178 — 67,026 9 4,738 26 71,765 5
13,940 - 268 2 177 3 215 3 662 — 161,711 4 2,974,400 - 304,547 21\ 2,127 21 306,675 12\

680 1 — — 1 3 — 1 3 18,869 — 4,000 - 38,149 18 8 — 38,157 18
1,1 15 2 64 1 131 2 152 347 3 17,040 10 2,471,530 - 34,082 12 1,680 1 35,762 13
4,840 1 347 3 239 2 519 3 1,107 — 43,691 15 5,488,924 - 87,383 15 4,236 171 91,620 2i
2,149 2 451 2 159 __ 737 _ 1,347 2 34,738 12J 7,757,668 - 69,477 7x 5,776 24\ 75,254 2
2,354 3 247 2 764 3 308 2 1.320 3 18,186 — 29,389,643 - 36,372 19,567 2 55,939 2
2,499 1 377 — 90 — 979 1,446 — 54,683 7 540,967 — 97,899 16^ 491 24f 98,391 11

2,593 1 352 — 25 2 382 1 759 o
O 56,433 18 162,000 - 87,088 91 180 — 87,268 91

5,180 1 1,321 2 103 2 1,055 3 2,480 3 37,359 1 348,870 - 45,868 18| 184 1
2 66,052 181

1,615 3 564 3 23 2 367 2 955 o
O 32,894 15 — - 49,433 8| 18 49,451 8?

558 - 37 2 40 1 163 2 241 1 9,332 7 45,935 — 18,670 21 57 1 18,727 22
538 1 69 2 21 — 462 — 552 2 10,401 8 240,614 — 19,876 — 348 21 20,224 21

2,292
o
O 205 2 429 3 888 3 1,524 — 23,951 1 4,021,817 — 47,902 3 3,618 11 51,520 14

1,414 1 24 2 17 2 12 1 54 1 22,788 3 590,618 - 45,576 9 676 26 46,253 5
1,284 - — 1 28 2 563 2 592 1 29,839 3 165,325 — 59,678 9 341 8 60,019 17
1,255 1 23 1 204 3 270 o

O 498 3 29,745 15 183,240 - 58,670 11 265 24 58,936 5

46,243 14,665 - 2,690 - 7,424 1 14,779 1 635,179 2\ 61,645,729 - 1,167,702 8 44,316 28\ 1,212,019 61

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS

REMARKS.

TOTAL Javans.

Females.

Cultivators.

Householders

j

not

1

Cultivators.

(

o

n
Horses.

J5
to
a
c
5

TOTAL
Chinese,

&c.

ju

s
eU
Lu

Cultivators.

1

Householders

not
Cultivators. 0

1
Horses. Ploughs,

21,014 10,417 10,597 2,667 2,713 3,909 31 1,404
48,558 24,733 23,825 9,351 4,246 8,839 162 4,663 289 138 151 71 2 —
7,407 3,919 3,488 747 1,704 1,138 23 490 71 36 35 - 23 — _

14,902 7,453 7,449 2,582 1,394 2,578 168 981 40 19 21 - 12 6 -

26,769 13,406 13,363 6,798 1,116 4,264 420 1,561 22 12 10 _ 5 .2

25,763 12,988 12,775 3,679 379 6,304 531 1,942 139 75 64 24 4 7 — Average Value
21,628 10,928 10,700 4,995 406 7,499 264 2,932 5 1 4 1

— of a J ung of
21,390 10,736 10,654 3,922 1,629 2,871 26 1,531 603 301 302 45 99 16 — 7 cultivated
21,241 10,813 10,428 2,972 2,301 3,042 32 1.532 60 32 28 13 — Land ....
8,882 4,468 4,414 2,120 857 2,410 87 1,304 37 19 18 1 7 12 1 6 J. Rup. 46T

a

79,846 4,967 4,879 2,182 490 1,994 55 1,029 137 73 64 19 23 18 1 9
5,532 2,904 2,628 1,349 119 1,086 102 361
5,764 2,898 2,866 1,494 56 1,162 64 445 11 6 5 3 ____ 2

22,668 11,231 11,437 4,089 18 67 2,085 60 653 188 91 97 1 26 82 9 14
12,437 6,230 6,207 2,867 163 3,242 15 1,137 -

.

.
, r

-

20,511 10,224 10,287 3,531 1,501 3,431 49 1,342 98 45 53 17 8 4 1

11,598 5,846 5,752 2,795 139 2,757 28 1,057

305,910 154,161 151,749 58,140 21,080 58,611!2,117 24,3821,700,848 852 66 324 140 34 37
-

VOL. IL 2 M



266 GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

|No.
of

Division.

Names of

Divisions.

jNo.
of

Villages.

Total Laud.

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak

Forests.

Govern-

ment

Lauds.

1 Probolingo .

.

452

Jungs. B, Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

2,121 0

Jungs. B.

1,382 0

Jungs. B.

739 0

Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

2 Asinan 496 — — — 1,705 0 1,084 0 621 0 — — — —
3 Bala 354 — — — 801 0 648 0 153 0 — — — —
4 Minoreh .... 602 — — — 1,943 0 1,524 0 419 0 — — — —
5 Bandongan .

.

412 — — — 987 0 946 0 41 0 — — — —
6 Magelan .... 334 — — — 6,225 0 658 0 5,567 0 — — — —
7 Prapag 169 — — — 476 0 442 0 34 0 — — — —
8 Jetis 557 — — — 2,710 0 2,495 0 215 0 — — — —
9 Lumpuyang . 254 — — — 1,203 0 1,038 0 165 0 — — — —
10 Somowono .

.

249 — — — 881 0 540 0 341 0 — — — —
Totals .

.

3,879 — — — 19,052 0 10,757 0 8,295 0 — — — —

9

Names of Divisions.

Probolingo

Asinan . . .

.

Bala

Minoreh

Bandongan .

Magelan .

,

Prapag . . .

,

8Jetis

Lampuyang

10 Somowono .

,

Total

TOTAL

Population.

|
Males.

Females. Attached

to

the

Cultivation

of

the

Soil.

[
Employed

in

other
Avocations.

Total

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Total

Number

of

Horses.

Total

Number

of

Ploughs.

18,667 9,333 9,334 8,741 592 2,660 209 1,330

16,740 8,333 8,407 8,019 314 1,692 167 1,041

14,086 7,043 7,043 5,437 1,606 1,762 266 1,762

45,668 22,815 22,853 22,201 614 5,713 367 5,713

14,902 7,415 7,487 7,312 103 2,520 358 1,240

14,587 7,302 7,285 7,045 257 3,615 666 2,479

4,858 2,420 2,438 2,320 100 642 152 311

53,090 25,717 27,373 25,225 492 6,835 1,441 3,063

9,788 4,915
ry\

oo 4,709 206 5,378 1,095 1,298

4,924 2,451 2,473 2,406 45 1,306 281 1,133

197,310 99,566 93,415 4,329 32,123 3,002 19,370



and POPULATION o/KEDU, 1815. 267

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable of

being culti-

vated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not in

use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce. Total

Estimated Value.

Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Jungs. B. Jungs, B, Jungs, B, Jungs. B. Jungs. B- Amats. G.

89,090 0

Amats. G.

11,736 0

Rupees. St.

149,187 0

Rupees. St.

3,909 o

Rupees. St.

153,096 0

— — — — — 52,650 0 9,889 0 89,248 0 3,295 0 92,543 0

— — — — — 35,640 0 2,982 0 59,400 0 994 0 60,394 0

— — — — — 92,476 0 8,097 0 154,457 0 2,692 0 157,149 0

— — — — — 59,024 0 884 0 98,373 0 328 0 98,701 0

— — — — — 40,846 0 133,383 0 67,409 0 43,856 0 111,265 0

— — — — — 21,060 0 816 0 36,765 0 272 0 37,037 0

— — — — — 148,864 0 3,160 0 248,063 0 1,434 0 249,497 0

— — — — — 56,204 0 3,354 0 93,673 0 1,118 0 94,791 0

— — — — — 20,420 0 6,219 0 34,033 0 2,073 0 36,106 0

— — — — — 616,274 0 180,520 0 1,030,608 0 59,971 0 1,090,579 0

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

TOTAL

Javans, Males.

Females.

Class

of
Cultivators.

Employed

in

otheF

Avocations.

Number

of

Buffaloes,

Number

of

Horses.

i

i

Number

of

Ploughs,

TOTAL.
Chinese,

&c.

"rS

S

Females.

Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses,
Number

of

Ploughs.

REMARKS.

18,642 9,321 9,321 8,741 580 2,652 202 1,326 25 12 13 — 12 8 7 4

16,713 8,318 8,395 8,019 299 1,686 155 1,039 27 15 12 - 15 6 12 2 Average Value of a

J ung ofcultivated
14,044 7,022 7,022 5,437 1,585 1,762 263 1,762 42 21 21 — 21 — 3 — Land . ,J. R. 57 7*

45,565 22,767 22,798 22,192 575 5,697 346 5,704 103 48 55 9 39 16 21 0

14,808 7,378 7,430 7,312 66 2,520 315 1,240 94 37 57 — 37 — 43 —
14,447 7,239 7,208 7,044 195 3,610 652 2,477 140 63 77 1 62 5 14 2

4,781 2,383 2,398 COr-HCOof 65 612 117 306 77 37 40 2 35 30 35 5

52,494 25,392 27,102 25,137 255 6,555 0000ar-H 2,955 596 325 271 88 237 280 153 108

9,778 4,910 4,868 4,709 201 5,378 1,095 1,298 10 5 5 — 5 — — —

4,899 2,437 2,462 2,406 31 1,302 274 1,131 25 14 11 — 14 4 7 2

196,171 97,167 99,004 93,315 OJ00CO 31,774 4,707 19,238 1,139 577 562 100 477 349 295 132

2 M 2



268 GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

o
£

Names of

Divisions.

No.

of

Villages.

Total Land.

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Land.

Teak

Forests.

Govern-

ment

Land.

1 Grobogan .

.

97

Jungs. B.

2,088 0

Jungs. B.

1,559 0

Jungs. B.

325 0

Jungs, B.

1,271 2

Jungs. B.

1,222 2

Jungs. B.

48 3

Jungs. B

216 3

Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

303 0

Jungs. B.

22 0

2 Purwadados . 135 2,692 0 2,316 0 226 0 1,935 1 1,813 4 121 2 251 1 — 207 2 18 2

3 Wirosari . . .

.

149 2,665 3 1,025 2 1,268 3 825 2 745 3 79 3 144 3 — 1,254 3 14 0

4 Panolan .

.

,

.

223 4,722 0 921 3 2,377 2 712 0 579 0 133 0 146 3 — 2,372 2 5 0

5 Padangan .

.

191 3,900 2 959 1 2,458 1 795 0 661 0 134 0 119 0 — 2,404 1 54 0

6 Rajawesi . . .

.

207 5,585 2 1,403 3 2,513 2 1,160 0 1,002 1 158 3 182 2 — 2,580 0 13 2

7 Sekarang .... 167 2,705 0 1,759 0 161 1 1,461 0 1,378 3 82 1 177 0 — 148 1 13 0

8 Bowerno . . .

.

139 2,126 2 1,556 1 139 2 1,223 3 1,157 3 66 0 202 2 — 107 3 31 1

9 Jenawun . . .

.

30 466 3 278 0 53 3 164 1 130 1 34 0 40 0 — 50 3 3 0

1,356 26,952 0 11,728 2 9,523 1 9,548 1 8,691 1 858 0 1,480 2 — 9,348 3 174 1

O
2

Names of Divisions.

TOTAL
Population.

Males. |Females.

i

Attached

to

the

cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other
Avocations.

Number of
Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

of

Ploughs.

l Grobogan 6,783 3,133 3,650 1,410 419 1,594 86 733

2 Purwadados 6,461 3,154 3,307 1,860 421 2,128 112 1,103

3 Wirosari 4,377 2,071 2,306 1,650 258 2,077 151 984

4 Panolan 8,128 3,857 4,271 1,461 372 1,796 131 704

5 Padangan 11,245 5,498 5,747 1,774 179 2,564 323 2,250

6 Rajawesi 10,838 4,894 5,944 1,607 194 3,028 247 1,132

7 Sekarang 8,053 4,139 3,924 1,630 107 2,542 139 1,259

8 Bowerno 8,126 3,809 4,317 1,666 146 1,924 215 1,278

9 Jenawun 2.501 1,138 1,363 436 128 554 66 265

Totals 66,51231,693 34,829 13,494 2,224 18,197 1,470 9,708

GENERAL
Under the head of 11 Government Lands ” is given the extent of the ground attached to the house in which

likewise the extent of the public road. Most part of the land inserted under the head of “ Jungle land ” is

of cultivation, the soil being in general very rich, is the w ant of population.



and POPULATION o/JIPANG and GROBOGAN, 1815. 269

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable 01

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not

in use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce. Total

Estimated Value.

Pari. Maize. Pari. Maize.

Jungs. B. Julies. B. Jungs. B* Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Amats, G. Amats. G. Java Rup. Stiv. Java Rupees. Stiv. Java Rupees. Stiv.

70 3 107 2 46 2 50 0 204 0 20,634 0 288 0 10,317 0 96 11 10,413 11

ISO 0 138 1 — 12 2 150 0 26,970 0 726 0 13,485 0 242 25 13,727 25

55 2 235 0 1 1 135 0 371 1 21,600 0 474 0 10,800 0 158 3 10,958 3

63 0 200 0 275 3 947 0 1,422 3 19,898 0 798 0 9,949 0 266 23 10,215 23

45 1 103 2 50 0 329 2 483 0 23,478 0 798 0 11,739 0 266 7 12,005 7

61 1 457 3 631 2 578 3 1,668 0 27,066 0 948 0 13,533 0 316 28 13,849 28

121 0 292 1 80 0 412 2 784 3 40,890 0 492 0 20,445 0 164 19 20,609 19

130 0 178 1 — 253 0 431 1 34,118 0 264 0 17,059 0 132 23 17,191 23

23 3 139 0 — 46 0 185 0 7,564 0 136 0 3,782 0 68 16 3,850 16

700 2 1,851 2 1,085 1 2,764 1 5,700 ] 222,218 0 4,924 0 111,109 0 1,713 8 1 12,822 8

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

REMARKS.c =

TOTAL
Javans. *c3

S3

s
73

g£

Class

of

Cultivators.

•SsJ
_0 T «
Q. C O

W ^

Number

ol

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

of

Ploughs.

TOTAL
Chinese.

75

S
I
QJ

fcL)

Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

i

other Avocations

Number

ol

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

ol

Ploughs,

6,713 3,093 3,620 1,410 407 1,582 80 727 70 40 30 — 12 12 6 6

6,381 3,094 3,287 1,846 407 2,102 109 1,090 80 60 20 14 14 26 3 13

4,347 2,051 2,296 1,650 252 2,063 144 977 30 £0 10 — 6 14 7 7 Average value

8,114 3,849 4,265 1,461 367 1,793 126 700 14 8 6 — 5 3 5 4
of the pro-

duce of a

11,180 5,458 5,722 1,774 164 2,560 318 2,247 65 40 25 — 15 4 5 3
Jung of culti-

vated Land,

10,819 4,884 5,935 1,607 190 3,022 243 1,130 19 10 9 — 4 6 4 2
Java Rup.ll,
24 stivers.

7,963 4,069 3,894 1,630 87 2,528 129 1,254 90 70 20 — 20 14 10 5

8,111 3,799 4,312 1,666 142 1,920 210 1,276 15 10 5 — 4 4 5 2

2,481 1,126 1,355 436 122 548 63 263 20 12 8 — 6 6 3 2

66,109 31,423 34,686 13,480 2,138 18,118 1,422 9,664 403 270 133 14 86 89 48 44
1

REMARKS.
the Tumun'gung or chief of the district formerly lived, the alun alun

,
or what is commonly termed the paseban,

capable of being converted into sawah and legal lands, and the reason for such land not heing found in a state
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Names of

00V
bO
c3

> Total Land.

Land

in

Land not

included Cultivated
Sawah. Tegal.

Free Coffee Teak
Govern-

ment

Lands.
o
Z

Divisions. O
o
Z

Villages.
in

Villages.

Land. Land. Grounds. Forests.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B, Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

1 Japara 146 2,077 0 1,730 0 12 0 1,719 0 1,421 0 309 0 420 0 120 0 35 0 4 0

2 Kudus 171 3,050 0 2,968 0 12 0 2,965 0 2,824 0 141 0 — 53 0 — 3 0

3 Pati 519 9,935 0 9)523 0 12 0 9,523 0 8,669 0 914 0 134 0 13 0 4 0

4 Jawana 135 3,389 0 3,345 0 12 0 2,833 0 3,066 0 23 0 68 0 16 0 3 0

971 18,451 0 17,566 0 48 0 17,040 0 15,980 0 1,387 0 420 0 375 0 64 0 14 0

Names of Divisions. J o

Oi
<4-

o
° s —r

— £ '5

•5 02

V, .
o

<+* .

° fP
O ° «

H

1

A
rfi

aS £ U m
/I If

o
Z

2 a
ez,

s « 3 £
< «

a °|
w ^

3*5
=S S a s S 1

5 o.

l Japara 48,728 23,439 25,289 8,917 3,434 7,755 376 4,210

2 Kudus 36,634 17,857 18,777 6,378 2,711 5,698 239 2,828

3 Pati 90,429 45,622 44,807 19,022 2,251 18,407 554 10,514

4 Jawana 40,205 20,142 20,163 5,614 5,216 5,411 400 2,863

Total . 216,096 107,060 109,036 39,931 13,612 37,272 1,569 20,413

GENERAL
The best sawah of Japara yields from twenty-six to twenty-one amats of pari per jung-, but there being

sixteen, which this calculation is made on. The tegals are calculated at ten amats perjung.
The best siiwah of Kudus produces from thirty-one to twenty-five amats per jung at the first crop, and

in this district, generally speaking, plant their lands with other cultivation, after procuring a crop of pari
,

quality, and situated high, it has been found that the average does not exceed more than twenty amats per
The division of Pali is much larger than the others, and the best sawah produces from thirty to twenty

division a quantity of land which produces but little, and the sixth of the crops being often destroyed by the

The division of Jawana has a great quantity of sawah
,
and the last may be rated at twenty-eight to thirty

the river of Jawdna, it is not calculated to produce more than seventeen amats perjung throughout.
The rate of an amat of pari is two rupees, which is the price at the time of harvest throughout the

This statement comprehends all assignments to native chiefs and village officers, and taken from the actual

The average value of the produce of a jung of cultivated land, thirty-one Rupees.
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Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Laud.

Land not

in use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.

Estimated Value of

Produce.
Total

Estimated

Value.

Pari. Maize. Pari. Maize.

Jungs. B. Jungs* B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Amats, G. Amats, G. Rupees, Stiv. Rupees. Stiv.
Rupee?, Stiv.

1,710 0 20 0 208 0 250 0 — 26,999 0 2,890 0 53,998 0 5,750 0 59,778 0

2,965 0 — 20 0 SO 0 — 56,400 0 1,410 0 112,960 0 2,820 0 115,780 0

9,523 0 60 0 100 0 200 0 100 0 121,376 0 8,540 0 242,752 0 17,080 0 259,832 0

2,830 0 256 0 — — — 47,770 0 345 0 95,540 0 690 0 96,230 0

17,028 0 336 0 328 0 480 0 100 0 252,545 0 13,185 0 505,250 0 26,340 0 531,620 0

JAVANS.

•-3 U< e
H %

w 73

£
'lass

of
iltivators.

nployed

in

other
vocations.

0 .

II

O

M S
£ 2

0 .

£P

S 0

SsT
C g
t-J..

0
O cd

w .-

y
D.C c
e =5

V
cS

E

° CO

cd

! =

0
— CO

X3 y>

£ 0

1

Number

of

Ploughs.

2% S £ W ^ ZS uu W ^ % £ z« £*

47,925 23,055 24,870 8,885 3,082 7,531 356 4,104 803 32 352 384 419 224 20 106

36,216 17,647 18,569 6,269 2,610 5,521 222 2,728 418 109 101 210 208 177 17 100

89,986 45,436 44,350 18,992 2,095 18,347 535 10,484 443 30 156 186 257 61 19 30

39,300 19,646 19,654 5,584 4,750 5,399 392 2,848 1,005 30 466 496 509 12 8 13

213,427 105,784 107,643 39,730 12,537 36,798 1,505 20,164 2,669 201 1,075 1,276 1,393 474 64 249

CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

REMARKS.

a quantity of sdwah of a very poor soil, it has been found, that the average will not be to eachjung more than

should the farmer sow his seed early, it will produce a second crop in the course of the year. The cultivators

such as jagon, katela, kapas, and the indigo plant. The third of this division being lands of a very inferior

jung. The tegals are also rated at ten amats perjung.
amats per jung

,

and in some few places yields a second crop ;
but in consequence of there being in this

wild hogs, the average cannot be rated higher than fourteen amats perjung throughout.
amats per jung ;

but a small part of this being poor, and also being subject to continual inundations from

Residency.

measurement of the sawahs and tegals.
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No.
Names of

Divisions.

No. of

Villages.

Total

Land.

Land

in

Villages,

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

;
‘ fl

Teak

Forests.

1 Rembang . .

.

568

Jungs. B.

23,020 3

Jung9. B.

18,890 0

Jungs. B.

4,130 3

Jungs. B,

8,081 1

Jungs. B.

7,382 2

Jungs, B.

698 3

Jungs, B.

1,076 3

Jungs. B.

0 3

Jungs. B.

9,403 3

2 Lasem 319 10,996 2 9,570 1 1,426 1 5,356 2 4,362 2 993 3 525 3 3 2 3,631 1

3 Tuban 441 15,423 3 1,1093 1 4,330 2 5,239 3 4,792 2 447 2 684 0 31 1 5,069 0

Total .

.

1,328 49,441 0 39,553 2 9,887 2 18,677 2 16,537 2 2,140 0 2,286 3 35 2 18,104 0

... 1

No. Names of Divisions.

Total

Population.

...

Males.

Females. Attached

to

the

Cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

Total

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Total

Number

of

Horses.

Total

Number

of

Ploughs.

1 Rembang 70,790 33,535 37,255 46,223 24,567 12,646 1,529 6,542

2 Lasem 50,972 24,269 26,703 32,769 18,203 10,254 1,677 4,260

3 Tuban 36,768 17,400 19,368 24,238 12,530 9,203 1,211 3,819

Total . . .

.

158,530 75,204 83,326 103,230 55,300 32,103 4,417 14,621
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Govern-

ment

Land.

Land in use

in

Villages.

Capable of

i

being-

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not in

use in

Villages.

Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B- Jungs. B.

327 1 18,890 0 2,627 0 947 0 556 3 4,130 3

53 2 9,570 1 451 0 245 1 7 29 3 1,426 1

68 3 11,093 1 950 3 1,440 3 1,939 0 4,330 2

449 2 39,553 2 4028 3 2,633 0 3,225 2 9,887 2

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce.
Total

Estimated

Value.

Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Amats. G. Amats. G. Rupees. St. Rupees. St. Rupees. St.

156,182 0 22,951 4 364,498 0 11,020 4 375,518 4

94,219 0 33,844 19 235,547 0 16,235 22 251,782 7

103,994 0 14,908 8 259,974 0 7,156 0 267,130 0

354,395 0 71,704 7 850,019 0 34,411 26 894,430 11

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

REMARKS.

TOTAL Javans. Males.

Females.

Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

No.

of

Buffaloes.

No.

of

Horses.

No.

of

Ploughs.

TOTAL
Chinese.

Class

ef

Culti-

vatois.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

Males.

Females-.

No.

of

Buffaloes.

No.

of

Horses.

No.

of

Ploughs.

j

69,653 33,013 36,640 46,223 23,430 12,608 1,489 6,542 1,137 — 1,137 522 615 38 40 —

48,993 23,317 25,676 32,769 16,224 10,122 1,602 4,258 1,979 1,979 952 1,027 132 75 2 Average value

of the produce

35,993 17,043 18,050 24,238 11,755 9,022 1,127 3,819 775 — 775 357 418 181 84 — of a Jung of
cultivated

laud, 43 Rup

154,639 73,373 81,266 103,230 51,409 31,752 4,218 14,619 3,891 — 3,891 1,831 2,060 351 199 2

2 NVOL. II,
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I

No.
Names of

Divisions.

No.

of

Villages.

Total

Land.

Land in

Villages.

Land not

included in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land,
Sawali. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Land.

Fishpond

and Nipah

Laud.

Teak

Forests.

District of Gresik.
Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B, Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

1 Gresik ]25 4,684 2 4,684 2 —
] ,453 2 1,093 2 360 0 99 2 2,644 2

2 Bengawan Jeru .... 147 2,602 3 2,602 3 — 1,958 3 1,624 1 334 3 101 0 247 2
3 Gunung Kendang .

.

222 5,311 2 5,280 1 31 1 3,459 2 3,380 1 79 2 153 3 89 2 —
District of Sidaya.

1 Tambang’an 136 4,263 0 4,263 0 — 1,794 1 1,363 1 431 0 156 3 86 1 117 2
2 Kudokan 144 6,631 3 6,631 3 — 2,140 0 1,823 3 283 2 164 3 32 2 888 4
3 Prijuk 133 5,433 0 5,433 0 — ,855 1 1,643 2 200 1 160 2 11 1 24 2 1,315 1

DistrictofLamongon.

I Tengahan 164 2,931 2 2,931 2 — 1,721 2 1,711 3 9 0 119 3 0 3 _ 24 3
2 Gunung Kendang . . 195 3,690 2 3,690 2 — ,156 3 1,138 0 7 3 88 0 11 0 . . 851 1

3 Bengawan Jeru .... 130 2,790 3 2,790 3 — 1,479 1 1,399 0 80 1 58 3 —
Total .... 1,396 38,339 1 38,308 - 31 1 17,018 3 15,177 1 1,786 0 1,102 3 55 2 3,092 1 3,197 2

1

Names of Divisions.

V
,~ o

O S3 r-?

.

^ a
.2 .o
_ v»

J o
< p

^ .2 O
7 « co
gj c:
^2 O

oo >
sx <

O <72

. <D

S o
O

S <2

o 5
o 2 o

p I Jl>
ci

s
S £ Sg

t/J

a s g a -g

^ s£ r-

^

O)

U, < ° o 2 « 2 ^ = o ft.

2 o.

1 Gresik 17,555 9,047 8,508 3,216 496 2,001 103 1,135
2 Bengawan Jeru . .

.

17,941 9,430 8,511 3,159 268 2,916 35 l'406
3 Gunung Kendang . 11,283 5,882 8,401 3,778 — 4,417 121 2,265

1 Tanibang’an 14,021 7,217 6,804 2.843 208 3,810 79 1,585
2 Kudokan 16,227 7,863 6,364 2,341 1,115 4,116 194 L887
3 Prijuk 12,646 6,335 6,311 2,340 434 2,856 136 1,421

1
Tengahan 10,430 5,323 5,107 2,020 14 2,455 308 3,567

2 Gunung Kendang . 8,434 4,344 4,090 1,595 — 2,068 72 2,904
3 Bengawan Jeru ... 6,905 3,540 3,365 1,300 — 1,375 58 2'537

Total .... 115,442 58,981 56,465 22,592 2,535 26,014 1,106 18,707



2 N 2
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Names of

Divisions.

Jaba Kota
Semimi
Jangala
Rawah Pulu
GunungKendang . .

,

Kabu
Linkir

Japan
Wira Saba .

Total

No.

of

Villages.

Total Land.

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Lands.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak

Forests.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B, Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs, B Jungs. B. Jungs. B

202 2,385 2 2,585 2 — 2,269 2 2,159 1 105 S 278 2 4 2 —
36 582 1 582 1 — 458 4 453 1 5 3 33 0 0 0 —

492 6,145 4 6,145 4 — 4,999 2 4,756 1 210 3 756 3 32 1 —
3]9 4,303 3 4,303 3 — 3,253 0 3,159 2 77 2 864 2 16 0 —
341 5,205 2 5,205 2 — 2,072 0 1,893 2 157 2 305 2 21 0 1,550 3

239 3,386 3 3,386 3 — 1,158 1 1,064 1 88 4 138 1 5 1 1,397 2

207 2,399 2 2,399 2 — 783 4 672 1 77 3 85 1 34 0 1,242 3

434 4,995 1 4,995 1 — 2,354 0 2,053 0 300 3 445 1 0 1 643 3

480 5,350 2 5,350 2 — 1,500 j 1,168 2 331 3 253 2 — 1,050 1

2,770 34,955 0 34,955 0 — 18,849 2 17,379 3 1,356 2 3,160 2 113 1 5,885 0

O
£

Names of Divisions.

:

TOTAL
Population.

Males.

Females. Attached

to

the

cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

J
Total

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Total

Number

of

Horses.

Total

Number

of

Ploughs.

i Jaba Kota 21,985 10,604 11,381 5,308 281 2,916 169 1,652

2 Semimi 2,653 1,285 1,368 715 11 522 44 307

3 Jangala 33,423 17,057 16,366 8,495 157 9,569 681 4,967

4 Rawah Pulu 26,818 12,448 14,370 6,276 140 6,202 838 3,272

5 Gunung Kendang ... . . . 10,523 5,617 4,906 2,817 — 4,441 326 2,316

6 Kabu 7 5,417 2,986 2,431 1,491 — 1,777 194 950

7 Linkir 4,507 2,448 2,059 1,215 — 1,578 140 855

8 Japan 14,754 7,889 6,865 4,007 24 4.097 771 2,155

9 Wira Saba 7,858 4,48s 3,375 2,293 21 2,458 450 1,224

Total 127,938 64,817 63,121 32,618 634 3.3,560 3,613 17,698

STATEMENT of the POPULATION

Number

of

Kampougs

belonging

to

the

Town

of

Sourabaya.

Number

of

Houses.

Men

above

Fifty

Years

of

Age.

Women

above

Fifty

Years

of

Age.

Men

from

Twenty

to

Fifty

Years

of

Age.

Women

from

T

wenty

to

Fifty

Years

of

Age.

132 6,679 1,745 2,680 5,908 6,841



277and POPULATION of SURABAYA, 1815.

Govern-

ment

Lands.

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable o!

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not

in use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.

Estimated Value of

Produce. Total

Estimated

Value.

Pari. Maize. Pari. Maize.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B Amats. G. Heads. Rupees, Stiv. Rupees. Stiv, Rupees. Stiv

0 1 2,548 S 7 4 13 0 15 4 36 4 126,281 0 280,550 224,148 23 6,400 0 230,548 23
14 2 506 2 — — 75 2 75 2 22,618 0 5,960 40,146 28 340 0 40,486 28— 5,756 2 286 0 — 103 3 3S9 3 326,820 0 1,530,650 664,467 10 10,660 0 675,107 10
20 1 4,138 1 90 1 16 0 58 3 165 2 207,974 0 559,539 422,880 14 3,450 0 426,330 14
'

—

3,928 4 196 1 — 1,080 1 1,276 1 40,681 15 400,038 75,358 4 4,400 28 79,759 2— 2,693 3 111 3 — 581 1 692 3 30,028 9 265,700 54,672 24 3,000 24 57,673 17— 2,112 1 157 2 — 297 3 287 1 16,207 9 160,600 29,550 58 2,000 12 31,551 1— 3,442 1 231 2 — 1,552 i 1,552 4 99,625 2 1,607,813 133,261 6 30,900 26 164,162 2— 2,803 4 121 1 — 2,546 i 2,546 2 45,441 3 2,005,735 60,754 14 40,400 14 101,154 28

35 0 27,931 0 1,202 2 29 0 5,791 3 7,023 2 915,675 19 6,816,585 1,705,240 21 101,533 15 1,806,774 6

CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

TOTAL Javans.
Males.

Females.

Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

in

[

other
Avocations.

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.
Number

of

Ploughs.

TOTAL

Chinese,

&c.

Class

of
Cultivators.

Employed

in

other Avocations.

[Males.

Females. Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

of

Ploughs.

21,941 10,590 11,351 5,308 272 2,916 169 1,652 44 — 9 14 30 ___ .

2,653 1,285 1,368 715 11 522 44 307 — — — — — — —
33,255 16,973 16,282 8,495 111 9,568 680 4,967 168 — 46 84 84 — 1 —
26,785 12,432 14,353 6,276 130 6,202 832 3,272 33 — 10 16 17 — 6 —
16,523 5,617 4,906 2,817 — 4,441 326 2,316 — — — — — — — —
5,417 2,986 2,431 1,491 — 1,777 194 950 — — — — — — —
4,507 2,448 ,059 1,215 — 1,578 140 855 — — — — — — — —
14,622 7,814 6,815 4,007 — 4,097 765 2,155 132 — 24 75 57 — 6 —
7^748 4,450 3,298 2,293 — 2,325 435 1,120 110 1 21 33 77 133 15 4

126,851 64,595 62,856 32,617 524 33,426 3,585 17,594 487 1 110 222 265 133 28 4

of the Town of SURABAYA.

Men

from

Ten

to

Twenty

Years

of

Age.

Women

from

Ten

to

Twenty

Years

of

Age.

Male

Children

under

the

Age

of

Ten

Years.

Female

Children

under

the

Age

of

Ten

Years.

TOTAL

Population.

771 540 3,019 3,070 24,574

Average Value of the produce of a Jung
of cultivated Land, 44 Rupees.



278 GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

No. Names of Divisions.
No. of

Ploughs.

Total

Land.

Land

in

Villages.

Land not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Land.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak

Forests.

1 Pasuruan

Jung6. B.

11,204 3

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

6,455 3

Jungs. B.

4,375 2

Jungs. B.

2,080 1

Jungs. B.

1,148 1

Jungs. B.

121 2

Jungs, B.

1,738 3

2 Bang’il — 3,829 — — — 3,138 1 2,888 2 249 2 654 2 17 2 203 2

3 Malang — 2,923 2 — — 1,065 1 206 2 188 2 167 1 96 3 275 2

Total .... — 17,937 1 — — 10,659 1 7,470 2 2,518 1 1,970 — 236 — 2,217 3

No. Names of Divisions.

Total

Population.

Males.

Females. Attached

to

the

Cultivators

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

No.

of

Buffaloes.

No.

of

Horses.

CO
rC
to
S3
O
5
o
6
£
73

£

1 Pasuruan 62,421 30,834 31,587 13,380 2,158 14,289 2,755 6,428

2 Bang’il 34,523 17,401 17,122 6,026 824 7,661 2,629 3,433

3 Malang 11,868 5,942 5,926 3,239 — 3,919 2,272 1,972

Total 108,812 546,177 54,635 22,635 2,982 25,869 7,656 11,833



and POPULATION of PASURUAN, 1815. 279

Govern-

ment

Land.

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not

in use

in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce.
Total

Estimated

Value.

Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jung*, B. Jungs. B- Jungs. B. Amats. G. No. of Heads. Rupees. St. Rupees. St. Rupees. St.

47 — — 732 2 436 1 902 3 — 170,467 14 14,312,31? 340,931 27 13,926 18 372,858 15

24 3 — 19 1 89 1 27 2 — 113,179 i 2,960,312 264,084 16 2,466 27 266,551 13

19 1 — 599 1 — 701 — — 47,534 28 2,348,500 63,382 12 1,957 2 65,339 14

91 - — 1,351 — 525 2 1,631 1 — 331,181 17! 19,621,124 668,398 25 18,350 17 704,749 12

CHINESE and other
JAVANS. FOREIGNERS.

^ O <u £ 0

£

>-3 ^ 0
3 = REMARKS.

J *

< c
E- etf

0 5
73

73

§

O rt Jr 3
cue «
S c 5

u. 0
*o %

0 J

O "go

. 3
O O

F- SO =

O rt

CO - J-5 rt

Ec| 73 1

c~ O
0 73

os
'o w O bib

. 3
O©

*5 «—

<

O PH

61,722 30,491 31,231 13,380 2,158 14,205 2,746 6,428 699 5 157 343 356 84 9 —

34,152 17,232 16,920 6,026 824 7,661 2,619 3,433 371 9 78 169 202 10 Average Value of
the produce of a

11,868 5,942 5,926 3,239 — 3,919 2,272 1,972 . ,

Jung of culti-

vated Land . . 66
Rupees.

107,752 53,665 54,077 22,645 2,982 25,785 7,637 11,833 1,060 14 235 512 558 84 19



<280 GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

Number.

Names of

Divisions.

No. of

Villages.

Total
Land.

Land
in

Villages.

Land not

included in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land. Sawah. Tegal.
Free

Land.
Coffee

Grounds.

Teak
Forests.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Ju- gs. B. Julies. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B.

1 Probolingo 64 12,227 0 592 0, 11,635 0 432 1 156 3 275 1 70 0 — —
2 Tongas 34 3,543 1 300 0 3,243 1 236 1 93 3 142 2 29 2 20 3 —
3 Katapang 39 21,185 0 1,619 2 19,565 2 1,564 3 223 1 1,341 1 33 2 — —
4 Dringo 51 9,868 2 793 0 9,075 2 703 0 447 0 256 0 51 3 11 3 —
5 Gindiug 45 11,871 2 2,226 0 9,645 2 1,055 1 472 3 582 3 41 0 — 1,108 3

6 Pajarakan 30 5,689 3 1,087 1 4,602 2 487 1 313 0 174 1 24 0
— 564 0

7 Jogopaten 29 4,884 0 946 0 3,938 0 417 0 297 3 119 0 26 0 — 492 3

8 Kuraxun 14 4,767 2 913 1 3,854 1 407 3 247 1 160 2 14 0 1 3 483 3

9 Jabong 12 5,398 2 1,031 0 4,367 I 459 0 304 3 154 1 18 0 1 3 536 1

10 Pantou 33 11,855 1 2,228 2 9,627 0 1,017 1 594 2 423 0 27 0 1 1 1,164 0

11 Besuki 60 4,821 2 732 1 4,089 1 486 1 309 1 176 3 115 0 — 101 0

12 Binor 12 5,039 3 414 2 4,625 0 147 3 33 3 114 0 8 1 — 252 0

13 Bauyukurta 33 13,580 1 1,900 1 11,680 0 340 1 91 1 249 0 18 1 — 1,525 2
14 Kutu 19 1,488 3 400 3 1,088 0 375 1 306 2 68 3 19 0 — 1 2

15 Blanuingan 19 3,884 0 429 2 3,454 2 405 2 119 1 286 2 15 1 — 3 0

16 Bungatau 20 5,706 2 493 3 5,213 0 299 0 45 0 254 0 14 0 — 175 0

17 Panarukan 11 4,142 2 532 2 3,610 0 499 0 477 0 21 3 24 0 — 6 0

18 Patokan 10 4,283 0 536 2 3,746 2 504 2 204 2 300 0 24 0 — —
19 Patokingan 12 9,243 3 1,163 3 8,080 0 1,142 1 1,047 0 95 1 16 0 — —
20 Kapongan 11 1,066 2 540 0 526 2 522 1 416 1 106 0 14 0 — —
21 Klatakan 12 6,890 2 248 2 6,642 0 228 3 37 3 191 1 14 3 — —
22 Kalitukus 10 876 1 214 2 661 3 194 2 40 0 154 2 14 0 — —
23 Pugur 52 287,498 1 520 3 286,977 2 92 3 59 0 33 3 78 2 14 0 280 3

24 Bandawasa 136 243,298 1 1,349 3 241,948 2 999 3 469 1 530 2 202 0 12 0 —
25 Lamajang 59 92,374 0 2,185 0 90,189 0 414 2 256 1 158 2 50 0 63 0 1,607 0

Total 827 775,484 0 23,398 3 752,085 1 13,432 0 7,062 3 6,369 1 961 3 126 1 8,301 1

Number. Names of

Divisions.
TOTAL

Population.

Males.

Females.
Attached

to

the

Cultivation

of

the

Soil.

Employed

in

other
Avocations.

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

of

Ploughs.

1 Probolingo 6,070 3,068 3,002 2,235 759 1,626 254 725

2 Tongas 2,362 1,140 1,222 1,089 111 822 30 411

3 Katapang 5,199 2,615 2,584 2,118 187 2,818 92 1,409

4 Dringo 4,651 2,414 2,237 2,090 147 2,301 80 1,149

5 Ginding 5,314 2,505 2,809 2,271 258 2,304 106 1,152

6 Pajarakan 3,329 1,668 1,661 1,245 278 1,320 60 660

7 Jogopaten 3,954 2,033 1,921 1,645 273 1,616 68 808

8 Kuraxun 2,960 1,418 1,542 1,433 317 966 69 487

9 Jabong 3,509 1,715 1,794 1,188 609 1,061 86 621

10 Panton 6,650 3,290 3,360 3,221 405 2,909 100 1,361

11 Besuki 13,330 6,119 7,211 3,626 2,436 1,990 632 937
12 Binor 1,172 585 587 231 69 517 48 318
13 Banyukurta 4,467 2,199 2,268 1,510 708 730 534 685

14 Kutu 4,042 1,982 2,060 1,483 426 592 308 273
15 Blanuingan 3,666 1,828 1,838 1,153 434 1,018 342 709
16 Bungatau 2,366 1,199 1,167 639 338 318 264 318
17 Panarukan 4,331 2,072 2,259 1,643 586 1,483 581 751

18 Patokan 1,998 1,000 998 922 74 863 96 475
19 Patokingan 4,744 1,952 2,792 2,259 584 1,581 175 774
20 Kapongan 2,452 1,204 1,248 1,136 98 1,614 74 555

21 Klatakan 1,654 832 822 510 98 938 92 469
22 Kalitukus 1,145 543 602 558 7 572 53 286
23 Pugur 1,854 884 970 348 45 468 101 238

24 Bandawasa 9,037 4,126 4,911 2,104 117 4,250 479 2,651

25 Lamajang 4,103 2,112 1,991 1,863 — 1,089 239 487

Total 104,359 50,503 53,856 38,520 9,364 35,766 4,963 18,609

GENERAL

In the district of Probolingo the population is but scanty, when compared to the extent of land; the country is, in general, well watered,

Besuki district there are very extensive teak forests, which run inland.

Besuki.—This district is indifferently watered, and has very little land fit for culture, that is not now under cultivation
;

the population is

holders, that the population would be induced to emigrate to the neighbouring district of Bandawasa, which has not answered the purpose so

Penarukan.—This is an extensive district, with fine flat table land throughout, but it is badly watered
; and towards that adjoining the

Bandawasa, including Pugar, a very extensive district but scantily inhabited ;
the soil is extremely wet and productive, and with a greater

Lamajang, an extensive district on the South Coast
;
the land is very well watered, level, and extremely well adapted to the purpose of



and POPULATION o/BESUKI, 1815, 281

Govern-
ment
Lauds.

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land
Jungle

Land.

Land not in

use in

Villages.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce. Total
Estimated
Value.Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Junes. B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B, Jungs. B, Jungs. B. Jungs B. Amats. G Ears. J. Rupees. St. J. Rupees. St. J. Rupees. St.

90 0 592 fl 1,517 3 3,762 3 6,354 3 11,635 0 7,014 0 8,674,000 14,028 0 8,674 0 22,702 0

13 2 300 0 1,010 3 924 3 1,307 2 3,243 1 4,216 10 4,672,500 8,433 0 4,672 15 13,105 15

21 0 1,619 2 4,709 2 6,262 1 8,593 3 19,565 2 9,905 5 40,860,000 19,810 15 40,860 0 60,670 15

28 2 793 0 2,452 3 2,814 3 3,808 0 9,075 2 19,694 3 7,583,500 39,388 15 7,583 15 46,972 0

20 3 2,226 0 3,913 3 5,731 2 9,645 2 22,799 7 17,219,500 45,598 21 17,219 15 62,818 6

12 0 1,087 1 — 1,964 3 2,637 3 4,602 2 13,553 10 4,905,500 27,107 0 4,905 15 32,012 15

10 2 946 0 1,672 1 2,265 3 3,938 0 16,341 10 3,435,500 32,683 0 3,435 15 36,118 15

7 0 913 1 — 1,605 3 2,248 2 3,854 1 10,803 9 4,818,250 21,606 22 4,818 7 26,425 0

14 0 1,031 0 — 1,841 3 2,525 2 4,367 1 13,303 12 4,684,750 26,607 6 4,684 22 31,291 28
18 0 2,228 2 4,066 1 5,560 3 9,627 0 28,329 14 12,537,000 56,659 8 12,537 0 69,196 7

30 0 732 1 135 0 1,909 2 2,044 3 4,089 1 13,129 10 4,932,064 26,259 0 4,932 1 31,191 1

6 2 414 2 80 0 2,232 2 2,312 2 4,625 0 1,358 11 3,074,360 2,717 3 3,074 12 5,791 15

16 0 1,900 1 520 0 5,320 0 5,840 0 11,680 0 2,874 0 6,843,625 5,748 0 6,843 16 12,591 16
5 1 400 3 — 544 0 544 0 1,088 0 12,918 0 1,827,030 25,836 0 1,827 1 27,663 1

5 3 429 2 1,727 1 1,727 1 3,454 2 4,420 0 7,857,830 8,840 0 7,857 27 16,697 27
5 3 493 3 23 3 2,574 0 2,615 1 5,213 0 1,902 5 5,018,360 3,804 15 5,018 12 8,822 27
4 0 532 2 1,800 0 1,810 0 3,610 0 22,563 7 585,750 45,126 22 585 23 45,712 15

8 0 536 2 — 1,873 1 1,873 1 3,746 2 9,380 5 8,554,825 18,760 15 8,554 IS 27,315 19

5 2 1,163 3 — 4,040 0 4,040 0 8,080 0 48,200 7 2,503,125 96,400 22 2,503 4 98,903 27
4 0 540 0 — 263 1 263 1 526 2 17,518 2 2,815,500 35,036 7 2,815 15 37,851 22
5 0 248 2 70 0 3,262 0 3,310 0 6,642 0 1,497 4 5,000,750 2,994 11 5,000 22 7,995 4

6 0 214 2 130 0 265 1 266 2 661 3 1,614 0 4,134,750 3,228 0 4,134 23 7,362 23
54 2 520 3 95,659 0 47,832 0 143,486 2 286,977 2 3,036 0 1,212,500 6,072 0 1,212 15 7,284 15

136 0 1,349 3 50,629 2 47,832 2 143,486 2 241,948 2 24,138 0 18,957,812 48,276 0 18,957 24 67,233 24
50 1 2,185 0 17,737 1 27,357 0 45,095 0 90,189 0 13,176 0 5,656,500 26,352 0 5,656 15 32,008 15

577 3 23,398 3 174,675 1 177,661 2 399,748 2 752,085 1 323,686 11 188,365,281 647,373 2 188,365 3 835,738 6

JAVANS. CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

TOTAL
Javans, Males.

Females.

Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

in

other
Avocations.

Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses.

Number

of

Ploughs,

J

< 3?
H 2
O •- Class

of

Cultivators.

Employed

1
in

other

Avocations.

Males,

Females. Number

of

Buffaloes.

Number

of

Horses,
Number

of

Ploughs.

REMARKS.

5,978 3,016 2,962 2,235 713 1,626 254 725 92 46 52 40 — — _
2,362 1,140 1,222 1,089 811 822 30 411 — — — — —
5,161 2,597 2,564 2,118 169 2,818 92 1,409 38 — 18 18 20 — — —
4,640 2,408 2,232 2,090 142 2,301 80 1,149 11 _ 5 6 5 — —
5,241 2,471 2,770 2,253 236 2,290 101 1,145 73 18 22 34 39 l4 5 7
3,264 1,640 1,624 1,245 241 1,320 60 660 65 — 37 28 37 — — —
3,898 2,008 1,890 1,645 247 1,616 68 808 56 26 25 51 — —
2,808 1,341 1,467 1,393 269 937 62 474 152 40 48 77 75 29 7 13
3,323 1,624 1,699 1,185 524 1,059 80 620 186 3 85 91 95 2 6 1

6,525 3,232 3,293 3,206 345 2,896 99 1,355 125 15 60 58 67 13 1 6 Average value of a jung of cul-

13,093 6,003 7,090 3,571 2,374 1,976 602 930 237 55 62 116 121 14 30 7 tivated laud, 60 rupees.

1,138 568 570 228 60 515 45 317 34 3 9 17 17 2 3 1

4,441 2,186 2,255 1,500 702 724 532 682 26 10 6 18 13 6 2 3
3,938 1,928 2,010 1,478 384 592 303 273 104 5 42 54 50 — 5 .

3,594 1,793 1,801 1,144 427 1,004 340 702 72 9 7 35 37 14 2 7
2,334 1,183 1,151 637 327 316 260 317 32 2 11 16 16 2 4 1

4,232 2,021 2,211 1,627 546 1,473 578 746 99 16 40 51 48 10 3 £
1,998 1,000 998 922 74 863 96 475 — — —
4,716 1,937 2,779 2,259 580 1,581 175 774 28 4 15 13 — —
2,452 1,204 1,248 1,136 98 1,614 74 555 — ,

.

—

— —
1,654 832 822 510 98 938 92 469 _ __ — — — —
1,145 543 602 558 7 572 53 286 .

. — —
1,854 884 970 348 45 468 101 238 — — —
9,037 4,126 4,911 2,104 117 4,250 479 2,651 ___ — — —

—

4,103 2,112 1,991 1,683 — 1,089 239 487 — — — — — — — —
102,929 49,797 53,13238,344 8,736 35,660 4,895 18,658 1,430 176 528 706 724 106 68 51

REMARKS.
and there is abundance of laud fit for cultivation, could people be procured from a neighbouring country to work it; in the divisions adjoining the

more numeious for its size than any of the adjoining districts. It was supposed, that by the introduction of the tenement tax paid by house-
well as was at first expected.
Banyuwangi district, there is scarce a small rivulet to the same

; the population of this district is extremely scanty,
population would be one of the finest districts in the residency.
cultivation, but the population is very scanty at present

;
but could it be increased, Lamajang would be a very productive district.
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GENERAL ACCOUNT of the CULTIVATION

No. Divisions.
No. of

Villages.

Land

in

Villages.

Laud not

included

in

Villages.

Cultivated

Land.
Sawah. Tegal.

Free

Lands.

Coffee

Grounds.

Teak

Forests.

Govern-

ment

Land.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs, B. Jungs. B.

1 North 47 — — 527 3 360 2 109 3 57 2 — — 2 3

2 South 93 — — 452 0 422 3 2 1 27 2 — — —

,

!
Total .... 140 — — 980 1 783 1 112 0 85 0 — — 2 3

1
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a cSq U 1-g
O
H
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H

CC

rOH

I North 5 ,820 2,949 2,871 4,541 1,279 1,594 792 1,035

o South 3,053 1,514 1,539 2,564 489 1,112 476 682

Total .... 8,873 4,463

j
o 7,105 1,768 2,706 1,268 1,717



and POPULATION of BANYUWANGI, 1815.

Land in

use in

Villages.

Capable of

being

cultivated.

Unfit

Land.

Jungle

Land.

Land not

in use

in

Villages.

Total

Land.

Estimated Produce.
Estimated Value of

Produce.

Total

Estimated
j

Value.

Pari. Maize. Of Pari. Of Maize.

Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Jungs. B. Amats. G. Amats. G. J. Rupees. St. J. Rupees. St. J.Rupees, St.

— 321 1 — — — — 25,032 0 6,486 0 29,204 0 6,290 0 35,494 0

— 278 2 -- — — — 27,048 0 123 0 31,556 0 120 0 31,676 0

— 599 3 — — — — 52,080 0 6,609 0 60,760 0 6,410 0 67,170 0

JAVANS.
CHINESE and other

FOREIGNERS.

REMARKS.

TOTAL
Javans.

Males.

Females.

Class

of
Cultivators.

Employed

in

other

Avocations.

No.

of
Buffaloes.

No.

of
Horses.

No.

of

Ploughs.

TOTAL

Chinese,

$cc.

Class

of
Cultivators.

Employed

in

other
Avocations.

Males.

Females.

No.

of

'

Buffaloes.

No.

of

Horses.

No.

of

Ploughs.

5,501

3,053

2,783

1,514

2,718

1,539

4,541

2,564

960

489

1,585

1,112

770

476

1,035

682

319 — 319 166 153 9 22 ~
Average Value of
a Jung of culti-

vated Land . . 70
J. Rupees.

8,554 4,297 4,257 7,105 1,449 2,697 1,246 1,717 319 — 319 166 153 9 22 —

2 0 2



( 284 )

MADURA.

This island having been ceded to the Dutch, in the same manner as the

other possessions on Java, the Sultan of Madura and the chiefs of Pama-

kasati and Sumenap were always considered by them in nearly the same light

as the other regents along the coast, with the exception only of a higher

title and some more personal consideration granted especially to the Sultan

of BanJmlan, usually styled the Sultan of Madura, both on account of his

birth and of some important services rendered in the war of Java, from 1740

to 1748.



Madura.

Bangkalan

Balega

Sam

Dang

Parmakasan

Totals
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NATIVE PROVINCES.

This extensive portion of the island was divided, agreeably to the set-

tlement of i754, between the Susuhunan and Sultan. It consists of a

number of separate provinces or districts. Those still belonging to the

Susi'incin are :

In an Eastern Direction from the Capital

:

1. Sringat and Blitar (forming 5. Charuban.

one province). 6. Kaduwang (in part).

2. Kediri. 7* Jagardga.

3. Pranardga. 8. Sukazcditi (in part).

4. Paclie.

And the smaller Districts of

1. Anju. 4. Sumbreng.

2. Lorog. 5. Rongkok.

3. Pangol.

In a Western Direction from the Capital :

1 . Banyumas. 5. Pamarden.

2. Dayu Luliur. 6. Pasir.

3. Aya.

4. Matdrem (in part). 7- Bag'len (in part).

Besides several smaller districts.

The ground on which the fort of Sura Kerta is built, with a small part

of the adjoining territory, has been ceded to the European government, as

has been also that portion of the immediate site of the forts of Boyaldli and

Klaten, which was formerly the property of the Susunan. These dominions

are divided among,

1 . The eight active Tumitng’gungs, or Regents, (the first of which is the

Raden Adipati,
or prime minister), who constantly resides at court.

2. The
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2. The Tumung’gungs residing in the distant or Mancha Nagara dis-

tricts.

So The princes of the blood.

4. The particular favourites of the Sushnan.

5. (Which only respects the smaller territories) a number of Demangs
and Mantris.

A considerable portion of the provinces of Matarem and the adjoining

districts, towards the southern part of the island, called by the Javans Ardi

Kidul, or southern hills, of the province of Kadicwang and of the district of

Sukawati

,

containing altogether four thousand chachas, having been ceded by

the predecessors of the present Susunan, under the settlement of 1752, to

the prince Manglcu Nagara, are still held and exclusively enjoyed by his

successor, the Pangerang Aria Prdbo Prang Wedona.

The eight active Tumunggungs, who reside constantly at court and belong

to the state and household of the Susunan, are Tumung’gungs of the exterior

(Tumung’gung Jawi), and Tumung’gungs of the interior
(
Tumung’gung lehat).

The four former are mostly charged with external commissions or orders, or

those that do not immediately concern the household of the prince
; the

four latter, or internal Tumung’gangs, are mostly occupied near the person of

the Susunan, and have alternately the care of the watch of the Kraton at

night.

The following tables exhibit the result of a census taken during the British

government in Java j
but as the information they convey rests principally

upon native authority, the same reliance cannot be placed upon them as upon

the tables for the provinces under the immediate direction of the European

government. There is no reason, however, to believe they are essentially

wrong, as they were framed with great care and every attention to accuracy,

on the part of the native officers employed.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A.

The annexed documents, as far as they can be relied on, afford evidence of an

extent of mortality in Batavia, as compared with the number of inhabitants, that was

perhaps never exampled, for the same space of time, in any other quarter of the world.

The Table No. I, incomplete as it is, was drawn out with as much exactness, as

the original lists and registers still in possession would admit of. In explanation of

some inconsistencies which are exhibited in it, it is necessary to observe, that on the

occasion of the capture of this island, part of the most valuable papers were lost or

destroyed, and amongst them the register in which was stated the Chinese population,

and the number of their deaths and marriages annually, which is the reason why no

mention is made of them in this table.

The first and third columns contain only the numbers of European inhabitants.

The last column, which shews the deaths of the Natives and Slaves
,

is probably a list

of the deceased slaves only ; because there was a separate list kept of the natives

who died annually in the Batavian jurisdiction, which however was for a long time

incorrect, and at last destroyed in 1811.

It is also probable, that the column of deaths generally does not extend farther than

in the town and immediate suburbs
; and the other two colums of baptisms and marriages

extend over the town, suburbs, and environs together.

The specific lists kept in the different hospitals were likewise lost. This is to be

particularly lamented, because they would have shewn, how many of the European
deaths were inhabitants, military persons, strangers, or sailors or marines from the

the ships of the different nations in Batavia Roads, who all sent their sick men into

the hospitals of Batavia, who when dead were comprehended in the number of
European deaths. This circumstance explains the incorrectness which appears to

exist in the two statements of the living and deceased Europeans.
The Table No. II. was discovered among the records of the Dutch government at

Batavia, and in the absence of a more official document, may perhaps, on that

account, be entitled to some confidence.

a TABLE,

APPENDIX.

a7
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11 APPENDIX.

TABLE, No. I.

List of the Population, Marriages, Baptisms, and Deaths, in the Town and

Suburbs of Batavia, from 1700 to 1813, as far as the same could be ascertained

from the Registers
,
Sfc. after the Conquest of Java in 1811.

POPULATION. MARRIAGES. 1 BAPTISMS. DEATHS.

Within tl

Europeans,

e Walls.

Europeans
and p

Natives.

] n the S

.uropeans.

uburbs.

Europeans
and

Natives.

Half Casts

Europeans, and other
Christians.

Europeans*
Children.

Those of
Half Casts
and other
Christians.

Europeans,
Half Casts,

&c.

Natives,
Slaves,
&c.

1700 .... 1,785 20,072 215 32,478 74 134 119 565 697 975
1701.... 1,715 19,084 321 48,972 65 126 76 341 736 815
1702.... 1,755 19,683 309 45,452 76 120 83 616 1,088 1,336
1703 .... 1,835 18,580 534 47,123 72 133 190 443 856 931
1704 .... 1,898 22,150 470 49,351 74 144 96 466 442 1,148

1705 .... 1,771 19,752 — — 55 133 100 441 688 1,800

1706 .... 1,923 21,896 417 49,483 79 127 84 447 841 1,839

1707 .... 1,826 21,632 411 47,026 60 116 88 471 655 1,371

1708 1,769 20,922 402 54,628 49 134 87 638 651 1,481

1709 .... 1,681 20,600 412 55,581 64 138 82 575 804 1,828

1710. ... 1,716 20,850 368 58,761 41 152 108 628 684 1,313

1711.... 1,723 21,517 341 57,843 63 154 110 555 766 1,487

1,2781712.... 1,656 21,538 448 65,865 60 141 110 595 684

1713.... 1,566 19,007 503 69,110 56 154 747* 599 1,022

1714.... 1,644 19,758 553 66,092 60 150 703 608 1,085

1715.... 1,663 22,242 411 64,657 43 159 759 567 1,074

1716.... 1,516 18,947 446 60,236 37 129 688 606 1,207
1717.... 1,443 18,965 290 59,831 41 147 578 716 1,322
1718.... — — — — - 663 —
1719... 1,409 19,411 308 68,082 59 154 631 857 1,869

1720 .... 1,610 21,156 361 67,792 68 148 529 977 1,685

1721.... 1,477 20,520 387 67,044 53 80 467 772 1,210

1722 .... 695 11,252 417 67,339 61 132 649 193 813
1723. ... 1,606 23,716 363 66,079 43 119 610 985 1,597
1724 1,562 23,428

|

341 62,966 34 172 781 934 1,755

1725.... 1,615

Within tl

immedia

23,752

ie Walls and
te Suburbs.

332

In the
En

72,218

Vicinity and
virons.

60 150 637
In the Reformed

Churches, and since

1746 in the Lutheran
Church.

958 2,085

1726 . . .

.

1,452 22,814 304 76,893 58 118 616 994 487

1727 . . .

.

, - — — — — — 740 — —
1728 , . .

.

1,538 15,343 289 73,141 50 155 648 768 590

1729 . . .

.

1,389 20,677 232 81,977 52 135 736 754 500

1730 1,330 20,429 209 80,756 45 167 763 857 1,800

1731 1,431 22,658 241 82,204 45 128 783 886 1,066

1732 1,445 22,646 211 83,602 55 142 625 1,003 689

1733 . . - •
— — — — — — 554 — —

1734 — — — — — 432 — —
1735 1,338 20,587 224 74,367 65 166 561 240 667

1736 . . .

.

— — — — 48 — 727 — —
* It appears, that subsequent to this year, no general list was kept, a list only of the number of children

christened in the reformed churches being found among the registers.
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POPULATION. MARRIAGES. BAPTISMS. DEATHS.

Within the Walls and
immediate Suburbs.

In the Vieinity and
Environs.

Europeans.
Half Casts
and other
Christians

In the Reformed
Churches, and
since 1746 in the

Lutheran
Church.

Europeans,
Half Uasts,

&c.

Natives,
Slaves,

&c.Europeans Europeans
and Natives.

Europeans, Europeans
and Natives.

1737 .... 1,317 19,612 266 67,170 48 133 572 1,966 705
1738 .... 1,350 11,212 212 64,090 49 133 448 2,002 919
1739 .... 1,286 18,502 272 68,229 51 179 658 1,068 668
1740 .... 1,420 14,141 269 72,506 47 90 518 1,317 338
1741 .... 1,388 13,977 287 47,583 52 124 670 1,278 406
1742 .... — — 259 56,882 47 118 602 1,286 547
1743 ... 1,481 14,609 321 55,023 84 119 639 1,526 682
1744 .... — — •

—

— — — 673 — —

-

1745 .... 1,517 14,926 278 67,254 60 117 592 1,965 1,062
1746 .... 1,597 13,852 242 68,785 — — 574
1747 .... 1,525 13,854 Mi9 73,163 — — 670 — -

1748 .... — — — — .

—

627 _
1749 .... 1,541 14,050 318 77,008 39 115 705 1,662 556
1750 ... 1,520 14,278 313 80,597 63 105 571 2,229 569
1751 .... 1,439 13,874 336 78,259 38 84 550 2,189 592

1752 .... 1,513 14,596 311 75,152 135* 600 1,858 562
1753 .... 1,651 15,710 325 76,611 132 457 1,789 1,542
1754 .... 1,575 15,891 358 93,375 136 553 1,729 617

Within the Town and
all the Suburbs.

1755 .... 1,599 16,466 369 95,938 146 484 2,532 630
1756 .... 1,604 15,925 310 96,702 143 410 1,729 547
1757 .... 1,629 16,356 373 103,443 137 465 1,557 561
1758 .. . 1,560 16,855 447 103,151 128 468 1,781 1,082
1759 .... 1,572 16,942 377 111,273 97 437 1,451 636
1760 .... 1,634 16,785 410 109,393 124 450 1,403 1,064
1761 .. . 1,499 16,298 305 113,280 _ 387 1,110 980
1762 .... — — — — — 471
1763 .... 1,507 16,282 447 113,009 112 435 2,001 1,134
1764 .... — 16,008 413 117,207 131 297 1,907 585
1765 .... — — — — — 357
1766 .... — — — — — 356 _
1767 .... — — — — — 306
1768 .... 1,642 15,256 273 108,507 93 329 1,933 537
1769 . ... 1,271 15,430 389 114,750 124 369 1,869 667
1770 .... 1,183 13,192 328 123,869 126 302 2,871 2,672
1771 .... 1,105 12,233 300 121,380 93 245 2,425 622
1772 .. .. 1,011 12,743 348 112,346 108 301 2,437 2,256
1773 .... 1,061 13,473 342 107,500 98 284 2,029 534
1774 .... 933 12,134 367 108,215 97 295 2,452 866
1775 .... 1,165 13,512 328 125,635 214 307 2,997 3,007
1776 .... — — 276 131,895 100 303 3,055 1,199
1777 .... 896 10,661 279 140,332 98 277 1,394 2,031
1778 .... 1,137 12,206 238 135,532 104 253 1,804 2,131
1779 .... — — 302 160,986 82 290 1,524 1,717
1780 .... 747 13,651 278 129,943 113 259 1,418 1,435
1781 .... — — — — 272

* Since this year no specific list to be found,

a 2
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POPULATION. MARRIAGES. BAPTISMS, DEATHS.

Within the Town and
all the Suburbs.

In the Environs.

Of

Christians.

Of Christians’
Children, in the
Reformed and

Lutheran
Churches.

Europeans,
Half Casts,

&c.

Natives,
Slaves. &c.

Europeans.
Europeans

and Natives.
Europeans. Europeans

and Natives.

1782 .... 664 9,517 276 127,039 75 260 733 1,692
1783.... — — — — — 292 — .

1784 .... 695 10,422 336 129,506 81 279 1,439 1,669
1785 .... — — — — — 243 — -- -

1786 .... — — — — — 238 —
1787 .... 574 9,910 375 133,151 58 230 1,939 1,278
1788.... — — — — — 284 —
1789 .... — — — — — 236 —
1790 .... — — — — 69 220 2,379 1,672
1791.... 325 6,367 450 120,352 48 216 2,228 1,590
1792 .... 254 8,121 282 119,297 59 171 1,990 1,131
1793 .... 254 8,121 282 119,297 48 149 1,805 1,030
1794 .... — — — — — 215 _ __
1795 .... — — — — 92 183 1,121 953
1796.... — — — — 67 173 — .

1797 .... — — — — 52 210 215 930
1798 .... — — — — 68 173 280 675
1799.... — — — — — 236 —
1800 .... — — — — 68 169 106 1,168
1801.... — — — — 32 169 —
1802.... — — — — — 207 — w—

1803 .... — — — — 58 182 263 2,356
1804 .... — — 378 72,830 — 190 255
1805 .... — — 500 73,728 83 164 . _
1806 . . J. — — — — 50 171

1807 .... _ — — — 56 186 — 2,549
1808 .... — — — — — 151 —
1809 .... — — — — — 131 — —
1810 .. .. — — — _ 167

1811.... — — —

-

— — 136 —
1812.... — — — — 115 —
1813.... — — — — — 138 — —

TABLE, No. II.

List of Deceased and Buried in the several Burial Places at Batavia, from the

Year 1730 till the Month of August 1752.

[Translated from a Document discovered among the Records of the Dutch Government at Batavia.]

1730 Numb. Deceased.

January . . 3,862
February . 3,786
March . . . 3,928

April .... 3,860

May .... 3,862
June .... 3,889

J uly .... 4,268
August . . 4,404

September 4,597
October . . 4,290
N ovember 3,965
December 3,739

48,450
1731

January . . 3,699
February . 3,705

March . . . 3,827

April .... 3,833
May 3,711
June ....3,788
J uly .... 4,480
August . . 4,527
September 4,916
October . . 4,512
November 4,412
December 4,430

49,840
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1732
January . . 4,359

February . 4,047

March . . . 4,046

April .... 4,060

May .... 4,066
June .... 4,191

July .... 4,515

August . .4,758

September 5,314
October . . 4,912
November 4,344
December 4,305

52,917

1733
January . . 4,205
February . 4,261

March . . . 3,989
April .... 3,948

May .... 3,747
June .... 3,840

July ... . 3,885

August . . 3,805
September 4,147
October . . 4,148
November 3,906

December 3,864
47,745

1734
January . . 3,830
February . 3,963
March . . .3,914
April 3,725
May 3,711

June .... 3,550

July 3,772
August . . 4,294

September 5,303
October . . 4,237
November 4,025
December 4,021

48,145

1735
January . . 3,722
February . 3,775
March . . . 3,830
April 3,757
May .... 3,780
June .... 3,968

July .... 4,141

August . . 4,041

September 4,058
October . . 4,050

November 3,966

December 3,962
47,050

1736
January . .4,110
February . 3,909
March. . .3,815
April 3,778
May .... 3,760
June .... 3,699
J uly .... 4,063
August ..4,078
September 4,260
October . .4,110
November 3,841
December 4,080

47,503
1737

January . . 4,066
February . 4,093
March . . . 3,707
April . . . 3,561
May .... 3,485
June . . . .3,358
July 3,357
August . . 3,400
September 2,501
October . . 4,054
November 4,057
December 4,061

43,709
1738

January . 3,784
February . 3,572
March . . . 3,570
April 3,718
May 3,717
June .... 4,018
July .... 4,045
August . . 3,771
September 4,110
October . . 4,293
November 4,030
December 4,158

46,786
1739

January . .4,039
February . 4,017
March . . . 3,909
April 3,759
May .... 3,885
J une .... 3,985
J uly .... 4,266
August . .4,273
September 4,053
October . . 4,139
November 4,189
December 4,084

48,598

1740
January. . 3,851

February . 3,747
March . . . 3,758
April . . . 3,878
May 4,090
June .... 4,424
July 4,536
August . . 4,321

September 4,538
October . . 4,514
November 4,224
December 4,083

49,964
1741

January . . 4,010
February . 3,842
March . . . 3,893
April .... 3,824
May 3,958
June 4,057
July 4,136
August . . . 3,764
September 4,093
October . . 3,888
November 3,766
December 3,712

46,943
1742

January . 2,849
February . 3,731
March ...3,780
April .... 3,811
May 2,185
June 3,665
July 3,915
August . . . 3,976
September 3,546
October . . 3,537
November 3,646
December 4,021

42,662
1743

January . . 3,744
February . 3,659
March. . . 3,399
April .... 3,407

May 3,418
J une 4,448
J uly 3,822
August . . . 3,937
September 3,641

October . . 3,798
November 3,852
December 4,011
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1744
January . . 4,114
February . 3,974

March . . . 3,682
April .... 3,723
May 3,790
June .... 3,808
July 3,847
August . . 3,601
September 5,904
October . . 3,914
November 4,140
December 4,064

47,661
1745

January . . 3,952
February . 3,765
March ...3,212
April 3,230
May ..... 3,290
June 3,327
July 3,655
August . . . 3,736
September 4,197

October . . 3,632
November 3,486
December 3,526

43
}
008

1746
January . . 3,479
February . 3,491
March . . . 3,459
April 3,373
May 3,435
June .... 3,950
July 4,750
August . . 4,210
September 4,110
October . . 4,214
November 4,483
December 4,874

1747
January . . 4,414
February . 4,389
March . . . 4,305
April .... 4,159
May 4,599
June ....4,978
J uly 5,355
August . . 4,946
September 5,016
October . . 3,028
November 4,506
December 4,603

54,298
1748

January . . 4,459
February .4,322
March . . . 4,796
April .... 4,689
May .... 4,603
June ....5,106
July 4,469
August . . 4,355
September 5,034
October . . 5,169
November 5,140
December 4,864

57,006
1749

January . . 4,870
February . 4,452
March . . , 4,332
April .... 4,505
May 4,425
June 4,589
July 4,656
August . . 4,174
September 4,398
October . . 4,684
November 4,537
December 4,893

54,515

1750
January . . 4,546
February . 4,352
March . . . 4,417
April 4,619
May 5,227
June ....5,072
July ...» 5,277
August •• 5,134
September 4,872
October . . 4,580
November 4,526
December 4,508

57,130
1751

January . . 4,543
February . 4,128
March . . . 4,163
April .... 4,170
May 3,967
June ....4,967
July 6,904
August . . . 5,566
September 5,699
October . . 5,344
November 4,612
December 4,533

58,605
1752

January . . 3,923
February . 3,941
March . . . 4,272
April .... 4,116
May 4,466
June .... 4,285
July 4,359
August . . . 4,514

33,876
During twenty-

two years and
eight months,

Grand Total. 1,119,375

The unhealthiness of the climate of Batavia is connected, in the minds of many,

with the fabulous properties of the poison tree of Java, and many are so ignorant

of the island as to consider the climate of Batavia as a fair example of that of

Java, in general. History attests, that this city has been highly pernicious to

the health both of Europeans and Natives, almost from its foundation, and recent

experience concurs with the testimony of history. The mines of America, when

they w'ere first discovered, did not more strongly allure the Spaniards, nor urged

them to sacrifice more relentlessly the lives of the unresisting natives to their burning

thirst
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thirst of gold, than the monopoly of Java and the Spice Islands led the Dutch

Company, in the track of wealth, through danger, injustice, and oppression. Though

the unhealthiness of Batavia was at all times known and formidable, there were times

when the mortality became extraordinary and alarming. Although not prone to

any speculation, except that of merchants, or to any inquiry, except for a new market

or a more lucrative channel of trade, the Company’s Government in India was

sometimes forced to institute inquiries into the cause of this insalubrity, and to

speculate about the possibility and the means of removing it. Passing by other

occassions, there exists on the records of the High Regency a reply to queries

about the unhealthiness of Batavia, dated the 14th of October 1753. This paper

states, that between 1732 and 1738 the greatest number of casualties happened.

It assigns as a great cause of the insalubrity complained of, the situation of the

town in a bay, confined on the west and east by projecting points of land, and

inclosed in front by a cluster of small islands. The space between the town and

the sea is chiefly mud, left by the retreating of the sea : a swamp surrounds the

town. The mouths of the rivers are generally covered with underwood and a

species of tree peculiar to swamps. The vegetation of these low grounds, it is

added, cannot but retain impurities of the most noxious kind. The space which is

formed at the mouths of the rivers Tang'ran and Ang'ki is an entire swamp, covered

with shrubs which emit exhalations of an impure nature: these are interspersed

with the burying grounds of the natives, and the effluvia of these places is felt at

some distance. It was believed that the earthquake of 1699, by forcing mud from

under the earth and blocking up the mouths of the rivers more than formerly,

contributed to increace the previously existing unhealthiness. The lime kilns in

the neighbourhood, the close plantations of trees that prevent a free circulation

of air, the stagnation of the rivers from the bars of mud or sand which obstruct

their outcourse into the sea, the kind of water which the inhabitants are compelled

to drink, the narrowness of their houses, and the dirt and filth accumulated in

the numerous canals that intersect the town, have all their due share of pernicious

efficiency assigned them in this report. The buildings, it is said, are admirably

adapted to keep out the fresh air and to retain that which is putrid or noxious.

To remedy the evils felt, a new construction of houses is recommended, and a frequent

pruning or entire extirpation of the trees.

The fever which excited this inquiry commenced in 1733 and lasted till 1738, and

during its continuance two thousand of the Company’s servants and free Christians

annually died. In 1739 its violence abated; but it broke out again in 1744, and

continued with little diminution or variation to the date of the report in 1753.

Without stopping to inquire whether it would be easier to remove disease from

Batavia, or the inhabitants of Batavia from disease, I shall take the liberty of

quoting an extract from a report on the climate of some parts of Java, drawn up by

Mr. Robertson, the late Superintending Surgeon, which appears to me to afford a

satisfactory account of the causes of the insalubrity of the capital. After giving

a statement
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a statement of the mortality that prevailed in an Indiaman, a part of the crew of
which landed at Batavia, he thus proceeds.
“ Such is the melancholy instance of the noxious climate of Batavia which came

“ within my own observation. That it was not epidemic is clearly evinced, from its

“ not extending its influence to those who attended the sick nor to the rest of the crew,
££ all of whom escaped its attack and remained healthy. Among the Dutch who remain
“ in the town, fevers are, I undestand, very prevalent at all seasons, notwithstanding

“ their being in a manner inured to the climate, and most of them have a sallow
‘ £ sickly appearance. It is not uncommon, in riding through the streets, to meet
££ three or four funerals daily.

££ The Chinese, however, who are very numerous, suffer more than any class

££ of the people; perhaps from the worse situations of their houses, the manner
££

in which these are crowded, the closeness of their apartments, and their gross

££ manner of living. The number of casualties among them, I am told, is incredible,

££ especially during the dry season
;
and if one may judge from the extent of their

££ burial ground and the number of their tumuli, it cannot admit of a doubt. The
££ preceding facts are, I conclude, sufficient to establish the truth of the noxious
££ character the climate of Batavia has so long obtained, and I shall now proceed to

££ the causes which have been often investigated, and seem well ascertained, though
££ the knowledge of them has led to little exertion for their removal.

££ The baneful effects of marsh miasmata on the human system is well known,
££ engendering intermittent and remittent fevers, dysenteries, and visceral obstruc-

t£ tions. Batavia, built almost in a swamp, surrounded by marshes in all directions,

££ trees and jungles which prevent the exhalations being carried off by a free cir-

<£ culation of air, is peculiarly obnoxious from this cause. Opposite the mouth of the

££ river, and extending a great way to the westward, is a mud-bank, which in many
££ parts at law water is uncovered by the sea, and is daily accumulating from the

££ quantities of mud and animal and vegetable matter carried down by the river

££ during its reflux. -Again, the sea often at spring tides overflows the adjacent

££ country, and on its receding leaves the soil covered with slime and mud, which

££ exposed to the action of the sun soon suffers decomposition, and impregnates the

££ atmosphere with its noxious exhalations, which are carried by the sea breeze over

££ Batavia, where the trees and jungles surrounding the houses prevent their being

££ dissipated. During the heat of the day, these exhalations are more diffused and

comparatively innoxious, but when the sun withdraws its influence they become

££ more condensed, and amalgamating with the descending evening dews form a

£t morbid atmosphere around the houses of the inhabitants, lhis hypothesis will

££ readily account for a fact well known, that people whose commercial concerns

££ require their presence in Batavia during the day, and who retire during the night

“ into the country, escape this endemic, while scarcely any who sleep in the town,

“ even for a night, unless those who by a long residence are inured to it, escape. In

££ the ingenious and sensible work formerly alluded to (Mr. Johnson’s) I find this

££ hypothesis
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44 hypothesis so clearly and perspicuously expounded, that I must take the liberty

44 of quoting it.

44 4 The cause why the stench emitted by marshes and vegetable matter in a
44 4 state of decomposition is more perceptible immediately after sunset, is not that

44 4 the vapours are disengaged in greater quantities then than during the day,

44 4 but the marshes retain their heat for some time after the sun’s rays are withdrawn,
44 4 and consequently continue to emit vapours through the atmosphere, as during
44 4 the high temperature of the day by the sun. They therefore meet the descending
44 4 dews, condensing and forming a thick fog, which hovers over the swamps
44 4 accompanied by a noxious and disagreeable odour. The miasmata exhaled during
44 4 the day, in all probability, descend with the dews of the evening, which meeting
44 4 and combining with those that continue to be disengaged from their source,

44 4 must form a concentration highly capable of affecting the constitution. Marsh
44 4 effluvia become at a certain distance from their source innoxious. Dr. Hunter
44 4 observes, 44 a few feet in height gives a comparative security in the same buildings.”

44 4 This will be accounted for by the supposition, that as the miasmata exhaled
44 4 during the day descend in the evenings, they become more and more concentrated,
44 4

till meeting the exhalations from the still reeking marshes, a dense stratum
44 4 of highly impregnated atmosphere is found contiguous to the surface of the
44 4 earth : hence the salubrity of sleeping in upper apartments. This leads to
44 4 another practicable inference of considerable importance, that when necessity
44 4 compels exposure to these marshes, we should select that point of time least

44 4 likely to meet those miasmata, whether ascending or descending. This period
44 4 seems to extend from three to six in the afternoon :

* that is, after the greatest
44 4 heat of the earth and air, and consequently the greatest evaporation, and before
44 4 the condensation and return of such exhalations as rose during the day, and which
44 4 combine with those still issuing from the heated soil for some time after sunset.’

44 A second, and I think an equally powerful cause, is the stagnant water of
44 the canals, which in all directions intersect the city. In the first place, they are
44 filled with filth of every description

; there is scarcely at times any perceptible
44 current in them to carry off that filth

; and lastly, the sluices are frequently kept
44 shut, for the purpose of swelling the waters above them to irrigate the fields,

44 while those below, which intersect the town, become almost dry, leaving an
44 extensive surface of mud and every kind of putrified matter to be acted upon by the
44 sun, raising the most pestilential vapours, with which, as before observed, the
44 atmosphere gets thoroughly impregnated.

4! As a third cause, the state of the houses may be considered, and the mode
44 of living of the Dutch. Houses that are untenanted are seldom opened, and
44 thus collect much filth and foul damp pernicious vapours. Those that are inhabited
44 are generally shut up in the day time, most of them being glazed, thus preventing
44 a free circulation of air; and in the lower story of most of the houses, the walls

b 44 are

* Mr ‘ Robei'tson’s observation and experience led him to give it a greater latitude, from eight or nine in the

morning till twelve, and from three to six in the afternoon.
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APPENDIX. « are covered some feet from the ground with a greenish coat, and on entering

^ 66 the apartments a stranger experiences a kind of chilly feel and a damp raw kind

“ of smell. Although it cannot be enumerated among the causes, yet I cannot
t£ help thinking, the Dutch mode of medical practice, in as far as it is inefficient

£< to counteract the diseases of this climate, must tend to increase the number of
<c fatal terminations.

“ The Dutch practitioners, little in the habit of theorizing, continue the same
(i practice in every form of disease, and they are particularly prejudiced against

“ the use of mercury, opium, and other powerful medicines, in consequence relying

11 solely on the most simple and inert remedies. Some few of them, of more enlarged
u understanding, adopt the English mode, and seem sensible of its superior efficacy.

“ A fourth, and i am convinced a very general cause, especially of the diarrhoeas

£C and dysenteries which seldom fail to attack new comers, is the water. This most
££ essential article is taken either from the canals or wells, and it is equally bad when
££ passed through a filtering stone. It retains a brackish, hard, unpleasant taste, and
££ if allowed to remain some time in vessels without previous boiling, generates small

££ animalculae. Such, I conceive, are the most probable and principal causes of the

££ insalubrity of Batavia; though there are, I doubt not, others contributing, which
££ elude observation. It is a generally received, though I think an erroneous opinion,

“ that the rainy season is the most unhealthy. The most unhealthy appears to me to be
££ that immediately after the cessation of the rains

;
and the older and more experienced

££ Dutch residents have observed, that in years when there has been a long con-

££ tinued drought, disease has been more than usually prevalent, and they look

<£ forward with anxiety for the accession of the rains, as the means of resisting

“ its baneful dissemination.

“ Weltevreden, at a distance of not more than, three miles, being less exposed to

« these causes, excepting the water, is exempt, in a great measure, from its prevailing

“ endemic fever ;
though diarrhoeas are common, especially among those newly

“ arriving, but they are seldom of a serious or alarming nature.

££ Among the troops stationed at Weltevreden and Cornelis, diseases are not more
££ frequent than in the healthiest parts of India which I have visited

;
though for some

“ months since the Bali expedition, the casualties in the 78th regiment have been

“ numerous. At Chemangis, about twenty-two miles from Batavia inland, a battalion

££ of Sepoys is stationed, where, from the returns I have received, it appears they

££ enjoy comparatively good health, and have very few casualties, though a much
“ larger quantity of rain falls than in the vicinity of Weltevreden. It is on an
££ elevated commanding situation, and open and clear of jungle for a considerable

££ extent around.”

In support of the opinion which has been given of the general salubrity of the

climate of Java, the abstract returns of sick, &c. among the troops serving on Java

and its dependencies, for the last two years, are annexed, together with a statement

of casualties, in His Majesty’s 78th regiment, while serving on the continent of India

and in Java.

General
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General Abstract of the Monthly Return of Sick in the Island of Java and

its Dependencies
,
from lsf November 1813 to 301h October 1814.

No. of Troops. Dead. Remaining last month. total.

Months.

Europeans.

Natives.

Remained

on

the

1
st.

Admitted.
Discharged.

|
Fever.

|
Dysentery.

|

Other
Diseases.

|
TOTAL.

£
X

S |
Hepatitis.

Rheuma-
tism.

Syppeles

&

Gonorrhea.

u

D
Other

Diseases.

Europeans.

Natives.

Proportion

of Sick,

Proportion

of Deaths

to Cures.

1813.

Nov. 2,262 5,196 938 997 981 5 19 6 30 176 216 10 61 101 195 144 289 635 1 to 8 1 to 32 70

Dec. 2,399 4,962 963 908 974 3 37 14 54 150 205 9 73 95 149 164 266577 1 to 9 90 1 to 18
1814.

Jan. 2,089 5,536 955 852 895 1 24 11 36 144 196 11 79 99 170 177 232 644 1 to 870 1 to 2486

Feb. 1,233 4,865 677 474 477 3 14 6 23 99 144 2 63 84 113 146 141 510 1 to 9 33 1 to 27 39

Mar. 2,154 5,845 744 733 834 6 19 6 31 146 152 1 69 183 102 116 124575 1 to 11-52 1 to 26 911

Apr. 1,818 4,962 620 662 620 5 18 5 28 149 131 5 51 80 80 144 177 457 1 to 10 67 1 to 2214

May 1,781 6,509 848 876 805 8 35 4 47 169 201 7 87 107 131 160 195 667 1 to 9 61 1 to 17-12

June 1,677 5,790 763 934 820 11 30 13 54 168 182 12 80 103 127 151 216 607 1 to 9 1 to 15-18

July 1,663 5,560 839 1,082 880 7 30 10 47 304 199 15 103 117 104 150 230 764 l to 7-28 1 to 18 72

Aug. 1,569 5,735 947 945 772 21 17 4 42 440 189 11 89 117 111 121 263 815 1 to 6 77 1 to 18-38

Sept. 2,309 5,863 1,157 915 916 31 38 8 77 395 172 15 107 135 97 159 355 725 1 to 7-55 1 to 1 1 89

Oct. 2,306 5,562 1,079 876 1,018 9 24 12 45 241 176 9 106 122 91 142 278 609 1 to 8 87 1 to 22-62

General Monthly Average of Sick and Casualties on the Island of Java and

its Dependencies
,
from 1st November 1813 to 31si October 1814.

Average of the

Strength of

Corps and
Detachments.

Average of

Sick.

Average of

Cures.

Average of
Deaths.

Average
Proportion of
Sick to Well.

Average
Proportion of

Deaths to Cures.

7,470 862 832 42 1 to 8 66 1 to 19 80

Monthly Average of Fatal Diseases, from ls£ November 1813 to 31rf

October 1814.

Deaths during the Year. Fevers. Flux. Other Diseases. Total.

514 110 305 99 514

Monthly Average .

.

n 25 A 8| 42

b 2

/
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General Abstract of the Monthly Returns of Sick on the Island of Java and its

Dependencies, from lsf November 1814 to the 31st December 1815 inclusive.

No. of Troops. Dead. Remaining last of the Month.

O
T3 J T3 i TOTAL. Proportion Proportion

of deaths

to Cures.
Months.

c.
o

W

>

&

c a.

'5 nj

E-C

X
~ 6

-o
<

cC

JZ
a

3

<U
>

£

X
3

(J-.

Other
Diseases

|
total.

a»

£
X

E |
Hepatitii

ea

E

Q

5

tf

"cd

c
V
>

W
QJ

3
Other

Diseases

Euro-

peans.

QJ

z

of Sick.

1814. 1

Nov. 2,272 6,283 906 820 784 ii 21 7 39 211 154 5 104 132 112 185 229 674 1 to 9 47 1 to 20tV

Dec.
1815.

2,325 6,268 890 797 815 13 22 ll 46 211 132 10 84 123 116 150 229 597 1 to 10T
4
a 1 to 1771

Jan. 2,106 6,233 842 693 776 6 18 8 32 157 119 18 88105 118 127 188 539 1 to 11 47 1 to 24}

Feb. 2,211 5,962714 601 601 6 7 4 17 141 106 8 102 87 117 124 195 502 1 to 11-72 1 to 35-35

Mar. 2,172 5,700595 642 600 1 10 5 16 184 96 6 79 68 90 98 173 448 1 to 12-67 1 to 57|

Apr. 2,050 5,481 623 706 648 5 10 4 19 182 122 5 81 79 101 92 178 484 1 to 11-37 1 to 34 rV

May 2,082 5,983 658 723 677 4 6 4 14 158 122 8 77 109 111 108 220 470 1 to 11-68 1 to 48-35

June 2,002 5,862 691 682 663 4 12 5 2I
!

204 107 5 81110 95 103 200 495 1 to 11-31 1 to31-57

July 1,442 5,227 609 540 551 4 6 3 13 177 109 4 64 72 83 76 149 436 1 to 11

A

1 to 42-38

Aug. 1,339 4,836 584 545 554 5 5 4 14 139 102 3 64 74 82 97 152 409 1 to 11^ 1 to39-5 7

Sept. 1,324 4,595 497 444 467 2 1 5 8 101 91 4 49 60 73 88 123 343 1 to 12* 1 to 58'37

Oct. 1,326 4,770 420 384 387 2 6 5 13 88 58 4 59 64 88 63 77 327 1 to 15fk 1 to2976

Nov. 821 4,404 443 407 392 1 6 5 12 101 78 4 53 70 72 68 42 404 1 to 11| 1 to 32j

Dec.
772j3,170 344 388 343 2 5 3 10 83 79 4 36 48 59 70 61 318 1 to lOf 1 to34f

N. B. The monthly returns from Maccassar for November aud December, and of the 5th Volunteer Battalion,

Javan Corps, and of a Detachment of H. M. 78th for December, had not been received when this table was

framed.

General Monthly Average of Sick and Casualties on the Island of Java and

its Dependencies
, from 1st November 1814 to Slsf October 1815 inclusive.

Average of the

Strength of

Corps and
Detachments

Average of

Sick.

Average of

Cures.

Average of

Deaths.

Average
Proportion of

Sick to Well.

Average
Proportion of

Deaths to Cures.

7,487 669 626 21 1 to 11-17 1 to 2918

State
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State of His Majesty's 1st Battalion 78th Regiment
,
shewing the Effective Strength

and Number died (including those died of Wounds), killed in Action
,

Sfc. Half-yearly

,

from 1 6th February 1797, five days after the Regiment's landing in India, to 25th

December, 1815. Serondole, 13th March, 1816.

Head Quarters of the Regiment and Dates.

Effective Strength
on the under-

mentioned Dates.

Casual

~~Z

n > 3 O -C X
Qy C--2

ties.

= .

“ c
-g .£

TOTAL
dead,
killed,

&c. &c.
5 Q

tC

P$

Fort William, 16 Feb. 1797* 53 25 1,146
)

Berhampore, 25 June 52 22 1,085 25 — y ii5
On the River, 25 Dec 52 22 993 90 -

)
Allahabad, 25 June 1798 52 22 952 45

|
79Camp Onoopsheer, 25 Dec 52 22 930 34 —

Cawnpore, 25 June 1799 52 22 913 27

|
58

Ditto, 25 Dec 52 22 888 31

Ditto. 25 June 1800 52 22 869 19

J
53Fort William, 25 Dec 52 22 890 34

Ditto, 25 June 1801 52 22 857 30

}
45Ditto, 25 Dec 52 22 897 15

Ditto, 25 June 1802 52 22 884 12 ____ 1

|
78Ditto, 25 Dec 52 22 865 66

Camp Rooey, 25 June 1803 52 22 837 30
i 166Cuttah, 25 Dec 62 22 709 89 47

Chiohoora, 25tli June 1804.

.

52 22 657 61
j-
145OldWomen’s Island, Bombay,25Dec. 53 22 683 84

Ditto, 25 June 1805 54 22 636 50

}
80Camp at Bombay, 25 Dec 54 22 604 30 -

Ditto, 25 June 1806 54 22 683 14

|
38Butcher’s Island nearBombay,25Dec. 54 22 668 24 , ,

Cabo, Island of Goa, 25 June 1807 54 22 686 17 .

1 24Ditto, 25 Dec 54 22 520 7 ,

Ditto, 25 June 1808 56 22 706 9
I

34
Ditto, 25 Dec 57 22 809 25
Ditto, 25 June 1809 57 22 772 22 .

|
54Ditto, 25 Dec 57 22 740 32 _

Ditto, 25 June 1810 55 22 989 22 —
|

43Ditto, 25 Dec 54 22 991 21 ___

LowjeeFamilyTransport,25Junel811 64 22 965 18 —
Surabaya, Java, 25 Dec 62 22 770 166 28

> Zlz

Ditto, 25 June 1812 59 22 674 101 _
I
200^

Ditto, 25 Dec 54 21 684 93 6
Ditto, 25 June 1813 54 20 625 59

l 81
Ung’arang, 25 Dec
Weltevreeden, Java, 25 June 1814

53 21 625 22 —
f

81

54 21 597 28 —
|

80Ditto, 25 Dec 52 20 623 52
Ditto, 25 June 1815 45 20 583 20 -

|
33Serondol, 25 Dec 45 21 568 13 —

1,537 81 1,618

PERIODS,

16Feb. !797to24Dec.l797

25Dec.1797to24Dec.1798

25Dec.1798to24Dec.1799

25Dec.1799to24Dec.1800

l25Dec.1811to24Dec.1812

25Dec.1812to24Dec.1813

25Dec.1813to24Dec.1814

33 25Dec.1814to24Dec.1815

Of six Companies at Serondol, died from 25th December 1815 to the 13th March 1816 1

Of one ditto Solo, ditto. . 25th ditto 13th ..ditto 2
Of three ditto Weltevreeden,ditto. . 25tli ditto 13th . . ditto 6

Total 9
Of the above six died at Weltevreeden, one died in consequence of a fall. —

Five days after our arrival in India.

APPENDIX.
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X
Note by N. C curie, Esq. Surgeon of His Majesty's 78th Regiment, on the

foregoing Table.

When the 78th regiment first arrived at Java, the men had been long confined on
board ship, living on salt provisions, and were afterwards exposed, not only to the

fatigues and privations incident to actual warfare, hut also to the inclemency of the

weather in a tropical climate. Ail these causes produced a tendency to disease, and
when the regiment arrived at Surabaya the quarters were bad

; and being in the middle

of the town, free access could at all times be had to spirituous liquors. The number
of diseases and of casualties was consequently great

;
but it diminished gradually, as

the men wrere successively accommodated with good barracks at De Noyo. The
whole were comfortably lodged in plastered barracks in March or April 1813, and in

May and the following month a very sensible reduction of deaths took place, as may
be seen by the abstracts of those months. During the preceding months of January,

February, March, and April, the deaths were numerous, but the greater proportion

was among the men of a detachment of about two hundred men that joined in January,

and continued to be very sickly during those four months. Almost all the men of this

detachment had, when attacked, violent diseases.

A very remarkable instance of the bad effects of exposure to night air while

asleep, occurred when part of the regiment was sent, in September 1814, from Welte-

vreeden to Chemangs
,
where the barracks were built of wattled bamboos, and the

men laying with their heads to the walls, received the current of air directly in their

heads. Fifty were seized with a highly inflammatory fever in the course of three days.

Delirium was always the first symptom in every case, and it was necessary to bleed

several of them largely before they could be sent to the hospital. By referring to the

returns it will be seen that almost every increase of sickness happened after a change

of quarters, as in the detachment abovementioned, and after the removal of the re-

giment from Surabaya to LJng'arang and Sirondol in October 1813, after the expe-

dition to Bali at Weltevreeden in June 1814, and to Chemangis in September 1814.

An increase of sickness always took place after the use of spirituous liquors on par-

ticular holidays, as Christmas, &c. ;
and on the contrary, the good effects of not

exposing the men to morning dews or wet, and of regularity in diet, may be seen in

the healthiness of the regiment after the men got settled in good barracks at Surabaya

and Welterreeden.

Java need no longer be held up as the grave of Europeans, for except in the

immediate neighbourhood of salt marshes and forests, as in the city of Batavia and

two or three other places on the north coast, it may be safely affirmed that no tropical

climate is superior to it in salubrity. By its insular situation, the temperature of the

atmosphere is low and equable, and from its lofty mountains it possesses this great

advantage, that in a few hours travelling a climate of any degree of cold may be

found.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX B.

JAPAN TRADE.

The Empire of Japan has for a long period adopted and carried with effect all the

exclusive maxims of Chinese policy, with a degree of rigour unknown even in China

itself. Previously to the expulsion of the Portuguese and the extirpation of Christia-

nity in the latter part of the seventeenth century, the Japanese trade was reckoned by

far the most advantageous which could be pursued in the East, and very much superior

to either the Indian or Chinese trade. After the expulsion of the Portuguese, a verv

extensive trade was for some time permitted to be carried on by the Dutch, on account

of the benefits which the Japanese imagined themselves to have received from that

nation during the Portuguese war, and especially the detection of a formidable con-

spiracy of some of the Japanese Princes to dethrone the Emperor, the correspondence

relative to which was intercepted at sea. It was for these services that the Dutch ori-

ginally procured the imperial edict, by which they were permitted to trade to Japan,

to the exclusion of all other European nations. This public act of their ancestors, the

Japanese have repeatedly declared that they will not cancel ;
but they have done every

thing but formally cancel it, for a more limited and less free trade never was carried

on by one rich nation with another.* For more than half a century, the Dutch trade

has been limited to two yearly ships from Batavia, the cargoes of both of which

scarcely ever exceeded the value of 300,000 dollars, and their only profitable returns

are Japan copper and a small quantity of camphor. To shew themselves impartial

in their restrictions, the Japanese have limited the traffic of the Chinese, the only

eastern nation whom they suffer to trade with them at all, in a similar manner to that

of the Dutch, and they suffer no more than ten Chinese junks to visit Nangasaki in

the year. The trade of those two favoured nations is also limited to the port of

Nangasaki.

In pursuance of their exclusive maxims, and conformably to the terms of their

agreement with the Dutch, the Japanese have, on every occasion, followed an uniform

line of conduct, and rejected, in the most peremptory manner, the various overtures

of different nations of Europe, refusing equally to have any intercourse, negociation,

or commerce with any of them. It must also be admitted, that the whole foreign

trade of Japan, compared with the riches of the country, is absolutely trifling; nor

is there any rich or powerful body of them, like the Hong merchants of China, at all

interested in its continuance. The yearly presents, whether offered to the Governor

of Nangasaki or the Emperor, are of no great value, and rigidly limited by law and

v
usage j

* For the regulations by which the trade is limited, see Kempster’s History of Japan.
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Dutch with
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usage
; and as the government of Japan is much stronger and more vigilant than that

of China, no such abuses can be ventured on at Nangasaki as those which exist at

Canton.

The commercial intercourse of the Dutch at Japan was established by an imperial

edict in their favor from the Emperor Gouging Soma, in the year 1611.

The first Dutch factory was established at Firando, but in the year 1641 it was

removed to Nangasaki. The number of the Dutch ships, and the kind of merchandize

which they imported, were then left entirely to the discretion of the parties; the

merchandize was disposed of to the best advantage, and the returns consisted of such

articles as were expected to yield the greatest profit. They were subject only to

the municipal regulations of the country, without any further restraint or incumbrance

whatever. The trade remained in this state till the year 1671. In the Dutch records

of this period, the only complaints made against Japanese authority relate to restrictions

laid upon them in matters of religion.

In the beginning, the returns from Japan consisted of silver and copper ; and the

former being coined, was received according to the current value in that country,

where the coins and weights went by the same name as in China, viz. kalis
,

tahils,

mas, and kandarins. Ten mas were worth a tahil, sixteen tahil a kali, and one hundred

kali weighed one hundred and twenty or one hundred and twenty-one pounds Dutch,

equal to a mark.

There w'ere two sorts of silver, of which the fine was called zoma and the coarser

bar-silver, generally distinguished by the Dutch under the terms of heavy and light

money. This was at first carried to account at the rate of sixty-two stivers and a half

per tahil, no difference being made in the books of that time between the two kinds

;

but in the year 1635, the common or bar-silver, was fixed at fifty-seven stivers the

tahil. Both kinds, according to this regulation, were considered by the Dutch as

calculated too high for an article of merchandize, and consequently were not much in

demand in the western parts of India, to which it was at first sent by the Company.

The attention of the Dutch being however afterwards attracted to the trade in gold

from Japan, orders were issued to the factors in the year 1640, requiring gold as a

return, to the amount of from ten to twelve hundred thousand florins. These orders

were executed with the best success, and a wish seems on this occasion to have

been expressed by the factory, that Japan might, as formerly, be permitted to supply

from one hundred to one hundred and fifty chests of gold kobangs, ubangs, and zebos.

Gold and silver were at this time the principal articles in the returns from Japan.

Their Copper was not much in demand, probably because it was so little known

in India or Europe; yet the Directors, in their requisition for the year 1655, state the

price of Japan Copper having risen from thirty -six to forty-six florins per hundred

pounds weight, and an order having been sent to Japan for twenty thousand pikuls of

that metal, the same rendered great profit.

In 1644, requisitions were made from Surat for two thousand pikuls, from

Coromandel for one thousand pikuls, and from Batavia for four thousand pikuls of

copper : and in reply it is stated, that it would not be difficult to furnish the quantity

required j
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required; that the Japan copper consisted of both sheet and bar copper, of which

the former was purchased at twenty tahils the pikul
,
or twelve stivers (inferior silver)

per pound, being twenty per cent, cheaper than European copper.

The gold, after being coined, was found a very profitable article, being purchased

at a favourable rate. In the beginning the kobang was purchased for six tahil eight

tnas
,
and for six tahil seven mas, and as appears from the books of 1669, 1670, and

1671, was within those years even purchased as low as five tahils six mas and five

tahils eight mas from the great men of the country or from merchants, according

to circumstances. During two of these years, more than one hundred thousand

kdbangs were obtained, which rendered a profit of one million of florins.

In 1671, an edict was issued by the Japanese government prohibiting the further

exportation of silver ; but the profit on the gold being so considerable, the restriction

on the exportation of silver was a matter of indifference to the Dutch, who still

were enabled to obtain their returns in the more profitable articles of gold and copper.

The exchange of the kobang was now fixed by the Japanese government at sixty-eight

mas
;
and the free and unrestricted trade which the Dutch had hitherto enjoyed, was

subjected to an arbitrary valuation of the import cargoes, and limited first with respect

to the articles of merchandize, and afterwards with respect to its extent.

The loss of the island of Formosa in 1661, is supposed to have given the first shock

to the credit of the Dutch at Japan. Not long after that event they experienced many
instances of opposition and several prejudicial alterations in the trade.

c ‘ They (the Japanese) were consequently,” observes Mr. Imhoff, in his Memoir on

the Japan Trade, “ no longer under any apprehension of being annoyed by us, while,

<£ if we had remained in possession of Formosa, we were and might have continued
u masters of the navigation and trade between China and Japan. In that opinion I
a am still further confirmed, when I consider, in the first instance, that the prejudicial

“ change with respect to our situation at Japan, although it took place only several
<c years after the loss of Formosa, had been already in agitation some time before

;

“ and secondly, that notwithstanding the confidence of the Japanese in their own
“ superiority, which they always evinced, that arrogance did not conceal altogether a

“ certain fear of us, very evident from their great precautions. This fear has, however,
u since decreased, and if we may trust to the records, has frequently been succeeded

“ by brutality.* It is an undeniable truth, that if a nation renders itself respected

a and formidable it will flourish, and that otherwise it is but little esteemed.”

The decline ofthe trade seems not at first to have been much attended to. “ Whether
“ the Japanese,” says the same writer, ii at that period obtained advice of the

“ advantages we derived from the trade, or that the bad conduct of our servants gave
u occasion to further restrictions which succeeded each other, we do not know, yet it

c u is

* “We were obliged to submit to many insults, and it frequently happened that the governors declined receiving

“ our representations, hinting that vve might leave Japan altogether and not return again. From the records
“ also we perceive the despotic regulations resorted to by the Japanese respecting our nation, in consequence
“ of our having at that time but little power in India.”—Imhoff.

APPENDIX
B.

Japan Trade.
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APPENDIX “ is undeniable, that first in the year 1685 our trade was limited to three hundred

“ thousand tahils, of which two-thirds were to consist of piece goods and weighable

Japan Trade, C( articles, and the other third of silks. This was confirmed in 1689, and we were

“ allowed to export only twenty-five thousand pikuls of copper, whereas our exports

cc of that article formerly had been regulated according to our requisition. In the

“ year 1700, the number of our ships was limited to four or five, in lieu of six or

u seven as were formerly sent, according to circumstances.”

The profits of the trade at this period would yet have deserved attention, had not

a change in the current coin rendered the year 1700 still more disadvantageous. In

1692 and 1693 and afterwards, rich cargoes were sent to Japan which returned

considerable profits, and the funds were again laid out in copper, as far as thirty

thousand chests or pikuls. The new stipulation of twenty-five thousand chests was

of little importance with the Dutch, who knew how, as they confess, to obtain by

bribes from the Governors and their servants a still further quantity. In the year 1685

the system of receiving the Dutch merchandize by valuation was discontinued ; and

although it was introduced again in the year 1698, it was once more abolished in

the following year.

Various causes are assigned for the change in the current coin which took place

about this period
;
but whether as was supposed by the Dutch the knowledge of the

Dutch profits upon the kobang opened the eyes of the Japanese, or that their long

intercourse with Europeans rendered them more attentive to their own interest, or

that the Chinese, who are known to be very expert in the art of coining, proposed

that measure to them, or that the easy compliance of the Dutch in all former instances,

and while they issued the most injurious orders against their commerce, made them

believe that they might purchase their friendship at a cheaper rate than hitherto, or

as seems most probable, it was principally occasioned by other and more weighty

causes not yet discovered, it is certain that in the year 1696 appeared for the first time

a new kind of kobang
,
of one-third less in value than the old, although tendered to

and received by the Dutch at the same rate. Here then was said to commence the

iron age.

The new kobang was assayed at thirteen carats six or seven grains, while the old

kobang was twenty carats eight and a half, nine, or even ten grains; yet the Dutch

were obliged to receive the former at the rate of sixty-eight mas like the old which

weighed thirty-one stivers, and making a difference upon one thousand of seventy-two

marks. The old kobang rendered a profit of twenty-five per cent., but the new

produced a loss of fifteen or sixteen per cent, on the coast of Coromandel, where it

was re-coined. Some of the old kobangs being however estimated at the same rate

with the new, the Dutch still continued to derive some profits from the gold, until

the introduction of a third kind of kobang
,
denominated the small kobangs

,
took place.

In 1710 the Japanese resorted to this further change in the coin, by reducing

the weight of the kobang nearly one half, the value being twenty-five kandcrins
,
while

that of the former was no less than forty-seven kanderins. This caused a loss of from

thirty-four
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thirty-four to thirty-six per cent., the Dutch being oblig’ed to receive the same at the

rate of sixty-eight mas ;
the former kobangs, of inferior alloy only, were in consequence

still preferable. From 1710 to 1720, both sorts were in circulation ; but the repeated

complaints of the Dutch were at last, in 1720, so far attended to, that the old kobangs,

of the same alloy and weight, were again introduced. The latter, however, were

called double kobangs
,
and they were charged in the Dutch accounts at thirteen tahils

six mas, which was twice as much as in former times, so that they became still less

profitable than the small kobangs, of which two thousand weighed seventy-six marks,

while one thousand of the old coin only weighed seventy-two marks, and would con-

sequently, when received in lieu of two small kobangs, have produced a loss of thirty-

seven seven-eights per cent.

When an attempt was made, in 1714, to oblige the Dutch to receive the small

kobang at the same rate as the old, the exportation of copper was limited to fifteen

thousand chests, as was the number of ships to two or three, according to the quantity

of copper in store.

A fourth kind of kobang was introduced in 1730, about five per cent, better than

the third or small kobang, but the trade continued rapidly to decline until the year

1744.

The loss of many valuable ships and cargoes,* a reduction in the selling price of

the articles of merchandize which they imported, and an increase of charges attending

the visits to the Imperial Court and the maintenance of their establishment in Japan,

contributed to render this period particularly disadvantageous to the Dutch trade. Their

submissive conduct at the Emperor’s Court was of no avail, nor did their presents of

horses, dogs, and other curiosities, produce any better effect. There was no longer

any possibility of exporting kobangs, as in former times, for the balance of their

accounts. The quantity of copper which they were allowed to export annually had

been fixed in 1721 at ten thousand chests, yet even that quantity they were unable to

obtain in 1743, so that, together with the high exchange of the tahils

,

their establish-

ment in Japan now actually subjected them to a loss, and it was accordingly proposed

at this peirod that it should be abandoned, unless some favourable change could be

effected.

The charges had considerably increased during the last year. The cargoes were of

less value and of an inferior quality, so that their profits were reduced to less than

one quarter of what they had been: their expences on account of the Japan trade

were at the same time two hundred thousand florins annually. During the last thirty

years their pi’ofits amounted to five hundred thousand, and for some years to six

hundred thousand, but latterly not to two hundred thousand florins per annum.
Thus, to sum up the disasters of this trade, after having been allowed to remain

free and unrestrained for a period of sixty years, the cargoes in the year 1672 were

c 2 subjected

* It is remarkable, that when the Dutch were formerly in the habit of sending seven and eight ships to Japan,

but few losses took place, whereas afterwards, when only two or three were sent and the navigation better

known, many were lost. The cause assigned is their being latterly overladen with private trade.

APPENDIX
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subjected to an arbitrary valuation, and about the same time the exchange of the Icobang

was altered. A tax was laid upon the cargoes in 1685, and further increased in 16S9.

In 1698 the new Icobang was introduced : in 1700 they were limited to four ships

annually : in 1710 an exchange still more disadvantageous was fixed: in 1714 their

exportation was reduced to fifteen thousand pikuls of copper: in 1717 an order was

issued, limiting the trade to two ships only : in 1710 the third, and in 1730 the fourth

sort of lcobangs were introduced : and in 1743 the Dutch were limited to one ship and

to one-half of the cargo.

The Dutch, in deliberating upon the measure of abandoning the trade, in the

year 1744, trace all their disasters in this commerce, to their having tamely submitted,

in the first instance, to take the Icobang of reduced value at the same rate as the old

one. It then occurred to them, that if serious remonstrances had been made in the

beginning, their firmness might have prevented the subsequent losses. “ In the first

<c instance,” says Mr. Imhoff, u our commerce was carried on as by a people groping
u in the dark, neither knowing the actual price of purchase or sale; because the

u Icobang being the standard coin of the country, that Icobang ought to have been
(i calculated in proportion to the value of the taliil

,
and it would have appeared that

“ since 1710 for forty stivers inferior silver thirty stivers superior silver were received,

<£ and all articles of trade not disposed of with a profit of sixty-three per cent.

“ rendered a loss. And this being the case with most of the cargoes that were sent to

u Japan after the period abovementioned, we ought either to have relinquished that

<c commerce, or had recourse to such means as might have tended to re-establish the

a affairs of the Company. Instead, however, of so doing, fruitless remonstrances and
il solicitations were employed, which finally produced this effect, that the Japanese,

11 during the latter years, granted us, by way of charily
,
an additional sum of six

<e thousand lahils upon the sale of our cargoes.”

From the deliberations which took place at this period, it appears that the proposal

then under consideration of relinquishing the trade, was rather intended as a provisional

and political measure, to induce the Japanese to admit them to more favourable terms

in future, than brought forward with the view of finally abandoning or relinquishing

the trade altogether.

The public opinion of the time was, that the Japanese had recourse to these measures

of restriction for no other purpose, but to oblige the Dutch to depart from the country;

but it occurred to the Dutch Government, that a nation which treated strangers in so

despotic a manner, had no need to resort to such shifts to dislodge them. Another opinion

was, that the restrictions laid on the trade proceeded from political motives, of which

the first and most important was their hatred against all the different persuasions of the

Christian religion without exception;* but the government were inclined to consider

these reasons as deserving of little notice. There is no probability, observes Mr. Imhoff,

“ that,

• “ It is no where evident,” says Mr. Imhoff, “ that the Dutch ever gave cause to the Japanese to hate them

“ for being Christians : they seem rather to have been accused of indifference towards their religion, although I

“ suppose that the writers on that subject are not altogether correct.”
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'
u that, in the present enlightened age, it can be a consideration, even with the Japanese,

of what persuasion merchants are, who neither attempt to propagate their religion

with a view' to promote their interest nor to endanger the safety of the state, of neither

of which they appear ever to have been suspected.” The Governor General was

further of opinion, that the Japanese could derive no advantage from the expulsion of

the Dutch, as they would thus be cut off from all correspondence with Europeans, and

thereby become subject to greater inconveniences than at present, being exposed to the

visits of others, whose great increase in those regions was not unknown to them ; for,

as he states, it is notorious that the Japanese government took annual information of

all that passed in the world, and that the Dutch servants had orders to answer their

queries faithfully, in order that contrary reports might not injure their credit, by which

the Japanese were well aware that if the Dutch withdrew, others would soon settle in

the country.* Instead, therefore, of attributing the conduct of the Japanese to either

of these causes the Governor General laid it entirely to the account of their interested

desire to take every possible advantage of the weakness of the Dutch, who by admit-

ting the first imposition, laid themselves open to all that followed.

In his very able and interesting memoir “ On the Trade of Japan and the Causes

which occasioned its Decline,”—“ It is by no means surprizing,” says Mr. Imhoff,

“ that the Japanese, when they altered the kobang, likewise made a change in the

“ delivei'y of the copper, observing that our exchange remained always the same,

ce and the prices of our merchandize unalterably fxed. We cannot pass unnoticed,

“ that this wrong calculation has been the cause that, on our part, many valuable

a articles of commerce, which were from time to time tendered to us by the Japanese,

“ were declined. Among those articles was yellow copper or brass, Japan porcelain,

<c of which musters were sent in 1736, and camphor, which we might have exported

“ from thence, if our return cargoes had not been complete. Whether the sovereign

“ right to regulate the trade of their country is not equally vested in the government
u of Japan with any other nation, I will leave undecided. Seeing us patiently

“ submitting to all kinds of restrictions, inattentive in keeping our accounts in a
u regular order, they were encouraged to put us to the last shift. I am not inclined

“ to dwell upon our surprising indifference, which was concealed at the same time

“ under the cloak of mystery, from whence so many evil consequences resulted. I

“ am of opinion, that it cannot be either the interest or inclination of the Japanese to

“ oblige us to relinquish all intexxourse with their country, provided our trade be
a carried on within narrow bounds, and they are not losing upon the articles delivered

“ to us in payment for our cargoes. It is not possible that they can have any profit

“ on the copper, if it is sold for less than one kobang. The mines certainly cannot
(l be worked at a cheaper rate than formerly

;
and what profit do the venders of the

u copper derive from our merchandize, after it has fallen into the hands of the
<s interpreters

* “ Our peaceable conduct at Japan, and the alarm given to that country by tlie Russians, plead greatly

“ in our favour; and as it will be impossible for them to find other Europeans more tractable than ourselves, they

“ can certainly have no reason to desire our departure from thence, although it may be undeniable that Japan

“ stands in no need of foreigners,”

—

Imhojp.
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“ interpreters to government and others ? Nothing is more natural, therefore, than
u that our exportation of copper from Japan should have become a burden to that

“ class of people, and that their complaints contributed to the restrictions to which
“ we are now subject. There is no doubt, that if the Japanese could keep up the
“ communication without allowing us a single chest of copper, they would willingly
u grant us six thousand takils as a gratification, over and above the stipulated price
u for our cargo.”

In considering the reforms to be introduced into the management of the trade

in future, the first point which attracted attention was a better calculation of the coin,

with reference to the intrinsic value, and a calculation being made upon a new basis,

allowed a higher price to be paid for the copper than before. It was estimated,

that if the Dutch could annually procure twenty thousand pilculs of copper at twenty

tahils, the Japan trade would still be lucrative, allowing the profits on the outward-

bound cargoes to be merely sufficient for the support of the factory.

But in order to purchase and to pay for such a quantity of copper, the Governor

General observes, u
it is necessary that government should strictly comply with the

ee requisitions from Japan, because our failures therein have brought us into such
u discredit with the Japanese, that they do not any longer place confidence in our

“ promises. We have passed our word from year to year, that the quality and
“ the quantity of our merchandize should be better assorted, without ever attending

“ to it. Even at this moment, the supply differs so very much from the quantity

t( required, that it will be extremely difficult to convince the Japanese that they shall

te be better served in future
;
and still it must be done, because if we wish to obtain

u the value of eight hundred or four hundred thousand tahils of copper annually,

a besides camphor and other articles, different measures must be resorted to. We
“ are hardly able, at present, to supply one-third of that amount and load the ships

u with coarse goods.

u We have no doubt but other productions of Japan might also be procured at a

u cheaper rate than at present. Camphor may be purchased in abundance at thirty

l( tahils the pilcul, and it is probable the same could still be obtained on more favorable

« terms, if we advert to what it cost formerly
;

in which case it would become a

u profitable remittance to Holland, and render one hundred per cent, or thereabouts.

“ The white copper (tutenague) has been tendered to us at sixteen tahils per pifcul,

u but has not been accepted, the price being considered too high. If, however, we
<c can dispose of it merely at the same price as the yellow copper (brass), which yields

<£ according to the price current before us 41 43 f. per 1001b., it will not only be

“ acceptable, but even render a reasonable profit of fifty per cent.

<{ Iron was formerly imported here from Japan, and might perhaps be procured

“ at a moderate price, which for the sake of the small distance between us and

“ that country would be very desirable.*

“ Sulphur

* “ Iu 1637 the Japanese iron was purchased at two Spanish dollars, and sold at Batavia for five and a

“ half Spanish dollars the pikul. On account of the smallness of the profit, an annual requisition was made for

“ one thousand pikuts only.”
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« Sulphur was also declined in 1726, on account of its being charged too high
;
yet

« it might still become an article worth attention, especially if it were purified in

u Japan. And who knows how many other valuable productions might be drawn

C( from that extensive country, besides those already mentioned, and which would be

iC very acceptable, in an economical as well as a mercantile point of view ?
*

The following facts are collected from the considerations at this time.

That in former times the commerce of foreign nations at Japan amounted to ten mil-

lions of florins, and since then for many years to 3,150,000 florins, of which the Chinese

share was two-thirds and the Dutch one-third; and it was consequently presumed,

that in so extensive a country as Japan, merchandize might still be disposed of to the

value of one million, especially if it was paid for in the productions of the country.

That one of the causes of the decline of the trade was the conduct of the Company’s

servants, and the extent to which the private-trade of individuals was carried. The

directors of the trade at Japan had been selected from a very inferior class of society,

and the peculations on over-weight of the copper, &c. formed the subject of a

regular complaint made by the Japanese to the Dutch government.

That the trade of the Chinese to Japan had been reduced from eighty to twenty

junks in the year, the number then allowed.

In concluding his valuable and interesting memoir, the Baron Van Imhoff de-

clares it to be his firm belief, that Japan was, in every respect, what it had been

formerly ;
that the same quantity of merchandize might be disposed of there as in

former times, and that returns of equal value might be obtained
;
that although the

profits should be less at present, there could be no reason to relinquish that trade;

that the means of the Dutch were certainly inferior at that moment to what they had

been, yet that if they adhered to the measures proposed (namely, clear accounts, cor-

rectness and honesty of conduct, and a good assortment of cargoes), which were easy

and could not expose them to any risk or danger, they might hope for a favourable issue.

In the course of all these deliberations, the Dutch seem to have concluded that the

debasement of the coin was resorted to by the Japanese, solely with the view of affect-

ing their trade, and never to have reflected that so important a change in the intrinsic

value of the standard coin of the country, might have been occasioned by political

causes, of far greater magnitude to the Japanese than the paltry gain to be obtained

on the traffic of the Dutch cargoes. It is most probable that the empire of Japan, at

the periods when these changes took place, wished to check the exportation of the

precious metals of the country. In the first instance, we perceive a prohibition against

the exportation of silver. The loss of this metal was first felt, because the principal

exports were at first made in this coin ; but it is never hinted that this prohibition was

occasioned by any desire to take an undue advantage of the Dutch : on the contrary,

this measure was not found to affect the Dutch trade at all. The same causes, how-
ever, which first led to a prohibition regarding silver, operated afterwards in an equal

degree with respect to gold
; and it is easy to account for the rise in the value of this

metal,

* From Japan was formerly exported timber, wheat, rice, ambergris, raw-silk, cotton, &c."—hnhoff.
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metal, and the consequent changes in the coin, by the scarcity which ensued. Let us

but reflect on the enormous exportation of the precious metals, which took place from

Japan at the period when the trade was unlimited, and we shall find abundant cause

for these changes in the coin, without accusing the Japanese of resorting to the mea-

sure as an imposition on the foreign merchant. “ The exports at one period,” says

Mr. ImhofF, “amounted to ten millions of florins.” These were principally made

in the precious metals and in the coin of the country
;
and when the trade fell ex-

clusively into the hands of the Dutch, it had been usual to export at first from one

hundred to one hundred and fifty chests of silver, and subsequently the trade admitted

of no less than two hundred chests of gold coin being exported instead of the silver.

On a moderate calculation, therefore, the exports of the former period were about

one million sterling, and those continued by the Dutch could not be less than from

half a million to a million sterling in each year; so that, during a period of sixty

years, the total export would have amounted to from thirty to sixty millions of

pounds sterling, and this does not include what found its way to China and other

neighbouring countries.

The discovery of the mines of America reduced, in the sixteenth century, the value

of gold and silver in Europe to about one-third of what it had before been :* and

might not the extensive drain on Japan have produced in that country an opposite

effect of the same magnitude ? If the gold and silver annually imported into Spain

and Portugal, which did not commonly exceed six millions pounds sterling, produced

this effect on the circulating medium, and the price of the precious metals through-

out all Europe, in one country of which alone, the circulating gold and silver

amounted by some accounts to eighteen, and to others to thirty millions; + is it

not easy to conclude, that a directly contrary and equally extensive effect must have

been felt in Japan ? and that this effect must have been felt in a still higher degree,

while operating on the confined circulating medium of one nation, than while operating

on that of the numerous nations of Europe, who again found means to dispose of large

quantities by remittances to the Eastern world ?

The extensive circulation of money throughout the populous and rich empire of

Japan, and the facility with which the drains upon it could be supplied from the mines,

was perhaps the cause that, in the first instance, the exportation of the precious

metals was not sensibly felt
;
but afterwards, when probably the mint could not keep

pace with the demand, and what is not unlikely, the demand was even too heavy for

the mines, the intrinsic value of the coins increased in proportion to the scarcity, and

it is not surprising that the Japanese should have entertained an apprehension lest

the mines would become exhausted. Whether there were any immediate grounds for

such an apprehension is uncertain ; but it is generally believed, that an edict was

issued to discontinue working, first the silver, and afterwards the gold mines, but

not until the nominal, and perhaps the real value of both metals, and particularly of

the latter, had been nearly doubled, as in the instance of the kobang of the original

value being offered to the Dutch for two A obangs.

• Wealth of Nations. f Ibid.

That
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That the Dutch perhaps owe the loss of this valuable trade, in a great measure, to

the incapacity and worthlessness of their own servants, cannot but be admitted ; for

had they, on these continued reductions in the value of the current coins, adverted to

the political cause, and calculated their commercial transactions according to the

intrinsic instead of the nominal value, they would not have subjected themselves,

unknowingly, to a loss of sixty per cent, upon the proceeds of all their exports : nor

would they have shewn their weakness and ignorance to the Japanese, but they would

immediately have devised the advantage of other returns from Japan, in articles, the

exportation of which, might at the same time, have improved the industry and

prosperity of that empire
; and the Japanese, finding them equally intelligent and

enterprising under all circumstances, while they felt an interest in the continuance of

the trade, would have respected the nation by whom it was carried on. If, however,

by these means, the European character and the value of foreign trade thus declined

in the estimation of the Japanese, how much lower must that of the Dutch nation

have fallen, when after once dictating the prices of all articles, both bought and sold,

we find them obtaining at last an advance on their proceeds of the outward cargo, by

way of charity
,
and the Japanese themselves appealing against the peculations and

corruptions that were carried on ! When we see the Dutch, without power and without

respect, dictating in the mighty empire of Japan an arbitrary and extravagant price

for their commodities, in the same manner as they did at home, is it surprising that

we should find the Japanese having recourse to a fixed valuation ? When we observe

the illicit trade to Japan carried on by private individuals, to such an extent, that

Valentyn, a Dutch author of the highest authority, says it w'as so interwoven with the

constitution of the Company, and so extensive, that it formed the principal part of

the trade and could never be prevented, and that the Dutch ships were frequently lost

by being overladen with cargoes of this kind, we cannot be astonished at the decline of

the prosperity of the Company, or the degradations which were imposed upon its

agents. The Dutch factory was, and is, in fact, a sink of the most disgraceful corruption

and peculation which ever existed. The factor, to obtain his own ends, submits to

every possible degradation, and the government of Batavia knows only just as much
of what is going on at Japan, as it is his interest to tell them. In this work it has

become a painful duty to advert occasionally to the shameful scenes of fraud and

corruption carried on under the very eyes of the government of Batavia, and in the

dependencies in the more immediate vicinity of that metropolis, where their residents

enjoyed such extensive powers, and were so removed from controul and responsibility,

that their interests constantly interfered with their duties, and the struggle between
principle and opportunity generally ended in a resolution to make fortunes, to connive

at each others peculations, and keep their own secret. If this was the case on the

island of Java, the seat of government, what must it not have been in a country so

remote as Japan, where the connection and intercourse were so peculiar? It is not

surprising, that in the accounts of such a factory, the government at home should

find nothing but intricacy and obscurity. It was the interest of the factor to keep

d every
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every thing involved in mystery, and no where was there a better opportunity for

doing so.

But had the shameful and disgraceful conduct of these people been felt only in its

effects upon the past, it would be trifling, compared to what they are calculated to

produce on the future. The unmanly degradation to which these factors have

submitted, at the caprice and often for the amusement of the Japanese, in order to

gain their own ends, seem to have established an effectual bar against the future

extension of the trade by the Dutch nation, who will And it difficult, if not imprac-

ticable, ever to be again inspected in Japan. Unless, therefore, the Dutch have

magnaminity enough to abandon this trade, when they find it of little comparative

value to them, or when they see it must be conducted on principles derogatory to the

dignity of the illustrious House of Orange, it is to be feared, that the day is far

distant, when the opportunity will be afforded of opening a liberal and honourable

communication between Europe and this interesting and important empire. Perhaps

this will not happen until, according to Humbolt, the two great oceans shall be united,

by means of a channel across the Isthmus of Darien, when the productions of Nootka

Sound and of China will be brought more than two thousand leagues nearer to Europe

and the United States, and when alone any great changes can be effected in the

political state of Eastern Asia; “for this neck of land,” observes that writer, “the

barrier against the waves of the Atlantic Ocean, has been for many ages the bulwark

of the independence of China and Japan.”*

From the year 1750 no essential alteration appears to have taken place in the trader

the utmost exertions of the Dutch were required to provide the cargoes, and whenever

they succeeded, return cargoes were always provided, to the extent of two or three

ships in the year. In order to afford a better view of the nature and extent of the

restricted trade thus carried on, the accounts of two of these expeditions to Japan are

annexed, from which it will appear, that in the voyage of 1804-5 the Company

exported from Batavia to the Japan market commodities to the amount of 211,896

rix dollars in value; that the charges attendant on the shipment and freight

amounted to 167,500 rix dollars (including 2,915 rix dollars on account of customs),

making the whole expenses of the voyage, with the prime cost of the articles, amount

to 379,397 rix dollars. These articles, when sold in Japan, brought 160,378 rix

dollars; but the expenses and disbursements at Japan in one year for the establishment,

the loss on the weight of the sugar, and the expense of making the journey to Japan,

reduced that sum to 92,426 rix dollars. The return cargo brought to Batavia the sum
of 886,554 rix dollars, ora profit of 507,147 rix dollars on the adventure. The cargo

and return of 1806, and the expense of the establishment, cost the Company 393,582

rix dollars, (including 2,846 for customs), and the sales and other receipts produced

569,089, leaving a balance of 175,505 rix dollars in favour of the adventure.

A more correct judgment may perhaps be formed from the result of the ad-

ventures undertaken from Batavia during the provisional authority of the British

government.

* Humboldt’s Political Essay on New Spain, Vol. J, page 45.
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government. The first of these was intimately connected with a political object,

to which the mercantile adventure was made subservient, and both were undertaken

without those previous arrangements which would have insured a better assorted

and cheaper cargo. The articles were purchased on the spot and at the moment,

and the vessels engaged at a very high rate of freight. In the first, in particular,

the sugar being of inferior quality, there was a loss in the weight, and it was other-

wise less profitable than it would have been, had the assortment been of the same

quality which the Dutch company were in the habit of sending. The freight alone

amounted to the enormous sum of 82,309 Spanish dollars. From the outward-bound

cargoes it was necessary to pay the debts of the former government, amounting to

48,648, Spanish dollars
;
and this, with other disbursements and necessary provisions,

rendering the proceeds of the outward-bound cargo insufficient to furnish the amount

requisite for the payment of the copper, the Dutch factor availed himself of the oppor-

tunity to supply the deficiency of fourteen hundred pikuls at the rate of twenty-five

dollars per 120?. pounds, amounting to Spanish dollars 23,000 ;
differing from the

rate paid to the Japanese of Tahils 12,3.5, or ten rix-dollars per pikul, to an extent

of fifteen rix-dollars against government. Besides this, the whole of the outward

cargo was not sold : several articles of merchandize remained undisposed of at Japan,

amounting to 19,688 Spanish dollars, to be accounted for in the ensuing year. All

these operated essentially to reduce the profits of a voyage, which depended ex-

clusively on the return cargo.

The results of these voyages, however, limited as the profits were, appear fully suffi-

cient to shew the importance of this trade to Batavia, even as it at present stands, con-

sidering that it affords a market for so large a quantity of the produce of the country,

and that when the government seemed disinclined to send a further adventure on

their own account, there were not wanting numerous individuals anxious to obtain a

license to undertake the trade, and to run all the risks attached to it.*

d 2 In
* “ Our commercial relations with Japan are of a very peculiar nature. Every one knows ours is the only

“ European nation admitted to it, what humiliations we are obliged to suffer for it, and what expenses
“ we incur by our embassies to the Court of Jeddo. This trade was once very lucrative, but in the latter

“ years I think it has done little more than cover the expenses incidental to it, and considering the loss of

“ ships and people, is certainly not such as to justify an exposure to so many humiliations.

“ Notwithstanding this, we have not been inclined to resign the trade
;

nor indeed is it either necessary

“ or prudent to do so. But I am at a loss to know how the government of Batavia will be able to account

“ for sending there, in the years 1797 and 1798, a strange ship bearing an American flag, by way of pretence,

“ though really an English vessel, and commanded by Captain Stuart, a real Englishman, though possessed

“ of an American pass, although he belonged to Madras or Bengal. To abandon this trade would be ridiculous,
“ but as it is subject to such regulations in Japan as it will be hardly possible to get rid of, it may be
<£ impracticable to make it quite free and open. To pursue it on account of the state or of a company
“ will never answer the purpose, I therefore venture to propose the sale by public auction, to the highest

“ bidder, at Batavia, of a license or pass for one or two ships, of limited burthen, to trade there, either
“ for one or more years, as may be preferred. The Chief of Decima should be appointed and maintained by
“ the government, and should act as a kind of consul, and proceed on the embassy to Jeddo, if it were
“ required. But beyond this, the whole system and regulation of the trade should be left wholly to the
“ owners of the ships, with the exception of such rules as the Japanese laws may render necessary, with
“ regard to our trade.
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In the year 1816, the English obtained a grant from the Emperor, containing the

privileges for a general trade with Japan, in consequence of which a commercial

establishment was formed there by the Company.

In obtaining those privileges, one great object with the Company appears to have

been to introduce themselves to a connection with the Chinese, and to carry on a general

trade between India, China, and Japan; but finding themselves disappointed in their

endeavours to form connections with China, and sustaining heavy losses in consequence

ot their trade with Japan, they determined, in 1623, to abandon their establishment

there.

From that time until the year 1673, no attempt appears to have been made by the

English Company to renew their intercourse with Japan. The attempt made at that

period entirely failed of success, owing, it was stated, to the King of England having

married a daughter of the King of Portugal. About the same time the Company,
with a view to the same object, formed an establishment on the Island of Hounan

;

but after struggling with great difficulties, sustaining heavy losses, and being totally

disappointed in their expectations of communicating with Japan, the factory was

ordered to be withdrawn in the year 1682.

At a subsequent period (in the year 1699) the company having established a regular

communication with China, their supra-cargoes were instructed to use every endeavour

in their power to promote an intercourse with Japan, for the purpose of introducing

woollens, &c. into that country, but without any appearance of success.

A select committee of the East-India Company, appointed in 1792 to take into

consideration the export trade of Great Britain to the East-Indies, after detailing

the cargo of a Dutch ship from Japan in the year 1661, which consisted principally of

copper, camphor, silk stuffs, and China-ware, conclude their report by observing,

that in their opinion, the trade with Japan never can become an object of attention

for the manufactures and produce of Great Britain ; for supposing, they observe, that

woollens, lead, and curiosities for a cargo to Japan, could be made to amount to

^8,000, what is to be required in payment ? About j^30,000 or ^32,000 value in

copper, an article which is also the produce of Great Britain, and which must be

disposed of in India, to the prejudice of their own mines. Thus Great Britain would

gain on the one hand ^8000, whilst the loss on the other would be <^32,000.

This opinion, however, would appear to have been formed on a very partial view

of the subject, and with reference to the limited nature of the trade as it then existed
;

but
“ The yearly embassies, which are so very expensive, are already dispensed with by the Japanese, and as

“ they would be useful from time to time, it might be advisable to obtain permission, for the future, to

“ perform them only once in every ten years, or to have it fixed for each new resident or consul to undertake

“
it once during his stay.

“ It will not be easy to obtain any other privileges or freedom of consequence, for whatever some of

“ our latter servants there may have wanted to make us believe on this point, it is very clear, that the Japanese

“ are vet y indifferent whether we go there or not, and consider their permitting us to do so merely as an

“ indulgence on their part. It cannot be doubted, that as soon as this trade is opened to individuals, they

“ will find means to make the profits of it worth the risk and danger
;

and in proportion as these profits

“ become more valuable, the value of the licenses will increase.”

—

Hogendorp.
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but it would be as unfair to judge of the value of the Japan trade to the British nation

from this narrow view, as it would be to decide upon that subject merely from the

result of the adventures to Japan undertaken during the recent provisional government

of Batavia, which, besides other disadvantages, were for political reasons, carried on

with a scrupulous regard to the restrictions under which the trade of the Dutch had

latterly laboured.

It is objected to a direct communication with Japan, and the consequent exportation

of British merchandize by British ships, that in all probability it would entirely put a

stop to the present exportation of woollens by the Chinese, and that, in proportion as

the exports from Great Britain to Japan increased, those from Great Britain to China

might be expected to diminish; the Japanese being, at present, almost exclusively

supplied with British woollens by means of the Chinese : that, however, the demand

for teas would continue the same, and therefore the defalcation in exports to China

must be made up in bullion, or by drafts on Bengal.

It is admitted, that the Bengal government might provide for this additional

demand, by disposing of the copper brought from Japan in the Calcutta market; but

this, it is stated, would prove a considerable check to the consumption of one of the

most valuable articles of export from Great Britain, and therefore it has been

inferred, that the final result of the trade with Japan would, in all probability, be

the exchange of our woollens for copper, which we have already in abundance,

instead of bartering them for teas, which in the present state of Great Britain will be

always required.

But this argument seems evidently to have been grounded on a supposition, that

copper must always form the principal, if not only article of commerce with Japan.

An inference by no means borne out by the history of the Dutch trade, in the course

of which it is expressly stated by the Baron Van Imhoff, who appears to have given

the subject the most mature and deliberate consideration, and to have been aided by

much local information, that the Japanese would willingly pay a sum of money to be

excused from the delivery of any copper at all.

But admitting that a connection between Great Britain and Japan might not be

attended with all the commercial profits which might be expected from a consideration

of the productions of the two countries, would it not, in a political point of view, be

of the most essential importance to her interests in China, which are acknowledged by

all to be so important? Might we not expect from the Chinese a more respectful and

correct conduct than has been customary with them, if they knew that we were in some

measure independent of our connection with them ? and is it not important, that in

case of our actual exclusion from China, there should still be a channel open for our

obtaining commodities, with which we are at present supplied by that country ?
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APPENDIX C.

TRANSLATION OF A MODERN VERSION OF THE SURIA ALEM.

There was a certain raja of the west, named Sang Prabu Suria Alem, who

being duly qualified, did, ^n the establishment of divine justice, frame a code of

judicial regulations, consisting of fifteen hundred and seven articles, which being

afterwards digested and reduced to the number of one hundred and forty-four, were

by him made known and explained to all the people of the countries under his authority,

thereby diffusing knowledge and righteousness where ignorance and wickedness before

prevailed.

These regulations were also firmly established, and were put into practice without

any respect of persons, not excepting the relations and kindred of Sang Prabu

himself; so that, if the left hand offended, satisfaction was demanded by the right, and

vice versa, for such is the law of God.

These judicial regulations originated in no ambitious views, nor was their author,

when he framed them, influenced by feelings of either regard for his friends or hatred

towards his enemies ;
neither was he actuated by any selfish considerations : his sole

object was the establishment of true justice, founded on divine principles.

I.

Of the Duty of the Jaksa.

In the first place, he must possess a sufficient knowledge of the law, to know how to

act in regard to cases which may come before him, which of the parties ought to be

made to pay, what are and what are not proper subjects for a lawsuit, deciding against

the person who would bring forward any thing of the latter description. If the Jaksa

is found ignorant of these matters, he shall have his tongue cut out.

In the second place, if the Jejenang (the next in order to the Jaksa) shall, in acting

for the Jaksa
,
prove deficient in a knowledge of his duty, he too shall either have his

tongue cut out, lose both his ears, or have red-hot pincers applied to his lips.

In the third place, any incorrect statement in writing shall be punished by the loss

of both hands.

Should neither of these sentences be carried into effect, the Jaksa ought, at all

events, to be banished the country.

This punishment, however, may be mitigated by the JRdja, who having compassion

on the Jaksa, may recal him after one year’s exile.

Should the Raja suffer to pass unpunished such a total dereliction of duty on the

part of the Jaksa
,

as stated, difficulty and distress will necessarily arise in those

times.

appendix
c.

Javan Laws.
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II.

The establishment fixed by Sang Prdbu for the Jdksa consisted of twelve persons,

viz. two Jejenangs, two writers, six Mata Matas
,
and two men whose business is to

be in constant attendance on the court.

The fees authorised to be taken by the Jdksa from persons who have any business to

settle, are forty-four for the Jdksa himself, three thousand for the Jejenangs, eight

thousand for the writers, one thousand for those in attendance in the court, and eight

thousand for and on account of the state. That for the Panghulu is left to the liberality

of the party.

If the Jdksa shall not conform in practice to what is here laid down, it is required

that he be disgraced and branded in the common market-place.

If any one shall find fault with the conduct of the Jdksa
,
without being able to

substantiate his charges against him, and shall make the same public, that person shall

be fined agreeably to the rank and quality of the accused, viz. fifteen thousand (pichis).*

The reason of so large a sum being awarded is, because the Jdksa is the chief of the

Mdntris.

The Bopdti is, as it were, the door to the Jdksa, the Kabdiyan that to the Bopati
,

and the Panghulu that to the Raja. These four form a body, through which every

thing is minutely investigated.

Let it be Understood, that the Raja who fills so exalted and conspicuous a situation

is not without something to do. What he says is the result of observation and

deliberation. His disposition and way of thinking is that which he has received at

the hands of the Almighty, who dwelleth where no one knoweth, at whose hands the

wicked will meet with their deserts.

III.

The Tri-rdsa-upaya
,
as known among men, comprehend three things, which are

intimately connected with each other, but which, nevertheless, must not be confounded,

viz. 1, Hukum; 2, P'rentah; 3, KasusahanA

Where a sentence is very severe, or of a nature which will not admit of its being

fulfilled, a mitigation or commutation thereof can only take place, by a careful

consultation of what is written in the book of laws.

IV.

Of the Dasa Wiguna.

Dasa signifies ten, and wiguna
,
very powerful, and under this name is comprehended :

1, Sentence of death; 2, Amputation; 3, Disgrace; 4, Confiscation of property; 5,

Banishment; G, Extorting evidence by afflicting bodily pain; 7, Getting at evidence by

kind treatment and giving money; 8, Obtaining it by skilful management alone; 9,

Compulsion
; 10, Letting off from punishment, by receiving a consideration for the same.

There are degrees of those which are to be known and observed.

V.

* Pichis, a small tin coin.

f 1, Hultum, the law of God; 2, P'rentah, the law of the sovereign
;
3. Susahan, oppression (of the people from

the law of the Prince).
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y.

Of the Guntur G'ni.

Under this head is comprehended five things, viz. 1, The customs of the country;

2, The orders of the sovereign
; 3, Loss by an enemy

; 4, A change of the Raja and

of his orders
; 5, Difficult queries given by one country to another to solve.

Under the head Mai come three things, viz. Water, land, and people. The

water is necessary to keep alive what has been planted in the land. Mankind take

all that comes, good as well as bad.

VI.

The term mal properly means cloth, money, and gold
;
which three articles, above

all others* are the grand and most frequent subjects of lawsuits, that arise out of

the various transactions which take place among men.

VII.

In lawsuits there are seven circumstances of material consequence, viz. 1, Where

the cause being good can be taken up and supported ; 2, When the articles can be

minutely described ; 3, When the articles, as well as the persons, can be pointed out

;

4, When marks can be shewn ; 5, When the party suing has been an eye-witness

;

6, When all those things happen to take place
; 7, When confession is made of what

is the subject of the lawsuit.

VIII.

Of the Precious Stone and that in which it is set.

To these may be compared the Raja and his people. The former is in a dependant

state. Those who surround and uphold him are the Pandita, the Bopati, and the

Jaksa

:

and those immediately entertained by himself are, 1, One who possesses his

confidence ; 2, A Jerutulis skilled in writing
; 3, An interpreter well versed in language

;

4, A good messenger
; 5, An intelligent doorkeeper

; 6, A person who knows in what

a want of manners consists
; 7, An experienced general.—Then will the country

flourish.

IX.

The Jdksa is, according to his character, distinguished by the following appellations,

viz. 1, Wira paksa, when he inclines to the side whence he receives most bribes
; 2,

Pdtra kilasa, when he goes by what he is told, without duly weighing and considering

the merits of the case himself; 3, Ami japa, when he punishes the guilty with

severity
; 4, Permana, when he awards the just sentence of the law as it is written,

without lenity or severity.

X.
There are three things which ought not to be allowed to exist in a country, viz.

1, Witchcraft, particularly at critical junctures. The fine to be imposed in such cases

is forty thousand
; and if any thing is lost, it is to be laid to the charge of the persons

who practise that art.

2, Should the Adipdti be the person, he shall be treated according to the Sdbda
suwdra

,
i. e. he shall be dismissed from his office, and his officers and relatives

will be considered as implicated in the crime.

e 2
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,

Should the Mdntris be found guilty of witchcraft, they shall be fined one

hundred thousand.

XI.

Of the Boundaries or Limits of Lands named Tugu.

By which is meant landmarks, such as stones, trees or fences, or whatever else

serves to form an enclosure.

This may and does often become a subject of litigation, especially where anything

has been planted : 1, With respect to lands of inheritance
; 2, With respect to such

as have been given away
; 3, With respect to those which have been purchased

; 4,

With respect to those in which something has been planted.

Disputes arising on any of those subjects are proper to be litigated
;

and in

settling them, besides examining such witnesses as there may be, it will be necessary

to consult the old men of the village, as well as the Lura who collects the annual

land revenue, before a decision can be given.

The true proprietor of a piece of land under dispute, will be he who can prove

his having enclosed it
;
and the true proprietor of any crop, will be he who can prove

his having sown or planted it.

Proof is to be obtained by administering an oath, which is done by immersion in

water, or by drinking it.

XII.

He in whose hands is vested the power of administering justice, must be well

acquainted with the nature of the ten following things, and know how to proceed

in regard to them, viz. 1, Informations
; 2, Grounds for a lawsuit

; 3, The proper

time for trial
; 4, The occupation and condition of the parties

; 5, The object sought

by the parties; 6, The prosecution; 7, The defence; 8, Pleading not guilty; 9,

Evidence ; 10, Eye-witnesses.

XIII.

A sufficiency of evidence alone will obtain a favorable decision
;
and when the

witnesses brought forward to prove any fact do not upon examination do so, the

party who summoned them ought to be cast and also fined.

XIV.

With regard to the Pdncha baka
,
which is the case of a woman accused by four men

of fornication ; if on examination these four men do not agree in their testimony, they

ought to be put to death, or else fined agreeably to the Jana trdsna, which leaves

it to those who have charge of the woman to determine the extent of the fine.

XV.
There are two descriptions of orders, viz. 1. Purusa, or those which come from the

Raja or from an enemy
; 2, Paparentahan

,
or those of the Bopdti.

If the Bopdti is more severe or more lenient than he ought to be, he shall be

fined one hundred thousand, or else agreeably to the Sdbda suara, which is the

arbitrary will of the Sovereign.

XVI.
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xvi.

The following are thirty different cases of lawsuits, viz.

1 Amra kadang
,
where one who is accused of theft points at either another person

or the accuser himself.

2, Kunddng chiri, where a person presents a paper to the court, with something

additional written under the signature and date of it.

3, Meng'dmuk pung'gung, where a person destroys his property while he has a

lawsuit pending.

4, Mutung pamdtang
,
where a person during the course of a lawsuit leaves his

master or chief and goes to another.

5, Sana denta, where a person concerned in a lawsuit either magnifies or lessens

the state of the case.

6, Ng'arika pdtra, where a person denies his own hand-writing.

7, Nidra permdna, where a person intending to kill another goes and lives on

terms of intimacy with him.

8, Damar kitudah
,
where a person on first making a complaint, of his own accord

brings evidence in support of it.

9, Ngarika wdrna
,
where a person has a lawsuit, which another than his own

chief is acquainted with the merits of.

10, Sirna ning jaya
,
where a person objects to his own witnesses.

11, Perliga
,
where a person finds a thing and does not take it to some proper

person where he lives.

12, Genti watang
,

i. e. the case of a person who is the first to bring evidence.

13, Sudesit kemu, i. e. a thing belonging to two persons and found by a third;

the point forthwith litigated, and decided in favor of the former, each of whom
hopes to get it : the thing, however, cannot be restored to either, or to any of

their relations ;
it must be appropriated for the purpose of assisting in defraying the

expenses of the state.

14, Saksi rumembi, where a person first of all calls upon only one person as a

witness, and afterwards, when the cause is decided, wishes to adduce further evidence.

15, Sasastra perdlara, where a person presents a written statement of his grievances

without a date to it.

16, Ang’rika-rdja, where a person engaged in a lawsuit speaks hesitatingly, and at

the same time refers to some respectable person for the truth of what he would assert.

17, Chini ropdti, where a person acts in a compulsory manner towards the people or

relations of another.

18, Kdpra-ldga
,
where a person, in reply to a question put to him, refers to one who

is dead.

19, Abinda pdya, or the case of a breach of promise.

20, Nileb lura
, where the object of the lawsuit is for the recovery of duties, or any

thing else a long time due.

APPENDIX
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21, Madot rdketan
,
when of two witnesses in favour of any litigating- party, one is

not forthcoming at the time of trial.

22, Sambung watan teper, where a person prefers a complaint of a specific nature,

and afterwards superadds other circumstances.

23, Ting'gal pergdn, where a person concerned in a lawsuit remains quiet and
keeps himself back.

24, Pdncha perkdisa, where those engaged in a lawsuit display rage and cunning.

25, Anara wichana, where before a case is decided, a constant intercourse is held

with the Jaksa by one of the parties.

26, Perchdya-rasi
,
where a person prosecuted before the court points out the love

and regard which some great man has for him.

27, Katoya rasa
,
where a person, while his case is pending, makes presents to the

Jaksa.

28, Kasuria chandra mirdda wachdna w here a person refuses to abide by the sentence

of the Jaksa.

29, Katoya rasa upaya, where a person, before his cause is decided, makes a present

of something to the Raja, the Bopati
,
and Panghulu.

30, Kasdbda malicha permdna
,
where a person denies what he has once publicly

declared.

With respect to the thirty foregoing cases, it will be for the Jaksa to consider and

determine when a lawsuit can, and when it cannot be instituted.

XVII.

Here follow eight more cases, viz.

1, Gupita sdbda permdna
,
where one of four persons engaged in a lawsuit, being

deputed to act for the others, it appears on examination of the witnesses that the affair

cannot be settled with this one person.

2, Hanuk meng tan wiring wisa, where a witness on re-examination gives a different

account from that which he gave when previously examined by the Jaksa. In such case,

the Jaksa must endeavour to discover which is the most plausible account of the two.

3, Kawilut tdra
,
where opposition takes place between the witnesses, or between

those whose cause it is, and others who have been eye-witnesses of what is the subject of

litigation.

4, Bhaning hanumpuh toya
,
where a person is assisted by one who is in the adminis-

tration of justice.

5, Ng'ddang tarka, where, on a trial taking place, the deposition of a party differs

from the account previously taken down by the Jaksa. In this case, such party should

be cast.

6, Ng'dling'ga panddya
,
when one takes for witnesses, worthless persons who cannot

be depended on or believed.

7, Eluddi, where a person changes, tears, or makes an erasure in any paper.

8, Kahusti sdbda parldya
,
where a person shamelessly makes free with what belongs

to another, w ho is neither a friend nor relation.

XVIII.
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XVIII.

Of cases where a Lawsuit cannot be instituted.

These are five in number, viz. 1, Where the evidence is not clear
; 2, Where an

article which has been lost by one person is found in the possession of another, who

cannot tell whence he got it; 3, Where the evidence of the witnesses produced by

any party varies from that of the parties themselves
; 4, Where no evidence exists. In

this case, the party who can give the most plausible story will obtain a decision in

his favour; 5, Where the agent of another in any lawsuit is cast.

XIX.
A lawsuit will be instituted with success under any of the five following circum-

stances, viz.

1, Tata
,
where the declarations of all those who support the suit are uniform and

connected.

2, Titi, when the time of the deed or action is known.

3, Karta
,
where the object of the suit is universally allowed to be good and just.

3, Sang'ara, where there is a readiness to swear to w hat is asserted.

5, Dupdra
,
where probability and plausibility exist.

XX.
Of things sent by one person to another, and destroyed under circumstances which

admit of no redress, called Pdncha Sedrasa
,
of which there are five cases, viz. 1,

Where it is occasioned by lightning
; 2, When by the attack of an enemy

; 3, By being

sunk; 4, In consequence of an order from the Raja; 5, By fire communicated from

an adjoining house.

XXI.
There are three things which from their baneful nature are universally deprecated

and considered and treated as inimical to the welfare of man, viz. 1, Theft
; 2, The

injury which crops are liable to sustain from the depredations of noxious animals
; 3,

The mischief which is to be apprehended under water, from crocodiles or the like.

XXII.
In a lawsuit, the successful party obtains damages of the one that is cast. As the

agitation of the leaves marks the presence of the wind, so does the stir and noise of

contending parties shew the existence of a lawsuit.

XXIII.
There are two cases where it will go hard with any party, viz. 1, When a mark

or proof can be given, as well as evidence produced ; 2, Where in a violent dispute

between two chiefs respecting the boundaries of their lands, one of them is the first to

bring weapons with him : such a one must be found guilty and will be cast. The fine

to be levied, in such case, will according to the rank of the parties be one of the

following : 1, Utdma
,
or that awarded to chiefs, viz. one hundred and forty thousand ;

2, Diada maden
,
or that awarded to those of an inferior degree, viz. seventy thousand

;

3, Nesta, or that awarded to the common people, viz. forty-five thousand.

XXIV.
Sentence of guilt will be awarded to any party under the three following circum-

stances. I, Chapa
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1, Chdya rdsmi, where advice has been received from the JdJcsa.

2, Pring'ga rdksa, where the assistance of the officers of the court has been

received.

3, Andria rdksa, where a case which has been decided is revived at the instance of

the party that was cast, in consequence of other people’s advice. In such case, if the

party which formerly gained the suit fail to appear on the day appointed for a second

trial, they shall be cast; and in like manner will it be with the other party, if they

fail to attend. For such proceeding, however, the Jdksa shall be fined fifty thousand.

xxv\
1, Wilut sabda biksa masdbda updya, where a person sues another who is connected

with the business of the suit, but who is not the responsible person, and only from his

being the more eligible person i9 attacked on account of his means. In such case the

prosecutor will lose his cause.

2, Sdka dipa
,
where a person incurs the obligation of paying for any thing he has

lost or destroyed, and refuses to do so according to a proper valuation which shall be

fixed thereon. In such case he shall be cast.

3, Gdndia pdli
,
where the Jdksa is silenced in a discussion with one of the parties

who dispute a point with him. The Jdksa
,

in such case, shall be found guilty and

fined forty thousand.

4, Bluining maya permana
,

i. e. if a thief, who is pursued, runs into certain

premises, by a gap in what serves to enclose them, the proprietor thereof will be held

responsible for one-third of the amount stolen.

5, Ng'dmbaga pddi
,

i. e. a person having pursued without effect a thief whom he

had surprised in the act of stealing, and the tools of the thief, which in his hurry to

escape are left behind are in the meantime found in the house of any one, the owner

of the house shall be held guilty.

6, Lakila bukti, i. e. the person in whose possession thieves’ tools shall be found

will be held guilty of any robbery which may, at the time, have been committed.

7, Sima mamdngsa tdita updiya, i. e where a person pursues a thief into the premises

of another, without acquainting him with the circumstance. In such case guilt will

be attached to the former.

8, Gdna Una dimit mangsd tan wering kdma, i. e. when a malicious combination is

formed to accuse and prove guilty one who is an object of hatred. The persons who

so conspire shall be held guilty.

XXVI.
Of cases where a cause will be lost there are twenty-five in number, viz.

1, Hina saksi
,
where the witnesses are worthless disreputable persons.

2, Hina sdbda, where a thing is lost, and the owner thereof does not give informa-

tion thereof to his chief.

3
,
Hina ktina

,
where a person finds a thing and does not make it known.

4, Hina wang
,

where a person whom another deputes to act for him, in any law-

suit, is deficient in what is required of him.

5, Kagundang saksi
,
where a witness produced by one party is the declared enemy

of the other. 0,
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6, Hang'imbu china

,

where a person who has been robbed gets hold of the thieves’

tools, without making it known that he has done so.

7, Ng'edong saksi, when a person brings false witnesses whom he has suborned.

8, Hakuto saksi, where the witnesses have been bribed.

9, Hakadang saksi, i. e. where a person instructs his witnesses what to say previous

to their examination.

10, Sabda laksdna, i. e. where a thing is stolen within certain premises, and a person

residing therein shall refuse to concern himself about the matter. Such personshall

be made to make good one-third of the property lost.

11, Hamatang bubukan, i. e. where a person makes one of his enemy’s people his

agent. Such person shall be cast.

12, Sidatn warut
,

i. e. where persons concert in concealing an unlawful pregnancy

and in producing an abortion. Such persons shall incur a fine of one hundred and

fifty thousand each; the whole of the people of the village where it took place shall

each be fined fifty thousand
;
and every person of the village opposite to it shall be fined

twenty- five thousand. All persons, too, who though living at a distance are still

under the authority of the chief of the village when the thing happened, shall be each

fined four thousand. A person of great means shall be fined one million.

13, Tatarapan raja pepati, i. e. if a person is found dead without its being known

how he came by his death, nothing can be done
;
and it will rest with the Raja to

cause the body to be disposed of in any way he may deem proper. If a corrupted dead

body, found in a certain village, is first discovered by people of another village, the

whole of the persons belonging to the former shall be each fined fifty thousand.

Should those persons have endeavoured to conceal the dead body, they shall each, in

that case, be fined one hundred thousand. If it is in a field where the dead body is

discovered, and that by others than the proprietors of the land, the fine to be imposed

upon the latter shall be one hundred thousand. If the dead body is first discovered

by a person of the village, and he immediately, by sounding an alarm, summons all

the people of that village to see and bear witness thereof, and if those persons after-

wards, on examination, deny the fact, the whole of them shall be fined fifty thousand.

The favorable testimony of thirteen women, however, will get them off from the said

fine.

14, Ngepi g'ni, i. e. a person is wounded and sounds the alarm : many people

quickly repair to the spot, but see no appearance of any one by whom the wound
could have been inflicted

;
presently is heard the sound of another alarm, at a different

place, by persons who declare they have just wounded a thief who has escaped from

them, producing at the same time proof of the fact : in such case, the person who first

sounded the alarm shall be considered the thief. If there is found a person who has

been wounded somewhere, but without its being known where or when, and without

there being any thing to lead to a suspicion of his being a thief, nothing can be done

to him.

15, Ang’gus sura, i. e. a wound having been proved to have been inflicted by any

party who has been prosecuted for the same, if the skin only is broken, the fine to be

f imposed
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imposed shall be four thousand. If it is a flesh wound, the fine shall be eight thousand
;

if a bone be broken or sinews cut, forty thousand : but if the injury, done to the

wounded party be of such a nature as to deprive him of the means of earning a liveli-

hood, the offending party must, in that case, provide for him

16, If a person wounds a thief and can shew marks of his having done so (as a

bloody weapon), and if it has been done in the presence of many people, and it has

been plainly seen whither the thief betook himself, and an alarm is presently sounded

in the place to which the thief fled, and a person then declares he has just received

a wound, such person shall be accounted the thief.

17, Warddiya chumenda
,

i. e. if a person is observed to pass through a village with

thieves’ tools in his possession, although nothing be stolen, that person shall be

accounted the thief.

18, Artrisi wdidia dan derma denda, i. e. the disputes of ministers with ministers,

priests with priests, and pundita with pundita
,
must be decided according to the

Wartdrja sawung eng kerta
,

i. e. by taking into consideration their different dispositions

and natures, as well as their proneness to falsehood.

19, Trita chdndrang gura raditia
,

i. e. the law (in the inflexibly and unchangeable-

ness of its nature) x-esembles the sun, moon, and water. Whoever acts in opposition

to the law, must be found guilty and punished accordingly.

20, If any person be courageous enough to seize or kill a thief, he ought to receive

a reward of four thousand. If the thief has a master, the latter ought to be fined

twenty-four thousand.

21, If a person enter a village at an improper hour, and is thrice challenged without

making any reply, he shall be considered as a thief. A person skulking behind a

door or fence, under similar circumstances, shall be considered in the same light.

22, Noya resmi, i. e. a respectable person who may endeavour to screen a thief,

shall be fined agreeably to the untara
,

viz. one hundred thousand. If the delinquent

is a person of the middle class, he shall be fined eighty thousand
;

if a person of the

lower orders, forty thousand.

23, Tri maldni nagdra comprehends three thiugs, which are inimical to the

welfare of a country, viz. 1, Corrupt judges ; 2, Breach of promise or agreement;

3, Wigu wiguna, i. e. Where the Raja or others who are in authority, inconsiderately

decide or give hasty orders about any thing, whereby much mischief never fails

to follow.

24, This sedtion is the work of the Pundita, Pagawan C/iinde Gudina
,
and contains

seven articles, viz. 1, Suria wiguna, i. e. the Raja’s court is like the sun, whose

refulgent rays spread in all directions and penetrate through every thing. 2, Anla

suria huntdka, i. e. the displeasure of the Raja in his court is like the heat of the

sun, which causes those who are exposed to it to faint away. 3, Kasila tresna perldya,

i. e. when sentence of death is passed on any one by the Raja in his court, it must

be carried into effect, as in the case of Kadurga sangura, where a person commits fornica-

tion or adultery with any of the Raja’s household ; or Kdisu sila antuku
,
where a person

forgets himself and wrangles in the court of the Raja
; or Kaberna antaka, where a

fight
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fight takes place, by which death or severe wounds are inflicted
; or Maddwang luma,

i. e. where a person endeavours to ruin another, by endeavouring to make him appear

guilty ;
or Ang'gu pdla sabda, where a person, after receiving a distinct order from

the Raja himself, incurs blame by executing it in a different manner from what

he was told, in consequence of the advice of his chief
;
or Jaladri kaperchdnda luwat

dipa
,

i. e. the effects of the Raja’s displeasure against any one cannot be transferred

to another.

XXVII.

1, Dindang karuban wding, i. e. the just and lawful revenues or duties, and no

more, must be levied.

2, Geger kapala
,

i. e. where a person disregards the prohibitions of the Raja.

3, Gurniti gandardsa
,

i. e. several people are assembled together, and one of them

happens to lose something : whoever is the first to quit the party, shall be considered

guilty of having stolen it; and if there is incontestible evidence of this, he shall be

made to pay two-fold.

4, Gora getili ng'emuriris
,

i. e. where an unqualified person decides cases from his

own knowledge of the manner of proceeding.

5, Wardksa tapula, i. e. no case ought to be settled but by a proper and equitable

decision.

6, Yang'a ling'ga suria, i. e. when a Pundita does not shew the accustomed respect

to the Raja.

7, Liman sangura
,

i. e. when a person mistakes the road he ought to be put right,

and not chastised for any trespass he may have made unwittingly.

8, Tunjung tumrap liing sela
,

i. e. whoever shall give protection in his house to

fornicators or adulterers shall forfeit his property.

9, Tirta kasurung pika
,

i. e. where the wise or skilled assist, with their advice,

those who live by fraud, when under a prosecution.

10, Bermdra mdng'un liga, i. e. where a person concerned in a lawsuit which has

been brought forward, is in the habit of absenting himself when his presence is

required. Such person must be awarded guilty.

11, Ddndang tumrdping kayon
,

i. e. a person from one place comes and lays

claim to another : the people of the latter all testify, that the claimant has no right or

title to that spot or place. In such case, the said claimant will be east.

12, Andaka katawan wiasa, i. e. if a person engaged in a lawsuit shall abscond,

from an apprehension of being cast, it will be even so with him.

13, Kidang lumdyu ating'gal suara, i. e. every person must be held responsible for

crimes committed or wrong done by any one in their service or employ.

14, Hanio kdna
,

i. e. a servant or dependant of one person having committed a fault,

runs for protection to another, who when applied to will not give him up. The
person who affords such protection, if prosecuted, will be cast.

lo, Hang ling'ga pralaya, i. e. a person who does not himself appear before the

court in his own behalf, but leaves his case to be managed by the officers of the

court, shall be cast.

f 2
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16, Simbar tumraping sela, i. e. where the witnesses produced in any case are persons

unknown, and without any fixed place of residence, the party who brings them

shall be found guilty, or cast, as the case may be.

XXVIII.

The situation and feelings of those in favor of whom sentence is pronounced is

Tirta prdbu thru lata. Tirla signifies water, the qualities of which are clearness, and

a disposition to proceed straight forward, which nothing will check or overcome.

Those who are thus like unto water, let them be ever so humble and poor, shall not

fail to be successful in any cause in which they may be engaged. The lowly, who are

thus successful, shall have as much cause to rejoice as the rich (prdbu ), who are the

reverse, shall have to be depressed. The former resemble a stately tree (tdru)

,

whose base and roots are great and spreading, with fragrant blossoms and many

creepers (lata) to entwine and support it.

XXIX.
Chandra kalamokan buda

,
i. e. the situation or state of one against whom sentence has

been pronounced, however great he may be, is like the moon when obscured by

clouds : like her, his countenance is overcast and gloomy.

2, Anamon deria
,

i. e. a person engaged in a lawsuit, who shall change his outward

appearance, shall be cast.

3, Pcrchang'ga anguddna, i. e. if one of the wise shall, for the purpose of inva.

lidating the evidence of his adversaries, make any alteration in the disposition of his

house or premises, he shall, on conviction thereof, be condemned.

4, Andaka penjang'ga amoyong
,

i. e. one of the wise who has instituted a suit, and

becoming himself sick at the time appointed for trial, shall fail to make known whether

he wishes the business to be settled or postponed, shall lose his suit.

5, Andaka kitiran
,

i. e. if such party shall fail to appear when summoned, he will

be cast, even should he be otherwise in the right.

6, Ambali muka amigantdka, i. e. a person who, taking the law into his own hands,

shall seize the property of another, in payment of a debt due to him, shall be held

responsible for the same.

7, Siti tinab'la
,

i. e. if a person, in search of any thing he has lost, shall enter a

different village to that to which he belongs, without giving due notice to the chief

thereof, he shall be held responsible for any misdeed which may at the time have been

committed, and if any thing important, he shall be made to pay two-fold.

8, Ang'rika mdya, i. e. a person who, being in company with a thief, receives a

hurt or injury from persons while in the act of apprehending him, cannot obtain

redress.

9, Kabrdna pdti, i. e. a person who accuses another, and is himself the more guilty

of the two, shall be condemned.

10, Pdtra laksdna amang'un satmdta, i. e. a person who, in order to get something

which is not his own, shall alter what is written in any paper, must be condemned.

11, Kabuli sura
,

i. e. a person who superadds in court something which he urges

with violence, shall be condemned.

12
,
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12, Kitiran mung’gen kdyon, i. e. one person sends another to demand payment of

a debt which is disavowed, a lawsuit ensuing, if he who sent the other to demand

payment has no other evidence to produce but that person, he shall be cast.

13, Mantra kachung taka, i. e. if a person engaged in a lawsuit produces, for the

second time, before the court, a paper which, on examination, appears to be written

in a different hand from what it was before, although the purport in both cases be

exactly the same, the person who produced such paper shall be cast.

14, Sangndga amamdngsa tanpa talawang ang'aleakan terka, i. e. a person, such as a

Mdntri or Bopdti, deputes another to act for him in a lawsuit : the person so deputed

has no authority to produce of his having been so. If the cause is lost, the person

who deputed the other cannot bring it forward again.

15, Kaputang'an pikulan, i. e. if the witnesses of a person engaged in a lawsuit,

shall leave him and go to his adversary, the former shall be cast.

16, Prdja kobdli murda, i. e. when the circumstances of a case which one person

brings forward are contradicted by those who have an opportunity of knowing them,

the former shall be condemned.

17, Bermara amri sari, i. e. if a person to whom another is indebted shall on the

supposition of inability to discharge the debt proceed to seize the property of that other,

without previously demanding payment of the debt, he shall be cast.

18, Sima amot amamdngsa tanwir ring bdiya, i. e. a person in office, who exceeds

his authority, ought to be condemned.

19, Kruwang lindung'an perwdt, i. e. if a person whose cause is good, and whose

evidence is complete and satisfactory, shall insist upon a severe punishment against his

adversary, he shall be cast.

20, Gabus boten ng'lem, i. e. when stolen goods are discovered, the Raja ought to

cause them to be restored to whom they belong.

21, Guwdita Samirdna, i. e. those who conceal the wife or children of another, ought

to be put to death by order of the Raja.

22, Suiting alebu dian, i. e. if the relations of one whose guilt is manifest shall

apply to have the punishment awarded transferred to a substitute, they shall be

condemned.

23, Apdtra ina perchaya, i. e. a person obtains permission from the Raja to proceed

against another, and afterwards, from some consideration, neglects to do so, while

that other, in the meantime, appears before the Raja and declares his innocence of

what is alleged against him, stating that, if he were guilty, his chief would not have

failed to bring him forward : in such case, the former shall be condemned.

24, Perwdta bramantdra, i. e. if a person is found guilty of circulating false reports,

or of magnifying any piece of intelligence, so as to create a great alarm in the country,

and put all the people in a ferment, he shall be fined four hundred and four thousand.
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ABSTRACT of some of the LAWS which
,
according to the tradition of the Javans

,
were

inforce against the inhabitants
,
’previous to the supposed arrival of Aji Saka.

(Collected by Mr. Middlekoop.)

OATHS
Were administered by repeating certain words after the Priest, accompanied by

a motion of the head and body, the hands being folded.

ORDINARY FINES.

Were levied according to the following gradations.

When a subordinate or petty chief, who had people under him, committed a crime

the fine was , 5 tahil *

The eldest son of a Prince 5

The son of a chief

A Prince or Raden without employment ly

A Menak or Rang'ga holding a public office and transacting public duty 5

A Menak or Rang'ga restricted from the performance of public duty If

A Menak or Rang'ga who administered a small track of country 1

Children of a chief Rang'ga or Menak gf

An ambassador (ordinary) of a Prince or principal chief gf
An ambassador extraordinary If

Children of the above ]

A male subject If

A female subject 1

Persons having forfeited their right of liberty through misdemeanors, and thus

become dependant upon another, pay fifty pichis.

All the above fines might be paid in money, goods, gold, silver, horses, buffaloes,

and other necessary articles.

THEFT AND ROBBERY.
A free subject having committed a robbery, he was delivered up (on detection)

to the chief or tribunal of the place to which he belonged
;
and if unwilling to restore

the stolen goods, or unable to pay the value, he was to be delivered over to the

person whom he had robbed, and made to serve him as a bondsman : but no claim

whatever was enforced upon the wife or children, who did not, on this account,

forfeit their liberty. It was, however, lawful to deprive a thief of his life when

caught in the act.

When a robbery was committed by a person in a state of servitude, the proprietor

of such person’s services was bound to pay the value of the stolen property, or

to deliver the person over to the injured party; but on being caught in the fact,

and the thief being put to death, the proprietor was no further liable.

Robberies

* The money here alluded to is the coin of Palembang, subsequently introduced by Raden Pata/i, in consequence

of his connexion with Palembang. Rice appears to have been the principal medium of exchange previously to

this period. The pichis is a small tin coin, of which two hundred make a wang, and twenty-eight tvangs are

equal in value to a Spanish dollar.
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Robberies having been committed in the day time, were punished by a fine or

by servitude.

If one or more stolen buffaloes were killed in or near a village, and sufficient proof

thereof adduced by the owner, the village people were condemned to pay the value

of such stolen cattle, unless they produced the thief or thieves.

HOMICIDE AND MURDER.
A free person who killed a male dependant, was punished by a fine of two and

a half tahils

;

one who killed a female dependant was fined three and a half tahils.

If in an affray between two free persons the one killed the other, and the offender

was seized in the act, he could be put to death by the relations or friends of the

deceased ;
but if he succeeded in taking refuge with the head of a village, he was

only liable to a fine of five tahils if the deceased was a male, aud three and a half

tahils if a female.

When a prince, chief, or petty chief was murdered by one of his subjects, the

party was punished by death, for having killed his superior.

But a prince or head chief had the right to deprive his subjects of their lives

whenever he chose, though when one of their sons, either a Menak, Rang'ga, or other

chief, put to death a free person or dependant, he was bound to pay to the friends

or master of the deceased two and a half tahils
,
besides a fine for a male person

five, and for a female three and three quarters tahils. These persons were not

liable to be put to death, although caught in the fact.

In case, however, that a prince or chief caused to be put to death a dependant

who was not guilty of any offence for which he deserved such punishment, the

prince or chief was bound to make good half of the estimated value of the

deceased property, beside being condemned to servitude, and a fine of ten tahils.

Amok being cried, it was lawful for every one to destroy such as ran amok-, but

in the event of its being a false alarm, and any one was killed by the crowd, the

person that exclaimed amok was liable to be fined.

In a crowd or assemblage of people, if a dispute ran so high that one party was

killed in the affray, and lay dead on the ground, the offending party was exempt

from fine, but punished by the prince according to the circumstances of the case.

ADULTERY.
A man having received information that his wife had committed adultery, was

restricted from believing it, even if he was told by credible persons, unless he

found her in the act

;

he might then deprive her of life. If she escaped, however,

and concealed herself among her friends and neighbours, it was not ‘lawful to

put her to death
;
but on complaint being made by her husband, she was prosecuted

and punished according to the circumstances of the case.

A man found guilty of adultery was liable to a fine of ten tahils
,
and the woman to

the same. Being unable to discharge the sum, they were transferred to the servitude

of another, who was willing to pay the amount of the fine, which was then given

to the husband of the adultress.

An
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An adultress causing her husband to be put to death was also to suffer death.

A man having run away with the wife of another, on her being seized by her

husband at their abode, both parties could be put to death
;
but if they were not

discovered for a length of time, during which they kept themselves quiet and had

begotten children, the adulterer was only liable to pay, as well for himself as for

the woman, a fine of ten tahils. He was, however, bound to forfeit the half of

the children so begotten for the benefit of the lawful husband, to whom they were

transferred in servitude.

DIVORCE.
Lawfully married persons wishing to separate from each other, each retook the

property brought at the marriage, and an equal division was made of what had

been gained since the marriage. This included the children
;
the eldest was always

to remain with the mother, the second with the father. After the separation on

the decease of either, the whole effects were to be taken possession of by those

children who at the separation had come to the share of the deceased; but they

were also obliged to pay the debts of the deceased, whatever the same might amount

to. When the number of children was unequal, the odd one was to fall to the

share of the wife; but such as were imperfect or deformed were excluded from

the division, and maintained by both parties.
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PROCLAMATION.

For the satisfaction of the inhabitants and people of Java, the following provisions

are made public, in testimony of the sincere disposition of the British Government to

promote their prosperity and welfare. The refusal of their late Government to treat

for their interests, although disabled by the events of war from affording them any

further protection, has rendered the consequent establishment of the British authority

unconditional. But an English Government does not require the articles of a

capitulation to impose those duties which are prompted by a sense of justice and a

beneficent disposition. The people of Java are exhorted to consider their new con-

nection with England as founded in principles of mutual advantage, and to be

conducted in a spirit of kindness and affection.

Providence has brought to them a protecting and benevolent Government
;
they will

cheerfully perform the reciprocal duties of allegiance and attachment.

1. His Majesty’s subjects in Java will be entitled to the same general privileges

as are enjoyed by the natural-born subjects of Great Britain in India, subject to such

regulations as now exist, or may hereafter be provided, respecting residence in any of

the Honourable Company’s territories.

2. They Will have tbe same privilege and freedom of trade to and with all countries

to the east of the Cape of Good Hope, and also with His Majesty’s European
dominions, as are possessed by natural-born subjects of Great Britain.

3. Dutch gentlemen will be eligible to all offices of trust, and will enjoy the

confidence of Government, according to their respective characters, conduct, and
talents, in common with British-born subjects.

4. The vexatious system of monopoly, which is understood to have heretofore

prevailed, in some instances to an oppressive and inconvenient extent, will be revised,

and a more beneficial and politic principle of administration will be taken into con-
sideration, as soon, and to such extent, as full information on the subject can be
obtained, as established usage and habit may admit, and as may be consistent with a
due regard to the health and morals of the people.

5. The Dutch laws will remain provisionally in force, under the modifications which
will be hereinafter expressed, until the pleasure of the supreme authorities in England
shall be known

; and it is conceived that no material alteration therein is to be
apprehended.

The modifications to be now adopted are the following.

First. Neither torture nor mutilation shall make part of any sentence to be pronounced
against criminals.

g Secondly.
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Secondly. When a British-born subject is convicted of any offence, no punishment

shall be awarded against him, more severe than would be inflicted by the laws of

England for the same crime. And in case of doubt concerning the penalty by English

law, reference shall be made to the Honorable the Recorder of Prince of Wales’

Island, whose report shall be a sufficient warrant for awarding the penalty stated by

him to be agreeable to the laws of England. No sentence against any British-born

subject, for any crime or misdemeanor, shall be carried into execution, until a report

shall have been made to the Lieutenant Governor.

Thirdly. No sentence of death against any person whatever shall be carried into

execution, until report shall have been made to the Lieutenant Governor.

Fourthly. The Lieutenant Governor will have the power of remitting, moderating,

or confirming, all penalties; excepting inconsiderable fines, short imprisonment, or

slight corporal punishment.

Fifthly British-born subjects shall be amenable to the jurisdiction of the Dutch

tribunals and to the Dutch laws in all cases of civil complaint or demands, whether

they be plaintiffs or defendants.

Sixthly. All British-born subjects shall be subject to the regulations of police, and

to the jurisdiction of the magistrates charged with the execution thereof, and with the

maintenance of the peace and of public tranquillity and security.

Seventhly. All persons belonging to or attached to the army, who are by their con-

dition subject to military law, shall, for the present, be tried for any crimes they may
commit only by courts martial, unless sent by the military authorities to civil courts.

Eighthly. It being necessary in all countries that a power should exist of forming-

regulations in the nature of legislative provisions, adopted to change of circumstances

or to meet any emergency that may arise, and the great distance of the British

authorities in Europe rendering it expedient that the said power should, for the

present, reside in some accessible quarter, it is declared, that the Lieutenant Governor

shall have full power and authority to pass such legislative regulations, as on delibera-

tion, and after due consultation and advice, may appear to him indispensibly necessary,

and that they shall have the full force of law. But the same shall be immediately

reported to the Governor General in Council in Bengal, together with the Lieutenant

Governor’s reasons for passing the said regulation and any representations that may

have been submitted to him against the same
;
and the regulations so passed will be

confirmed or disallowed by the Governor General in Council with the shortest possible

delay. The mode in which the Lieutenant Governor shall be assisted with advice will

hereafter be made known, and such regulations will hereafter be framed as may be

thought more conducive to the prompt, pure, and impartial administration of justice,

civil and criminal.

Regulations respecting the paper currency, as well as the relative value of coins

circulating in Java, will be published in a separate paper of this date.

Done at Molenvliet, the 11th September, 1811.

By His Excellency the Governor General of British India.

(Signed) MINTO.
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REGULATION,
A. D. 1814

,

PASSED BY THE HONOURABLE THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL,

On the 11th of February 1814,

FOR THE MORE EFFECTUAL ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

IN THE

PROVINCIAL COURTS OF JAVA.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor in Council being deeply impressed with APPENDIX

the necessity of framing one adequate, impartial, and consistent code, for the prompt 1

and equitable administration of justice, in the provincial courts of this Island, with a

view to give to all ranks of people a due knowledge of their rights and duties, and to

ensure to them an enjoyment of the most perfect security of person and property,

has been pleased that the following regulation be enacted
;
which, by assuming as

its basis, rather the ancient usages and institutions of the Javans, than any new

innovations founded on European systems of internal government, may confidently be

expected to be, at once, the most pleasing to them, and the best adapted to the

existing state of their society.

1. The Resident shall be the Chief Judge and Magistrate in his districts; but the Power of the

administration of police and justice, in the towns of Batavia, Semarang
,

and

Surabaya
,

shall, as heretofore, be entrusted to the particular Magistrates and other

officers appointed by Government for those places.

2. The Bopatis, or chiefs of districts, and all other public officers, who may be Of the Bopfitis.

retained to carry on the duties of this department, are placed under the immediate

authority and controul of the Resident himself, or of his Deputy duly empowered by

him. These various duties, whether relative or direct, will be clearly defined in

the course of the following sections.

3. To render more easy the attainment of justice, and to carry on better the Subordinate ju-

general police of the country, a subordinate jurisdiction shall be constituted in the formed.°

n ° be

following manner.

4.

The Residency shall be divided into such number of districts, as extent of land,

population, former custom, or other circumstances may render necessary. Each

Division of the
Residency into

Districts.

of these shall be consigned to the care of a Bopati, or native chief, with such an

establishment, as being deemed by the Resident adequate to the purpose, and by him

submitted to Government, shall have received their sanction.

5.

These districts, again, shall be subdivided into divisions, the extent and limits Of the districts

.
into divisions.

ot each ot which will be clearly' marked out and made known. Their size must, of

course, entirely depend on the greater or less propinquity of the villages they contain,

and on the more or less numerous population by which these are inhabited ;
but,

g 2 generally
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generally speaking, no division shall be less than ten, or more than twenty square

miles in extent. It must also be observed, that the limits of the division follow those

of the villages ;
it being quite contrary to a system of good police, that inhabitants

of the same place should be subject to different authorities.

6. In each division there shall be fixed a station of police, to which shall be

appointed a competent officer, with such number of inferior Mantris
,
Peons

,
&c. as

shall be deemed necessary for the execution of the various duties allotted to his

office, and the due maintenance of the tranquillity of his division.

7. In each village there shall be a Head-man (whether recognized under the name

of Peting'gi
,
Bakal, Lurah, Kuwu

,
Mandor

,
or otherwise, according to the custom of

the country), to be freely elected by the inhabitants of the village itself from among
themselves

;
the only requisites on the part of Government being, that he actually

reside and hold land in it. Should any of these be found unfit to carry on their

respective duties, or other good objection arise to their being continued in the posts

they hold, a l'epresentation to such effect will be made by the Resident to the

Villagers, who will accordingly proceed to the nomination of some other person, who,

if approved of by the Resident, shall then receive his confirmation.

S. These Head-men shall, in every respect, be considered as the representatives of

the villages, and shall be held responsible for all such acts committed within them, as

fall justly under that controuling and preventive power vested in them by their

fellow inhabitants.

9. This mode of election and consequent power, it must be observed, are no new

introductions, but subsist in immemorial usage, and their nature and limits are well

understood by the Javans throughout the Island.

10. The Heads of villages will receive and carry into execution all such orders as

government, either directly by the Resident, or through the medium of the Bopatis and

officers of divisions, may be pleased to issue to them ; and they will furnish, at all

times, such oral or written information as may be required from them.

11. The care of the police, in their respective villages, shall be entrusted to their

charge; and for the due preservation of peace, the prevention of offences, and the

discovery and arrest of offenders, they are required to be particularly careful that a

sufficient night watch be regularly maintained. For this purpose they are authorized

to require each of the male inhabitants to take his turn in the performance of this

duty
;
and, at any time, to call on all to aid in the pursuit and apprehension of

offenders, or to execute generally any of the other duties that may occur.

12. The Heads of Villages will also be held responsible for the amount of all

property belonging to travellers, which may be lost within their villages, provided

however that the same shall have been placed under their charge
;
and they are required

to take charge of all travellers’ property which may be brought to them for that purpose.

13. They are directed to keep a register of all persons under their authority,

describing the name, age, country, occupation, size, and appearance of each individual,

with any other remarks that may be deemed necessary. They will also, with the

assistance
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assistance of the Village Priest, form a l’egister of the births, marriages, and deaths, appendix

which occur within their jurisdiction. - 1

14. These will be drawn up every six months, according to forms to be furnished to t0 be Pre'

them by the Resident. A copy of each will be retained in the village, and another

will be forwarded to the police officer of the station, to be kept by him as records, and

to furnish the grounds of such reports as he may be called on to give in.

15. Whenever a stranger arrives for the purpose of settling in a village, or any one New settlers or

of its former inhabitants absconds, the head of it is required to furnish immediately to grating.

emi

the Officer of the Division a detailed account of the particulars relative to either

circumstance ;
who will accordingly take such measures for the apprehension or pursuit

of either, or forward such intelligence to his superiors, as the case may require.

16. Any person producing the express. permission of the Resident, shall be allowed When to be al-

to settle in a village; but without this, or unless he can procure two respectable
,0" cd t0 stUle -

inhabitants to become securities for his good behaviour, he shall not be permitted to

do so.

17. As well Heads of Villages as Officers of Divisions are required to keep a Vigilance and

watchful eye upon all new settlers, to ascertain, if possible, their several characters, Sight travel-

from their former places of abode ; and to observe, most particularly, the conduct of ling‘

such individuals as have no ostensible means of earning a livelihood. They will, too,

follow vigilantly the motions of armed persons, preventing them, as much as they can,

from travelling together in large bodies ; and as far as may be practicable, they ought

to hinder individuals of every description, but most especially such as are armed with

spears, swords, &c. from travelling at all after eight o’clock at night.

IS. After this hour, they are authorized to stop, and detain in their custody till the

next morning, all such persons as may, by having with them more than usual property,

or in any other way, justly give grounds for suspicion. But on a summary examina-

tion, should nothing further appear againt them, they must on no account keep them

detained beyond eight o’clock the next morning
;

nor ought detention at all to

take place, if the account they first give of themselves be deemed satisfactory.

19. Should any thing further appear against them by complaint or otherwise, they

will then be proceeded with as with other accused persons, relative to whom directions

will be given in a subsequent section.

20. In the above case, only, it is competent to the Officers of Police to apprehend

any person of their own authority, unless detected in the actual perpetration of crime
;

or to release any person once apprehended.

21. It having been represented, that though when the inhabitants are settled in

one place, in habitations contiguous to each other, the duty of the Head of a Village

becomes easy of execution, yet that it is extremely difficult for him to perform it

adequately, when, from caprice or other cause, any of its members are allowed to leave

the main part, or desa, to go and reside in lonely and remote spots, forming thereby

small settlements of two or three cottages only together, termed dukus

^

which being neces-

sarily from their distance without the guard ofnight watches, &c. must frequently become

liable
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and how to act
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own authority.

Of out-settliug
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«
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liable to be attacked and plundered, or more often, perhaps, from the absence of all

controul, will themselves form the resort and shelter of robbers and other abandoned

characters
;
and, on the other hand, it not being wished to repress too much this out-

settling, as by the creation of new villages (which must owe their formation to such

small beginnings), a great part of the land, at present waste, may be brought into

cultivation ;
it is ordered, that the following be the line of conduct to be observed in

these cases.

22. The Head of a Village shall, in every instance, report to the Officer of Division

when such an out-settlement takes place; who shall then proceed to the spot, and

forming a committee of three Heads of Villages (not to include the one in which the

circumstance has occurred) shall judge whether or not it be expedient, for the benefit

of agriculture, to permit its continuance, and measures shall be taken accordingly.

If the new settlement be allowed to remain, a vigilant eye must be kept over its infant

state, both by the Officer of Division and Head of the neighbouring Village; and

when it shall have grown to a size that may admit of this, it ought to be separated

from the authority of the mother village, and a similar constitution be bestowed on it.

23. It is the duty of Heads of Villages, generally, to preserve tranquillity, as far

as their authority extends
;

to obey zealously the orders of their superiors, to furnish

every useful information, and in short to contribute, all in their power, to the

establishment and preservation of a good state of police.

24. Their r*ewards for this will be a certain portion of land in each village, and the

favouring eye and protection of Government.

25. The Police Officers of Divisions are to be considered as immediately under the

authority of the Bopatis. They will furnish to these all such accounts, reports, &c. as

may be required, and will act always on the orders received from them, or, of course,

directly from the Resident himself.

26. To the Bopatis
,
or Chiefs of Districts, they will forward every six months

abstract accounts of births, marriages, and deaths, which have occurred in their

division, and of the general state of cultivation and population, with such remarks

accompanying them as may seem requisite.

27. Of these and other papers forms will be furnished them, and they will prepare

them from the general account obtained from Heads of Villages, whom they will, at

any time, require to supply them with such further information as may be deemed

necessary.

28. On every Saturday they will give in to the Bopdti, or Chief of the District, a

detailed statement of the occurrences of the preceding week, the crimes committed,

offenders apprehended, number of new settlers, their employment, from whence

arrived, what individuals have emigrated, causes of emigration, and in short, what-

ever has happened out of the common track ot occurrences.

29. The Officers of Divisions shall be held responsible for the due administration of

the police within their respective jurisdictions; and to enable them better to execute

their assigned duties, the Heads of Villages are placed immediately under their

authority*
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authority. They shall accordingly be watchful, that these vigilantly and zealously

perform such services as may be allotted to their situation ;
and they shall report fully

to the Bopati of the district, on the conduct of any Heads of Villages who may prove

neglectful of their charge, or in any way appear remiss in the execution of the duties

entrusted to them.

30. They shall, on no account, exert their police authority in any undue interference

with the collection of the revenues, that being considered a distinct department, to

which they will only render their assistance when called upon under the distinct rules

laid down in another Regulation for the guidance of their conduct in it
;
here only

it is considered that they are to lend their aid at such times, and in such manner, as may

be expressly pointed out to them in orders from their superiors. But they are at all

times, on a regular application being made to them by the inferior Officers of Revenue,

to take charge of, and give effectual escort to treasure passing from or through their

divisions; and after receipt of the same, they will be held responsible for it until such

treasure shall have been by them delivered to the next constituted authority.

31. The Peons and other inferior servants attached to their offices, shall of course be

employed in the serving summonses, apprehending offenders, giving escort, and in

other regular duties
;
but when not in any way thus engaged, they shall, as leisure

admits, be sent to make the rounds of the division; acquiring, by this means, not only

competent information of all that is transacted within it, but serving also, by this

occasional and uncertain visitation, materially to prevent the undertaking of nefarious

acts.

32. As before observed, the Officers of Divisions and those subordinate to them,

shall only of their own authority apprehend such persons as are taken actually in the

commission of crime. They are never empowered to seize others (with the exception

of those mentioned in Section 18 of this Regulation) but when a written order for that

purpose has been received from their superiors, or when a regular charge of an

original nature has been given in against then) by any respectable individual.

33. In these cases, they will take suitable measures for the apprehension and securing

of the persons complained of; and when once apprehended, they will, on no account,

of their own authority again liberate them.

34.

-Should the persons have been so arrested in consequence of orders received to

that effect, the Officers of Divisions will, in forwarding them to their destinations, be

careful to observe such instructions as they may have received on the subject.

35. But should the prisoners have been apprehended on complaints, or other pro-

ceedings originating in the division itself, they will, on their arrival at the police

station, cause to be written a clear and summary statement of the offence alleged, and

of the facts in the case which have come under their observation, whether witnessed

by themselves, or bore testimony to by any persons present.

36. They will then, with this statement accompanying, forward under a sufficient

guard the prisoner or prisoners, together with the persons complaining or aggrieved,

and the witnessess of the facts, towards the chief town of the district where the Bopati

resides.
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37. Under no pretence whatsoever, shall any persons be detained at the police

station longer than twenty-four hours after their arrest.

38. Should the division in which the arrest has taken place be not that in which the

chief town of the district is situated, the officers of it shall make over the charge of

persons and papers to the Police Officers of the division next in the way; and, in

similar manner, they shall be forwarded on from station to station, to the chief town of

the district, or from thence to the principal seat of the Residency.

39. In this transmission, the Officers of Divisions will take particular care that as

little delay as possible occur; any unnecessary infringement on the personal liberty of

the subject, being that of which this Government will ever be most jealous.

40. Whenever a human body is found dead, of which it is not certainly known that

the death was natural, or even though such illness precede it as might be considered as

possibly the cause, should any suspicious circumstances or appearances attend the death,

it will become the duty of the Head of the Village in which this may occur, to take

cognizance of the fact
;
and ordering it so that every thing remain in the state first

found, he shall report the circumstances, without delay, to the Officer of the Division,

who will immediately appoint a commission of three Heads of Villages, assisted by

himself or officers, to proceed to the actual spot where the body lies, and there make

due inquiry into every particular that may serve to elucidate the affair. For this pur-

pose, such evidence will be taken as may, in any way, be thought to bear on the subject.

41. When the investigation is completed, the persons appointed for the inquest

shall deliver to the Officer of Division a statement of what they have done, seen, or

heard, and annex to it the opinion they have finally formed of the manner of death,

or degree of guilt any where attaching.

42. The Officer of Division shall forward this statement, without delay, to the

superior authorities ;
from whom, in return, he will receive instructions.

43. But should any degree of guilt be imputed, in the opinion expressed by the

commissioners acting on this inquest, the Officer of Division shall, without loss of

time, proceed to apprehend the suspected person or persons, and take such other

measures upon that opinion, as he would, had a complaint to the same effect been

regularly lodged.

44. As it is most necessary that the cultivators of the soil, and other industrious

inhabitants of a village, should not, on every frivolous or inconsiderable occasion, be

taken away from their labours to attend a distant seat of justice, where, even though

it be more equitably and impartially administered, the benefit of this is, in many

cases, quite counterbalanced by the loss of time and expenses of the journey and

suit,— it is ordered, that there be a subordinate jurisdiction constituted, by means of

which the distribution of justice will be rendered far more easy to the governing

power, and the acquisition of redress will be presented to every one aggrieved, with

the greatest facility, and the least possible expense of money or time.

45. The Heads of Villages are required to look on themselves, and to act with

regard to the persons under their controul, as fathers of families
;

to maintain, to the

extent of their power, a spirit of harmony and tranquillity in the villages entrusted to

them ;
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them ;
to curb every approach to feud and litigation ; and, with the aid of then-

officers, to interpose their authority in settling, with justice and impartiality, all such

petty quarrels as may arise among the inhabitants.

46. Should, however, the dispute be of sufficient magnitude to entitle it to higher

consideration, courts are regularly established to which it may be referred.

47. The Officers of Division shall, at least once a week, or oftener, attend in some

open place at the station of police, with their Mantris
,
or other subordinate servants,

for the purpose of inquiring into and deciding on all such complaints as may be given

in to them, for petty offences committed within their divisions, as abusive language

and inconsiderable assaults or affrays.

48. These, if satisfactorily proved, they shall be authorized to punish, by fine not

exceeding ten rupees, of which fine the one-half shall be given to the individual or

individuals aggrieved, the other be carried to the account of Government.

49. They shall also be empowered to hear and determine on all such petty civil

cases as may be referred to them, provided the amount at issue exceed not the sura of

.twenty rupees.

50. And further, they shall investigate the trifling disputes that may be brought

before them about trespass, nuisance, the irregular distribution of water, encroachment

on boundaries, and other such minor grievances of usual occurrence in villages.

51. Whether civil or criminal, they shall not, in any case, be authorized to arrest

or imprison.

52. But the complaint having been given in, the person complained of, if not

present, shall be summoned to appear by the next day of sitting, when the cause shall

be heard and decided on without delay. In failure of attendance on the part of the

plaintiff, the case shall be dismissed
;
on the part of the defendant, the cause shall be

proceeded with ex parte. The sentence, whatever it may be, shall be carried into

execution, by means of the authority vested in the Heads of Villages.

53. Should any persons refuse to obey their award, they shall be committed for trial

before the Resident, who will not only cause the original sentence to be carried into

execution, but at his discretion, order a punishment suited to their contumacy.

54. An appeal may be made in the usual manner, in civil cases, from the Officer of

the Division’s Court to that of the Bopdti at the chief town of the district ; and any

complaint for unjust or arbitrary proceeding, on the part of the subordinate Police

Officers, will likewise be received there.

55. Of every proceeding of this Court a regular record shall be kept
;
one copy

to remain at the police station, and another to be forwarded to the Chief of the District.

56. A fee of half a rupee from each party shall be levied prior to hearing the cause,

to be divided among the Officers of Police
; and ten per cent, on the amount of the

sentence in civil cases is, according to the custom of the country, to be taken from the

loser of the suit, to be carried to the account of Government.

57. The Officers of Divisions will be held fully responsible for a zealous and

conscientious discharge of these important duties entrusted to thepa, and shall meet

h with

#
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with exemplary punishment, in the case of any negligence or corruption being

established against them.

58. To the Bopatis
,
or Heads of Districts, is consigned the general superintendance

and care of their respective districts. But as these high officers must frequently be

required to attend at the place where the Resident himself lives, that their districts

may not suffer any inconvenience from their absence, they are empowered to delegate

their full authority to their deputies, or Pdtelis
,
who shall preside in their courts, and

issue and receive orders, in every respect, like themselves.

59. They shall, every six months, furnish to the Resident abstract accounts of the

state of cultivation and population within their districts, according to forms which will

be given to them, and accompanied with such remarks as may suggest themselves.

60. On every Monday morning, they shall deliver to the Resident a detailed state-

ment of the proceedings of the foregoing week, containing an account of new settlers,

persons emigrated, offences committed, offenders apprehended, and in short, of every-

thing remarkable.

61. The Heads of Districts shall receive all orders directly from the Resident, and

take due measures for carrying them into immediate execution. The Officers of

Divisions, Heads of Villages, and all other Police Servants within the district, are

placed immediately under their controul ; and they will most vigilantly watch over the

conduct of them, reporting instantly to the Resident, every instance of negligence or

crime that may fall under their observation.

62. They will be open to receive complaints or petitions, of every description;

reporting and issuing the necessary orders on them without delay.

63. In forwarding persons apprehended within their districts, to the seat of the

Residency, they will be particularly careful that the least practicable delay occur

;

no prisoner, on any account, being detained by them, of their own authority, for a

longer space of time than twenty-four hours.

64. In forwarding persons, papers, or treasure, they will observe the mode
prescribed in Section 38 of this Regulation.

65. On the receipt of an inquest report from the Officers of Divisions, it shall be

submitted to the Chief Jdksa and Panghulu of the district for their opinion, and on

this opinion the necessary measures shall be taken.

66. At the chief town of each district a regular court shall be established, in which

the Bopati, or in his absence, the Pateh
,

shall preside, assisted by the Jdksa

,

Panghulu
,
and other law officers appointed.

67. This court shall be held in some open spot in the town, at least twice a week,

or oftener, if necessary.

68. Its authority shall, however, be confined entirely to civil matters ;
all cognizance

of criminal cases, beyond that already allotted to the Officers of Divisions, being

vested solely in the court where the Resident himself presides.

69. In the Bopdti's court shall be received appeals from those of the Officers of

Divisions, on institution of which the appellants shall pay a fee of one rupee.

70. Before
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cases.

Proceeding
adopted till the

cause is deci-

ded.

70. Before deciding on these causes, the record of the former trial shall be read
5

appendix

and such new evidence taken as may be produced. 1

71. If the former sentence be reversed, the costs which shall have been kept in If the former
r sentence re-

deposit shall be refunded to the appellant, and levied from the other party. versed.

72. And in confirming it, an enhancement of these costs is left to the discretion
If the former

° ' sentence con-

of the court; provided, however, the whole never exceed fifteen per cent, on the firmed.

sum originally sued for.

73. A second appeal to any other authority shall, in no instance, be permitted.
peal

SeC°nd ap"

74. The Bopati"
1

s court shall be competent to receive complaints in civil cases, where Extent of civil

the amount at issue is not less than twenty, nor exceeds fifty rupees.

75. This complaint being filed, a copy of it shall be sent to the person complained

of, with an order to answer it at most within a week
;
and on receipt of this answer,

notice shall be given on what day (at farthest a week from the time of the receipt) the

cause will be tried. Such witnesses as are necessary will be summoned
;
and on the

day prescribed, the complaint and answer being read, and evidence being taken, the

Court shall give its decision.

76. In failure of the complainant’s appearance, the cause shall be dismissed ; and on if either of the

the part of the defendant, if he give not in his answer as required, or appear not when attend
8

.

f£Ul X°

summoned, the case shall be proceeded with, and sentence given on ex parte evidence.

77. The Bopati
,

or his Deputy, shall require the Jaksa and Panghulu to assist JaksaandPang-

him with their advice throughout the trial, and to expound the law where it is not gulted°
^^

sufficiently clear. Should their opinions concur with that of the President of the

Court, he shall pass his decision, and carry it into execution without further delay
;

but when their opinions are at variance with his, he shall, previously to pronouncing

sentence, refer the case, with the several reasons detailed which have influenced each

opinion, to the Resident ;
who shall consult with the chief Jaksa and Panghulu of the

Residency, and return his orders on the subject.

78. A fee of one rupee shall be taken from each party, on giving in the complaint Fees and costs,

and answer
;
and ten per cent, on the amount of the sentence shall be levied from the

loser of the suit. The fees to be divided among the Officers of the Court, and the

costs to be carried to the account of Government.

79. All proceedings are to be carefully noted down, and preserved as records. One Records to be

copy to be kept in the archives of the Bopati
,
and another to be forwarded to the Resident.

kept '

80. An appeal, in causes originating in this court, shall lie to that of the Resident; Appeals to tbe

provided notice of the appeal being intended to be made, be given in on the day of limitations™
111

trial, and the appeal itself be made within a week after.

81. In this case, the costs shall nevertheless be immediately levied, amd held in Costs to be de-

deposit till the appeal be decided on. Sufficient security shall also be given for the
p0Sltcd '

amount of the sentence.

82. Moreover, on the first institution of all civil cases, in this and every other court, Security for

good security must be taken for the amount of possible costs, both from the complainant
cost9 '

and person complained of.

h 2 83. The
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83. The Bopdli will be held responsible for the faithful and just discharge of these

his high duties. To him does Government look, not only for the vigilant administration

of police and impartial distribution of justice throughout his district, but for the

zealous execution of every measure, that can at all conduce to the preserving that

district in a flourishing and happy state.

84. The duties attached to the office of Resident itself are fully explained in the

general Instructions given to that officer on his first entering into his situation. In

this regulation, only such parts of the charge committed to him will be dwelled on, as

belong properly to the judicial department of his service, to his deliberative and

executive powers as Chief Judge and Magistrate of the Province.

85. As, however, the due exertion of these powers may require a much larger

portion of time than can be possibly devoted to them by a single individual, and

more particularly, as much of his attention must be directed to other objects, he is

empowered to delegate their full participation to his Deputy or Assistant, whether in

presiding in his court, or in issuing and receiving such orders and instructions as the

Government of his Residency may render necessary.

86. The several Residents, and their Deputies or Assistants, previously to entering

upon the execution of the duties of their office, shall take and subscribe the following

oath before the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or such person as he

may appoint to administer the same.

u 1 solemnly swear, that I will truly and faithfully execute the duties of my
ee office ;

that I will administer justice to the best ofmy ability, knowledge and judgment,
a without fear, favour, promise, or hope of reward; and that I will not receive,

“ directly or indirectly, any present, either in money or in effects of any kind, from

“ any party in any suit or prosecution, or from any person whomsoever, on account of
u any suit, prosecution, or other legal proceeding to be instituted, or which may be
11 depending, or have been decided in any court under my jurisdiction; nor will I,

u directly or indirectly, derive any profits from my station, except such as the orders

“ of Government do or may authorize me to receive.—So help me God.”

87. The Presidents of other subordinate courts shall take and subscribe before the

Resident, oaths of a similar nature and form, to be administered by the priests,

according to the custom of the country.

88. The Jaksas and Panghulus shall likewise be required to take and subscribe an

oath in the following form :

<{ I
,
Jaksa (or Panghulu), do solemnly swear, that I will faithfully execute

u the office entrusted to me ; I will answer truly to the questions put to me in writing,
cc or by word of mouth, by any judge of the courts to wffiich I belong, declaring or
il writing down freely, without fear or partiality, what is the written acknowledged
“ law or local long established usage; and I will declare or give in writing nothing
w that is not warranted by the law or custom. And I promise and swear not to accept

“ of any consideration, in money or otherwise, for any opinion, or declaration of the
<{ law or custom I may deliver, as Jaksa (or Panghulu

)

of any court.”

89. In
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89. In the sixth clause of the Proclamation by Government, dated 21st January appendix

1812, provision was made for the establishment of a Landrost’s court; but in the

present state of circumstances, Government deeming* it advisable that a considerable
com^Sdified.

extension of the powers vested in that court should be given, for the more prompt and

effectual administration of justice, it is ordered, that the following sections be con-

sidered as an enlargement and modification of that clause, and that in lieu of the

landraad therein appointed there be constituted a court to be in future called the

Resident’s.

90. This Court shall be composed in the following manner. The Resident or his Manner of for-
r m i

ming the Rest-

Assistant shall sit in it as sole Judge or Magistrate. The Bopdtis of the several dent’s Court.

districts, or their Deputies, shall attend to assist the Resident, through every stage of

the proceedings, with their advice, or with such information as he may require.

The head Jdksa and Panghulu shall be in waiting, to expound, where necessary, the

law, to state the local usage, and to take down notes of the evidence. The Jdksa

of that district in which any crime has been committed, shall be the public prosecutor^

where no private one appears. The other native officers shall be such as have been

used heretofore to compose Courts of this nature.

91. This Court shall be held at least twice in every week, or oftener if necessary, in
^}^an fi°extent

the Passerban, or Residency public court-room, for the purpose of hearing complaints of authority,

of every description that may be brought before it, of examining into all offences

reported to have been committed, and trying all causes, whether civil or criminal,

that occur in the Residency ;
with the exception only of those that will in a subsequent

section be pointed out, as belonging to another and higher authority, the Court of

Circuit.

92. The Court shall be held open from the hour of ten in the fore to that of three in How lon§ t0 be
1 open.

the afternoon.

93. For greater precision, the Court days may be fixed to the Monday and Thursday On what days,

of every week. It is, however, left to the Resident to alter these days of sitting, when-

ever he may deem that there is sufficient reason for so doing, observing, in such cases,

to give public notice of the intended change at least one court day preceding it.

9J. The chief Jdksa
,
who will have the custody of all persons apprehended and of the

brought into the town until regularly committed to gaol, shall immediately on opening

the Court, present to the Resident a list of such prisoners as have been confided to his

care since the last court day, stating from whence they came, what the nature of the

offence alleged against them, the names of the witnesses brought to prove it, and

other necessary information connected with their apprehension.

95. The Resident shall then commence on the investigation of the cases, ordering Commence-

in each that the report of the Officer of Division and original complaint be first read, [Ration!

'" e$

and proceeding afterwards to the examination of the witnesses.

96. Should it appear to the Resident that there is not sufficient evidence against the If the charge

accused, and should the complainant not be able to adduce any further, the prisoner tiated.

shall be immediately released out of custody.

97. But
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The accused to

be committed
to prison.

To be commit-
ted for trial.

APPENDIX 97. But should the complainant state that he can produce more witnessess, he shall

be required to enter into a penalty-bond for their appearance on a given day (that day

if further evi- to be as little distant as possible, nor, if practicable, to exceed a week from the time of

posed.
6 Pr°

this first examination), and the prisoner shall, in this case, be admitted to bail,

provided the offence be of a bailable nature.

98. If the offence charged against him be one that does not admit of bail being taken,

the Resident shall sign a warrant to the gaoler, to receive and hold him in safe custody

until he shall be discharged by due course of law.

99. On the second examination, should the innocence of the prisoner appear suffi-

ciently clear, he shall be forthwith released ;
but should, on either the first or second

day of inquiry, such presumption of guilt be established, as to render necessary a re-

gular trial, the prisoner shall stand fully committed for it, and be remanded to jail,

there to remain until that day of trial arrive.

100. If the crime imputed to him be murder, treason, gang-robbery, or any other

for which the sentence may amount to death, the Resident shall not himself proceed

further in the case, but commit him to prison, to take his trial before the Court of

Circuit, of which more shall be said hereafter.

101. Should the offence with which he is charged be one of any less magnitude than

capital, the Resident shall, in ordering him to jail, notify to the prisoner on what day

his trial shall come on before himself. That day must not, without some good and

sufficient reason, to be reported to Government, exceed the distance of a week from

the day of his commitment to prison.

102. On the day of trial, the prisoner being brought up, the former proceedings
by the resident,

pje read
3
and the witnesses again examined, and such further evidence, on the

part of the prosecution, be taken as may be necessary. The prisoner shall then be

called on for his defence, and the witnesses adduced by him be heard and examined.

103. The Resident shall finally sum up the evidence, and stating the reasons that

have influenced his opinion, and the law of the case, pronounce sentence accordingly.

104. In these, and all other cases, whether civil or criminal, which come before him,

the Resident shall be guided in his decisions by the existing native laws, and ancient

customs of the Island
;

provided the same be not decidedly at variance with the

universal and acknowledged principles of natural justice.

105. In every instance where the opinions of the Panghulu and Jaksa are in accord

with the judgment of the Resident, and in which the punishment fixed to the crime

does not amount to imprisonment or transportation for life, the sentence of the

Resident shall be final, and be immediately carried into execution

106. But whenever the opinions of the Panghulu and Jaksa shall be in opposition

to that of the Resident, or in which the punishment of the crime shall amount to

imprisonment or transportation for life, all the proceedings shall be immediately

transmitted to Government, with the Resident’s statement of the reasons and.regula-

tions on which he has formed his opinion
;
but he shall delay the pronouncing sentence,

until the approval of the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor shall have been

obtained.

If the crime
capital, to be

made over to

the Court of

Circuit.

When commit-
ted foil- trial by

the Resident

himself.
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107. In
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107. In all cases whatever of trial before this Court, the Resident shall transmit APPENDIX

to Goverment, in English, a statement of the offence charged againt the prisoner, the ^

substance of the evidence on the prosecution and defence, the law of the case as it Statements to
1 be sent to Go-

exists in the regulations of Government, or in the written or customary laws of the vernment.

Island, and the particular reason on which he has formed his own opinion. The Jaksa

and Panghulu are required to take notes of the evidence, and to .state their respective

opinions on the case, in the vernacular language ;
which document, signed by them,

shall be transmitted to Government by the Resident, together with his own statement

of the case.

108. The civil jurisdiction of this Court shall be constituted as follows :
Civil authority.

109. It shall be competent to receive original complaints of every description, and Complaints and
A nnpji| sj

to try such appeals as may be made to it from the decisions of the Bopdli’s Court.

110. On receipt of this complaint, if the amount at issue exceed not twenty rupees, Complaints to

the Resident, at his pleasure, may refer it to be inquired into and tried by the Court of hiferforCouru!

the Officer of the Division, in which the matter complained of occurred
;
or should the

amount be not above fifty rupees, he may make it over to the authority of the Bopdti's

Court of that district in which the subject at issue has originated. But all complaints

which concern a sum of money exceeding this, must be tried only by the Resident’s

Court.

111. It is also competent to this Court alone to take cognizance of any suits, Suits which in-

however trivial the amount at issue, which may be considered as involving in them of 'the^overu^

any of the rights of Government. ment.

112. In trying appeals from the Bopati's Courts, after reading the proceedings on Appeals from

the former trial, and re-examining such old, or hearing such new evidence as may be Courts.
Pdt S

adduced, the judgment which shall then be passed shall be considered as final.

113. In reversing the former decree, the appellant shall have refunded to him the When reversing

costs which have been kept in deposit, and these shall be then levied from the other
°* confilming*

party; but if confirming the former judgment, it shall be left to the discretion of the

Resident to enhance those costs as he may think fit : provided, however, that the

whole sum do not exceed fifteen per cent, on the amount of the sentence.

114. The appellant, on the institution of the suit, shall pay such fees as are Fees from the

customary in the institution of original suits
;
but the other party shall not be charged

aPPellant -

with any fees whatever.

115. When an original complaint is given in, it shall be filed, on a fee of one Fee on original

rupee being paid, and sufficient security given for the possible amount of costs.
complaints.

116. A copy of this shall then be sent to the person or persons complained of, who Answer to the

shall be required, within a certain given time, not to exceed a fortnight, to send in
comPlaint -

the answer
; at which time they will also pay a fee of one rupee, and give good

security for the amount of possible costs.

117. On receipt of this reply, a day shall be appointed for the trial of the cause, Mode of trial,

notice of which shall be given to each of the parties ;
and both they and such others,

witnesses or accessaries, as may be necessary, shall be summoned to attend on that

day.
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day. The cause shall then come to a regular hearing, and be decided on, according

to the mode already laid down for the inferior Courts.

118. On the decision of the suit, a fee of two rupees from the gainer, and of one

from the loser of it, shall be received
;
and costs, at the rate of ten per cent, on the

amount of the sentence, being the custom of the country, shall be levied from the

party against whom the decision has been given.

119. In all causes originating in the Resident’s Court, an appeal shall be permitted

to the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor
;
provided that notice of such intention

be given on the day of trial, that the costs be lodged in Court, and sufficient security

offered for the amount of the sentence, or that amount be paid in, to be kept in deposit

until the appeal shall have been determined on.

120. Appeals from the Resident’s decisions are limited to the space of one month
from the day of trial.

121. The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor will of course, after due investiga-

tion, alter, reverse, or confirm the former sentence, with remission or enhancement of

costs as to him shall seem best.

122. Whenever the two parties in a civil suit, in any stage of it previous to the

decree, shall give in to any of the Courts an agreement signed by both, stating that

they are willing that all further judicial proceedings in the case be dropped, as being

satisfied with what has already passed, or mutually content to settle whatever further

is requisite between themselves, or by the arbitration of friends, the Court shall

place this paper among their records, and cause the proceedings in such suit to be

immediately closed.

123. In these cases, half costs, or five per cent, only on the amount of the suit, shall

be levied. Of this the two parties shall pay an equal share, or two and a half per

cent, each, with a fee also of a rupee each to the Court.

124. All fees will be divided among the Officers of the Court, and all costs be

carried to the account of Government, for the purpose of defraying the expenses to

which they are put in the establishment of these Courts.

125. The same attention shall be paid to the opinions of the Jaksa and Panghulu in

civil as in criminal cases
;
namely, that when at variance with that of the Resident,

reference shall be made to the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor, accompanied

by the detailed statements, and the decision only carried into execution when his

instructions, in reply, shall have been received.

126. A record of each trial shall be kept in the archives of the Court, consisting of

the original complaint, the reply to it, a statement of the proceedings that ensued,

and the Judge’s final decision.

127. Copies of any of these shall be given to any one who may apply for them, on

the payment of half a rupee for each paper.

128. Registers shall be framed from these records, one in English and one in the

vernacular language (of course separate ones for civil and criminal matters), stating

the charges, names of parties, of witnesses, nature of evidence, sentence passed, &c.

according
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according to forms to be furnished to the Resident; and of these, one copy shall be appendix

kept in the Court, and another shall be transmitted, before the 5th of every month, —

1

to the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor.

129. A register shall also be framed, and sent at the same time, of all persons Of^sons ap-

apprehended but afterwards released, stating their names, crimes imputed to them, released,

nature of evidence for and against, and reasons for releasing them.

130. Quarterly reports shall likewise be furnished by the Resident of the general Quarterly re-

.

r
. .

ports and ab-

state of the districts entrusted to his care; and every six months abstract accounts must stract accounts.

be forwarded of the increase or decrease of population, the general condition of the

cultivation, number of new settlers and persons emigrated, and generally of whatever

relates to the details of his administration, with such remarks and comments as he may

deem necessary.

131. In summoning persons to attend his Court, he shall have a certain regard to the The cultivator

loss or inconvenience those persons may sustain, in being taken away from their usual riiy to be sum-

employments or duties. The cultivator of the soil, in particular, is not unnecessarily “°^e
t

dbythe

to be brought from his fields ; and, in many cases, a slight delay of trial may be better

than causing the industrious inhabitant to lose the fruits of his labour by attendance at

Court, when harvest or other rural duty demands his presence and entire attention.

This, however, is an evil that cannot always be guarded against
;
but it ought to be

so, to the extent of the Resident’s power, and as far as the satisfying the more

important ends of justice will admit of it.

132. As an additional check to its occurrence, a discretionary power is vested in the Fine to be le-

Resident, of punishing, by fine, the complainant in such suits as may, in the opinion compia^nant^n

of the Resident,' be satisfactorily established to have owed its origin to grounds merely vexations suit,

vexatious, and this fine will of course be given to the person who has suffered by the

process.

133. As it is most essential that access to justice and redress be rendered as easy and

free as possible to the injured, the Residents are ordered to receive at all times, and to

pay the utmost attention, to every petition that may be presented to them.

134. But as, in the ordinary course, the officers or servants of Government, or

others, may, from interested, partial, or resentful motives, find means to debar

approach to the Resident in his house, he shall cause a box to be placed at the door of

the Court, into which petitions may be dropped ; of this he shall himself keep the key,

and on going into Court open it with his own hand, and have the contents read to him.

He shall, at the same time, in the open space before the Court, invite the giving in to

him any complaints from persons who may consider themselves as aggrieved.

135. It must be observed, that in all causes which come into the Courts, the res-

pective parties in them shall plead in their own behalf. It not having been heretofore

usual to employ Vakeels
,

or native lawyers, for this purpose, no persons of this

description shall be admitted. And it is trusted, that litigation will be considerably

reduced and discouraged by this measure, as the trouble of it will then fall heavily and

entirely on the principals themselves
;
that class of people not being allowed to exist,

who

Petitions to be
received.

Petitions how
to be invited.

No native law-
yers to be al-

lowed.

1
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of

who, as deriving from litigation their sole subsistence, may fairly and without invi-

diousness, be considered as having some interest in increasing the business of the

Courts.

136. The Resident is particularly enjoined to pay the greatest attention to the state

of the persons in confinement by his orders.

137. There shall be one jail only in each Residency, and that at the place where the

Resident himself resides. He shall visit it at least once a fortnight, and redress all

complaints that may be preferred to him by the prisoners of ill treatment, punishing

amply every instance that shall come to his knowledge, of misconduct in the gaoler or

other officers in charge of the prison.

138. He shall take, too, the necessary measures for the preservation of the health and

cleanliness of the prisoners; requiring the Surgeon of the Residency to visit them at

least once a day and to administer to the sick. The Surgeon shall be further directed

to deliver in a monthly report to the Resident on this subject, stating the number of

sick, nature of disease, cause of it where assignable, and result of his medical opera-

tions in the several cases. To this may be added any suggestions that may be deemed

beneficial.

139. The internal arrangements of the jail ought to be so ordered, that the prisoners

shall not be confined together promiscuously, but different apartments be allotted, not

only for persons of different sexes, but also for those in confinement for different grada-

tions of offence. For the following descriptions of prisoners separate wards ought to

be formed. Prisoners under sentence of death. Prisoners confined under sentence of

the Court of Circuit or of the Resident. Prisoners committed to take their trial before

the Court of Circuit. Prisoners committed to take their trial before the Resident. And

one spacious and airy apartment should be reserved for such persons as are awaiting the

preliminary examination in the Court.

140. All prisoners or witnesses detained in criminal cases shall be maintained at the

expense of Government. But the subsistence of persons confined on civil accounts

shall be furnished in the usual manner by the complainants in those suits.

141. The rate of maintenance must depend on the general price of food in the

maintenance of district where the confinement takes place. It ought to be sufficiently ample to

secure the necessaries of life, but by no means any thing further ;
it. ought not, in

short, to be higher than the price for which the lowest description of labour could be

obtained. On this principle, the Residents will regulate the allowance for prisoners,

and when settled and approved of by Government, it shall be considered as fixed, and

be publicly made known.

142. The Residents finally shall see that the prisoners receive all the comforts

compatible with their respective situations, and that the allowance granted by

Government, or others, for their support, be properly applied.

143. With respect to the authority of the Resident’s Court over Europeans, Chinese,

or other foreigners, though it has not heretofore been ordered that they be amenable

to any but the Courts of Justice in Batavia, Semdrang
,
and Surabaya; ye t as great

inconvenience

By whom pri-

soners are to

be maintained.

Rate of allow-

ance for the

prisoners.

That this al-

lowance be pro-
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Regarding fo-

reigners settled

in the interior.
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inconvenience may be, and has been experienced, from their being under a separate

jurisdiction from their fellow inhabitants, and as it is the wish of Government that

they be allowed to partake of every benefit afforded to its other subjects, of which a

prompt and easy access to justice must be considered as the chief, the following

orders are issued respecting them.

144. No Europeans, Chinese, or other foreigners, at present settled, or who in

future may wish to settle in the interior, shall be allowed to reside in any part of the

country without the immediate limits of the towns of Batavia, Semarang
,

and

Surabaya
,
unless they present themselves to the Resident, to be regularly enrolled

in a register to be kept for that purpose, and obtain from him a license for remaining.

This license shall not be granted, unless each individual enter into a penalty-bond

of five hundred rupees, that he will abide by the civil decisions of the Resident’s

Court to that amount ;
but if this be agreed to, the license shall on no account be

withheld, unless the Resident can and does give such reasons for withholding it as the

Government shall approve of. No fee whatsoever shall be given for these licenses.

145. Should it, at any time, happen that a cause, in which more than five hundred

rupees is at issue, should come before the Resident, wherein a foreigner living in the

interior is concerned, the Resident shall call on him to execute a further bond, which

may cover the amount of the suit
;
and in case of refusal to do so, he shall not be

permitted any longer to reside within his jurisdiction.

146. After taking out these licenses, foreigners shall, in every respect, be considered

in the same light as other inhabitants, and sue and be sued precisely in the same

manner as the natives.

147. Should any foreigner, after these precautions, refuse to abide by the decision

of the Resident, a report on his conduct shall be forwarded to Government, and he

shall instantly he made to leave the interior, and be prosecuted for the amount of the

penalty he has incurred, in the established manner, in the Courts of Justice at

Batavia, Semarang
,
and Surabaya.

148. In criminal cases, where a foreigner is charged with any offence, the

Resident shall execute the duties of a justice of the peace, issuing a warrant for his

apprehension, examining into the evidence adduced, and according to circumstances,

releasing him forthwith, or committing him to take his trial before the Court of

Circuit.

149. It must be understood, that the term here of “ foreigners” is intended only

to include Europeans, Chinese, Arabs, Mussulmen from the various parts of India,

or, in short, the natives of any country that is without the limits of the Malayan
Archipelago. But as there will resort to the coasts of Java, in small trading vessels,

very many of the inhabitants of the neighbouriug islands, to whom the entering into

bonds, or being subject to other such legal forms, would prove a serious inconvenience,

serving perhaps eventually to discourage them considerably from engaging in such

commercial adventures, which it is rather the wish of this Government in every

way to promote
;
and as by the religion, laws, and usages of this and the various

i 2 islands
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islands in the vicinity, being, both in form and substance, nearly identified (differing

only in some few instances in shades slight and of little moment), it cannot be

considered as repugnant to the principles of justice, that they be at once held

amenable to the jurisdiction established for this Island, during their continuance on

it
; and it is therefore ordered, that they be looked on and proceeded with in manner

no way differing from that prescribed for the actual natives of Java.

150. In the event of the death of any British inhabitant or passenger within his

district, it is the duty of the Resident to place the seals of office immediately on the

effects of the deceased, after defraying the expense of interment, and to report the

same immediately for the further orders of Government
;

and in the event of the

death of Burghers, Chinese, Mussulmen, or others, he will be guided by the laws and

regulations existing on that head. In all cases, he will be careful that no injustice be

practised in this important subject, and that where arrears are due to Government, no

property be transferred or sold until the same have been satisfied, or until the

pleasure of Government is known.

151. The Court of Circuit has already been established by the fifth clause of the

Proclamation by Government, dated the 21st January 1812. But as the taking away

at once the President and one Member from the Courts of Justice rendered those

Courts in their absence incompetent to carry on the current business of their districts,

and as a more particular definition of the duties attached to this department is

deemed necessary, the following sections must be considered as an enlargement and

modification of that clause.

152. In order to ensure the regular, certain, and impartial administration of justice,

throughout the different districts of the Island, one Member of the Supreme Court of

Justice at Batavia, and of the Courts of Justice at Semarang and Surabaya
,

shall

four times in the year, at stated periods, or oftener if necessary, make a circuit

through the districts under the jurisdiction of their respective Courts, for the purpose of

hearing and trying all such offences and criminal cases within the same, as shall have

been made over to them by the Magistrates appointed for that purpose.

153. Previously to entering upon the execution of the duties of his office, each of

these Judges shall take and subscribe, before the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor

in Council, or any person appointed by him to administer the same, an oath in the

same form as already laid down for the Residents in Section 86 of this Regulation.

154. Upon the arrival of the Judge of Circuit the Resident or Magistrate shall

have in readiness to deliver to him a list of the persons committed to prison, or held

to bail, for trial, together with the copies of the charges preferred against each, their

confessions, if any have been made (but these, it must be observed, must always be

received with circumspection and tenderness), or if they have pleaded not guilty, the

depositions of the witnesses, and all other proceedings held by him in the respective

cases, previously to their commitment to prison, or being held to bail.

155. He shall likewise submit to the Judge of Circuit, on his arrival at the station,

a separate list of all such persons as he may, within the last three months, have

apprehended
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dence against

them.

apprehended and discharged for want of sufficient evidence against them ; that is, of

all such as would, had presumption of guilt been sufficiently established, have been

made over to the Court of Circuit for trial.

156. The Judge of Circuit shall then proceed to hold his Court. Such officers
officers belong-

shall belong to it as he may have brought with him for that purpose, and he shall be Cir"

attended by all such others belonging to the Resident’s establishment, as he may deem

necessary.

157. The Court shall be held in the Paserlan, or usual chief room of justice belong- Place of liold-

• i i • i . • ....... ... ing the Circuit
ing to the station ; and the Resident, in carrying on any judicial or magisterial Court.

proceedings, during the continuance of the Judge of Circuit at his station, shall use

for that purpose some other convenient place.

158. On opening: the Court the head Jaksa shall present a list of persons summoned Jury t0 1)6 aP~r ° r
.

1 pointed.

to act as Jurymen; out of which five shall be taken in the usual manner, and be

empannelled.

159. The persons composing this Jury ought to be as near on an equality, as to rank What class of

in life, with the prisoner, as possible. But no one under the rank of a Head of a fonn th°e

U

Jurjt°

Village shall be competent to act as a Juryman, as persons below that office, or in the

very lower orders of life, can be supposed to possess either independence or knowledge

sufficient to qualify them to execute justly the duties of the situation. The person

senior in dignity among them shall be appointed to act as foreman; and, for this

purpose, it may be as well that one of higher rank than the other four should be always

selected in the first nomination of the jury.

160. A right of challenge shall belong, as in the English Courts, to both the

prosecutor and the prisoner.

161 The Head of the Village in which the offence is alleged to have been com-

mitted shall not be permitted to act as Juryman in the trial.

162. No other prescribed disqualification exists against persons of that or higher No other dis-

rank; the right of challenge being deemed sufficient to secure the forming of a <luallficatlon>

competent, unbiassed, and independent Jury.

163. The cause shall then be proceeded with
; and sentence being passed, it shall TheResident to

become the duty of the Resident to see that it be carried duly into execution, a cutbuThe seu"

warrant for that purpose being given to him, under the seal and signature of the Jud»e teuee of the

of Circuit.
Judge.

164. The Circuit Judge, throughout the conduct of the cause, in his mode of Rules for the

proceeding, of summing up the evidence, receiving the verdict of the Jury, and passing circuITjudge
16

sentence on the prisoner, shall be guided entirely by the established rules of his

Court, the regulations of Government, and the general instructions he will receive

165. And with respect to the law which must guide him throughout, he must, in Law on which

the first instance, take down the native law in the case as may be expounded by the mL^be'form-
Pangliulu and Jaksa

; and modify thereon his decision, according to the provisions of ec1,

the colonial law, and the acknowledged principles of substantial justice.

Right of chal-

lenge.

Disqualifica-

tion for the of-

fice ofJuryman.

166 .
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166. He shall not only try such cases as may have been made over to his Court,

previously to entering the district, but also any such as the Resident may make over

to him while there.

167. He shall, on closing his Court at each station, forward to the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor, a clear and full report of all his proceedings, stating the names

of the prisoners tried by him, the nature of the evidence adduced on behalf of both

prosecution and defence, the verdict of the Jury, and his consequent sentence thereon.

168. If^ in any case, his opinion differ from that of the Jury, he shall detail the

reasons which have influenced him in that difference
;
and he shall always state any

such circumstances as may warrant a mitigation, or even total remission of the punish-

ment.

169. The approval of these proceedings, and the instructions on them from the

Honourable the Lieutenant Governor, must be received prior to his issuing his

warrants to the Resident.

170. But as this communication and the reply to it may induce too great a delay,

the Judge of Circuit must, on shutting his Court, remand the prisoner to jail, and

move on himself to the next district he has to visit ;
from whence he will be able to

send back the warrants to the Resident, when an answer to his report shall have been

received.

171. Accompanying this report, the Judge of Circuit shall forward to Government

a detailed opinion on the state of the Residency, with respect to its police, its general

administration, and other circumstances connected with its actual condition
;
suggesting,

at the same time, any such improvement as, in his opinion, would be conducive to its

general prosperity.

172. It remains finally to be observed to the Residents, that as the police of different

districts must be, in some measure, adapted to various circumstances and localities,

they are authorized to enlarge upon these general regulations for the administration

of that department within their respective jurisdictions, reporting their suggestions

of improvement to Government. But it is recommended to those officers to become

well acquainted with the ancient usages and institutions of the people placed under

their authority
;
and in submitting their observations, they will be solicitous rather to

improve upon the solid foundations of ancient regulations and customs, both acknow-

ledged and understood by the people, than to invent new systems of administration,

which for some time must, of necessity, be quite unintelligible to the inhabitants, and

which, after the experience of a few years, may probably be found to be by no means

congenial to their genius or habits.

173. Copies of this Regulation shall be forwarded to the various Officers of Govern-

ment concerned in the carrying it into execution
;
and translations of it, in the Javan

and Malayan languages, shall be furnished to the Bopdtis and other Native Officers. It

shall be the duty of these to explain and cause to be made known its purport through-

out the country ;
and for the doing this the more effectually, copies shall always lie on

the tables of the several Courts, to be open for public reference and inspection.
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A

COMPARATIVE VOCABULARY
OF THE

MALA YU, JAVAN, MADURESE, BALI, and LAMPUNG
LANGUAGES

,

ARRANGED UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADS,

viz.

1. Of God, Nature, Elements, &c.

2. Of Man, Sex, Kindred, and Affinity, &c.

3. Of the Human Body and its Parts, &c.

4. Of Diseases, Remedies, &c.

5. Of Animals and their Parts.

6. Of Minerals, &c.

7. Of Cloathing, &c.

8. Of Victuals, Utensils, &c.

9. Of a House, Furniture, &c.

10. Of a Garden, Plants, &c.

11. Of Husbandry, Trades, Commerce, &c.

12. Of a Ship, &c.

13. Of an Army, Warfare, &c.

14. Of the Mind, and its Operations, Virtues, Vices, &c.

15. Of Justice, legal Terms, &c.

16. Of Government, &c.

17. Of Religion, &c.

18. Of Weights and Measures.

19. Of Musical Terms, Instruments, &c.

20. Of Games, &c.

21. Of a School, Terms of Learning, Art, Science, &c.

22. Of Time and its Division.

23. The Cycle of Twelve Years.

24. The Names of the Months.

25. Days of the Week.

26. Of Numbers.

27. Miscellaneous Terms,

28. Adjectives.

29. Of Verbs.

30. Of Pronouns and Pronominals.

31. Of Particles.

32. Idioms.
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APPENDIX E. No. I. continued.

Extract from the Dasa Nama.*

APPENDIX
E.

NoTi.
continued.

1.

j.b.

j.b.

k.

b.

b.

j.b.

k.

b.

j.

j.b.

j.b.

j.b.

j-

j-

i.

j.b.

j.b.

j.

b.

j.b.

b.

j.b.

j.b.

j.b.

j.

2 .

k.

k.

It.

Madia ning mangsa .. from ordinary thought comes
knowledge of time or sea-

son.

Mangsa season, time.

Kala time.

D6k the same.

Tak-kala the same.

Panjenang’an the time as applied to the
reign of a sovereign or go-
vernor, a dynasty, a rule.

Jamau the same.

Titika, or kfitlka . . the same.

Daweg, or dawak .
.
present time.

Lagi future time.

Waktu time.

Usum the season of any thing, as
the paddy season or fruit

season, season for breed of
cattle.

Mangsa rendang. . . . season or time of rain.

Ka-telu (3) commencement of the rain.

Ka-pat (4) rains.

Ka-lima (5) ditto.

Ka-uam (6) ditto, rivers full.

Ka-pitu (7) heavy rains.

Ka-wolu (8) rains commence falling off.

Ka-sang’a (9) rains nearly over.

Mangsa trang dry or clear seasons.

Kasa-dasa(lO) commencement of dry sea-

son.

Dasta autumnal, or season of the
falling of the leaves.

•

Sada season of heavy dews.

Kasa clear, dry, and cloudless sea-

son.

Karo the season in which trees

commence to throw out
their leaves and flowers.

Mangsa rendang \ the rainy season comes from
ing ardi j the hills or mountains.

Pawaka mountains from which wind
comes.

Giri stupendous abrupt moun-
tains, which create awe on
looking on them.

Purwata original mountains, the first

or primitive mountains.

k. Chala . . mountain.

k. Mandala . . the base or foot of a moun-
tain.

h. Liwawan, or

liimfiwan
distant mountains.

b. Ardi . . stupendous mountains.

j. Gfinung . . mountains or hills.

j. Kendeng . . low ranges of hills.

j.b. Sengkan . . the acclivity of a hill.

j. Madik . . the same.

j.b. Jujfirang . . the space between two hills

above the valleys.

k. Sarung . . the valley or bottom of the

space between two hills.

j. Papfireng . . the steep part of a hill which
cannot be ascended.

j. Hfiring or iring .

.

• • the same.

Ardi akatah s£la. . • the hills have many stones.

, b. Sfila • • stones, large stones.

j.b

.

Ka-rikil • • small stones, pebbles.

j.b. Kamlasa . • small fine stones, gravel.

j. Watu . . stones.

It. Manik . . a kind of hard black stone.

j.b. Parang • • a sort of stone neither hard
or soft.

k. Redjeng . . • the same.

j. Gamping . • lime stone.

j.b. Wadas . . a kind of stone.

j.b. Chfiri . . a particular kind of stone

rather harder than redjeng.

k. Chani . . a sort of stone which when
taken from the quarry is

soft and easily cut, but

afterwards becomes hard
on exposure to air.

Ardi kfikut . . hills are shaded.

b. Kfikut

j.b. Sidung or sidum . . . the same.

j. Lalamuk . . cloud.

j.b. Ampak nmpak . .

.

. . mist or clouds which rise

from the earth or hills.

j.b. Pa-pedut , . haze.

It. Rduing . . the blue sky, sky.

It. Ima . . clouds in general.

• j. is intended to shew that the word is used in the common or Javan dialect.

b that it is used in the Bdsa or Bdsa Krdma, the polite language.

h.. that it belongs to the Kdtvi language ; where two initials occur it is used in both.
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j.b.

j,b-

j.b.

j.b.

A.

k.

A.

j.k.

A.

k.

j.b.

k.

j.k.

j.

k.

j.b.

k.

j.b-

j.b.

h.

k.

j.b.

j.b.

6.

k.

b.

k.

j.b.

j.

j-

Mtfga .he same.

Mendung dark lowering rainy clouds.

Mandung mawi
klaban }

dark clouds with distant light-

ning.

Kilat lightning.

Tatit the same, at some distance.-

Jala-dara the same.

Endra the same.

Unjala lightning at sea.

Dddet a flash of lightning.

H6ra the same.

Klaban distant lightning.

Chaldret lightning neither very close

or distant.

Marchu lightning which makes a
whizzing noise.

Andaru the same.

Lilida lightning seen at sea, distant

from land.

Kilat pareng lau^ lightning which is accom-

gurnita . 7 panied by thunder.

Gurnita thunder.

Gelap a thunder-bolt, or tlpinder

that has struck any thing.

Guntur thunder.

Bledek or baledeg . . thunder.

Gluduk or galfidug. . distant rumbling thunder.

Genter thunder resounding in the
hills.

Pater the same.

Gfiruh or gfiru .... long continued
thunder.

Pageldug or paga-

grumbling

leduk
} a fall of ashes or stones

thrown out of the crater

of a volcano, “ when stones

battle with stones and
earth with earth.”

Galudug awor jawali distant thunder is with rain.

Jawali rain.

Tftba or tfiban .... the same.

Liris moderate rain,

Warsa the same.

Sinem^n showers of light rain.

Garimis dropping or dripping rain.

Udan rain.

Jawali warih . .

.

. . . rain water.

k. Wfirih . . . running water.

A. Tirta . . . drinking water. j. Ladu

A. Gangga . . clean and transparent water,
the highest prized and
praised of all waters. j. Banjir

b. Toya

A. Ranu ......... j.b. Latri

A. Danu A. Ling’at ....

A. Nadi

X 2

10 .

b.

j.b.

1.

k.

j.

j-

j.b.

j-

l.

j.b.

b.

k.

j.b.

b.

•A.

b.

j•

j.b.

j.b.

j-

j.b.

j.

Baniu .

.

Baniu benawi. .

.

Benawi

Beng’awan . . . .

,

Lepen

Benfiwa

Kali

Kekalen

Susfinglon or
susfing’on ....

Wang’an

Lalarik

Sami mili

Mili

Kdntir ........ .

Mintar

Milir

Nunsung

Mili-ing sagarau ,

Pawitran

Batrawi

Sagaran

Kambang . .....

Balfimbang

Talaga

Sumberan

Tuk

J-

j.b.

j.b.

11 .

. . water in general.

. • from water, rivers.

. . a large river.

. . the same.

, . . middle sized river.

• • a large river.

- • • middle sized river.

• • small river, rivulet.

^ the same.

• • watercourse for rice fields.

• • watercourse for kampungs.

• • with running, moving (as ap-

plied to water).

• • running (water).

•• leaves, &c. carried by the
course of water.

• • the same.

• • to fall or descend (as a river).

• • to ascend (a river).

.. running into lakes.

• • lake.

• • the same, pond.

• • the same.

• • the name of any building on
a lake.

. . a small sheet of water.

. . small lakes on mountains,
having their origin in ex-
tinguished volcanos.

.. springs.

. . where waterissues with force,

like a fountain from a
spring.

. . where the spring is not first

to be seen, but where after

clearing away the earth
water is found.

.. a large swamp or inland sea
of fresh water.

., the same.

. . small deep places containing

water.

Sumur a well.

Bak-dados lfidu .... from fulness comes flood or
overflowing.

flood, rising of the waters,
overflowing from the sea.

flood occasioned by the fall-

ing down of a part of a
hill.

flood, overflowing of rivers,

muddy water,

the same.

a flood, overflowing of the

rivers, muddy and mixed
with earth.

j. Ba-blik

,

b. Rawi

Rawa ;.

.

Lu-weng

APPENDIX
E.

N~I.
continued..
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12 .

b.

j •

j-

b.

k.

j.b.

j-

A’gung

Ambek or ambeg

tbe rising of the river, rising

of the water of a river.

13.

*.

k.

b.

k.

V.

k.

•7*

j.b.

j.b.

14.

j.b.

j •

b.

k.

j.b.

15.

k.

k.

It.

k.

k.

j.b.

j.b.

j•

b.

j.

16.

b.

j.b.

j.b.

17

water overflowing from being
stopped by a dam.

Babaujiran the daily rise of a river.

Ing sawang’an .... of the mouth or discharge of

rivers.

Mianten the mouth, debouchure of a

river.

Tasik the same.

Sawang’an the same.

Muaraor muhfira .. the same.

Mianten saganten . . from the river’s mouth to the

sea.

Sfichi the sea.

Jalfidri the same (when it is mixed
with river water near the

shore.)

Samfidra the same.

Sindu the sea (where it is fathom-
less).

Seganten the same.

J ala-nidi the same.

Sagara the same.

Wfidang the same.

Lafitan the same.

Segfintenlangkung\ ,

ajero ... 7 J tbe sea is very deep.

Teleng fathomless deep, the depth

of the sea.

Ajero or hajero .... deep in general.

Lcbet the same.

Situ the same.

Kedung the depth of a river.

Ajero katah mina . . j n the deep there are many
large fish.

Mina large fish (in general).

Jahan or ijahan .... middle sized fish.

Bartina the large fish of the sea.

Pangkat small fish of the sea.

Mangkara craw fish, lobsters.

Urang prawns.

Rebon shrimps.

Dawu the same.

Ularn fish in general.

Iwak or hiwak .... the same.

Ulam kleman fish to alligators or crocodiles.

Kleman alligator or crocodile.

Baya the same.

Bajul a short thick species of the

alligator.

Bachokok young alligators half grown.

Tetfing’el or tfing’cl young alligators just hatched.

Kalayan salira with guanas.

Miawak .......... a gufuia.

b. Salira the same.

j.b. Kawuk the same.

18 Miwah karfima .... with turtles or tortoises.

j.b. Padawang

k. Karfima

j. katul

j.b. Bfilus

j.b. Pasiran

j.b. Peniu

j.b. Kukfira or kfira-kfira

19 Utawi sawer

k. Sarpa

k. Budangga

k. Tapsaka

k. Manda-lika

k. Arda-lika

j.b. Naga

j.b. Penagan or paufigan

k. Gini

k. Dawala

b. Sawar

j. Ula

21 Tapsaka sami
ngambang.

,

j.b. Kumambang .

j.b. Kambang

6. Timbul

j. Machfing’ul..

.

j. Munchul

j. Jebul

j. Jebol

j.b. Lfimbak

j.b. Lang’i

j.b. Hinggak

j.b. Lfimbak-lfimbak . ..

22. Dfining alun

b. Alun

a large kind of turtle (found

in rawahs.

the same (ditto)

a very small sort of turtle,

turtle in general,

tuitle, large sort (found in the

sea).

turtle, found in the sea.

turtle, either found in the

sea, or in fresh water,

or snakes.

a serpent, a snake (large

size).

applied to a large kind of

snake,

the same.

a large species of serpent or
snake said to be a great

enemy to man.

the same,

the same.

tame snakes, snakes kept for

amusement (common for-

merly, but not since the

introduction of Mahomet-
anism).

the female of a large sort of
snake.

a middlesized species of snake,

snakes in general,

the same.

serpents seem as if floating

on water.

to float on the water, to be
borne on the water.

the same,

the same,

the same.

to come out of any thing, as

the sea, the earth, the

river, a wood,

the same,

the same,

to swim,

to swim.

to tread water, to swim with-
out using the bauds, so as
to stand upright with the
head out above water.

whatever floats or is borne
on the water,

with waves,

waves.
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ft. Gambira ....
mixed sea.

j• Ombak .....

j.b. Kochak

j.b. Hachik
vessel.

Ombaknia gimiuruh whence the noise or roaring
of the waves.

b. Gumtiruh noise of waves.

j

•

Kama-rfisuk noise of wind.

j• Kama-rfiwuk noise of water entering a pas-

sage or narrow opening.

j • Umeruh or umruli.

.

the same.

j • Umrek the same.

j.b. Gedur noise of waves beating on a
rock, or on the sea shore.

23. Ing gegisik whence of the sea shore.

j.b. Gegisik the sea shore.

k. Tirang the same.

j.b. Banchar a bank or shoal.

jb. Gisik the sea shore.

b. Pasir sand of the sea shore.

j • Wedi

Wedi lau kisma . . .

.

the same,

sand with earth.

k. Kisma earth.

b. Lumpur mud.

j.b. Embel soft mud without bottom.

j.b. Balidu the same.

j*b. Lempung swamp, swampy land.

b. Siti earth, land.

j.b. Bumi the earth.

k. Pratiwi the same.

k. Buntala land near the hills, rich

earth, earth washed down
from the hills.

j • Jagat land, the earth.

k. Pramu-dita the world, the earth, inclu-

ding every thing.

j.b. Rat the same.

b. Bwana the same.

k. Marcha-pada the same (in the language of
the Gods).

k. Naya-pada the world, the earth (in the
language of the Gods).

j• Lemah land, earth.

21. Bfimi akatah tfitu- )

wfihan j

the earth has many things
which grow from it.

b. Tu-wuh to grow up out of the earth,
to rise out of the earth.

j• CMkul the same.

j.b. Solor or sfilur to throw out leaves.

j.b. Semi the same.

k. Sfimbi the same.

22. Tu-wuh apra-dapa. all young leaves grow.

j.b. Pradapa young leaves.

j.b. Sindm the same.

j • Lung the same.

j.b. Pfipus the large leaves of the palm
kind (as distinguished from

the leaves of other trees)

.

j.b. Angkup or hangkop

.

, the sheath or film which en-

velopes the leaves before

they burst out.

k. Apatra leaves on which characters

can be written.

k. Kintaka leaves of a medicinal quality.

j.b. G6dong leaves in general.

k. Ron the same.

j.b. Kaliang dry or withered leaves which
fall.

j.b. Kalaras or klaras .

.

dry leaves which still adhere
to the tree.

Godong ahdyot . . .

.

from leaves to roots.

k. Wilata root of trees or plants.

k. Miraang bulbous roots.

Jb. Hoyot or oyot roots.

j.b. LUjer the tap root.

k. Mandira the falling branches which
take root round a tree (as
in the banyan tree).

j- Panggang the same.

L Wilata ahu-wit whence roots, trees, or
plants.

j.b. Wit a tree, a plant.

j.b. Wi-witan trees or plants.

j

•

Kakayon a large full-grown tree.

k. Wareksa or wreksa

.

• a large tree.

k. Taru the same.

b. Gfirda the same.

k. Wayang ., .; a tree which is a land-mark,
or marks the boundary.

ft. Daya large trees in general.

b. Kajeng trees whether living or dead.

j. Kayu the same.

k. Anggas the same.

j.S. Changgal large dead tree, not de-

prived of its branches or
felled.

7. Tunggak the stump of a tree which has

been felled (usually several

feet above the ground).

A. Bogor the root and stump of a tree

cut close to the ground.

Kakayon sami askar trees with flowers.

k. Kusfima sweet scented flowers.

k. Puspita buds of flowers.

j. S&ri the dust, &c. within the pe-

tals of a flower.

k. Asana flowers in general.

b. Sekar the same.

j.b. Kudup. buds of flowers.

APPENDIX
E.

N~I.
continued.
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j.b. Layon or lal&yon ,, .
gathered flowers, flowers

when used in dress, &c.

j. Kembaug flowers in general.

26. Kembang kang karuk flowers become young fruit.

J.b. Karuk fruit, fruit when first formed.

J.b. Pentil . . fruit when formed so as to

shew its true shape and

J. Pendul
kind, but not ripe.

Pentol >the same.

j.b. Pentel J
j. Karuk dados hu-woh young fruit becomes full-

formed fruit.

J.b. Hu-woh or woh.. . . fruit of trees.

k. Pala . . the same.

k. Wija . . the same (all kinds of fruit,

including potatoes, &c.)

j.b. Wowohan . . the same.

27. Sekar tinub .... . . flowers (may be) blighted by

insects.

j.b. Tinub . . blight, destruction of plants

by insects.

j. Ngarfibung . . the same.

j. Angfimpreng . . ,

.

. . the same.

j.b. Ngebiok . . the same.

j.b. Ngetub . . the same.

28. Dfining jarahan .

.

• • by bees.

k. Bramara .. bees.

k. Jarahan . . the same.

k. Gana .. young bees which have not
quitted the hive.

j.b. Tawon .. bees.

j.b. Gung . . a large kind of bee.

29. Utawi laler . . or by flies.

k. Bawani .. flies in general.

k. Wilis . . large green fly.

j.b. Laler . . . flies in general.

j. Pitek .. large flies met with in the

woods.

30. Miwah Semut . .

.

or by ants.

j. Garamang . . ants in general.

it. Blakiti . . ants in a great number toge-

ther.

j.b. Semut..

31. Utfiwi, lemud

j • Lemud

b. Jingklong

32. Sami nesep

b. Nesep

J

•

Nfisu 1

b. Nisep j

j.b. Ngakep

j.b. Ngabab

j.b. Ngepuli

j.b. Meres

33. Meres ing maben .

.

A. Pastika

j

•

Madu T

j- Madfira >

b. Maben 3

j.b. Kfiching

34. Awah minaogsa 1
dining bubfiron J

b. Bfibu-jeng’an

j- Bubfiron

j.b. Sato

h. Sembawa

ants in general,

or by musquitoes, knats.

knats in general,

a large kind of knat.

or by suction,

to suck.

the same.

to inhale (smoke),

the same.

to suck dry and still suck,

the same.

whence sucking honey,

prepared honey, boiled honey

the same.

dry or dried honey,

fruit is eaten by animals.

animals, in general,

the same.

wild beasts, of the large

class.

the same.

j.b. Sing’a-sing’a . . . .

"J

j.b. Hfiwan or kfiwan > animals in general.

j.b' Sukfipat 3

Miwah hfiwen . . .

.

by birds.

b. Paksi birds in general.

h. Paksa the same.

k. Sangkfiui or sakfini a flock or flight of birds large
v W > t i f in one place and devouring

fruit, &c.

A. Karenda a flight of birds in the air.

A. Kukila birds capable of being taught

to speak.

j.b. Chumfindol birds in the nest before they

are able to fly.

j • Manuk birds in general.
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APPENDIX E. No. II.

Comparative Vocabulary of the Sanscrit, Kawi, awe? Pali.

ENGLISH. SANSCRIT.

eka .

Two dui

tri

chcitur . , . . . .

.

Nine

TVn T dasa

mandshya or mandsha ....

pita or pitri • •

Hpad T , mastaka

ndtra, akshi, chaksu

nasa, ghrana

Hair k6sa , .

.

Rplly t garbha, udara

loliita, sonita, rudhira, &c.

.

Night .

Sleep

White

Black

Bad

Fire

Water ••••

Stone

Hog

Bird

Egg

Fish

sdrya, prabhakara, aditya .

.

Moon

Stars. tara

God iswara (Lord), deva(aGod)

bhoianamEating

KAWI. PALI,

eka ek-ka.

dui do.

tri tri.

chator chatwa.

panclia pancha.

sat cho.

sapta sap.

asta at-tha.

nawa

dasa tliotsa.

mandsa manut.

jana, purdsia burdtsa.

istii, waranggana

pita . .

.

bida.

mata manda.

mastaka kdt.

sotia net.

kesa kdsa.

danti thanta.

gerba dtlion.

asta hat-tha.

pada bat.

rah, ludira lohit.

ratri, kdlam ratri.

nindra nitsa.

paratra muai.

agni, brama, geni ak-klii.

j
alanidi khongkha.

sela sinla.

wrahas, sukara sdkon.

paksi paksa, paksi.

mina, matsia .’. min.

sdria, prabang-kara, raditia sdria, dthit.

chandra
;
sitangsu pera-chan.

dara.

ddwa (a god) pra, pra-chao.

boja swoi, chhan.

appendix
E.

No. II.
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APPENDIX E. No. III.

Vocabulary of Kawi Words, with the Meaning attached to them by the

PANAMBAHAN of SUMENAP.

APPENDIX
E. ENGLISH. KAWI.

God sang yang-jagat-kerana, sang-

yang-suksma, yang-widi,
murbeugbuana, yang-tava,

sang-yang-wisesa, saug-

yang-jagat, raya, sang-

yang-manon, yang’ing-ja
gat, murba wi-sfisa, hong

Make, do ; or work ang’dfi, andfi, ayasa, kirtia,

panfirou, amang’un.

The work ; what is made ")
. ,

or d0ne J
winang un, luamer, iniket.

Pen tanaser.

Paper delanchang.

A vessel
;
pot ; receiver tapfila, pranji, gata.

Heaven sfira-laya, indra-kila, sfira-

loka surfindra, kay^ng’an

Situation, place, office siug’ug’augsana, papalang-
kan, patma-sana.

World rat, buana, marcha - pada,
jamanda, yatri.

Place patraanda, kahanan, sana,
laya, astana, loka, panapa.

Hell tambra-gomfika, yamani,
tambra-mfika, yama, papa-
sana.

Sky gagaua, diu, baraka, anta-
riksa, ambartala, marfito-

am, marutpala, marga-
wfitma, nasfinia, sambara,
biuma, aksa, ’ngah.

Atmosphere (between the")

sky and the earth) .... f
wiat, madia-gantang, tawang,

J layaug.

Light praba, kfimut-defi-jiu, tesa,

t£ja, maya.

Sun baskara, raditia, pra tangga-
pati, arfina, hari, karaba,
t;da, sfibandagni, angka,
naku, kanfiman, asfiman,
diankara, data-pati, niwa-
sa, sfiria, sasra-sfiman.

Moon . .................. cliandra, sadara, sasangka,
idupati, sfima, sasalan-cha-
na, nisiika, sitangsu, sita-

rasmi, sksi, rati, basanta,
indung.

The first day of the month') ..

(moon) / sukla-paksa.

The sixteenth day of tbel . . .

moon f
krisna-paksa.

ENGLISH.

Names of the months.

Neither east nor west.

Day

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Star

Wind

Clouds

Rain .

Dark .

.

Water

Cold

Hot .

Fire ,

Sea

.

KAWI.

. titi-masa, pfispita-warsi, ku-
sfima-wichitra, puspa-dar-

sina, darma kusfima, auta

warsi, rahfiwandani, war-
san dani, chakra kulkna,

sandaya krama, dirga mo-
riang, renji sari, rasmiu-

dran deni.

. sunia darsari.

. mahira.

. riti or dite.

. soma.

. ang’gara.

• budha.

• raspfiti.

• sukra.

• sanischara.

. tranggana, fiyut, turasa, tin-
dra, fichu, tarang, mang-
garang.

, marfita, sami-rana, praban-
chaua, anila, bayu, lisus,

indria, pancha, warayang,
sabda-gati, anila, ganda-
wasta, nasa-mira, sarsa,

prali wawalar, siudung.

i widi-yfita, sadali, dawata,
ambfisun, ambaka, sami-
ta, gana, toyada, payu-
waha, trangga, ambu-mor-
cha, ima-ima, jala-dara,

jalada, imangkamfira,ima-
laya.

warsa, jawah, truh, trah,

riris, wresti.

anda, tamfira, awuk.

ertali, isni, walahar, ranu,
wulfisati, waii, apa, jala,

nfira, paya, amba, amba
nia, tirta, augga, urtali.

mertia, satis, atis.

usna, tiksna, landap.

bagni, agni, pawaka, anala,

dahaua, tri-sirah, apfii, sfi-

ki, brahma, fiii, kaya, wa-
hauda, gfina.

tasik, ernawa, jaladi, jaladri,

jala-nidi, siudu, sfichi,

wau-dadi, adi, samfidra,

warna, tfiya.
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ENGLISH. KAWI.

Wave (of the sea) aluu, ampuan, bangga, us-

ning-krangsa.

Fish matsia, rnina, suhfinbras,

tilam.

Turtle . kurrna.

Guana wiangga.

Frog wiyuug.

Ground. bfimi, aksiti, prlttiwi, wasfin-
dari, patala, mddi, dara,
bud’da, koh, buntala.

Hill
; mountain ika, achala, ardi, parwata,

giri, biksfika, iraawan, in-

dra-kila, wdkir, wana.

Forest alas.

Beast
;
animal pasu, sanda, bfiron.

Tiger sing’a, seradfila, wagra, pasu*
pati, wikrindita, marga-
pati, rimong, sdma, as-

walas.

Elephant kunjara, matangga, dirada,

dani, hfin or hen, dipangga,

sutapa, ganjaka, kari, hdba
or 4ba, asti, samaja, liman,
yut-ta, anjana, mangala,
bamata, hdla-wan, morti,
bioja-ui&ka.

Horse waji, adraba, pra-galba, tu-

rangga, as’wa, wahana, ka-
pal, kdda.

Man, mankind pfiman, uara, jana, jdna, yut,

janma, depada, nacha, ma-
nfisia.

Man (vir) manawu, manfija, jantu, lfi-

ka, jalu, purdsa, wiron,
kakung, pria.

Y
X^r

m
r.

T
.

i

!?.

m
!" ,

.!

,

!

t

.'} J'
ej“ka > -atria.

Young tarfina, wala, timor.

Handsome man litu.

Well conducted man sujaua.

Bad conducted man kujana.

Woman warang’gana,wadu-jana,mar-
madu, mantasa.

Maiden kania, sari-kia, diali.

Husband and wife agrawa, apatni, akrama, a-

somah.

Head mfirda, tikta-makning, mas-
taka, hta-mang’ga, teiulas.

Hair (of the head) kdsua, rdma.

Hair (of the body) roma.

Eyebrow dru.

Hair of the eyebrow sdka.

Eye chaksu, netra, drasta, lo-

chana.

Opened eye drasti, charana.

Look at; see .... drastati, oksawa, fini-nimal,

panon, aksi.

ENGLISH. KAWI.

Nose g'rana.

Cheek pi pi.

Mouth tfituk.

Tooth danti, untu, waja.

Tongue jihua.

Neck griwa.

Ear taling’an, karna, karni, dri-

wan a.

Hear ; to hear s’rawana, karang’ng’ua.

Shoulder bfija, sikara, paksa.

Hand lung ayan, gfijar, kara.

Breast (chest) pranaja, kawacha.

Hreast istada, pambayun, payu-dara.

Waist madia.

Hip piu.

Backside (posteriors) boyok.

Thigh dru.

Finger wkra-sana.

Waist prasta.

Nail (of the fingers or toes) uaka.

Belly garba, udSra.

Hand anta.

Penis masta, ling'ga-nadi.

Pudend. femina.... giuratna, giurfisia.

Fundament latorlet, payu.

Foot padfika, jeng, pak.

Blood rah, ludira.

Flesh mangsa.

Body sarira, ang’ga, pradana, fimi.

Form warna, murti.

Good behaviour, good ap-1 , .

pearance /
Ilau '

Face waktra, wadana, chitra, ga-
tra, mfika.

Fat pfisti.

Food, victuals bogaorbdja, pista, ara.

Eat bujana, bfikti, nfinas.

To feed, give to eat jumawah,boja-krama,pasaji.

Behaviour in the presence . . sfipa-sita.

Unwilling, dislike ila-gakan.

Improper pisita.

Rat musika, chindil.

Dog sera-gala, sona, chamra, ba-
song.

Hog waraha, sukara, wijung.

Frog wi-yung, sahu.

Maggot or tuke k’rimi.

(The tekoh or tuka of the") ,

,

Malays) J katat -

Green or dark lizards krata-lasa, patra-kelasa, ma-
kadi.

y
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ENGLISH. KAWI.

Small field lizard ara.

Bull or cow gd, dfiti, jawi.

Deer samsam, sumra, dega.

Small species of deer ardna.

Snake sarpa, bujaga, taksaka, tan-

ta-sfira, bujang’gama, asi-

wesa, wisa-dara, kudaka,
sosada, pana, karku-taka,

chaksu-srawa, oraga, guda-
pat, pani, sari srapa, dui-

j4ha, kaudali, wile-saya,

dui-sena, kri-mibat, lukan-

da.

Bird kagang.

. getayu, minantia, gagang-pati.

. manifira, wayu-ninda.

Paddy bird, stork . krenda, kulika.

. drfimas.

Wild birds or wild fowl. I changligi, binglang, chfita,

birds of the forest . . .

.

1 bara-duaja.

. kokila.

. sale-mfika.

Waring’en tree . niak graha, mandira, hfirda

orgurda, sri mang'anti, sar-

pa puspa.

. puspita, kusfima, sari, mfiri,

puspa.

. pal a.

Wood . taheu, sfiyak, wraksa, karnu.

Lotus, water lily * . kumfida, sira-sija.

Wise man, holy .. resi.

Man, instructor . . begawan, wiku, sogata, ma-
ha-muni, mfini-wara, dui-

ja-wara, duija, bujfing'ga,

brahmana, sanggia.

.
.
prabu, nata, katong, naia-

dipa, narindra, sang’a-hu-

lun, nariswira.warti, nara-

ria, nara-pati, sribu-piti,

sri mfilia-rdja.

Princess .. nerpa-garini, patni, nerpa
dulta, nara-pang’gana, sang

sdri.

With child .. garbini, ng’idam.

Born, brought forth .... .. asfinu.

Child (male) putri (female) sfita, tenaya, atmaja, prfija-

, pra-sfiti.

Princess .
.
putri, tuanddwi.

Servant .. charaka, mauoh, yddha, nfi-

ra, dasih, patik, filun.

Relation, relative. .. .... .. waudu,gotra, warga, bangsa.

Ryot, people .. wat-dia, yod'da.

Warlike instruments ; arms bana, s’reug’ga, astra, sfira.

Bow and arrow .. kamfika, bfisu, h’ru, cliapa,

astra dibia, sambar-tkka.

ENGLISH. KAWI.

To cry amfihun, rajama.

Laugh agirang-girang, arnblik.

Glad, delighted awija-wija, kawi-garan.

Conduct, proceeding reh, sambega, gati.

Because ddni, hetfinya.

Near, nigh tambis.

Sad s6ka, priaten, sdngkawa, pra-

pancha.

Sick, pain widga, letu.

Weak rapuh.

Medicine marta, usada.

To recover health puma, basfiki, raharja.

So ;
so as draka.

To receive santdsa.

Beginning pfirwa, itua.

To assume, imitate another kaydgi sw&ra.

Glad tCista sredia.

Tame mardawa.

Bed place, sleeping room . .
jinem - arum, pa - prdman,

jung’ut.

Bed of a couch or bed place tilam.

Pillow karang-filu, kahus-mfirda

Gauze curtain as musquetors samir.

Silk lungsir.

Sleep sfipta, kfile, murta, anindra,

aka-rdla.

Night k Glam
,

ratri.

Day light fih, mayira.

Sit down tistkti, asfina.

To speak politely,

gentleness

with \ .

inam, am-am or hamham.

Think opia, riring’a.

Strong, hard, forcibly ....krai, grauaka.

Is, to be, was asti, wfiva, mayana.

Is not, not to be, &c aspi, nir.

Fall pita.

Fall down watauti.

To make tall patanti.

Falling patdta.

Anger, angry kfipa, krdJa, grandkka.

Know drdda.

I, me pinfina, karni.

Ditto (as a servant) filun.

To compliment another bv ) , , . .

wishing him in health, i
arj

.

a >
>’owana

> mahasiDI> ma~

to bless him, a blessing. J
,l SIUI *

TO
si

>

Iam
,

:!t

e

?f }
anlara‘tr^na>

Wearing apparel busana.

To wear (cloths) angrasuk.
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ENGLISH. KAWI.

Crown kariti, t&ju.

Sarong of the Malays kanan, pata, wikpraka.

A large cloth outside of theA

STuS
’ u

in
i
U
v

d)
'

eS
f’ > wastra.

and by the Bali people
|

hanging out on each side.J

Waistcoat, jacket kfiruk, kawacha.

Knot of the hair wulang’an, gegran, kali.

Armlet dluk, darfipa, wiw£ru.

Ditto worn higher ang’gada, kiyuh, bau-raksa.

Anklets nuptira.

Ring for the toes kriw61.

To comply, accede sasa-dana.

Continued health pra-mada.

Steady, firm, calm nitiasa, patah.

Go, to go wisata, mfingsir.

Quick, soon wawang.

Still, calm, steady wiru-chana, pagah.

Heart (mind) ambek, chita, redaya.

Gall tikta.

Heart (of the body) tul.

Quick kalalu, tumulu, sigra.

Like, like unto tulia.

Evident, obvious, plain.. .. biakta.

Nothing to do, no use .... wiarta or wiarti.

Not in earnest, not doing
j tanr(jdju>

one s utmost / J

|
jalir.

In earnest, determined .... tfihri.

Truly, right satia, waliua.

A story, tale, relation .... bifisa.

Glass, transparent, porcelain wangsa-patra.

Wish, want mah^yun.

Pray mang’ng’ar chana, ng’astfiti.

Praise with prayer wahiwas tfiti.

Lazy, indifferent, dislike,

backward

ENGLISH. KAWI.

To wash the face with two") . .

hands / tekas -

To wash the mouth macha-manai

Done, was, past atari.

That &ngka.

Holy, pure ner-mala.

Thou, you kita, rak’rian, ta.

Champ de Mars samara, ayun, p’lagan, rana,
pab’ratan.

Great war prang’at-bfita.

Great noise in war (trumpet) gumita.

Warlike music sangka-sangka.

Gong biri.

Drum merdangga, chtjring, k&we-

tur, gtibar.

Distance, extent ing’ane.

As far as can be seen sayo-jana.

Straight through, seen \ .. , .

through, direct through J P » P

Assemblage of people burbuasa.

Loud noise, loud cry prakempa.

Victory, gain, profit tang’gal, baggia.

Warrior prawira, prakosa, pragclba.

Captains of war gulagul, sfira.

Fighting alSga, ayfidha, abauda yudha.

Shew courage. ataken ka, prawiran,makfila-
sakti.

Defeat, loss kapfitian.

T
°in

C

war
jTP

.
sing’anada.

To clash (in war) ........ tnaganturan.

Retreat murud.

To form in close order akfikut.

To run away (in war) to fly larut.

Fear, fright ang’ras, wrin wrin.

For, because tekap.

To spear ginala, tinfi-wek.

To run, run away layat, ng’ingkis.

To take prisoner hinanyang.

To be prisoner den waja-wfija.

Dead..... lina, palatra, hautu.

Corpse wangke, kunarpa, pitra.

To heap, to pile up matfimang.

To cut the throat pinfigat.

The cutter of the throat of!
another /

mamugut.

To wound b’rfina, chfirna.

To bring together, assemble di-yogya.

To tie binanda.

To pull tight udrkta.

To cut, chop. lunati.

To take denaya.

Gold su-warna.

Silver rajata.

Copper tambra.

Iron luak.

Old man jana-wreda.

Father sudarma, yaya, miita.

Mother pita, rena, indung.

Grandfather by the 1 . ,

.

mother’s side /
mata-mafla -

Grandmother p4ta-maha.

Great grandfather prata-maha.

Ditto mother prap6-ta-maha.

Pity, mercy sarata.

Lie, false anda-kara, mersa, mitia.

2
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ENGLISH. KAWI.

True, correct, right santa, sadu.

East purwa.

North utara.

West panchima.

South daksina.

Centre, middle biatara.

Corner agirna.

One ika or dka.

Two dui.

Three tri.

Four chatur.

Five pancha.

Six sad.

Seven sapta.

Eight asta.

Nine nawa.

Ten dasa.

Twenty wi-sati.

Thirty dasa-wi-sati.

Hundred sa-biteng.

One hundred and sixty-six. . sa-gana.

One thousand sa-nambang, sa-srfv.

10.000 laksa.

100.000 kdti.

1.000.

000 yfita.

10.000.

000 bara.

100.000.

000 mdmcng.

Reckoning sang’kia.

Account saka.

Mark, sign chih-na, lanchana.

To relate, say, speak of. . . . kabia-tita, kawa-sita, wak-
tan.

To tell, inform giuita, gindpita.

Like, same as istani.

Like unto, as lie.

Ditto as s&ne-pane.

What kdm.

Gift, present kreta wiria, nugraha.

Hypocrite mudita, updksa.

Request to assist am'mang, sinwa, sahaya.

Suitable saksdpa.

Wish, want pr&ha.

Know diana.

Single ista.

But jdga.

(Is) not single rancha.

(Is) not true mandata.

What ang’asen.

Make handsome binuntulu.

ENGLISH. KAWI.

Complete dewasa.

Now ntisen.

To welcome sinantia.

The, which anung.

Knowledge iuawuh.

Foolish pung’gung, mida.

With ng’uniweh, moang, sarwia.

With, along saha, sdma-wona.

The beginning of it mimit-tiani.

To preserve, protect pari-mita.

Musical instruments sdba mang’gala, wdwu, wa-
yasa.

Interfere, intermeddle .... tulcha.

To separate paschat.

Belonging pari-graha, pancha-ita.

Chain pusara.

To swear prastia.

Pa'ace datu-laya, kadaton, keuya-
piiri.

Forth pdra, rajia.

Plain in front of a chief’s'! ,

,

dwelling /
batuk -

The elevated spot on which") ,

a chief is seated |
wang untur.

Ha" saba, panangkilan, paljman,
paglaran.

To come out, or out mimba, mijil.

At before, in present tinangkil.

City praja.

To spoil brasta.

To lose lare.

If yapoan.

Wise or skilled widada, wichaksdna, pragnia.

To write katik, sastra, wala, reka,
pralampit, karas, wdlet.

Praising ang-gung-gung.

Asking ang’astawa.

Broad mandala.

To-morrow helem.

The, an sandi, puara.

To pay respect, veneration, ") ,

(to the dead or deity) .
. /

uPadI ’

No, not tSn or datan.

Garden a bdji, ng’udiana, lalang’wan.

Playing or jesting masiwali siwah.

Dry stiska, ragas.

Green sayftma.

Yellow pita.

Bed gunjung, rakta.

Black krisna.

White seta.
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ENGLISH. KAWI.

Tallow . . mera-wala.

Love . . kasrepen

Pity . kama-ndsan.

Angry . . krdda, kabang’an, grandaka.

Bold or brave . krdra.

Reading . gunning sal.

To fly ; . antar, mesat, mdluk.

Mentioning . sumawak.

Door . babahan, kori, trdsti, du-

wara, wi-wara, gopdra,
drawila.

A house . graha, wisma.

Cave . gatra, giya.

Penance . brafa, minta-raga, anepi, sa-

madi, yoga.

Quiet or silent . mdna, ldhap.

Light . deyan, dipa, sfdu.

Sign or mark . chihna, lanchana.

Forget . bulnt, nachara, Idlia.

Make it clean , lineng’is.

Same. . maka-tiraug.

Border . tira, tepi.

Remained .

.

. wiwar-gita, chfirna, apu

Betel leaf . sedali, seroh, parnoh.

Rice . tandu.

Boiled rice . ana.

Mat . sayana.

Onion . ala-sun a.

Arrack . sajeng, madia.

Oil . dla or hdla.

Fat, grease . krdnta.

Milk . serem.

Marlil . gati.

Carriage, chariot giling’an, gutaka, siandana.

Seat of a carriage . riring’gini.

Palkij dampa.

Umbrella chatra.

Point or top of the umbrella du-waja, k£tu.

Narrow pennant or stream-'

ing flag
• lalayu.

Flag tunggul, sampai.

Bad word

Manner or action reh, kerti, sambdga, dlah,

gati.

Way, road . , .

tila.

Lightning . tadati, achi-ramba, dra-dati,

sawia-diwa, chachala, ba,
lala, tatik or tatit.

Thunder . greh.

ENGLISH. KAWI.

Belong to . . amangku.

Washing cloth .
.
plantan, purisia.

Lightning . glap, girna, gara-gada.

Named bunis-tikane, biksikane, pa-
ndng’rane, wawang’ngine.

Burial ground . pasdtran, pama-saran

Covetous or glotan . mtiha.

An insect . matsika, merchika.

Point . sirsa.

Grass . dtikut.

Pond, tank .. nadi.

Stone „ sdla, rdjing.

Before, in the presence of . ngayap, swaka, anangki).

Men of condition . kfila.

(Name of a chief) . sdna.

To mix . wiba.

As many as, as much as.

.

. parampara.

Stingy . krupana.

Earthquake . ming’gut.

False . dfiran.

River . bang’awan
;

kali, lfisi, pur-
waga.

Demon . rasaksa.

An evil spirit . asdra, danawa, kalana, ditia,

yaksa.

Worm triyak.

Halting or resting place . .

.

. raja-dani.

Bitter . tikta.

Salt (taste) . lawana.

. amla.

Hot (to the taste, as a chilly) katdka.

Pungent (as a betel nut) . . kayasa.

. maddra, lindri.

Sweet in taste and smell..

.

manu-hdra.

High land dnur.

High, elevated tisama.

Firefly sodama.

Thipf ddsta, taskara.

(A small shed or building 1
. palang’kan.

of quiet) J

Porch in front of a house . witana.

Place of assembly ,
wicliaga.

To assemble together, to'
• winichaga.

bring together J

To flinch, to feel alarm,'
gariita, umbawah.

surprise j

Glad or cheerful sdga, anjamur-dipa.

sasa-gama.

Dream . saga, gudasa.

Ring for the thumb ,
asta-kamali.
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Ear-ring karna-birana.

Chain or rings for the neck. . kanta-birana.

One standing for eight kasta-gtina, kasta-baga.

One, for ten ... kadasa-gdna.

Eat and sleep with a woman raia-tama.

Fond, liking to a woman . . kasmaran.

very branta.

—- go as not to eat kiugking.

—— to folly rimang.— to madness turida.

with desire to follow, \ asmara.
with attachment /

Monkey wan&ra, ldtung, krah,

palwaga, cholika.

Leech ward a.

The breath of life saug-yang-perna.

(One of the ages of the world ) kerdka.

Belly talifilan.

(One of the ages of the world) ring-tr^ta.

ENGLISH. KAWI.

To drop, sink

(One of the ages of the world) duapara.

Flesh

Marrow

Blood

Place

Secure

(The present age of the world) kali.

Evident

Ten million

That

Remainder

Dissolve

Though

Less

Too rich

Poor

Only, but

One or single
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APPENDIX E. No. IV.

Specimen of the Mystical Meaning, attached to the Letters of the

Alphabet, 8$c. according to the Interpretation of the Panambahan of

Sumenap.

LETTERS

S of the

ALPHABET, &c.

in

JAVAN.

MEANING ATTACHED
in

ENGLISH.

Ha . T T T
ah

Na auane it is or it was.

the test of.Cha etcha-nana

Ra wadon

Ka iku that,

when.

thou or thee.

Da t . , tatkala

Ta r
sira

kaya
t T t

wong

lanji

Pa pasti certainly.

Dha t asor low.

wish (to).Ja karep

Ya panedane request.

Ma tanarep do not want, or do not wish.

love, or to love.

cannot help.

bad or badness.

thee or thou.

Ga

Ba kaduk

Ta kla

sira

wonten. it was, there was, or were a.

satria

Sa-wa-la wuskochap jero tfilis was mentioned in the writing, or among the letters.
j

Pa-da-ja faking nusa jawa. . .

.

on the island of Jawa, or in the city of J&wa (hi).

Ya-nia-ma dhdi-bujangga became a great writer.

in the world or of this world.

Ta-nga kang kedep who know, or whose eyes are open.

Hang apa what.

Nang chang to tie or make fast,

leaf of the Pandan.

which is made.

Rang kang

Dang tang kangginfiha

Wang dening wong. . by the people.

Lang it became,

branches,

because,

it is pointing.

Pang

Pang mulaue. . . . f t , t ,

Sang tudtihe

Daugjang,, .. .. .... kabangkit ane . . , , ,

,

his knowledge or art.
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LETTERS
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ALPHABET, &c.

M
in

JAVAN.

EANING ATTACHED
in

ENGLISH.

Yang., God or the Lord.

handsome or beautiful,

taken up.Niang ing alap

Mang mangke by and by, afterwards.

Mang . kalayan with or with the.

Gang sweet scent.

Bang kambang flowers.

Tang sindleh or sinalah . .

.

to lay upon.

Ngang the hair.

Hi-ni with or by.

the mark or sign of writing.Chi-ri tfilis pratauda

Ki iki . _ this.

Di-ti aji saka.

who have given.Si kang apasian

Wi-li to teach or give instruction,

to the ratu or king,

every one might agree to it.

Pi-di-ji

Yi-nyi pada hestfi-kena ....

Mi-gi clear, quite plain,

to have property.Bi-ti-ngi Alih kagdng’an

Hing ang’ing but.

Ning is, was, were.

Ching ka-ting’al appear.

Ring if or if it.

King the pains of love,

in the way.

very much.

Ding

Ting sang’at

Sing barang any thing.

Wing kang wenang suitable
; proper.

Ling pang’fichap word or words.

Ping ing*at remember.

Ding sound or voice, noise,

see or look at.Jing jeng’er

Ying

Nying the mind or heart.

Ming don’t know what to do.

foolish or stupid,

astonished or surprised.

Ging

Bing gawok

Ting hate or dislike,

you or thou, thee,

to call or bawl out.

Nging

Hu ang’tindang

Nu ing teng’ah marga . .

.

on the way or at road.

Chu pegel quite tired.

Ru ang’ulati seeking for.

Ku ingsun me.

Du kauching buttons.

Tu kalambi garment or jacket.

Su lu-wih ............ more or much more.
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LETTERS MEANING ATTACHED
of the in in

ALPHABET, &c. JAVAN. ENGLISH.

ffu...

Lu. . .

.

Pu....

Du. . .

.

Ju . . .

.

Yu.. ..

Niu ..

Mu ..

Gu....

Bu,...

Tu....

Ngu ...

Hung .

,

Nung .

Chung

Rung.

.

Kung.

.

Dung . ,

Tung.

.

Sung..

Wung.

Lung.

.

Pung .

Dung.

.

Jung..

Yung.

.

Niung

Mung

Gung .

Bung.

.

Tung .

Ngung

ewuh

sang’et

stisah

srfiue

iman or eman

fiyu

sira

tan-arep . . .

.

meneng

lemah

ngulati

ngupaya . . .

.

sembah

langgeng ....

sanget

madep

asrnara

pauebdti . . .

.

landep

papa-ring’e .

.

malih

lukta

kar£pi

pada

prau ........

payung

sira

ang’eprih .. ..

agung

gamlan

dng’ele

sira

lost, confused,

very much.

troublesome or tedious,

crying, or the sound of crying.

Pity-

beauty.

thou or you.

do not wish.

be quiet or silent.

the earth or ground.

behold or look at.

seeking.

to make obeisanee.

eternal or for ever,

very.

to give up the mind to any thing.

thoughtful.

the offering.

sharp.

his gift or present.

more.

always.

desire, or his desire.

the same as, or equal to.

a boat or vessel.

an umbrella.

thou or you.

wishes.

great or large.

music.

sound or voice,

thou or you.
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Celebes.

Mountains.

llivers.

Name.

Divisions of the

island.

APPENDIX F.

ACCOUNT OF CELEBES.

Celebes is an island of which hitherto the public has had but very scanty accounts.

The part of it best known to Europeans is Makdsar

,

situated nearly at the southern-

most extremity of the western side : it was here the first European settlement on the

island was established. On the south part of Celebes there are not any ascertained

volcanos, but some are said to exist in the northern division. Some of the mountains

are very high. The Bontain mountain, called by the natives Lampo Baton (big

belly), is the highest on the south part of the island, and being seen at the distance of

one hundred and twenty miles, must be about eight thousand five hundred feet above

the level of the sea.

The largest river on the southern limb is that called Chinrana, which formerly consti-

tuted the boundary line between the kingdoms of Boni and Luwu. It rises on the

north side of the Bontain mountain, and runs northward as far as Mario, whence

inclining towards the north-east it passes through part of Soping, and then turning to

the east enters Wdju, after having received a navigable stream from the Laut-Sala
,
or

Fresh-water Lake. After passing through Wdju it follows a south-east course, and

falls inso the bay of Boni, a few miles below the town of Chinrana. This river is navi-

gable for boats as far as Mario, and admits of the passage of prdhus of five or six

koyans as far as the Fresh-water Lake. Along the whole of the coast, at no great

distance fi-om each other, smaller streams fall into the sea, some of them being so

considerable as to admit of a navigation of five or six miles, and many of them at their

mouths affording shelter to trading prdhus. Among the most considerable are Barobo,

Linje, and Kdjang, to the east; Dunidng, LSmbang, Halikbngkong, Pome, and

Jeneponto
,
on the south; and Chikoang, Tape Jdra, Sandra boni, Gua, Telu, Mdros,

Bendng'a, Langkdra, and Pontidna, on the west.

It has not been ascertained by whom, or at what particular time, the name of

Celebes was conferred on this island. It is generally attributed to the Portuguese,

and certainly is of foreign origin : none of the natives, except those who have inter-

course with Europeans, recognise either the whole island or any part of it under this

appellation
;
even among those who make use of the word, it is applied to Sumbavoa

,

an island about two hundred and fifty miles to the south-west of it, as well as to what

we call Celebes.

In the south-western limb of the island there are two principal languages, called by

Europeans the Makdsar and Bugis, and by the natives Mengkdsa or Mengkasdra,

and Wdigi or Ugi. The former, or some dialect of it, is spoken in all the districts

extending from Bdlu kumba to Segdre. The petty states included in this compass are

Bdlu kumba, Bontain, Tarabdya, Gua, Mdros, and Segere. The Bugis is much more

general
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general beyond and over the whole tract extending from Boni to Luwu, comprehend-

ing the four great states of Luwu
,
Boni

,
Waju, and Soping, besides their numerous

dependencies.

In Mandhar and its vicinity is spoken the Mandhar language. The centre and body

of the island to the northward is distinguished by being inhabited by the Turajas or

Harafuras

,

who speak a more simple dialect, and are considered the aborigines of

the island
;
and on the north-east corner of the island at Manadu and Gunung telu

,

the inhabitants are distinguished by some peculiarities.

The following observations must be understood as principally referring to the south-

western limb, the part of the island which fell under the influence of Makasar.

It is impossible to ascertain, with any degree of precision, either the origin of the inhabitants and

inhabitants or their present numbers. From the most correct accounts that could be
l0iulatl0u "

obtained, it would appear that the southern limb contains a population of about half a

million
; but from the quantity of land now lying waste, which bears the appearance

of having been once cultivated, from the number of decayed and half-choaked water-

cuts, evidently once used for the purpose of irrigation, and the multitude of spots

w here ranges of cocoa-nut trees mark out the sites of villages and cottages no longer in

existence, we may infer that the number of inhabitants has greatly declined. . At pre-

sent there seem to be no serious checks to population, except the wars and the lawless

violence of the people, and what often occasions, and always aggravates them, slavery

and the slave trade. The people seem to procure a sufficient subsistence without much

exertion. The climate is salubrious, and there is abundance of water. Marriages are

early. In the history of the island the years of famine are particularly noticed. The

women are held in more esteem than could be expected from the state of civilization in

• general, and undergo none of those severe hardships, privations, or labours, that

restrict fecundity in other parts of the world. Polygamy prevails, the number of wives

being limited only by the means of the husband to purchase or support them. It is

more difficult to procure a wife than a husband
; a female slave bears a higher price

in the market than a male
;
and the compensation fixed for the murder of a man is only

thirty dollars, while that required for the life of a woman is forty.

It cannot be known with certainty, whence the aboriginal inhabitants of Celebes

emigrated to this island. The countenances of the natives, particularly of the women,

more nearly resemble the Tartar features than any other. There are no early or

generally received traditions concerning the time when the island was first peopled, or

the adventures of the first race. Each state, however, has its traditionary tales, most

of which relate to remote antiquity, or to a condition of society very different from that

which at present exists. In the Bugis states, the earliest stories refer to a period sub-

sequent to the Galigas of Sawera Gading
,
and in the Makasar states to the Rupama

of Ma Beseang, which will be mentioned hereafter. The Galigas contain an account

of the peopling of Luwu or Ldwat from heaven.

The first of the two following accounts was given by the Bugis ambassador ;
the

(j^er is an extract.

z 2
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(i In the first place, there was a supernatural being of the female sex, who being
a married to Taja Rasupa

,
a person sprung from under the earth, had issue a boy

44 and a girl, who were named Ladiwati and Chuli-puji.

44 Chuli-puji married Lasikati
,
and by her had a son, called Leptau, who had two

44 or three other names besides, viz. Matan-tika
,

Malati-saprang
,
and Pulu Datu

44 Pamusu.
44 Pamusu's place of residence was in the country of Teku

, afterwards known by
44 the name of Boni. At this time Pamusu and all his children dying, the country
44 ofthe Bugis was left without a raja, and remained so for about seven generations;
44 at the end of which period a raja springing up among the Bugis themselves,
44 government was again introduced into the country.

44 On one occasion there came a storm of thunder and lightning, so violent as to

44 rend the earth and cause it to rock like a boat tossed by the waves of the sea. On
44 the thunder and lightning abating and the earth ceasing to be longer agitated,

44 there was observed in the middle of a plain, dressed in white, one of human shape,

44 who was generally supposed to be a supernatural being, and to whom many people
44 went up in a body, saying to it,

4 remain then here and fly not about from place to

44 4 place.’ To them the being replied, 4 what you say is well; but you cannot take me
44 4 for your raja, as I am myself but a slave. If, however, you are really desirous

44 4 of having a raja, there is my master at your service.’ The Boni people then
44 observed to the being, 4 how can we make a raja of him, whom having never seen,

44 4 we cannot tell what he is like ?’ 4
If,’ answered the being, 4 you do really desire

44 4
it, he shall be shewn to you.’ They said, 4 we do earnestly wish it, and request

44 4 thou wilt be so kind as to carry us where we may see him of whom thou speakest.’

44 When these people of 13oni, together with the being who led them, had reached

44 the open plain called Matajam
,
there came on a violent storm, accompanied with

44 thunder and lightning, which rent and shook the earth. There arose, at the same

44 time, a thick fog, which totally obscured every thing.

44 As soon as the storm was over and the earth no longer continued to be rent and

44 shaken by the thunder and lightning, the clearness which immediately succeeded

44 discovered to the view, seated on a stone, four supernatural beings, of whom three

44 were separately employed in holding the umbrella, fan, and siri-box of the other,

44 who was dressed in yellow. The being dressed in yellow then said to him in white,

44 4 what would’st thou ? ’ The being in white replied, 4 1 have conducted hither those

44 4 people of Boni whom you now see before you ;
’ and then said to the Boni people,

44 4 behold my master, of whom I spoke to you.’ Those people then went up to the

44 supernatural being in yellow and thus addressed him :
4 We, the slaves of your

44 4 mightiness, have come to present ourselves before you, to solicit that you will

44 4 favour and oblige us, by remaining among us as our raja, and that you will not

44 4 continue to wander about from place to place.’

44 The being complied with the wishes of the people of Boni and settling at Matajam

44 had issue five children, of whom the first was a son and the four succeeding ones

44 daughters.
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c< daughters. One of the daughters was married to a man of Palaka. The son was

££ married to a Boni woman.
“ After being forty years in Boni

,
the supernatural being disappeared, and was

££ succeeded by the son, who in point of size and height had not his equal in Boni,

££ neither could any one be compared to him for strength or valour, or for the adula-

<£ tion which was paid him. He was the first who introduced the manufacture of krises
,

££ which he could model out of pieces of iron, by means of his fingers alone.

££ Bitara Guru was the eldest son of jDewata Pitutu by Dewi Paleng'i
,
and inha-

££ bited the seventh heaven. Dewata Pitutu had a brother, called Guru Reslang
,
who

££ held the rule ofthe region under the earth. Dewata Pitutu had nine children in all.

££ When Bitara Guru was sent down upon earth by his father, Dewata Pitutu
,
he was

££ provided with the following articles, viz. Telatingpeba
,

Siri ataka
,

Telarasa
,
Jfam-

C£ pung, Wanu
,
Chachu-bana.

££ From these, which were scattered about, every thing living and dead, in the

££ animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms, which are to be found in the country of
££ Lawat, originated. Preparatory to this, Dewata Pitutu having compounded a medi-
“ cine, of which the juice ofchewed betel was an ingredient, rubbed Bitara Guru all

££ over with it, which immediately occasioned him to swoon. Dewata Pitutu then put
££ his son into a hollow bambu, and having rolled this up in a piece of cloth, and
££ caused the gates of the sky to be opened, he hurling sent down his son to earth,

££ amidst a tremendous storm of thunder, lightning, wind and rain, which arose on that

££ occasion. Having reached about halfway between the earth and sky, Bitara Guru
“ (dreadfully alarmed at the situation he was in) threw abroad all the articles which
££ had been given to him, agreeably to the instructions of his sire. After his arrival

££ on the earth, Bitara Guru remained for three days and three nights shut up in the

££ bambu, without food or drink. By his exertions, however, the bambu at last

££ burst, when getting out, he wandered through the woods till he came to the side

££ of a river, where he met with a king of the gods dressed in yellow. One night

££ there arose a violent storm of thunder, lightning, wind and rain. On its clearing

££ up there was seen a fine country, with a superb palace and fort, and houses, &c.
££ &c. of the most beautiful structure. In this beautiful country Bitara Guru sat him-
££ self down as sovereign, with a complete establishment, and gave it the name of
££ Lawat”
No account can be procured of any intercourse having subsisted between this island

and Western India or China, prior to the introduction of Mahometanism. No inscrip-

tions or other monuments, indicating the former prevalence of the Hirdu worship over

Celebes, have as yet been found. Their not having been found, however, is no proof

that they do not exist, for the wars that have lately prevailed V v: prevented Euro-

peans from exploring in search of such objects in that part of the country where they

are most likely to present themselves. The best informed natives call themselves

descendants of Hindus, and the names of their divinities, Batara Guru
,
Baninar

&c.
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&c. seem to indicate either a common origin or a former intercourse. It is also

remarkable, that some of the inhabitants of Luwu and the neighbouring state of

Bontain are said to dress in the same manner as the Hindus of Western India, and

that Hindu temples are reported to exist in some parts of this state. Brahma and Badha

have, however, never been heard of; and thougk Dewas are often mentioned, their

attributes are equally unknown.

The intercourse of these islanders with the natives of Java seems to have been

ancient and frequent. The earliest records of the Bugis and MaJcasar states denote

not only an early communication with Java, but render it highly probable that a

colony from Java settled in the south-west limb of Celebes. In no other way can we
account for the transfer of the names of places from the former to the latter island,

such as those of Majapahit
,
Gresik

,
Japan

,
and some others. In the genealogy, too,

of the sovereigns of Luwu
,
one of the first of their Dewa princes is said to have been

married to a princess of Majapahit on Java.

Though some of the Bugis states have a good deal of trade, they principally

depend upon themselves for subsistence. The mode of husbandry is of course very

rude, and feudal institutions stand in the way of their improvement; but private

property in the soil is established, and lands are held in free tenure or by rent-hold.

The amount of the rent, in the latter case, is generally one-third of the produce paid

in kind
;
the cultivator is entitled to one-third, and the owner of the buffaloes or

bullocks which assist is entitled to the remaining third. Labourers employed to

reap are paid a sixth of what they collect. No class is excluded from a proprietary

right in the soil, and the proprietor can dispose of his land by sale whenever he

chuses.

The people of Celebes are active and enterprizing traders : the character of a

merchant is held in esteem, and the sovereign princes reckon it no disgrace to enter

into commercial speculations. Unfortunately, however, they are actuated by the

narrow spirit of the trader, to the prejudice of the liberal policy of the monarch,

and make their power subservient to their love of gain, by establishing in their own
favour monopolies against their subjects. Monopolies are common in every state on

the island, but most of them are only of a temporary nature. The sovereign of

Luwu monopolizes the trade in brass
;
the Raja of Soping that of siri (betel leaf),

which yields him three hundred dollars a month
;
and the Raja of Sedendreng that

of salt and opium.

So strong is the spirit of commercial enterprise among the inhabitants of this

island, that they frequently borrow sums for the purchase of commodities on which

they expect profit, and stake their personal liberty, and that of their families, on the

success of an adventure. In their trading voyages each person in the prdliu has his

own share of the cargo, and conducts business on his own account : each person

likewise carries his own provisions
;
the latter practice, especially, is never departed

from. The owner of the vessel agrees to undertake the voyage with a number of

people, great or small, in proportion to its size, and apportions the vessel among them

in
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in the following manner. The two juru mudis
,
or steersmen, receive one petah (or APPENDIX

division) before the sanketan and the whole space abaft of it
;
the owner is entitled

to two petahs in the broadest part of the boat ; and the two juru batus to the whole Celebes,

space between the masts ;
the remaining petahs are divided among the crew, from

whom the owner, or nakoda, receives a freight of one-tenth or one. twentieth of the

price of all the commodities they sell, according as they are bulky or small, in

proportion to their value. The juru mudis and juru batus only pay one-half of the

proportion of freight paid by the rest of the crew. Sometimes the owner supplies the

crew with an advance of money for an adventure, and receives at its termination not

only repayment of his loan, but a third of the profits of the speculation.

The principal articles of trade are cotton, which is imported from the surrounding

islands and re-exported after being manufactured into cloths, known by the name of

Bugis cloths, which are in great demand throughout the Archipelago, and in general

of a more delicate texture than those manufactured in Java; bird’s-nests, tripang

(sea slug), shark’s fins, tortoise-shell, agar agar
,
hides, and other articles calculated

for the Chinese market, are collected in considerable quantities and furnish return

cargoes for the annual Chinese junks which visit Celebes. Gold is obtained on Celebes,

but in much smaller quantities than on Borneo or Sumatra.

Although the Bugis
,

in general, are considered as great traders, the foreign

commerce seems to be almost exclusively confined to the people of Waju. These

people are settled in considerable numbers in all the trading ports, from Acheen

to Manilla, and it is they who form the crew of almost all the Bugis prahus that

navigate the Eastern Seas.

Several Bugis prahus from Makdsar annually visit the northern coast of New
Holland and the Gulph of Carpentaria in search of tripang

,
and sometimes a small

party is left to collect the tripang in readiness for the arrival of the prcihus in the

following year.

The Bugis, indeed, is the great maritime and commercial state of the Archipelago.

The cargoes of their vessels, particularly in opium, gold, and cloths, often amount

to fifty or sixty thousand dollars each, and the people who navigate and are concerned

in them are acknowledged to be fair and honourable traders.

The natives of the southern limb of Celebes are of a light active form of body, Characterof

generally well made, and rather below the middle stature. They are said to be
tlie Natlves '

revengeful ;
but during the period of the British government at Makdsar

,
few, if any

examples occurred to support such an assertion. Certain it is, that in no single

instance, was the death of those who fell in a recent war between the two parties of

the Makdsar nation, avenged by their relations, although the persons by whose hands

they had fallen were perfectly well known.

They attach themselves to their chiefs principally for their own convenience, but in

some cases they have evinced a devoted fidelity. They often change their chief, but

scarcely any thing can induce them to betray the chief they have left. In no instance

has the prdihu of a Dutchman or Chinese been carried off when navigated by Makdsar

or
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or Bugis people. Agreements once entered into are invariably observed, and a Bugis

is never known to swerve from bis bargain. a That natural politeness, which charac-

terises the various nations distinguished by wearing what is termed the Malayan kris,

is no where more forcibly exhibited than among the inhabitants of Celebes. Their

minor associations are held together by all the attachment and warmth which distin-

guished the clans of North Britain:—the same bold spirit of independence and enter-

prise distinguishes the lower orders, whilst the pride of ancestry and the romance of

chivalry are the delight of the higher classes. Attached to the chase as an amuse-

ment, rather than as the means of subsistence, the harvest is no sooner reaped, than

each feudal lord, with his associates and followers, devotes himself to its pursuits.

The population being equally at the command of the feudal lord, whether in time of

peace or war, agricultural pursuits, beyond a bare subsistence, are but little attended

to.” On the other hand, they are throughout notorious thieves, and scarcely consider

murder as a crime. Instances of cold-blooded barbarous murders frequently occurred

within two miles of the European fort, previously to the arrival of the British and

the abolition of the slave trade. The unfortunate people who had been kidnapped

and brought down to Makasar for sale, were often murdered to prevent discovery

where a ready sale was not found.

Many of their customs are also extremely savage. The head of an enemy of

rank is invariably severed from the dead body, and instances have more than once

occurred of the heart being cut out and eaten by the conquerors. They are fond of

the blood and raw flesh of animals. Lawar dura, which is the liver and heart of a

deer, cut into slices and mixed raw with the warm blood, is esteemed their favourite

dish.

The present form of government in all the states, except Wnju
,
appears to be

legal, fettered by a powerful aristocracy who elect the monarch : in JLuxm
,
particu-

larly, the sovereign possesses a title, with more pomp and state attached to it than any

other on the island, but with scarcely a shadow of authority. In Sedendreng he is the

most depotic, which has enabled him to become the richest and best armed prince in

the island. A species of feudal system prevails throughout, but it does not extend to

property in the soil. Each individual of a state considers himself the liege subject

of some petty chieftain, who is himself equally bound to a more powerful one, and so

on, by a regular chain, to the sovereigns of Goa
,
(Makasar), Bbni

,
Lawn, Soping,

Sedendring, or Tancte, or to the aristocracy of Wdju.

In each sovereignty there are two classes of nobility, called Pascajdng'an and

Palele. The Paseajdng'an are the barons of the state, and may be considered in

every respect as subjects, being obliged to obey all orders they receive from the sove-

reign, whereas the Palele are independent petty chieftains (who have probably again

under them both Paseajdng'an and Palele), who have attached themselves to a parti-

cular sovereign, but are only obliged to do fixed feudal services, such as to assist

with their followers in case of war, to attend the public feasts given by the sovereign,

and to assist in building and repairing the palace of state. In Soping each Palele is

obliged
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obliged to furnish and keep up at all times one effective soldier, calledjua, for the APPENDIX

immediate protection of the sovereign.

When the sovereign wishes to give orders to his Pelele
,
he summons him to his

presence by a messenger who bears a bila-bila

;

the bila-bila is a leaf of the lontar

with a number of knots on it, specifying the number of days at the expiration of

which the vassal is required to attend. The Pelele receives it seated in the midst of

his head people, with his right hand on the handle of his kris,
and as soon as he has

got it rises, draws his kris
,
and swears on it to be faithful to his sovereign. To neglect

this summons is a breach of allegiance.

The provinces under European authority are purely feudal
;
the Dutch, as sove-

reign, considering themselves as sole proprietor of the soil, and the regents, or feudal

lords, being at all times liable to immediate removal and dispossession, should they

neglect to perform the feudal service required, of whatever nature it may be.

The sovereign is chosen from the royal stock by a certain number of counsellors,

who also possess the right of subsequently removing him ;
and such is their influence,

that the sovereign can neither go to war or adopt any public measure, except in

concert with them. They have the charge of the public treasure, and also appoint the

prime minister. The prince cannot himself take the personal command of the army ;

but the usage of the country admits of a temporary resignation of office for this pur-

pose, in which case a regent succeeds provisionally to the rank of chief, and carries on

the affairs of government in concert with the majority of the council. Women and

minors may be elected to any office of the state ;
and when this takes place, an addi-

tional officer, having a title which literally means a support or prop, is appointed to

assist.

In Boni the prince is elected by the Orang-pitu
,
or seven hereditary counsellors. In

Gun (Makasar) the prince is chosen by ten counsellors, of whom the first minister,

termed Bechara Buta, is one ; this last officer is himself appointed by the council of

nine, termed the nine standards of the country, but in the exercise of his office pos-

sesses very extraordinary powers : it is said he can remove the sovereign himself, and

call upon the electors to make another choice. The inferior chiefs, or Krains, who
administer the dependent provinces, are appointed by the government, and not elected

by a council, although in the exercise of their office their power is in like manner

limited
;
the number of the council varying in different states. When the prince in

council has decided upon war, the assembled chiefs, after sprinkling their banners

with blood, proceed to take a solemn oath, by dipping their krises into a vessel of

water, and afterwards dancing around the blood-stained banner, with frantic gesture

and a strange and savage contortion of the body and limbs, so as to give the extended

kris a tremulous motion, each severally imprecating the vengeance of the deity against

his person, if he violates his vow to exterminate the enemy, to conquer or die.

The proportion of the crop which falls to the share of the landlord has already Revenue,

been stated. In some districts a sixth, and in others a tenth, belongs to the sove-

reign ; but in general the landlord, the capitalist, and the cultivator, may be con-

2 a sidered
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sidered to share between them the whole produce of the land. The monopolies which

the chiefs assume to themselves have also been noticed. Besides these there are a few

imposts in bazars, which with some other pecuniary emoluments accrue to the chiefs, *’>

but they are, for the most part, rather to meet their personal expenses than to

defray those of the state, and consequently hardly deserve the name of public revenue.

The arms formerly used for offence by the inhabitants of Celebes were the sumpit
,
or

tube through which the poisoned dart is blown, the kris, spear, klewang (cutlass),

badi
,
and parang : to them may now be added muskets, musketoons, and small cannon.

Those for defence were chain armour (baju ranti) and two kinds of shields, the one

long the other round, made of very tough light wood, and bound together very

strongly by pieces of split rattan.*

The Mahometan religion is professed in all those parts of Celebes which have any

pretensions to civilization, and the Koran
,
of course, is the standard of law and wor-

ship, as far as it is known. According to the records of Makdsar, the Mahometan

religion was introduced there about the year 1603, by Khateb Tungal Datu Bandang
,

a native of Mendngkabau on Sumatra. Nearly all the inhabitants of the south-west

limb are Mahometans, but of the centre and the other limbs of the island only a very

small portion have been converted. There are Mahometan schools in all parts of the

south-west limb, but the Arabic language is only learnt by those designed for the

priesthood. They do not consider themselves as belonging either to the sect of Omar
or Ali, but as followers of the law of the prophet, without regard to either. Circum-

cision is performed on both sexes
; on the males at ten or twelve years of age, on the

females at six or seven.

It has been related, hat the change of religion on Celebes happened just after the

arrival of the Portuguese, who arc said to have offered Christianity at the same time

that the Malayus offered Mahometanism. The king of Makdsar is said to have been

doubtful which of these systems he should adopt, till he consulted the wisest men

his dominions, who advised him to embrace the religion of the Koran in preference to

that of the gospel, stating as an argument in its favour, that it had arrived first, and

that God would never permit error to arrive before truth. But this does not appear

on the records of Makdsar.

The public feasts formerly held, sometimes for weeks together, appear to have been

for political rather than religious purposes : at present the Mahometan fasts and feasts

are observed. Formerly the dead were generally buried, but in some instances burnt.

There is still to be seen in Lamuru a burial place belonging to the royal family,

containing jars or urns with the ashes of their ancestors, which are held sacred, indeed

almost worshipped, at the present day. The Bugis name for the places of burial

used before they were converted to Islamism is Patunan, or the place of burning. It

is not known that any tribes of the Turdjas burn their dead at present : they are said to

deposit them in excavated rocks on the sides of hills, and to be so anxious to be buried

among their relations, that if a man of rank dies in a distant part of the country, the

body

* See plate of Javan warlike instruments, in which the long shield represented is that of the Raja of Boni.
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body is salted to preserve it, and in that state carried back to his own residence. Very APPENDIX

little is known of these people by the inhabitants of the south-western limb, but they

are universally considered as the first inhabitants of the island. They are a very fine

race of people : the women particularly so. It is said they will not suffer stran-

gers or Mahometans to reside among them, and that the custom of procuring a certain

number of human heads previous to marriage is as prevalent among them as with

the Dayas of Borneo, and the Harafuras of the Eastern Archipelago in general.

Each state has its own system of laws, but they nearly concur in the following prin- and in3t1'

ciples. Each sovereign generally possesses the right of putting to death any of his

subjects, except the members of his own family. Should any one of these commit a

crime and escape into another territory, he cannot be touched, but iftaken in his own

country he must be brought before the bechara
,
who alone are capable of passing sen-

tence on him.

Each petty state has its bechara
,
composed of the principal people, both Paseajdng’an

and Paleti. All disputes between its followers are decided by it : it also judges and

passes sentence in cases of theft, murder, and adultery, and decides all causes respecting

the legal right to property
;
but an appeal may be made to the court or bechara of the

principal state, the members of which are called the Kapala Bechara. The decision of

any bechara is subject to the approval of the sovereign, where he is not himself a party

interested : indeed he may, in general, supersede the authority of this court by

deciding promptly, but it behoves him to attend strictly to the adat biasa
,
or ancient

customs of the state, in his decision, for the bechara has the power to remove the

sovereign and elect a new one. The same persons at all times decide on the fact and

the law.

It is difficult to ascertain which of the dialects spoken on Celebes has most claim to Languages apd
* literature,

antiquity. I have already stated, that the Makasar and Bugis are considered as the

two principal languages of that part of the island known to Europeans. The Makasar
,

the Bugis
,
and Mandharese, which may be considered as dialects of the same language,

use the same character with some trifling variations.* The Turdjas or Harafuras of

Celebes have a fourth language, probably the most original, but it is not known whether

they are at all acquainted with writing.

Each nation considers its own the most ancient character. The Makasar alphabet

less complete than the Bugis, which consists of twenty-two letters, varied by six

vocalic sounds. The form of the character is peculiar, and more nearly resembles

that of the Batas on Sumatra than any other we know of. It is difficult to decide

whether the Bugis or Makasar language is the most ancient. Many words have the

same meaning in both, and many others differ so little t as to be evidently of the same

origin ;
but the Bugis has often six or seven synonimes, whereas the Makasar has

2 a 2 never

* See plate of the Ugi or Bugis alphabet.

f See Comparative Vocabulary annexed, including the dialects of the south-west limb of Celebes, and some of the

islands in its vicinity, on which Bugis settlements have been formed.
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Appendix, never more than two, and seldom more than one. Some of the Bugis words bear

strong- evidence of Hindu origin, as soda from sona, gold
;
pardma from brahma

,

fire
; which is not at all the case with the Makasar.

La Galiga
,
the reputed son of Sawtra Gading

,
is considered the author of the history

of Sawira Gading
,
which is a kind of heroic poem, and is read in a chaunting voice,

with a pause at the end of every fifth syllable. The measure consists of a dactyl fol-

lowed by a trochee, as Sawira Gading to Malarupoa, ( Sawira Gading the great). He
is the only author whose name is commonly known ; and all books, even the most

modern, which are written in the same manner, are called after him Galiga
,
although,

properly speaking, the term should only be applied to the history of the heroes who are

supposed to have lived previous to the seven generations of anarchy which subsisted

at Boni. Sultana Zaenab Zakeyat Udiu, the seventeenth sovereign of Boni subse-

quent to the anarchy, is said to have written an historical poem, containing the ex-,

ploits of all the sovereigns of Boni
,
from the reign of Mata Se Sdmpo

,
the menuron of

Matajam, down to her own time ;
but it is not to be procured on the western side of

Celebes. It appears, however, that every Bugis family of high rank possesses a very

authentic history of that period, collected from the records of the court of Boni.

The author of the Rupama is not known, nor indeed is the name of any Mukdsar

author known. The Rupama is considered by the Bugis
,
as well as the Makdsars

,
to

be of equal antiquity with the Sawira Gading. Copies of both these works have been

obtained.

In the account given by Dr. Leyden, in his valuable paper on the Hindo- Chinese

nations,* upwards of fifty literary compositions in the language of this country are enu-

merated, most of which serve either to celebrate the deeds of their national heroes, or

are of an amatory character. Besidesthesethey possess codes of laws, or rather customs,

said to be of considerable antiquity. The Koran has been translated into the Bugis

language. The use of rhyme is much less frequent than among the Malayus ; and it

has been observed by Dr. Leyden, that “ the melody of the verse depends on the

<( rhythm, and the measure of some of the historical poems has in this respect consi-

“ derable similarity to some of the specimens of Sanscrit verse.” The Bugis songs

are very numerous, and in high estimation throughout the Archipelago.

They have no books on science, philosophy, or astronomy. The only stars they are

acquainted with, are Jupiter (called Peldi), the Pleiades (called Worong Porong), Si-

riusandOrion (Jang'an Jang'an, ortheFowl), the GreatBear (JongaJong'aya), Navis

( Belikaipon), and Antares (Lambaro). They navigate their prdhus by these stars,

some of which must always be in sight, if the weather be clear.

The Makdsars use the Mahometan names for the months. The Bugis divide their

year of three hundred and sixty-five days into twelve months, beginning on our six-

teenth of May. Whether this division of the year has taken place since the arrival

of Europeans or not, is uncertain
;
but it is more than probable it has, as with all this

correctness,

* Asiatic Researches.
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correctness, it does not appear they have any era ; at least since the introduction of

Mahometanism, the Hegira seems to be used. The Bugis names of the months, and

the number of days they contain, are as follow.

Sarowana SO days.

Padrowdnae SO

Sujewi 30

Pachekae • 31

Posue 31

Mangaseran 32

Mangasuttwe 30 days.

Mangalompae 31

Nayae 30

Palagunae 30

Besakai 30

Jetai 30

Some division of time into months and years must have taken place at a much
earlier date

;
as some of the earliest of the present line of kings, and the length of

their reigns, are particularly mentioned.

I have before stated that slavery is practised on the island, and that the states not

only supply slaves for domestic consumption (if I may use that phrase), but for export

and commercial traffic. There are examples of whole villages becoming slaves, and

there is scarcely a state or family of rank on the island that has not its assortment of

these degraded beings, many of whom are reduced to this condition by the most cruel

and insidious means.

Of the thousands exported annually from Makasar, the greatest portion consisted of

persons who had been kidnapped by people acting under the authority of the European

residents, or the princes of the country.

The sale of their subjects constituted one chief source of the revenue of the Rajahs
;

and the factors at the different Dutch residencies traded in slaves. It is reported of

one factor that he exported nine hundred in a year. The payment or contribution to

be made to the Dutch, was either measured in gold, silver, or slaves. In a treaty made

between the people of Gua and Admiral Speelman, we find that they promised to pay

so much of the precious metals, or one thousand slaves. Those slaves that were ob-

tained by law or descent, were called Dingen ; those kidnapped, Paras.

The respective prices for slaves at Makasar were as follow.

For a grown lad, legitimately obtained 20 dollars.

For a young woman, ditto 40

For a grown lad, kidnapped 10

Fora young woman, ditto 20

It appears from the report of a commission appointed to inquire into the abuses of

the slave trade in Celebes, addressed to the council of policy, and dated Makasar
,
the

21st September 1799, that the Dutch government of Batavia, from the year 1699 (the

period of the first Dutch settlement at Makasar), had sent repeated orders for the pre-

vention of abuses in the slave trade in Celebes ; with what effect, the following extract

from the same report will shew.
£C The abuses which have successively crept in, and the intrigues which are now

“ practiced to obtain slaves, are so manifold and perplexing, that it would be very
4C difficult for us to enumerate or to trace them. In attempting such a detail with all

“ the
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u the precision and attention possible, we should still ignorantly omit some things,
u and depict others in too faint and indulgent a light, the grounds of our information
a being often superficial and precarious

; for it is to be remembered, that the enormi-
<e ties which are committed in this trade conceal themselves in the dark, and it is only
u by accident that some traces of them can occasionally be discerned. For these rea-

“ sons, the undersigned request that they may be excused for confining themselves to

“ the most common and notorious abuses, which being faithfully recorded, may still

“ afford sufficient evidence of the dreadful and detestable crimes which spring from
a avarice, and of the frightful shapes in which she perpetually displays herself, insti-

<c gating and exciting the vengeful and blood-thirsty passions of the natives, and
I c creating a fertile source of trouble and mischief.

“ The making of a slave transport, if properly viewed, consists in nothing more than

“ this. A person, calling himself an interpreter, repairs, at the desire of one who
II says that he has bought a slave, to the Secretary’s Office, and accompanied by any
u native, who provided with a note from the purchaser gives himself out as seller.

u For three rupees a certificate of sale, in the usual form, is immediately made out

;

“ three rupees are also paid to the notary, two rupees put into the hands of the inter-

u preter, the whole transaction is concluded, and the purchaser has thus become
“ the lawful owner of a free-born man, who very often is stolen with his (the pur-

u chaser’s) concurrence and co-operation. He does not, however, trouble himself

“ about that, because the stolen victim is already concealed where nobody can find him.

cc The transaction also very seldom becomes public, because never were found more
li faithful receivers than the slave-traders. It is a maxim with them, never, as they

<c call it, to betray their prison; a phrase which we shall presently have the honour

“ more fully to explain. But what will be thought of the value of those public instru-

“ ments, to which the name of Slave Transports is attached, when at times it is found

u that both purchaser and seller are fictitious, and that they are united in one league

“ with the interpreter. By such means it is obvious, that the right of property upon
(( a stolen man may be acquired with as much ease as if he were pinioned before the

“ door or within the yard of the pretended purchaser, and with no greater cost than

u the small sum of one rupee, or something more, according to circumstances, which
11 must be put into the hands of him who gave himself out for the seller. To find a person

u for this purpose does not require a long search, for it is a very easy trade to pursue,

a and there are numbers of the most profligate of the natives continually roving about

u who do nothing else, and maintain themselves exclusively upon such small profits;

u even the slaves of the inhabitants being bribed, sufier themselves for a small fee to

u be thus employed. The victim himself, who is stolen and sold, is never examined,

iC nor do the Dutch or native interpreters at all concern themselves about the matter;

“ they are not much afraid of the risk of their responsibility
; so that, at any time,

“ it were possible to prepare beforehand as many transports as might be required.

“ Let us further represent to ourselves this, our town of Makasar
,

filled with

u prisons, the one more dismal than the other, which are stuffed up with hundreds of

“ wretches,
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<c wretches, the victims of avarice and tyranny, who, chained in fetters, look forward

“ with despair towards their future destiny, and taken away from their wives, their

“ children, their parents, their friends and comforts, languish in slavery, helpless

c< and miserable ! We may picture to ourselves the condition of one (and how often

u do such instances occur) who perhaps saw his aged father lose his life by his side, in

(( attempting to rescue the pride and comfort of his declining years, whilst the survivor,

“ incapable of further resistance, is torn from him, robbed irrecoverably of what is

<£ most precious to every human being, and carried away, in a condition more dread-

<c ful than death itself, a condition of despair and uncertainty, in which that moment
<{ only shall produce a change, when he is resigned for a trifle to the arbitrary will

<l of a master, who has paid the stipulated price, and acquired the right of placing him

“ amongst the number of his domestic animals, treating him at times no better than
il he would do those creatures.

“ If we would lift up another corner of the curtain, a scene no less afflicting pre-

<c sents itself. Here we discover wives lamenting the loss of their husbands, children

“ missing their parents, parents missing their children, who, with hearts filled with

“ rage and revenge, run frantic through the streets and before our doors, to do all

“ that the filial love of children for their parents, the tenderness of parents for their

“ offspring can inspire, in order, if possible, to discover where their dearest pledges

“ are concealed. Often, very often, is all their labour and trouble in vain, being
“ obliged to return back hopeless and comfortless to their afflicted friends and rela-

“ tions. Sometimes, indeed, the profoundest secrecy is not proof against their inde-

ee fatigable scrutiny, and if they do by any chance learn where a father, mother, a son

“ or daughter, a husband ora wife, is kept in concealment, hope revives within their

bosoms, and absorbed in the prospect of becoming their deliverers and saviours,

11 every sacrifice is considered trifling, by means of which they can regain possession of
u the objects of their anxious care. But, alas ! these unhappy people have not as yet

“ reached the end of their sufferings
;
an obdurate purchaser, deaf to all the pleadings

<c of distress, will be prepared coolly to make his advantage of it, and proportionably

“ to enhance the ransom of his victim, till by extorting an exorbitant price, he may
plunge the unhappy relative from a moderate property into indigence, or, which is

“ still worse, burden him with debts, which sooner or later will reduce himself, and
a perhaps his whole family, to slavery !

“ It must not be thought, that when these wretched people have thus carried their

“ point, and when, to furnish the sum demanded, they have sold their houses and

“ goods, or even pawned themselves,* that, after the payment of the ransom agreed

“ on, the matter is finished. No ! the trader will not deliver up the pretended slave

<c until he departs for Batavia : and if we ask, why? it is, that his prison may not be
a betrayed

;
that is to say, that it may not become generally known throughout the

“ country, what numbers of stolen people he keeps shut up within his prison, and that

u the cry of vengeance against many execrable acts that are concealed in the dark, may
“ not
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“ not everywhere be heard, by which many villains would become notorious. A son
“ is therefore only exhibited to the afflicted father : he sees him in a pitiful condition

u linked with fetters, and it is frequently at such a moment that the ransom is agreed
C( on. The grief wherewith a father’s heart is pierced at such a sight, the rapid succes-

C( sion of his emotions from grief and despair to hope and longing, when contrasted

“ with the deliberate calmness with which a covetous purchaser knows how to take

“ advantage of the poor man’s distress; the indifference, the obstinacy, with w'hich

“ he persists in his bloody demand of each rix-dollar, each stiver, nay almost of each

“ penny
; in a word, every thing that can have any relation to such a striking spec-

te tacle, can be more easily conceived than described, and we have said enough to

u exhibit the abomination of proceedings, which cannot fail to have a most per-

“ nicious influence upon society.

“ But it may be said, the laws and regulations speak in favour of the oppressed.

u We have shown above, in what manner government have endeavoured, from time to

u time, to provide against such abuses, and to this we beg leave to refer ;
but where

“ avarice is predominant, laws, reason, rights, humanity, all that is sacred, are too

u often compelled to yield. Besides, various obstacles conspire, which time and local

u circumstances have engendered, so that in spite of the most salutary statutes (which

ct are indeed so far nominally in force) the evil cannot be effectually checked
;
and

“ experience has taught us, that the most rigorous orders which government could

u devise, would be insufficient to make a due provision against the increase of these

“ abuses.

“ Those, whose fate we have now hastily drawn, are not always stolen by foreign

“ nations at distant places. No : about and near the houses of our own inhabitants, in

“ our kampongs
,
within our own town, it very often happens. A numerous gang of

“ villains, known by the name of bondsmen (verpandeling), with a number ofwhom
“ every slave-trader is careful to provide himself according to his means, are most

u useful instruments in procuring slaves in the easiest and cheapest way ;
and being

u instructed in all the arts of villainy, and eager for prey, they rove about in gangs

“ during the night and at unseasonable hours, and if successful in overpowering some
<{ one, they carry the victim to their employer or to any purchaser, and it is very

“ seldom that anything more is heard of it, than that such a one has lost his slave,

“ or that such a native is missing. The stolen man, woman, or child, is already

(i chained and shut up within the prison of some slave-trader, which is never visited.

ii The slaves for foreign markets are always carried on board at night
;
and if a

“ stolen person were either free-born, or the slave of an inhabitant, he dares not

“ make himself known as long as he is in his ravisher’s hands, for in that case they

“ would kill him immediately, even were it before the door of the person who wanted

“ to buy him, whilst the robbers would have no difficulty in getting out of the way,

“ and beyond the reach of justice.

“ Those who are trained to this business, whether bondsmen or slaves (for even

amongst this latter class of people thieves of men are often found), are very fertile

“ in
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in an kinds of intrigues to accomplish their ends; for except casual victims, who

« sometimes fall by accident into their clutches, a considerable time will often elapse

«< before they succeed in securing the object they have marked out for their prey,

« because the devoted creature is frequently on his guard; and as it cannot be done

“ openly without great precaution, for he would certainly sacrifice his own or their

« lives to preserve his liberty ; they therefore lie in wait for him a long time, endea-

rs vouring by indirect means to make acquaintance with him, in order to gain his

<< confidence, and then, we will not say always, to conduct or allure him into the

house of the slave-trader, or otherwise, as is sometimes the case, to lead

“ him to a remote spot, or at least to some distance from his house, when he imme-

“ diately finds himself attacked by two or three of these ruffians, who have long

a previously agreed with his pretended friends, and before he has time to put himself

i( into a posture of defence, or to take hold of his kris, it is already wrested from him,

“ and his hands are tied behind his back. To cry for help would be immediately fatal

u to him, he is therefore compelled to be quiet, and to suffer himself to be sold as a

<{ slave by the ruffians who had previously arranged where to carry him.

<c Why such violations are so seldom made public, and thieves of men are so rarely

“ detected, many sufficient reasons may be assigned. For instance : the profound

“ secrecy of the prisons; the clandestine manner in which slaves for traffic are carried

“ on board in the dark of the night
;
the sinister manner in which the purchase is

t( transacted and confirmed; the facility with which the villains are able to escape,

“ when after some time the theft becomes notorious; the difficulty of making satisfac-

{{ tory inquiry about a crime, of which but a few of the perpetrators and their%bconi-

“ plices are generally wdthin the reach ofjustice, whilst the stolen person is still more
11 rarely present, so that it generally happens, in such a case, that the most guilty

“ get off; the still greater uncommonness of offenders of this sort being caught in

u the very act, so as to fall at once into the hands of justice
;
and finally, the secret

(< protection which some native petty princes, living upon plunder, afford to their

“ subjects. All these, and many other circumstances, combine to facilitate the

“ practice of kidnapping, which thus goes on almost undisturbed and generally

u unpunished !

“ A rich citizen, who has a sufficient number of emissaries called bondsmen, carries

u on his trade much more easily than a poor one does. The latter is often obliged

u to go himself to the Kampong Bugis or elsewhere, to take a view of the stolen

“ victim and to carry him home; whilst the former quietly smokes his pipe, being

“ sure that his thieves will, in every corner, find out for him sufficient game, without
u his exerting himself otherwise than indirectly. The thief, the seller, the inter-

ci prefer, are all active in his service, because they are all paid by him. In some cases

u the purchaser unites himself with the seller, on purpose to deceive the interpreter ;

“ whilst in other cases the interpreter agrees with the thief and pretended seller, to

a put the stolen person into the hands of the purchaser ! What precautions, what

“ scrutiny can then avail, when we reflect, that the profound secrecy of the prisons,

2 b <( and
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“ and the strict precautions in carrying the slaves on board, are equalled only by the
(( licentiousness with which the transports are fabricated.

“ A distinction ought, however, to be made between such illegal and criminal

“ practices, and a more moderate trade in slaves, many of whom it is true are stolen,

“ but not in our vicinity, nor in the districts of the Company. The remainder are
u generally such as, according to the separate laws and customs of the native nations
e< of Celebes, have in some way or other forfeited their liberty, either in war, or for

“ some misdemeanour, or on account of debts. These are likewise higher in price, so
“ that the trader cannot have so much gain upon them

; they may also appear at

“ broad day-light, an interpreter may with security answer for them. Such slaves

“ can be brought on board very quietly in the day time
; the frequency of murder,

“ as in other cases, is not much to be dreaded, and our town has considerably less

<£ danger to apprehend from these than from the class before-mentioned.”

The report concludes by recommending specific measures, and expressing an opinion,

that “ it would not be inexpedient, if, but for one year, the exportation of slaves from

“ hence were suspended.”

In the following year, the residents received instructions from the high regency, in

which several of their predecessors were accused of having “ assumed a despotic sway
w over the natives, plundered those over whom they had been placed to protect them,

“ and of having even dared, with the assistance of the native chiefs, whom they have

& found means to debauch
,
to put the natives in irons, and to sell them as slaves.”

Mr. Chasse, when governor of Makasar, much to his honour, attempted to putastdp

to manstealing in the neighbourhood of his residency. He did not, however, succeed

to any extent. When the British arrived, it appeared that numbers of plunderers were

roaming about for the supply of the slave market, which was still open
;
so that the

inhabitants of the villages adjacent to Makasar
,
never dared to approach, except in

parties of at least five or six armed men. An equal caution prevailed throughout the

country.

To enforce the British abolition laws, there was formed at Batavia, in the beginning

of the year 1816, a society called the Java Benevolent Institution
,
and in the course of

the year this society published an account of its proceedings, containing, among other

interesting matter, “ Remarks upon Makasar
,
&c. compiled from the information of

« Lieutenant Owen Phillips, assistant resident there.” This paper concludes as

follows.

(i The laws recognized between the Dutch Company and the states of Boni and

c< Glia may be considered a fair criterion of their general spirit and tendency.

u They were agreed to in an early period of the Dutch establishment, when Admiral

« Speelman concluded a treaty with those states, and they have not since undergone

“ any material alterations. The penalties therein prescribed were required to be

« paid in money or property of any description, at the arbitrary rates fixed by the

t< same laws, and which appear on the whole to be extremely favourable to the indi-

te vidual ;
debtors or convicted felons, in default of payment, becoming bondsmen.

“ But
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u But the temptation to corruption afforded by an open market and an increased

<c demand for slaves for traffic, introduced a practice of condemning, first to bondage,

« and then fabricating for three dollars a certificate of slavery ;
a practice which,

“ although not recognized in the laws subsisting between the European and native

(( powers, was yet generally known to prevail, and if not formally sanctioned was

i( openly tolerated under the former system.

<c Whilst these laws are administered in the native states by their councils or be

-

u charas
,
the administration of justice in the Company’s territories was vested in the

ec Regent, under the superintendance of the Drost, but who has usurped the power

of actually deciding, particularly in cases where he is interested in the condemna-
{< tions, from the right which the judge enjoys, of a moiety of the property arising

“ from the sale of persons condemned to slavery, or in the appropriation of a certain

<{ number of them to his own use ! The abuses arising out of these unlawful usurpa-

“ tions appear to have attained a great height in 1799, when the commission was
<{ appointed to inquire into them ; but (as in the case of restraints which had from
M time to time been imposed by law) that inquiry did little more than recognize the

“ right of control over the actors and participators in such abuses
;
a right which

“ could readily and profitably be compromised by men who, from habit, were actuated

u by little determined abhorrence of such crimes, and no steady resolution to eradicate

u them. To this cause alone must be attributed the difficulties stated by the commis-

“ sion to be opposed to the due execution of the laws, and to the suppression of the

u enormities that were generally practised; and although partial reforms were effected?

a according to the disposition and principles of the persons who presided successively

a in Makasar,
the enormous gains to be derived from the toleration of corruption was

<£ a powerful obstacle to its removal : and it may be said of the abuses and enormities

u detailed by the commission in 1799, that although perpetuated with more or less

« aggravation, as the controuling authority was more or less conscientious and vigi-

u lant, no radical removal of them took place, nor were the suggestions of that com-
<£ mission carried into effect, except partially within the town of Makasar.

u On the establishment of the British government, the practice and mode of kid-

c< napping within the town' of Makasar had in some degree been restricted and

ameliorated
;
but this did not extend to the country. Some limitations had there-

“ fore been imposed on the connivance and direct participation of the public functiona-

<c ries ; but bondsmen were still generally employed as man-stealers, and the practice

<l of concealing in secret prisons, of assassinations to prevent detection, and ofmidnight

“ embarkations, were but little controuled or inquired into, as may be sufficiently

“ inferred from the laxity of the public tribunals, and the rare instances of any infrac-

“ tions of these laws being punished by them.

“ The introduction of the prohibitory laws by the establishment of the British govern-
a ment, naturally operated to cause a sudden and complete suspension of the open
<£ traffic; and although individuals are still clandestinely carried from Makasar^ the

number is so small, that the utmost vigilance has hitherto been unable to convict the

2 b 2 “ perpetrators,
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££ perpetrators, especially as the numerous gang of bondsmen and man-stealers,

“ though compelled at present to resort to other avocations, are yet at the call of cor-

£e rupt employers, and live in the hope that occasion may again offer of freely returning
££ to their pursuits, without apprehension of any consequences. This truth will be
££ more generally appreciated, if we explain the course through which these people

££ are led to engage in the desperate trade of kidnapping. The bondsmen, who are

££ thus employed by slave-traders, are generally dissolute adventurers from the native

££ states, who repair to Makasar
,
perhaps, with a little property which they lose by

££ gambling
;
their next resource is to borrow from some one of the numerous Dutch

££ or Chinese speculators (slave-traders) a sum of money, and which is only to be had
££ at the exorbitant interest of fifty per cent, or, as expressed in the local terms,

££ £ one wang per month on the Spanish dollar.’ A debt thus dissolutely contracted

££
is not likely to be retrieved by patient industry. But were such a disposition to

££ prevail, the opportunity is scarcely afforded, and the obligation is generally allowed

££ to accumulate until the debtor is about to pay the price in his captivity. To retrieve

££ himself from this dire alternative, he has recourse to the trade of kidnapping, and
££ the ready employment he meets with, added to the sudden gains which he hopes to

££ acquire, stimulate him to repair his fortunes in this irregular and desperate pursuit.

££ Such are the bondsmen who aie the active agents of slave-traders in Makasar
;

££ and while the abolition has had the twofold effect of diminishing their numbers and
££ of checking their depredations, it must be obvious that this salutary reform can
££ only endure whilst the spirit which produced it is fostered. The commission in 1799
££ forcibly depicted the utter inr.ompetenr.y of the most rigid prohibitions, in restricting

££ the barbarities which then prevailed : but there is yet a stronger fact, which bears

« equally upon the traffic, on whatever footing it might be re-admitted
;

it is, that

(i the resources arising from what were considered legal condemnations to slavery,

££ would be totally inadequate to supply the market under any probable limitations.

££ As the demand increased, the more frequent condemnations on frivolous pretences

££ would naturally ensue, if indeed such a practice in any degree could be considered

££ legal; but the temptations to open violence arising from the numerous accessaries,

££ and the direct or indirect participation of public functionaries, added to the cora-

C£ parative cheapness of stolen men, are such strong inducements to revive ancient

££ abuses, under an actual demand, that no hope could be entertained of controuling

££ them. On the other hand, the maintenance of the abolition laws, as they have

££ hitherto tended to correct in a remarkable degree the monstrous practices which

££ obtained, must, in their ultimate operation, effectually reform, not only the habits

££ and dispositions of the inhabitants of Makasar
,
but check those frequent condemna-

££ tions which in the native states may be chiefly imputed to the advantages that were

££ generally made of them. To illustrate, in a familiar instance, the effect of this

££ amelioration brought about by the silent operation of the prohibitory law's ;
on

££ the first arrival of the English, the inhabitants of the adjacent villages did not

il dare to come to Makdsur in parties of less than five or six men well armed. This

(( waa
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44 was equally the case throughout the country, as there was an open sale for almost

44 any number of people that could be stolen. The case, however, is now entirely

44 altered, at least within the influence of the British authority. Men, women, and
44 children, are now to be seen moving singly about the country in all directions,

44 without fear and without arms. Formerly a man going on a hunting party, or a

44 peasant to till his ground, went armed as if going to war; at the present day

44 numbers of people may be seen in the paddy fields without a spear amongst them.

44 I may add, that these effects are not confined to the Company’s provinces, but

44 are felt nearly throughout the states of Gua, Telu, and Turata, where there can

44 be no doubt that a few years would be sufficient to realize, under the present system,

44 a great increase to population, and the more important introduction of commerce
44 and civilization.

44 The principal pirate settlements are Kali and Tuli Tuli
,

situated on the

44 north-west coast. The depredations of these hordes are generally carried on be-

44 tween Java and the Straits of Saleyer
; their haunts are the islands near Seleyer,

44 also Gunung Api
,
and the isles at the entrance of the Bay of Semhdwa

,
and in

44 general the small isles included between the coasts of Java to the west, Borneo to

44 the north, and Celebes to the east,”
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APPENDIX G.

Numerals according to the Chandra Sangkala

one.

APPENDIX Rdpa. ....... form, shape, appearance, face of anything.

G. Chandra moon at the 15th day, moon.

Sasi new moon, month of the year.

Nabi or nebe ...... the navel, completion of the month.

Bfimt the earth or piece of land.

Bdda ancient ;
original.

Ron or Godong .... leaf of a tree.

Mddr abstraction, devotion.

Eku tail of any thing.

D4ra large stars, planets.

Jalma or Janma .. .. mankind.

Eka one.

Wak the body.

Sdta child.

Siti black earth, earth.

Awaui , . courageous, hair of the body.

Wtilan . » . the moon at the 14th day, full moon.

Yata then, forthwith, thereupon.

Tung’gal one.

TWO.
Nitra the eye lids, the eye.

Chaksu the inner comer of the eye.

Nayana sight.

Sikara the palm of the hand.

Bfija the upper part of the arm near the shoulder.

Paksa the j aw-bone.

Drdsti or desti the eye-brow.

Hama the outer comer of the eyes.

Lochaua the lips.

Charana ... the side of the cheek bone.

Kerna the ears.

Kerui . ilic inner part of the car.

Anamba the act of closing the hands m obeisance.

Taling’an the lobe of the ear, the ear.

Mata the eye, the pupil of the eye.

Tang’an the hands, the arms.

Sdku the feet, or soles of the feet.

Lar ...wings.

D&i two.

L6ro two.

THREE.

Bahning fire (of a furnace).

Pawaka fire (from a volcano).

Siking fire (struck from a flint).

Guna. fire (from friction of wood)

.
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Dahana. the fire which pervades every thing that has life, extensive fire, fire that has never v—™
guished.

Tri-ningr&na fire (of the work-room).

Uta a leech.

Buja-lana alligator or crocodile.

Hfiti worm of the earth.

Jata flame of fire.

Wfida fire or heat confined in a vessel, as in a cooking vessel.

Anala the fire which giveth warmth to the heart, the fire of passion, the fire which giveth warmth
to passion.

Gni fire (to a match).

Utawa fire.

Kda great fire.

Lfina fire or flame of a lamp.

Puyika fire and ashes, mixed.

Tiga three.

Uuing’a a torch.

FOUR.

Wfidang hot water.

Segara the sea.

Kerti - well water.

Suchi water after it is used.

Jaludri water from a lake, or where fresh water mixes with the sea.

Hadi mountain water, rare or pure water. '

Warna colour.

Wdh water which descends from a mountain.

Samfidra sea water.

Jaladi tank or pond water.

Eruawa spring water.

Toyadi dew water.

Wahana flood or quantity of water.

Waudadi juice from trees, as toddy, &c.

Sindu milk.

Wari cocoa nut-water, water.

Dik glutinous sap taken from trees, as the Indian rubber, &c.

Tasik sweat, applied to the sea on the coast.

Banyu water.

Chatur four.

Papat four.

FIVE.

Buta a rasaksa or hobgoblin, also a lion.

Pandawa the five sons of Pandu.

Tata breath issuing from the nostrils.

Gati ditto mouth.

Wisaya air produced as in bellows, &c.

Iudri air which refreshes or revives.

Astra the air created by the passing of a missile weapon, or by the wielding of a sword,

Sara the same, created near the point or edge of the weapon.

Martita air which conveys scents of any kind.

Pawana strong wind.

Bfiua hurricane, violent wind.

Margaua favorable wind in one’s course.

Sami-rana the wind that checks perspiration.

2 c 2
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APPETpi* nr„j^-6 . the point ov edge of the wind which strikes any tiling,

Pancha five.

Bayu wind that circulates in the human body.

Wisikan whispering wind.

Gtiling’an air circulating in a room.

Lima five.

SIX.

Mangsa... season, the seasons, prey of a wild beast.

Sadrasa the six tastes, (sweet, sour, salt, bitter, pungent or aromatic, hot, as pepper).

Winayang to range, following in order, (which is done according to the six notions of things).

Gana silk worm, bee.

Ret-tu the feeliDg or taste of any thing not pleasant, as pain in the leg, mixed good and bad.

Ang’gas the trunk of a tree standing after its branches and leaves are decayed and fallcu.

Sayag an inclining tree.

Karng’a the sense of hearing.

Sauda clear, light.

Sandi plan, project, scheme, completed.

Bfidia disposition, inclination, ability.

Ka-ntlnam six.

Rasa taste.

SEVEN.

Ardi mountains near the sea, mountains.

Parwata several mountains together.

Turaugga a steed, horse.

Giri mountain or great hill.

R6ksi or resi. ....... a pandita, or holy or learned man.

Aksa buffaloe.

Baksu bull or cow.

Mandala a mountain which is rent or split.

Chala a mountain which shews its shape, &c. clearly.

Hemawau the summit of a mountain.

Gfira . . cow, great noise.

Sapta seven.

Pandita a holy man-

Gtingsiara the buzzing noise of flying insects.

Yamfini the sound of a lover courting his mistress.

Kfida horse.

Wiku .... an instructor.

Pitu seven.

EIGHT.

Naga serpent.

Panagan the dwelling of a snake, the skin which a snake has shed.

Sarira guana.

Basu tekkd.

Tanu camelion.

Mfirti lizard.

Kunjara place of confinement, prison.

Gajah elephant.

Dip&ngga an elephant fully caparisoned.

Samadia an elephant prepared for being mounted.

Hasta elephant.

Mang’gala an elephant with his tusks grown.
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Dirada an enraged or savage elephant.

Hesti female elephant.

Matang’ga a large elephant.

Bramana a pandita from Sabrang or opposite coast.

Liman a tame elephant

Kala time.

Was, awas a scorpion.

Ula a snake.

NINE.

Rudra a muddy hole.

Trfistra the hollow of a tube, a hollow in any thing.

Trfisti the same.

Muka the face, the mouth.

Gapdra the gate or doorway of a palace.

Wiwara a doorway, the opening of a case.

Diara the gateway of a fort.

Drdna doorway into a holy place, or place of misfortune.

Ydtu the eye of a needle, or the like.

Gatra a small hole or cell in the earth made by insects.

Gua a cave.

Wadana the front of a door.

Ldng all kinds of holes or hollow places.

Lawang doors of every description.

Song a long passage underground.

Babahan the hole made for the entrance of a thief.

Nawa nine.

CYPHER.

Buma decayed grass, dried grass, hay.

Sdnya solitude, quiet.

Gegana endless space, as between the earth and the sky, indefinite space.

Ng’ambara flight.

Widik widik that which is seen or heard but not known, as thunder.

Maldtik to fly off, drop off, any thing small which is knocked off from what is greater.

Sirna gone, vanished.

Lang’it that of which one has an idea but cannot see clearly, as the sky.

Kasia the air, atmosphere.

Malayewa to nin off.

Windu the period of revolving, a cycle.

Sakata a carriage.

Hang gone, lost, past.,

EXAMPLE.

Buma, netra, gni.

Earth, eyes, fire,

1 2 3

banyu, marfita, sadrasa, ardi,

water, air, taste, hill,

4 5 6 7

naga, lawang, lang’it.

snake, doors, sky.

8 9 0
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TRANSLATION OF THE MANEK MAYA.

CHAPTER I.

Before the heavens and earth were created, there existed Sangyang JVisesa (the

all-powerful). This deity remaining in the centre of the universe, inwardly and earn-

estly desired of the Almighty Ruler to grant a wish that he had. A dreadful conflict

of the elements ensued, in the midst of which he heard a repetition of sounds, like the

rapid striking of a bell. On looking up he saw a ball suspended over him, and on his

laying hold of it, it separated into three parts : one part became the heavens and earth,

another became the sun and moon, and the third was man, or mdnek maya.

All having made obeisance to the Sangyang JVisesa
,
he addressed himself to Mdnek

mdya and said, “ Hereafter thou shalt be called Sang yang Guru; and placing entire

“ confidence in thee, I give up the earth and all that is attached to it, to be used and
“ disposed of according to thy will and pleasure.” Having spoken thus, Sangyang
JVisesa vanished.

The earth being in great distress, unfixed and liable to be driven to and fro by

every gust of wind, anxiously petitioned of Sang yang JVisesa that its situation and

condition in the universe might be fixed. The sun, moon, and sky, deeply affected

with the distress in which the earth was, all came to lend their assistance : a violent

hurricane at the same time arose, and by their united influence the earth became still

and fixed, the contending waters then receiving their saltness and disposition to tur-

bulency. The continual presence of the sun and moon occasioned perpetual day.

Sang yang Guru, empowered by the deity, then directed that those two luminaries

should show themselves alternately, relieving each other by turns ;
the sun dispens-

ing light and heat during the day, and at the close thereof entering into the bosom of

fire
;
the moon continuing to light the earth by night, for fifteen days in a month, and

descending in due season into the bosom of the waters.

At the request of Sang yang Guru, the deity granted that he should have nine male

and five female children born unto him, without the assistance of a mother.

One of the sons, called Mahadewa, being furnished with one of the daughters, called

Mahadewi, as a wife, was sent to preside in the east. He was moreover provided

with a fort and palace of silver, a sea of cocoa-nut milk, and a white pari bird. His

letters were ha, na, cha, ra, and ka, (the five first letters of the Javan alphabet), and

his day, legi (which signifies sweet).

The second son, Sang yang Sambu, was sent to preside in the south : the daughter

allotted to him for a consort was Sangyuna. His kraton was of copper ;
his bird was

a bhramana
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a bhramdna kite; his sea was of blood ; his letters were da, ta, sa
,
wa, and fa; his

day pahing.

The third son, Sang yang Iiamajdya (the most beautiful), was sent to preside in the

west : the daughter allotted to him for a wife was Dewi Rdteh (which signifies the

most beautiful female). His kraton was of gold
;
his sea was of honey ;

his bird was

a kapadong, or yellow minor ;
his letters were pa, da, ja, ya, and nia

;

his day

was pon.

The fourth son, Sangyang Wisnu
,
was sent to preside in the north : the daughter

allotted to him for a wife was Sri. His day was wage
;

his kraton was of iron
;
his

sea was indigo ;
his bird was a gaga, or crow

;
his letters were mu, ga, ba, ta, and nga.

The fifth son, Sangyang Bdyu, was appointed to preside over the centre of the

earth : the daughter allotted for his wife was Dewi Sumi. His kraton was of bell-

metal
;
his day was kliwon

; his letters were ga, lung, nia, ma, ma
,

la, pa, ya, and

a; his sea was of hot water ; his bird was a gogelc

.

The four remaining sons were appointed to preside in the north-east, north-west,

south-west, and south-east quarters, respectively.

The god of the north-east was Sang yang Pretanjdla

,

and the letter attached to him

was named b'ya.

The god of the south-east was Sangyang Kwera, and the letter attached to him was

named narasunya.

The god of the south-west was Sangyang Mahaydkti, and the letter attached to him

was named gandea.

The god of the north-west was Sangyang Sewa, and the letter attached to him was

named norwiti.

These arrangements being made, Sang yang Guru went under the earth to put

things to rights there. The earth consisted of seven regions, one under the other,

like so many folds. In the first region he appointed the goddess Dewi Pratiwi to

preside; in the second region, a god named Sangyang Kusika
; in the third region,

a god named Sang yang Gdng'ga; in the fourth region, a god named Sangyang Sin-

dula ; in the fifth, Sangyang Dasampdlan ; in the sixth, a god named Sangyang Ma.
nihara; in the seventh region, a god named Sang yang Anta Boga, and who was

head over all the others.

Then Sang yang Guru returning from under the earth, and observing that it was

depressed towards the west and elevated towards the east, summoned all the deities

to a consultation respecting what might be the cause of this inclination. The deity of

the west said, that it was in consequence of a large mountain that was towards the

west, and whose weight bore down the earth in that quarter. Sangyang Guru then

directed that the mountain should be removed from the west and placed in the east,

so as to preserve the earth in due balance. All the deities were accordingly forthwith

dispatched to effect the same.

Sangyang Guru, at the same time, got Sangyang Wisesa to create him a Vulcan

or Empu
,
whose name was Ramadi. Of this Vulcan, his mouth served to supply fire,

his
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his right and left hands served respectively to hold and beat his work, while his knee

answered the purpose of an anvil.
% • • i

CHAPTER II.

Besides Sangyang Guru
,
Sangyang Wisesa created another degree of mankind, viz.

Sangyang Derma Jaka, who having humbled himself before Wisesa
,
petitioned him

to bestow on him a son, which was granted, and his son’s name was Chdtur

Kanaka.

Chdtur Kanaka having previously done penance, petitioned Wisesa to grant him a

son, which he did, and his son’s name was Sangyang Kanekapidra. This Kanekapidra,

who was superior in abilities to all the other created beings, being grown up, was

sent by his father to do penance in the ocean, who gave him at the same time a precious

stone, called relna dumtla, fraught with the wonderful pow er of rendering its possessor

insensible to hunger, cold, thirst, &c. and which completely fortified him against the

effects of water, fire, <Scc. Chdtur Kanaka also instructed his son to remain quiet

and silent during his penance.

CHAPTER III.

The deities who were sent to remove the heavy mountain which weighed down the

west end of the earth, were so fatigued with the labour it cost them that they were all

very thirsty. In looking out for wherewithal to quench their thirst, they discovered

issuing from the side of the mountain a clear stream, of which they all drank and died

shortly after, the water being impregnated with poison.

Sangyang Guru himself having come to the mountain, and being also very thirsty

drank from the poisonous stream : perceiving however, in time, that the water was

not good, he immediately vomited it, and so saved his life. The only bad effects of it

was a blackness which remained about his throat, and from which he received the appel-

lation of Nila Kdnta. The water was called clidla kuta, which signifies the most

potent poison.

On a further search, Sang yang Guru discovered another stream issuing from the

summit of the mountain, and of which the water was of an aromatic and excellent

quality. The name of this water was Kamanddlu
,
and was so called from its having

the property of bringing the dead to life.

Instructed by Wisesa, Sang yang Guru drank of the life-giving water, and at the

same time carried with him some of it, in order to give it to those deities who had died

in consequence of their having drunk of the death-giving stream. On the water being

applied to their lips they all immediately revived.

What remained of the mountain on removing it from the west to the east formed the

hill called Tempaka (at Chiringin
,
in Bantam).

In the course of the conveyance of the mountain towards the east, a piece of it dropt

off, and became the large mountain in Bantam, called Gunung Kdrang. Other pieces

falling off became the mountains Ilala Ilulu
,
near Pajajuran

,
Gunung Gede, the

mountain
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mountain called Chermdi (which is in Cheribon), and the Gunung Agung, (which is in

Tegdl).

The fragments which continued to fall all the way along, on either side of the

large mountain, during its conveyance from the west to the east, formed the two

ranges of hills stretching along the south and north coasts, and known by the name

of Gunung Kendang.

Two large pieces fell off and formed the Brothers, called Sindoro and Sindari, or

Sumbing. The deities employed in transporting the mountain stopped to rest them-

selves in that part of the country afterwards known by the name of Kedu

;

and the

perspiration which then ran off their bodies was the cause of that country being so

well supplied with water.

These deities seeing Ramadi above in the clouds, at his ease compared with them

who were working so hard, asked how he came to be there so much at his ease ? He
replied, that he was ordered by Sang yang Guru to remain there and work for the

gods. High words, and at last a battle, ensued, in which all the deities were de-

feated. So great was the power of Ramadi
,
whose mouth sent forth flame, and whose

breath was fatal to those exposed to its baneful influence.

Sang yang Guru interposed his authority, and having appeased the combatants,

the deities returned to the work of carrying the mountain. More pieces of the moun-

tain dropped, and formed the mountains Merdpi and Merbdbu
,
into which the vol-

canic fire they have ever since contained was then breathed from the nostrils of the

fiery Vulcan Ramadi.

Ramddi then asked Wisesa to give him a son, which was granted, and his son’s name

was Brama Kaddli. Brdma Kadali resembled his father in every respect, and was

equally powerful and formidable.

Other pieces of the mountain dropt, and formed the mountains Ldvou
,

Wilis
,

Antang
,
and Klut

,
besides a number of small hills. What remained of the mountain

when it had reached the east, was set down and formed the Gunung Semiru (which

is in the country now called Proboling'go), the height of which reached the

sky.

Having removed the mountain from the west to the east end of the island, the seve-

ral deities presented themselves before Sang yang Guru
,
who then ordered them to

take teja-grained wood, earth, and stones, for the purpose of making him a heaven of

the most transcendant beauty, it being his intention to vie with the Almighty himself;

and in order that he might be on an equality with the Almighty, he gave orders for the

construction of a bdli marchu kunda
,
which should resemble the dras of the most divine ;

and like unto the Surga Purdos he made the Surga Loka. To resemble the Yamani

he formed a kawah ; corresponding to the Wailul, or hell of perishing cold, he made

Endut Blagddba, or the place of filth
;

similar to the bridge Seratal mastakim he

made the bridge Ogaldgil. He at the same time made himself as many jazaddas as

the Almighty himself had malaikat (or male angels), also 100,001 widaddris (or fe«

2 d
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male angels), the odd one being Batdirl Rateh. Sang yang Guru further provided

himself with a consort, whose name was Batdri Uma.

All this having been accomplished, the Jawdtas and Widaddris assembled under the

bdli mdrchu kundo
,
and began to drink of the terta komandddu

,
or invigorating beverage,

which soon made them quite happy.

While they were still quaffing, Rembu Chulung
,
one of the Rasdksa (who are the

dregs of creation) having observed them, descended from above and joined the party.

When one of the Jawdtas, called Chandra
,
perceived this, he made a motion to TVisnu

to apprize him of it. Before therefore the beverage, which the rasdksa had applied to

his lips, had time to descend into his stomach, W'lsna shot an arrow into his throat

and stopped its passage. The head only of the Rasdksa (being all that experienced

the effects of its immortalizing quality) re-ascended, and became the devourer of the

sun and moon (observable at eclipses); the whole of the rest of the body perished.

Hence originates the great noise and clamour which is always made on an eclipse of

the sun or moon, the object of those who make it being to drive away the animal

which on those occasions attacks the luminaries, and thereby produces what are termed

eclipses.
*******

(The scene which follows is too indelicate to be inserted.)

Sangyang Guru immediately dispatched all the deities to destroy it, and to prevent

its growing into any thing gross or unnatural.

The deities accordingly went forth and commenced their attack, darting all

their missile weapons at it. Instead, however, of suffering from the effects of their

weapons, it only increased in size, and forthwith began to assume a shape, of which

the weapons called chakra deksdna formed the head, those called lampang mang'gala

formed the two shoulders, and those called gdda the rest of the body. The former

being now complete and of a very terrific appearance, all the deities were greatly

afraid and ran away from Sang yang Kdla, the name of the monster, as it continued

to pursue them. The deities fled to Sang yang Guru for protection and assistance?

informing him of what had happened, and telling him, at the same time, that the

Sang yang Kdla w'as advancing in order to inquire and find out who was his father.

The Rasdksa immediately made his appearance, having eyes like the blazing sun,

hair long, lank, and clotted with filth and dirt, his body covered all over with hair like

a w ild beast, and large tusks sticking out of his jaw's.

Thus disfigured, he stood before Sangyang Guru and asked him who he W'as ? The

latter replied, that he was a powerful being and the ruler of many deities. “ If that

u be the case,” said Sang yang Kdla, then must thou be able to tell me who my
“ father was.” Guru then said, “ I know thy father, and will inform thee who and

« where he is, provided you comply with what I shall require of thee.”

Sang yang Kdla assented, and then inquired what it was that Guru wished him

to do. “ That,” said Guru
,
“ I will point out to you, and if you fail to do it, I will

c: instantly devour you. You must, in the first place, however, make obeisance to

“ me.”
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u me.” While the Rasaksa was in the act of prostrating himself before Guru, the

latter plucked two hairs from his head : upon which the former opening wide his mouth,

Guru thrust his hand into it, and wrenched out his tusks and the poison which was

at their roots. The poison he deposited in a small vessel, and of the tusks he lormed

two weapons, called limpung and neng'gdla, so heavy that it required seven hundred

men to lift one of them.***** * *

Sang pang Guru then confirmed to the Rasaksa the name of Sangpang Kdla: after

which, becoming greatly enraged with his consort, he seized and held her by the toe,

upon which she began to bellow, and was immediately transformed into a female

monster, receiving the name of Durga. He then gave her to Sang pang Kdla for

a consort, and allotted them for a place of residence the island called Nusa Kambdngan
,

where they continued to remain very happily.

Sang pang Guru then ordered the deities, Brama and Wisnu, to go and destroy

the forty children of Rembu Chulung, the devourer of the sun and moon. They

accordingly destroyed all the children except one, named Putut Jantaka
,
whose severe

penance alone saved him.

After this Guru saw in his sleep an appearance like a rainbow, and which seemed

to be portentous of some great event. Sang pang Tdmban being sent by Guru to make

inquiries respecting the nature and meaning of this sign, which from its being in the

water he termed suba s'lta, Tdmban went under the water, and saw there a devotee,

who notwithstanding his situation was quite unwet from the water, and undergoing

the penance of remaining perfectly still and quiet.

Guru being informed of this, and feelingjealous of what the devotee might gain by his

penance, became very desirous of causing him to break his vow : he accordingly sent a

number of Dewdtas and Widadaris to tempt the hermit. On their reaching the spot

where the latter was, they were not asked to sit down, and were completely disre-

garded by the hermit. Brama, who was one of those sent, then observed to the

hermit, that such haughty and neglectful conduct was highly unbecoming, and that if

it proceeded from ignorance, on his part, of the rank of the persons sent to him, he

begged to inform him that they were the messengers of the Great Deity, and ought to

be attended to.

These words making no kind of impression on the hermit, who continued obdurately

silent, the deity, Sang pang Sewa, then advanced, and addressing himself to the

hermit, spoke thus : “ Holy hermit, be not offended with what Brama has just said

u to thee. I come not to disturb or annoy you, but merely to apply to you for the

“ means of curing the sickness of Batdri Uma
,
who has been taken very ill.” Neither

this, nor any other of the devices which the rest of the deities successively had recourse

to, succeeded in making the hermit break his silence. The deities, however, being

determined to do all in their power to make the hermit break his vow of uninterrupted

silence, Sang pang Sambu took a vessel of water and emptied it upon him, while

others, at the same time, began to belabour him with sticks. Notwithstanding all this,

2 d 2 the
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the hermit persevered unshaken in his resolution of maintaining a dead silence. Seeing

this Sang yartg Bayu came up and began to batter his head with stones, which instead of

doing any injury to that usually tender part, were only broken themselves into many

pieces. Brdma had then recourse to fire, which he heaped about the hermit, so that he

was for a considerable time entirely concealed from the view, by the vast flames there-

of, and supposed to be completely destroyed, When the fire had done burning, how-

ever, the hermit was observed to continue in the same situation as before, uninjured by

the destructive element, and, like gold, only the more pure and beautiful.

Astonished and exasperated at all this, the deities then began to assail the hermit

with all their various weapons, viz. 1. chakra
,
2. konta

,
3. hardadali

,
4. neng'gala, 5. pa-

ratu
,
6 . limpung

,
7. pasopati, and 8.trisula. The body of the hermit proved invulner-

able. The deities then, quite confounded and ashamed of their failure, returned to

Guru
,
and informed him of all that had been done.

Sang yang Guru then went himself to the hermit, and asked him what it was he

wished to obtain by his penance, telling him at the same time, that if he was desirous

of having beautiful and accomplished virgins, he had plenty at his service. Receiving

no reply, Sang yang Guru then said to him, “ I know what the object of this penance

“ is, and I should possess very limited power if I did not know every wish of thy

<c heart. Thou art ambitious of supplanting me in the power and rule which I hold

“ in heaven; but thou deceivest thyself. Wert thou to do penance for one thou-

u sand years, while I should continue to enjoy myself in a series of uninterrupted

“ pleasures, thou wouldst never be able to come near to me in power or glory ; for after

“ Teja or Chdya (which signifies light or brightness), Bumi (the earth), and Langit

“ (the sky), 1 stand the next eldest work of creation; and the power superior to these

<c just mentioned is Sang yang Wisesa
,
who is the oldest and greatest of all.” Upon

this the hermit could contain himself no longer, but bursting into laughter, said,

Thou art wrong, and what thou hast said of Sang yang Wisesa
,

is true of the Al-

a mighty himselfonly, whose displeasure thou hast consequently incurred by what thou

“ hastjust stated. Know that I am Sangyang Kanekaputra ; and to prove to thee that

u I know better than to believe what thou hast said of Sangyang Wisesa
,

I would
“ only ask thee who could have been the cause of those sounds which were heard by

“ Wisesa before the heavens and earth were. Without doubt they were occasioned by

“ a power older and greater than him.”

On this Guru was silenced, and had not a word to say. He then entieated Kaneka-

putra to tell him who this eldest and most powerful being was, proposing, at the same

time, that he should go with him, and become joint ruler over the deities in heaven.

“ These sounds,” answered Sang yang Kanekaputra, 11 were the voice of the Almighty,

“ signifying his will that there should be created things of an opposite nature to each

“ other, as male and female, above and below, father and mother, beautiful and ugly,

“ &c. &c.—every thing created having its opposite, except thee and me, who are one
“ and the same.”

Sang yang
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Sangyang Kanekaputra and Sangyang Guru then ascended to heaven, and seated

themselves on the Bali marcliu kunda. After they hadremained there for some time, Sang

yang Guru perceiving a case belonging to Sangyang Kanekaputra
,
to remain constantly

shut, inquired of him the cause thereof, and was told by him that it contained the most

precious of all precious stones, which had the wonderful power of making the possessor

of it feel neither hunger, cold, nor thirst, &c. and which fortified him against the effects

of water, fire, &c.

When Sang yang Guru heard this, he requested to have the stone; but Kaneka-

putra told him it was of so subtile a nature, that it would pass through the hands of

innumerable people, and would never remain with any one but him destined to be the

possessor of it. Sang yang Guru asked Kanekaputra to part with the stone, and

give all the other deities an opportunity of getting it, provided it should not remain

with him. Kanekaputra then threw up the precious stone, and Guru caught hold of it.

It not only passed through his hands, but also through the hands of all the deities who

successively caught and attempted to retain it. The precious stone then falling down

upon the first region of the earth, where presides the deity Pratiwi, dropped suc-

cessively through all the others, without the presiding deities Bagdnsan Kusika
,
Sang

yang Gang'ga
,
Sindula

,
Drampolan, and Manik Koga, being able to retain hold of it,

till coming to the last region, Anta Bogo
,
the presiding deity, who was in shape like a

dragon, opened his mouth and swallowed it.

Sang yang Guru then asked Sang yang Kanekaputra what he should do to become

possessed of the precious stone ? Kanekaputra replied, he must go and search for it as

far as even the seventh region of the earth. Sang yang Guru approved of this, but at

the same time wished that Kanekaputra should go himself, accompanied by all the

deities. Kanekaputra accordingly set off, and on his arrival at the different regions,was

successively told by the presiding deities, that the retna dumila had slipt through

their hands, and had passed down into the seventh and lowest region. When he came

there, he and all the deities who accompanied him, were kindly received by Anta Bogo.

Kanekaputra then told Anta Bogo that Guru was desirous of having the precious

stone, and would be greatly obliged by his giving it up to him. Anta Bogo declined

compliance, and immediately his body became extended so as to encircle the whole of

his region. It is further reported that he had ninety nostrils. Kanekaputra perceiving

that Anta Bogo was making a display of the power he possessed, gave orders for all the

deities to enter his body by his various nostrils, and to make search for the vessel called

cliupu mdnek aslagina
,
in which the retna dumila was deposited.*###*##*

Wisesa seeing what had taken place, reprimanded the parties concerned, for their

folly and mistake, and at the same time ordered that they should all forthwith depart

out of the body of Anla Bogo. He next desired that the body of Anta Bogo should be

carried away by the deities, in the same manner in which they had formerly carried

the mountain. On their way with it to Sangyang Guru
,
the body decreased gradually

in size, till it vanished entirely.

Kanekaputra
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Kanekaputra was highly incensed against Anta Bogo for his provoking conduct, and

M as just going to complain of it to Sang yang Guru

,

when to his surprise he perceived

Anta Bogo himself under the seat of Sangyang Guru.

Sang yang Guru seeing Kanekaputra'

s

displeasure increase, he requested he would

not be otfended with Anta Bogo

,

as his conduct was merely intended for a little merri-

ment. Sangyang Guru then desired Anta Bogo to deliver up the chupu manek astagina,

which he accordingly did.

Sang yang Guru not being able himself to open the chupu, handed it over to Kane-

kaputra ; but neither he nor any of the other deities, who successively attempted to open

it, could succeed. Anta Bogo was then applied to: but he said, that so long as he had

had the chupu, it opened and shut of itself, without his knowing how. Holding up the

chupu, Sang yang Guru then threw it down with great violence
;
upon which it broke

in pieces, and vanished from the sight. The chupu and the relna dumila which it con-

tained then became, the former a Bali simarakata, the latter a virgin, to whom Sang

yang Guru gave the name of Tesna-JVali
,
and who continued to remain in the Bali shna-

rakata till she grew up. Sang yang Guru afterwards taking a fancy to this virgin,

wished to make her his wife. She consented, on condition of his giving her such proof

as she required of his divinity and power, and that was by his supplying her with three

things, viz. 1. a suit of elegant apparel, which would last her for ever without being in

the least tarnished; 2. a meal which would cause her never to feel hunger more; 3. a

musical instrument called gatoplak, of the most melodious sound. All these Sangyang
Guru promised to get for her on her agreeing to prove faithful to him.

In furtherance of his intentions, he ordered the deity Cliitra Idga to go to Nusa
Kambangan and call Sangyang Kala. When Sang yang Kala came, Sangyang Guru

desired him to bring his son, called Kcila Gamdrang, in order that he might dispatch him

in search of the three things required by the virgin, Tesna JVati.

To induce Kala Gamdrang to exert himself in procuring them, Sang yang Guru

told him, that if he should be successful he would be rewarded by the privilege o*

coming to heaven whenever he chose, without molestation from the other deities.

Kala Gamdrang then took leave, bellowing and making agreat noise, so as to alarm

and bring out all the deities, whom, as they stood in his way, he insulted and disgraced

by striking some and spitting in the faces of and treading upon others. Highly indignant

at such base treatment, the deities, one and all, pronounced a curse upon him, that he

should never be allowed again to defile heaven with his presence, and that he should be

transformed into a wild beast.

Kala Gamdrang then proceeded to a place called Taman Banjdran Sari, where he

saw Dewi Sri (the wife of lVisnu) bathing in the azure main (or Segura Nila).

Enamoured by the enchanting display of the naked beauties of that lovely female, his

whole soul was fired with such an irresistible desire, and so rivetted and attracted was

he, that he unconsciously rushed forward towards her, when she, greatly terrified and

leaving all her clothes behind, ran off with all speed to her husband. Kala

Gamdrang pursued the lovely fugitive till she reached the abode of her husband

lVisnu,
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Wtsnu, and being informed on inquiry of him that she was his wife, Kala Gamarang

demanded her of him. Wtsnu consented to let him have her, provided she herself

would consent. The question being put to her she refused to go to Kala Gamarang
,
who

then said that her not liking to come to him was all a pretence, and nothing more than

one of those tricks which the female sex are constantly in the habit of practising. On
Kala Gamarang’’

s

attempting to carry her away by force, TVisnu whispered her to run off

to Mendang Kamulan, and enter and take refuge in the body of the king’s wife, called

Derma Nastiti. Wtsnu at the same time disappeared. Kala Gamarang followed and

continued to pursue her over hill and dale and through jungle and forest, till becoming

tired and exhausted she was on the point of being overtaken, when Wtsnu, causing his

weapon to be changed into the root end of a rattan, it got entangled about the legs of

Kala Gamarang, and threw him down. Notwithstanding that, however, Kala Gama,

-

rang still attempted to pursue her, when she, aware of the advantage she then had over

him, cursed him, and pronounced him to be a hog, which he immediately became.

Kala then attempted to stand upright, but he could not. Resolved however' not to

desist from the attempt to obtain the object of his desire, he said within himself, that

he would follow and pursue her into whatever recess she might betake herself. Coming

to a river, he saw the image of what he now was.

When Sri reached Mendang Kamulan she entered the body of Derma Nastiti'

s

wife,

who was most beautiful. Wtsnu at the same time went into the body of the king him-

self, and assuming the title of Prdbu mang nguhuhan, became the first king of Java.

Sangyang Guru being informed of the fate of his messenger, Kala Gamarang, sent

again to the virgin, Tresna-Wdti, to entreat her to become his. This however she

positively refused, on any other terms than those she had already made known to him.

Upon this, Sangyang Guru began to embrace her. The resistance she made, joined

to the rough and violent manner in which he proceeded, caused her to expire in his

arms. He then sent for Kanekaputra to carry her body to Mendang Kamulan, and

there bury it in the wood, called Kentring Kendayana, which he ordered to be previously

put in order for its reception.

The body being buried there, from its head sprung up a cocoa-nut tree, * * *

From the hands grew up plantain trees, from the teeth Indian corn, from other parts

part, &c. &c. The pari was guarded by * * * * *-

and over these three was placed a head called Rdden Jalca.

Sang yang Pretanjdla
,
the deity of the north-east, anxious to know where Wtsnu

was, ascended into the air, and having looked down and seen some fine rice growing,

he immediately descended in the shape of a bird, and began to devour it. Rdden Jdka

perceiving this, threw a stone at the bird and frightened it away.

Kala Gamarang (the hog) having ascertained where Sri was deposited, went to the

wood Kentring Ktndoyana, and began to eat of what grew there. When Wtsnu saw

this, he changed his weapon from the root end of a bambu into that of pointed bambu

stakes, which being trod upon by the hog caused blood to issue. * * * *
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The birds which came to eat the pari
,
and which were frightened away by those

who guarded it, flew up into a tree, which from the retreat it afforded to the birds

received the name of Aral ( Lirtnan signifying a place of refuge). Rdiden Jdka Paring

then ordered the protectors of the pari to make a flight of steps up the tree and to

lop off the branches. In doing this, the juice which issued from the tree being tasted

was found to be sweet and capable of making sugar, which was then first discovered.

Some of the juice of the tree being carried and presented to Wisnu
,
was ordered by

him to be taken to Sang yang Guru by Kanekaputra.

On Kanekaputra'

s

opening the hollow bambu in which it was contained, previously

to presenting it to Sang yang Guru
,
the fermented liquor flew up into his face, and

caused him, when he tasted it, to put out and smack his lips with pleasure and satis-

faction. Sang yang Guru then ridiculed him for his simplicity, and pronouncing in

ironical terms his opinion thereof, the words were irrevocable, and Kanekaputra then

had his lips turned up, his hinder parts pointed and projected, a gruff voice and a pot-

belly, *******
Of the children of Putut. Jantaka

,
the first was in form like a white rat and about

the size of a dog, and was named Tikus Jenanda : he had an innumerable host of

followers. The second was in shape like a hog, and was named Demdlung: he also

had thousands of followers. The third was in shape like Kutila
,
and had likewise

many followers. The fourth was like a buffalo, and was called Maisa Ddnu. The

fifth and sixth were Kala Sering'gi and Kcila Musti
,
and resembled the male and female

bdnteng
,
or wild bull and cow. The next was Ujang

,
and was in shape like a kidang.

or small deer. The next, Kirandc, was like a stag. The next, were like sea and

land tortoises.

All were greatly distressed for want of food, and annoyed their parent by constant

craving for it. The father then told them to go to Mendang Kamulan
,
where they

would find all sorts of produce
;
enjoining them, however, to take nothing without

first asking for it. The children, one and all, immediately answered in an assenting

voice, and forthwith repaired to Mendang Kamulan
,
where they arrived in the middle

ofthe night, and being very hungry began to help themselves to what they saw before

them, without leave or ceremony. The persons who guarded the pari (jurit sawah)

heard the noise they made, and were at a loss to know what it was. At last one of them

came out with a torch in one hand and a large knife in the other. When the son that

was like a hog saw him, he ran towards him to attack him, and received a cut in the

head, which as he was invulnerable did him no harm. When the juru sdwali found

that he could not cut the hog, he immediately assembled all his fellows, who com-

menced an attack upon the hog, and whose numerous torches made the night as light

as the day. Unable, however, to hurt him, they went with Rdden Jdka Paring to report

^o Prdbu Mendang Kamulan what had happened. The king then gave orders for

.all his people to go with whateyerthe weapons they could muster, and use their utmost

endeavours
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endeavours to kill the animals which had got amongst and were destroying the various

plants. With the king at their head, all the people who could be assembled went

forth to destroy the noxious animals. When the latter saw the host approaching, they

made a vigorous charge and dispersed the enemy, who were unable to make any

impression on their invulnerable bodies, but received themselves many wounds in

various parts of the body. The king then recollecting something prophetic of the

event, instantly retreated with all his people, pursued by the victorious animals to a

considerable distance.

The king then dispatched his younger brother, the Juru Sawah Raden Jdka Puring
,

to his old friend at Mendang Agung
,
who was called Andong Daddpan

,

and also to

Ke Gede Pengukir
,
who was along- with the former, to solieit. their assistance in extir-

pating the wild animals, which had, as they must well know, overcome the king and

all his people.

Andong Daddpan and Ke Gede Pengukir were found sitting. Another, named

Rciden Sengkan
,
then came up, as also Raden Jdka Puring himself, who kissed the feet

of the two first-mentioned, having his own feet kissed in turn by Raden Sengkan.

Raden Jdka Puring then began to inform them of all that had taken place; but

Andong Daddpan told him there was no occasion to proceed, as from his divine power

he was perfectly acquainted with the circumstances.

Andang Daddpan and Ke Gade Pengukir signified to their respective sons, that

they wished them to call their warriors, whose names were Wayu yang and

Chandra Mawa. The first, who belonged to Andang Duddpan, was black, short,

stout, round-shouldered, pot-bellied, with a short neck, large ears whence exuded a

waxy substance, red eyes, a projecting forehead, a snub nose, with long hair hanging

over his forehead. The second, who belonged to Ke Gade Pengukir, was short, of an

aukward appearance, having a long neck and a small head.

When those two extraordinary persons made their appearance, their masters placed

them under the orders of Jdka Puring, and at the same time furnished him with a

short spear and a stick, instructing him, when he unsheathed the former to keep it

always pointed towards the ground. Raden Turunan and Sengkan, which were the

names of the sons of the two warriors, also presented Jdka Puring with a bambu cane,

with which they instructed him to beat violently, when he should be in need of their

assistance, promising that they would immediately be with him.

Jdka Puring then returned to the king of Mendang Kemulan and presented

to him the two warriors, &c. The king then ordered all his people to prepare for

an attack upon the wild beasts, which was not attended with any better success than

before.

The two warriors, who had remained behind drinking, the one cocoa-nut water, and

the other rice water, being perceived by the queen (Dewi Derma Nastiti), were repri-

manded by her for skulking, while all the others were engaged in fight, and were

accordingly recommended by her, in the event of their not choosing to bestir themselves,

to return whence they came.
2 e Ashamed
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Ashamed of themselves, the two warriors began to weep, and having entreated her

forgiveness, they repaired with the rapidity of lightning to the scene of action. When
they reached it, JVdiyu yang had himself washed with rice water, and the dirt

which was scraped off his body was formed into a black dog
,
with a streak of white

extending from the tip of his nose along the ridge of his back, to the extreme point

of his tail. This dog was called B'/ang Wdyungyang. Chandra Mama having bad his

body cleaned with cocoa-nut water, the dirt which was got off it became a white cat,

with a corresponding black streak from the tip of its nose to the end of its tail.

This wonderful dog and cat were then directed to go and attack these destructive

animals. Commencing with the hog, the dog, after having dispatched him and all

the more fierce and strong- animals, killed the monkeys, and others which he could not

follow up the trees they ascended, by the powerful sound of his voice alone
; while the

cat busied herself in putting an end to the rats, and such other animals as she was

peculiarly calculated to destroy.

Kalamukti and Kdla Sereng'gi
,
distressed and enraged on account of the death of

their brothers (the noxious animals), who had thus been exterminated, petitioned their

father, Putut Jantdka

,

to permit them to go and revenge themselves on the authors of

such a dire calamity. This being granted, these powerful personages, whose bones

were as hard as iron, their skin like copper, sinews like wire, hair like needles, eyes

like balls of fire, feet like steel, &c. went forth, and in the strength of their rage

made a road for themselves, by tearing up trees by the roots, and removing every

other obstacle which stood in their way.

The two Kdlas attacked them with such fury, that the warriors flew up into the

air, and then darting down caught up and carried off the almost dead dog and cat,

which they then put down again in a place of safety at some distance, where they

washed their bodies with cocoa-nut and rice water, and rubbed them with bambu

leaves. In shaking themselves to dry their skins, a number of hairs fell out of both

dog and cat, and became respectively so many more animals of the same species.

All of the dogs and cats thus produced commenced an attack upon the Kdlas, but

without being able to make any impression on them. Compared to them, they were

only like so many ants by the side of the mountain Merdpi.

RadenJdka Puring perceiving that the dogs and cats were no match for the Kdlas,

immediately began to beat with the bdmbu which was given him to use in times of dis-

tress. Rdiden Sengkan and Turunan forthwith made their appearance. Being armed

each with a rattan, seven cubits in length, and of a most exquisite polish, they beat

the Kdlas till they were nearly dead. Wdyu yang and Chandra Mdwa then secured

the two Kdlas with ropes and tied them to a tree.

On recovering from the miserable state into which they had been beaten, the two

Kdlas began to lament this unhappy fate. Their father, Pdtut Jantdka, hearing their

cries, determined to attack the enemy himself. Proceeding with Ujong Randi, he

found on his way a large square stone, measuring ten fathoms : throwing this stone

high
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high up in the air, and placing himself under it, so as to receive it upon his head, the

stone, instead of breaking his head, was itself broken into several pieces.

At this mighty deed he became transformed into a large and frightful monster. In

this new shape he attacked the enemy, who being dreadfully alarmed at his horrid ap-

pearance, betook themselves for protection to their master the king.

Rciden Jaka Paring then coming out and pointing his unsheathed spear towards the

ground, it immediately sent forth a large snake, in size like a tall tree, and whose

poisonous breath was like the smoke of a crater. This snake was a species of the

sawah kind.

On Putut Jentaka'

s

reaching the royal presence, he found that the king no longer

appeared in his former and assumed character, but had returned to that of himself,

viz. JVisnu. Jentaka was so much confounded and alarmed at this unexpected and

wonderful event, that he was greatly terrified, and ran away to hide himself among

the scarecrows in the rice fields. The king pursued him for a short distance, and

then returned with all his people. On their way back one of the juru sdwahs, called

Kiai Tueh, began to boast of Jentaka having run away from him, and the ludicrous

manner in which he spoke of Jentaka occasioned great merriment among the

party. While holding forth in his own praise, and in disparagement of Jentaka
,
he hap-

pened to come against the scarecrow where Jentaka was, upon which Jentaka imme-

diately shewing himself, put on such a horrible look as quite petrified Kiai Tueh, and

made him drop apparently dead with fear. The king being informed of this then came

up, when Kiai Tueh seeing the king, and being no longer afraid of Jentaka, got up,

and walked off. This circumstance occasioned all the people to laugh very heartily.

On the king’s approaching Jentaka, the latter addressed him thus :
u I beg your

iC pardon for what has happened. I have no wish or intention to be your enemy : on
“ the contrary, I am ready to become your humble slave, and to do whatever you
“ command me.” The king accepted his proffered friendship and services, and told

Jentaka that he would dispose of him as follows, viz. that he should reside under

lumbungs (or granaries), and live upon such quantities of rice as should exceed

that which the owner calculated upon having. That he, and all his family and pos-

terity, should also inhabit the troughs in which rice is beaten out, and the fireplaces of

kitchens, also the front courts of houses, of the highways, and dunghills, &c.

The king then commanded that all persons, after beating out rice, or after washing

it in the river, or after boiling it, should leave a small quantity, as food for Jentaka

and his family.

The snake of the sawah species, above spoken of, having gone over all the cultivated

grounds which had been destroyed by the wild and noxious animals, and caused them
all to be restored to their former state, extended itself along the ridges of the rice

fields and died. The king hearing this was greatly distressed, and on approaching to

the place where the snake had expired, instead of its dead body he beheld a beautiful

virgin, elegantly dressed out in maiden attire. The king was struck with her appear-

ance, and going up to her spoke thus : “ Lovely damsel, my only life, behold thy

^ e 2 “ brother,
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u brother, who comes to carry you to the palace he has prepared for you, and in which

“ he will be ever happy to guard and protect you
; when there thou shalt reign sovereign

u mistress.”

The virgin, who was called the Lueh Endali (or the most beautiful damsel), replied

that she felt much honoured by his handsome compliments and kind intentions, and that

she would be most happy and willing to meet his wishes
; but as a proof of the sincerity

of his protestations of love and affection, she required of him that he should come

every morning and evening to the rice fields, and that on his having done so she

would consent to be his wife. Having spoken to this effect, the lovely virgin disap-

peared. The king was at first inconsolable for the loss of her, but recovering himself,

he returned to his palace with all his retinue.

The country became very rich and productive, living and provisions of all kinds

being very cheap and the people all good and happy.
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Translation of an Inscription in the ancient Javan, or Kawi Character
,

on a Stone found near Surabaya, and sent from thence to Bengal,
to the

Right Honourable the Earl of Minto.*

(Date) 506. Verily know all the world, that the Panditas wrote on this object of

veneration describing the greatness of the Rdtu, and that the whole is inserted on a

stone prepared for the purpose.

When first this large stone was considered a place of worship, people were accus-

tomed to swear by it : it was held in great respect, and considered a repeller of im-

purity. To this is added,with truth and sincerity of heart, a relation of the perfection of

the monarchy, the provinces of which are flourishing. His empire is renowned for

the excellence of its laws, and his knowledge most evident and undoubted : the Ratu's

name Sri Wijai/a
,
and place of residence Lorkoro. Certainly he is firm who gives

stability to virtue. His Pepcid is named Brata Wismara, celebrated in the world : whose

advice is constantly had recourse to by the Rdtu

,

and necessary to him like the berel of

the ring to the stone, because he assists him in the conduct of affairs and is quickly

heard by the Dewas. When at war he can increase the arms an hundred-fold to annoy

the foe. And that Pat? is admired by the women; but this does not withdraw him

from attention to the country, and the Rdtu confides in the conduct of the Pad, and

the Rdtu gave orders to make images. No other than arcfias were made, fifty in

number, all erect; and they are deified, being placed to that end in order, on con-

secrated ground. ******
The Rdtu is not sparing of his own property, and continues seeking the comfort of

his chiefs. He arranges all kinds of pictures agreeable to their respective stations in

the apartment of his queen. It is related of that kaddton, that figures of rhinoceroses

are carved on the walls, which are railed with iron and barred across
;

its floor most

clean and shining, a stream of water running along the foot of the wall, with a flood-

gate to open or shut exactly where it should be ;
and the chief of the watchmen distri-

butes the guard to their respective posts.******
Be watchful of such knowledge as is real. The virtue of good men is like gold

which is hoarded up
; apparently they possess nothing, but in reality what they deve-

lop
* “ I am very grateful for the great stone from the interior of your island, which you tell me, in your letter of

“ the 5th May, was put on board the Matilda. The Matilda is not yet arrived, so that I have not received Colonel

“ Mackenzie’s account of this curiosity, which in weight, at least, seems to rival the base of Peter the Great’s

“ statue at Petersburgh. I shall be very much tempted to mount this Javan rock upon our Minto Craigs, that it

“ may tell eastern tales of us, long after our heads are under smoother stones.”

Letter from the late Earl of Minto, 23d June 1813.
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lop is sharpened by addition : they are spoken of throughout their career as blameless

until their death, their ashes are then adorned and embellished, as well as held in

veneration, and the virtues these possess are very great and without fail. If difficulty

should arise, do you ask assistance with a heart pure and undefiled; and if you have

any urgent petition to make, do it with submission. Clothe yourself entirely clean,

throw off what is not so, and what you have to bring forward let it be with propriety.

When it is known to the deity what your wishes are, they will be quickly complied

with openly to your satisfaction, and made to correspond with the devotion manifested.

And the knowledge of what is requisite in sincere supplication is this : to punish your

self; to divest yourself of hearing; to reject evil-doing of all kinds
;

to have your eye

fixed on one ; to seek the road to the bestower of benefits
;
to desire without delay,

and not to trifle. Yea, the formed stone which is reverenced, is to be considered only

a veil between you and the real divinity. Continue to supplicate for whatever are your

desires that they may be known : whon the blood will have stopped three times your

object will be gained ;
verily, it will be added to, there will be no obstacle to its full

completion. By one saying your solicitation is directly expressed and correctness of

life is obtained. And what you say is like the sun and moon
; in proportion as reve-

rence is paid to the deity, men know that their supplication will be listened to, and the

Balara become familiar and much attached. Your existence will be as bright as the

sun and its splendour, which is evident, truly beautiful. When you die you will be

guarded and aggrandized, and not without companions. Such will be his lot who

seeks the good of the country, for he furthers the happiness of the people.

* *****
Do you observe this course until you excel in it. Make figures of stone like human

beings, which may be supplicated
;
persons who reject them will suffer sickness and

ruin until their death, which will be most bitter : on that account it is necessary to

entreat and pray for the favour of the Dewas. Stones situated in places ofworship are

ornamented with many articles of state
; they are feared by those who wish to ask for-

giveness, and cannot be destroyed.

It is related, that only persons who are steadfast in the acquirement of letters, cause

such as the following to be made (here follow fifteen cabalistic characters, which are

totally unintelligible) : those will certainly serve the purpose of your forefathers, who

have been the medium of existence
;
they are the veil which separates you from that

which is exalted, and also written on the stone. Give credit to them in a moderate

degree. ******
First, let all pray to and seek the favour of the deity in this and the next world, and

each require an interpreter who will obtain his pardon : but he must reject fickleness

to arrive at a discriminating heart. Speak with reverence to your parents, their exis-

tence is replaced by those who are named after them. In the place of worship, when
the ornament of good works is shewn, it is mentioned in the same manner as delight,

as established gratification. It is difficult to cause advantage to the workings of the

heart

;
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heart; your faith, which you received from Sang yang Sudriya and Sang yang Taya

is acknowledged by the extent ofyour ability, and is different from other feelings.******
Different are the rewards of those who come to heaven

; happiness is bestowed on

them ;
delightful their state

;
verily they have arrived in the land of silver. Whatever

your reward at your death may be fixed at, when obtained it cannot be lost: all is

settled, the whole is distributed, as well as the certainty of death. Truly you are

directed to a place which is exalted, pointed out by Dewas
,
who preside at death and

become your guide
;
because the dead are mixed in a land which is wide and level, are

given occupations and quickly go, each flying to the first place until they arrive at the

seventh. Verily they at length come to the extremity with those Avho accompany:

there are none among them who have been terrified : the existence of the body is dis-

solved and lost. There are none acquainted with books who are terrified.***** *

Translation ofanother Inscription in the ancient Javan, or Kawi Charac-

ter,
on a Stone found in the interior ofthe District of Surabaya.

ON THE FACE OF THE STONE.

The year of this inscription being made on a solid stone was 467, in the season

Katiga. It was made by a Pand'ita skilful and who performed wonders
;

to relate,

explain, and make known the greatness and excellence of the Rdtu (prince), in

order that your actions too may speedily become clear and manifest
;
yes, that will be

your kaddton. That Sri Raja
,
ever surrounded by majesty and his family, observes

a correctness of conduct grateful to the pure Dewas, and by Mdntris exalted by the

Rdtu Brdima Wijdiya, celebrated in the universe for his eminence, whose empire is

firm and not to be shaken. Such is the Rdtu-, yes, he who caused to be inscribed on

a stone all these his actions, observant to the utmost of the forms of worship, mode-

rate in his complaints of distress, whose appeals are correct and most true and

without guile, and have enabled the slave to associate with the Divinity, without

there being a difference between them. He is my father, who is implored and who

caused my existence : do not trifle
;
there is no one greater than he. What remains

to you to solicit, mention it with humility; yes, that too is what mankind must

observe. Do you watch and observe the duties of mankind and you will certainly

profit; reject entirely, sayings which are improper and untrue, and avoid theft,

robbery, anger, boasting of prowess and false promises, for they are despicable and

their effect like the atmosphere, giving heavy rain which overflows, to the accomplish-

ment of wishes, improving the cultivation, making all fresh and equally bright and

sparkling ;
but the wind of which is presently strong and cuts off the buds. If you ever

wish to fortify your soul, go to the summit of a mountain, which is the place for earnest

supplication in silence, awaken your firm and sincere heart, let there not be any dregs

of
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of your nature; but let the soul assume non-existence and pray. Be aware of the

disorders of the demon of bad actions, who inimically annoys and misleads
; undoubt-

edly, if you conduct yourself with firmness, you will approach to perfection and

seclusion will truly be there. Let there not be a mixture of discontent of mind.

Cast away the veil however delicate it may be
;
truly it is better conversing with letters

which have been written
;
what they convey to you will be most painful to the body,

but your hopes will be accomplished. Do not give place to the evil thoughts which

have occupied the minds of men and are most vexatious; fortify yourself so that

you recede not
; remember well the three established powers of mankind. Commune

with the wise in words which are seen proceeding from the mouth
;
truly faith is

different from what is heard of your corrupt body which is the ornament of human
life. Let the actions of superior men who seek stability be examples to you like the

krangrang ant
;
the indication which you make cannot be disapproved, those persons

certainly may be accounted near (u the wishes of the country. Sometimes clear,

sometimes obscure, yes, such indeed let your situation be, so that the train of your

actions may become most direct and manifest, as by day the sun lights all places, so

their benefit be not thrown away, and you may cast off care and sorrow. Truly

the departure of life is most uncertain. Human nature, when it will not receive

advice, is like a stony plain without grass, animals will not approach, all remain at

a distance from it. I will teach you : pay attention and fail not to receive instruc-

tion, so that you approach most nearly
;

but first purify your heart which pays

reverence, not reverence which is heard by the ear. Yes, that is indeed true devotion

winch I have taught you, and without which there is no purity, for a perfect heart is

derived from the Deity. Words proceeding from the mouth are vain to the utmost,

their effect not to be depended on. The devotion of a pure heart is like moon-

shine, not hot but cool and delightful
; the beauties you see in which the stars

are scattered over as though in attendance on the moon, adding to the grandeur of

the scene. And also a person becoming a Rdtu commands his subjects and distin-

guishes good people from bad, for the limits of this country are all under his

orders. The Rdtu selects from his subjects such as are eligible to be his associates,

and they are four, who become the pillars of the stale and cause its happiness and

welfare; he thereby shews a pattern for future Rdtus. Further, too, as you have been

given life, do not reject the precepts of the Sdstra which have been diffused through

the world by the virtuous, but weigh them in your mind, for that is the duty of a

slave ;
bad and good are from your Lord. So the wisdom of man is extended like

the firmament, immeasurable even by the bird garuda, which knows how to fly in the

heavens, though he should arrive at the extremity of space; such is human wisdom.

Do not be surprized at people’s conversation though it correspond not with the

dictates of the Sdstra

;

yes, that is most injurious to morals. Even should one become

a Rdtu, if he knows not this he certainly will not succeed, he will not arrive at the

height of his wishes; because the action of a vicious heart is different from the incli-

nation of a pure one, which is in attendance on its Lord. And a living man should

know
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know the advantages of these places, which are, the earth, the sky, and the space

between; for to-morrow, when dead, your body and soul will be there; before it

knows the road it will change its habitation into a living being
;
there if you find enjoy-

ment you may search for a place, because you have discernment from the heart. But

a man who is so while he lives, effects it by abstinence and moderation in eating and

drinking. Yes, in the time of Ratu Derma Wangsa
,
when he began to benefit the

country, that Ratu
,

it is related in history of former times, would not depart from

his word and all his subjects were devoted to him. And when the Ratu sat in his

kaddton, his conversation with his wives was very sweet, as well as his playfulness

with them. His wives were therefore much attached to him, and by the Ratu's wisdom

being so great, he was sought after by women, and was very watchful in his attentions

to them : of that there is no doubt, and thus too the wisdom of the Pandita is like

that of the bird garuda
,

in obtaining food without trouble from the very great

power and sagacity which it possesses
;
the same arises from the Pandita. Yes, the

reason of letters having been formed by the point of a knife is that you should

recollect the way which is correct, and that is no other than reverence to the

Batdra
;
yea, devoting yourself to the Batura is the height of human excellence.

While a man lives, he should day and night ask pardon from the Batdra. For what

was first written in letters, and they area cause of eminence to him, was by the Pan-

dita Pangeran Aji Saka; yes, he who has left his mark to the Ratus of Java, for those

Rdius made places of worship, named Sangga Pamalungan, and placed in them draw-

ings of their forefathers : but when they prayed they petitioned the Batdra only for their

existence, that when they died they should inhabit their places, quickly changing their

bodies, because their former bodies had returned to the pristine state, that is to say,

earth, water, fire, air. So says the Sastra.

ON THE LEFT SIDE.

And the powers of letters, which are forty-seven, keep those in your mind, so that

they be within you all of them. 1 will establish them in such a manner that they can

be brought forth by your three fingers ;
those who are skilful may make good letters.

Do not neglect the application of letters, give each its proper place, for those letters

are most useful in the transactions of the people of this world during their continuance

in it. Thus the use of letters to the nations of the world is to open the hearts of igno-

rant men, and to put in mind persons who forget ;
for I give directions to men who

can write, in order that the whole of the knowledge I have in my breast may be

known : and this I have taught you, because that, knowledge is the essence of the body

and illuminates it. And you who have wives and children to look after, do not make

light of it, for a woman, if she truly do her duty to her husband, is invaluable: she

is a printer of cloths, a spinner, weaver, sempstress, and embroiderer
; a woman such

as this do you cherish, for it will be creditable to you. If a married couple love each

other, whatever they wish they can effect, that is the way by which you can attain your

wishes. So too a woman towards her husband, even to death; yes she follows to the

2 f pasetran
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^PPENDIX pasetran (place of depositing the corpse) or the place of self-sacrifice
; this is taught in

I- letters which have been written on tablets
;
truly those writings are like histories

which explain every kind of science. But the fate of man cannot be learned or

known by letters
;
such as a person’s being able to acquire profit, knowledge, poverty or

distress : of these there is no certainty. However, do not you reject the sayings of

letters. It is your evil inclinations that destroy your bodies; for he who first made

war, his magic was very great, because he could throw off the passions of mankind,

like Arjuna
,
whose power in war and in mounting his chariot was celebrated, for he

was guarded by all the Dewas
;
yes, he could become a tapa (a devotee, released from

the wants, &c. incident to mankind) and pray fervently. Arjuna
,
when he became a

tapa
,
annulled his body, his heart did not stray from his duty to the Dewas : his wishes

were therefore complied with until his death
;
yes, Arjuna was indeed favoured by his

Dewas. And on any one of your forefathers dying and ascending to heaven, do you

immediately make a picture to personify that forefather
; and do you adorn and provide

it with all sorts of eatables, and respect it as your forefather who has descended to you,

and will administer to all your wants : such will be the case w'ith a person who pays

respect to his forefathers. At night burn incense and many lamps : truly Sang

yang Jagat (the omnipotent) and Sang yang Suria (the sun) will be favorable to

vou ;
for Sang yang Suria is the enlightener of the world, and every day gives

light to darkness. A man who has arrived at the half of his term of life conceives well

the separation of his soul from its covering
;
your existence is like that of the moon,

that is to say, from the new to the full, and from that to its extreme wane on the

twenty-ninth day of its age. When the moon is thus lost from the east, it will then

certainly appear in the west and recommence the first day of its age. While you live

ask from those who know the setting of the soul
;
a person who knows that is certainly

discovered by his actions. But it is best losing that covering by four causes, water,

fire, air, earth
;

if it is lost by means of those four the body will certainly quickly be

removed, in the same manner as gold which is purified, verily, its colour will become

like that which is old. Thus the Pandita makes preparations for prayer. The best mode

of praying is by familiarizing ourselves with seclusion, which is by excessively torturing

the body ; but if you should have been much reduced, your soul will not arrive at those

three places. Should a man become a Rutu
,
his soul is one selected by the Dewas which

has been introduced into a covering, and that covering is not a covering which has no

been favoured by the Dewas, truly a covering which has been elevated by the Dewas
,

for its good fortune has been very great. The descending of that good fortune from

heaven is not like clouds dropping rain, which if it fall does so equally on all vegeta-

tions. Look at mankind
;

if you contemplate its state when living, its existence is no

more than that of a herb which shoots up on the face of the earth. Concerning your

soul, it is like dew, which hangs on the points of grass : such is its state.

ON THE BACK OF THE STONE.

It is further related of the three particulars of his state, which it is requisite should

be the ornament of a man, as well as of a man becoming a Rdtu. Those three things

are
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are a handsome woman, arms, and a house
;
the first, because a woman is the dis-

peller of grief from a heart which is sad
;
the second because arms are the shield

of life; the third, because a house is medicine to a fatigued body. Let not a man
be at a distance from the above-mentioned, for they are the ornament of a living’ man.

This stone is the means of facilitating the access to the Dewas of your supplications, for

human nature is feeble and very faulty towards the Supreme. And moreover, if you

have formed any wish in the world, then ask assistance from that stone, and adorn

that stone with all kinds of perfumes and eatables which are most grateful. If you do

so, certainly the Batdra will be ashamed not to grant you whatever you desire, because,

the life and death of man are the same
;
but his body to appearance is worthless when

deserted by the soul and remains of no further use in the earth : it is better, therefore,

that it should be lost, so that it return to its original. It is different when the soul is

there during life. If you wish to seek for food there are many modes to adopt, so that

you gain a subsistence, such as becoming a blacksmith. There are some who are

goldsmiths; others who draw figures of different kinds; some practice cookery ;
those

who understand no trade, gamble
;
some thieve ;

some plunder. Yea, auch as these

are influenced by the passions, which are violent in their action and make the faculties

morbid. Of the things forbidden by the Sastra
,
the first is deceit; the second, pride ;

the third, hypocrisy : cast these away from you. If you are a good man, do not make

a habit of mixing with the bad ; for those bad persons have been marked by the Dewas
,

because they cannot do good. You do well in associating with learned people, who
have followed the sayings of the Sastra ; make those your inseparable companions and

attach yourself to them. But do you not despise the poor and the timorous, and do

not be ashamed before the bold and the rich
; do not very much elevate yourself, better

you be humble amongst men : curb your passions, for your passions are an enemy

within you. So, too, it is with pleasure and pain
;
they are like the mayang flower

without fruit, truly as yet uncertain. It is the same with a living person who has not

yet arrived at the end of life, he will be very much misled by his riches : there are

poor who become rich. Like the state of a fool who is unconscious of his real situa-

tion, that fool suffers pain from himself, because his actions are of his own dictating.

In his own mind he asks, Who is there like me ? I have a gada (a warlike instru-

ment), who dares cope with me ? Such a person is like a mountain which thinks,

<c I am large! I am high!” Afterwards it is trodden under foot and defiled by all

kinds of animals, but is unconscious j so too says the fool, but no one cares for him.

As to the sign by which to know such a fool, you have it from his harsh speaking and

obstinate heart ; he is without politeness and has confidence only in his own powers.

And that fool, if he become great, uses an umbrella on a moonlight night : surely,

one who does so, has no shame, no sense
; a white ant seeking its food does not act

in that manner. Let the wise man observe the conduct of the white ant, its caution in

searching for food ; even a large tree, an embrace in size, becomes consumed. So

can men do who are united, whose wishes are similar, for there is no performance of

living men so well executed as by unanimity. All great actions are owing to the

2 f 2 .
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appendix, union of many men, not to violence; for if your conduct be true and sincere, your

heart, in whatever your wishes may be, will be enlightened by the Supreme. And

besides, if in like manner you pray to and adore the Dewas
,
certainly the Batara

and all the Dewas will bestow favours on you. Such as I have mentioned are the

precepts held out by virtuous men of former times : different from the subject of

animals being brought up by men.

In case a man in the service of a Rdtu be at length advanced to dignity

by that Rdtu
,

and is given a village, if he fail to weigh how much he should

with propriety be in attendance on that Rdtu, and this arise from being engaged

in his own pleasures, he must certainly lose his situation. It is the same with

a man being a Rdtu who is not provided with scales, and investigates matters too

superficially to benefit his subjects
;
he is, in truth, like a pond without water, which

of course is entirely void of fish: account him one who has received favour. And

again, do you evermore obey the commands of the Panditas
,
and do not deceive your

guru (spiritual guide), or you will surely go to hell eternally. Better you obey your

guru: your excellence will descend to your sons and grandsons, who will profit by

your goodness. Oh ! living man, do not fancy your life permanent, although you are

great, little, rich, or poor. When you have arrived at the end of life your body will

be corrupt, it cannot be otherwise
:

yes, all are earth. When alive, people

gather together wherewithal to bury their body, so that it mix not with the earth, and

that is only by paying reverence to the Batara. All that live in the world are not like

mankind, who have been given wisdom and excellence by the Batara. Although the

rdtu (king) lion is said to be the chief of animals, yet he is held captive by man : the same

with the garuda
,
the king of birds, which resides in the air, it is likewise subject to

the commands of man. It is different with the sun, the moon, the earth, the sea, the

air, the firmament, the stars; they certainly are not under the orders of man, but they

are subject to be accounted good or evil in their course
;
like clouds which discharge

rain, and that in the rainy season are delightful to the husbandman. But be it known
to the cultivator, that he who superintends the implements of tillage is the son of a

Dewata
,
named Sang yang Kalamerta

;

he is very good, for he protects all the culti-

vation in the country. It is that Sang yang Kalamerta who, from the first, has caused

terror to all such subjects as do not obey the commands of Batara Guru : because that

Sang yang Kalamerta has been empowered by Batara Guru to destroy first all vicious

persons
; secondly, evil speakers

;
and thirdly, liars. These three vices do you reject;

and you will do well in asking forgiveness from the Batara, so that you avoid the fury

of the Sang yang Kalamerta.

ON THE RIGHT SIDE.

And such is the case with merchants, who understand circulating money, and can

calculate on the return it makes for five times
;
such as the profits of money laid out,

and how much that will amount to which has been laid out, and how much the loss on

that money will be, and how much the profit thereon, so that by that means they may

be
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be satisfied during' life. Concerning those men who seek wealth : before they com-

mence gaining all persons laugh at them ;
but when they profit, those who before

laughed approach and ask their favour. Persons who profit are compared by Panditas

to flowers after a shower of rain, in appearance very beautiful, but in existence not

permanent. And let not a living man discontinue supplicating his Dewa
,
so that the

favours bestowed on him by the Dtwa may not leave him during life : but whether that

living man be a poor man or a Ratu, let every one seek to acquire what is permanent,

that by so doing there may be no other knowledge than that which is perceived within

the heart. A great man and rich man who is wise, must commence with the road to

knowledge which is undeviating. Concerning real knowledge, with all its excellen-

cies and utilities, it is respected by the virtuous : that real knowledge is certainly sent

by the Dtzoa to favoured men. And do you not indulge your passions, as is forbidden

by the Sastra

;

better had you preserve your heart pure, for that pure heart will for

ever be your companion. And do you not associate and communicate with bad men,

but remove to a distance from them. It is best, as much as possible, to curb pleasure

and ill-timed laughter; putting a check to them is far removed from a bad heart : the

fault of a person fond of ill-timed laughter is that he suffers pain. It is unfortunate

that man forgets such information as is worthy of being remembered, and recollects

such as is not worth remembering. In like manner, you eat food which should not be

eaten, and do not eat that which is wholesome. A person acting thus is void of sense

and similar to a porter
;
although the viands are very agreeable to you, if you load

yourself with them immoderately, the weight you carry will certainly distress your

body. Moreover, if you meet with any thing of such estimation as to be worth imi-

tating, do you immediately write it down, so that you thereby acquire a good name,

and men may look up to you, and to the end that the Ratu may have confidence in

you, because that Ratu can act well and ill
; but let the Ratu not neglect the com-

mencement, middle, and end, for there is nothing in the world of greater excellence

than mankind ;
different from the existence of a Rasaksa, whose actions cannot be

spoken of; like those of a fish in the sea, which no one knows except the Omnipotent,

who alone is acquainted with the truth thereof.
4»

Translation of another Javan Inscription of the same description.

Truly the reckoning of the year when this was composed was 1216
,
named Milir,

written on a tablet the fifth of the moon on its wane, the mind tallying with the sea-

son, precisely in the Wukun Manda Kmfan. It is a description of the kraton and its

arrangements, put into writing in the country of Mauspati
,
of which the chief is ex-

alted, merciful, wise, and discerning
;
at this period, the greatest in the world, and

adapted to the situation he fills and its duties ;
on that account, women say they are

fond of him : powerful, skilful, a sovereign whose commands to his subjects are un-

disputed, unequalled in politeness, guarded by genii, and having a large army, all-

skilful in their profession when at war : the arrangements of his troops superior,

and they and their arms excellent ; his army, too, celebrated. At that time those

troops
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troops guarded extremely well his country, and the orders issued by his relations

were correct. That Ratu never punished his children : he was good, and did not

inflict punishment on them.

It is related of the Sri Maharaja that he intended going to the high mountains :

leaving his country and arriving at the declivity, the boundary of Kedung Peluk
,
his

army soon met the enemy, and engaged. So it is related in history.******
That army of the Sri Jaya being established, the Ratu formerly considered bene-

ficial to the country, giving firmness to the country of Kediri. What the Sri Jaya says

is certain
; all the people are glad

;
a large and faithful army is established there.******

Be cautious but firm; the Sri Maharaja cannot injure the descendants of Prabu ;

great their wisdom, impatient their sway, extensive their power. Young men
fearless and bold

;
the army followed, and were taken by the enemy, because the

Sri Nara Nata so intended. Sri Kerta Najura, when he died, died like a Buda
man. Formerly, Sri Jaya Katong came from Gegelang

,
and entered like a man

in desperation ; sent to Kerta Nialca requesting assistance of foreigners, and desired

them to advance in front. Sri Kerto Najara went into that country, and assembled

the arms of the Sri Jaya Katong
,

with the son-in-law and brother-in-law of

Ng’uda Raja and the Sri Nara Nata. Of Sri Nara Najura and Ng'uda Raja they were
seated in the center, their brightness shining in the halting place

;
their symmetry

like Sura Denawa
,
majestic as well as awfully powerful, and their hearts at rest.

Such was the truth. They were prevented by the magic of fire
; supremely powerful

the Sri Maharaja: the enemy’s army was destroyed by fire. The Yezoang Derma
advanced and assisted in the labours of the Ratu. Kerta Jaya was beaten and fled,

his power destroyed, afterwards the whole army fled and met the army of the

insurgents. A Mantri rallied the good army, that the Mantri might be able to fight;

the battle was commenced in Sela Sringing. The Sri Mahtiraja coming to his ground
was firm at the foot of the mountains, and he came to Yewang Derma to request
food for his people and chiefs : he got as much as he wished with an open heart. Thus
may that army continue until the end of time, until death, in the fulfilment of their

wishes.
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ACCOUNT OF BALI.

To the East of Java lies the Island of Bali. This interesting spot exhibits the Appendix

same mineralogical structure as Java, and probably at one period composed a part of 1

the same island. Possessing the same climate and a similar soil, having mountains of

a proportionate height and streams equally fitted for the purposes of irrigation, it

enjoys the same degree of fertility
;
but having an iron-bound coast, without harbours

or good anchorage, it has been in a great measure shut out from external commerce,

particularly with traders in large vessels.

Like Madura, it seems naturally situated for being a tributary to Java. But the

most striking features in the character and institutions of its inhabitants are owing to

that long independence on the greater island and its fortunes, which has preserved to

them many traces of their original condition, many of their distinctive laws and

religious rites.

The natives of Bali, although of the same original stock with the Javans, exhibit inhabitauts

several striking differences, not only in their manners and the degrees of civilization ^'Va'ctcr'*

21'

they have attained, but in their features and bodily appearance. They are above the

middle size of Asiatics, and exceed, both in stature and muscular power, either the

Javan or the Maldyu. Though professing a religion which in western India moulds

the character of the Hindu into the most tame and implicit subserviency to rule and

authority, and though living under the rod of despotism which they have put into the

hands of their chiefs, they still possess much of the original boldness and self-willed

hardihood of the savage state.

Their general indifference to the oppression which they endure, their good humour

and apparent satisfaction, together with their superior animation and energy, give to

their countenances, naturally fairer and more expressive than those of the Javans, a

higher cast of spirit, independence, and manliness, than belongs to any of their

neighbours. They are active and enterprising, and free from that listlessness and

indolence which are observable in the inhabitants of Java. To a stranger their

manners appear abrupt, unceremonious, coarse and repulsive
;

but upon further

acquaintance this becomes less perceptible, and their undisguised frankness commands

reciprocal confidence and respect. Their women, in particular, who are here on a

perfect equality with the men, and not required to perform many of the severe and

degrading labours imposed upon them in Java, are frank and unreserved. In their

domestic relations their manners are amicable, respectful, and decorous. The female

character, indeed, seems to have acquired among them more relative dignity and

esteem
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Divisions of

the Island.

Population.

esteem than it could have been expected to have attained where polygamy has been

long- established.

The conduct of parents to their children is mild and gentle, and it is requited by

unreserved docility and obedience. To their chiefs they shew a respectful deference :

among themselves they stand on a footing of equality, and feeling no dependence pay

little homage. The abject servitude of Asia has not proceeded further with them than

necessary obedience to indispensible authority. Their prince is sacred in their eyes
?

and meets with unreserved obedience ; but their minds are not broken down by nume-

rous demands on their submission, nor are their manners polished by the habit of being

frequently with superiors. An European or a native, therefore, who has been accus-

tomed to the polite and elegant manners of the Javans, or with the general courtesy of

the Malayus, is struck with the unceremonious, rude, and uncivilized habits of the

people of Bali.

In the arts they are considerably behind the Javans, though they seem capable of

advancing rapidly. They are happily not subjected to a frame of government so

calculated to repress their energies, or to waste their resources. They are now a

rising people. Neither degraded by despotism nor enervated by habits of indolence

or luxury, they perhaps promise fairer for a progress in civilization and good govern-

ment than any of their neighbours.

They are strangers to the vices of drunkenness, libertinism, and conjugal infidelity :

their predominant passions are gaming and cock fighting. In these amusements, when

at peace with the neighbouring states, all the vehemence and energy of their character

and spirit is called forth ‘and exhausted. Their energy, their modes of life, and their

love of independence, render them formidable to the weaker states in their neigh-

bourhood, and secure them against all attacks from any native power in the Indian

Archipelago. What they now are it is probable that the Javans once were, in

national independence, as well as in religious and political institutions.

The island of Bali appears to be divided at present into seven different states, each

independent of the other, and subject to its own chief.

The population of there states is estimated to amount in all to above eight hundred

thousand souls. This estimate is formed from the numbers of males whose teeth have

been filed, which in the different states stood in round numbers as follows :

Klongkong 30,000

Karang Ascm 50,000

Badung 20,000

Billing 30,000

Tabanan 40,000

Mengui 20,000

Giangar 15,000

Taman Bali 10,000

215,000

As
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As the operation of filing the teeth immediately precedes puberty, this list of course

excludes all males who have not arrived at that period, as well as all females whatever.

From the early age at which marriages are contracted, those who have undergone the

operation may for the most part be considered as having entered into family connections,*

and a calculation of four to a family will give the same result. This great population

has doubtless increased since the abolition of the slave trade.

Of this heptarchv, Klongkong is admitted to be the most ancient sovereignty. Its

princes are said to have originally emigrated from Java, and a period is recorded when

the whole island of Bali acknowledged their authority. Even still they retain evi-

dences of their former dignity, and traces of their former influence. Among the regalia

are still preserved a Icris, and other articles, that belonged to Majapdhit, and the other

princes of the island recognize them as the stock from whence they sprung, though

they limit their fealty to general respect, and jealously maintain their own inde-

pendence.

Bali is generally supposed to have been originally peopled from different parts of

Celebes. The first person who is said to have established the religion and government

which still exist, was Dewa Agung Kdtut
,
son of Ratu Bromjaya of Majapdhit in

Java. The cause of his quitting Java is related by the Balians as follows.

<c The father of Browijuya was informed by his head Bramdna, that it was written in

££ a sacred book that after the expiration of forty days the title of Raja of Majapdhit
££ should be extinct : to which the Raja gave such implicit credit, that at the expiration

££ of that time he caused himself to be burnt alive. His son, not daring to disobey the

££ sentence of the book, removed to Bali with a number of followers, and established

££ his authority at Klongkong
,
taking the title of supreme sovereign, which title still

“ continues hereditary in the Rajas of Klongkong.”

The inhabitants of Bali, like those of Java, are principally employed in agriculture.

The fertility of the island may be inferred from the number of people maintained on so

limited a spot. Rice is the chief produce of the soil, and of course the chief article of

subsistence.

From the mountainous nature of the country, advantage cannot so easily be taken of

the periodical rains for the purpose of the rice irrigation, but the lands are irrigated by

an abundant supply of water from streams and rivers. In some places, as in Kdrang

Asem

,

two crops of rice are obtained in one year ;
but over the greatest part of the

island only one. In the dry season the sawahs yield a crop of maize. The natives

reckon from fifty to sixty fold of increase in the rice cultivation no extraordinary pro-

duce. The women are not employed, as in Java, to plant the pari

:

their assistance in

the field is only required to reap it. The implements of husbandry are of the same

simple construction as those on Java, and nearly similar in form.

Bullocks of the Bdnteng, or wild breed, and of very fine quality, are almost invaria-

bly used in husbandry. The price of a pair of oxen of this kind, fit for the plough, is

2 g generally

* In the estimate is probably included the population of those districts on the island of Sasak or Lombok, which

are subject to the chiefs of Bali.
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generally about six Spanish dollars, and seldom exceeds eight. The ordinary price of

a pikul (1331 pounds English) of rice, is about three-fourths of a Spanish dollar.

The tenure by which land is held differs widely from that which exists at present in

the native provinces of Java. The sovereign is not here considered the universal

landlord
;
on the contrary, the soil is almost invariably considered as the private pro-

perty of the subject, in whatever manner it is cultivated or divided. It may be sold,

let, pledged, devised, or otherwise disposed of, at the option of the proprietor, and

without any reference to the will of the superior. The divisions of this property are

generally very minute, and the mode of measurement not very defined, and there

are instances of great irregularity, even in the application of the same mode of

measurement.

The measure of land is expressed by the quantity of seed required to sow it, and said

to be so many tanas. Some proprietors possess fifty tanas, while others hold not more

than one or two. The private estate of the elder Raja of Billing did not exceed a few

hundred tanas
,
nor did that of the younger much surpass it.

But though the prince is not considered as actual proprietor of the land of his

dominions, he receives a certain share of the produce in the way of tax. This tax is

either paid in a small Chinese coin, called kepeng, or in kind, at the rate of about five

tanas of produce for every tana of seed sown.

Though in the lower districts the food of the people is universally rice, in the higher

and more mountainous parts they subsist principally on sweet potatoes and Indian corn.

The principal animal food that they use is swine flesh, which is found in great abun-

dance. The price of a grown hog seldom exceeds a dollar, and scarcely ever amounts

to a dollar and a half.

The habitations of the Balians differ from those of the Javans, in being generally

constructed of mud walls and surrounded by walls of baked or unbaked bricks
;
in

consequence of which, and the peculiar formation of the entrances, and door ways, the

principal towns are said to resemble the Hindu towns on the continent of India.

The arts are little practised. Though the island produces cotton of the most excellent

quality and in great abundance, the natives have not generally learned the art of painting

or printing the cloth which they manufacture from it. The women here, as on Java,

are the manufacturers of all the cloth used by their husbands or families. Their

principal manufacture is in /crises and warlike instruments
;

they make fire-arms, and

ornament the barrels,* but purchase European locks.

The principal exports are rice, birds’-nests, coarse cloths, cotton-yarn, salted eggs,

dinding
,
gdmbir

,
and oil : the principal imports are opium (which the inhabitants

are unfortunately much addicted to), kayu pclet, betel-nut, ivory, gold, and silver.

The Balians dislike a sea-faring life, and hold the profession of a merchant in disre-

pute. Their fairs and markets are few and little frequented. The trade that was at

one time carried on with the greatest success was the traffic in slaves. The usual price

of a male slave was from ten to thirty dollars, of a female from fifty to one hundred.

This disgraceful traffic, it may be hoped, will soon be entirely annihilated. While it

existed

For a representation of a matchlock manufactured on Bali, see plate of Javan weapons.
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existed in its full vigour, all prisoners taken in war, all who attempted to evade the

laws by emigration, all insolvent debtors, and a certain class of thieves, were subjected

to the sad condition of slavery. These laws still subsist, and are enforced, as formerly,

for the purpose of procuring the home supply
;
but the diminution of the foreign

demand must limit exceedingly their exercise, and in a short time ameliorate the state

of the unhappy individuals who had suffered by them.*

But the most interesting- character of the Balians arises out of the frame of their

government, the code of their laws, and the system of their religion. I have, in one

part of this work, particularly described, and in others repeatedly alluded to, the

traces of Hinduism on Java; and if these traces had not been decided and manifest in

themselves, their interpretation would have been rendered manifest by what occurs in

Bali.

In Bali not more than one in two hundred, if so many, are Mahometans, and the

great body of the people profess the creed and observe the institutions of a religion

which has become extinct in the rest of the Archipelago. On Java we find Hinduism

only amid the ruins of temples, images, and inscriptions; on Bali, in the laws, ideas,

and worship of the people. On Java this singular and interesting system of religion

2 g 2 is

* Having repeatedly had occasion, in the course of this work, to advert to the slave trade, and the sources

whence the supplies of slaves were obtained, it may not be uninteresting to introduce to the reader a native of

Papua, or New Guinea,* stolen from his country in the course of this traffic. The lad represented in the annexed

plate came into my service at Bali under very peculiar circumstances, and has accompanied me to England. Since

his arrival he has excited some curiosity, as being the first individual of the woolly haired race of Eastern Asia

who has been brought to this country. It is known, that on the Malayan Peninsula, in Luconia, Borneo, and

most of the larger islands of the Eastern Seas, there are occasionally found in the mountainous tracts a scattered

race of blacks entirely distinct from the rest of the population. Some have conceived them to be the aborigines of

these countries ; others considering them as of the African race, adduce them in proof of an early and extensive

intercourse between Africa and these islands. I shall content myself with observing, that they appear at the

present day to form the bulk of the population of Papua or New Guinea. The following remarks upon the indivi-

dual now in England, whom we sometimes call Papua, and sometimes (more to his satisfaction) Dick, were obli-

gingly communicated to me by Sir Everard Home, Bart.

“ The Papuan differs from the African negro in the following particulars. His skin is of a lighter colour, the

“ woolly hair grows in small tufts and each hair has a spiral twist. The forehead rises higher, and the hind head

“ is not so much cut off. The nose projects more from the face. The upper lip is longer and more prominent. The
“ lower lip projects forward from the lower jaw to such an extent that the chin forms no part of the face, the

“ lower part of which is formed by the mouth. The buttocks are so much lower than in the negro as to form a

“ striking mark of distinction, but the calf of the leg is as high as in the negro.”

* Couto on the 3d chapter of the 3d book of the 4th Decada, gives an account of the discovery of Papua by Don

Jorge de Meneges (about the year 1528 or 1533) who, in a calm was hurried by a strong current with extraordi-

nary rapidity to the eastward, until he arrived at a country inhabited by a race as black as negroes, or the natives

of the southern coast of Africa, from the Cape of Good Hope to Mosambique
;
they visited the king on shore, who

was as black as the others.

The monsoon detained Meneges here some months, during which time he had a friendly intercourse with the

natives, who became very familiar, supplying him in bartar with what he wanted
;
but they iuforined him that in

the interior there were men who eat human flesh.

“ Here,” says he, “ our people saw both men and women as white aud as fair as Germans, and on asking

“ how those people were called, they answered e Papuas,’ and on account of the little knowledge which we had at

“ that time of the country, we concluded that they were islands. But from what wc afterwards understood, this

“ must he the country which Marco Polo, the Venetian, oalls Lechac, and which he says is very rich in gold.”
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is classed among the antiquities of the island. Here it is a living source of action, and

a universal rule of conduct. The present state of Bali may be considered, therefore,

as a kind of commentary on the ancient condition of the natives of Java. Hinduism

has here severed society into casts ;
it has introduced its divinities

;
it has extended its

ceremonies into most of the transactions of life; it has enjoined or recommended some

of its severest sacrifices, such as the burning of a widow on the funeral pile of her

husband : but yet the individual retains all the native manliness of his character and

all the fire of the savage state.

By this system the Balians are divided into four casts: 1. The Bramdna, 2. Rusi

or Satria
,

3. Wisia
,

and 4. Sudra. The princes of the island are generally,

but not always, of the Bramdna cast : the present Raja of Billing is of the

second class. The government is despotic, there being no check on the will of the

chief nor any sharer of his power.* He is assisted in his internal administration by a

bead Parbakal; and in the general affairs of his government, the management of foreign

correspondence, and the superintendence of his foreign relations, by an officer called

Bidden Tumung'gang.

The system of village government is established here as on Java. The constitution

of each village is the same The head, or chief, is termed Parbakal
,
and the assistant

Kalian Tempek

:

these officers are invariably selected from among the people of the

village which they are appointed to govern. The office of Parbakal is considered here-

ditary, if the successor is competent ; and on a vacancy occurring, the Parbakal recom-

mends the successor of a Kalian Tempek.

Under the head Parbakal, who is termed Parbakal Raja, are several inferior Parbd-

kals, as assistants to that officer in conveying his orders to the heads of villages; and

under the Rdden Tinming’’gang is placed a similar establishment, consisting of about

a hundred persons, with the rank and title of Kalian Tempek.

Many of the Parbdkals of villages in Billing have the title of Gusti, which descends

in their families, and which serves to distinguish them as nobles. These probably

originated in their conduct in war. The command of the military is at present vested

in a chief of the Bramdna cast, styled Raja Bdngen Senapditi ; Bdngen being the

district which contains the principal Braminical establishment. He seems to re-

ceive honours and respect next to the Rajah himself.

The heads of kdmpongs in which foreigners reside are termed Pang'gdzea ;
and in

speaking collectively of the heads of villages, the Raja uses the term Papang'gawa.

The administration of justice is generally conducted by a court, composed of one

Jdksa and two assistants : in addition to whom, in the determination of any cause of

importance, several Bramdnas are called in. Their decisions are guided by written

laws. The civil code is called Degdima, the criminal code Agdima. Before these

courts three or four witnesses are required to substantiate any criminal charge. Their

witnesses are examined on oath, and people of any cast are competent to take such

oath and to be so examined. The form of administering the oath requires of the

person

* This description is taken from Bliling, one of the independent states, and with slight variations may he

considered as applicable to all.
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person who takes it to hold a bason of water in his hand, and after repeating, “ may APPENDIX

“ J and my whole generation perish, if what I allege is not true,” to drink the water. L

The form of procedure inquires the prosecutor or plaintiff to be heard first on oath :

his witnesses are next examined, then the prisoner or defendant and his witnesses,

after which the court decides on a general view of the whole of the evidence submitted

to its consideration. No torture is employed to procure evidence : mutilation is un-

known. The usual punishments are death, confinement, and servitude. The laws,

in some instances, are severe, in others lenient. In the execution of the punishment

awarded by the court there is this peculiarity, that the aggrieved party or his friends,

are appointed to inflict it; for though the judge steps in between the prosecutor and

person whom he pursues, so as to restrain the indiscriminate animosity of the one and

to determine the criminality of the other, the Balians have not advanced so far in the

refinement of criminal justice, as to consider criminal offences in the nature of offences

perpetrated against the state, and punishable by its officers.

Theft and robbery are punished with death inflicted by a kris : murder and treason

are punished in some cases by breaking the limbs of the convict with a hatchet, and

leaving him to linger some days in agony till death ensues. Adultery is punished with

death in the man and perpetual servitude to the prince in the woman. This severity

restrains the crime
;
but in the small state of Billing there occur sometimes several

trials for it during the year.

The Raja must confirm every criminal sentence before it is executed, and every civil

decision that involves the servitude of the party. Confiscation of the culprit’s property

follows capital punishment only, the amount of which is divided between the prince

and judges. In other cases there is no confiscation.

The laws of Bali, differ from those of .Tava with respect to marriages and divorces. Marriages and

In the former island, divorces are permitted under no circumstances whatever; in the
tli ' 01ces ‘

latter, almost every caprice is sufficient to procure one. In Bali the husband gene-

rally buys his wife by paying a sum of money to her parents : thirty dollars is the

common price. If unable to pay this sum, he becomes, as in the patriarchal times of

scripture, the servant of the party to whom he thus becomes indebted, and resides

alone- with his wife in the house of his father-in-law. His services are received inO

diminution of the dowry ;
and if he acts so as to please the family of his wife, the

exaction of it is either in part or in whole remitted.

Without entering into any theory concerning the history of the religious system of Religion.

Bali, or any detailed comparison of it with systems in India, the following notices

may be thought interesting.

The inhabitants, as before stated, are divided into casts, named Bramana
,

Sdtria,

Wisia, and Sudra. The Bramdnas are of two descriptions, Bramana Sewa and Bra-

mana Buda. The former are most respected, and refrain from eating all animal food,

except that of ducks, goats, and buffaloes : hogs’ flesh and that of the cow are forbid-

den. The Bramana Buda eat indiscriminately of animal food.

The Bramana Sewa are said not to perform worship in the temples : this is left to

the lowest orders, generally the Sudras. The worship of the lower orders, as per-

formed
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formed in the temples, cannot be called Hindu. In these temples, which are very

numerous, mud figures are placed, representing the tutelar deities of each particular

country.

The Bramanas of all descriptions are held in great respect, and never condescend to

pay compliments to any person whatever. The respect in which they are relatively

held, seems to be in proportion to the age of the person, and his supposed learning

and accomplishments. A Bramana may eat from the bands of another of a similar

age, but not from those of a junior.

The Bramana are said not to worship idols, nor do they perform public worship in the

temples, but in their private houses only.

A Bramana may marry a woman of an inferior order, but the offspring of such a mar-

riage is called Bujdnga
,
which forms a distinct class.

There is in Bali a class of outcasts, called Chandalas
,
who are not permitted to reside

in villages
;
are generally potters, dyers, dealers in leather, distillers, and retailers of

ardent spirits. The dancing women are of the J! isia and Sudra casts.

A Bramana cannot be in any servile occupation. He cannot sit on the ground, nor

perform obeisance to any other class.

The religion of Bali has been considered as of two descriptions, that of Budli and that

of Brdma. The Budhists are said to have come first to the country. Of the Bramanas

of Sewa nine generations are said to have passed over since their arrival. The
name of the principal Bramana of the cast of Sewa

,
who first settled on Bali, is said to

have been JVdtu Ruliu : he came from Telingdna, and on his way is said to have touched

at Majapdhit .

The Rajas of Bali are generally of the Satria cast • but this does not always hold.

From information obtained at Bliling, it would appear that the greater part of the

population of Bali follow the worship of Sewa. The Budhists are said to be rare, and

the names of three districts only could be stated, where the Budhist religion is supposed

to prevail.

The sacrifice of the widow on the funeral pile of her husband is frequent. All classes

may perform this sacrifice, but it is most common with the Satria. Force is said never

to be had recourse to on these occasions. The number of women who sacrifice them-

selves is extraordinary :—the father of the present Raja of Bliling was followed by no

less than seventy-four women. The dead body is usually preserved in these cases for

many months, and even for a year. The corpse is preserved by daily fumigations with

benzoin, &c.

The bodies of the dead are burnt, except in the case of children before they have shed

their teeth, and of all persons dying of the small pox : as in the latter case the body

cannot be preserved, and it is usual, even with the lower orders, to keep the body for

two months. Among some, however, it is said to be usual to throw the dead bodies into

the sea.

The flesh of the cow is eaten by all except the Bramanas who have led a life of auste-

rity : these refrain from eating even rice, and live wholly upon roots and fruit.

The
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The Budhists are said to be so little scrupulous in their diet, as to eat not only the

flesh of the cow, but even that of dogs and all other animals. Milk is never used as an

article of food.

These particulars respecting the religious observances of the Balians were obligingly

communicated to me by Mr. Craufurd, who visited the island in 1814. In the following-

year I visited Billing myself
;
but my stay was too short to obtain any very detailed

information on this interesting particular, further than a collection of their different

manuscripts, which have been brought to this country, and already adverted to under

the head of Javan literature.

On inquiring into the rank of their deities, they replied at once :

The first is Baldra Guru
,

The second Batura, Brdma
,
emblematical of fire.

The third Batura JVtsnu
,
emblematical of water.

The fourth Batara Sewa, emblematical of air.

Besides these they have several other deities, not however termed Batura
,
as :

Dewa Gede Segara
,
the deity of the sea.

Dewa Gede Ddlam
,
emblematical of death.

Dewa Gede Bali Agung, the deity in whose temple (which is near the kada-

ton of the Raja), the common people on particular days pay worship.

Dewa Gede Gunung Agung
,
a deity still more generally worshipped, and to

whom all the Rajas and peuple of Bali pay adoration.

The deity Mahadewa is known and mentioned in the religious books, but is not an

object of worship.

Baldra Guru is considered as the highest object of worship below the divinity, Sang

yang Tung’’gal (the Lord who is one).

I shall close this account of the religion of Bali with the following literal transla-

tion of an account of the Hindu religion, furnished to me by an intelligent Maho-
metan, a native of the island.

“ The religion of Budh
,
as it exists on Bali

,
is divided into Sakdlan and Niskdlan.

11 The first regards all worldly concerns, such as the orders of the prince, the laws

“ of the land, &c., including the common affairs and transactions of life
;
the second

u comprehends all the duties and ceremonies of religion, the conducting of which is

u in the hands of the Maperwita, or learned Brahmins called Padenda.
u The different kinds of worship attached to this division of the religion, are those

“ of Batara Permisti Guru
,
Batara Narcida, Batara Sang yang Tung'gal, and all his

“ descendants; of all of whom images are made, some of gold, some of silver, some

“ of bell-metal, and some in iron
;
and to whom are dedicated temples and places for

the reception of their images, on Gunung Agung
,
Gunung Batu

,
Gunung Batur-

“ kahu, wad Gunung Predung-, but it is Gunung Agung that is the famous place for

“ them ;
and those figures are the objects of worship to all the princes of Bali.

u When
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<( When there happens to be a mabantan
,
which signifies a festival on some grand

u occasion, all the Rajas, with their families, descendants, and subjects, repair to

K Gunung Agung and invoke all the deities, the Maperwita Bramana being sum-
u moned to attend and conduct the ceremonies.

“ On occasions of less importance, those images only of the deities which are behind
u their houses are worshipped, a Maperwita Bramana being called to attend and
(( officiate.

“ At the Pembdkaran
,
or place where the bodies of the princes are burned, there

a are also figures of the different deities, in places made for their reception.

“ Marriages (mabandangan

)

are sanctified by their being borne witness to by the

“ Maperwita Bramanas
,

as well as all the deities who are invoked on the occasion.

u On the new moon, and on the eighth and twenty-third of the month, all the deities

“ are worshipped, every one joining in the ceremonies. Should any of the Rajas

“ attend on those days, he of the greatest rank and power orders the attend-

<£ ance of the Maperwita Bramanas. Great offerings being made to the deities, thou-

“ sands of people are afterwards fed with their consecrated fragments. On these

a occasions the Maperwita Bramana
,
called Padenda, administers to the people holy

“ water, which they both drink and perform ablutions with.

“ On the day of the new year, the deities are worshipped, ablutions performed, and
££ offerings made. Cloths and money, &c. are offered twice a year, the Bramana
u Padenda attending and invoking the deities.

“ On the day tampak kliwon
,

the Bramana Padenda performs prayers, using holy

u water.

(( When it is tampak wayang
,
which means the new year wayangs

,
offerings are

“ made and placed at all the outer doors, but no worshipping takes place.

“ At the annual festivals of tdrnpuk kdndang there are offerings made on account of

££ all the different animals.

“ There is also the fast of Nyualdtu, which lasts a day and a night, during which

“ time food and sleep must be abstained from. This fast must be held on the first or

“ the fifteenth of the month.”
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Proclamation, declaring the Principles of the Intended Change of

System.

The Right Honourable Lord Minto, previous to his departure from Java, having

adverted to the general system of the administration and of the internal management

established under the former Government of this Island, was pleased to suggest and

recommend such improvements, as upon correct information, and an adequate know-

ledge of the state of society amongst the native inhabitants, might be deemed conducive

to the advancement of individual happiness and of public prosperity.

With a view to promote so desirable an event, the Honourable the Lieutenant

Governor in' Council nominated a Committee, of which Lieutenant Colonel Colin

Mackenzie was President, who with the zeal, talent, and industrious research which

characterize that officer, obtained, with the aid of the members of the Committee,

authentic statistical accounts of this island
;
while the fund of valuable information,

thus acquired, has been increased from other respectable channels of communica-

tion.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor in Council has, therefore, after the most

mature consideration, deemed it advisable to establish an improved system of political

economy throughout this island, with the intention of ameliorating the condition of all

its inhabitants, by affording that protection to individual industry, which will insure to

every class of society the equitable and undisturbed enjoyment of the fruits of labour

;

and while it is confidently expected that private happiness and public prosperity will be

advanced under this change of system, such alterations and amendments will be here-

after adopted, as experience may suggest, or the improving habits and manners of the

body of the people may seem to require.

The following principles form the basis of the new arrangements, and are made

public for general information.

1. The undue influence and authority of the native chiefs have been restricted: but

government will avail themselves of their services in the important department of the

native police, which will be arranged upon fixed principles, adapted to the habits

2 h and
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and original institutions of the people. A competent provision in lands and in money
has been allotted to such chiefs, and it therefore naturally becomes both their duty

and their interest, to encourage industry and to protect the inhabitants.

2. The government lands will be let generally to the heads of villages, who will be

held responsible for the proper management of such portions of the country as may be

placed under their superintendence and authority. They will re-let these lands to

the cultivators, under certain restrictions, at such a rate as shall not be found oppres-

sive
; and all tenants under government will be protected in their just rights, so

long as they shall continue to perform their correspondent engagements faithfully

;

for it is intended to promote extensive industry and consequent improvement, by giving

the people an interest in the soil, and by instituting amongst them an acknowledged

claim to the possession of the lands, that they may be thus induced to labour for their

own profit and advantage.

3. The system of vassalage and forced deliveries has been abolished generally

throughout the island : but in the Batavian and Preangen Regencies such a modi-

fication of the former arrangements has been carried into execution, as it was

found practicable, under existing circumstances, to introduce ; and provisionally

the Blandong system will be continued to a certain extent in the central Forest

Districts.

4. To encourage the cultivation of so important an article of export as coffee

nray become, when the trade of Europe and America may be thrown open to free

competition, government have stipulated to receive any surplus quantity of that com-

modity from the cultivators, at a reasonable and fixed rate, when a higher price for it

cannot be obtained in the market.

5. To extend free trade and commerce, and to promote a spirit of enterprise and

speculation amongst the inhabitants, the Bhoom farms have been abolished, the duties

upon the principal articles of export have been taken off, and it is intended to modify

and amend the custom-house regulations before the 1st January next. The toll-gates

and transport duties of the interior have been diminished as much as possible, and in

the gradual progression of improvement they will be finally abolished.

6. Every facility will be afforded towards obtaining teak timber for the construction

of small craft, and of such additional tonnage as, upon the improved system, will be

undoubtedly required.

7. Government have taken upon themselves the exclusive management of the

salt department. It appears, that the inhabitants in most parts of the island paid a

very irregular and exorbitant price for this necessary article of consumption
; while

the system adopted by the farmers was radically vicious, and equally oppressive and

vexatious to the people, as it was detrimental to the immediate interests of govern-

ment.

Such an improved system for the supply of salt will be immediately adopted, as may
appear advisable

; and in this and every other arrangement, the government propose

the
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the advancement of the interests and the happiness of the people at large, and the pro-

motion of the public prosperity of this colony.

Given at Batavia, this 15th day of October, 1813*

By me, the Lieutenant Governor of the

Island of Java and its Dependencies,

T. S. RAFFLES.
By order of the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor in Council,

C. Assey,

Secretary to Government.

Council Chamber,
Oct. 15, 1813.
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APPENDIX L. No. II.

REVENUE INSTRUCTIONS.

The Honourable the Lieutenant Governor in Council having taken into mature

consideration the state of the Land Revenue of this Island, and being impressed with

the necessity of establishing one uniform, equitable, and adequate system for its assess-

ment and realization, has been pleased to direct that the following instructions be

sent to the Residents, Collectors, and other officers, to whom are consigned the charge

of the several provinces under his authority.

1.

It is the object of government to separate, in a great measure, the revenue

from the judicial branches of the internal administration, it being deemed that a more

lucid and simple arrangement of the public business will be formed thereby
; and that

the relieving the residents from a part of their at present too extensive and complicated

duties, will ensure so much easier and better execution of the remainder, as fully to

counterbalance any additional expense that may be incurred by the adoption of the

measure.

2. For this purpose it has been resolved, that collectors shall be appointed imme-

diately to the various districts, whose office shall consist in the sole and entire superin.

tendance ofthe land revenue, and to whom therefore shall be made over by the residents

the complete charge of that department, with all such papers, documents, &c. as are

in any way connected with it.

3. In some instances, however, from strong local, political, or other reasons, it is

considered advisable, that several branches of the public duty remain still vested for

a time in the resident alone. As this necessity shall cease, care will be taken, by the

introduction of separate collectors, to attain uniformity. But, in the mean time, it is

particularly enjoined to such residents as are continued in this double capacity of

revenue and judicial superintendants, to take due care that these several branches be

not blended in the execution, but that each part of their duty be discharged according

to the department to which it belongs, and that their several proceedings be recorded in

their proper departments only, distinct from all others.

4. A similar line of conduct will be observed in the maintenance of the establish-

ments necessary for carrying on the business of these several departments
;
these

establishments being kept as much apart, and as much confined to their distinct

details, when the duties of collector and judge and magistrate are exercised by
the same person, as when there are different officers appointed for the superintendance

of each.

5.

Those
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5. Those residents, therefore, to whom will still be entrusted the collection of the

land revenue, will consider the following- instructions to collectors as addressed to

themselves in that capacity. Each collector shall forward to government a list of such

establishment (with the salaries to each individual that he would recommend) as he

deems adequate to carrying on the business in his head office, where the general

papers, accounts, &c. will be prepared, and which will be conducted under his own

immediate inspection.

G. This establishment may consist of one native assistant and such number of

writers (Javans and English) opasses, and other servants, as may be necessary.

This native assistant ought to be a man of rank, respectability, and information, that

he may beat oncecompetent, by his knowledge of the manners, characters, and habits

of the native inhabitants, to assist the collector in advising measures best suited to

each occasion, and by the estimation in which he is held by the people, to lend a

considerable aid in carrying those measures duly into execution.

7. His salary may amount to from one to two hundred rupees per month, or a

quantity of land equal to such sum may be allowed him rent free.

8. It may be advisable to employ for this situation some of the Bopatis, Patehs, or

Tumunggungs, who have been, but are not now, in the actual service of government.

This, as salaries or pensions are, in many instances, already allowed in the manner of

sinecures, may prove a considerable saving to government; and, at the same time, the

having a duty annexed to their present receipts, which will carry with it a considerable

degree of authority and consequence, may be more pleasing to many, than the idle

enjoyment of a sum of money, for which they must feel that they are at present making

no adequate return.

9. For the outer establishments, those necessary for carrying on the details in

each village or division, it is not intended to create any new officers
;
those at present

entertained, and who have as yet very well executed the double duties of police and

revenue, being deemed the most competent and best fitted for continuing to manage

the business of these several departments.

10. It is not the additional expense which would arise from the appointing a new

description of revenue officers, that is alone considered in this arrangement. The for-

mation of a distinct revenue establishment throughout the interior is, on many other

accounts, deemed an innovation that would be attended with considerable trouble, that

would prove less pleasing to the inhabitants themselves, and that would not be nearly

so adequate to the management of the collections, as the collection of the combined

establishment at present existing.

11. The head inhabitant of a Javan village has, from immemorial usage, been

considered to have vested in him the general superintendance of the affairs relating to

that village, whether in attending to the police, settling the minor disputes that occur

within its limits, or of collecting its revenues, or more often its services. For this

purpose, his office has been elective, and the powers he exercises entrusted to him by

his fellow inhabitants,
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12. A writer, priest, and other subordinate officers and servants, completed its regu-

lar establishment. From harassing- wars, long- oppression, feudal tyranny, and Euro-

pean innovation, it is true that, in many parts of the country, scarcely a vestige remains

of that species of constitution
;
but it is universally acknowledged that such was once

its pure form throughout the island, and such is it still existing in many places.

13. This simple mode of village administration Government cannot but admire and

entirely approve of ;
and deeming it at once the best suited to the genius of the people,

and as promising to be the most conducive to the interest of the ruling power, they

have resolved that such system shall be acknowledged and encouraged, by every

means in their power, throughout the provinces under their authority.

14. The head inhabitant therefore (whether recognized under the name of Petingi,

Bukul, Lura, Kuwu, Mandor, or otherwise, according to the custom of the country)

shall have entrusted to him the management of the revenue concerns of his village ; a

duty which his personal influence, and minutely intimate acquaintance with the situa-

tions and concerns of the several inhabitants of it, will render him better than any

other qualified to discharge. He shall furnish such accounts and statements as he may

from time to time be required to do
;
and shall obey such orders as he may receive

directly from the collector or his assistant, or from the officer of the division in which

his village is situated.

15. These officers of division shall likewise be continued in the double capacity of

superintending both the judicial and the revenue proceedings within the limits of their

official range. This practice, indeed, is consonant with the immemorial customs of the

country, and deemed most calculated to render benefit in the conduct of either depart-

ment.

16. By the judicial regulation lately enacted, the officer of division has been empow-

ered to settle such minor disputes as may be considered as belonging to the revenue

branch, such as the determining contested boundaries, trespass, irregularity in the dis-

positions for irrigation, &c. and by extending this authority so as to empower him to

take regular cognizance of all transactions respecting revenue collections, and to inspect

whenever he pleases the several village accounts. It is deemed that his office will be-

come one of very great utility ;
serving, in future, by its records, to refer to on every

occasion, when it may be wished to ascertain the precise nature of any permanent pro-

perty or local usage within the division.

17. To them, therefore, shall be considered in every way subordinate the heads of

villages ; and it is trusted that they will prove a most useful check on them.

18. The officer of division shall furnish to the collector all such papers as may be

required, and shall diligently execute any orders that they may receive, either from him

or from his native assistant.

19. Respecting the salaries for these inferior servants of government, they have

already been in most instances fixed
; certain allotments of land, rent free, or sums of

money monthly* being given to them.

20. The
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20. The money salaries of those servants who are connected with the resident shall

be continued to be paid by him as they are at present.

21. The allotments of land shall fall under the collector’s superintendance, and he

shall set down among the charges of collection, sums of money equal to what would be

the monied rent of those lands were they not free. For this purpose, they shall be

assessed, and regularly entered among the other lands in the general lease of the vil-

lage : but the collection of this assessed rent shall not be actually made ;
it shall only

appear in the accounts, as that it had been realized, and paid to the several officers.

22. For the other officers attached to the collector, namely, those in his head office,

some it is concluded will be paid by portions of land being made over to them, others

by monthly sums of money. The accounts of the former will be settled as already

mentioned The salaries of the latter will be drawn for by bills on the resident, who

will continue to be the sole treasurer of the district.

23. The collector will accordingly forward to him the several sums of money he may

receive in his collections, whenever they amount to five hundred rupees.

24. It is trusted that the placing the heads of villages and officers of divisions, in

some measure, under two authorities, to whom they must separately report, will not be

attended with any eventual evil or confusion. When these arrangements become well

matured, and the exact limits of their several duties clearly defined, the subordinate

officers will not find any difficulty in their execution. For the attainment of this de-

sirable end, however, much must depend upon the conduct of the resident and col-

lector. They are placed in these districts, not as persons who are to serve in any way

as checks upon each other, but who are required to act together for the general good

;

mutually to assist each other to the extent of their power, and by preserving between

themselves a good understanding, to carry on better their respective duties.

25. Should, in any case, a disagreement of opinion arise on any subject between

them, a reference will be immediately made to the Honourable the Lieutenant Gover-

nor, who will without delay pass on it his decision.

26. It need hardly be observed, that the collectors will possess no magisterial autho-

rity whatsoever : application will be regularly made by him to the resident, as judge

and magistrate, whenever it becomes necessary to call on that officer for aid in either

capacity, whether to punish the misconduct of servants, or to realize by civil suit any

part of the dues of government. The process to be observed, in either case, will be

precisely similar to what is prescribed where the two parties in the suit are private

individuals : government by no means wishing to enjoy themselves any better security

of right, than that which they would ensure to the meanest of their subjects, nor to

possess a greater facility of redress than is provided by their regulations to be offered to

any individual, who shall consider himself as aggrieved.

27. As the first step towards the introduction of an adequate system of internal ad-

ministration, it becomes positively necessary that government should be furnished with

the fullest and completest view of the actual resources of the country.
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28. The minutest details must be collected, arranged, and considered, before any

system can be properly reduced to practice, or any assessment can be justly made.

29. But when once this body of information is obtained, the business of the revenue

settlement will become comparatively light, and will be able to be proceeded with on

the clearest and most equitable principles. It will serve too, on all future occasions,

as a complete collection of the most valuable data to which to refer back for any pur-

pose, or on which to ground any measures that may, in future, be deemed adviseable.

The obtaining this, government are fully aware, must be a work the most laborious :

but placing the fullest reliance on the zeal, industry, and talents of those officers

through whom they expect to derive such information, they look forward with confi-

dence to its accomplsihment in a manner as complete, and in a period as short as are

possible, where inquiries are to be made at once so minute and so extensive.

SO. It must be considered too, that however heavy, at first, this compilation may

prove, it will ultimately most materially save both the time and trouble of the collectors.

Daily occurrences will constantly require that information which it is now desired

should be at once obtained ;
and by possessing such a standard for conducting the bu-

siness, a simple reference to it will very often be sufficient, when otherwise there would

arise a necessity for instituting inquiries of the same nature, numberless and trouble-

some, on every new, however trivial, occasion. Every collector, in short, who is

anxious to perform well the duties entrusted to him, must wish to be in possession of

such a mass of information as is now proposed to be collected.

31. The best mode to be adopted will be as follows :

The collector, attended by his native assistant, and such servants as are necessary,

must himself proceed to the chief station in each division, where he will cause to be

assembled the head inhabitants of the several villages contained in it. To these he

must clearly explain the nature of the information desired
;
and through their means

it is expected that it will be obtained without difficulty.

32. Whenever it may be necessary, the collector will visit the village itself, and on

the spot cause such inquiries to be made as are requisite.

33. The officers of survey, lately attached to the residents, will accompany the col*

lectors through this tour, and give such prefessional aid as may be desired.

34. They will make one general survey of the whole collectorship, forming there-

from a map, on an uniform scale of one English inch to an English mile : in this the

limits of each village and of each division will be accurately defined, and the direc-

tion and situation of forests, rivers, roads, mountains, &c, will also be correctly deli-

neated.

35. By this general plan, the collector will know exactly the amount of land to be

accounted for by each village
;
and the several lesser sums, as they will be thus

brought together, will serve to prove the truth of the aggregate statement.

36. These surveyors will further take any such lesser surveys or measurements as

they may be directed to do by the collectors.

37. The
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37. The papers to be furnished by each village are three
;
forms for which are the

enclosures, marked A, B, and C. Some observations are necessary in explanation of

these.

38. From the detailed papers of cultivators, and householders not cultivators,

will be framed the general account of the village. The reason for separating the

inhabitants into these two classes is obvious. It is wished that the exact resources of

the country may be seen at one view, to know what part of the population are actually

employed in the cultivation of the soil, and to learn in what way the remainder are

disposed of. It is also considered but just, that to equalize in some measure the pay-

ments from all ranks of people, a tenement tax (or more properly a small rent for the

ground on which their houses stand) should be levied from those who contribute

nothing to the land rents.

39. But as the extension of this through all the petty villages might be deemed
vexatious, and as, in reality, in those very small communities the payment by any party

is virtually a payment by the whole of the inhabitants, it is resolved that such tax shall

not be levied there. But there is no reason for including in this indulgence the inhabi-

tants of towns
;
these, as in some places already ordered, should by means of such tax

contribute their just share of the payments to government.

40. The assessment and collection of this shall form part of the collector’s duty.

The principle on which it must proceed will be to divide the houses into three classes,

according to their size and the general circumstances of their owners.

41. These will be assessed according to the class, at three, two, or one Java rupee

per annum
;
and where, in any instance, from the indigence of the householder, even

this small payment could become a hardship, the collector shall not include him at all

in the assessment. This measure will secure a considerable revenue to government,

and by experience in some districts, already, it is known that it will not be con-

sidered as vexatious or unjust by the inhabitants : they will deem it no hardship to

pay so small a sum annually, to be secured in the unmolested posession of the ground

and enclosure in which their houses stand : more especially now that they are

freed from all forced deliveries and services, without adequate payment either to

government or to the native chiefs, and are left at liberty to enjoy the fruit of their

labour.

42. The paper C. requires few observations : it explains itself. Every householder

shall have a number given to him
; for in registering names alone, very great confusion

may arise, not only by the same being possessed by numerous individuals, but by the

singular practice which frequently occurs among the Javans, of persons, from the

most capricious motives, assuming new appellations. The number being once fixed

or each, there will be no difficulty in always identifying them.

43. In the paper B., for the same reason above given, a number will be added to

each individual cultivator’s name; that is, to each who will, in the detailed system to

be carried into effect, become an actual renter of land from government.

2 i
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44. With respect to the quantity of land, of produce, or of money, as it is most

desirable that there should be one uniform standard for the whole island, to which

every other measurement, weight, or currency may be reduced, a circular letter has

been written, dated 11th February 1814, on the subject of currency, weights, and mea-

sures, and the collectors will be in future strictly guided by that, keeping their accounts

only in the terms therein authorized.

45. In estimating the produce, the average of several former years will be the

surest criterion. All sawah lands will be considered solely as to what quantity of paddy

they might produce. Where other species of cultivation occurs, it shall nevertheless

be estimated only with reference to this standard, or what might have been the value of

the crop had the land been sown with rice.

46. In similar manner, the tegal lands (under which description are comprehended

all lands not subject to irrigation) shall be estimated, in their produce, at what would

be the quantity of maize from them were that the sole crop.

47. These two kinds of cultivation are the most usual throughout the island for

these descriptions of land, and it will be easy to form an assessment where these two

are only considered. The profit or loss, in substituting other crops, must be the sole

concern of the individual cultivators.

48. In the value of the produce, the prices for both the paddy and the maize must

be taken as they exist in the cheapest season of the year, and actually procurable on

the spot.

49. By assuming other rates than these, as for instance, the prices the articles may

bear in periods of the year when a greater scarcity prevails, or at what they would sell

were they disposed of in large towns, a false estimate will be taken
;
and depending

on such contingencies, a failure in the realization of the assessed revenues might

frequently occur.

50. In the remarks that may be made opposite to each cultivator, if necessary,

any circumstance may be entered that may be deemed by the collector deserving of

mention ;—but principally will fall under this column the statement of such reasons as

entitle the individual to a remission of rent, such as the being an officer of government,

a pensioner, &c. The general account A. will throw into one view the whole resources

and actual state of the village.

51. Each of these villages must have a number given to it by the officer of

division.

52. On the principles of complete survey, even the smallest quantity of land must

be accounted for ; and the general division into such as are or are not in use, naturally

suggests itself. These are again subdivided into other classes. The “ cultivated land
”

will be formed by bringing together the totals of the paper B.; <c free land ” will include

generally all such as are at present enjoyed by the village inhabitant, free of assess-

ment, as the area of the village itself with its gardens, commons, &c. The K coffee

il grounds” still remaining in the possession of government will be next entered; but

it
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it will be the duty of the collectors to let these out, where they can, like other lands, to

be converted to whatever purpose the tenants may please.

53. The extent of the “ teak forests” must likewise be given ;
and to this will

follow what are termed u government lands,” that is, generally, whatever is held by

them for their own or the public benefit, exclusive of the two foregoing classes. In

the u general remarks” it will be necessary to advert to the particular nature of this

entry, specifying what lands have formed it.

54. Of (t lands not in use,” the most important part is that which specifies what

are capable of being cultivated. The several qualities of these cannot in every instance

be quite correctly defined
;
but as far as practicable, it is desirous to arrange them in

the manner pointed out, that is, into the two general descriptions of Sawah and

Tegal. Next will follow lands decidedly “ unfit —and finally, what are termed
<c jungle lands these are such as do not produce teak. In the t£ general remarks,”

it will be necessary to take notice of this latter class, specifying, as far as possible, to

what kind of land they belong, whether by clearing they might be susceptible of culti-

vation, or are naturally unfit for it. The remaining heads in the paper need no

observation : they explain themselves, and will be at once filled up from the account

B. and C.

55. Each officer of division shall, from these village accounts, frame one general

one of the district under his authority. The form is shewn in the paper D. The

only additional information to be furnished by him in it, is the quantity of lands lying

waste and uninhabited, which have not been portioned out into villages
;
and m tk

“ general remarks” subjoined, it will be necessary t& advert to these, pointing out

their nature, and the reasons for their being in such desert state.

56. Each division shall be regularly numbered.

57. The account marked E. is intended to give to government one general view of

the whole collectorship
; at once shewing into how many divisions it is portioned out,

and in each of those how many villages there are, the general population under its

several descriptions, the total amount of land, what quantity of it is cultivated, how

much is capable of being so, the estimated value of the entire produce, the riches of

its inhabitants, which are chiefly comprised in the number of buffaloes and horses

possessed by them, &c. &c. And attached to these any such observations may be made

as may suggest themselves to the collectors.

58. The collection of papers thus framed, will, it is deemed, put government fully

in possession of all the information they require.

59. On the first attempt by the British power to introduce an amended system of

land revenue through this island, from our paucity of information on the subject, and

the extreme caution with which it was necessary to proceed, it was thought requisite

to have recourse to an intermediate class of persons between the actual sovereign

and the cultivator of the soil, or to let out the whole lands of each village to its

principal inhabitant.
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60. But by this mere grant of lease, it was not by any means understood that any
acknowledgment was made of proprietary right to the soil existing in those heads of

villages. It was simply a step, arising from the necessity of the occasion, from the

impracticability of at once entering upon a more detailed plan, and which at the

moment of its adoption was meant to be considered as temporary, to be no longer

adhered to, if, on the acquisition of further knowledge, a more particular system of

management should be deemed advisable.

61. The nature of landed tenure throughout the island is now thoroughly under-

stood. Generally speaking, no proprietary right in the soil is vested in any between
the actual cultivator and the sovereign

;
the intermediate classes, who may at any

time have enjoyed the revenues of villages or districts, being deemed merely the exe-

cutive officers of government, who received those revenues only from the gift of. their

lord, and who depended on his will alone for their tenure. Of this actual proprietary

right, there can be no doubt that it originally vested solely in the sovereign ; but it is

equally certain, that the first clearers of the land entitled themselves, as their just

reward, to such a real property in the ground they thus in a manner created, that

whilst a due tribute of a certain share of its produce for the benefit of being well

governed was paid to the sovereign power, that in return was equally bound not to

disturb them or their heirs in its possession. The disposal of this government share

was, therefore, all that could justly depend on the will of the ruling authority, and

consequently the numerous gifts of lands made at various periods by the several sove-

reigns, have in no way affected the right of the actual cultivator :—all that any

government could alienate was merely its own revenue or share of the produce. This

subject has come under full discussion
;
and the above result, as regarding this island,

has been quite satisfactorily established.

62. The continuance, therefore, of the village system becomes only a matter of

consideration, on the grounds of whether it is more beneficial than any other to go-

vernment, or most likely to be conducive to the general prosperity and welfare of the

mass of the population.

63. No doubt, however, remains on the mind of government on this question.

The agency of the immediate renters is considered as quite unnecessary to be adopted

in future. It is deemed, that such a plan of settlement will leave the interest of the

bulk of the people entirely at the mercy of a set of numerous petty chiefs, who, how-

ever well they may have hitherto conducted themselves, would certainly, in such case,

possess an ability of injury and oppression, against which the ruling power would

have left itself no adequate means of prevention or redress, and which cannot there-

fore be permitted, consistently with the principles of good government.

64. It has, therefore, been resolved, that this intermediate system be entirely done

away, the government determining to act, in future, through its immediate officers,

directly with each individual cultivator, and to stand forward, in short, the sole

collector and enjoyer of its own revenues. On every view, indeed, of the subject,

the tiang-hulit (or as it is termed in Western India, where it is understood to have been

advantageously
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advantageously introduced, the ryot-war settlement) is considered as that which will

at once prove most satisfactory to the people, and most beneficial to the go-

vernment.

65. In the period that has elapsed since the first settlement, a sufficient knowledge

has been obtained, by the most scrutinous investigation into the whole minutiae of the

revenue affairs of the country, to render government now fully competent to carry

into execution that more detailed plan, which it was always in their contemplation to

introduce, as early as might be practicable.

66. The several collectors will therefore take suitable measures for carrying into

effect the desired change, as soon as this may, from local or other circumstances, be

possible.

67. Of course, the expiration of the former leases must, in 'every instance, be

awaited
; but the several preliminary steps may be proceeded in without further delay.

On no account must such leases be renewed.

68. As the term of the greater part of them will be closed by the ensuing puasa
,

and as the business of the assessment and survey, as above ordered, may with great

advantage be carried on together, the principles on which that settlement will proceed

will be briefly laid down here. Much however must be necessarily left to the discre-

tion and judgment of the officers to whom its conduct will be entrusted, and on whose

zeal, industry, and ability, this government fully relies.

69. As a general rule for the guidance of the collector, he shall continue in posses-

sion all such persons as he finds actually holding and cultivating land, and shall receive

them as the renters from government in the new settlement. Even though such culti-

vators shall not be able to adduce proofs of any real property in the land, yet long

occupancy, improving- culture, and general good conduct while in its possession, are

deemed to be claims of no weak nature, and certainly constitute a right, in equity and

sound policy, of being considered preferably to any others, who have no such claims
;

and this right government is determined to respect.

70. It must, however, be clearly understood, that no positive rights of any nature

will be infringed by this settlement. Every claim to property in land must be freely

heard, and fully inquired into, by the collectors ;
and it is necessary, in doubtful cases,

to submit the claim for the dec'sion of the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor.

71. There have been, it is known, in many parts of the country, grants from the so-

vereign of lands in perpetuity, which are regularly inheritable, and relative to which

the original documents still exist. Of these some have been made for religious pur-

poses, others as rewards or provision for relatives or the higher nobility. These alie-

nations, as far as it was justly in the power of the sovereign to make them, will cer-

tainly not be set aside. Equity and good faith forbid it ;
but they equally enjoin, that

the extent of these alienations be clearly defined, and that the rights of others be not

compromised by them. The government share, where granted away, will not be

claimed, for this affects the government alone. But there are certain other rights, those

of the cultivators, which cannot be admitted to have been in the slightest degree

affected
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affected by such grants ;
and in the enjoyment of them, therefore, they must be duly

protected by the government. Such proprietors of revenue, as they may be termed,

shall in short be allowed to act, with regard to the cultivators, only as government

themselves act toward theirs
; that is, receiving a fixed share of the produce : but

whilst that is duly delivered, neither exacting more, nor removing any individual from

his land.

72. On these subjects it will become the duty of the collector to be particularly

careful and circumspect
;

to hear all claims, but to admit none lightly, giving to each

the fullest investigation prior to acknowledging their validity.

73. When the collector shall have thoroughly acquainted himself with the actual

state and resources of each village, he shall proceed, as quickly as he can, to the assess-

ment of the land revenue, to be realized, not from the village generally, but from each

individual cultivator inhabiting it.

74. The head of the village shall be considered as the officer of government to be

employed in the collection of the revenue ; for which a certain portion of land shall

be allowed to him. In consideration of this, and possessing, as he will, due powers

for its realization, he shall be considered as responsible for its whole amount. By

this means, every advantage of the general village settlement will be obtained, with-

out any of its evils.

75. It must be observed, that all allotments of land, whether as pensions or salaries,

are to be made only provisionally
; and in such grants the government share will be

all that is to be affected by them.

76 One lease shall be made for the whole village, according to the form laid down

in the enclosure F.

77. This will give to each individual a full knowledge of his rights, and of what

are the only dues to be expected from him by government. No extortion or injus-

tice can then exist, without being liable to instant detection and punishment. To
attain still further this end, it is ordered, that a copy of this lease be lodged with

the officer of division, and another be kept for public inspection in the village

office.

78. The head of the village shall also give to each renter an extract account, accord-

ing to the form in enclosure G.

79. By this the renter will know exactly the state of his affairs, and the exami-

nation of these lesser papers will at once discover any fraud on the part of the village

officer
;

for he must, on each receipt of money or kind, mark it in their accounts.

80. The officer of division, will, in like manner, acknowledge on the back of the

general lease the several sums received by him from the head of any village. The
receipt of kind collections will, in the same way, be acknowledged at the collector’s

office, when they are delivered in.

81. The manner of assessing the government share will proceed, as far as practi-

cable, as follows :

82.

As
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82. As the inferior descriptions of land require greater labour in their cultivation,

and as the actual quantity of produce left from each for the use of the renter, is

wished to be nearly the same, a different rate in assessing must be observed for each.

83. The following is considered as the fairest scale for fixing the government share

from each species of land, and ought to be referred to, as much as possible, as the

general standard :

For Sawah Lands.

1st sort, one-half of the estimated produce.

2d, .... two-fifths of ditto

3d, .... one-third of ditto.

For Tegal Lands.

1st sort, two-fifths of the estimated produce.

2d, .... one-third of ditto.

3d, .... one-fourth of ditto.

84. It must be expected, that less than this will be levied in many places for some

time to come. Various reasons will induce a low rental being established at first, as

the energies of many impoverished and long oppressed districts are to be brought forth

by every encouragement that government can give; but when cultivation has reached

what may be considered as its state of perfection, and the settlement is completely

matured, the above must form the general rates of assessment.

85. Government think it necessary also explicitly to declare, that they will be satis-

fied when the land revenue shall be productive to them in these proportions, deter-

mining, at no future time, to raise that scale; that the inhabitants, being thus exactly

acquainted with what will form the utmost demand on them, and resting in full confi-

dence that government will not exact any thing further, may, in that security, enjoy

their possessions in undisturbed happiness, and apply their utmost industry to the

improvement of their lands, assured that, while they conduct themselves well, that

land will never be taken from them, and that the more productive they may be able

to render it, the more beneficial will it be to themselves.

86. The head of the village will deliver his money collections to the officer of divi-

sion, in such instances as maybe directed by the collector
;
but all payments in kind

must be made actually into the collector’s office at the head station, the expenses of

bringing it falling entirely on the renters. This is done chiefly with a view to discou-

rage such species of payments, government wishing to receive, as far as practicable,

their revenues in money alone. In ordering this, regard has also been had to former

custom, the contingent under the Dutch administration having always been thus deli-

vered in.

87. The option of kind payment is still left to the renter on many accounts
;

in con-

sideration, partly, of the present scarcity of specie throughout the country, partly as

being agreeable to their ancient usages, which will always be paid the greatest atten-

tion to; but chiefly, as by leaving this double mode of payment open, the assessment,

both

APPEXDIX
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botli in this and future settlements, -will be able to be proceeded with on the justest

and best principles. Enhancement or remissions w ill be equitably regulated by it

;

and, in short, by keeping the actual produce always in view, the shares of the govern-

ment and of the cultivator must always preserve their due relation towards each other*

88. Pari or rice, however, are the only two articles to be received. Maize is con-

sidered, in estimating the produce of the tegal lands, to produce the justest assess-

ment; but this must be invariably commuted for a money rent on fair principles. To
sawah landholders only will the option of pari or rice deliveries be given. As cul-

tivators, in most cases, hold some of each description of land, this distinction will

not be felt as a hardship. •

89. To guard against any failure in the estimated revenues, the value of the pro-

duce will be calculated 'at the sum which it commonly sells for in the village itself^

immediately after the gathering in of the harvest; and the money commutation will

proceed on this principle. The renters, therefore, will obviously be encouraged to

pay money preferable to kind
;
but should they nevertheless give in the latter, the

head of the village must, if he can, turn it into specie, so that the estimated value be

obtained. Should, in spite of these precautions, any quantity of pari or rice arrive

at the head station, the collector will deposit it in the store houses, and report in what

manner he is of opinion it can be most advantageously disposed of. Generally speaking,

government wish to derive no extra profit from this branch of their revenues, and will

approve of immediate sale, in every instance where the assessed price can be obtained.

90. As arrears are to be as much guarded against as possible, remissions of rent

must sometimes be made. The mode of regulating these will be as follows. When
such calamity of season or other cause, occurs, as may be supposed to entitle the cul-

tivator to indulgent consideration in some deduction of rent, a report mast be made

by the head of the village before gathering the harvest, and the collector will then order

the officer of division, or send some trusty servant from his own office, to survey the crop,

and inquire into the causes of its falling short of the estimate. Such orders will after-

wards be issued, whether remitting any part or the whole of the dues of government, or

enforcing their strict collection, as may be deemed necessary. Whenever a real, una-

voidable suffering has been sustained, a remission of rent must be granted, govern,

ment deeming it far preferable to conciliate their subjects by every reasonable favour,

and even to submit to a slight loss, than to disaffect them by the continual harrassing

which the strict exaction of heavy arrears must occasion. Nor will, indeed, any real

gain accrue from being thus always unrelenting ;
for, in most cases, the liquidation

of the debts they may have incurred will only be effected by the sale of buffaloes,

horses, and other property, on the possession of which must entirely depend the good

performance of their future engagements; so that, in fine, by resorting to this mea-

sure, the debt may be discharged, but very frequently the cultivator will be lost.

91. As the first settlement, according to this amended system, cannot be expected

to attain as accurate an assessment as is desirable, it is not deemed advisable that the

le*ses to be granted should exceed the period of one year.

92. From
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92. From the nature of the foregoing instructions, the collectors cannot fail to

observe the importance and extent of the obligations imposed on them by the office

intrusted to their charge. It is not enough that the government lay down the prin-

ciples of a benevolent system intended to introduce the practical freedom which has

been bestowed on all the nations subject to the honourable Company’s dominions ; it is

with them that the application of these principles is entrusted, and to their temper,

assiduity, judgment, and integrity, that the people have to look for the enjoyment of

the blessings which it is intended to bestow upon them. They have, in short, the

national character, as well as their own personal reputation, to support; and while

the Lieutenant Governor in Council feels it unnecessary to rouse that spirit of public

virtue in which it is the pride of a Briton to excel, or to advert to the shame that

must follow a neglect of these important duties, he deems it proper to remark, that

his most vigilant attention will be given to the progress of the great work which has

been commenced, and that it will always afford him the highest gratification to bring

to public notice, and reward the examples of industry, honour, and integrity, which

he confidently expects to meet with.

(Signed) T. S. RAFFLES.

Zk
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Buitenzorg
,
Feb. 11, 1814.
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Memorandum respecting Weights, Measures, <§c.

The weights and measures not only differ, both nominally and essentially, in the

several districts of Java, but are often subject to such varieties, even within the same

district, that the greatest confusion in accounts, and endless peculations, are almost

inevitable. The native denominations and divisions are blended with the Chinese and

European, and even the latter have been made to vary so much, that it is difficult to

refer them to one common standard. The uncertainty of the native measures has,

however, been considerably removed, by the reference constantly had by the Chinese

to the weight of the article, instead of the bulk, which is the usual measure of the

Javans.

The measure of weight which may be considered as the most general standard

throughout the country, is the Chinese kali, equal to about 1| lb., or about 20 ounces

avoirdupois
;
100 katis make a pikul of 125 lbs. Dutch, or 133y English, 30 pikuls or

3,000 katis, being 3,750 lbs. Dutch. The Dutch standard koyan, however, is only

3,400 lbs., and in general is considered equal to a last, or two tons
;
but this weight,

by which the rude produce of the country is generally calculated, is subject to innu-

merable varieties. In order to cover the wastage, it was the rule of the government

that there should be one rate for the receipt of goods and another for their delivery.

This varied according as the article was perishable or otherwise, or to the degree of

peculation established by usage. This applied to all measures and weights by which

goods were received and issued at the government stores, and the rates were different

in different districts. A koyan among private individuals at Batavia is generally con-

sidered as 27 pikuls
,
equal to 253 gantons, or 2,700 katis

;
at Semurang as 28 pikuls

;

but by the natives generally as 30 pikuls. The koyan
,
however, by which the con-

tingent was formerly delivered to government, at Demak was no less than 4,250 lbs.

Dutch.

Pari
,
or rice in the husk, is generally calculated by the amat, and in some districts

by the sang'ga. When the pari is reaped, which is invariably done by snapping or

cutting- each separate straw a few inches below the husk, the sheaf or bundle as it accu-

mulates is laid in the left hand, between the thumb and middle finger : the quantity

which can be thus held is termed sa agem
,
which is therefore equivalent to a handful.

Three of these make a pochong, a quantity which can be clasped between the two

hands.
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hands. The sheaf is then bound. Afterwards, when the grain and straw are dry, two

of these pochongs are bound together in one larger bundle, which is termed gedeng.

Four gedengs make one bawon
,
and five gedengs one sang'ga : three bawon make one

wuwa, and two wuwa one amat
;
the gedeng is sometimes four, five, and even some-

times nine kalis.

In the Semarang districts alone, the amat varied from 200 to 600 katis in weight. In

the western and Sunda districts pari is measured by the chain
,
of which there are the

common and the mountain chain

,

the one being equal to 4,000 lbs. Dutch, the other

about 1,000 kalis. The kali
,
however, is the usual measure.

Land measure is by the natives regulated in general by the bawat, a measure of

length, formed of the staff stick of the payong
,
or umbrella, which the Bopeiti, or

native chief of a province, receives on his investiture. The length of this stick, when

drawn from the umbrella, is termed a changkal

,

and is from nine to twelve feet. The
principal divisions of land are into the balm and jung. Four of the former make a

jung
;
but these not only differ in size according to the length of changkal

,
but the

situation of the land and the nature of the soil
;
the jungs of rich land, and in the

vicinity of the principal towns, being much smaller than the poor lands situated at a

distance. The endless varieties of these measurements it would be tedious to detail.

One jung in the Semarang districts is equal to three others, to five, to six, seven,

and even so many as ten, in other parts. From this perplexing inequality of mea-

surement arose formerly, in many instances, the comparative disproportion of the

cultivator’s contributions to the state, as each jung of every size was assessed with

the payment of a fixed contingent. In many instances the jung was rather to be con-

sidered the measure, not so much of the land as of its produce.

The advantage of reducing these vague and uncertain measures to some fixed stan-

dard, had in some degree attracted the attention of the Dutch government, during the

administration of Marshal Daendels, who directed that the lands in several districts

should be measured according to an average jung of two thousand square rods or chang-

kals of twelve feet Dutch. This measurement being generally known as the govern-

ment jung, although it had only been very partially introduced in one or two districts,

was made the standard in the recent agricultural survey-of the country
;
and although it

was not deemed advisable to introduce at the moment an entire change in the local

usages of each district, the public officers were directed to refer to it on all occasions,

and in the statistical and other returns, the local measurement of the place has accord-

ingly been invariably reduced to this standard. The government jung of two thousand

square changkals of twelve feet English, is equal to 6 t7/t English acres
; and the govern,

ment amat, by which the produce is weighed, being fixed at two thousand katis, is

equal to two pikuls, or 266| lbs. English.

In reducing the coins circulating in Java into English money, in the course of this

work, the Spanish dollar has been considered as equal to five shillings English, and
the rupee to half a crown. In the local currency of Java, ten copper doits make one

Viang (a small silver coin), and twelve wangs one rupee.

APPENDIX
M.
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The following Table shews the current value of the different Coins circulating in

Java

:

4 doits make. ... 1 stiver.

10 doits or 2 stivers and a half 1 dubbeltje.

30 ditto or 7 stivers and a half 1 schelling.

60 ditto or 15 stivers Half a Batavian, Surat, or Arcot rupee.

63 ditto or 15 stivers and threequarters Half a sicca rupee.

120 ditto or 30 stivers 1 Batavian, Surat, or Arcot rupee

126 ditto or 31 stivers and a half 1 sicca rupee.

132 ditto or 33 ditto Half a Spanish dollar.

160 ditto or 40 ditto Half a ducatoon.

192 ditto or 48 ditto 1 rix dollar.

240 ditto or 60 ditto 1 American or Austrian dollar.

264 ditto or 66 ditto 1 Spanish dollar.

312 ditto or 78 ditto 1 old ducatoon.

320 ditto or 80 ditto 1 new ducatoon.

528 ditto or 132 ditto, equal to 2| rix dollars . . 1 gold ducat.

960 ditto or 240 ditto, equal to 5 rix dollars. . . . Half a gold rupee.

1920 ditto or 480 ditto 1 gold rupee.

10 Spanish dollars 1 American gdld eagle.

16 ditto ditto 1 doubloon.

N. B. The Java gold rupee is equal to sixteen Java silver rupees : the gold ducat fluctuates

in value, but circulates in general for six silver rupees.

THE END.

ERRATA.
VOL. I.

Page 7, line 11, for “ fifty thousand” read “ forty-five thousand.”
In Table No. 2 which faces page 62, for an error in the amount of the population of Japara, see corrected Table

inserted in Vol. II, page 271.
Page 463, line 623 of the poem, for “ susceptible ” read “ perceptible.”

VOL. II.
Page 29, note# line 2, after “ bddo ” insert “ as it is now pronounced, but which is most probably a corruption

* of bwla.”

Printed by Cox and Baylis,

threat Queen Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields,
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THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE PREPARING FOR PUBLICATION.

AN ACCOUNT
OF THE

ANTIQUITIES OF JAVA,
ILLUSTRATED BY

Drawings of the 'principal Architectural and Sculptural Remains, fyc. as surveyed by Capt. R.
Bakjeb, of the Bengal Military Establishment, in the Years 1815 and, 1816 ;

By T. S. RAFFLES, Esq. F.R.S. and A.S. &c. &c.

The Plates for this Work, which will be executed principally by Mr. W. Daniell, are in a state of forwardness.

THE HISTORY

OF THE

BRITISH ADMINISTRATION IN JAVA,
By CHARLES ASSEY, Esq.

Late Secretary to the British Government in Java, and Private Secretary
to the Lieutenant Governor.

This Work will be comprised in One Volume quarto.

Under the Patronage of the Hon. East India Company, thefollowing Works, compiled principally

during the Period ofthe British Administration ofJava.

THE

NATURAL HISTORY OF JAVA.
By THOMAS HORSFIELD, M.D.

INCLUDING,

BESIDES THE FLORA JAVANA, A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE ZOOLOGY AND MINERALOGY
OF THAT INTERESTING ISLAND. WITH PLATES.

AN ACCOUNT
OF THE

ISLAND OF BANCA, IN THE EAST INDIES,
CONTAINING

The Natural History of that Island, the Particulars of its Tin Mines, the Manner in which
they are worked, &c. With Statistical Tables of their Produce, the Ponulation of the
Island, and other interesting Particulars.

1

By THOMAS HORSFIELD, M.D.
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WORKS
PUBLISHED

BY BLACK, PARBURY, AND ALLEN,

Booksellers to the Honourable East-India Company.

MUHAMMEDANISM.
An History of Muhamraedanism : comprising the Life and

Character of the Arabian Prophet, and Succinct Accounts
of the Empires founded by the Muhammedan Arms. An
Inquiry into the Theological, Moral, and Juridical Codes
of the Muselmans, and the Literature and Sciences of the
Saracens and Turks

;
with a View of the Present Extent

and Influence of the Muhammedan Religion. By CHARLES
MILLS, Esq. One Volume Octavo, 12s. boards.

CEYLON.
A View of the Agricultural, Commercial, and Financial In-

terests of Ceylon, with an Appendix, containing some of
the Principal Laws and Usages of the Candiaus. Also,

Table of Imports and Exports, Port Regulations, State-

ments of Public Revenue and Expenditure, Stc. &c. &c.
By ANTHONY BERTOLACCI, Esq. late Comptroller-

General of Customs, aud Acting Auditor-General of Civil

Accounts in that Colony
;
with a Map of the Island, com-

piled at Columbo, from the latest Surveys, by Captain
SCHNEIDER, Ceylon Engineer. In one large volume,
8vo. 18s. boards.

HINDOO MYTHOLOGY.
A View of the History, Literature, aud Religion of the Hin-

doos, including a minute Description of their Manners and
Customs, and Translations from their principal Works ;

by the Rev. VV. WARD, one of the Baptist Missionaries at

Serampore, Bengal ; third edition, carefully abridged and
greatly improved. In 2 vols. 8vo. 18s. boards.

HINDUSTANI DICTIONARY.
A Dictionary Hindustani and English, by JOHN SHAKE-
SPEAR, Esq. Professor of Oriental Languages at the East
India Company’s Military Seminary, &c. &c. In one
Large Volume 4to., price £5. 15s. 6d. boards also may
be had, by the same Author, a

GRAMMAR OF THE HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE.
One volume 4to. £1. Is. boards.

SKETCHES OF INDIA;

Or, Observations descriptive of the Scenery, &c. in Bengal

:

written in India in the Years 1811, 12, 13, 14; together

with Notes on the Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena,
written at those Places in February, March, and April,

1815. 8vo. 7s. boards.

AFRICA.

Travels in South Africa ; undertaken at the Request of the

Missionary Society. By JOHN CAMPBELL, Minister of
Kingsland Chapel. 3d Edition, 8vo. corrected, 10s.6d, boards.

Ditto. Royal 8vo. 18s. boards.
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ASIATIC JOURNAL.

The Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India

and its Dependencies ;
containing Original Communica-

tions, Memoirs, History, Antiquities, and Poetry, Re-

view of Publications, Debates at the East-India House,

Proceedings at the Colleges, Military and Commercial In-

telligence, Appointments, Promotions, Resignations,

Births, Deaths, and Marriages, Shipping Intelligence,

Lists of Passengers and Ship-letter Mails, Lists of Com-

pany’s Shipping, Notices of Sales, London Markets,

Prices Current, Variations of India Exchanges, Company’s

Securities, &c. &c.

The above work, from its commencement in January 1816,

to the conclusion of that year, may be had bound in 2 vols.

8vo. price £1. 15s. and the succeeding numbers, as pub-

lished monthly, 2s. 6d. each.

FEVER IN INDIA.

Medical, Geographical, and Agricultural Report of a Com-
mittee appointed by the Madras Government to inquire

into the Causes of the Epidemic Fever, which prevailed in

the Provinces of Coimbatore, Madura, Dindigul, and
Tiunivelly, during the years 1809, 1810, and 1811, of

which Dr. W. Ainslie was President, Mr. A. Smith second

Member, and Dr. M. Christy third Member. With a

coloured Map of the Provinces where the Fever prevailed.

8vo. 6s. 6d. boards.

« This is a most valuable little volume. It is almost .\ per-

fect model of medical topography.”—Edin. Medical and Surgical

Journal ,
Jan. 1817.

“ We have much satisfaction in directing the attention of the

profession to this little volume, as one of the most perfect speci-

mens of medical topography with which we are acquainted, and
as such recommend it earnestly lo the perusal ol practitioners.

To tlie younger branches of the profession, whose destiny may-

lead them to seek for reputation and fortune in oriental climes,

it is absolutely Indispensible ;
both as ilirowing much light ori

the causes producing fever in tropical climates, and pointing out

a successful mode ol treating it.”—London Medical Repository,

Feb. 1817.

STATE OF INDIA.

Considerations on the present Political State of India, em-
bracing Observations on the Character of the Natives, on

the Civil aud Criminal Courts, the Administration of Jus-

tice, the State of the Land Tenures, the Conditions of the

Peasantry, and the internal Police of our Eastern Dominions.

Intended chiefly as a Manual of Instruction in their Duties

for the Younger Servants of the Company. By ALEX-
ANDER FRAZER TYTLER, late Assistant Judge in the

Twenty-four Pergunnahs, Bengal Establishment. Second

edition, 2 vols. 3vo. 18s. boards.

INFANTICIDE.
Account of the Abolition of Female Infanticide in Guzerat,

with Considerations on the Question of Promoting the

Gospel in India. By the Rev. JOHN CORMACK, A. M.
Minister of Stow. Bvo. 10s. 6d. boards.



Works published by Black, Parbury, and Alieu

PALIBOTHRA.
Inquiry concerning the Site of ancient Palibothva, in Two

Parts. Containing a Journal kept during the Survey of

the River Chuudun, conjectured to be the Erannoboas of

the Greeks, from the Town of Champanugur, near Bhagul-
poor, to its Sources in the Vicinity of Deoghur, including

an Account of the present State of the Jungleterry, with a
Map, Views, and Sections, 1814-15. By William Franck -

lin, Lieut. Colonel in the Service of the Hon. East-India
Company, regulating Officer of Zillahs Bhagulpoor and Tir-
hoot, and Author of a Tour in Persia, and the History of
Shah Aulum, &c. &c. 1 vol. 4to. £2. 5s. boards.

EDUCATION.
Symbolic Illustrations of the History of England, with a

Narrative of the Principal Events. By MARY ANNE
RUNDALL, of Bath, Author of the Grammar of Sacred

History.

Designed more particularly for the use of Young Persons,

and illustrated by nearly 300 emblematic Engravings.

** With a series of Ingenious Symbols, this Lady has succeeded
in representing all the great Transactions of our Country, from
the Conquest, which threw a momentary sh3de over Her glories,

to the memorable deeds that filled up Hie measure of her renown
on the fields of Waterloo.
“ In the presetr Work, Miss Rundall has rendered an essen-

tial service to the Rising Generation.”
Augustan Review , June 1816.

** Originality, utility, and elegance, are qua ities not always

found combineft^n modern publications; but they evidently

belong to the p^ent Work. The History of England, from
the earliest times, is here set forth in a series of nearly 300

Symbols, or Emblematical Representations ; each descriptive of

some epocha, or important transaction or event, which is the

subject of a chapter in the adjoining letter-press.

“ of the utility of such a Work, particularly to that class of

readers for whose benefit it is designed, there can scarcely be a

doubt ;
nor will it admit of much question, with those who

examine this performance, that the leading facts of ancient

times, so exhibited to the eyes, and by means of these fastened

on the memories of Young Persons, are less liable to be after-

wards confused or erased than if conveyed in words.—We re-

commend this Work to the Patronage of the Public, but in par-

ticular to those who, like our Fair Author, are concerned in the

EDUCATION OF YOUTH.”
European Magazine, February 1816.

SPANISH GRAMMAR.
Grammar of the Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian Langua-

ges ;
intended to facilitate the acquiring of these Sister

Tongues, by exhibiting in a Synoptical Form the Agree-
ments and Differences in their Grammatical Construction.

By RICHARD WOODHOUSE, in 1 vol. 3vo. 7s. bound.

MARITIME GEOGRAPHY.
Dedicated by permission to the Right Honourable Lord Mel-

ville, Maritime Geography and Statistics
; or a Descrip-

tion of the Ocean and its Coasts, Maritime Commerce,
Navigation,

.
&c. &c. &c. By the late Capt. TUCKEY,

R. N. Four large volumes, 8vo. 21. 16's. boards.

This Work, compiled on an original Plan, is equally calcu-

lated for the General Header, for the Sea Officer, for the

Use of Academies, and as a Universal Naval Gazetteer.

TROPICAL CLIMATES.

The Influence of Tropical Climates, more especially the Cli-

mate of India, on European Constitutions ; the principal

Effects and Diseases thereby induced
;

their Prevention or

Removal ; and the Means of preserving Health in Hot Cli-

mates, rendered obvious to Europeans in every Capacity.

An Essay, by JAMES JOHNSON, Esq. Surgeou in the

Royal Navy. 8vo. 14s. boards.
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VOYAGE TO INDIA.

Journal of a Voyage in the Years 1811 and 1812, to Madras
and China, returning by the Cape of Good Hope and St.

Helena. By JAMES WATHEN, in the Honourable Com-
pany’s Ship the Hope, Capt. James Pendergrass. Illus-

trated with Twenty-four beautiful coloured Plates of
Scenes at Madras, Pulo-Penang, Malacca, Macoa, Can-
ton, St. Helena, &c. &c. Engraved from Drawings by
the Author. 4to. 31. 3s. boards.

HISTORY OF BENGAL,
From the First Mahometan Invasion until the Virtual Con-

quest of that Country by the English, A. D. 1757. By
CHARLES STEWART, Esq., late Major on the Bengal

Establishment, Professor of Oriental Languages in the

Hon. East-India Company’s College, Herts. &c. &c. 4to.

Price 31. 3s. boards.

This work will befound particularly interesting to Persons
proceeding to Bengal, as also to those who wish for infor-

mation respecting that country previous to its falling into

the hands of the English.

TRACTS ON INDIA

;

Historical and Statistical
;
with Journals of several Tours

through various parts of the Peninsula; also an Account
of Sumatra; in a Series of Letters. By BENJAMIN
HEYNE, M.D. F.L.S. Member of the Asiatic Society of

Calcutta, and the Learned Societies of Bombay, Berlin,

&c. and Surgeou and Naturalist on the Establishment of

Fort St. George. Illustrated by Maps and other Plates.

4to. 21. 2s. hoards.

EAST-INDIA TRADE.

A Compendium of the Laws and Regulations concerning the

Trade with the East-Indies, the Duties of Customs and

Excise on Goods imported from thence, the Drawbacks
allowed on their Exportation ;

and the Duties payable on

British and Foreign Merchandize exported to the East-

Judies and China. With a concise Historical Account of

the principal Articles of Import fiom those Parts. To
which are subjoined, Schedules of Rates charged by the

East-India Company for the Management of Goods im-

ported by Private Merchants, of Dock Duties, &c. &c.

By THOMAS THORNTON, East-India Office, Custom

House. Second Edition, corrected to the present Period.

8vo. 7s.

ORIENTAL COMMERCE

;

Containing a geographical Description of the principal Places

in the East Indies, China, and Japan, with their Pro-

duce, Manufactures, and Trade, including the Coasting

or Country Trade from Port to Port
;

also the Rise and
Progress of the Trade of the various European Nations

with the Eastern World, particularly that of the English

East-India Company, from the Discovery of the Passage

round the Cape of Good Hope to the present Period : with

an Account of the Company’s Establishments, Revenues,

Debts, Assets, &c. at home and abroad. By WILLIAM
MILBURN, Esq. late of the Hon. East-India Company’s

Service. 2 vols. Royal 4to. 61. 6s.














